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PREFACKH 

ONLY two commentaries on the whole of Plato’s Laws have 
hitherto been published, that of Fr. Ast, Leipzig, Weid- 
mann, 1814; and that of G. Stallbaum, Leipzig, Hennings, 
1859 and 1860. Many critical editions of the text, how- 
ever, have appeared, of which I will only mention those 
which I have used in writing my notes. These are the 
editions of Rutger Ressen, Louvain, 1531; H. Stephanus, 
1578; I. Bekker, Berlin, 1817; C. E. Ch. Schneider, Paris, 
Didot, 1877; C. Fr. Hermann, Leipzig, Teubner, 1852 ; 
F. W. Wagner, Leipzig, Engelmann, 1854, 1855; J. G. 
Baiter, J. C. Orelli, A. W. Winckelmann, Ziirich, 1839 ; 
M. Schanz, Leipzig, Tauchnitz, 1879 (the first six books 
only); J. Burnet, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1906. To all 
these my debt has been great, but I have derived more help 
from Professor Burnet’s edition, with its critical notes and 
its revised and repunctuated text, than from any of the texts 
or commentaries, while he and the Clarendon Press have 
laid me under a further great obligation by allowing me to 
use the Oxford edition as the basis of my own revision. 

Students of the Laws have derived valuable assistance 
from the many translations which have been made, whether 
into Latin, or into a modern language. Of such I have 
constantly consulted those of Marsilio Ficino, Venice, 1491 
(twenty-two years before the appearance of the first printed 
Greek text); C. E. Ch. Schneider, F. W. Wagner, and 
B. Jowett, 2nd ed., Oxford, 1875. 

Every page of my notes reveals indebtedness to scholars 
who have dealt with the text or interpretation of separate 
passages. The two works of C. Ritter (Platos Gesetze, (1) 
Darstellung des Inhalts, and (2) Kommentar zum griechischen 
Texte, Leipzig, Teubner, 1896) deserve special mention. 

Vv 



THE LAWS OF PLATO 

They approach, from the large number of passages treated, 
to aregular commentary. Pla/on by Dr. von Wilamowitz- 
Mollendorf did not come into my hands till this book was 
in type. Vol. Il. contains about fifty emendations in 
the text of the Laws. <A few of these may be eracealy 
accepted, and all merit careful consideration. 

To Professor Burnet, and to my own teacher, Professor 
Henry Jackson, O.M., I am indebted for much readily given 
help on passages of special difficulty. The late Professor 
J. B. Mayor of King’s College, London, was good enough 
to read through and comment on my notes on the first half 
of Book V. 

Two more names I mention with a grateful recognition of 
invaluable assistance, that of the late Mr. F. H. Dale, C.B., 
and that of Mrs. James Adam. The former, without whose 
constant encouragement my work could hardly have been 
done, read through and discussed with me my notes on nearly 
the whole of the first ten books. Mrs. Adam has laid me 
under a great obligation by reading through all the proof- 
sheets. She has set me right many times, but she is not 
responsible for all that remains after her criticisms have been 
adopted. Notes in brackets with the initials F.H.D., 
A.M.A., J.B.M. record the chief instances where these 
scholars have differed from without convincing me. 

In the text square brackets denote the rejection of 
enclosed words or letters; angular brackets that the 
enclosed words or letters have been added conjecturally to 
the MS. text. Clarendon type has been used to denote all 
other alterations which have been made in modern times—at 
any time, that is, since the invention of printing. 

References to any other part of Plato are to the pages 
and divisions of Stephanus’s edition, and where the number of 
the line is added, it is that of Burnet’s text. 

E. B. E. 

HicH Wray, April 1921. 
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ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA 

p. 14 line 14 from bottom. for to read in 

NOTES 

624a4 line 6. for Platos read Platons 

630 a5 line 4. for ruarérns read miorirns 

630 ¢ 8 line 3. for as read ws 

6345 line 10. for by a magistrate or by an old man read 
by an old man to a magistrate or 

635 e 4 line 4. for \éyw ev read Néywuev 

637 d 4 line 11. for wePevew read pwede 
638 b 2 line 6. for 456 read 356 

639 a7 line 8. for pres. read pres. ind. 
639 c1 line 8. for éop. read éwp. 
643 ¢c5 line 4. for radia read mardi. 

643¢7 line 1. for radiwy read radiev 
643 ¢7 line 2. for raideiwv read raderov 
647 a5 line 3. for radia read rardiai 

647 e 2 line 3. for oios read oiov 
p- 279 line 5. for y read } 

660 d 8 line 2. for applied read supplied) 
665 c 2-7 line 9. for aixunraior read alxuaraior 

666d 9 line 4. add—MSS. riv, Ald. jv, Schmidt ri jy. 

666 e 2 line 6. for Bova read Bova 

667 a1 line 7. for dtoxot read Srorxot 

667 b 5-c 3 line 22. for éyxararerunuévoy read éyxkarareTunpévon ' 

667 e3 line 1. for émaxoXov04 read éraxodovd7 
668 a 1 line 8. for eiris read et ris 

669 e 6 line 12. for 648 e read 648 c 

67146 line 7. for afer read after 
680e6 line 5. for If... proleptically. read But cp. below 

683 a 5 and 7. 

1x 

: 
’ 
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THE LAWS OF PLATO 

683 b 1 line 8. for re read ru 

683 e 5 line 33. for #xicra read hkiora 

684 b 5 line 5. dele of 
687 e 2 line 5. for befel read befell 

688 b 6 line 5. for mpecBeuvtixh read mperBuTixy 
688 d 2 line 3. for diaxwrevoan read Siaxwrtoe 

688 d 2 line 7. for 60ev 5n read dbevdH 

689 d 5 line 11. for rpocxpnuévy read mpocxpwméevy 

691a1 line 2. for e7 read c7 

693 b2 line 1. for vivin read vuvdn 

695 b 2 line 1. for absolue read absolute 
698 b5 line 10. for practical read poetical 
699d 8 line 1. for ri read rt 

708 a 3 line 7. for uddior* read pdduor’ 

709 c1 line 16. for un read } wy 

710/a1 line 7. for use read use it 
712e7 line 4. for ducxupigduevrov read Sucxuprfomevos 

71748 line 9. insert ) after ‘‘ predicate ” 
71946 line 2. for ‘‘ timeless’ (aor.) read (‘‘ timeless”’ aor. ) 

730 ¢3 line 4. for eidoin read eidein 

73047 line 3. for avaryopevécOw read avayopevécOw 
7316 line 7. for proud read fond 
73246 line 2. for dvdoa read dvdpa 
739 c1 line 9. for suggsetion read suggestion 
73905 line 7. dele — 

739 d 5 line 18 insert ) after considered 
745 a6 line 6. for aicxpoxepdela read aicxpoKépdera - 

75246 line 4. for sterotyped read stereotyped 
754d 8 line 5. for £20 read £16 
756 c 6 line 4. for e 16 read |. 16 

756e4f. line 15. for e19f. read 1. 19f. 
758 a 8 line 3. for a6 read d6 

760e7 line 15. for inaedifieare read inaedificare 
763 ¢3 line 13. for aoruviuwy read acruvépwv 

766 b3 line 5 for it read ray 

773 e4 line 4. for ‘‘ stands per read stands ‘‘ per_ 
774¢3ff. line 24. for pecunia read penuria 
bye 
775 b 3 line 3. for gen. read acc. 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE treasury of pregnant truths which Plato in extreme old 
age left, under the title of Laws, as his last legacy to 
humanity falls into two distinct parts. 

When the three pedestrians of the dialogue had reached 
the place of noonday rest on their midsummer day’s walk 
from Cnossos to the Cave of Zeus, the Athenian calls upon 
the others to observe that, while they had been talking 
about laws half the day, they had not yet made, for their 
new colony, a single law. If, on this hint, the reader of 
Plato’s treatise will turn to see what proportion it contains 
of actual legislation, and what of ‘talk about laws,” he will 
find that the ‘‘ talk” bears to the “laws” the relation of two 
to one. Of the 321 of Stephanus’s pages occupied by the 
Laws not more than 107 contain definite statutes with their 
penalties.! | 

To describe this supplement to the actual legislation 
Plato uses the term zpootu.ov, pleased, as usual, to find a 
linguistic analogy in established usage. Besides meaning 
custom, convention or law, vopos was used for a musical 
“piece” or “theme.” Every substantial piece had its 
prelude: what better name then could be found for the 
prefaces to the whole treatise on vépou or to particular laws 
than vépov mpooipia ? 

Of one of these two kinds all the supplementary matter 
consists. Either it is an elucidatory introduction to the 

1 [In this latter total are reckoned the necessary directions in Bk, VII. 
for the nurture of the very young and the education of the adolescent, 
though the author, while declaring, at 790 b 2, that they are the founda- 
tion of all legislation, expressly disclaims for them the name of laws. 

VOL. I i B 
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subject as a whole, or it is such an introduction to one 
important law or to a section of the code. 

The former, or general, introduction, which is resumed at 
times in later books, comprises what is at first sight a 
perplexing variety of subjects. The perplexity becomes less 
when we find a key to it in the perception that, with Plato, 
Politics is a branch of the life-long! process of Education. 

The subject under consideration is Man in Society— 
avOpwrot toAurevopevot.2 About Man it is clear ? “that every 
living creature has a smaller, and inferior, vots when it is 
born than it has when it is full-grown. About Society 
likewise* we conclude that, in its early stages, many 
possibilities for both good and evil are still unrealized. 
The education of the former is to be in the hands of nurses 
and schoolmasters, under the direction of the most distinguished 
of all state officials:° that of the latter mainly in those of the 
lawgiver alone. 

The possibilities of development (1) of Human Nature, 
and (2) of Society, and the agencies by which satisfactory 
developments may be produced, are therefore the main 
subjects of the lawgiver’s consideration. Roughly speaking, 
the latter part of Bk. I., Bk. IL, the first part of Bk. V. and 
many individual preludes—ineluding the majority of those 
in Bk. VII.—cover the ground of (1). The early part of 
Bk. L., many of the zpootwwa, Bks. III. and IV. cover that 
of (2). 

Among the preludes to special classes of laws the long 
theological argument in Bk. X. occupies an outstanding 
position. Though technically the prelude to laws against 
impiety, and dangerous superstitions, Cleinias at 887b8 — 
speaks of it as fit to rank as “trép amrdvrwv Tov vopwv KdAXI- 
oTov Te Kat Gpiotov mpooimov.” This claim indicates the 
supreme importance attached by the lawgiver to religion as 
a sanction and preservative of law. 

Another prelude which stands out from among the rest 
is the dissertation in the eighth book (825-841), on the 
unhealthy and the healthy indulgence of sexual appetite. 

1 807 didr ini) ? 676 b3. 3 672b 8. 
4 678 b1-3. 5 765d 8. 
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This is not a preface to a law, for no law is made. The 
community is not ripe for it. The author’s dissertation is 
merely a Adyos . . . vopos ertxerpov yiyver Oa. '—an argument 
which does its best to impose itself on men’s consciences. 
He speaks “ before a corrupt tribunal ” as the “ single-handed 
opponent of overwhelming desire, with reason for his only 
help and support.” ? The only satisfactory law would be one 
forbidding all indulgence of the kind except that between 
lawful husband and wife, with a view to child-production °— 
the pair to be faithful to each other for life—as Plato 
beautifully expresses it,* eupevovtes PBeBaiws tails apdrais 
THs pirlas dporoyias. The nearest approach to this which 
he contemplates as possible at the time is the arousing of 
thé sense of shame whenever this high standard should be 
publicly transgressed. 

The most influential of the agencies with which the 
educator and the lawgiver alike can work are pleasure and 
pain,® honour and dishonour.6 We are told’ that education 
consists in being brought to like and to dislike the right 
things, and so to secure that ydovai and Avra, tywai and 
ariuiac are no longer at variance with dpery and 7d dixauov. 
At 697 b 2 ff., 716d 4 ff., and in the first eight pages of Bk. V. 
stress is laid on the importance of right regard for various 
advantages and characteristics, and the hope of attaining to 
an honourable rank in the community is at many points held 
out as an inducement to patriotic and virtuous conduct. 

In this connexion two remarkable ‘institutions claim 
special attention: (1) the Avovicov rperBurav yopds, “ Old 
Men’s Dionysiac Chorus,” of Bk. II. (665 a 8 ff.) ; and (2) the 
Nocturnal Council described in Bk. XII. (951 and 961 ff.). 
Both institutions are to be powerful conservatives of that dper 
which is the indispensable condition of the evdapovia of 
either state or individual. The second of these two institu- 
tions is elaborately devised as the best possible cwrnpia 
moXiteias kal vopwv.2 The former is the receptacle of the 

1 835e5. 2 835 5. 8 83941, 840d, 841d. 
4840d8. 5 63605 ff. 6 643 c8ff. and 65345 ff. 
7 689 a. 8e.¢.697a10. %960d1ff. 
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highest educational wisdom, and constitutes the standard of 

“Musical” taste for the community—and so acts as a 

cwtynpla THs OpOns matdelas,’ a matdetas pura.” Enjoyment, 

whether spontaneous and individual, or organized and 
gregarious, may have a good or a bad effect—it may increase 
or decrease the dperj of both performers and audience. It 
is a task for the keenest artistic insight, combined with an 
enlightened and patriotic love of virtue, to guide and to 
regulate all kinds of artistic representation. The legislator’s 
duty in this matter is explained and enforced in the long 
dissertation in Bk. II. on the connexion between Art and 
Morality. The yopds Avovicov does for Art what the 

Nocturnal Assembly of Bk. XII. is to do for Religion and 
Philosophy. 

In the endeavour to estimate our author’s drift we are not 
left altogether to ourselves. Plato gives us his own view of 
the significance of his treatise on Laws in two aspects: (1) 
as to its relation to his Republic; (2) as to the apprecia- 
tion he hoped to secure for it. 

(1) On p. 739 he distinctly explains that he renounces, as 
a practical ideal, the complete communism of the earlier 
political treatise. The main ideal is, however, to remain in 
theory, and among “second-best” practicable regulations the 
legislator must choose those which come nearest to that 
ideal.? 

(2) At 811c6ff. Plato naively declares that the Laws is 
the sort of book which it would do everybody good to study, 
and further, that agreement or disagreement with its teaching 
is to be a test to which all literature must submit. The same 

1653 a1. 2654d8, - 
3. On one point—that of sexual relations—the author of the Laws 

seems to have abandoned his former advocacy of communism. In the 
passage above referred to in Bk. VIII. where Plato reaches the high- 
water-mark of monogamous morality, there is no indication of a 
theoretically superior state of things. Here, too, there is a ‘‘ first-best,” 
and a ‘‘second-best,”’ but the first-best is the cordial recognition, in its 
regulation by the state and society, of the monogamous ideal; the 
second-best is the partial acknowledgement of its superiority by a society 
which is ashamed to disown it, but shrinks from adopting it as 
imperative and official, . 

4 
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appreciation of all publications on the subject of Law is 
expressed at 858 e 5 ff., where Plato claims that such writings 
ought to be considered as literature, and ought to be written 
in a persuasive and kindly style. Again, at 957¢4ff., “the 
study of Law is of all others the surest to make the learner 
a better man.” 

More than this: Law itself must be an object of an 
almost instinctive reverence. While to be consistently and 
continuously law-abiding is to be one of the surest roads to 
rank and distinction,! a still higher civic excellence is that of 
the man who feels bound, whenever occasion offers, to take 
upon himself the duty of a modern policeman. “The man 
who interferes to prevent wrongdoing” is worthy of twice 
the honour of the merely law-abiding citizen.” ... ‘“ The 
man who helps the magistrate to punish offenders is the perfect 
citizen, the paragon of virtue.” Often, after ordaining the 
penalty for an offence, he points to the duty of the by- 
stander to help to bring an offender to justice—ordaining at 
least the penalty of social disgrace if this duty be not 
fulfilled. To a modern Englishman this demand seems 
significant of oppressive interference, by an almost personified 
state, with individual liberty. Nor is this the only regula- 
tion which he might resent on the same ground. Many 
restrictions are placed on the citizen’s freedom by the 
legislator of the Laws. For instance: (1) the family xAjpos 
must never be sold or divided,*? nor (2) must other property 
be acquired by its owner than land, its stock and equipment, 
and its produce,* and even this kind of property was limited 
in amount by law.® (3) Testators are much restricted in 
disposing of their property after death.© (4) Parents are 
compelled to send their children to school.’ 

On the other hand the liberty of the individual citizen is, 
in important aspects, recognized by Plato as a state necessity 
as well. ‘Do not,” he says, “make your magistrates big 
and irresponsible: the statesman must cherish freedom, as 

1729d 4 ff. 2 730d 2. 3741 b. 
4741e1, c7ff., 846d. 5 744 e. 6 922 b ff. 

7804d. His comment on this regulation is ‘‘ Don’t forget, parents, 
that your children belong to the state more than they do to you.” 

5 
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well as wisdom and fellow-feeling.”! But this freedom cannot, 
“as things are, be complete. A spontaneous, enlightened 
social instinct ought to bring every man voluntarily to 
undergo these and other necessary state restrictions. He 
should realize that it is to his own advantage as much as— 
even more than—to that of the state, if the common good 
comes first in everybody’s thoughts, and his own private 
interest second: “‘rd pév yap Kowvdv ovvdei, Td de idiov Svacra. 

Tas woAeis.”? Such, however, is human nature that, though 
a man may see this, the allurement of pleasure and the 
dread of pain prove stronger than wisdom. Only a divinely 
inspired man, if such were to arise,* could act aright without 
the constraining bonds of man-made ra€is and voyos. These 
fetters are no disgrace to Wisdom, but only to the blind- 
ness of men. Wisdom’s supreme authority is sacred and 

7 &) ~ 
universal. Positive, compulsory Law and Order have only a 
delegated power, and would be unnecessary if men were 
perfect.° 

Much thought and discussion, along with much experience 
of life, may enable men to grasp the idea of a service “ which 
is perfect freedom”—may even open their minds to the 
vision of a Divine Law—of a wisdom whose sphere altogether 
transcends their own capabilities of insight. Three or four 
passages in the Laws—which at first sight seem merely 
pessimistic — are probably meant as helps to a humble = 
attitude towards the supreme Novs. Three times® he calls 
men ‘‘God’s puppets.” He even says that their so being is 
the best thing about them.’ Great natural and historical 
catastrophes, he says, impress on him the /:tileness of all that 
human forethought and endeavour can achieve.® Again, 
“after all, men’s affairs are not much worth being in earnest 
about, but we cannot help being in earnest all the same— 
more’s the pity!” To such views, he tells us, he is brought 
when he contemplates the stupendous nature of the divine 
excellence.? ‘Bear with me, Megillus! My words of 
depreciation were due to a sudden revelation of our insignifi- 

1 693 b2. 2 875. 3 875a6. 

487503 ff. 5 8756 ff. 6 644d 7 ff., 803¢4 ff, 804 b3. 
7 803¢5. 8709 a. 9 804 b. 



INTRODUCTION 

cance in the face of God. Perhaps there 2s some good in 
mankind, perhaps he deserves our-care, after all.” } 

Such lofty themes as these stand side by side, in the 
treatise, with humble pictures of every-day life. As 
O. Apelt says, in an admirable short apercu prefixed to a 
critical study of some passages in the Laws (Jena Progr. 
1906), ‘Based, as the work largely is, on the various 
experiences of daily life, and so bringing, as it does, the 
‘divine’ Plato down to our human level, the very informality 
of its construction and style heightens this sense of familiarity. 
Its natural abandon touches us more nearly than the perfec- 
tion of art. The one thing on which the author’s heart is 
set is safely to house a rich harvest,? and he does not trouble 
himself much to sift and arrange his matter by art and rule. 
Not that he gives his thoughts a dull and trivial form—he 
would not be Plato if he did that—but the tone is often 
louder, and the expression more far-fetched, or more poetical 
than usual. The balance and finish of the Kepublic’s style 
are wanting. ‘The sentence construction is particularly loose. 
The talk pours forth as it does in actual conversation ; the 
rush of thought gives it at each turn a fresh form; but the 
thought gets expressed all the same.” 

We are richly the gainers by this pouring out of the aged 
philosopher's stores of meditation on daily life. Many an 
unforgettable piece of practical wisdom we may glean from 
the pages of the Zaws. For example: “There is a most 
deadly evil at home in most men’s hearts. Nobody takes 
himself to task for it: nobody tries to get rid of it—it is 

1 More truly pessimistic is the mysterious and isolated speculation 
contained in 896d5-897d1. Here he feels constrained, by his doctrine 
of Yux7%, to recognize, at all events in the lowly sphere of human mind 
and character, and in man’s immediate physical surroundings, a rival to 

_ the supreme Nods. No motive is assigned to this so-called yux7. The 
language in which its activity is described is altogether of a negative 
character. It is a mere personification of unwisdom and misrule. It is 

as if Plato said ‘‘it must be there, but I do not understand it, and can 
say nothing more about it.” The whole xécuos is manifestly under the 
Sway of the dpicrn wvx7y and all that proceeds pawkds re kal drdxrws 
does but serve to make its brilliancy more visible. 

2 At 752428 we get a hint of Plato’s sense that the time left him is 
short, and his powers limited: ‘‘éora: rair’,” he says, ‘‘ av Oeds €0édy kal 

_ -Yipws émixparGpuev 7b ye rocoirov.” 

eS te oe 
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self-love, and the belief that it is right to be one’s own best 
friend: whereas in fact all kinds of mischief flow from this 
source. Here, as elsewhere, the lover is blind, and cannot 
distinguish right from wrong or good from bad: more 
respect, he thinks, is due to himself, than to the truth.” ? 

“A good way to get on good terms with friends and 
comrades is to think their services to you greater than they 
do themselves, and to hold your services to them of less 
importance than your friends think them.” ? 

“There is nothing deadly about complete ignorance of 
a subject: it is much worse when much has been learnt in a 
bad way.” 3 

‘““A slave should be safer from wrong than a free man: 
it is a sham goodness which only avoids wrongdoing when it 
is difficult.” 4 

“Tt is a disgrace for a mistress to be called in the 
morning by her maids: she ought to call them.” ° 

“No man is fit to rule who has not first been underrule him- 
self ; moreover, to have served well is a better title to distinc- 
tion than to have been a goodruler. For among a man’s rulers 
are the Gods, as well as his elders and betters among men.” © 

“Tlauriv S& aidd xpi toAAjv, od ypvodv katadureiv.’ The 
best way to give this to children—and to yourself at the 
same time—is, not to admonish them so much as we do, but 
to let them see that we never fail to do what such admoni- 
tion would direct.” ® 

‘‘ What you do not see, in your little corner of the mighty 
universe, is, that things do not happen in it for your sake: 
you, like all that takes place there, are what you are in 
order that its perfection may be complete.” ® 

To conclude this rough sketch of the contents of Plato’s 
Laws, we may ask what is the abiding impression left by its 
perusal. Is it not this? Not only has he given us a code of 
political and social law which has been the foundation of 
much subsequent legislation, but he leaves us with increased 
reverence for the rule of right and goodness, and a quickened 
faith in its ultimate victory over folly, superstition, and vice. 

1731d6. 2729 c8 ff. 381943. 
477110 F. 5 808 a3. . 6 762e1 ff. 

7729 bi. 8 729 ¢ 2. 9903 b 4. 
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62441. Spartan and Cretan institutions, which claim to have 
been the work of divinely inspired legislators, are based on the 
assumption that the state is a fighting machine. If it cannot 
fight, it loses its independence, and the power of enjoying its 
property. 

626¢5. But there are other fights besides (1) those with foreign 
states. (2) A country may be at variance with itself. (3) A 
man’s “better self” has to contend with his baser inclinations 
(and for a right termination of the third kind of fight the noblest 
qualities of all are required). 

626e 5. In fights (2) and (3) the victory of the better elements 
is spoken of as a victory of the whole being. 

627¢ 2. In civil strife the important thing is to reconcile the 
combatants, not to exterminate, or reduce to impotence, the van- 
quished side. 

628¢4. This opens up a wider wiew for the vopobérns. Of - 
course he aims, in his legislation, at producing the greatest excellence, 
and therefore he must not organize his state solely with a view to 
external war, for this develops only an inferior kind of excellence. 
Instead of thinking of war when there is peace, he ought rather 
to be thinking of peace when he is conducting war. 

629 a4. Success in civil strife demands higher qualities than 
success in foreign warfare, inasmuch as, to succeed in the former, 
a man must win the trust of his fellow citizens. This cannot be 
done without more virtues than that of bodily courage. He must 
have all the virtues. 

630b8. Therefore, in framing laws, big or small, the voyoferns 
must have in view the production of excellence of all kinds, and, 
in estimating different kinds of excellence, he must put the mind 
before the body, and, of the virtues of the mind, he must esteem 
those most highly which have least to do with the body, and most 
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with the mind. Herein we have the key to the proper classifica- 
tion of laws. 

63248. As all life is a fight, and as, in all fights, the excellence 
of the fighter depends prominently on his kaptépyous (power of 
resistance), it may be expected that in other virtues there will be 
an element like that which is prominent in bodily courage. A 
legislation which tries only to encourage the power of resistance 
to bodily pain and danger, is a lame, left-handed kind of legislation. 
There are all the temptations of pleasure to be resisted, and these 
are ignored by such legislation. 

635e4. In other words, if the Spartan and Cretan institutions 
are to stand examination, they must be able to show that they 
develop temperance, which comes next above courage, in order of 
precedence, of the virtues of the character. 

An exclusively military life stimulates excessive pugnacity, and 
a too exclusive devotion to bodily development has, incidentally, 
brought unnatural vice in its train. The two questions (1) 

“what pleasures ought not to be sought?” and (2) “what pains 
ought not to be avoided?” go to the foundations of the philosophy 
of Law. 

636e 4. It is urged that, if the discipline of the military state 
is rigid, it makes for virtue by putting down excess—such excess, for 
instance, as any degree of intoxication—with a strong hand. 

637b7. This contention opens up the consideration of the 
proper way of ensuring virtue. Ought the ultimate controlling 
power to be external or internal? Even where a foreigner would 

' think there was the extremity of licence, there may be safeguards 
to morality in the xaprépyovs—the power of saying ain aay FOR 
by the individual. 

63743. Take the question of wine-drinking ; ;+ Is it absolutely 
wrong that any man should, on any occasion, take enough wine to 
intoxicate him—as we say, “ to get into his head” ?2 Are we not 

1 Here follows an apparent digression, for the length of which the author 
apologizes beforehand. The ensuing discussion of ué@y (1) throws fresh and 
original light on the nature and process of education, the moral effects of 
pleasure and pain, and the testing and formation of character ; and (2) intro- 
duces. us to a kind of mechanism by which, in dealing with povorxy, the 
vouobérns can guide this process in the right direction. This second division 
forms the main subject of Bk. II. Incidentally, the demonstration of the 
similarity of the suggested process of education in temperance to the process 
of education in courage, emphasizes the closeness of connexion between the 
two virtues. 

2 In the Republic, p. 403, we are told that the g@vAaxkes are never to get 
into this state. 
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in danger of associating p»é6y in our minds with attendant evils 
which may conceivably be dissociated from it? It may perhaps 
be admitted that, in human experience, these evils always have, so 
far, accompanied peOn. 

640 a4. Every assembly of men who meet with a common 
purpose must have a leader. The leader of an army must be brave : 
the leader of a drinking-party must be sober. 

641 a3. ‘‘ But even if it be well-conducted, what good will it 
do? Can it produce anything to stand side by side with the 
victory which an army aims at winning?” The answer is, not 
only do the victories it ensures leave no unhappy memories, such 
as are left by the victories of armies, but—astonishing as it may seem 
—it is a valuable means of education. 

643 a2. Education in general is the training of the young for 
the activities of life, but, as used by the wise lawgiver, the word 
means the formation of a virtuous character. In this sense ra.deia 
is tp@Tov Tov KaAXiorwv in good men’s eyes. 

64466. A wise calculation (Aoywpds), on the part of the 
state, of the advantage, or disadvantage, to be secured by any course 
of action—i.e. a balancing of prospective pleasure and pain—results 
in, or rather embodies itself in, Jaw. This law must be such as 
will come to the aid of a man’s better self, when pulled this way 
and that by the attractions of pleasure, and the fear of pain. 
Thus law becomes a sort of conscience to the state, which dictates 
external and internal policy, and throws light on the nature of 
ériTnoevpara—such as drinking-bouts—and on the aims to be 
pursued by the process of education. 

64541. Much wine heightens the sense of pleasure and pain, 
heightens anger and desire, while it confuses and deadens the 
intellect and the judgement. You ask: “ Who would willingly put 
himself into a state in which his moral character is, for the time, 
made worse?” In return I ask: ‘‘ Does not every one, when he 
incurs great bodily fatigue, or takes a strong drug, knowingly put 

_ his body, for a time, into a worse state ?” 
646 48. You ask again: “What good can péOy do, which will 

stand comparison with the muscular efficiency produced by hard 
bodily exercise, and the cure wrought by the drug?” Well: 
there are two kinds of fear. One, the fear of pain; the other, 
the fear of disgrace. This last we call shame; and while we fight 

_ the. former, we encourage the latter. At Sparta you fight the 
former kind by making the young undergo dangers and hardships ; 

: Le. they are artificially put in positions similar to those which, in 
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real life, will call for the exercise of the virtue of courage. These 
artificially contrived exercises not only train; they enable the 
educators to form an opinion of the strength and worth of individ- 
ual characters. A similar power of endurance is demanded when 
temptations to pleasure have to be faced. What better occasion 
can be imagined for practising the young in the right sort of fear 
or for discerning which of them are temperate, than a symposium 
presided over and watched by sober seniors? The young are 
there brought by wine into a state in which they are specially 
susceptible to temptations, They are thus at once trained to 
endurance, and their characters can then best be judged by their 
educators. 

If a pappaxoy existed which would temporarily stimulate fear 
in the same way that wine stimulates the tendency to vBpis and 
self-indulgence of all kinds, it would be a valuable agent, and 
would save much trouble in the training in dvdpefa. Why then 
should we discard the use of pleasant wine as a training in 
cwppoctyn 4 

ANALYSIS OF BOOK II 

652. The right use of wine may do more than test character ; 

it may be a preservative of the effects of Education. What 
is real Education? Long before the judgement is mature, the 
habits may be formed of liking and disliking the right things, and 
it is just in the formation of such habits that real education consists. 
But the feelings of pleasure and pain thus fostered tend to lose 
their strength in the workaday world. The gods have arranged 
holidays to keep these feelings alive, and have sent us the Muses, 
Apollo and Dionysus, to teach us how to celebrate these festal days. 

What Apollo and the Muses do for us is to add, to the child’s 
innate delight in flinging itself about and making noises, the 
delight in the systematizing of these noises and motions—in other 
words, they inspire us with the sense of and love of puOuds and 
appovia, 

For choice performances are not only for the festivals of adults ; 
they are also for the education of the young. 

This is the main way in which that training of the likes and 
dislikes by habit is secured. It is not only, remember, the skill of 
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the young xXopevTjs that must be kept in view by the educator, 
it is his taste as well. There is a moral and an,immoral xopeia, 
and the child must be habituated to like the moral sort. 

What is moral povovxy and yopeita? We can only say that 
povoikyn (is a langauge, and) interprets the mind; and if 
the mind and intention is good, the povowxy will be good. 
E.g, anyone can tell from mien and tone whether a man is a 
coward or not; so it is that songs and dances may be made to 
reveal all the virtues and vices. But povorky is a language which 
it needs a trained eye and ear to read. Hverybody’s judgement is 
not to be taken on the question what is the best wovorxy? Here 
again we come to the importance of good habituation: not only 
will a taste for bad povovk), if indulged, make a man himself bad, 
but nothing but habituation to the good can ensure a genuine 
pronouncement on the side of what is right and good.! 

Poets, who compose the materials of yopefa, must be under 
constraint and guidance. The wise Egyptians have for ever 
stereotyped their art, and allow no deviation from fixed forms. 
What has been done once can be done again. Let our legislators 
look to-it then, and make arrangements for the proper supervision 
of poets and musicians. 

657. To return to the question of what is the right povorky. 
Delight is the spring of motion in the young and active, and the 
more mature and aged, whose activity is flagging, feel a reflected 
delight in watching and superintending the performances of the 
young. The popular notion that the best povorxy is that which 
gives most pleasure is right in @ sense. But it is these mature 
and aged people whose judgement must settle the question of what 
is pleasantest—ie. best. A child may take more delight in a 
puppet-show than in a tragedy, so we must correct the bald state- 
ment that the best povo.xy is that which gives most pleasure, by 
adding “to the best judges,” and these, as we maintain, are the old 
and experienced ; it may even happen that there is one man who 
is the best judge of all, and, if so, he should decide. The matter 
ought never to be settled by the noisy crowd in the theatre, as it 
is in Italy and Sicily—and with disastrous results to the poets, 
who are made worse by their audience, instead of making their 
audience better, as they should. 

Again, then, we are brought to see that education draws the 

. 1 Tt would seem to follow from this that the jirst educators must have 
been inspired by the gods, and the education and training of the young by 
habit was the means of passing this inspiration on to other generations, 
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young in the direction that wise experience finds out to be the 
right one, and that the drawing consists in the right formation 
of the sentiments of pleasure and pain. To secure this end 
the lawgiver must call in the aid of the poet—acting under the 
lawgiver’s direction. 

660 e. The main duty laid on the poet will be that of con- 
vincing the young that no physical or worldly advantage, even 
when coupled with the lowest of the virtues—bravery—are of 
any good to a man—are even bad for him—if he has not the 
higher virtues as well. I would make it a crime for a poet, or any- 
one else, to talk as if there were any real gam for a man apart 
from goodness, or any pleasure in doing wrong. 
663 a. You tell the young stories full of impossibilities, and 

they believe them. Use this childish belief: even if I had not 
proved that virtue means happiness, you can see the necessity 
of making the child believe it. The chanting which fills the ear 
and moves the tongue of the child must enchant him to believe 
that heaven has ordained that real pleasure lies in goodness, 
and is inseparable from it. 

664 c¢. For this same chanting let three kinds of chorus be 
constituted : (1) the Muses’ chorus of children ; (2) Apollo’s chorus 
of the youthful; and (3) the mature, from thirty onwards to sixty, 
must serve the Music of the state in diverse ways. Some of these 
—the oldest, no doubt—must tell myths to the young, while the 
younger men perhaps will actually sing;.but the main use of the 
mature will be to form a standard of taste, and regulate the Music 
of the whole state. And this chorus, as being the repository of 
real wisdom, is the most valuable to the state of all the three. 

664e. Now, inasmuch as to the mature all kinds of activity 
are no longer promoted by the imperative instinct which will not 
let the young keep quiet,—and which we saw to be the soil out 
of which all the Muses’ art was developed,—the gift of Dionysus 
comes in to supply an artificial stimulus to activity and to supple- 
ness of mind and body. Hence the chorus of the mature is to be 
called the Chorus of Dionysus. 

666. The very “fire” which wine puts into the mature and 
elderly—and which is beneficent in the way described above—is 
superfinous, and may even be dangerous, if applied to the already 
“‘ fiery ” young. 

666e. The “old men’s chorus,” then, must mean something 
quite different to what it does in Sparta; nor must the education 
of the young be what it is there—ie. the manufacture of soldiers. 
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The chanting of this “chorus” must be, not the Music of the 
theatre and the dancing-ground but, the enchanting pf the young, 
to make them | é. 
| 667 b 5. wha th is 1) KkadXiory wor ? Is it merely that 

which gives easure? In all pleasant things—in all gifts 
of heaven—there is something else besides pleasure. About them 
all we ask, not only (1) are they pleasant ? but (2), does the intellect 
pronounce them to be correct? and (3) does the moral judgement 
pronounce them to be good ? 

In the realm of art, where we deal with representations or 
imitations, the pleasure which these representations give proclaims 
them the gift of heaven (xyaprs). But it is the intellect, not the 
feeling of pleasure or pain, which answers the question: “Is 
it like?” Therefore, even if there is no question of the good or 
harm it does, pleaswre can no longer be the only criterion of a work 
of art. 

668 b. But, if it is to be more than a toy, or harmless amuse- 
ment, the artistic representation must manage to represent some- 
thing morally beneficial. 

668 c. The true and competent judge, then, must have (1) a 
knowledge of the thing to be represented, (2) the power of 
comparing or measuring the eg. picture by or with the thing 
represented ; and (3) the judgement to pronounce on its moral 
character and effect. 
669 b 5. Music needs greater skill in the critic than do the 

other arts. Music represents states of mind and character; not 
only do these need more experience for their recognition, but 
the evil they can do is more intimate, and reaches further. And 
our poets and musicians are no Muses; anyone can see by their 
senseless vagaries that they are capable of doing much harm. 

670a6. So you see there is good reason in saying that the 
chorus of the mature must know more about Music than the other 
two choirs, They must have the trained faculties that the other 
choirs have, but they must add, secondly, the technical knowledge 
necessary for the poet and musician, and, thirdly, they must know 
what sort of Music does them good, and will make the young love 
virtue. 

67144. Now let us consider wine as a help towards securing 
this object. Wine, we agreed, makes the mature, for the time, 
more plastic and susceptible to external influences, but it also 
makes @ man over-confident—even shameless, sometimes. There- 
ifore an assembly of mature drinkers will need a ruler of the feast, 
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no less than does the symposium of the young. These rulers 
would naturally be men over sixty,—to see the rules kept, and to 
keep the peace. . 

672a4. So far, then, from the ‘ madness ” aused by wine being 
an evil, inflicted by a malignant power, as some say, the “fire” it 
puts into the blood has the same effect on us, when we are grown 
up, as the exuberant spirits and activity of childhood have on 
children. In both cases this liveliness is the soil out of which 
Music grows. - 

672 e. You two Dorians would, I know, like nothing better than 
a full discussion of the gymnastic training necessary for the bodily 
half of Music—ie. dancing—which springs from the same soil as the 
other half; and you would discuss the subject admirably. But 
first let us finish off the topic of wine-drinking, by pointing out 
that the adoption of this mechanism by the state for educational 
purposes involves strict limitation by law of the production and use 
of wine. No city that adopts these regulations will need to have 
many vineyards, 

Pa 

ANALYSIS OF BOOK III 

676. What is the nature of political organization? Since 
the world began there must have been countless civilizations 
which have arisen and been wiped out, with all their arts and 
devices, by natural cataclysms. After each cataclysm only a few 
scattered, uncivilized men must have been left on the mountain 
tops, and these would have to begin their civilization and the 
formation of communities all over again. To learn the nature and 
ground-work of political organizations the best way will be to 
follow, in imagination, the steps by which such scattered remains 
of unsophisticated humanity would coalesce and grow into a 
political community. 

678 c. On overcoming the horror of the plains, caused by the 
recent catastrophe, these men would be driven, in the course 
of many generations, by social instinct to congregate; their wits 
would be sharpened by intercourse, and the arts would gradually 
revive—and among them the art of acquiring property, the 
art of lying, and the art of war. 

679 e 6, In the course of this sketch we may he able to see 
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where and how daws come into being. The first form of com- 
munity would be like what Homer described that of the 
Cyclopes to be, i.e. a family in which the father’s will was the 
only law. 

68047. This family would naturally grow, in after generations, 
into a clan, of which the representative of the father of the original 
family would be the chieftain; it would have its own rough 
notions of what to do and what to avoid, and its own character. 
One clan might be braver, or more orderly, than another. 

681¢c1. The next step is taken when separate clans— each 
wedded to its own customs, and each with its own character— 
coalesce to form a community. There would then have to be 
some compromise and common understanding as to what, of all 
the various customs, it would be good for the united community to 
adopt. Here we have the beginning of the positive enactment of laws. 

68147. Whereas the first community would settle probably 
on the lower slopes of the hills, the third stage would be reached 
when—all memory of the dangers of the plain having vanished— 
men ventured, in course of time, to build a city on an elevation in 
a plain. In this same age men would begin to traverse the sea, 
and city would begin to war with city. This brings us to the 
time of the Trojan war, and the beginning of history. 

68245. We next come to the foundation of the Dorian Con- 
federacy of Sparta, Argos, and Messene ; we return, that is, to an 
examination of the same Dorian institutions with which Book I. 
began. 

683 c 8, How was it that that confederacy, in spite of all the 
advantages which its founders had, and of the formidable aspect 
which it presented to foreign powers, was yet a failure ? 

686 ¢7. When we talk of the success or failure of a nation, 
we must not think exclusively of its ability to force its will on 
other nations, or of its lack of this power. The question is not, 
“is a state, or a man, strong?” but “is it (or he) wise enough 
to make a proper use of its strength?” That is what tests its 
laws and its lawgivers. The worst unwisdom (folly) is that of 
the state, or man, when conscience points one way, and desire 

another. That state of folly means ruin to a community, and to 
an individual: and there is no mental disability in a man which 
is such a complete disqualification for any political office as this 
want of harmony between the desires and the judgement. 

689e4. There are seven titles to power over one’s fellows: 
there is 
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(1) The right of parents over children and descendants ; 
(2) The right of those who are royally born to govern those who 

are not ; 

(3) The right of the older to rule the younger ; 
(4) The right of masters to rule their slaves ; 
(5) The right of the stronger to rule the weaker ; 
(6) The right of the wise to rule the less wise ; 
(7) The right which is decided by the fall of the Jot. 

With all these claims in the field, conflicts between claimants are 
inevitable. 

69045, It is an overweening sense of their own importance, 
and a desire to get too much out of their position, that 
generally brings ruin on kings. What saved Sparta, when Argos 
and Messene sank, was that the kingly power was halved by 
the fortunate birth of twins in the royal house, and was further 
restricted by the recognition, on the part of its legislators, of some 
of the other claims to power, besides that of berth—and the 
appointment of co-existing authorities. 

692d1. So great was the defection of Argos and Messene, 
whose monarchs were left with an unrestricted power, that, as far 
as the interests of Hellas went, they largely nullified the good 
which Sparta was able to do. 

693a5. A wise lawgiver then will recognize many fountains of 
authority in a state, and will see that only in this way can he 
secure the three main civic requisites, ie. freedom, statesmanship, 
and unity (or public spirit.) 

69342. If these three objects are to be secured, the government 
must be neither an extreme autocracy, nor an extreme democracy, 
but must be a judicious mixture of the two. 

69443, Persia’s history shows us how all its misfortunes came 
with the withdrawal of all restrictions from the kingly power. 

698 a9. In the days of Athens’s glory a respect for law tempered 
the desire of every man to do as he liked; but this desire got 
the better of law in time—showing itself first in the realm of 
Art, where the untrained and uneducated many asserted their right 
to judge as against the educated and judicious few. 

702a2. “How,” asks the Athenian, “can we test the truth 
of all these principles at which, in our discussion, we have 
arrived?” Cleinias answers that there is a practical way open to 
them, in which they can embody and perhaps test their political 
principles ; for he has himself been entrusted—with a few other 
citizens—with the task of framing laws for a new colony. 
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ANALYSIS OF BOOK IV 

704. A city should not be a seaport, but should be at least 

ten miles inland from a harbour, on soil which produces many 
kinds of crops, but none in such abundance as to leave a 
surplus for exportation. Foreign trade is demoralizing; so is a 
navy: it takes the steadfastness out of a land-army to know they 
ean get out of harm’s way by taking to their ships; besides, sea- 
fighting gives.no scope for merit, and no chance of winning honour. 
It was Marathon and Plataea which, respectively, began and 
completed the discomfiture of the barbarians, and the salvation of 
Hellas. If it was the navy which saved her, it would have been 
better for her to perish than so to be saved. Wrong living is 
worse than death. 

e. If the colonists of the new city come, like a swarm of 
bees, all from the same home, they will pull together the better 
for it, but then prejudice against any improvement in constitution 
or legislation will be invincible. It will be better to undertake 
the difficult task of welding a heterogeneous populace into one. 
No man who is not equal to a great and difficult task is fit to be 
a lawgiver or the founder of a city. 

709 a. For all his cleverness, however, the lawgiver may find 
chance too strong for him. Still, that is no reason for pronouncing 
skill worthless. If skill is helpless against bad luck, good luck is 
useless without skill. 

709 d. Given a heaven-sent lawgiver then, what must a city like 
our colony ask of luck? This: that absolute power and influence 
over the whole body should be with one virtuous, wide-minded 
man, who can rule himself as well as the state, and who will take 
the lawgiver into his confidence and follow his advice. For our 
purposes it will be best, I say, for the power to be in one man’s 
hands, always supposing that he possesses the above-mentioned 

virtues and qualifications. The difficulty of endowing a city 
with a perfect polity will be greater, the more the supreme 
power is, in the first case, limited, or subdivided. It is true that 
it is asking a great deal of Chance, to postulate such a conjunction 

of virtue and liberality of mind ina ruling power of any kind. 
But it is the only way to get a perfect polity, and it is an easy one. 

712. If you have faith enough to take this from me, you will 
perhaps listen to me when I tell you what the best polity is, and 
what are the best laws, 
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After soliciting divine help let us proceed to consider the form 
of polity to be chosen. 

713. The ordinary titles given by political philosophers—those 
ending in -cracy—all denote that one particular part of the 
community is supreme over the others; this is never the case in 
a real polity.’ 

In the Golden Age Cronos appointed daipoves—superior 
beings—to rule over mankind; this analogy will explain what I 
think the right course at the present day. There is in man a 
divine part—his mind—and this divine element must do as Cronos 
did, and appoint subordinate ministers for our government. These 
ministers of mind’s ordaining are the ordinances which we 
call Laws. These must be sovereign over the state, and over 
every member of it. But as we have seen that no real polity 
exists where one element of the populace is supreme over the 
others, so no laws have any binding force, which are made in the 
interest of any separate element in the state. To be binding they 
must be made in the best interest of the state as a whole; and 

obedience to these laws is the crowning virtue of the statesman and 
the administrator,—the main title to honour and office. 

No state can thrive unless the rulers are the slaves of the 
Law. 

I would begin by charging the citizens to remember that God’s 
rule is inevitable and all-pervading, and that righteousness and 
vengeance against unrighteousness are his constant attendants. 
Therefore wickedness is folly, and though the wicked man may 
prosper for a time, his prosperity will only make his ruin the more 
disastrous both to himself and to society. 

716c. How then is man to please God ? 
In all God’s works “Measure” is discernible. Like, as the 

proverb says, clings to like, and man’s wisdom is to live by 
measure. 'To break bounds, to be lawless, is impiety, and even the 
offerings and the prayers of an impious man are hateful 
to God. For the pious, however, it is the first of duties to 
pay worship and honour to all Gods, both the higher and the 
lower; next after them to the memory of “divine” men, and 
next to one’s parents, To our parents and to their care we owe 
our being: nothing that we can do for them can overpay them, 

and remember that the time when we can repay is the time of 
their greatest need—-when the payment is most valuable. The 
greatest care must be taken never, by word or deed, to show 
disrespect to parents. When they are angry with us, we must 
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not resent it. When they die, we must pay due honour to their 
ashes. 

718. So much for our duties to our superiors. We must go to 
the laws to learn how our life is to be adorned by duties done to 
our family, to our fellow-citizens, or even to strangers. 

Before each class or chapter of laws it will be well to set a 
preface, to explain the principle of the enactments, to recommend 
their adoption, and generally to bring the subjects of the laws into 
such a state of mind as will be favourable to their acceptance. 

719. As it is, the way of evil is easy, and the path of virtue 
hard; the voice of the law is precise and prosaic; all the more need 
for some adornment of the subject. Such a preface may be com- 
pared with the confidential talk which a skilful physician will | 
hold with an enlightened patient, before prescribing his medicine 
and treatment. 

720. As a sample, take the bare law as to marriage—which 
may well be among the first things to be regulated—and add a 
disquisition on the principles on which it is founded, and the 
desirability of the objects it seeks to attain. 

722. Even Megillus, with all his Spartan love of brevity, 
prefers a law with such a preface to one without. And the 
Athenian assures him that the excess of benefit is far beyond the 
excess in length. Further, the Athenian compares such a preamble 
to the prelude with which a skilful musician brings his audience 
into accord with his main theme, and hints incidentally that 
great skill, comparable to that of the musician, will be necessary 
for its composition ; for the “themes” of different classes of laws 
differ widely, and all laws, with some trifling exceptions, need to 
be accompanied by such a preamble. 

Fortified with this instrument, we will make a second start. 
As to religion and religious duties, what has been already said 
may suffice. Next follow duties affecting (1) our own souls, (2) our 
bodies, and (3) our property. 
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ANALYSIS OF BOOK V 

720. Honour the soul next to Heaven! There are in 

practice many wrong methods of honouring the soul which must 
be avoided—such as self-opinionatedness, and self-indulgence. 

728da2. As to our duties to the Body, and Property, we must 
remember that a middle state is best in both.—-Duties there are also 
to one’s family, relatives, friends, the state, and foreigners. 

730b1. Of desirable personal qualities Truth stands highest ; 
next comes Justice—and personal efforts to see right done and 
wrong punished; honourable too are Temperance and Wisdom— 
provided these virtues are of a social character, and tend to spread 
to others and help others. Even Anger is necessary, in its place— 
but Mercy too. 

731d6. The most general, ugly, and disastrous blemish in 
human character is selfishness. It clouds the judgement, and is 
fruitful in folly and error. 

73248. Such conduct as has been recommended is not only 
right in itself, and so pleasing to Heaven; it is best and pleasantest 
for man. 

347. This may be seen from the consideration of various 
kinds of lives—that of the temperate, the intellectual, the brave, or 
the healthy as contrasted with that of the intemperate, the simpleton, 
the coward, or the diseased, respectively. The balance of happiness 
will throughout be found on the side of the former, though the 
latter may have moments of acuter enjoyment. 

734¢3. The political framework of a state consists of (a) the 
Magistrates, who are of a superior nature to the ordinary citizen ; 
and (b) the Laws, which the magistrates have to administer. 

735a7. Applicants for citizenship in our colony must be 
tested, and the unsatisfactory applicants rejected—summarily, or 
on some specious pretext. 

736c5. As it is a new foundation, all citizens can start fair, 
unhampered by debts, and the overshadowing influence of great 
estates which mar the peace of an old-established state. But peace 
will not reign long here unless the pride of possession can be 
mitigated, and the love of gain for itself eradicated. 

737¢1. Supposing for the sake of argument that the size 
of the territory, the nature of the soil, and the size of the 
neighbouring state will admit, we will imagine a community of 
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5040 householders. The number lends itself readily to many 
kinds of sub-division. 

738b2. Advantage must be taken of any religious association 

the land enjoys, and of all possible religious sentiment on the part 
of the members of the community—such, e.g., as respect for 
Oracles. Each local division must have a patron deity, whose 
shrine and réyevos will form the centre of tribal life, and social 
intercourse among the tribesmen. 

. This is a practical treatise: it will try to find ways 
out of all kinds of difficulties, and where perfection is impossible, 
it will advise a course which may be only second, or even third 
best. But it holds that the philosophic lawgiver’s first duty is to 
hold up before his hearers an ideal perfection, so that we may 
make comparison with it a test for every proposal. The nearer 
it comes to the ideal state of things, the better it is. 

739 e 8. Our first deviation from the ideal will be in the 
matter of property. In an ideal state all will be in common, but 
our citizens are to be allowed to possess land and houses. They 
must always remember, however, that the land is part of the 
state, and owned by the state as well as by themselves; and also 
that it is sacred, as being a part of the divine Mother Earth : hence 
let their holding be sacred to them, an inviolable unit. It must 
be a main object of high statesmanship so to regulate the size 
of families that each generation shall be roughly of the same size 
as the preceding one. 

741a6. I would charge the citizens to respect the equal 
distribution of property, and the numerical arrangements connected 
with it. It must be a sacred duty with them to preserve their 
holding intact, and to shrink from adding to their property by 
trade; for this would upset the numerical distribution, Trade 
in general is debasing to the character, and should be discouraged. 

741e6. No citizen shall be allowed to possess gold or silver 
money. ‘The baser, small, currency which will be allowed, will be 
in use chiefly among artificers and slaves. If a citizen has to go 
abroad on public or private business, he will be furnished with 
money for his journey by the state. 
742.¢2. Dowries are to be forbidden ; and so is credit and usury. 
74241. The wise lawgiver and politician will not look first to 

the greatness and wealth of his country, but to its virtwe and happiness. 
It is impossible for the very rich to be very good. To be the 
former a man must have no scruples about gaining, and no 
impulses towards spending more than is absolutely necessary. 
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743¢5. The absence of money, and money-making, and credit, 
will remove many obstacles to peace and good-feeling—there will 
be far fewer lawsuits—and men will have time to spare for the 
real interests of their (1) souls and (2) bodies. Property must take 
its place as of only third-rate importance. This order must be 
recognized by the state in all honours it confers; and the law- 
giver must test his laws by asking if they recognize this order of 
precedence. 

74448. Still, property must count for wortcilinile? in the state. 
Our new citizens will (unfortunately) not all bring equal properties 
with them when they come. Those who have much will be able 
to add to their store—and this will be permitted within certain 
limits——And so we will have Four Classes in the state, arranged 
on a property qualification. The state must see to it that there is 
no abject poverty, and that there are no millionaires. It must be a 
crime to divide the kAynpos, and a crime to hold more than four 
times its original amount of land. Any property gained beyond 
that must go to the state, and the gods. There shall be a Public 
Register of all surplus property—of all, ie, beyond the original 
kAypos, which any citizens hold. 

745b3. The city must stand on the middle of its territory, 
with a central ‘“‘acropolis sacred to Hestia, Zeus and Athena.” 
From this shall radiate lines dividing (1) the city and (2) the 
country into twelve parts—not necessarily equal in size, but equal 
in productive power. 

745€2. Each «xAjpos shall consist of two parts, one near 
the city, and one at a distance, and there shall be a dwellong-house 
on both. 

745e7. In all this I say again that the lawgiver must have an 
ideal, and, in practice, you must come as near it as you can. 

74643. Let mathematics preside over all tribal and other 
divisions, as well as over all measures and weights in daily use, and 
let them all be arranged so as to fit in with and be readily | 
interchanged with each other. 

There is no mental discipline so efficacious as mathematics, 
if it be kept liberal, as a science, and not debased for purposes 
of trade. We do not want our citizens to be Egyptians or 
Phoenicians. (It may not be their fault, poor fellows: there is 
something magical in climate and situation, as all politicians ought 
to know.) 
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751. We have now to choose fit persons as magistrates, and 
assign to them administrative duties. It is imperative that they 
should be capable. Not only must candidates for office have a 
good record, but the electorate must be trained in the constitution 
and its ways. 

752. In the case of a newly formed state, with new laws, and 
a heterogeneous population, such education is impossible. In the 
first election of officials, then, the parent state must intervene. 
To begin with, they must help the colonists to select from among 
themselves and the parent state a body of 37 vopodtAakes. 
This body is to be permanent, and future elections to it, in days 
when the state has taken shape, must be conducted in the following 
manner. Voters to be all who bear arms, or have seen service, 
whether in cavalry or infantry; election—in the most sacred 
temple—to proceed by three stages; at the first stage 300, at the 
second 100, at the final 37 are to be elected. For the first 
election, however, and for all arrangements as to elections and 
qualifications of all magistrates, a committee of 200—half colonists 
and half Cnossians—is to have full powers. 

75444. The body of vopodiAaxes must (1) exercise general 
supervision over the laws of the state, and (2) must keep the 
register of each man’s property ; and (3) if it be proved to them 
that any man possesses more than a trifle above the legal amount, 
they are to ordain the confiscation of all but the original kAjpos. A 
vopodpiAag must be over 50 and under 70. In addition to the three 
duties named above they will have many others which we shall 
have occasion to mention in connexion with the laws concerned. 

Now as to the other magistrates. 
75566. The three orparnyoi are to be elected, by all who are 

serving, or have served as soldiers, from a preliminary list 
nominated by the vopodiAakes, but subject to the criticism of a 
popular vote. They must then pass the doxiyacia. The Hipparchs 
are to be elected in the same manner, only the actual voters 
(according to 756b1) are to be the cavalry. The Taxiarchs and 
Phylarchs are to be nominated by their superior officers and 
elected by the hoplites and cavalry respectively. The officers 
of the light-armed auxiliaries are to be appointed by the generals. 
The first elections are to be presided over by the vopodpvtAakes ; 
subsequent ones by the mputavers—of whom more hereafter—and 
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the presiding magistrates must decide between candidates who on 
successive occasions have obtained equal votes. 

7560b 7. Next as to the BovA7. 
Three hundred and sixty BovAevtat are to be elected—90 by 

each of the four property-classes. All members of the community 
may vote. On the first four days candidates are nominated—an 
unlimited number—from each of the four classes respectively ; 
on the fifth day 180 of each class are to be selected by all voters 
from among the nominees, and 90 out of each 180 selected by lot. 
These, when they have passed the doxipacia, are to serve as 
BovXevrai for the year. On the third day of nomination the fourth 
class are not compelled to nominate, and on the fourth day the third 
and fourth classes are not compelled to nominate. At all other 
stages, nomination and voting are compulsory. 

757. In this form of election, while the introduction of the 
lot prevents the richer classes from having absolute power, the pre- 
ponderance of power given to these classes is for the good of the 
community. True equality consists, not in giving equal power to 
every man, but in giving power in proportion to worth. This can 
really be done by God alone, but it is our duty to attempt it, and 
not to acquiesce either in the absolute power of one or a few—i.e. 
in oligarchy or tyranny—or on the other hand in the absolute 
equality of all—i.e. democracy. We must never lose sight of the 
difference between the worth of different individuals, though of 
that true equality—which consists of inequality—we can, in our 
human communities, only get a passable imitation. This is one 
reason why we must submit to have our judgement “watered” by 
the lot; another reason is that the lot may be guided by a higher 
and wiser power. At the same time the lot must not be our master. 

758. That there may always be some officials on the look-out 
for dangers—whether external or internal—to the state: that 
there may be representatives of the state ready to deal with foreign | 
states, and to preside over state assemblies, a twelfth part of the 
BovAy must, in monthly rotation, form a standing committee 
called mpuTavess. 

58 e. For local surveillance both in country and in town the 
twelvefold divisions (ep. above, 745 b 6 ff.) will form convenient 
administrative areas. Besides providing for the charge of religious 
edifices and the land annexed to them, we must institute three 
kinds of local magistrates: (1) dorvvdpuor for the supervision of 
the city, (2) dyopavouou for that of the market-place and trade, 
(3) dypovduor for the defence and policing of the country districts. 
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As to the religious officials, families already enjoying hereditary 
priesthoods are to be left in possession of them. In their appoint- 
ment we must observe a similar admixture of choice by lot to that 
advocated in the case of the BovAevrai, and the doxipacia must 
be strict. The Delphic Oracle will communicate directions as to 
worship and religion generally to six (?) official eEnynrai elected 
from groups of the local tribes, and partly selected from among a 
larger number by the Oracle. Like the priests and priestesses 
they must be over sixty, but while the former only hold office for a 
year, the e€nynrai are appointed for life. Vacancies caused by 
death are to be filled in by the tribe from which the deceased 
e€nyyntys came. Temple treasurers are to be appointed from the 
highest property-class by an election and doxipacia like that of 
the orparnyot. 

76026. For the protection of the city we have the generals 
and other military officers, as well as the mpurdvevs, and we shall 
deal later with two other classes of city officials, ic. the Astynomi 
and Agoranomi. As to the country districts, to each of the 
twelve equal divisions a tribe will be assigned by lot, and this 
tribe will have to appoint five Phrourarchs, who must each choose 
twelve active young men, of their tribe, between 25 and 30 years 
old. ach tribal corps (of five officers and sixty men) shall serve for 
a month in one tribal area, and the whole body shall rotate twice 
through the areas, first from left to right, then backwards, that 
they may learn the country thoroughly in different seasons. This 
will take two years, after which a fresh corps will be appointed. 
Their duties will be (1) to watch the frontiers and construct de- 
fensive works of all kinds, (2) to keep internal peace and facilitate 
communication within the country, (3) to guard against floods on 
the one hand, and drought on the other, (4) to add to the amenities 
of the landscape, and provide gymnasia and public baths, (5) they 
are to constitute a tribunal for petty causes. They may “com- 
mandeer ” slaves and beasts of burden for the public work—studying 
the convenience of the owners as far as possible in so doing. Any 
abuse of power or any corruption is to be regarded as a serious 
and disgraceful offence. They shall live a military life, under 
strict discipline, and with frugal fare: any desertion or dereliction 
on the part of the officers shall be punishable by the rank and file, 
the voxodvAaxes being the supreme authority in such cases, This 
discipline should create devotion to and respect for loyal service, 
which is far more important and valuable to a state and to indi- 
viduals than skilful command. 
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763¢3. For the City three Astynomi—chosen partly by lot, 
and partly by universal vote, from among the members of the 
highest property-class—are each to take four divisions of the city 
area into his charge. Their duty will resemble the non-military 
part of the duty of the Agronomi—roads, water-supply, town- 
planning will be under their charge. By a similar method of 
election five Agoranomi are to be appointed from the two highest 
classes-—to police the ayopa and have charge of the temple- 
buildings and fountains in it, and to enforce the state laws as to 
trade. Astynomi and Agoranomi are to try petty causes separately, 
larger ones in conjunction. 

764¢5. The next officials to be elected are those who have 
charge of Hducation—mental and physical. Of these there are two 
kinds : (1) those who superintend schools and school-work, and 
(2) those who have charge of the arrangements for public contests. 
In this latter class the variety of subjects will necessitate a sub- 
division of provinces into (1) athletic contests and chariot-races ; (2) 
musical and dramatic individual performances, and (3) choric 
performances. For the third class one superintendent will suffice, 
who must be at least forty. For contests between single performers 
also one superintendent official will suffice; he must be at least 
thirty. The choric and the solo superintendents must be chosen in 
the following manner: only musical adepts will be eligible, and 
only such will be compelled to elect—the vonopvAakes being the 
judges of who are such.—Of the ten who get most votes the lot is 
to choose one, who must further stand a doxijacia in which the 
only point considered is his musical ability. They are to hold 
office for a year.—For chariot-races and other gymnastic contests 
the superintendents—three out of a preliminary twenty—are to be 
elected from the third and second property-classes, and pass the 
requisite dox.uaocia—the three highest classes being compelled to 
vote. 

76544. The superintendent of Education proper is by far the 
most important official in the whole state, for the first stage of the 
growth of plant, animal, or man has more influence than any other 
upon its ultimate development; and the higher the organization 
the greater the possibilities for evil as well as for good. He must 
be above fifty, and the father of legitimate offspring; he must be 
a vouopvAag, and be selected by the whole body of state officials 
—not counting the BovAcvrat or mputdvers as such—and the 
election must be by ballot, in the temple of Apollo, and be 
succeeded by the doxipacia. 
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766¢2. Vacancies in any office—or among the guardians of 
orphans—are to be filled up by the original appointers. In the 
latter case the vacancy must be filled up within ten days, and the 
appointers—relatives on both sides—are to be fined a drachma a 
day each as long as they are in default. 

766438. As to Law Courts—the judges in which are a kind of 
magistrate—full details cannot be settled till all the laws are 
made; but we may give here a sketch of the principles of their 
constitution—-We expect wisdom and enlightenment from our 
judges—not bare decisions only, but reasoned judgements—there- 
fore they must be few and good. At the same time certain public 
offences must be tried by a democratic tribunal, for everyone is 
wronged by offences against the state; and there must be no kind 
of court of first instance in which any citizen is disqualified from 
holding a place—this is a fundamental right of every member of 
the community. (In some courts at all events the position of the 
public seems somewhat to resemble that of a modernjury.) Private 
causes should be first tried before an informal assembly of friends 
and neighbours, with two appeal courts above it.—In private 
causes, if both sides agree to refer the decision of the matter to 
a particular court, the decision shall be final. Where one man 
impeaches another, whether the offence be private or public, there 
are to be two appeals. The final court of appeal for all causes is 
to be instituted thus: on the last day of the old year all the state 

officials are to assemble in a temple, and choose on oath one judge 
from each set of officials; and then to scrutinize the list.— 
Bouleutae and the magistrates who choose the magistrates must be 
present when the court delivers judgement; it must be open to 
the public, and judges are to be liable to by orca’ for unjust 
judgement before the voyodiAakes. 

76847. So much for the magistracy— the framework of 
government— : now we turn to the Laws, and in these we must not 
expect finality at the first attempt. With a view to their 
modification as the result of time and experience, we must 
endeavour to imbue the Nomophylakes with the true legislator’s 
spirit ; they must see clearly that the result of all legislation is the 
perfection of the individual, and the removal, and the discrediting 
of all that hinders it. Neither individual nor state must be 
content to survive the abandonment of this ideal. 

771a5. All laws should have their foundation in religion. 
The number of households indicated above is 5040. There is an 
adaptability and a consonance with the general order of things 
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about this number which should make our people regard it as 
sacred, Each twelfth part of this number is to form a community 
with a patron deity of its own; and two monthly festivals, one in 
town, and one in the country are to be celebrated by it. The 
effect of these will be not only religious, but social; they will 
bring the people of the community together, and make them 
known to each other. Above all they will facilitate suitable 
marriages between the families. The diversions, especially for the 
young, at these festivals will be under the superintendence of the 
directors of choruses, and the voyodtAakes. It will take at least 
ten years to make satisfactory arrangements for these festivals ; 
when once fixed, they should only be altered by an unanimous 
vote, and with religious sanction. 

77245. Every man should be married by thirty-five. 
The sort of marriage must be that which is best for the state, not 

that which is most to the taste of the individual.—Rich should 
not aim at marrying with rich; if they do, wealth will pile itself 
up at one end of the scale, and poverty increase at the other. 
Like should not seek like in character either: the marriage of 
people of opposite temperaments will keep the balance more level 
in character as well as property. Another important point in the 
exhortation to be addressed to young men will be that marriage is a 
duty to the community—A man who is unmarried at thirty-five 
must pay a yearly tax according to his property-class, and shall be 
held dishonoured thereby.—Another penal offence will be the 
giving or receiving a dowry beyond what is necessary for the 
trousseau suitable for each class—Relatives on tbe father’s or 
mother’s side shall have power to act as legal representatives of 
bride or bridegroom, in proportion to their nearness—the father’s 
side to have precedence.—For wedding ceremonies the Exegetae 
must be consulted.—There must be a sumptuary law to limit the 
sum expended on the wedding-feast. Above all the bridegroom 
and bride must be abstemious as to wine on the occasion: then if 
ever “to begin well” is a sacred duty.—The newly-married pair 
should migrate to the country-house of the family; so much 
separation will improve the family relationship, and the young 
couple will rear their family, like good citizens, by themselves. 

776b 5. Next to marriage comes the subject of Property, and 
the property that will need the most careful treatment is house- 
hold slaves, Very various are the opinions expressed as to the 
character and value of slaves, and very difficult it is to give rules 
for their treatment—mainly because both slaves and masters are 
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of such different characters. There are slaves who might be 
trusted to be masters, and there are masters who would be better 
as slaves. Two practical precepts may be given on this head : (1) 
slaves should not be of the same race as their masters; (2) we 
should guard against injustice towards slaves more rigidly than 
against injustice to a free man.—Nowhere does a man display his 
goodness more clearly than in his treatment of his dependants. 
Still, when they have deserved it, slaves should be punished, but 
you should not argue with them—nor should you ever be familiar 
or intimate with them ; it will make the relationship worse both 
for the slaves and for yourselves. 

778b. Though the house must naturally be built before the 
family settles in it, the importance of marriage is an excuse for 
postponing the question of Building till now.—Temples should be 
built round the agora, and on elevated ground all about the city. 
—Adjoining the temples should be the official residences of the 
magistrates, and the law-courts for capital cases—The city need 
not have walls: they make a city unhealthy; they tempt armies 
to retire within them, and diminish the caution of the guards; 
the rural and other forces and the frontier and rural defence-works 
will render walls superfluous. At the same time, a partial sub- 
stitute for walls may be provided, if it is thought necessary, by 
turning the blind side of all houses towards the streets, and build- — 
ing them in continuous blocks. The Astynomi will have to 
arrange the houses with this object, and to take care that no 
private building shall be an obstacle to defensive operations—The 
surface-draimage will also be in their charge. Here, as elsewhere, 
the Nomophylakes must revise and emend the laws, where neces- 
sary, with a view to public convenience. 

77947. In dealing with the regulation of the life of the newly 
married couple we enter upon difficult and dangerous ground. 
There is a general notion that the lawgiver should only touch 
public life, and leave private life alone. I expect much ridicule 
and opposition, therefore, to my proposal to make both husband 
and wife members of syssitia, and so to interfere with the private 
life of women, who have hitherto been allowed to shrink com- 
pletely from all publicity. The syssitia for men was a great 
innovation, and nothing but a fortunate chain of circumstances 
could have served to establish it where it exists. Now I say that 

much of the good which such an institution might do is lost 
_ at present because women are not included. Not only is law and 

order more efficacious for good in a civic community than in an 
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individual, but its absence is more mischievous. The danger is all 
the greater in this case, because women are morally worse than 
men to begin with (!). In view of the immense changes which 
history and observation of other nations show us to have taken 
place in men’s feelings about all manner of things, I do not 
despair of the possibility of assent to this legislation. 

782410. The fact is, there are three imperative desires, on the 
satisfaction of which the existence of the race depends: that for 
food, that for drink, and that for sexual union—and the good, 
both. of individuals and the state, depends on these desires being 
satisfied in the right way. To put it shortly, the right principle 
which should guide men in the satisfaction of these desires is that 
the good of the community should come to count for more than 
the pleasure of the individual. The means to be taken to bridle 
these dangerous impulses are also three—fear, habit, and philosophy, 
aud the help must be invoked of the Muses, and the religious 
festivals. ; 

783 b 2. I will leave the subject here, in the hope that the 
spirit of my remarks may pervade the legislature, and that in the 
complete code room may be found for such a regulation of private 
life as I have advocated. 

78348. All communion heightens the effect of right endeavour, 
but also increases the mischief of carelessnes or slackness. In this 
marriage-union both the parties should strive above all to give the 
state the best citizens they can produce. A class of wise women 
officials should exist in the state to enlighten the newly married 
in the methods for securing this end, with powers to keep them 
up to their duty during the first ten years of their married life. 
Failure of offspring during these ten years should be held to be a 
ground for divorce. The ultimate tribunal in cases of divorce 
should be the relatives of both sides, with Nomophylakes as 
assessors. When right feeling pervades a community, many of 
these regulations will remain a dead letter, but they should be 
there for the punishment of offenders. 

78543. Birth registers should be kept by public officials in 
each ppatpia. 

785 b 2. A woman should marry between 16 and 20, a man 
between 30 and 35.—No woman magistrate must be under 40; 
no man magistrate under 30.—The age for military service for a 
man is between 20 and 60; for a woman—if she has to serve— 

between 40 and 50. _ 
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BOOK I 

SHORT ANALYSIS 

622 a-632 d 7.—Spartan and Cretan State institutions teach 
us that law should foster virtue—i.e. aim at producing human 
perfection—but they take too narrow a view of what virtue is— 
they look to bravery alone, and that is only a part, and that the 
least valuable part, of virtue. 

632 d 8-636 e 4.—How virtue is to be fostered—e.g. temperance. 
In the case of courage and temperance the processes seem similar. 

636e 4 to end of Book. Me67. 
637 b 7.—Me@y bad because sabbabagea 
641 a3 to end of Book, The right use of né6n. 
643 a 2.—What education implies. 
644 b 6.—Education consists in the regulation of the effects of 

pleasure and pain. 
645 d 1.—The practical application of wéOy in education. 

AO. Ocds 7 Tus dvOparmroy duty, @& E€vor, etAnde tiv 
aitiay Ths TOV vouwv diabécews ; 

KA. eds, & Eve, Oeds, ws ye TO SiKaidtaTov eimety: 
\ A £. ta / A \ a Ld 7 mapa pev yutv Lets, mapa d€ Aaxkedayovious, dOev dde 

€otiv, olwar davar tovtous “AmoAAwva. 7 yap; 
ME. Nai. 
AQ. Mév ov Kal? “Opnpov déyets ws Tob Maw pou- 

TOVTOS mpos THY Tob TaTpos exdoTore cuvovoiav du evdirov 
_€Tous Kal Kara Tas Tap eKeivouv Pras tats moAcow tyiv 
| Gévros TOUS VOMOUS ; 

Be KA, Aéyerat yap ovTw Tap Huiv: Kal 57 Kal TOV adeA- 
| pov ye avrod ‘Paddpavbvv—axovere yap TO dvopa—OuKaLd- 
_ TaTov “yeyovevat. TobTov obv paipev a av jets ye ot Kpijres, 
éx Tob TOTE Svavepew Ta Tept Tas Sikas, dps tobrov Tov 
Emaivov avtov eiAngevar. 
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A®. Kat kaddv ye To KAéos vet te Atos pada mpémov. 
emretor) O€ Ev ToLvovTos Hear TEOpadBe voytKois ov TE Kal 
ode, mpoadoKd ovK av and@s Tept TE Trohureias Ta vov Kal 
vopov THY dtatpiByv, A€yovTds TE Kal axovovras Opa KATO 
THY Topetay, Tomoacba. mavTws 8° 7) ye eK Kywood 680s 
eis TO TOO Atos dvtpov Kai tepdv, Ws akovopev, (kavy, Kal 
avamavra Kata THY OddV, Ws ElKOS, TVLyoUS OVTOS TA VOY, 
év Tots visynAots Sévdpeciv etou oKiapat, Kal Tats 7ArcKiats 
mpémov av nudv etn To dvavarravecBar muKva ev adtais, 
Adyots Te GAAHAOUS Tapapvbovpevous THY OdSOV aTracav OVTW 
peta paotwvns Svatrepavar. 

. Kal pry €orw ye, & Eve, mpoidvte kutapittwv Te 
év Tois dAceow vin Kal KdAAn Oavpdowa, Kal Aeyu@ves ev 
olow dvatravopevor SiatpiPouev av. 

A®. ’OpOds A€yers. 
KA. Ildvu pev otv: idovrtes dé waGAdov djcopev. arr 

iwuev ayalh tvy7. 
AQ. Tar’ €Un. Kat LoL A€ye: Kara Ti Ta ovootrid 

Te viv ovvTéTaxev 6 Vomos Kal TA yupvaowa Kal THY TOV 
OTrAwy €€w; 

KA. _Otuae pev, @ féve, Kal mavrt pqdvov dmoAaPety eivar 
Td ye TPETE pO. THY yap THs X@pas maons Kpyrns dvow 
opare | ws ovK €or, Kabdarep 7» TOV Merrardv, medids, 810 
87) Kal Tots pev imr7ous €KELVOL Xpovrae HaMov, Spopovow 
de Tpets NOE ‘yap avespaNos av Kal mpos THY Tov meh 
Spopey doxnow pLGAXov ovppeTpos. edadpa 57) Ta Ora 
dvayKatov ev TO Tovovre KexTHo0a Kal urn Bdpos éxovra 
Oetv: rav 81) rééwv Kal Tofevdtwy 4 Kovddtns dpudtrew 
Ooxel. Tadr obv 7pos TOV TOA€ Lov nty aravra efnpTurar, 
Kat 7av0’ 6 > vomoberys, « Ws y €ol haivetat, pos TodTo BAé- 
TWV OvvEeTaTTETO® emrel Kal TO ovootria Kuwouvever ovvaya- 
yetv, opav WS TAVTES OTOTAV oTparedwvrat, TOP dm’ adbrod 
Too Tpdyparos dvaryKalovrat dvrakis adtav Evexa ovaot- 
Tety TOTOV TOV xpovov. avorav dH pot Soxet KarayvOvar TOY 
TOAAGY ws od pavOavevTwv St mOAEMOS del AoW Sia Biov 
ovvexns €oTL TpOs amdoas Tas TdOAEs. Et 51) TOACUOU ye 
ovtos duAakhs evexa Set ovooiretv Kai Tas apxovTas Kal 
apxopevous dtaKkexoounpevous elvar dPvAakas ad’T@v, TovTo 
Kal ev cipyvy Spaotéov. Hv yap Kkadotdaw ot mAcioro. TOV 
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avOpameny | elpnvnv, TOOT elvan jovov dvoua, tO 8 epyy 
mdcats mpos moas Tas moneus d del TOAEMLOV a dK pUKToV Kara 
gvow elvar. Kal oxedov dvevpycets, obra) okoTTOV, Tov 
Kpnraév vowoberny Ws els TOV mdAEpMov amravTa Snpooig Kal 
Sia Ta vowLia 7LiV doBA€rronv ouveTdgaro, Kal KATA TAOTA 
ovTw puddrrew TrapedwKe Tovs vOULOUS, ws T@v dAAwv ovdevos 
ovdev odeAos ov oUTeE KTnparov OUT’ emuTNOEvpLaTwv, a 
pn TO modem a dpa Kpath tis, mavra b€ TA TOV viKwLEVwWY 
ayaa Tov viKavTwy yiyvedBar. 

AO. Kadds ye, @ féve, paivy pot yeyupvacdar mpos TO 
Suevdevat Ta Kpnrav vonyia. Tode dé por ppale « ETl cade- 
OTEpov' ov yap Opov eGov Tis €d TmoAurevop.ev)s Todcws, 
doKets wor Aéeyew oUTa KeKoopnperny oikety Setv, wore 
Todguw viKdv Tas ahdas ohets. 7 yap; 

KA. Ildvu peév odv- ota 5€ Kal THde OVTW ovvdoKeiv. 
ME. Ild@s yap av dd\Aws amoxpivaro, & Gete, Aaxedat- 

[Lovie ‘ye daTwody ; ; 
AQ. Tlorep’ obv Ba mroeot pev mpos TdAets opbov TobT’ 

€ori, Kwpn S€ mpds Kwmnv ETEpov; 
KA. Ovdapds. 
A®. ’AAAd tradrov; 
KA. Naw. 
AO. Ti be; pos oixtay oikia tov ev TH KWEN, Kal pds 

dvdpa avdpi évi mpos eva, tabrov Er; 
KA. Tadrov. 
A®. Atr@ 5é€ mpos adrov motepov ws moAcuiad mpos 

TroAdusov Siavontéov; 7) mHs Et Aéyouev; 
KA. °Q Ge ’A@nvate—od yap oe ’Arrixov eOéAomn’” av 

mMpocayopevew* SoKeis yap por Tijs Oeob emruvupias dgvos 
elvar padov erovopdlecBat: TOV yap Adyov er apxav 
opbas avayayov capeorepor € erroinoas, dare pdov dveupy- 
Gets OTL vovor) th Adv opIAs Epp On TO Trohepious eivat 
mdvras maow Snuooia Te, Kal idia éExdotouvs adtovs odiow 
avtois. 

A ~ ” > /, ©. [lds eipnkas, d Gavpuaore ; 
~ > A ~ ~ 

KA. Kavradia, & seve, TO vuKdy avrov adrov TACav 
> ~ ViKDV TPWTN TE Kal dpiorn, TO d€ 7TTAG0aL adTov OP €auToo 

/ ” \ mayTov aloxvorov: TE dpa Kal KaKUOTOV. tabra yap ws mrohé- 
pov ev ExdoTois HUL@V dvTos Tpds Huds adTods onmaiver. 
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AO. IdaAw ToLvev TOV Aoyov dvaorperpuper. eme.d1) 
yap els EKaOTOS HU@V O [eV KpeitTov avTod, o de 7 WIT OV 
eorl, _TOTEpA Pdpev oixtay Te Kal KwpNv Kal ToAW Exe 
TavTOV TOOTO év abrats 7 pA Paper ; 

KA. To kpeittw Te éautis civar Aéyets Twa, THY 8 HTTW; 
A®. Nai. 
KA. Kai toiro ops 7pov: Tavu yap €oTl Kal opodpa 

TO Towobrov, ovx TKLOTOL év Tats moeow. ev omrogais pev 
yap ot apelvoves wK@ow TO 7AHGos Kal Tovs yxelpous, 6pOAs 
av avTn KpeitTwy Te éauThs A€youl” 4 modus, emawotro 
Te av dikaltata TH ToLva’Tn viKn* TodvvavTiov dé, dz7rou 

> / TavavTia. 
A®. To pév toivuv et roté éotiv mov TO xetpov KpetrTov 

TOU apeivovos edowpev—paKkpotepov yap Adyou—ro bé bm 
cob Acyopevov pavOdvw viv, ws mote ToAtrat, ovyyevets Kal 
THs adTHs 7oAEws yeyovoTes, ddiKot Kat TOAAOL GuvedOorTes, 
Sucatous eAdrrovs | ovTas Budcovrae Sovdovpevor, Kal oTav 
pev Kparjowow, aTT Ow a modus adrijs opbads avTy A€your’ 
av apa Kal Kak}, Omov 8 ay ATT@vrat, KpelTTwWY TE Kal 
ayaby. 

KA. Kai pana, dromov, @ Seve, TO viv Aeyopevov: Suws 
de dpodroyety ovTws dvayKaLoTaror. 

A®. "Eye 87. Kai Toe TaAw emoxepapieba: odo! 
adeAgoi ov yévowr’ dv évos avdpds Te Kal Las vets, Kal . 
67 Kal Oavpacrov oddév Tods mAElouvs ev adiKous adTaV 
ylyveobar, Tods dé eAdtTovs SuKaious. 

Od yap. odv. | 
A@®. Kai otk av ein ye mpémov epoi Te Kat buiv TobTO 

Onpeveww, ore VUKOVTOY bev TOY Tovnp@v 7 TE olla Kal 1 
ovyyevera avrn: méo0. WTTOV adrijs déyour’ ay, KpeitTwv de 
TTOLEvenv: ov yap evoxnuoovvns TE Kal doxnwoovrns 
pyudtwv evexa Ta vov oxomoupeba Tos TOV Tov ToMav 
Adyov, add’ dpOdtnTds TE Kal aGpapTias mépt vouwv, ATIS 
mor éotl duce. 

KA. ’AdAnOdorata, & Eve, Aéyets. 
ME. Kadds pév ody, as ye euot ovvdoxeiv, TO ye Too0d- 

\ A TOV, TA VOV. 
A®. "Idwyev 57) Kal Tdde* TovUTOIs Tots apts Aeyopevois 

adeApois yévour’ av mov Tis SuKaoTHS ; 
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KA. Ilavu ye. 
/ > > / 4 \ \ > / A®. Ildrepos otv dpeivwv, dotis Tovds pev amroAécetev 

avT@v doo KaKol, Tovs Sé BeAtiovs dpyew atrovs adTav 
mpoaragerev, 7 o0€ Os av Tovs EV XpNOTOUS apyxeLy, TOUS 
xeipous 8° éedoas Cav dpxeoBar éxovTas TOUTELED 5 Tpitov 
b€ mov diKaorTiv mpos apeTnv elreaper, El Tis Ely TowobTos 
6otis mapaAaBav ovyyeverav play Siadepopevnv, jTE azro- 
Aécevev pndeva, dSiadAAd~as Sé, eis Tov emiAowmov yxpovor,: 
vopous adtois Beis, mpos adAjAovs mapadvAdrrew Svvato 
wore eivar didovs. 

KA. Makp® apeivwy yiyvour’ av 6 Tovottos SuKaoTiHs TE 
Kat vouoleérns. | 

A®. Kai piv todvarvriov ye 7 mpds mdAcuov av BArAéerwv 
avtois Tovs vojous dtavopoberotr. 

KA. Todro pev adn Bes. 
A@,. Ti e Oo THv m7oAW ouvappdrroy ; Tmpos- TmOAELov 

avTHs av tov c€wlev BAdrwv tov Biov Koopot paAdov, 
q mpos moAcuov Tov ev atTH yryvopevov éExdotote, 7) 81) 
KaXeirat otdois; ov pddvoTa pev amas av BovdAouro pre 
yeveo0ar mote ev cavTod moAcu yevopuevov TE WS TAXLOTA 
amadAatrecbat. 

KA. AjAov ott pos Todtov. 
AO. Ildrepa dé dmroAopeveny av Tov ETEPWwV etpqvnv THs 

oTdcews yeveoba, ven odyTay de TOTEpWV, de€aur’ av Ts, 
waMov 7 ?) piAias Te Kal E€iprvys bo dva\dayay yevowerns, 
ovtw Tots cEwlev modepiows mpocdyew avdyKny eivat Tov 
voov ; 

KA. Otrw mas av ebédou mpdtepov 7) ’Keivws mept THY 
avTod yiyveobar moAw. 

A®. Odxody Kai vopobérns woatTws ; 
KA. Ti py; 
A®. *Apa ody od too dpiorov Evexa mavTa ay TA vomYyLa 

Tein mas; 
KA. I]ds 8 od; 
A®. To ye bay apLoTov oure 6 ToA€pos ovre 7) OTAaLS, 

darevK Tov d€ TO den Piva TOUTWY, etpyvy be mpos dAArjAous 
dpa Kat Pirogpoovvn, Kat 87) Kal TO WuKaY, ws EOLKED, adrny 
abrhy mohw ouK Hv TOV _aplotwv aAAa TeV dvayKatoy 
Opmovoy Ws ei Kdpvov oda latpiKfs Kabdpoews TUXOV HyoiTd 
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Tis dpioTa mpaTTew TOTE, TH Se nde TO Tapatrav denBevre 
GWUaTL pNndé mpocéyor TOV vodv, WaatTws bé Kal mpds 
moAEews EVdaLpoviay 7) Kal LowwWToV StavootpeEVvos OUTW TIS 
ovr av mote TroALTLKOs yevoito OpO@s, mpos Ta eEwOev mrode- 
pKa amoBhemoy povov Kal mparov, ovT av vowobérns 
axpiBys, el [u1) xdpw etpnvns TO TroA€pov vopoberot aAdov 
nN TOV TrOAELLKaV evera TO Ths etpnv ns. 

KA. Daiverar pev Ts O Aoyos obros, geve, opbas 
etpjobar, Govpacw ye perv et Ta TE Trap" npiv VOpYpL Kat 
ETL TO mept Aaxkedaipova 1) Tacav THY arovdnvy TovTwY 
EVEKQ TETOINTAL. 

A®. Tay’ av tows: det d€ oddev oxrAnpds Huds adrovs 
duapdyeoOar ta viv adr’ peéua avepwradv, ws pddtora 
Tepl TadTa Huadv Te Kal ekelvwW omrovdalovTwY. Kai [MOL 
T® AOyw ovvakorovjoate.. Tpootncwpcla yodv Tupratov, 
tov dvoe pev “AOnvaiov, THvde d5€ woAitHv yevopmevov, os 
67) udAtora avOputrwv mept TadTa eomovdaKev eiwV OTI— 

Oo 

Mice aN / (ae ee) / + / OUT av pvnoaipny ovT ev AOyw avdpa TiEinv 

ovr él Tis movouwstatos avO pcre ein, pnoty, ovr’ et 
moa, ayaba KEKTNEVOS, elma oxedor a dmavTa, Os pn mept 
TOV moepov a aploTos yiyvour’ det. TadTa yap aKniods Trou 
Kal od Ta TOUnPLaT a ode pev yap oipat duaKopys adTay €ott. 

ME. Lavy pe oop. 
KA. Kai piv Kat map’ ids eAndAvbe Kopuobevta €x 

AMaxedaipovos. 
A®. "T0t vuv avepmpcba Kowh Tovtovi Tov mrounTHy od- 

twot mas **°O. Tuprave, ounra Dewdtate—Ooxeis yap 57) 
codes Hiv etvar Kat ayabds, ott Tos pev Ev TH TrOAELM 
duapepovras SiadepdvTws eykekwpiakas—yon ov TUyya- 
vopev eyw Te Kal 0d€ Kal KAewias 6 Kvesotos obroot ovp- 
Pepoprevot Gol TEpL TOUTOU opddpa., ws Soxobpev et de rept 
TOV avrav Aéyopev avdpav 7 uy, BovrAopeba oapés et8€va. 
Aye oby net’ dpa _€loy dvo moA€wou Kabdarep nets nf 
Kal ov capes ; n 7s ;°° mpos TabT olwar Kay mond pavro- 
Tepos elmo Tupraiov tis TaAnbés, dtu SYO, TO ev 6 KaAod- 
jeev dmavres oTaow, Os oy TavTwy TroAELwv xarerwraros, 
ws epayiev Tpets voven TO dé dAAo mrohewov Ojcopev oiwac 
yévos dmavtes @ pos Tods éexTOs TE Kal GAAOPUAOUS xXPw- 
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peda Svadepopevor, Todd TpaoTEpov ekeEivov. 
. lds yap ov; 

A®. Dépe 54, worepov, Kal mpos toTépovug eTawav Tov 
moc HOV, ovTws dmepeTvecas, Tous de epefas TOV avdpav 5 
Eourcas pev yap mpos TOUS eKT Os" cipnkas: yoov ade ev tois 
TOLMAoW, Ws _oddapds Tovs ToovTous GVEXOMEVOS, OL [1 
ToAUHnowow pev Opav Povov atwatoerTa, 

\ / > / > > / ¢ / 

Kat dniwy opéyowr eyyvlev toTtapevot. 

ovKoby TO L pera Tabra eimoysev av nets OTL“ Ld pev em al- 
vets, ws eoixas, w Tvprace, pahora TOUS mpos TOV oOvetov 
Te Kal e£wlev oAcov yiyvopevous emidavets.”’ ain tabr’ 
av mov Kal opodoyol; 

KA. Ti py; 
AO. ‘Hyeis d€ ye ayabav ovTwV ToUTwY ETL payey apet- 

vous elvar Kal TOAd Tods ev TH jeylorm ToAepw yeyvopevous 
aptotous Siapavas: TounTay “Se Kal tpets pdprup’ exoper, 
O<oyvw, moXitnv rdv ev XuKeAia Meyapéwv, os dnow— 

MioTOS avip xpvcod Te Kal apyvpov avTepvcacbar 
a€ios ev yader{, Kupve, d:yooracin. 

Tovrov 0%) papev ev modAdum yadrerwrépw apeivova eKxeivouv 
maptodv yiyveca, ayedov doov ayeivwy Sikaoovvy Kal 
owppoovy7) Kal Ppovynats eis TAT Ov eAGodoar per dv8petas, 
avis povns dvdpetas. moTOs prev yap Kal dyes ev oTda- 
ceow ouK av more yeVvoLTO avev ovpTraons dpeThs” daBavres 
0 «d Kal pax opevor eOéAovres amrobyyoKew ev @ Tron€ pep 
ppacer Tuprasos TOV prabopopwv elow mdprroou, ov 
ot mAciorou yiyvovrat Opaceis Kal dduKoe Kal bBprorat Kal 
agpovéoraror ayedov andvTw, exTos 01) Two ra) para 
oAtywv. mot 57 TeAevTa viv juiv obTos 6 Adyos, Kal tt 
pavepov MOTE TOLUCA BovdnGeis déyer Tabra ; djAov Ott 
TOOE, ws mavTos padov Kal O THS_ Tapa Aws vopoberns, 
mas Te ob Kal opikpov odedos, ovK aAdove 7 7) mpos TV peyt- 
oTnv _SpeTay paAvora Brérav a Get Ojoev Tovs voLous* eore 
d¢, ws dyow O€oyns, avrn TLOTOTHS ev Tots dewvois, nV 
tis Suxavootvnv av tedéav _Svopdceev. nv e av Tvpracos 
émjvecey waAvoTa, Kady pev Kal KATA KaLpoV KeKOopNMEVH 
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T@ MOUTH), TETAPTY [evTOU opws apiOud te Kat duvdyer TOO 
tysia etvar A€your’ dy op0drara. 

KA. ?Q. €&ve, tov vopobérnv Audv amoBadAopev eis 
TOUS TOppw vopobeéras. 

AQ. Ovx Tpeis ye, ab aptote, add’ mpas avrous, orav 
oLapeBa mavta 7a 7 ev Aakedaiwove Kat Ta. THE TT pos 
TOV moAcwov pahora BAézovtas AvKotpyov te kat Mivw 
TiWeobar Ta VOpUyLa. 

KA. To d€ 7&s yphv judas _Aeyew 
A®. “Qomep 76 te adnbés ofan Kal TO Sicauov B Umeép ye 

Belov avbpds diaAeyomevous A€yew, ody WIS TPOS ApETHS TL [LO- 
pov, Kal Tadta To davAdtartov, érifer BrAéemwv, GAAG TpOds 
méoay dpeT ny, Kal Kat €ld0n Cnreiv adta@v Tovs vopous ovo” 
darep ot Tay viv ely mporifewevou Cntobow. od yap av 
ExaoTOS ev xpeta, ylyvntat, TooTO Cnret vov mapalewevos, 6 
[ev TO TrEpL Tov KATpwv Kal emrucArjpwrv, © 0 d€ THs aikias TEpl, 
dou be GAN’ arra pupa Tovatra* juets O€ paper | elvau TO 
TEpl vojLous Cyt wa Tov ev Cntouvrey G@orep vov jpets 
npaueba.. Kal ood THV pev emxetpnow Tis efnyicews mrepl 

A > TOUS VOLOUS TavT dar aow dyapar: TO yap am apeThs ap- 
xeo0ar, A€yovta ws éeTiPer TavTns Evexa Tots vdmous, opOdv: 
ore S€ TavTa els popLov aperis, Kal tabra, TO OpLKpoTaTor, 
erravapepovta edrnol” avrov vouoberety, oUTE opbas € ETL JL0L 
KaTepavns Aéyov TOV TE voTepov viv Aoyov TobTov mavTa 
elpnka dia TatTa. mH 51 obv oe Er av eBovdAdunv dtedo- 
pevov A€yew adtdos Te axovew; BovAE aor dpalw; 

KA. Ilavu pév odv. 
AO. “*Q. Eve,” exphv eimetv, “ ot Kpyn7av vopot ovK 

elow pedrny OvapepovTws ev 7aow eVOoK Yor Tots “EMjow: 
Exovow yap opbas, Tovs avTois ypwevous evdaipovas arro- 
tehobvres. mavra yap Tayaba mopiCovow. duT7AG Se ayaba 
€OTW, TA [eV avopumwa., Ta d€ Geta: TpTHT AL 8 é€x TeV 
Betwv Oarepa, Kal €av pev dexnrat Tis TA peilova naploto- 
TOL Kal Ta €Adrrova, el d€ LI» OTEpETaL appotv. €ore 
dé Ta ev eAdTTOva wv Hyetrar pev byleva, KaAAOS de Sev- 
Tepov, TO d€ TpiTov loxds els Te Spopov Kal eis Tas aAAas 
Taoas KWHGELS TO owpare, TéTapTov de 57) mAobros ov Tuphos 
adn’ od Bree, dvrep cy” Emynta ppovyce* 6 57) mpaTov 
ad Tv Ociwy Hyenovotv eorw ayaldv, 7 dpovnots, dev- 
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Tepov dé peta vob ouappwv poxiis e€is, ex d€ ToUTWY peET 
avdpeias Kpabevtw TpiTov | av ey Suxatoavvn, TETApTOV dE 
dv8peia. Taira d€ mavTa exetvey eum poobev TETAKTOL pu- 
get, Kal 81) Kal TO vouobern TOAKTEOV ovTws. pera d€ Tatra 
Tas ddras mpoordées tots moNiraus els tabra BAetrovoas 
avrots elvar dtaxeAevotéov: TovTwy dé TA pev avOpwruva 
eis Ta Oeia, Ta SE Deia els TOV yepova vody ovuTavTa 
BAgmew- rept Te ydpous adAjAots emriKowoupevous, ETA TE 
Tatra ev tais THY Taldwy yevvicecw Kal Tpopais daot 
TE dippeves Kad doae Oj Acvae véewv TE OVTWY KAL E7Tl TO TpE- 
oBurepov i iovTwy HEXpL ynpos TYL@VTO 6p0ds emmedctabas 
det Kat drysdlovra, ev Tacals Tats TOUTWY OpLLALaLs Tas TE 
Avmas avray Kal Tas mdovas Kal Tas emBupias OUPTAVTWV 
TE EPWTWY TAS omovods € €TEDKELLLEVOV Kal Tapamepudaxera., 
peyew Te op0ds kai émaivetv dv’ adt@v Tv vopuwv: ev opyats 
Te avd Kai ev ddBois, doar Te did SvoTvXiav Tapayal Tats 
puxais yiyvovtar Kal doa év edtuylais TOV TOLOVTWY aTO- 
vyal, 00a TE KATA VocoUS 7) KATA TOAELOUS 7) TrEVias 4 TA 

TOUTOLS evavTia yeyvopeva. Tpoomimrel Tots avOpwrros 707 - 
Para, ev maow Tots ToLovrous THs exdoTov dualecews du- 
Saxréov Kal Optatéov Td TE KaNov Kal pe). peta Se Taira 
dvdyen Tov vopobéryv tas KTH GELS TOV mohurebv Kal Ta 
dvahspwara puddrrew ovrw’ av yiyyyras TpoTrov, Kal Tas 
mpos aAAjAous maow TovTos Kowwvias Kal duadvaets EKodatV 
TE Kal dxovow Kal” ozrotov av EKAOTOV TpaTTwoW TOV 
TovovTey ™pos aAArjAous € emuaKorreiv, TO TE Oticavov [Kat 7 | 
ev ols € eorw [re] Kal ev ols €AAeimet, Kal Tots ev evrrevBeow 
TOV VOLWY TyLas dmrovE|Lew, Tots d€ dvomrerfear dikas TAKTAS 
emiTilevar, EX puTrEp av 7mpos Tédos amdons moluretas em- 
efeAOwv, ion TOV TehevTnodvTww tive, d<7 TpOTrov exdorous 
yiyvecbar tas Tapas Kal TyLas dotwas avrois O.TrOve Lewy 
det: Karoo de 0 } Deis TOUS VOMOUS dmacw Tovtois dvAakas 
EMLOTIOEL, Tovs pev did ppovncews, TOUS de bu aAn Bods 
ddfns idvras, Orrws mavTa TatTa avvdjoas Oo 6 vods e€TrOLeva. 
cwppoovvy Kat Suxaroovvy dmopyvn, aAAa pe) mrovrw pn de 

oTyia.’ oUTwWS, @ Févou, € eywye nOcdov av buds Kat Ere 
viv BovAopa dieEeADciv Hs ev tots tod Atos Aeyouevous 

vopotis Tots te TOD IIvOiov >AmdAAwvos, ots Mivws te Kal 
Avxodpyos eOérnv, éveotiv te mdavra Tadra, Kal omy taéw 
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Twa, etAngpora. duddynAd eoTw TH repli vOpLeov EUTreipw TEXVD 
cite Kai Tuow eaw, Tots Sé GAAors npty oddau@s €ore 
katapavy. 

KA. IIs otv, & Edve, r€yew xpi} Ta pera Tatra; 
A®. °EE apyfs mah emovye SoKet yphvar Sve€eAGetv, 

kabdrep npsdpeba, TO. Tijs avopetas mp@Tov emuToevpara., 
emreura, ETEPOV Kal abbus ¢ éTEpov eldos THS apeThs SueSysev, 
eav BovAnobe: dtrws 8° av TO mp@tov bieE€AOwpev, Treipace- 
pela adro tapddevypa Oduevor Kat TaAN’ ovTW SiapvOodAo- 
yobvres Trapapviia Trowjcacbat THs 6d00, VoTepov dé apeTs 
mdons a ye vuvdn dunAGouev exetoe BAetovTa amodavodper, 
av Beos ebéAr 

ME. Kadds déyeis, Kai meip® mp@rov Kpivew Tov Tob 
Atos érawérynv Ttovde tiv. 

A®. Ilepdoopar, Kat o€ Te Kal euavTov: Kowods yap 6 
Adyos. A€yere odv: TA ovocitiad hapev Kal TA yupvaoa 
mpos Tov 7oAcuov eEnuphaba: TH vopobern; 

/ . Nai. 
AQ®. Kat tpitov 7 rétaptov; tows yap av ovTw xpein 

dvapiOurjoacbar Kal mept Tv THs GAAns aperis etre pepav 
elre aTT avra Kahetv Xpecdy eo, dq Aobvra povov & A€yet. 

ME. Tpirov TOLWUY, ey” elmoun av Kal AaKkedatpoviwy 
ooTticobv, THv Orpav nope. 

A@®. Téraprov 5€, 7 méunrov ef dvvaipeba, Aéyew 
Teipwpeba. 

ME. “Ere rowvv Kai ro Ttéraprov éywye meipmpnv av 
Aéyew, TO | Tepl Tas KapTeprjoets TOV ahyn dove mod map 
jet yeyvopevor, ev Te Tats pos aAAHAOUS Tals Yepat paxats 
Kal ev aprayais TLoW dud ToAA@Y TAny@v ExdaToTeE yuyvo- 
peévaig. e7t de Kal KpuTTEla Tis ovoualeTat DavacT@s 7roAv- 
TOVOS TPOS TAS KAPTEPTHOELS, YEYLWYWY TE aVUTOONnGIaL Kal 
aoTpwoia Kal avev Jepardvtwv adtois éavTdv Svakoviceis 
vUKTwp Te TAavwLEevMV b1a TaOnS THS XYwWpas Kal pel” 
Tpepav ere d€ Kav Tats _yopvorratdiats dewal KapTepyoets 
Tap yutv ylyvovrau TH Tob miyous poun Svapaxopeveny, Kal 
TaumoAAa ETepa, oXEdov Goa OVK av TaVGaLTO TIS EKAOTOTE 
dveELwv. 

A®. Ed ye, @ Aaxedaorre géve, Aévets. THY avdpelav 
d€, héepe, TL O@puev; TOTEpov aTADs ovTWws eivat mpos PoBovs 
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Kal A¥mas Stapaxynv pdovov, 7 Kal pos 7oOoUs TE Kal HOOVdS 
Kai twas Sdewds Owrelas KoAaKikds, al Kal TOV ceuvav 
oiouevwy elvar tos Ovuods trowodow Knpivous ; 

ME. Ofua pév ottw: mpos Tatra ovpravra. 
A@®. Ei yotv peuvyipcba rods eumpoabev Adyous, ArTw 

Twa Ode Kal 7éAW Edreyev adtiy adtis Kai avdpa. 7 ydp, @ 
Eéve Kvadore; 

KA. Kai zavv ye. 
A®. Nip ody motepa Aéyouev Tov THv AUTO@V HTTwW KaKoV 

) Kal Tov TOV Hdovav; 
KA. M@Adov, enovye Soxet, Tov THv HSov@v* Kal mdvres 

ov waAXov Aéyopev Tov b70 THY HOovav Kpatovpevov TodTov 
TOV eoveldloTws ATTOVa EavTOD TpdoTEpov 7) TOV bo THY 
dura. 

A®. ‘O Atos odv 87 Kai 6 Ilu@ixds vopobérns ob Symov 
xwAnv THv avdpelav vevowoleTrHKaTOV, Tpos TAapLaTEpA [OVO 
Suvayevny dvriBaivery, mpos Ta SeEta Kal Kowa Kat Owrev- 
TiKa aduvatodoav; 7 mpos apdhorepa ; 

KA. II pos dpporepa € eEywye aia. 
AO. Aéywev Tou madw emit devpara tota €o8” bpiv 

appotépais tais moAcow, & yevovta THv Hdovav Kat ov 
gpevyovta atrds, Kabdmep tas Avmas ovK edevyev, GAN’ 
ayovra eis wéoas, HvdyKale Kal Emelev Tysais Wore KpaTetv 
adt@v'—rob $1) tobr’ eorw tadrov mepi tas ndovas avv- 
TeTaypevov ev Tois vouois; Aeyéabw ti TobdT’ €otiv 6 Kal 
amepyalerar duty duoiws mpos te dAynddvas Kal mpos 
movas TOUS avrovs avdpeious, vux@vrds TE a de? vay 
Kat oddauds arTovs Todepiwy Tav eyytrata éavTdv Kal 
xaderwrdrwy. 

ME. Otrw pév toivuv, & éve, Kaldtep mpos Tas adAyn- 
dévas elxov vdjous dyTureTaypevous moMovs eimetv, ovK dv 
tows edmropoiny Kara peydda HEpn Kal Svagavh Aéyev Trept 
TOV Hdovav- Kara dé opuKpa tows eVmropoiny av. 

KA. O08 pny odd" dy avros eywye év tots kata Kpyrnv 
vopots Exoune eudaves Opotws moveiv TO TOLODTOV. 

AQ. *Q dprorou fevov, Kal ovdev ye Dovpaoror. GAN’ 
dy dpa tis hudv mepl Tovs exdoTev olor vouous pee Tt, 
BovAdpevos tdeiv 70 te adnfes dua Kat to BéAtioTOV, p17) 
xarenBDs aAda. mpdws amodexwpcba adAdAjAwv. 
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b] ~ > > A 

KA. ’Op@ds, & Eeve “AOnvaie, cipneas, Kal mevoréov. 
A®. Od yap av, d& KAewi Akotade avdpa ; yap av, ® KAewia, TnAukotade avdpaow mpémot 

A lo TO TOLOUTOV. 
KA. Od yap odv. 

> \ / > Ad ’v /, bd ~ ~ 

A®. Ei pev towvv opbds 7 7 Tis emuTia TH Te Aakw- 
yuh Kal TH Kpyruxp moATEla, Adyos dy ETEpOS etn’ 7a 8° 
obv Acyopevas m™pos TOV moar tows eye paddov EXOUL’ 
av tua@v aupotépwv Aéyew. bpiv pev yap, elmep Kal pe- 
Tpiws KaTeokevaoTat TA TOV vom, ets TeV KaAXiorwr av 
ely vOpov p7) Cnreiv TOV VvewV pndeva eav Toto, Kadds 
avrav 7H pn Kadrds € EXEL; pd. de dawvy Kat €€ Evds oTdpaTos 
mavTas cuppwvety ws mavTo. KadA@s Keira Dévrew Deady, 
Kal éav Tus aAAws Aeyns Le) dvexecbar TO Tapdrav dcov- 
ovras: yepoov dé El tis TL ouvvoet THY Tap dpiv, mpos 
apyovTd Te Kal mpos AtKLWTHVY pNdevos evavTiov véov 
movetobat Tovs TovovTovs Adyous. 

KA. ’OpOdrara ye, d E€ve, A€yets, Kal Kabdmep partis, 
aay THs TOTE dvavotas Tob TiWevtos atta, vov emetK@s jLot 
doKets eoToxdobau Kat opddpa adn Oh Aéyew. 

AQ. Odxodv nHuty Ta vov epynuia pev véewv, adrol 8 
4 

evera ynpws apetpel” b70 Tob vopobérou Suadeyspevor mepl 
avray TovTwy jLovor mpds p.ovous pen dev av TAnppercty ; 

KA. “Eore Tabra oUTws" [ets a] Kat pendev ye avis em 
Tyna Tots VvopLous pay: od yap. TO ye yrOval TL TAV [7 
Kahay diryLov, add taow ef avrob ovpBatver yiyvecBa 
TO “a dbdvw Ta Acyopeva, aAr evvolg Sexomeren. 

~ > ~. ~ ~ 

A, Kalas: ov pay emiTmdv ye €p@ Tois vopors Tw, 
mpl BeBaiws els SUvapw Sracxepacbar, padov dé a aropav 
bpiv yap o vowoberns povots ‘EAArjveov Kal BapBapwv, cv 

ets muvOavopeba, TOV pe loTwv jSovev KGL TALOL@V € emé- pe iu 
Ta€ev améxeoBau Kal [11) yeveoOau, 70 de Tov Aumév Kal 
poBwv, omep apTe dveAnAvoaper, HYNTATO El Tis EK maiSwv 

/ 

pevgeiras dua téhovs, OmoTav Eis dvayKaious eAGn movous 
kat ddoBovs Kal AUmas, hevEetobar Tods ev ekeivois yeyv- 

A a> pvaopevous Kal SovAevoew atdrots. tadrov 81) Tobr’, otwar, 
Kal pos Tas HOovaSs Eder Stavoetabat Tov adrov vomobérny, 
A€yovra adrov mpds éavTov ws hutv éx véwv ef amretpor TOV 

/ ¢ ~ e lal / ‘ > / peylorov 70ovav ol moAtrat yevyoovrat, Kal dedernror 
ev TAL vats KapTepetv Kal TOV al vyvomevot ev Tals 70 K al pndev TOV alaxpav 
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OM , a a , a \ \ avaykaleoOar mroveiv, Evexa Tihs yAvKvOupias THs mpos TAs 
a / nn / noovas TavToVv TelaovTaL Tots HTTwWEEvois TOV PoBwyr, Sov- 

“A / Aevoovat Tpdrov Etrepov Kal é7 aicyiw Tots ye SvvapEevois 
a a A a / A \ \ kaptepetv ev Tats Hdovais Kal Tols KEKTHMEVOLS TA TEPL TAS 

¢ a \ \ \ yHdovds, avOpdrots éviore mavTdtract KaKkots, Kal THY puynV 
~ \ / ~ A, / lA \ >? + ¢ r ~ TH pev SovAnv TH Sé eAevbdpav ELovow, Kal ok aévor aTrAds 

> a / avdpeto. Kal éAevOdpior: Ecovrat mpocayopevecbar. aKo- 
A ° Ss ww ~ ~ A \ / aA metre ovv el TL TOV Viv Acyouevwr Buiv Kata TpdTov SoKel 

AéyeoOar. 
KA. Aoxe? peév juiv yé mas Acyopevou TOU Adyou: rept 

de TI AuKodrwv evOds TETLOTEVKEVAL Padlws p7) vewY TE F 
padAov Kai avojnrwv. 

A®. °AXNW ei 76 peta taba SveEiomev Gv mpovdeucba, 
& KaAewia re Kal Aaxkedapovie E€ve—per’ dv8petav yap 57) 
owppoovvns Tmépt A€ywpev— <a > Tt Svapépov ev Tavracs 
Tats moNuretats 7] 7) Tais TOV elk) TOALTEVOLEVWY aveupHaoLeEY, 
WoTep TA TEplL TOV TdOAELOV VUVdy ; 

ME. Xyeddv od pddiov- adr’ Eouxev yap Ta TE OVOCITLA 
Kal Ta yupvdova, KaAds ntpiobar mpos apporepas. 

A®. “Eoixey dita, & f<vor, xaAerov elva TO TEepl TAs 
moAutelas dvaudroBnrytws 6 dpotws epyy Kal b Ady yiyveoBar’ 
Kwouvever yap, Kaldrrep € ev Tots cwpacw, od duvarov ela 
mpootatar Te mpos Ev o@pa ev emitHdevpa, ev @ ovK av 
pavein Tadtov Totto Ta pev BAdrTov TA Hudv owpara, 
7a d€ Kal Wdhedodv. erel Kal Ta yupvdowa TabTa Kal Ta 
avoacitia toAAa pev adda viv wdedet Tas moAELs, TpOs Se 
Tas oTdoces yaAerd—dnArodaw 5é MiAnoiwy Kai Bowrdv 
Kal Oovpiwy matoes—Kal on Kal méAaL dv VoutLoy doKet 
TOUTO TO emiTOevpa tag KaTa pvow [ras | Tept TA adpodiata 
moovas ov povov avOparmev GAA Kal Onpiov, SvepOapKevan. 
Kal ToUTwWY Tas BueTepas TrdAELs TPWTAas av TLs aiTL@TO Kal 
doar TOV GAAwy pdALoTa GnTovTar TOV yupvaciwv: Kal ere 
mailovra elTe omovdalovra evvoetv det Ta Towabra., evvonTeov 
6tt TH OnAcia Kad TH TOV _Gppevev pice els Kowwviay oven 
THS yevynoews 1) Tepl tabra 700v7) Kar, pvow dmodedd00a 
Boxei, dppévenv de mpos dppevas 7) | Ondevéav 7mpos Ondcias 
Tapa gvow Kal TOV TpwTwV TO réMuenp elvau du’ axparevav 
nSor7js. mdvres S¢ 57) Kpnrav tov rept Tavupndn pd0ov 
karnyopodpev ws Aoyotounodytwr TovTwyr: eme.d7 Tapa Avos 
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avTots ol vomot TETLOTEVLEVOL joav vyeyovevat, ToUTOV TOV 
po0ov mpooreOnxevar Kara Tob Atos, tva ETOMEVOL 87 TO 
bed Kapm@vrae Kal TavTHV ay nooviv. TO pev ovv TOO 
pdsbov Kaper, vopev d€ mépe SvackoToupevey avOpebrrony 
dXiyou maod €oTw 1 ores mepl TE TAS moves Kat as 
Avrras ev Te moAeow Kat ev iStous 0eow: dvo yap avrat 
mya pcBetvrau pvoe. petv, @v oO. wev dpuTopevos obey TE 
et Kal omore Kat omogov evdatpovel, Kal Tous 6 opotens Kal 

iduasTns KaL C@ov a day, fe} 8 dvemLaTnLovers a dpa Kal €KTOS 
TOV KaLpa@v Tavavria av exeww Con. 

ME. Aéy eva pev TavTa, @ géve, KaA@s mws: ov pay 
aA’ dgaota a pas AapBaver ri Tore xen Aéyew mpos 
TavTa, ouws 3 Epouye opbas dokel TO Tas HOOVaS devyeu 
duakeAcvecbar tov ye ev Aaxedaiow vopobéryv, mept dé 
tov ev Kywod vopwv ode, av €0éAn, BonPyoe. ta 8° ev 
Lmdptyn KdAXor avOpwmmwyv Soxe? wor Keiabar TA TEpL Tas 
yoovas* ov yap pdAtor dvOpwrot Kal peyiatats mpoomt- 
mTovow ndovais Kal UBpeor Kal avoia 7a07, Toor’ ef eBahev 
0 vOLos HOV eK Tis xepas cupmdons, Kat obt’ dv én 
dypav ious, ovr’ € ev doreow ow Lrraprudr aus peAet, ou 
mood ovd Omdca ToUTOLS GUVETTOMEVA TAGAS NOVAS KUWEt 
kata dvvap, ovd E€oTW doTis av atravT@v KwudalovTi TL 
pera, beOns odk av THY peyloTyV Oueny evBds emBecn, Kal 00d" 
av Atovtora mpddhacww EXOvT™ avrov puoacro, womrep ev 
dydS ars eldov more Trap’ DLov ey, Kal €V Tépavre dé 
Tapa Tots TILETEPOLS GTTOLKOLS méoav eeacdpay av TOAW 
mept Ta Avovtora peOvovoav: map’ yutv 8° odK ear’ oddev 
TOLOUTOV. 

A®. ?Q. Aakedaydvue E€ve, eawera ev mavT eotiv 7a 
ToLatra, Gov Ties everow KapTepHaelts, OToV O€é aveivraL, 
BraxuKcarepa: Taxv ydp cov AdBour’ dv ts Tov Tap: HLOv 
GpLvvopevos, Seucvds Thy TOY yovaucdy Trop: bpiy dveow. 
draw 07) Tots TowoUurots, Kat ev Tdpavte Kat Trap" jiv Kal 
Tap vutv é, ula anoKptots amoAvedbar SoKe? TOD py KaKaS 
EXEL GAN’ opbas: mTas yap dro K pwo}Levos epet Oavpalovre 
Eévw, THV Trap” avrots dnBevav 6 op@vrt, | “My Bavpace, @ féve: 
vdos eo” jy obTos, tows O° dpiv Tept avrav TOUT 
ETEpOS.” mpiv & €ori vor, ® dirou dvbpes, ov Tept TOV 
avOparrwy tav ddAwv 6 Adyos, GAAA TEpt TOV vowoleT ay 
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av’t@v Kakias Te Kal dperis. €T yap odv elmwpev TAEclw 
mept amdons méOns* ov yap opiKpov eoTw TO éemuTHOevpa 
ovde havAov Siayv@vat vouobérov. Aéyw 8 odK olvov mepi 
mocews TO TapaTrav 7 uy, péOns Sé adTHs mépi, TOTEpoV 
@otep UKvlar _xpavrac Kal Ilépoat Xpnoreov, Kal €Tt 
Kapxnddvior Kal KeArot Kal "IBnpes Kat Opdxes, Toe pLuKd, 
ovpmavra évTa Tadra yevn, 7) Kabdmrep byes: dpeis bev yap, 
Gmep A€yeis, TO Tapdtray arréxeae, UKVOa 5é Kai Opaxes 
GKpATwW TAVTATACL YpwLEVol, yuvaikes TE Kal AVTOL, Kal KATA 
TOV iwatiwv KaTaxedpmevor, KaAdV Kal eVdaiov emiTHOEULA 
emiTndevew vevouixact. Ilépaar S€ odddpa pev xpa@vrau 
Kat Tats adAAais tpudais ds tyets amoBdArete, ev ra€er de 
pardrov TovTwv. 

ME. *Q Adore, didKopev 5é ye Hyets mavras TovTous, 
otav omAa ets Tas xetpas AdBupev. 
AO. *Q dpiare, Lay) deve Tabra: mroNaut yap 57 duyat 

Kal Sudgers areKLapTor “yeyovact Te Kal €oovrat, S10 da- 
vepov Spov tovrov ovK av Tote A€yousev, aAAA dyeproBnTa)- 
ouLov, rept KaA@v emiTndevparov Kal {7}, vueny TE Kal HTTAV 
Aéyovres pans” €TTELOT) yap ai peilous Tas €AdtToUs modus 
vuK@ow Haxopevar, Kal Kkatadovdobvyras Lupaxoavor pev 
Aoxpods, ot 51) Soxodow edvopwrator TOV Tept exetvov Tov 
tomov yeyovevat, Keious dé "APnvator: pupia dé aAAa Tovabr’ 
dv evpomev. adda rept adtod éExdorou emiTndevpatos 7eEL- 
pwpeba A€yovtes TreiMew Huds adrovs, vikas dé Kal Arras 
extos Adyou Ta viv Odpev, Aéywuev 8 Ws TO Ev TOLOVd’ 
€otlv Kaddv, TO Sé ToLdvde ov KaAdv. mp@rov 8 axovoaté 
Ti ov, Tept adtav TovTwv ws Set TO TE ypNnoTOV Kal TO A7) 
oKoTreEtv. 

ME. Ids odv &) A€yes; 
AO. Aoxobat pow mavTEs ob doy TL AaBévres em lT7}- 

devpa, Kal mpobguevor eyew avTo 7 emawety evdds py bev, 
ovdapds Spav Kara tpomov, aAAd Tadrov mrovetv otov «i dy 
TUS, emawveaavTos TWoOS Tupods Bpdpa WS dyabov, cis 
eyo, 117) SvarrvGoprevos avrob LATE THV €pyaoiay [LATE THV 
mpoodopay, ovtwa TpdoTov Kai oloriot Kal wel” dv Kal Omws 
€xovTa Kal Omws mpooddpew Exovow. viv 51) TadTdov pot 
BoKodpev Hpeis ev Tots Adyous Troveiv: Trept wens yap aKov- 
_gavtTes ToootTov povov, evOds of pev péyew add, of S 
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erraweiv, Kal uddAa aromws. pdptvow yap Kal émawerats 
Xpwpevor [emrawobpev] Exdtepor, [Kal] of ev, 6TL TOAAOVS 
Trapexoucba, ag vob Lev TL Aéyew KUpLOV, Ot be, OTL TOUS [7 
Xpwpevous avr opdpev vuK@VTas _baxopevous: audvopy- 
Tetra 5° ab’ Kal Todro Hp el prev 37) Kal rept exdoTov 
ovUTw Kal Tov adXAwv vopipwov SveSpev, obK av emovye KATO. 
voov ein, tpomrov S€ aAAov, dv enol daivetar detv, eOéAw 
Aéyew mept adrob rovTov, THs wens, Tweipmpevos av dpa 
dvywuat THY TeEpl atdvTwY TOV Tovottwy opOyv jwéOodov 
netv Sndrodv, emev67) Kal pupia emt puptous €Ovy rept avrav 
dyproBnrobyra dpiv moheot dvoty T@ Adyw Svayudyour’ av. 

. Kat pay el twa. éxopev dpb oxéebw Tar TovovTwr, 
> > / ovK amoKVnTéov aKoveWw. 
AO. LKefapeba oy] ™ THE. pepe, El Tus aty@v Tpopyy, 

Kal TO Cov avro KT HO ws eoTw KaAov, emawvot, dos dé 
TLS EwpaKers atyas xXeopis vepopevas adm ddou ody épyaotpors 
Xwpious Opwoas Kaka duaipeyou, Kal 7aVv Opeupa a avapxov y 
pLeTa KAK@V apxovray dcop OvUTW peuporro, TOV TOU TOLOVTOV 
poyov yyovpeba tyres dv mote Wear Kal oTLObr; 

EK. Kat wés; 
A@. Xpnoros d€ 6 dpyov Eol mpi év TAotous TOTEPOV eay 

THY vavTuKny EXN ETLOTHULNV LOVOV, AV T ODV VAUTLG GV TE LN, 
Tas av A€yourev ; 
ME. Oddapds, av ye mpos TH Téxvy Exn Kal TobTO TO 

mabos 6 dé yes. 
A®. Té ‘Ss GpKov OTparoTrEdwy ; dp. ev THY mode puKhy 

exXn emaTHuny, t ixavos dpxew, nav Seiros wr ev Tots Sewots 
bo peOns Tob ddBov vavTia; 

E. Kai TOS 5 

A®. “Av dé ad pre éxn TH réexvyY detAds TE 7; 
ME. Hoavrdacty Twa Trovnpov A€yeis, Kal oddapdads 

avdp@v dpyovra aAAd tivwv ohodpa yuvak@v. 
A®. Ti & erawérny } béxtnv Kowwvias noTtwoootv 7 

mépuKev Te Apywv eivar per exeivou Te WHEALOS EoTY, 
6 6€ unTE Ewpakas ein TOT Opbds adriy abirH Kowwvodoav 
fev? _apxovros, ael dé avapyxov 4 peTa KAK@V dpyovrov 
ouvodcay ; oldueDo, 367) more TovS TOLOUTOUS Bewpovs TaV 
TOLOUTWY KoWwwVveay xpnotov ti beEew 7 emrawéoeoba; 

ME. [lds 8 av, undémord ye tSdvras unde cvyyevomevous 
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dpbdas yevopevep pndevi TOv ToLwovTwv KowwvnLdro ; 
AQ. "Exe 57° Tov mohhéiv Kowwvidy OUpTOTAsS Kal 

ovprrooia Oetpev av pilav Twa ovvovoiay elvat; 
ME. Kai opodpa ye. 
AQ. Tadrny ovv Pav opbas yuyvoevnv 707 TUS TWTOTE 

eGedoaro ; Kal opev pev dmoxpwvacBar pddvov ws ovde- 
TWTOTE TO TapdTav—ovd yap émuywpiov buiv TodTo ovdE 
vouyLov—eya dé evtetuynKd Te ToAAats Kai 7oAAaxod, Kat 
mpoceTt mdaas ws mos eimeiv Sinpwrynka, Kal oxedov SAnv 
fev ovdepiay dpbds yryvonevnv éEdpaka odde ak7rKoa, LOpLa. 
5° et mov opixpa Kal dAlya, Ta TOAAG S€ ovpuTravl” ods eimretv 
dunuapTnueva. 

, Ids 87) 7 TadTa, @ geve, Aéyeus 5 el7re ert oapeorepov" 
nets Lev yap, Orrep elzres, dreupig TOV TovovTwY, ovde € ev- 
TvyXavovTEs dv tows ev0us ye yvotwev 7d Te dpOov Kal p1) 

> > a yuyvomevov ev avrois. 
AQ. Eixos Aéyeus* GAN’ éuob ppalovros mreup@ pavbavev. 

TO pev, yap ev mdoats TE ovvedors, Kal Kowewviats mpagewy 
wvTwavodtv, ws opldv Tavtraxod éExdorots apyovra eivat, 
pavOavers ; 

KA. Ids yap ov; 
AQ. Kai pny eAdyomev vuvd7) wayowevwv ws avdpetov Set 

Tov apxovrT’ elvar. 
KA. Ids 8 od; 
A®. ‘O piv avipeios t&v SeiAdv bro ddBwv Arrov 

teBopvpynrar. 
. Kai Tobro ovTws. 

A@. Eis” Vy TUS “benxavn pndev TO mopdaav Sedi0Ta pnde 
DopuBovpevor € eMLOTHOAL oTpatoTrédbw oTpaTnyov, ap ov TOOT’ 
av TavTL TpoOTW empaTTomeV; 

KA. Xddédpa pev odv. 
A®. Név 5¢ ye od otpatomédov rept Aéyouev apEovros 

év avdpav opsdtaus exOpav ex9oois peta TroA€uov, didwy 8° 
ev os alo pirovs Kowwrvnodvtwy dirodpoovrns. 

. Opbds. 
A@. “Eorw dé ye 7) Touadry ouvovaia, elmep EOTAL ETA 

weOns, odk ab dpuBos. H yap; 
. lds yap; adv otwac may TouvavTiov. 

A®. Odxotv mpArov pév Kal tovrous dpyovros Set; 
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KA. Tt piv; os oddevi ye mpdayparte. 
A®. Ildtepov ody abdpuBov, ef dvvarov etn, Tov ToLodTOV 

apyovra exmropilecbar del; 
Ilds yap ov; 

A®. Kat pnp mepi ye ovvovaias, Ws €oukev, avTOV ppo- 
vywov evar det: ylyverau yap pvAaé Tis TE dmapxovons 
pidias avtots, Kal ETL TAcLovos ETYyLEANTHS OTWS EOTAL SLa 
THY TOTE GVVOUGLAY. 

KA. ’AdAnbéorara. 
A®. Odxodv vidovta te kat codov apyovta pebvdvTwv 

det Kabrardvar, Kal tay) TOUVAYTLOD ; peBvdvtav yap pebvwr 
Kal véos dipxev tay) copes, El £7) KAKOV ATEPYACALTO TL MEeya, 
TOAAH Xp@T av aya TOXN 

. TlapaodAn pev ovv. 
AQ. Odxobv «i pev yryvopéevwv ws Suvatov opbdtara 

TovTwr ev Tats TroNeor TOY ovvovardy Heppouo TUS, em- 
KadA@v atT@ TO mpdypare, Tay av opbads tows p€pporro: el 
de dwapravdpevov ws otov Te pddvora emiT7deupd Ts Op@v 
Aowopet, Tp@Tov. pe Ofroy a ws ayvoet Toor’ avTo yuyvomevov 
ovK opbds, <i?” ort may TOUTW TH Tpommp avetTar 7OVnpoV, 
SeomoTou TE Kal dpxovTos vipovtos xXwpis TpaTTOopevov. 7 
od auvvoeis TovO’, OTe weOUwv KuBepvyTns Kal As TravTOS 
apYwv avatpémet avTa elite Acta €lTe Gppata €iTe oTpa- 
TomeEdoVv, El’ OTL TOT Ein TO KUPEpywpevov bm adToo; — 

KA. Ilavrdracw roit6 ye adnbés eipynkas, & Eve: rovTt 
THe 5 Hpiv Aéye, Ti ToTE, av ylyvnTtar TobTO dpO&s TO 
TeEpl TAS TrdGELS VOULLOV, ayaboyv av Opdcevev mpas ; olov, 6 ‘ 
vuvo7 edgyopev, et oTpdrevpa oplis Tyepovias TVYXAVOL, 
viKn ToA€ ov Tots €7TO}LEVOUS av ylyvoliTo, ov ojALKpoOV ayabov, 
Kat TaAN’ ovTw: auuTociov Sé dpbs matdaywynbevros Ti 
péya iudTats 7 TH TdAEu ylyvour’ av; 

AQ. Te b€; mraubos EVOS 4) Kal yopod mralWaywynfevtos 
KaTG TpoTrov EVvOS, TL eya TH moAet patev dv ylyveobar; 7 
TOUTO ovTws epwrnbevres elrroysev av ws évos ev Bpayd Te 
TH mOAEu yeyvour’ av dpedos, el O° ohuss € epwrds TmavSetay TOV 
mawdevdevrwy Ti peya THY TOAW 6 ovivyouw, ov yaAemrov etrretv 
OTe Tradevbevtes pev ev yiyvowr av avopes dyabot, yevo- 
jevou de Tovobrot Th TE adda TpaTTovev Kahds, ere de Kav 
viK@ev Tovs TroAeulovs paxdomevor. Trawdela prev odtv dépet 
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Kal viknv, vicn 8° eviore amatdevolay: mroAAol yap bBpioro- 
Tepot dia TroAcuwy vikas yevopevor pvpiwy ddAwy Kakadv bu" 
UBpw everrAnobnoay, Kat madeta prev ovdeTTUWTOTE yéyoveY 
Kadpeia, vicar dé avOpedzrois mroAAai 81) Tovatras yeydovaciv 
TE Kal EGovTat. 

KA. Aoxets jpiv, & pide, TH ev Tots olvoIs KoWw?nV 
SuarpiByy ws eis maeias peydAnv potpay Teitvovoay déyew, d 
dv opbds yiyvntar. 

A®. Ti py; 
KA. “Eyots av ody 70 peta Tob’ eimeiv Ws oT TO vov 

elpynjcevov adn Bes ; 5 
A®. To peév adnfbes, d Edve, Suoxupileobau Tabra oUTWS 

Exel, roMOv duproByrovvtwy, Beod: el iS omy eHol paiverat 
de? Aéyew, ovdels POdvos, emeitrep WppnKaprev ye Tovs Adyous 
TEepl vowwv Kal mohureias trovetobau Ta, viv. 

. Todr’ adro 817 meipwpeba, To col SoKxobv mrepi THY 10 
vov aproPyroupévey Kkarapalety. e 

A®. *AAAa xpr) zrovetv ovTws, dpds TE em TO pabety Kal 
ewe emt TO SyA@oat Treipwpevov apas yé Tws, ovvteivar, 
tov Adyov. mp@tov dé pou axovoate TO Towdvde. THY 7OAW 
dmavres Hua@v “EAAnves brrohapBdvovow ws pirdroyds Te 5 
€oTl Kal modvhoyos, Aaxkedaipova Sé Kal Kpjrnyv, THY pev 
Bpaxvroyov, TH be TroAvvotav paMov 7 7 TmoAvioyiay a aokov- 
gav* oxo7a@ 81) 1) ddgav bptv Tapdaxauae TEpt opuKpod 642 
modAa déyew, pens Tépt, opuxpod mpayparos, Tappnen 
Adyov dvaxaarpopevos.. TO O€ 7 7 Kata pvow avrod d.0p$w- 
ous ovK ay dvvaiTo avev povotKkis opborntos ToTe aades OvdE 
txavov ev Tots Adyous atroAaPetv, povoucy d€ avev ma.detas TAS 5 
mdons ouK av ad Tore dvvatto: tabro de mapmoAAwy € €orly 
Adywv. Opate ovv Ti Touauev—el Tatra pev edoaypev ev TO 
TapovTt, perexBaipev 8 eis eTEpov TWO. vopiy TEpt Aéyov. b 

ME. *Q Seve "AOnvaie, ovK oto?” tows drt Tuyxavet 
Hav u] €oTia THs modews ovoa buav mpogevos. lows pev 
ovv Kal TGOW TOs TaLoiV, emEeLldav aKovawaW STL TWds 
€low TmoAcws mpogevor, TavTy Tis evvota eK vewy evOds 5 

| evdverau € EKQOTOV Hpav Tov mpogevev Th moet, ws Sevrépg 
oven Tmarpide pera THY avbrob mow" Kal 67) Kal eo viv 
_ tadrov Totro eyyeyovev. akovwv yap TO Taidwy evbus, 

€l Tt peuowrTo 7 Kal evrawvolev Aaxedapovior “APnvaious, c 
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“H roXus tudv, d MéyiAre,”’ edacay, “ yas od Kadds 
n KaA@s eppeEe ’’—tabTa 67) akovwr, Kal paxdpevos Tmpos 
avTa UTEP VU@V aEL TpPOs TOs THY TOAW Els Hoyov ayovTas, 
maoav evvolav Eaxov, Kal por vov 7 TE hwvy TpoadiArs 
tu@v, TO Te VIO TOAAMV Aeyopevov, ws door “ABynvaiwv 

a ON > \ / cee | ~ 7) «ae / 

elolv ayalol duadepovtws etaiv ToLvodToL, doKe? adnOéotara 
déyecbat* povor yap avev avayKns adtodud@s, Yeia poipa 
aAnbads Kat ott TAaaTa@s clow ayaloi. Gappadv 51) euod ye 
evexa Aéyois av Tocadra Oda aot didov. 

KA. Kai pny, & E€ve, kat Tov map’ euod Aoyov axovoas 
ee / ~ ¢€ / / / ~ \ TE Kal amrodeEdpevos, Vappav o7roca BovAe A€ye. THdE yap 

tows aknkoas ws ’Emuwevidns yéeyovev avnp Getos, os Hv Hiv 
oiketos, eAOwr Sé po THV [lepor@v deKa ETeaw mpdTEpov 
Tap vuds Kata THv TOO Deod payTetav, Ovatas te eOvcaTo 

“A e A > a \ \ \ / \ \ Twas as 6 beds avetrev, Kat 67) Kat PoBovpéevwr Tov Ilepotkov 
> / / > il PS) ze: \ > ~ 7) id 4 A@nvaiwy ordAov, eimev ore déKa ev ETaV ody HEOVOLW, OTAaV 
Nh > / 7 O11 @ ” 

d¢ CAOwow, atadAayjoovra: mpakavres ovdev Bv HAmCov, 
mabdvres Te 7 Spdcavres meio Kakd. TOT obv eFevOnoay 
bpiv ot Tpoyovor OV, Kal EvVOLaV EK TOGOV Eywrye Duty Kal 
OL 7LETEPOL Exovow yoviis. 

Ta pev Tolvuv tueTepa akoveL, WS EOLKEV, ETOLW GV 
wv \ > > \ / Q \ LA PS) vA G PS) \ > / ein’ TA 0 Ea BovrAcofar ev ETosa, dVVacHaL de od TavU 

pdo.a, Guws d€ meipatéov. mp@tov 67 obv mpos Tov Adyov 
dpiowucla maweiav Ti moT eoTW Kat Tiva SvvamW EXEL’ 
dua yap TavTyS papev iréov elvau TOV MpoKeXerpLopevov ev TO 
vov Adyov tp’ TpOv, péxplmep av TM pos TOV Oeov adixnrar. 

Ildvu pev ov p@uev Tabra, elmrep Gol ye nov. 
AO. Aéyovros toivuy éuob Ti mote xp7) Pavat Tradeiay 

elvar, oxeacbe av apéokyn TO AcxOeEv. 
4 

KA. Aéyots av. 
/ / A \ e ~ > \ + / A®. Aéyw 67, Kat dye Tov otioby ayafov avdpa péA- 

Aovtra €cecbat Tobro atro éx maldwy edvOds pedeTay Seiv, 
mailovrd TE Kal omovdalovra €v TOls TOU TpaypLaTos exdorous 
TpoanKovow. otov TOV peMovra ayafov eceacbar yewpyov 
} Twa olKOOdpoV, TOV jLEV oixodopobvTd TL TOV Tradetev 
olKodopnuaTov mailew xp%, Tov & av yewpyoovra, Kal 
Opyava exaTépw opikpa, TOV adnOwav pinata, mapa 
oxevalew Tov Tpépovta atTa@v Exdtepov, Kal 67) Kal TOV 
pabynuatwy doa avaykaia mpoyewalyKevat mpoudvOavew, 
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olov téxrova petpety 7) oTa0udobar Kal TrodeptKov immevew 
mailovra 1 TL TMV ToOLOUTwWY GAAO TroLeiv, Kal TreL_pGobaL dia. 
Tov madi@v exeioe Tpémew Tas jdovas Kat emiupias TOV 
Taiowy, of apucopevous avdtovs det Téhos EXE. KepaAasov 
37) Taiwetas Aéyomev THY opAryv Tpopny, 1) i) 708 mailovros THY 
pox ets pura. padvora ager TOUTOV ) denoer yEVvopevov 
avdp" avrov TéAevov elvat THs TOO mpaypwaros apeT hs” Opare 
ovy el MéexXpL TOUTOV ye, Omrep eimov, duiv apéoket TO AexOev. 

. lds yap ov; 
AQ. Mn ToLvuy pnd 6 A€yomev elvar madevav do piaTov 

yevntar. viv yap ovediGovres emauvoovTes a ExdoTov Tas 
Tpopds, A€yomev ws TOV pev meTraudevpevoy 7) Tpav ovTa Twa, 
TOV dé dmaidevtov, evioTe eis TE KaTrynAElas Kal vavKAnpias 
Kat dAAwy Tovovtwr dda TmeTradevpevwy sopiav avOpurrwv: 
ov yap Tabra TyOupEveny, ws €our’, elvat Tratdeiav 6 vov Adyos 
dv «in, THY Se mpos apeTiny eK pay Ta<elav, ToLodoay 
emOupntyv Te Kal €pactyy Tod ToAiTHV yeveoba tédeov, 
dpxew Te Kal apxeobat emoTdpevov pera Oucys. TaUTHV 
THY zpopnv apopiadpevos 0 6 Adyos otros, ws €MLOL paiverar, 
vov Bovdour” av povny maidetav mpocayopevew, THY dé els 
Xpnpara. Teivovoay a TWO, mpos taxvv, 4 Kal mpos aAAny 
Twa codiavy avev vod Kal dikns, Bdvavocv 7 «iva Kal 
dvedevbepov Kal ovK agiav TO Tapdmay Tratdeiav kaheioBau, 
jyets on baer 0 OVOMATL Siadepuue” adrois, adr’ 6 vuvd1) 
dyos nv opodroynbeis HEveTOD, ws ot ye opIas TETOALOEU- 

peévor oyedov ayabot ylyvovrat, Kal det 57 THY Tavd«tay 
pnday.0b drydlew, ws mp@tov Tav KaAAiotwr Tots apiorous 
dvdpdow Tapayvyvopevov" eat el Tote e€epxeTal, Ouvarov 6 
€oTlv erravoplotcba, Tobr aet Spacréov Sua Biov mavti Kata 
dvvapw. 

KA. Opbas, Kal ovyxwpodmev & evens. 
A®. Kai piv mada ye oUVEXUPTTApLEV ws ayabay peev 

dvTwy THY Suvayevwr apxew adtav, Kak@v S€ THv p71. 
KA. Aéyeis opborara. 
AQ. Ladéotepov ere TOWUY dvadd Barer TOOT avro OTL 

MOTE A€yopev. Kat pou ou elKOvos dmodefacbe edv mTws 
| Swvards byiv yeveonpan dnA@oat TO ToLodTOV. 

. Aéye povov. 
AQ. Odkoiv eva pev yudv Exaotov adrov TiGpev; 
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KA. Nat. 
A®. Avo d€ Kextnpévov ev att ovpBovAw evarvtiw Te 

Kal adpove, W Tpocayopevomev 7OovyV Kal AUTHV; 
KA. "Eore tatra. 
AQ. IIpos 5€ tovtow apdotv ad d0€as peAdAdvTwr, ofv 

Kowov jLev Ovopa eArris, tdvov dé, PoBos prev 7 apo Adans 
éAmis, Oappos 5é€ 7 mpo Tob evavtiov: emi d€ maGou TovTOLS 
Aoyiopos OTL ToT avTav auewov 7 yxetpov, Os yevdomevos 
ddypa ToAews KOWOV VoOmoS ETTWVOpACTAL. 

KA. Moyis pév ws edésropar, A€ye pv TO pera TadTa 
WS €TTOMEVOU. 

ME. Kai &v euot piv tadrov tobro mdfos év. 
A®. [epi 37) tovtwv Siavonfdpev ottrwoi. Gadua pev 

ExaoTOV HUaV Hynowpnea TOV Cawv Oeiov, cite Ws Talyviov 
eKElvwv cite WS OTOVOH TWL ovveoTnkos: ov yap o7) TobTO 
ve yuyvaooKoper, TOE OE L loper, oTt TAOTA Ta maOn € ev 7.0 
olov vetpa 7 opnpw Got TWeES evodoat on@ow Te nas Kat 
aA Aaus avOéAcovow evavTiat ovoar en évayTias mpdters, 
od 87) Sumpropevy a GpEeT?) Kat Kaxta Keira, pug yap pnow o 
Aoyos deity TH EAEewv ovveTropevov aEl Kal i pndapet amroAeuio - 
jevov exeivys, avdeAkew Tots aAAows vedpois ExaoTov, TAVTHV 
8° elvau Ty ToD Aoy.topod aywynv xpvojnv Kai lepav, THs 
moAews Kowov vo[Lov emucahoupevny, addas de oxnpas Kal 
avdypas, THY O€ paranny a aTE Xpvonv ovoay, Tas Oe dddas 
mavrobarot is eldeow 6 Opotas. deiy o7) TH KaANoTH aywyh 
TH TOO voMov det ovAAap avery: ate yap TOO D Aoyeopod Kadob 
peev ovTos, Tpgov be Kal ov Bratov, detabar B DanpeTay | avToo 
TH aywyny, omrws av ev We iv TO Xpucody YEvos Vika Ta aAXra 
yer. Kal ovrw 37) epi Oavparey ai as OVTWV UBD O > Gos 
ApEeTHs Geawpevos av ein, Kal TO KpEiTTW EavTOD Kal ATTW 
eivat TpoTov Twa davepov av yiyvorto wadAdXov 6 voet, Kat 
OTe TOAW Kal idudtHVv, TOV ev Adyov aAnOAR AaBdovra ev 
EavT® tepi TOV eAEewv TovTwWV, TOUTW Emopevov Set Civ, 
moAw d€ 7) mapa Oedv Tivos y) Tapa TouTov Too yvovTos 
Taira Adyov tapaAaBotcar, vopov Oepevay, avTh TE opirct iy 
Kal Tats aAhaus ToAcow. ovTw Kal Kata 57) Kat apEeTy 
capearepov mpeiv SunpOpwpevov dv ein: evapyeotépou 6 
adrob YEVOMLevOV Kal i mravbeta Kal t radNa. emuTdevpara tows 
€oTat waAXov Katapavh, Kal 517) Kal TO TWEpl THs ev Tots olvols 
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Svar prBis,6 Sofacbetn pev av elvac paviov mépu [LAjKos Tov 
Oywv mepitTov eipnuevov, pavein de TAY’ av tows Tob 

Enkous y avtav ovK amaévov. 
Ed Aéyets, Kal TEpalvwmev OTLTEP av THS ye VvoV 

Siar a€vov ylyvytat. 
AO. Aéye 87)" Tpoopeportes T® Oadpate tovrw riv 

péeOnv, motov Tt TOTE avTo dmepyatdnela ; 
KA. Ilpos ti 5€ oxomovpevos atto emavepwras; 
A@®. Ovdév mw mpos 6t1, TobTO db€ dAwWs KoWWwVijcaV 

TOUTW TrotdV TL  oupminrer ylyveobar. ert d€ caddatepov 6 
BovrAopat Teipdoopar ppacery. epuTa yap TO Tovovoe: dpa. 
opodporépas Tas mSovas Kal AvTras Kai Pvpods Kal Epwras 
2 TOV olvwy Toots emuTeiver; 

KA. IloAv ye 
AO. Ti 8 ad rds alcOjoeis Kat pvjpas Kai dd€as Kal 

fpovicets ; TOTEpov Woa’Tws ophodportépas ; 7) TapTAV aTrO- 
Acimer Tatra adrov, av Katakopis Tis TH weOn ylyvynTa; 

KA, Nai, mapTrav dmoNetzet. 
A@. Odcoby els TaUTOV adikveitar THY THs puxAs ew 

TH TOTE OTE véos nv rats; 
. Tt py; 

MS, Heara 87) TOT’ avadTos adTob Slade galley IE 
KA. Hxvora. 
A®. *Ap’ obv movnpotatos, dapév, 6 ToLodTos; 
KA. IloAv ye. 
A®. Od povor ap’, ws Eoxev, 6 yépwr Sis tats ylyvo.r’ 

av, aAXa Kat 6 pebvobeis. 
KA. “Aptora eizes, d E€ve. 
AO. Tovrov o7) Too emuTndevpaTos £00" darts Aoyos € €7- 

Xetpycer meiOeww Tpas ws xpy yevecPar Kal pr) dhevyeww 
mavtt oféver Kata TO Suvarov ; 

KA. “Eotk’ eivar: od yodv dis Kal eTouLos Haba vuvdr 
déyew. 

A®. °AAn67 pevToU Eevynpovevets' Kal viv y ety 
Erouuos, emevonmep ofw ye eleAnoew mpobtuws edatov 
akoveu. 

KA. [lds 8 otk axovodpeba; Kav ef pndevos ddAov 
_xdapw, adda tot Oavyaoros Te Kal atdmouv, €i Set ExovTa 
mote avOpwrov eis amacav davdAdtntTa éavtov éuPadAdew. 
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A®, WVouxfs Adyeiss yap; 
KA. Nat. 
A®. Ti d€; odparos, & éraipe, eis tovynpiav, AemTO0- 

THTA TE Kal alayos Kal advvapiav, Javudlouey av et 
MOTE TLS EKWY ETL TO TOLOUTOV agiKvetTaL; 

KA. IIl@s yap ov; 
AQ. Tiotv; tods eis Ta tatpeta adtods Badilovras emt 

pappwakoToaia ayvoeiv oldjeba oT eT OALyov VoTEpoV Kal 
emit ToAAas Huepas E€ovaw TOLODTOV TO G@ua, otloveet dua 
tédous exew péddAoev, Cv odk av d€€awto; 7 Tovs emi TA 
YUEVaoLa Kal movoUs idvTas OVK tapev WS AGOeEveE!s Els TO 
TAapaxpHhua yiyvovTa; 

KA. Ilavra radra topev. 
A®. Kat ott tis peta tatdtTa wohedias Evexa ExovTes 

TopevovTat; 
KA. KdAdtora. 
A®. Odxodv yp?) Kat TOv dAAwy emitydevpatwv mrépt 

dtavoetabar Tov avTov TpdTOV; 
KA. Ilavu ye. 
A®. Kat rs epi rov otvoy apa duatpipijis WwoattTws 

dvavonreov, elirep Eve TODTO Ev TOUTOLS OpOBs SravonOFvac. 
KA. [lds 8 ov; 
AQ. “Av a dpa. TWa pene iv wgeNay € Exovoa paivyrar pendev 

Tis Tmept TO cGy eAdtTw, TH Ye apxA THY owpackiav viKa 
T@ THY pev per ayepeee eivat, THY dé aE 

KA. ‘Op8as A€yets, Bavyalouw 6° av et te dvvaipeba 
TotovTov ev avT@ Katapabeiv. 

A®. Tod7’ atro 51 viv, ws ory’, Huty non TEe_patéov 
dpalew. Kai por A€ye: S¥o PdBwv cidn cxedov EevavTia 
duvaefa KaTavojoa; 

KA. Ilota 57; 
A®. Ta rowdde: doBovpeba wév mov Ta KaKd, mpoo- 

dox@vtes yevjocaa. 
KA. Nai. 
A®. Dofovpeba d€ ye moAAdxus dd€av, 7) Hyovpevor do0€a- 

Ceobau KaKOL, TparrovrTes 7 Aéyoures TL TOV [L1) Kaday: ov 
67) Kal KaAobpmev Tov PdBov Tuets ye, Ofwar dE Kal TaVTES, 
aloxvvnv. 

KA. Te dhteu: 
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A®. Tovrous 51) Svo0 cAeyov PoBous: dv 6 ErEpos evar- 
Tios pev Tats GAyynddaw Kal Tots dddots ddBous, evavtios 5 
5° €otl tats mAelorats Kal peyiotats Hdovais. 

KA. “Op@orata Xéyers. 
AO. “Ap ovv ov xat vowolerys, Kal Tas od Kal OpLKpov 

dgehos, Tobrov TOV poor € ev TIL weyloTn oeBer, Kal Kaddy 
aida, TO TOUTW Odppos € EVaVTLOV ayaiderdy TE “Mpocayopever 10 
Kal peytorov Kakov idia Te Kal Snuooia aot vevoytkev; D 

KA. ’Op0as dé vets. 
AQ. Odxosy 7d 7 * dAAa moAAa Kai i weyara 6 0 ddoBos 7 mpas 

odros oute, Kal Lrqv ev TD modu viKnV Kal OwTnpiav év 
Tmpos ev oddev ovTws ofddpa nHety amepyalerac; dvo yap 5 
obv €OTOV TA THY ViKNV dmepyalopeva, Odppos poev trode- 
puiwv, pidwy de poBos alaxuvns Tépt KaKijs. 

. Kore rabra. 
AQ. “AgoBov 7p av dpa. det yiyveoBar Kat doBepov 

ekaoTov’ wv 3 exdrepov eveka, dunpyucba. Cc 
KA. Iavu peev ovv. 
A®. Kai pry aoBov ye €KaOTOV BovdyGevres movety 

poBwv TOAADY Tiw@v, <is PoBov ayovtes avTOV ETA Vopov, 
TOLOUTOV dacpyalducta, 5 

KA. Dawopeba. 
A®. Ti 8 drav émyeipduev twa doBepov movety peta 

dixns; dp’ odK dvavoxvvTig ovpBaddovras avTov Kat ™poo- 
yupvalovras vuray d«7 movety Ovapaxopevov atvTod Tais 
dovais ; 7) TH prev detria Th ev avTa@ Tpoopwaxopevov Kal 10 
viK@vTo atdrny det réAcov ovUTw yiyveoBat ™pos avOpetar, d 
dmevpos de Oyj7rov Kal dydpvaoros av TOV ToLoUTwY o ay dvev 
daTiaoby ovd av TpLous eauTod YEVOLTO TpOS aperyy, owd- 
pwr dea dpa. TeA€ws € EOTAL pay ToAhat is nOovats Kal emubupiats 
mpotpeTrovoais dvavoxuvrety kal ad.iKety Siapepaynuevos 5s 
Kal LvEvLKnKWS petaddyou kal Epyou Ka LTEXV IS EV TE mavdvat is 
Kal é€v omovdais, an’ arabs wv mavTwv TOV TOLOUTWY; 

KA. Ovdcovv Tov y «ikota Adyor av EXOL. 
A®. Ti ov; poBov PappaKov €o?” Goris Deos edwxKev e 

ayOpasrrous, WOTE omoow mA€ov av Dehn TUS mivew atdTod, 
_TOGOUTW pah\ov avdrov vopitew Kall € EKAOTHY TOOL Svoruya 
-yiyvecbau, kal PoBetabat Ta. TmapovTa Kal Ta béAdovra Avra 
Mayra, Kal TeAcuT@vra eis Tav Séos tévar Tov dvSpevdtarov 648 
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avOpwrwy, exxournbévra € Kal TOD TwpaTOS aTadAayevTa. 
maAw é€xaoToTe TOV avTov yiyvecOat ; 

KA. Kai ri rovotrov datwev av, & E€ve, ev avOpwmrots 
yeyovévat THpma; 
A. Ovdev: el 8° otv eyeveTo mrobev, eof OTL Tos 

dvOpetav 7 my av vowobern XPHoov ; olov TO ToLovde mrept 
avToo Kal pdda elyojLev av avT@ Suareyecbac: Pepe, @ 
vowobeta, cite Kpnoiv €i8’ otortowobv vopoberets, mpOTov 
pev Tv ToAtTav dp av dé€aro Bacavov duvares civat 
AapBavew avdpetas te mépe Kat SevAias; 

Dain mov mas av dHAov Ott. 
A®. Tidé; wer’ aodareias kai dvev kiwvddvwv peyadAwv 
PETA TOV evavTiwv; 
KA. Kat rotiro <rTo> peta THs aodadeias avvopo- 

Aoynoe. as. 
A®. Xpd@o 8’ adv els tods doBous TovTous dywv Kat 

ehéyywr ev tots mabjpuaow, Wore avayKalew adoBov yi- 
yveo0at, tapakeAevomevos Kal vovbeT@v Kal TYUL@Y, TOV dE 
atTyualwy, doTts ou p11) meiMouto elvar TovodTos olov cd 
TaTTOLS ev TaOW; Kal yu“LVacdpeEvoV pev ED Kal avdpeiws 
a.C7}jLLov amahddrrous av, kaka@s dé, Cnuiav emuT Beis ; ] TO 
Tapamrav ovK av XP@o, pdev ead _eyKaddy TH RO LAT Es 

KA. Kat 7s odk av XP@70, @ feve ; 
AO. Pupvacta yoor, @ pire, Tapa Ta vov Oavpacry 

paotavns av ein kal’ €va kal Kat oAlyous Kai Kal’ 6mda0Us 
tis aet BovAouTo: Kat elite Tis dpa ovos ev epynpia, TO THs 
alaxuvns emimpoobev tovovmevos, mplv eb axetv NYOUmEVos 
opadobat p17) detv, oUTW mpos TOdvs PoBous yupvalo.To, TOGA 
[LOvoV aVTL LUpiwv mpayLaTwv TapacKEevalopmevos opUds av 
TLTPATTOL, ElTE TLS EAUTH TLaTEVwV PUceEL Kal weAETH KAADS 
Tapeckevaobar, UNdeV OKVOL META OUELTIOTOV TAELOVWY YUL - 
valomevos emideikvucba THY ev TH TOD THLATOS ‘ahha 
Svapopa Ovvapey tmepféwv Kat KpaT ov, WoTe-dT ao 
poovvns poe € EV opdArcoba peya pnd addAovobcbat Bev 
ApETHV, TpOs dé THY eoxaT ny moow amadAdatTo.TO mp 
apucvetobar, THY TaVTwWY ATTaV PoBovpevos avOpwmwv TOD 
TWPLATos. 

KA. Nat: cwopovol yap <av>, @ Eve, Kal 6 ToLodTOS 
OUTW TpaTTWY. 
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‘AO. IdAw 81) mpos Tov vowobernv A€yuper 7ade* Kiev, 
& vopobéera, Tod pev 81) doBov oxeddov ovre Oeds EdwKev 
dvOpamous Tovobrov dappakov ovre avTol pepnxavneDa— 
TOUS yap yonTas ovK EV Doin Aeyw—rijs be apoBias Kal 
tod Aiav / Oappet iv Kal adKaipws <Kal> a 7) XPT) TOTEpOV ETLV 
Tapa, 7 Tas A€yopev; 

KA. “Eorw, dyjce: mov, tov olvov dpalwr. 
A®. °H kai rodvavriov exer TobT0 TH vuvd7) Aeyouev ; 

TLOvTa Tov avOpwrov avrov abrob Trovet mpaTov ihewv ed00s 
paAAov 7 mpdoTEpov, Kal Ordo av mA€ov adTod yevnrar, 
ToGoUTH TAcrovev €ATridwr dyabiv TAnpoboBat Kal duvd- 
pews els ddfav; Kal itehevtay 57) 7aons Oo TovobTos Tappnolias 
ws copes a dv weoTodrae Kal edevdepias, maons de dadoBias, 
dore el7retv Te doKvans OTLobY, WaavTws dé Kai mpaEat; Tas 
Hutv, olwar, tabr’ av ovyxwpot. 

KA. Ti py; 
AO. *Avapvncbdpev 87 7d5e, 6 ort bv epaper 7 TL@v ev 

tais puxais deity Jeparrevecbar, TO ev. OTTws OTL paALoTa 
Bappyoomev, TO 5€ TodvayTiov ore pdAdvora poBynadpeba. 

. “A tis aidots edeyes, ws oldpcba. 
AO. Kadds pvnpovevere. €meton) O€ THY TE avdpetav 

Kab THY adoBiay € ev Tots poBors de7 karapeAeraaOat, OKE- 
mT éov dpa To evavtiov ev Tots évavtiots Deparrevecbar Séov 
av €in. 

KA. To y’ odv eikds. 
A®. “A mabévres é dpa. mepdnaev SuadepovTws Oappareor 

T e€ivar Kal Opaceis, € ev TouTos Béov av, ws eour’ , €ln TO 
peherav Ws NKLoTa €lvaL dvavoxvvTous TE Kad OpacdrnTos 
yéworras, poBepovs dé els TO TL ToAway éexaotote Aéyeuw 
] TMacxew 7) Kal dpadv aicypov otioby. 
AKA. “Eouxev. 
A®. Odxody traira éort wavra ev ofs eopev TovodTot, 

Oupds, épws, UBpis, duaBio., prroxepdera, <a >8etAia,, KGL ETL 
To.dde, mAobTOs, KdAAos, icxts, Kal ma 8 dca ou 7Sovis 
ad peBdoxovra mapadpovas mrovel ; Tovtwy dé edTeAT} Te Kal 
doweorépav mp@rov mev m™pos TO AapBaverv meipav, elra 
eis TO weAeTar, Any THis €v olv@ Bacdvou Kal i mavdvas, Tiva 
€xopev mdovny elmrety EUET pov padov, a av Kal omworTLoby 
pet evAaBeias yiyvntar; cxom@pev yap 57° SvoKxdAov puxfs 
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Kal ayplas, e€ is abuKiar wupiae yiyvovTat, moTEpov idvTa 
els Ta ovpBdoAata tretpav AapPave, Kwdvvevovta trept 
avtav, opadepwrepov, 7) ovyyevopevov meta THS TOO Ato- 
vuoov Jewpias; H mpos TaPpodiora HTTHMEVNS TOs Puvyfs 
Bacavov AapBavew, émitpémovta adrod Ovyatépas Te Kal 
bets Kal yuvatkas, oUTWS, ev Tots piArarots kwduvevoarTe, 
790s puxijs bedoaobar; Kal pupia 67) Aéywv ovK av Tis OTE 
avtoetev Gow diadeper TO pear mardvds THY adws: dvev 
probob CnprdSovs Oewpetv. Kal 67) Kal ToOTO EV aDTO TEpL 
ye TOUTWY OUT av Kpfras ovr adhous avOparrous ovdevas 
oldpeba dppropnr hear, pen ov metpay te adAjjrwy é€ ETE T) 
TavTyy eivat, 70 Te Tis evTeXelas Kai aodadeias Kal TaXOUS 
duadepew mpos Tas aAAas Bacdvous. 

KA. ’AAnés tobro ye. 
A®. Totro pév dp’ av TOv xypnoywratwv Ev ein, TO 

yva@vat Tas dvoets Te Kal E€ets TOV WvxOv, TH TEXVN EKEiv 
Hs €oTw Tada Oepamevew: €oT O€ Tov, papev, ws oiwat, 
ToXTiKAS. H yap ; ‘ 

. Tlavu peév odv. 
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SHORT ANALYSIS 

652 a—664 c.— Music, if of the right sort, acts as an enchantment, 
to train, and form, and keep alive, right sensations of pleasure and 
pain. 

664 c-667 b 5.—To direct this art aright, and form standards of 
taste, great experience is needed: this implies at least maturity, if 
not old age. Here Dionysus comes to the help of the Muses, and 
adds to age some of the fire and inspiration of youth. This isa 
second use of péeOn. 

667 b 5-671 a 7.—A disquisition on aesthetic criticism, especi- 
ally (669 b 5 ff.), as applied to music, singing, and dancing. 

671 a to end of book. Details as to the constitution and conduet 
of the chorus of Dionysus :’ the subject of bodily training is referred 
to, but not discussed. 

B 

AO. To 87) pera TOTO, Ws EoLKeE, oKenréov €ketvo mept 652 
adrav, moTepa TOTO pdvov ayabov €xet, TO KaTLOEiv Tas 
EXOmev TAS guoets, 7) 7) Kal Tt peyebos wgeNas agvov ToAAfs 
omovdijs € eveor” év TH Kat opOov xpeta Tis €v olWW ovvou- 
Gias. Ti ov 87) A€yoper ; eveo®’, ws 6 édyos € Eourey Bov- 5 
AcoBa onpatvew om S€ Kal 6TTwWSs, dcovwpev ‘TMpooexovTes 
TOV vody, pn 7™ TrapatodétcbGmev tr’ adrod. b 

. Mey’ ovv. 
AO. “Avapvnodijvar Toivuv €ywye TaAw emBupa Tt Tore 

Aéyopev 7 Hpetv elvat THY opOny madetav. TOUTOU yop, ds 953 
YE €y@ tomdlw ra viv, corw €v TH emiTndevpate ToUTH 
KaAas Katopfovpévw owrnpia. 

. Méya Ayers. 
AO. Aéyw Toivuy TOV matdayy qravduKny elvat mparny 5 

aicbnow Hdoviy Kai Avmnv, Kai ev ofs apern puxF Kal 
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KaKia TapayiyveTat Tp@Tov, TadT elvar, dpdvynow Se Kat 
dAnbets dd€as BeBaious edrvxés 6TwW Kal TPOS TO yhpas 
mapeyeveto’ TéXeos 8 odv Eat aVOpwros TadTa Kal Ta ev 
TOUTOLS TAVTA KEKTHMLEVOS ayabd. Tratdelav 81 Adyw THY 
TApaylyvowLEevyny Tp@Tov Tarot apeTHv: HSov7 57) Kal drAia 
Kat AVN Kal ploos av opbds ev prxats eyylyvwvrat wATYW 
duvanevwv Adyw AapPavew, AaBdvrwy Sé Tov Adyov, oup- 
pwvicwar.T@® Aoyw opbds «iPicbat tro THv mpoonKkovTwv 
[e0dv], avtTn ’of 1) cvpdwvia ovutraca pév apeTH, TO dé 
TEept TAS 7Sovas Kat Avras TeDpappevov adris opbas OTE 
puoetv pev a xen pctv edO0s ef apy iis HEXpL téXovs, 
otépyew S€ & xp7) oTepyewv, TOOT adToO amrOTEHLOV TO Ady 
Kal TALOElaY TpOTAayopEvwWY, KATA YE THY EunV épbas av 

/ Tpocayopevots. 
KA. Kai yap, & Eve, iv Kat Ta mpdTepov opbds aor 

maidelias mépt Kal Ta viv eiphobar Soxet. 
A®. Kadds toivuv. rovtwv yap 67 Tav 6pOds TeOpap- 

pevwv noovOv Kat AuT@v mawedv oba@v yaddrar tots 
avOpwmrous Kal diadbeiperar Kata ToAAa év TH Biw, Deol 
d€ olkTipavtes TO TOV avOpwTrwv emimovoy TEpuKOs yEevos, 
avatravAas Te adtots THY Tévwv érad€avTo Tas THY EopTav 
aprorBas [Tots Beots |, cai Movoas’ AmoAAwvad te povonyernv 
kat Avdvucov ovveoptactas d0cay, iv’ émavopbavrat, Tas 
TE Tpopas yevowevas ev Tats eoptats pera, bedv. Spay a 
xen) TOT EpOV adnOns 7 qpiv Kara gvow 6 0 Adyos b dpvetrat Ta 
vov, y) TOS. dyow d€ TO véov dmrav ws €70s eiretv Tots 
TE OWpaot Kal Tats dwvats Hovxlay ayew od ddvacbat, 
kwetabar dé del Cnret Kal pleyyeobat, Ta pev adAdpeva 
Kal oKipTaVTA., otov opxovpeva peO? 70ov7js Kal mpoomras- 
Covra, Ta de dbeyyoueva mdoas puvds. Ta prev odv aAXa 
fda ovk éxew alabnow Ta&v év tats Kwioeow TaLewv ovde 
atati@v, ois 57 pvbudos dvopa Kat apovias nutv dé ovs 
elmopev Tovs Deovds avyxopeuTas dedd00at, ToUTOUS eivarKat 
Tovs dedwKdTas THY evpub ov TE Kal evapyoviov atcnow 
ped? doviis, f 8 xuvetv Te nas Kal xopnyety Hav ToUTous 
@oats TE Kal opxnoeow _adAnhors ouveipovTas, Xopous TE 
Ovowakevat Tapa <TO>THS xapas EuduTov ovowa. mpATov 
67) TOOTO aTobeEwpcba; OOpwev madetav etvar mpwTnv dia 
Movody re kat ’AmdAXAwvos, H THs; 
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KA. Otrws. 
A®. Odxodv 6 wévaraidevtos axdpevtos juty €orar, TOV 

dé memawdevpevov ixavds KexopevKdta Oeréov; 
KA. Ti py; 
A®. Xopeia ye pv dpynois te Kat 57 TO advoAdv 

€oTLv. 
KA. Avayxaiov. 
A®. ‘O Kahds dpa Temavdevpevos GoewTe Kal opyxet- 

o0ar Suvaros av ein Kadds. 
KA. "Kouxev. 
A®. “lSwpev 517) ti mor’ eori To viv ad Aeyopevov. 
KA. To zotov 87; 
A®, * Kadds ade,” Pape, ‘i Kat LKadds o opxetrae + a6- 

repov ‘ei kat Kara dder Kal KaAd dpxetrar”’ mpocddpmev 7 

Hen 5 
KA. ITIpoc8@dpev. 
AO. Ti 8 dv ra Kada te Hyovpevos elvar Kada Kal Ta 

aisxpa aicxypa ovTws avtois yphrat; BéAtiov 6 ToLodTos 
TETALDEVILEVOS meiv Eorau Thy Xopetav TE Kal povouKny 7 
és av TO jeev TwPATL Kal Th puri TO Svavon Bev elvat Kadov 
txkav@s danpereiv Suv OA € EKdOTOTE »Xalpn de pn Tots Kado? ts 
pnde pop Ta ae KaAd, 7) “Keivos ds av TH pev pwvh Kal 
TO CHOMATL Hy) mavu Svvatos 7 i) katopBobv f Stavocirar, 77 
Sé = 1 50v7 Kal Avan Karopbot, Ta. bev aomaldomevos,doaKkaAd, 
Ta Se Svoxepaivey, omdc0. a KaAd ; 

KA. IloAd 76 Suagpépov, ob ® Edve, Aéyers This mraSetas. 
| AQ. OdKody ei peev TO kaNov pois TE Kal OpXnTEWS TEpL 
yiyvwoKouev TpEis OvTES, LamEev Kal TOY TETTALOEUMEVOV TE 
Kal amraidevTov opbas: ei 5é€ dyvoodpev ye TodTO, ove” a 

Tis TraLdelas € early duran KQl OTTOU Siaremitclement av TOTE 
—-Buvaipeba. ap’ odx ovTws ; 

. Otrw pev our. 
_ AO. Tar’ dpapera To00 Hiv av b kabdmep Kuo ixvev- 
' ovoars SvepeuvyTéor, ox Td te Kadov Kat wéAos nar’ pony 
t kal Opxnovv: el i derad0" Tyas SvaduyovraoixnceTat, pdravos 
6 eta TAO” Hiv mept mawdelas dpOijs €t0” “EAAnvixijs etre 

BapBapixfs Adyos ay etn. 
. Nai. 

_ AO. Elev: ri 8é 87) 76 Kadrdv xp7 davar oxjpua 7 wéeAos 
VOL. I 65 F 
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elvai TOTE ; PEPE, avOpuciis buxiis € ev movous éyouerns Kal 
detdAfjs € év Tots adrots Te Kal taots Gp’ dora TA TE OXHMATA 
Kal TO Pbeypara ovpBatver yiyvecban ; 

KA. Kai més, ore ye poe TO. Xpapara ; 
AO. Kadds Yes @ eTatpe. ann’ ev yap povotky} Kal 

oxXnLaTa prev Kal pedn € EVEOTLY, TEpL PYOLOV Kal appoviay 
ovons THs wovours, WOTE eUpvO pov prev Kal edd ppLoorov, 
etx pwv dé péAos 7) Ox Wa ODK EoTLW amEeLKadoarTA, womep 
ot xopodvddoKadAot aretkalovaw, opbds bbe yyedbai* TO O€ 
Tov detAobd Te Kal avdpelov oxhua  peAos EoTw TE, Kal 
opbas Tpooayopeverv EXEL Ta pLev Tov avopeiwy Kadd, Ta 
TOV detddv de aioxpd. Kal iva 87) 17) paxpodoyia moh 
Tus yeyvnrac mept TadO” jet amTavTa, amras € EoTw Ta pev 
dperijs eXopeva puxjs 7 ou pLaTos, €lTE adris ElTe TWOS 
ElKOVOS, ovpTavra oXHLaTA TE Kal weAn KaAd, TA S€é KaKLaS 
avd, TodvavTiov amav. 

KA. ’Op@ds te mpoKadAH Kat Tabd0’ piv ottTws Exew 
amoKeKkplo0w Ta vov. 

A®. "Eri 57) 16d€* métepov dmavres macats yopetats 
Opoiws yalpopev, 7 moAAob Sel; 

Tod mavros pév ovv. 
A®. Ti zor’ av obv Adyomev 76 TemAavnkos Huds etvar; 

mOTEpov od TavTA €oTL KaAGa Hiv Tao, 7 TA peVv ada, 
aAd’ 0d doxe? taba evar; od ydp Tov epet yé Tis Ws TOTE 
Ta THS Karlas 1) dperis KaAXiova Xopevpara, ovo ws abros 
[Lev Yalpet Tots THS pox Onpias OXHPLAOLv, ot 8° dAAot evartia 
TavTns pLovon TW Kairou Aéyovotv ye ot mAEtoTo. pov- 
oukhs opbdoryta eivar THY n8ovnv Tats puxats mopilovoay 
Obvapi. aAvAa TotTo pev ovTeE dvekTov OUTE Oovov TO 
maparav pléyyecbat, rode Sé waAAov eikds TAaVaY Has. 

To zrotov; 
A®. °Ezrevd1) wippjpatatpomwveorti Ta mepl Tas Xopelas, 

ev mpa€eoi Te TavTooaTals yryvopmeva Kal TUYaLs, Kal HOEcct 
Kal puyinoeot SveErvovTwv ExdOTWV, OLS [Lev AV TpPOS TPOTIOV 
TO pnbevra n peAwoyBevra 7 al omwaodv xopevbevra, u) 
Kata dvow 7 Kata eos 7 7 KaT augorepa, TOUTOUS [eV Kal 
ToUTOLS Xatpew TE Kal erauety avrTa Kal mpooayopevew 
KaAa avayxKaiov, ois 8° av mapa dvow 7 TpdTOV FH Ta 
ouvyfevav, oUTE xalpew SuvaTov ovTE emawelv aicypa TE 
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mpooayopevety. ofs 8° av ra bev Tis pucews op0a oup- 
Baivn, ta dé THs ovrnJeias evayTia, i) TH pev THs ovvn- 
Jetas pO, Ta be THS pvoews € evavTia, ovToL Oe Tats 7Sovais 
Tous émraivous evavTious mpooayopevovow™ 75€a yap ToUTWY 
éxaoTa elvat pact, movnpa 8, Kal evavTiov dAKeoy ovs 
olovras dpoveiv aicxyvvovTat pev Kwetobat TH cwHpate Ta 
To.adra, aloxdvovTat de ddew ws ws dmopauvdpevor KaAd eT. 
omovons, xalipovow de map avrois. 

KA. ’Op Oorara Aéyets. 
AQ. Mav ov Tl BAdBnv éol” Tra. peper TH Xaipovre 

Tovnpias 7 oXTpacw H peAcow, H TW addedlav avd Tots 
mpos TavavTia Tas HOovas atrodEexomeEvats ; 

KA. Eikés ye. 
AQ. IIdrepov eiKOs 7) Kal dvayKatov TAvTOV elvan drrep 

oray Tis Tovnpots HOeow cuvwv Kax@v avOpwrrwv pH pLoF, 
xaipn de dmodEexopevos, béyn Sé Ws év mratdids joipa, oveu- 
porrav abrod THY pox Onptay ; TOTE opovotobar Symov 
dvdyKn TOV xaiporvta Omorepots a av xatpn, éav dpa Kal ema 
vetv aioxvynrar KaiTou 708 TovovTou Ti petlov ayabov 7 
Kakov daipwev av nuiv ek maons avayKns ylyvecbat; 

. Aok® pév ovdev. 
A®. “Ozov 81) vopot KadAds eiow keipevor 7 Kat eis TOV 

émetta xpovov toovrat <trept> THv mepitas Movoas 7ratdetav 
TE Kal TaLoLdy, olducba eE€oeobat Tots ToLnTLKOTS, OTLTEP GV 
avrov TOV mounTny ev TH Tounoet Téptyn puluod 7 peAous 
] pypatos EXO}EVOY, TooTO dudaoKovTa Kat TOUS Tov 
evvouwy mratdas Kal véous év Tois xopois, OTe av TUXN 
amrepyaleaGar mpos dperhy 7 poxOnptay ; 

. Ovror 57 TOOTS ye Adyov € éxel Os yap av, 
'A®. Név dé ye adto as Em0s elmety ev macats Tals 

i moAcow é€eaT. Spdv, mAjv Kat Aiyvmrov. 
KA. *Ev Aiytarw 5é 87) 7s 70 TovobTov ps vevowobe- 

| tHo8a; 
Be AG, Oadpa Kal dxobcat. maAau yap On more, ws eouKey, 
eyvdabn map’ avo ts odTos 6 Adyos Sv Ta viv Aéyouev Hpets, 
ott KaAa prev oxjpara, Kada de wéAn bet peraxerpilecbau 
tais ouvn betas Tous ev Tais moAeaw véous: Tagdevor de 
Tadra, drro, éorl Kal émot’ aTTa damepyvar € ev Tots tepois, 
kal mapa tadr’ obk e€fv otre Cwypadois, or’ GAAoLs door 
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oXnWaTA Kal dpolmpata azepydlovrar, KawoTomety odd” 
emuvoetv aAN’ atTa 7) TA TAaTpLA, OVE Vov EEeaTLV, OUTE eV 
ToUToLs ovre ev povotrh oupmdon. oKom av de edpijcets 
abroie Ta. jLuproorov eros YEeypapweva 7) TETUTWpLEVA—ODX 
ws €7T0S elire iv wupLooTov adn’ ovTws—r dv vov Sednuwoupyy ~ 
wevewv ote TL KAAALova OUT aloxiw, <KaTa> THY adrny dé 

/ > / Téxvnv ameipyaopeva. 
avpacrov A€yets. 

A®. Nopobertixov pév odv KalmoAutiKovbtrepBadAovtws. 
add’ érepa hadr’ av evpors adTdoOu: TobTo 8° ody TO Tept 
povoikyy adnbés Te Kai aEvov evvoias, oT SuvaTov ap’ Hv 
TEpl TAV TOLOUTwWY VomobeTEtabat <Kai> BeBaiws uaBiepody 
Te LEAN TA THY OpOdTyTA PvceEL Tapexopeva. TOUTO dé Deod 
7) Oelov Twos avdpos av ein, KabdtreEp Exe? Pacw Ta TOV TOADY 
ToUTOV GeawpEeva ypovov LEAN Ths "lowos mounpwara yeyove- 
vat. wal’, dmep Edeyov, ei S¥vatTd Tis EActv adTdv Kal 
Oomwaoby THY opbornta, Oappobvra Xp €is VOMoV dyew Kal 
Tatw avrd: ws 7 Tis ndovns Kal Avans CHrnots tod Kay 
Cnret iv ael povouch xXpHolat oxedovovd peydAnv Twa dvvapuy 
exet mpos TO Siadbetpar THY KabvepwGetoay Xopetav €7U~ 
kadodoa ApYaloTnTa. THY yoov exet ovdapdis € €ouKe Ovvatn) 
yeyovevat duapbetpar, mav de TouvayTiov. 

KA. Daiverar ovtTws av tadra Exew €x TOV b70 God TA 
vov AexPevrov. 

AO. “Ap ovv Oappodyres Aéyomev THY TH MovaiKy Kal TH 
Tava, weTa XYopelas Xpetay opOnv elvau Tou@ee TWt TPT ; 
xalpopev oTav oldpeba ed mpatTew, Kal omoTav xaipwper, 
oloueba ed mpdtTew ad; wav ovy ovTwWS; 

KA. Odtrw pév odv. 
AQ®. Kai piv &v ye TO TovovTw, xaipovtes, Havxtav od 

duvducda aye. 
KA. "Eort radra. 
A®. *Ap’ odvodx TpGv ot pev véot avrolxopevew ETOLMOL, 

70 5€ Tv mpeoButépwv Huv exetvous ad U Oewpodvres Sudyew 
jyovpeba. TpeTovTMs, XalpovTEs TH exelvwv Tavold TE Kal 
EOpTacel, émrevd7) TO Tap Huty nuas edagpor « éxXelret viv, 6 
mobobvres Kal Ldomalopevor TiBewev otrws ay¢ dvas Tots Suva 
pLévous meas OTe waALaT els THY VEOTNTA MYL emreyeipew ; 

KA. ’AAnbéorara. r 
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AO. Mav ody oldpneBa. Kal KOMLOF parny TOV vov Aeyo- 
jeevov Adyov rept TA €opralovrwv Aéyew TOUS moAdous, 6 ort 
Todrov de7 copurarov jyetobau Kal Kplvew viKaV, Os av 
nas evddpaivecbar Kal xalpew Ore pddvora dmepyalnt as; : 
det yap 87), € émelmrep adeipeda ye mailew € €v Tots TOLOUTOLS, 
Tov mAEciaToUs Kal tuddvora Xatpewmovodvra, rooTov pdAvora 
Tpaobat TE, Kal Omep eltrov vuven, Ta veKnT Apia pepe. 
dp’ ovK OpOds A€yeTai Te TOOTO Kal MpaTTOLT av, El TAUTH 
ylyvo.to; 

KA. Tax’ v. 
AO. Ae @ paxdpre, a TAXD TO TOLODTOV KpivwLeEV, 

add Suapodvres av7o Kara Lepn oKoTapela TOUBOE TWE 
TpoTm* Ti av,et Tore TLS ovTws dmdrds a ayava Bein o ovtivoov, 
pondev agopicas PLnTE yupvuKov pene jrovovKov pnP i immuKkov, 
aAXa mdvras ovvayayav Tous ev TH moAet Tpoeimrot, Deis 
vueKnTnpia, TOV » BovAdpevor 7 HKELV Gy wVvLlovjLevov doris Tepe 
povoy, os [e° ] av répyn Tovs beatas padvora, pndev emitat- 
TOpevos orm TpoOTH, veKnon d€ adto TobTo OT udAtoTa 
dmepyacdpevos Kal Kp.On Tav dywvicapevey 7d.oT os yeyo- 
vevai—ti ToT’ av Wyovpeba ex TavTHS THs Tpoppiaews 
ovpBaiver; 

KA. Tod zépu A€yeus ; 
A®. Eixdés mov tov pév tia emderkvovat, Kabdrrep 

“Opnpos, papwdiay, aAXov dé kBapwdiar, tov bé TWa Tpa- 
ywodiav, tov 8° av Kwpepdiay, ov Bavpacrov d€ €l Tis Kal 
Gatpara emdeuxvs pddvor’ av vray nHyotTo* TOUTWY 57) 
TovovT wy Kal éTepwy aywvioT@v egal éAPovtwy Exopmev 
eimeiv tis av wK@ Sucatws ; 

KA. "Atotov 7 pou" Tis yap av dmoKpivowro got TOTO ws 
yvovs av mote mply [aKodoal Te] Kal TOV aDAnTaY ExdoTwv 
avTHKOOS adres yeveobar; 

AQ. Te ovv 89; Bovreode € ey of@v tiv atoTov amd- 
Kptow Tavrny aTroKpivwiuat; 

KA. Ti pv; 
A®. Ei peév roivuy ra mavu opixpa Kpivor Tadia, Kpt- 

_ vodow Tov Ta Bavpara emidetKVUVTA* 7 Yap; 
| KA. Ids yap. ov; 
 A®. ’Eay b€ y ot peilous naides, TOV Tas Kapmotas” 
Tpaywodiay dé ai Te meTTaLdevpéevat TAY yuvatk@v Kal Ta vea 
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/ \ \ ” A A / pelpaKia Kat ayedov laws TO TAHOOS madvTwv. 
KA. "“Iows d7jra. 
A®. ‘Patwédor dé, Karas TAvdda Kat “Odvooerav 7 Te 

TOV "Hovodetwr dcarievra »TAX av jets olyepovresToLoTa 
aKovoarTes ver ay av patpev mapToAv. tis odv OpO@s av 
VEVLKNKQS ein, TOUTO [ETA TOUTO’ 7 ydp; 

KA. Nai. 
A®. AjfjAov ws Enovye kal duty avayKatov éorw davat 

Tovs UTO TOV HueTépwv HALKLWTa@V KpLOevTas opOds av 
viKav. TO yap €Gos Hutv TOv viv by mapmodv SoKet THY 
ev Tats TOAcoWw amdoas Kal TavTaxod BéATLOTOV yiyveoOat. 

KA, Te prj; 
AQ. Lvyywph 817 76 ye TocobTov Kail éya Tots moAdois, 

detv THY wovatkny HSoVH KpivecOaL, 47) WEVTOL TOV YE ETTLTV- 
xovtwr, adda oyedov éxeivny eivar potoay KaAXiorny ATLS 
tovs BeATiotous Kal ikav@s meTIaLoevpeVOUS TEPTEL, MAALOTA. 
dé nTes EVO, TOV GpETH TE Kal TaLdeia StadepovTa’ dia TATA 
dé aperis Pajrev detobar TOVS TOUTWV Kpurds, OTL THS TE 
aAXrns peTOXOUS avdrovs etvar det ppovicews Kal 67) Kat THs 
avdpeias. ovTE yap mapa Yedtpou det Tov ye adnb7 KpiTny 
Kpivew pavOavovra, Kal ExTANTTOMEVOY D O70 PopuBov TOV 
TOAAB@Y Kal THs avToo dmaevatas, ovr’ ad yuyvackovTa bu 
avavdptiav Kal detAiav €x TadTob aTdpaTos obmEp TOVs Deovs 
eTmeKaAréoato wéAAwy Kpivew, éx ToUTou pevddpevov aTrogat- 
veoDarpadupos tiv Kplow: ov J yap wabnrns adda dWdoxados, 
ws ye TO OiKaLov, Jearay paov 6 6 KplTns xabiler, Kal evay- 
TLWOOMLEVOS TOS THY mdovny tay) TPOONKOVTWS pnde oplas 
amod.dobat Beatats: legqv yap 67 TO maharg TE Kal ‘EAAy- 
VUK@ vouLe, ] Kabdaep 6 6 LuceAukos TE Kal *Iraduxds vopLos 
viv, T@ wAnGeL TOV Geatav emUT pe mov Kad TOV yuK@vea 
Svaxpiveoy Xetporoviats, died lapxe pLev TOUS mounTas avtouvs 
—7pos yap THY T@y KpiT@v HOovyY moLovoLW OvaaY pavany, 
WaoTe avTol adTovs ol Jeatat maid<vovow—oreplapKev Ss 
avToo Tob Dedrpov Tas ndoovas: S€ov yap avTovs Get i BeAriow 
Tov avTa@v Ody a aKovovTas BeAtiw TH dovyy t loxew, vov 
ado ts opHow mav Tobvavtiov oupPaiver. Tt TOT OUV THLtV 
Ta vov av OvamrepavOevra T® Aoyw onpaiver BovAerar; 
aKoTreta@” ef Tdde. 

KA. To zotov; 
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AO. Aoxet por Tpitov 7 TETAPTOV O Adyos els TAavTOV 
Te pupepopevos KEW, ws Gpa mavdeia prev eof” 7 maldwv 
OAK TE KQL Laywyn T™pos TOV OTTO Tod vomovAdyov opUov etpy- 
pevov, Kal TOS eMLELKEOTATOUS Kal mpeoPuTatous Ou €u- 
qeiplay cuvdedoypevov ws ovtws OpOds eoTiy: Wy’ obv 7 ux 
TOU TaLdos py) EvavTia xaipew Kal AuTretabar EOilnTar TH 
vow Kal Tots b70 TOU VopLoU TETFELGLLEVOLS, aAAa ouvennTat 
xaipoved Te Kal Avoupery Tots avtots TOUTOUS olomep 6 
YEPYP, TOUTWY EvEeKa, ds Mdas kahodpev, 0 ovTws pen emmodat 
tais uxais adrat viv yeyovevar, mpos THY TOLAUT HV iy 
Aéyopmev ouppuviay eoTrovdagpevat, dua dé TO omoudny fay) 
dvvaclar hepew Tas TOV véewr puxas, mavduat TE Kal peat 
KkaAciofar Kal mpatrecba, kabdrep Tots Kdpvovolv TE Kal 
aabevas t toxovow TQ owpara év 7d€ou TLolv aLTioLs Kal 
TOLAGLT AV xenorHy TELPOVT AL Tpopyv mpoopepew ois weAee 
TOUTWY, THY d€ TOV Trovnpav ev andéow, iva Hy pev a aomd- 
Cwvrat, THY de poet Op0ads eOilwvrac. TavToV ey) Kal TOV 
TOUT UKOY 6 oplos vouoberns ev Tots KaAols pHyyace Kat 
emraiveTots Teloel TE, KQL dvayKacet pn meiOwv, TO Ta 
cwdpdvwy Te Kat dvd pet Kal TAvT WS ayabav avipay ¢ Ev 
T€ puOpmots oxnpmara Kal ev dppwoviacow péeAn ToLobvTaopdas 
qroveiv. 

KA. Ndv ody ottw Soxodaiv aor, mpos Atos, & Eve, ev 
tats aAAats moAcou Tovetv; eyw pev yap Kal” daov aicba- 
vopat, TAnv map nuiv 7 mapa Aakedatmovios, & od viv 
Aéyets ouK oida TparTomeva, Kawa dé dTTa del yuyvopeva 
mept TE Tas Opxnoets KQL TEpL THY adAny povoveny oUpTATAY, 
ovx b70 vouwy petaBadAdpueva adr’ 70d TW draKray 
oov@v,7odAob Seovte@v TMV AUTOVEeival KALKATA TAUTA, WS 
Ov Kat * Alyumrov adepynvevers, adn’ ovdEemTOTE TOV avrav. 

AO. "Apiota y” y,@ KAewia. el 5° cd0€a gow a. ov ) Aéyes 
Aéyeu ws vov yeyvopeva, ouK av Pavpalouys el [7 goes 
Aéywv a Sitavooduar TodTo emoinoa Kat emabov: aAN’ 
BovAopac ylyvecdau mept povouKcyy, ToLadT arr. elmrov tows 
Bare gol b ddgau Tatra eye Adyew. Aowopet iv yap TpadypLarta. 
dviara Kal TOppw mpoPeBnkoTa a dpaprias ovoapas 780, 
dvayKatov 5 evioTe €oTUW. é7revo7) de Tadra ovvooxet Kal 
gol, Pepe, pis Tap div Kal Totove EGAAov 7) mapa Tots 

lois “EAAnow yiyvesbar ta Tovatra; 
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a ee LNY 3 . 
AO. Tid’ ei kat maparots ddAous yiyvord” oUTw ; TOTEpOV 

avr, Kadddvers ovUTws elvat daipev av 7 apes vov 
yiyveTat yeyvopera ; 

A. tLoAd Tou TO dvadepor, et i kabarrep Tapa TE TO tobe 
Kal map nutv, Kat éTt Kabamep elmes od vuvdr7 Setv eivat, 
yiyvo.To. 

AQ. Pepe 5, ovvopohoynowpeba. Ta vov. adXo TL Tap 
dpiv ev maon TaLoEla KAL LOVOLKH Ta Acyopeva € EOTL TA0€ ; 
TOUS TounTas dvayKdlere Aéyew ws 6 pev ayabos avnp 
cwppwy a ov Kal dixavos evdaipw € €OTL Kal i waKapuos, € edy TE 
péyas Kat loxupos €dv TE pLLKpos kal aobevns 7, Kal ea 
mouth Kal wn" €av de dpa TAouTh pev Kuwvpa TE Kat Miéa 
padrov, q de aduKos, abAvos T €OTl KaL dvrapas CH. Kat 
“Ovr’ av evn oaipn vy ' dnolvdpivd mourns, elmep opbas 
déyer, “‘ ovr” ev Aoyw avopa TUeiuny, Os pa TavTa TO 
Acyopeva add pera Oukaroadyns TpaTTo. Kal KT@TO, Kat 1O7) 
“KALONTwWY ‘TowobTos wy‘ ‘opéyouro eyyvbevi toTdpevos, 
GdiKos b€ WY wHTE TOAU® * opa@v povov GipaToevTa. . pyre 
vik@ Oéwv “ Opnixcov Bopeny,” NTE aAXo avr @ pndev TOV 
Aeyopevw dyabav ylyvo.To ToTE. TA yap b7r0 Tov ToAAGy 
Aeyopev’ ayaba ovK opOds Aéyerat. A€yerac yap ws aproTov 
pev vytaivew, SevTEpor be KdAros, TpiTov | de TAobros, pupia 
de aha. ayaa Aéyerau Kal yap o€d opav Kat dKovew Kal 
mavTa doa €xeTat TOV alcbycewv evarabyTws ExeL, ETL OE 
Kal TO Trove tv TvpavvodvTa OTL aV emOupy, Kal TO on) Téhos 
amdons paKaproTnTos elvat TO mavTo. Tatra KEKTN[LEVOY a- 
Oavatov civar yevopevov OTL TAXLOTO.. duets b€ Kal eye 
Tov Td8¢€ Aéyopev, ws Tabra €oTe ovpTavTa dixatots pev 
Kal 6olots avdpaou dpiora _krTnpara, adiKous de KaKLOTO. 
ovpmavTa., apgdpueva a a0 THS byvetas: Kal 57) Kat TO opav 
kal TO dKovew Kal t aicbdveobar Kal TO Tapamav Civ péytotov 
pev KaKoV TOV ovpmavea. xpovov a0dvatov ovTa Kal KEKT]- 
pevov mavra Ta Aeyopeva dyaba mAqy Sicaroavvys TE Kal 
dperijs amdons, €Aatrov dé, av ws dAtyvorov 0 TovodTos 
Xpovov éentev h. Tatra 57) Aéyew, oipat, Tous map: opty 
Tounras, dTrEp eyw, meloeTe Kal i dvayKdcere, KQl ETL TOUTOLS 
ETOMEVOUS pubpous TE Kal cpyovias amodidovras mavdevew 
oUTW ToOvs véouUs NUaVY. 7 yap; OpaTe eyw pev yap Aéyw 
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cada@s Ta pev Kaka Aeyopeva ayaba tots adixots etvar, 
Tots dé Stxalos Kakd, Ta 8’ ayaba Tots pev ayabois ovTws 
ayabd, tots 5é Kakols Kakd: 67rep odv Hpouny, dpa cupgdw- 
voouev eyw TE Kal bets, THs; 

KA. Ta pev Epouye parvopeba TWS, Ta 8° ovdapas. 
A®. *Ap’ odv byierdy Te KEKTHLEVOV KL modrov Kal 

tupavvida dia TéAovs, Kal ere mpooTiOnut tty ioxdv dia- 
pepovoay kai avdpeiav pet’ aBavacias Kai wndev addro atr@ 
T@v.Acyomevwv KaKk@v civar yuyvopevor, adukiav be Kal UBpwv 
EXOVTA ev AUTH povov, Tov ovTwW CAvra tows buds od 7reiOw 

\ > »” > / > > ” / ~ py odK apa eddaipova add’ aBALov yiyvecbat cadds; 
KA. *AAn@éorara déyeis. 
A®. Eiev- ti odv TO peta Tobr’ cimety Huds xpedv; 

avdpetos yap 81) Kai ioxupos Kal Kadds Kat 7Aovotos, Kal 
Tmouv OTLTEp emBvpot tov Biov dmavra, oux bpty Soxet, 
elrep adtKos ein Kal bBprorys, e€ a dvdyKns aioxpas av Civ; 
] TodTo pev tows dv avyxwpyoaite, TO ye atoxpas; 

KA. Ilavv peev ovy. 
AO. Ti 32; TO Kal KaK@s; 
KA. Odx av ere TOO” opoiws. 
AO. Ti d€; ro Kal andas Kal Le) ovppepovTws avTa@; 
KA. Kai was dy Tatra y ere ovyxwpoiper ; 
AO. “Orws; el Beds Hiv, ws EouKev, & diror, Soin Tus 

ovpduviar, & ws viv ye oxedov dmddopev d am “a AARA@Y. €[L0L 
yap 81 daiverar Tatra otTws dvayKaia, ws ovde, a) pire 
KAewia, Kpyrn vijcos caddis: Kal vopobérns Ov tatty 
TELPWLLNV av Tous Te ToLnTas avayKalew Pleyyeobac Kal 
mdvras Tovs ev TH moAet, Cnuiav re dAtyou peylorny €mUTL- 
Deinv a av, €l TUS ev TH xope PbeyEato ws eioiv Twes avOpw- 
Tol ToTE Tovnpol ev, HOews Sé CHvres, 7) AvotreAobvTa 
bev | dda €ort Kal kepdahea, Suxardrepa dé dAAa, Kal TOAN’ 
atr dav Tapa Ta vov Acyopeva d b7r6 te Kpnrdv cat Aake- 
Satpoviwy, ws EouKe, Kal dHov Kal TOV dAAwv avOpwrwyr, 
Siddopa melBoun’ av Tovs moAXitas Lot pbeyyecbar. pépe 
yap, ® mpos Ads re Kai ‘AmddMuvos,d a dpioTo. TOV avopav, 
€l i rovsvomoberiaavras t tutvadrovs TovTous epoipeBa Geovs: 
“T Ap’ 6 duxavdraros ear Bios HOLtoTos,7) OV" éoTov TWe Bico, 
oly 6 ev HdvoTOs WY Tuyxavel, SixardTaros 5 ETEpos 3”  €f 67) 
dvo dpaiev, epoiuel” av tows adrodvs madww, eimep dpOds 
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eravepwT@mev: ‘‘ [lorépous dé eddatpoveatépous xp7 Agyewv, 
TOUS TOV OLKALOTATOV?) TOVs TOV HOLaTOV dLaBLobyTas Biov ;”’ 
el ev 67) hatev TOvS TOV 7OvoTov, dromos avT@v oO Adyos 
av ylyvouro. BovAopat dé joe pn emt Gedy AéyeoBau TO 
TovodTov, GAN’ emi maT é pw Kat vopoberay paAdrov, Kat jou 
Ta Eumpoolev NpwrTnweva TAaTEpa TE KaL VoMODETHY HpwTh- 
9w,08 eimétwws 6 C@v Tov HOLoTOV Plov éoTly wakapiwra- 
Tos: €ita peta TATA Eywy av dainv: “ *Q TATE, ODX WS 
evdatpoveorara pe eBovdou Cav; add’ aet duaxeAevopevos 
ovdev emravou Chv pe ws duxaroTara.” TaUTD bev ouv 0 
TUbéwevos cite vopoberns €tTE Kal TATHpPaTOTIOS ay OlwaLKal 
d7ropos paivorto Tod cuppwvovyTws cavT@ A€yew: et 0° ad 
TOV OLKaLoTaTov evdarpoveoTarov dmopatvouro Biov elvar, 
Cnrot mov 74s av 6 akovwr, oijwar, TL TOT ev avr@ TO Tis 
mSovis KpeitTov ayaboy Te Kal KaAoV O vom“os evov emrawel. 
Ti yap 57) duxaiw Xwpilopevov noovAs ayalov av yveyvouro ; 
PEPE, KA€os TE Kab evrawvos mpos avOpwmwyv Te Kat Dedy a dip’ 
eotiv ayabovpev Kat KaAdv, andes bé, SUoKAcLa Oe TavayTia ; 
nKioTa, @ pire vopobéra, djycowev. adAa TO pATE TWA 
GOLKELY LTE UTO TLWos adiKetobar UOv andes ev, ayaboy dé 
7 Kadov, Ta 8 ETepa dda ev, alaxypa de Kat Kaka; 

KA. Kai was; 
AQ®. Odxodr 6 pev yu) xwpilwy Adyos HSU Te Kal Sikatov 

[kat ayabov te Kal Kadoy | miBavds y’, ef wndev ETEPOV, TpPOS 
To Twa eOédrew Chv Tov darov Kat dikavov Biov, Wate vomo- 
Bern ye aloxyrotos Adywv Kal évavTiwTatos Os av pn oF 
TaDTA OUTWS ExELV: OVOEls yap av Exwv eVedot TEiPecbat 
TpatTew TOTO OTW p17) TO xaipewy TOD AvTEtaBar mA€oV 
ETETAL. GKOTOOLWiaY 5é TO TOppwHEV OpwmeEvoy TAaLV TE WS 
emos eimetv Kat 57 Kal Tots Tarot mapéexet, vowobéTns 
8’ oipat dd€av els TOvVaVTIov TOUTOU KATAOTIOEL, TO GKOTOS 
adeAwy, Kal meloer GuUds yé mws EVeot Kal emraivols Kat 
Aoyois ws eoxiaypadynpeva Ta Sixata €oTt Kal abiKa, TA [LEV 
ddiKka, TOTO Sixaiov evaytiws, dawopeva ek ev aOiKoOV Kal 
Kakod €avTob Jewpovpeva, nd€a, Ta Sé Sikata ayndeaTaTa, EK 
dé dixaliov mavta TavayTia TavTl mpos apporepa. 

KA. Daiverac. 
A®. Thy 3’ aAnGevay TIS Kplaews TOTEpav KupuwTépav 

civat P@uyev; TOTEpa THY THS xEelpovos puxhs H THY THs 
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BeAriovos ; 
KA. ’Avaykaidv mou THY THs dpeivovos. 
AO, *AvayKkatov dpa Tov adtkov Biov ov _povov aiax ior 

Kal woxOnporepor, aha, KaL andéoTepov TH aAnGeia Tod 
duxaiov te elvar Kal datou Biov. 

KA. Kudvvever kata ye TOV vov Adyov, rm) pirov. 
AO. Nopoberns d¢€ ob Tt Kal OLLK pov ogedos, El Kal L) 

Todro Hv ovTus EXOV, WS Kal viv avo nenx © Adgyos € EXEL, 
elmep TL Kat aAdo eToAunoer a dv én’ ayal® pevdeoar Tpos 
TOvSs véous, EoTLV ort rovtTov weddos AvoureA€orepov av 
epevoard TOTE Kal Suvdevov paGAdrov zroveiv ur) Bia add’ 
EKOVTaS TAVTAS TaVTA Ta -OlKaLA; 

KA. KadAov pev % GAnbera, & Eve, Kal povipov: EoLKE 
nv od pdd.ov evar meiBeww. 

A®. Eiev: 706 [Bévtor Z1ddviov pvbohoynpa pgovov 
eyeveTo Treiew, ovTws amifavoy dv, Kai dAda pupia. 

KA. Ilota; 
AO. To omapevT@v Tore ddovrwy omdXitas €€ abTav 

povac. KatTou jeya. y €orTl vopobern mapdderypa TOU 
meloew O71 av eTLXELPA tis meiGew Tas TOV véwy puxds, 
dare ovdev aAAo adrov det oKxomobvTa dveuploxewy H Tt 
meloas _HEéyLoTov dyabov Epyaoato av mow, TOUTOV de 
Tépt wacav pnxavay edpioxeny évTuvd TOTE Tpomov 1) TOL- 
avTn ovvoukia TAGQ TEpi TOUT WY Ev Kal TAvTOV OTL pahora 
Pbdyyour’ aet Sud Biov mayvtos ev Te dais Kal pvdous Kal 
Adyots. i’ ody GAAy 7™ Soke’ 7 TaUTH, TpOs TATA OSES 
Pbdvos duproByrjoa T® Oyo. 

KA. °AAA’ ot jou paiveraumpds ye TabTa dvvacbat Hav 
apdroPyrioai mor av ovderepos. 

. To peta todto Toivuv €mov av etn Aéyew. oye 
yap amavtas Setv emgdew Tpeis OvtTas TOUS Xopovs ETL VEaLS 
ovcats Tals puxais Kat amadais T&v taidwr, Td Te aAXa 
Kkada A€yovras mavTa ooa Sven Avoapen TE KQL equ Oued 
Gower av, TO be kepdasov ad ToUTO €oTw: TOV avToV 
WOLOTOV TE kal dprorov b7r0 Dedy Biov AéyeoBau pdoKovres, 
ns, ages epodmev aua, Kal pwaAdAov melcouev ots Se7 
mee 7 edv dAAws Ts pleyywpeba A€yortes. 

KA. Buyxwprréov & a Aéyens. 
A®. Ipdrov péev toivvy 6 Movady xopos 6 madiKos 
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opborar’ adv €iatou mp&tos Ta TOLADTA Els TO ju€oov goopevos 
amTrdon omovdf} Kal 0An TH ToAEL, SevTEpos SE 6 [Exp Tpid- 
KOVTQ €TOV, TOV TE Havéva emucahovprevos peaptupa TOV 
Aeyopevwv adnbeias wépu Kal Tots véots tAewv pera TevOobs 
yiyveoOar emrevyopevos: Set S€ 57) Kal Eri TpiTOUS TOvs UrreEp 
TplaKoVTA ETH mexpL TOV EEHKOVTA yeyovoTas adeLv* TOvSs 
dé peta Tatdra—ovyap EeTLduvatoipéepery WOads—pvooAdyous 
Tept TOV avTav neay dua Jetas enyns katahercipbar. 
KA. Aeéyeus dé, @ @ Edve, Tiwas TOUTOUS Tous Xopovs TOUS 

Tpitous; ov yap mavu ovviewev cadds ot tote BovAet 
ppalew avtav mépt. | 

A®. Kai puny eioiv ye obrou cyedov Av yapw ot A€toTOL 
TOV eumpoaberv Epp7Onoav Aoywv. 

KA. Ovrw penabjKxaper, sia ETL gapéorepoy TELpa@ 
ppaler. 

AQ. Eirropey, El i pepvypeba, Kat dpxas TOV Aéyor, ds 
7) puous a amrdvTwv Tov veo Sudmrupos ovoa jovxtay ovx ota. 
TE AYEW OUTE KATA TO GHpa ovTE KATA THY Pwvyy Ein, 
pbéyyoro 8 aei araxtws Kal 77d@, Ta€ews 8° aicbnow 
TOUTWY aupoTepwr, TOV GAAwv Lev CHwv obdEev EfaTToLTO, 
n O€ avOparrov vats EXOU pov TobTo: TH 81 THs KWHTEWS 
Trager pvO0s dvoua ein, TH dé ad THs puri, Tov Te O€€0s 
cpu Kal Bapéos OVYKEPAVVULEVOY, AplLovia Ovoy.a Tpocayo- 
pevo.to, xopeia dé TO TVVAPLPOTEpOV KAnGein. Deods dé 
Eparev edeodvras 7 nas ovyxopeuras TE Kal Xopnyovs jpiv 
dedwKevar tov Te AzrodAAwva Kai Movoas, Kat 67) Kal TpiTov 
epapev, et pepvnpcba, Avovugov. 

A. és 8 ov. pep ypeda ; 
AO. ‘O pev Toivuv Tob ‘Amrédwvos Kal Tov Moved 

Xopos eipyvrat, Tov 5é TpiTov Kal Tov AoLTOV YopoV avayKy 
tod Atovicov réyeoBar. 

KA. lds 59; Aéye: wddAa yap aromos yiyvour’ av as 
ye e€aidvns axovaavtT. Avovdcov mpeoBuT@v yxopos, ei apa 
ot birep TpLaKovTa Kal , TEVTNKOVTE dé yeyovotes Tn méexpt 
e€nKovTa avT@ Xopevaovoy. 
“Ai ’AAnbéorara [EevTOL Aéyets. Abyou 87) det pos 

Tadra oipat, omy TOUTO EVAOyov OUTWyLyVOmeEVoV AV yiyvoLTo. 
KA... Le py; 
AQ®. *Ap’ ody piv Ta ye ZumpooBey, opodoyetrar; - 
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KA. Tod zépu; 
\ A / > + \ A > / ‘ A®. To Setv mavr’ dvdpa Kai maida, éAeVPepov Kat 

~ ~ 4 \ »~ \ ~ / Ld \ 

dodAov, Onddy Te Kal dppeva, Kat OAn TH moAEL oAnv THY 
moAw adtHv abr emgdovoay By maveo0al morte Tatra a. 
dieAnAVOapev, auds yé Tws aet i peraBadAopeva Kat TavTws 
mTapexopmeva Toikiriay, wore amAnotiay elvai Twa TAY 
Uuvwv Tots adovow Kat 7dov7py. 

~ A A A °? 

KA, Ils 8 ody opodroyotr’ av detv ratirta ovTw mpaT- 
reo0a; 

“A \ AQ? ¢ A OE “A / ¢ , A®. [ot 81) 7060 Atv To dprotov THs TOAEws, HALKiats 
TE Kal dua dpovyceow mOavwratov ov TOV ev TH TOAEL, 
> A / / > Ms / > / “” ~ ddov Ta KdAAoTa péyioT av eEepyaloito ayabda; 7 TobTO 
AVOATWS OUTWS aPjoomEV, O KUpLWTAaTOV av Ein TOV KAAA- 
oTwy Te Kal WheAwTaTwY WdOV; 

> a. 3 / \ / 7 \ ~ 4 KA. *AAdAa advvartov 70 pebtévar, ws ye TAVOV Acyomeva. 
A®. [lds odv mpémov av etn robT0; opare «i THSe. 

~ / KA. I1q 87; 
A®. Tas TOU yuyvopevos mpeoBurepos 6 OKVOU mpos Tas 

wodas peoTos, Kat Xaiperte HTTOV mpdttwv TobTo Kal dvayKns 
yeyvopevns aioxvvoiT av paNov, ow mpeoBvrepos kal 
owdpoveorepos yiyverat, téow parrov. dp’ ody ovrws; 

. Otrw peev ovr. 
\ > AO. Odxody ev Bedtpw ye kaltavtolots avOpdzrots ddeuv 

¢ A ~ 

eoTws opfos ete paAdov aicyvvort’ dv: Kal Tatra y’ et 
Kabatrep ot mept vikns xopol aywrilopevorTepwvacKkyKOTES 
> / \ ~ toxvot Te Kal AOLTOL dvayKalowro ¢ GOEL OL TOLODTOL, TAaVTA- 
maciv mou and@s Te Kal aicyuvrnrAds govres ampobvpws 
av tod’ épyalouwrTo; 

KA. ’Avayxaiétata pevrou A€yets. 
A ~ 9 > \ / , > ©. lds ody adrovs Tapapvbynoopneba mpoBupous evar 

pos Tas pods ; dp od vopobericomev mp@tov pev Tovs 
Tatdas wéexpe eTav oxTwMKaidera TO mapdmay olvou fray yev- 
eo0ar, SuSdoxovtes cs od xpi) Tip emt mip dyerevew eis TE 

\ ~ \ \ / \ a TO o@pa Kat THv uyyv, mpl emi Tods Tovous eyxeELpEety 
TmopevecBar, THY eupara evAaBoujevous ey TOv veo" 
pera de Tobro olvov pev 81) yeveoOau Tod jeTpiov HEXpL 
TpudKovTa eTav, weOns de Kal toAvowilas TO mapdmav TOV 
veov améxeobar: TeTTapaKovra dé emBatvovra. € eT@V eV TO ts 
quaaitio edwynfévta kadeiv Tovs Te GAAOUSs Oeods Kal 52) : S | 
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Kat Avovucov mapakade? iv els THY TOV mpeoButepwv Teherhv 
dua Kal TALOLaY, HV TOLs avOpwrrots € emiKoupov THS TOD yipws 
avornpoTnTos eSwpitoaro [tov oivov] dappakov, wore 
avyipavidas, Kat i Svobupias A7On yiyvecbatpadaxdrepov € EK 
okAnpotépov TO THs puxijs 700s, KaGamep <et> els 7p 
oidnpov evrebevra yLyVvopmevor, Kal ovTws edmAacrorepov 
elvar; mp@tov pev 67) dtatefeis ovTwWs ExaoTos dp ovK av 
€0édoiTpobupotepov Ye, TTOV aAloxuVopeEvos, OUK eV TOAXOIs 
ara év petpious, Kat odK ev adXoTpiots adr’ ev oikelors, 
adew Te Kal 6 moAAdKts eipiKapev ecm 

KA. Kai Trond yes 
A@®. Eis peev ye TO | Mpodyew Tolvuv avTovs jer exe 

npty Wdns obTOS 6 TpdOTOs OVK GV TaYTATAGW aoynUwY 
/ ylyvouTo. 
KA. Ovdapas. 
AQ. ITotay de Hoovow ot i avdpes pony ; % povoay [7 | 

d4Aov ott mpeTovaay avtots det yé twa. 
KA. Ild¢ yap ov; 
A@®. Tis av obv mpézou Oeiors avdpaow; dp’ av 4 Tav 

xXopav; 
KA. ‘Hpets yoiv, d& Eve, kal ofd€ odk aAAnV av Twa 

dvvaieba wdyv 7 hv ev Tots xopots eudbopev cvvybers 
ade yevopevot. 

A®. Eixétws ye: 6vtws yap odk émnBodor yeyovate THs 
KaAAlotns wos. oTpatomédov yap moAtelay ExeTe GAN’ 
ovK ev doTeot KaTWKYKOTWY, GAN’ ofov GBpdous ma@AovS ev 

—ayéAn vewouevovs hopBddas Tods véous KexTynabe> AaBwv 
5° dudv ovdels tov adtod, tapa THY ovvydpwv omdoas 

\ ~ 

opddpa aypiaivovTa Kal ayavakTobrTa, immoKopov TE émeé- 
/ \ Pa 

oTnoev lola Kat Travdever PHywv Te Kal HUEpOV, Kal TdvTa 
TpoonkKovTaaTroo.oovsTH TaLdoTpogia dev ov udvov ayabos 
av oTpatiwrns ein, moAw Sé Kal Got Suvdpevos d.oLKketv, 
év 87 Kat’ apxas elzopev TOv Tuptaiov moAdepikay efvar 

> ~ > ~ 

ToAeutKwTepov, TéTapTov apeTns aAX’ od mpaTov THV 
avdpelav KTHMA TIL@VTA Gel Kal TavTAyoD, lOLwTaLs TE Kal 
oupmaon ToAeL. 

"2 ee Pe ¢ , ee ; KA. Ovdx ofdanpdadrv, d Eve, orn madwatdrodsvopoberas 
pavailers. 

> > / , 4 A A ~ “A A®. Odk, dyalé, mpocexwyv TrovTw Tov voby bp robro, 
78 
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e€lmep* ad’ 6 Adyos 6 omy Peper, TOUT mopevaeba, el Bov- 
Acobe. el yap EXOMEV podoav THs TAY yopav Kadi Kal 
THs €v Tots Kowots Dedtpots, Teipdpeba atrodobvar TovToLs 
ous hdapev exeivynv pev aicytvecbar, Cntety d€,47ts KaAALOTY, 
TAUTNS KOLWWVEIY. 

KA. I[Idvu ye. 
A®. Odvxotv mpdrov pev Set r6d€ ye bmdpyeww arracw 

Ggols OvpTapeTeTal Tis Yd pts, 7 TODTO adro jLovov avtob TO 
omrovdaLoTaTov elvar,7 Twa opbornta, 7 TO Tpitov wdhediav ; 
ofov 87) Aéyw cdwdh pev Kal TOGEL Kat oupmdaon Tpoph 
TrapéTecOar ev Thy Xdpw, hv Hdoviy av mpocetmouLev nv 
de  Opbornrd TE Kal adeXiav, Omep byvewvov TOV  Mpoopepo- 
péveov A€youev Exdorore, ToT adro elvar év adrots Kat TO 
op0dratov. 

KA. IIdvu pév odv. 
AO. Kai py cai tH pabyjoer mapaxodovbeiv pev 76 ye 

THs xdpiros, THY nSoviy, tHv 5€ op0drnra Kal THY wpediav 
Kal TO €v Kal TO Kadds THhv adAnGevav etvat THY amroTeAotvoay. 

KA. “Eorw ottws. 
AQ. Te be TH Tov Opotwy epyaoia doa TEXVaL elka- 

orLical ; dp ovdK, av Tobro eLepydlwrvrar, TO pev ndovay € ev 
avrots ylyveoBau TapeETropevor, éav ylyvynrar, xapw advo 
Sikatoratov av ein mpooayopevew; 

S KA. Nai. 
A®. Tay 5¢ ye dpfdrynrd mov T&v Tovwottwv 4 iodTns 

av, ws emt TO. may elzreiv, efepydlouro Tob TE TOGOUTOU Kal 
Tov TovovTov mpdoTeEpov, AAA’ ody Sov}. 
KA. Kadds. 
= AG. Ovxoby 780vh Kplvour’ dv jovov exetvo op0ds, 6 
: PATE TWO. Lapedtay pare adn Fevav PLHTE Opovdrnta amepyale- 

feevov mapéxeTar, nd ad ye BAdBnv, aAd’ adrod rovrou 
. [Lovov Eeveka yiyvoito Tob ovptTapemopevou Tots aAXots, THs 
_ Xapttos, Hv 87) KaAALOTE TLs Ovowdoat av HSovyv, 6rav wndev 
| avTH TovTwy émaKkodovdF; 

KA. “ABAaBA Aéyets jdovny povov. 
AO. Nai, kat Tadouav ye evar THY avTHY Tavrny déyw 

Tore, orav unre Te BAdTTH pIHTE WwhEAH oTrovd7s 7 Adyou 
tov. 
KA, *AAnOéorara réyets. 
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A®. “Ap ovv ov macav pipnow datwev av éx Tay viv 
Aeyouevwv AKora Sov7 mpoonkew kpivecBat Kal dd&€n Bn 
dAnBei—Ka 37) Kal macav ioornTa. ov yap et Tw Soke? y 
El Tes Xaiper TW, TO ye Loov toov ovde TO TUL MET POV | av ely 
OUpLLET pov i aR TO aAnbet rdvrwv parvora, FKLaTa 
dé OTwmoby ddrArw; 

Kit, owned pev ovv. 
AQ. OvKody pLovoveny ye mdodv dapyev eikaotiKHy TE 

elvat Kal PUNT LRAY ; 
KA. Ti py; 
A®. “Hxuor’ dpa Oray Tus joovoucny 00Vh C4) KpivecBar, 

ToOTOV amodeKTéov TOV Adoyov, Kal LyTnTEOv 7 KOTO. TavTaV 
ws omovdaiar, et Tus dpa mov Kal yiyvouto, add’ éxeivnv THhv 
EXovoav TV dmoLdTyTA TH TOO Kadod piysjpate. 

KA. ’AAy Oéorara.. 
AO. Kat: TovUTots 81) Tots THY kadNornv Won TE Enrobat 

Kal podcav CytyTEov, ws EouKey, ovyx TUS 78¢ta an’ TUS 
opOn: pynoens yap hv, ws papev, opOdrns, €i TO pynbev 
Ogov Te Kal olov ay amroTeXotTo. 

KA. [lds yap ov; 
A®. Kai pay Tobro ye mas ay oporoyot Tept Tis mou- 

ours; OTL TAVTO, Ta, mepl avdriy €oTw Troujpara plnois TE 
Kal dmeucacia.” Kal Tobr6 ye wav ovK dy ovpmavres 6poXo- 
yotev TolnTal TE KAL GkKpoaTal Kal DiroKpLTal; 

KA. Kai pada. 
AQ®. Ac? 57) Kal’ Exaorov ye, ws EouKke, yryywoKew TOV 

Tmounwdroy ore ToT cory TOV peMovra €v aVT@ [41) GpLapTy- 
ceo0au un yap yryvooKwv Ty ovotav, Ti mote BovAerar 
Kal OTOU TOT eorly elev ovTws, axon THV ye opbdrynTa 
Ths BovAjcews 7) Kal dyuarpTiav avrod duayvwoerar. 

. LyxodAy: 7s S ov; 
AO. ‘O d€ TO pbs pa yuyywoKwy ap av ToTE TO ye 

€U Kal TO KaK@s Suvatos Ein diayvdvac ; déyw 5€ od mrdvu 
cadds, arn’ dde isiceelgihai ha lows av AexGein. 

. Ids; 
A®. Eioiv Syjzov Kara tH dpw iv arevkaciar pvpiac. 
KA. Nai. | Y; 
A®. Ti odv et tis Kal év rovTois ayvoot Tay pwewiun- 

Lévwv Ott mot €or exactov [Tap gwudtwv]; ap av more 
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70 ye opbds adrav eipyacpevov yvoin; Aéyw Sé 7d Todvde, 
olov Tovs apiOuovs Tob cwpatos Kal ExdoTwY TAV pbEepOv 10 
tas Odoets ei €xer, Goo TE eiow Kai O7ota Tap d7rota atTOv e 
Keljueva THY TMpoonKovoay Taw amreiAndev—kai Ere 51) xpw- 
para Te Kal oxnpaTta—n mdvTa Tatra TeTapaypéevws €tp- 
yaotat* wav SoKxel tabr’ av mote StayvOvai tis TO Tapamrav 
ayvo@v Ott ToT eoTt TO LewYysnuevov CHov; 5 

KA. Kai TOS 5 
AO. Ti & ef yeyvdoxomev Stu 70d YEYPapLevo TO 

meTAaopevov € eorly dvOpwrros, Kal TA LEpY mdvra TO eavrood 
Kat Xpwpara dua. Kal oXT aro. damethnpev d10 THS TEXVNS 5 669 
dpa ye dvayKatov 757 T@ tadra yvovre Kal exeivo Eros 
yuyvwoKew, elite KaAov elite Om TroTe ANTES GV Ein KGA- 
Aovs; 

KA. Ildvres pevrav ws eros eimeiv, & Eve, TA Kaha 5 
Tov Cawy eyvyvwoKopev. 
A6. Opiérara éyets. dp’ obv ov Tept exdorny elkova, 

Kal €v ypadiKH Kal é€v jovotKH Kal mdvTn, TOV peMovra 
aT ppova Kpirny €oco0ar Set Tatra tpia exew, Oo TE €or 
mp@Tov yryvaoKew, emeura, ws oplas, érevl” ws ev, TO bd 
TpiTOV, Eipyaorat TOV eikdvwy ATLGODY [pHULaci TE Kat b pede 
Kal Tots puOuots | ; 

"Eouxe yoor. t 
AQ. M1) roivuv azreimwmpyev A€yovTes TO TEpL THY [ovU- 5 

ounv 4 XaAerov emevd7) yap vduvetrar mrept adtynv dia- 
epovTws 7 Tas dAAas eikovas, evAaBetas 57) detrau mAetoTns 

Tac@v etkoveny. dpapTwv Te yap Tis weytot av BAdmrowTo, 
70n Kaka. prodpovorpevos, xaerrw@rarov TE aicbécbar dua C 
TO TOUS TmounTas gavrorépous elvat trountas av’ta@v Tov 
Movody. od yap av exeivai ye e€apdprorev tore Toaobrov 
WOTE pnyara avdpav Towoaca TO oxFiuo yuvaucdy Kal 
pedros amodotva, Kal pedos eAevbdpwv ad Kat oxXyHara 5 
ouveioa puOmovs dovdwy Kal aveAevOépwv Tpooapporrew, 
0d ad pvOpuodvs Kal oxyfjpua €Aevbépiov trobetoa péAos 7 
Adyov evaytiov amodobvat Tots puOuois, Ere S¢ Onpiwv Pwvas 
kat avOpairwv Kai dpydvwv Kat mavtas podovs eis tadrov d 

_ ovK av Tote ovvOeiev, ws ev TL pyLovpevar: Towra de 
— avOpedrivor opddpa. Ta TOLADTA epthéxovres Kal ovyKuKavTES 

aAdyws, yeAwr av mapacKevalorey T&v avOpaTwv doous 
VOL, I 81 G 
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gnolv Opdeds Aaxetv copay THs Tépyos. Tatra Ye yap 
opaov mayra  KUK OPEV, Kal ETL Svaomdow ot TounTat i pubuor 
prev Kal oxnpara pedous xXwpis, Adyous pudods els peéeTpa 
ruevres, pelos 5’ ad Kai puOmov dvev pnuarov, PAR KOa- 
pices Te Kal avArjoer TpooXpwLevot, ev ols 87) mayxaAerov 
dvev Adyou yuyvopevov pvOj.ov TE Kal appoviav yuyvooKew 
ore te BovrAeTau Kal ¢ OTwW Eouce Tov akiodoywrv pyunwatov: 
adr drrohaBetv avayKatoy | OTL TO Towodrov ye ToAAfs aypou- 
Klas eoTOV TAV, OTdCOV Taxous TE Kal aTrTALOlas Kal povijs 
Onpiwdous ofd8pa pidov wor avdAnoer YE xpjoba Kal 
Kapices AnV doov bTO opxynolv Te Kal WHY, PAD F 
EKaTEpw TA0d Tis auovoia Kal Oavpartoupyia ylyvour’ av THs 
Xpyoews. TavTa pev Exel TAUTY Aoyov: jpets d€ ye ovy 
Ort a) de? Tats Movoats 4 Ov mpooxphaba Tovs 70) Tpla- 
KovTouTas Kal TOV TEVTHKOVTE mepay yeyovoTas oxorrovpcba, 
GAN’ ote Tore det. TOOE pev obv eK TOUT 6 Adyos npetv 
Soke? pou onpaivew 730; Tijs Ye Xopucijs povons OTL TETAL~ 
dedobau de? BeArvov TOUS TEVTNKOVTOUTAS dooworrep av adew 
TMpoonKy. TOV yap pOpuay Kal TOV dppovidv dvaryKatov 
avrois €oTW evarcbyros exe Kal yuyvosoKen: uy) mas Tus 
THhv opbdrnta yrwoetat TOV peAdv, [ mpoonKev 7 p17) TpoT- 
hKev Tod dwpioti, Kal Tod pv0uod dv 6 TonTHAs atdTa 

mpoonper,—opbas 7 7] ; 
KA. Afrov ws otdapyds. 
A®. Tedotos yap 6 ye modds dyAos Hyovmevos ikavds 

yuyvwoKew TO TE EVdpmooTOY Kal EvpvOuov Kal fy}, OoL 
mpooddew adam Kal Baivew ev pvlu®d yeydovacr dinvayKa- 
opevot, OT S€ SpHow Tatra ayvoobvres adT@v Exacta, ov 
ovMoyilovrar. TO b€ Tov TpoonKovTa pev éxov mav péedos 
opbas é EXEL, [41) TpoonkovTa S€ HuapTnMEvws. 

‘AvayKkaiorara. 
A@. Te obv 6 pnd’ OTe TOT EXEL yryvack ; dpa, érep 

ElTOmeEV, WS opbads ye avro Evel, yowoeTal TOTE EV OTWOdV; 
KA. Kat tis enxavy ; 
A®. Toér’ ovr, os €ouKev, aveupioKopLev a 1 vov, ore 

Tots Wdois Hiv, ods viv Tapakadoduev Kal ExovTas Twa 
TpoTov avayKdalomev dew, wexpt ye TooovTOV TreTraLdEdaOaL 
axedov avayKatov, wéexpt Tod Suvarov elvar avvaxoAovbeiv 
ExaoTov Talis Te Baocow THv pvdpav Kat tats xopdats Tats 
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Tov pera, tva kafopavres Tas TE dppovias | kat Tovs pulpovs, 
exdéyeobat ° TE TO TpoonKovra olot T dow & Tots THAuKovTous 
Te Kal TOLOUTOLS dew mpemrov, Kal ovTws adwow, Kal ddovres 
avrou TE iidovas TO TrApaxphLa. dowets pOwvrau Kal Tots 
vewTépous nyELoves Oey xXpnoTav acmacpob TpoonKovTos 
yiyveras: | HEXpL be TOCOUTOU madevbevres daKpipeoréepav av 
maudetay Tis emt 70 mAjGos pepovons elev HEeTaKEXerplopevor 
Kat THS TEpt TOUS Troumras avTovs. TO yap Tpirov oddepia, 
dvdynn TOLnTH yeyvascKew, elte Kadov cire pn KaAov TO 
pipe, TO O€ dppovias Kal puO od oxedov a dvdyKn, Tots dé 
mdvra Ta Tpia. THs exAoyijs Evexa TOO KadAtorou Kat i Sevrepov, 
7) pnderore t teavov empdov yiyveoBar véous mpos dpeTny. Kal 
Omep 6 Adyos ev apyais eBovdAndn, THv TO Tob Avovicov 
Xop Borbevav emdeifau Kadds _Aeyoperny, els Sdvapwv 
elpyicev" oKxoTraeBa on el TOO” ovrw yeyovev. FopuBadns 
pe Tov 6 avMoyos 6 TowodTos e€ avayKns mpotovons THS 
TOoEws em paMov ael ovpBaiver yuyvopevos, 6 Orrep bmebé- 
pla Kar apyas avayKatov elvar yiyveobor epi THv viv 
Aeyopevav. 

KA. ’Avdayry 
A®. Ilas roe ye avros avToo Kougorepos alperat Kal 

yey bev Te Kal Tmappnotas eumipmAarac Kal dynkovorias év 

J 

#. 

fa 

1 

1 

T@ TOLOVTW TOV médas, o, dpywv 0 ixavos a€vot €avtod Te Kat 
Tov ddwv Spee 

. Te p 
AQ. Oskoby epapev, oTav yiyvyrau tabdra, Kabdzep Twa 

aidnpov tas ibuyas TaV TvovT@ny /Scarvdpous yeyvopevas 
padBaxewrépas yiyvec$ar Kat VEWTEPAS, WOTE evayaryous 
ovpBaivew TO Suvayevyy re Kal eTLOTOLEVyD mrauevew TE 
Kal mAdrrew, Kabdrep 6 or Hoav Vea ; : rodrov § elvat TOV 
mdorny Tov avTov WwoTreEp TOTE, TOV Gyeby vopoberny, ob 
vojous €tvar det auptroTiKovs, Suvayevouvs Tov eveATW Kal 
Oappaddov éxeivov yryvopevov Kal avatoxuvTdtepov Tod 
déovros, Kal ouK eGedovra rag kal TO KaTa [Lépos ovyijs 
Kal Adyou Kal TdGEws Kal “Lovans Drropevery, eOdXew trovetv 
mdvra ToUToLs TavavTia, Kal eloldvTL TH py) KAAP _Fdppee 
TOV Kdduorov S.apaxdpevor *poBov eloméumew otovs 7 
elvac pera dikns, ov aidd Te Kal aicxdvynv Oeiov PoBov 
WVOUAKA[LED ; 
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KA. "Eorw ratra. 
A®. Tovrwr 52 ye t&v vopwv civar vonodtiaxas Kal 

ovvdnpoupyous avtots TOUS alopuBous Kal vypovTas TMV 
Ly) vn povTev oTpatnyovs, Wav 7) xwpis Hen drapayeobau 
Oeworepov 7 7 TroAepiors elvat 7) ETA ApYovTwy aGopuBuv, 
Kat Tov ad yur Suvdpevov eOdrew meiMecbar TovTOLs Kai Tots 
nyeuoow tots tod Atovicov, tots bmép é€jKovTa ETN Yye- 
yovoow, tonv Kat peilw tHv aloxtvny dépew 7 Tov Tots 
Tod “Apews ameBotvra dpxovow. 

KA. ’Op8@ds. 
A. Ovxodv el ye ely TowadTy peev pen, Tovar be 

TraLoid, L@v ouK wdednfevres dv ob TovodToL GvpTdTaL Kal 
pedior pirou 7) mpotepov amadAdtrowTo adAjAwy, add’ odx 
woTrep Ta viv é€xOpoi, KaTa vopous 8} Tacav THY GUVOVOiaY 
Ov YEVOpLEVOL, Kal akoAovOynouvtes OmdTE adyyoivTo ot 
vnPovTes Tots [7 vnpovow ; 

‘Opbas, el ye o7 ely TOLavTN olav viv Aéyets. 
AQ. My rowwuv éxetvd y’ ert THs Tob Atovdcov Swpeds 

peéeywuev atA@s, ws eoTw Kaky Kal eis oAWw ovK a€ia 
mapadéxeo0ar. Kal yap éTu mAciw tis av éme€eADor A€ywv: 
eTel Kal TO weytoTtov ayalov 6 Swpetrar A€yew pEv OKVOS 
ets ToUs ToAAovs dia TO KaKa@s TOds avOpwrrous adTO U70- 
AaPetv Kai yrdvar rAexOev. 

KA. To zotov 67; 
A®. Adyos tis dua Kat ene dmoppet ws ws oO Deos 

obtos bro THs pntpvds “Hpas Svepop? ” Tijs poxijs THY 
yruwpnv, 10 Tas TE Baxxetas Kal maoav Thy wavuKnY ep 
BaMer Yopelav TUYLCPOUMEVOS* oOev Kal Tov oivov émt Toor 
avro SedwpnTac. eya de TO prev TOLADTA Tots dopares 7 nyou- 
pevos civar A€yew mept Gedy adinps Acyew, To S€ Toodvde 
oida, OTe mav C@or, doov abT@ TpoonKer voov exew Tehew- 
eet robrov Kal tocotrov ovdév éxov more pverau ev 
ToUTW 517) TO xpdvm ev @ pw KeKTYHTAL THY OiKElay Ppdo- 
vnow may poatverat Te Kal Bog GTaKTWS, Kal OTav aKraweon 
€auTO TAXLOTA, aTaKTws ad m7dG. dvapvncOapev be OTL 
pLovouKys Te Kal yupvaorucis éhapev apyas Tavras eivac. 

KA. MepvijucBa.- Tl oe ov 
A®. Odxotv kai ore THY puvO00 Te Kal dppovias at- 

abnow tots avOpwmois Hiv evdedwKevar THY apxny TavTHV 
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eEpapev, “AmoMava S¢ kai Movoas cai Ardvucov tobtwv 
aitious yeyovevan; 

. lds yap ov; 
AQ. Kai on Kal TOV olvov Ye, ws EouKey, 6 TaV ddAwy 

Adyos, wa pavapev, dyoiv emi TYyLwpla TH TOV dvOpeimrenv 
deddo8au- 6 d€ viv Aeyopevos th pay pdppaxov € em. TOU- 
vavtiov .pno aidods jeev puxis KTHGEwWs Eveka Seddo0a, 
auwpatos d€ tyieias Te Kal icxvos. 

KA. Kaddora, ao Eve, Tov Adyov arrenvnuovevkas. 
AO. Kat Ta. peev 8 Tijs _Xopetas Tpiced Ovarrerre~ 

paves Ta 5° npioea, O7ws av ett doKH, TEepavoduev 7 Kal 
edoopev. 

KA. [ota 5) Aéyets, Kal mT@s éKaTeEpa Suatpay ; 
AO. “OAn pLev Tov Xopeta oAn mraidevors 7) Wy jpiy, TOUTOU 

8° ad 70 pev puoi te Kai dppoviar, TO KaTa THY dwvyv. 
. Nai. 

A@®. To 8€ ye Kata tiv Tod cwpatos Kivnow pvduov 
pev Kowov TH THS Pwvys eixe Kwioe, oxHWa Se td.0v" 
exet d€ uweAos 7) THS Pwvis Kivyots. 

: ‘AdnBeorara. 
AO. Ta pev toivev TAS pwvins juexXpe Tis poxis pos 

dpetiy maseing ovK 010 GvTWa TpdTOV WvoLLdoajLeY [LOU- 
oun. 

KA. ’Op@ds pev odv. 
AO. Ta b€ ye TOO Twparos, a marlovTe 6 opxnow €l- 

Tomev, €av expt THs Tob odparos dperiis oT TouavTy Kon- 
ous ylyynra, Tm € evTEXVOV aywyny én To TowdTov adrod 
yupvacrucny TpoceiTTwLev. 

KA. "OpGorara. 
A®. To de Tis | Hovauijs, 6 vovd7) oyedov Teta due- 

AnAvb evar Ths Xopetas etmropev Kab SvarrerrepdvOar, Kal vov 
ovTws cipjobw: To 5° yyuov Aéywpev, 7) THs Kal 7H Tow- 
Téov; 

KA. "QO 4 apiore, Kpnow Kal i Naxedaxpoviors diaAeyopevos, 
povouKijs Tépt SveAPovrwv MOV, eMerrovtwy dé yupva.- 
OTUs, tt Tore ole. Gow TOTEpOY HUdV amoKpiweiaas pds 
TavUTnV Ty epwrnow ; 
AO. "AmoxexpioGac éEywy av ce painy oxedov Tabr’ 

€pouevov cadds, Kai pavldvw ws Eepwrnais otca avryn 
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Ta viv dmoxpwots Té €or, ws elmov, Kal €TL mpooragis 
Siamrepavactac TQ TTEpl yUpvacructs. 

KA. "Apio®” treAapes TE Kal ovTw 67) motel. 
AO. Tlounréov: ovde yap may XaAemov € €oTLW elmety vptv 

ye dpuporepors yVeopyLa.. mod yap ev TavTy TH TEXYD mAéov 
eumeiplas 7) ev eKelvn pETEXETE. 

KA. Xyedov adn Oy Aeyets. 
A®. Ovdxkodv ad TavTNS apx7) pev THs Tadlas TO KaTA 

dvow mndav ciicba wav CHov, To de avOpeimuvor, ws 
epaper, aicOnow AaBov Tod pvduod éeyévvycey TE opxnow 
Kal eTeKev, TOU de jehous DTOMLYLVOKOVTOS Kal € evetpovros 
TOV ena, Kkowwleévr’ adAAjdrows xopeiav Kal mraduay éTe- 
KEeTnV. 

KA. ’AAnbéorara. 
AQ®. Kai 70 pév, dapev, 76n SveAnAVGapev adrod, To dé 

mepacouela epeets duedOeiv. 
KA. Ilavu pev odv. 
A@®. ’Emi roivuy tH Tihs pélns xpeia tov KodAoddva 

mp@tov emldpev, ei Kat op@v auvdoke?. 
KA. Ilotov 87 Kat tia A€yes; 
A®. Ee pe. TUS modus as ovans omov07s T® émuTdev- 

pare T@ viv elpnuevw XpTOETAL [ETA vowov Kal Ta€ews, 
Ws Tod owppovetv evexa pedeTy Xpwpern, Kad TOV adAwy 
700vav pay apeferar doavTws Kal Kara TOV avTOV Adyov, 
Too Kpateiy avTa@v Eeveka pnxXavwuevyn, TOUTOV ev TOV 
TpoTov amact TovTOLs xpyoTeov' ei O ws maLoLa TE, Kal 
e€€ora: TH BovdAopévw Kat otav BovAnrar Kat we” wv av 
BovAnrau ive pet emUTNOEU LAT OV wvTwavotv addAAwy, odK 
av TBeiwny TAUTHV THY pipov, ws det mote ben xphobae 
TavTnV THY ToAWw 7) TOOTOV TOV dvOpa, aad’ ere pahov Tis 
Kpynrav Kat Aaxedayrovieoy xpeias mpoodeinv av TA Tay 
Kapyndovie VOD, | pendémore pndeva emi otparoméSou yev- 
eo0au TOUTOV Tob TOPLATOS, adn’ b8porroaiats ovyytyveoBau 
ToOTOv TOV xpovov amavTa, Kal Kata mdAw pate SovAny 
pare dodAov yeveodar pnderore, pnde apxovtas ToUTOV TOV 
eveauTov ov av dpxwow, pnd av KuBepyaras pede duxaorTas 
evepyous ovras olvov yeveobar To Taparay, pnd Gots Bov- 
Aevodpevos els BovAnv agiav Twa Adyou OUVEPXETAL, pnee 
ye pe hudpay pndéva TO Tapdmay el py GwyacKias 7 
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> > A > ~ A voowv eveka, nd ad viKTwp OTav emWwoh Tis matdas 
A | “ \ / \ a \ / + movetabar avip 7) Kal yuvy. Kal aAAa dé maumoAda av tis 

a ~ ” 

Aéyot ev ofs Tots vobv Te Kal vdpov Exovaw dpHdv od troTéos 
4 \ \ / ~ »Q> 3 7 n“ ~ olvos: wore Kata TOV Adyov TobTOV OVS ayTreAWVwY av TOAADY 

/ 2939 / > \ \ / a & 7. OA ” Vd d€ou odd qr monet, TAKTG be Ta T aAN’ av etn yewpyy- 
para Kal maoa. y) diaita, Kat 81 Td ye mepl olvov _axedov 
amdvrwv eupeTporara. Kal odiyora ylyvour’ dy. obTos, a) 
Eévor, Hiv, «¢ cvvdoKe?, KoAopwv emi TH TeEpi olvov Adyw 
pndevre eipjobw. 

~ \ A 

KA. KadAd@s, kai cvvdoke?. 
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BOOK Il 

SHORT ANALYSIS 

Book III. is, in general, a study of the origin and development 
of civic communities, undertaken specially with the view of finding 
how laws arose, and what is the effect of Jaws on the organism. 

676-682 e.— Prehistoric times: early forms of polity and the 
origin of law. 

683-693 c.—The Dorian Confederacy : reasons for the decline 
of Argos and Messene and for the rise of Sparta. 

693 d—698 a.— Persia as a type of autocracy : the evils of too 
great power in the governor. 

698 b—701I e.— Athens as a type of democracy: the evils of 
too great freedom in the governed. 

E 

A. Tatra peev ouv on TOUT y moAuretas dé apxTy tive 
MOTE pdpev yeyovévar; wav odK evdevoe Tus av adriy paord 
TE Kal KaAALOTA KaTLOOL; 

KA. Ider; 
A®. “Odevrep kai tiv THV TéAEwV erridoow els apeTHV 

petaPaivovoay apa Kal Kakiav éxaoToTe OJearéov. 
KA. Aéyeus 5€ ober; 
AQ®. Otwa pev aro xpdvov pnjKous Te Kal ametplas Kal 

Tov pwetaPoAdy ev TH ToLwovTw. 
KA. Ids Aéyeus; 
AQ®. Dépe, ad’ 08 modes 7 elow Kat advOpwro ToA- 

TEVOHLEVOL, dokets av ToTe KaTavonaat xpovov TAHVos Soov 
yeyovev; 

KA. Odtxovv padidv ye ovdapas. - 
AQ®. To &€ ye ws dmAerov Tt Kal apyyavov av «in; 
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KA. Ildvv pev ovv TOOTS Ye. 
. A®. Mav ovv ov peupiae pev emt puplacs Hpty yeyovdot 
| modes ev TOUTW TH XpOvw, Kata TOV avTov dé TOD nous 
Adyov ovK é\drrous eplappeva ; ; meToNurEvpLevat 5’ at maoas 

_ qoXureias modaxes ekaoTaxod ; Kal TOTE [LEV ef edarrovey 
peetLous, Tote 8° ex perlovwy eAdtTovs, Kal xelpous eK 
BeAtidvev yeydovact Kai BeATious ek xELpovwr; 

> a . "Avayxaiov. 
AQ. Tavrns on Tépt AaBwper, el duvaipcba, Ths pe 

_ taBoAjs THY aitiav: TAX, yap dv lows dei€erev Hiv THY 
mpwTnv TaV mroAurevcv yeveow Kal perdBaow. 
| KA. Ed A€yes, Kat mpobupeiabar de?, oe pev 6 davon 
Tept avT@v dropawvopevor, nas de OUVETIOLLEVOUS. 

A®. *Ap’ odv tiv of maXaol Adyou GAjnPevay Exew Twa 
dSoKotvow ; 

KA. Iloto. 57; 
A®. To moddds avOpwrwrv dbopas yeyovévat KatakdAv- 

apois Te Kal voaois Kat adAdous TroAXols, ev ois Bpaxd Tt 
Tov avOpwrrwyv Acimecba yévos. 

KA. [dvu peév odv miBavov 16 Tovodrov may Travti. 
A®. Dépe 57, vojowpnev pilav THv ToAAGY TavTHV THY 

T®) KatakAvop® ToTE yevowevrnv— 
ae motdv Tl Teplt avThs dvavonberres ; 

AO. ‘Os ol TOTE mepupuyovres TH Plopay axedov 0, Opevot 
Ttwes av elev vous, ev Kopupais mov opikpa Cuwmupa Tod 
Tov avOpdirwv Siaccowpeva yévous. 

KA. Ajdov. 
' AQ. Kai 67) Tovs TovovTous ye dvdyKn mov TOV aAAwv 
ameipous eivar TEXv@V Kal TOV ev Tots GOTEat ™mpos adr} ~ 
Aous pnxavar Els TE mAcovegias Kal  Pidovixias Kal 0760" 
a Ma. KaKoupy7ara mpos aAAndovs émvoodaw, 

. Eikds yodv. 
AQ. Odpev o7) Tas eV tots Tedious moAeus Kal mpos 

Gadarrn Katroikovoas dpdnv ev TH TOTE Xpovw Siapbeipecba; 
KA. Odpev. 

AO. Osxoby Opyava Te mTavTa dmdMuobau, Kal €l TL 
ns jv eXopmevov omovdains nopnpevov 7 mohuruchs 7 

at codias Twos éTEpas, mdvTa € Eppew Tatra €v T@ TOTE 
Kpovw pyoowev; TAS yap av, W apiore, el ye epevey THE 
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oUTwW TOV TavTa Xpovov ws viv diaKekoopytat, KaLtvov 
avnupioKeTo ToTe Kal drLobv ; 
KA. Todro ott pev HupiaKts pupa ETN duchavOaver dpa 

Tovs Tote, xia Sé ad’ od [yéyover] 7 uy) dis TooadrTa er7) Ta 
pev Aaddrdw Karapavi yeyover, Ta O€ Opdet, Ta O€ 
TaAapynder, Ta O€ TEpL povourny Mapova Kat ‘Odvprre, 
mrepl Avpay dé Apdiove, Ta, de adda adddols rdptroAAa ws 
eros eimetv, yOes kal m™panv vyeyovora.. 

A®. * Avslogt , ® Krewia, tov didov ore mapéAimes, Tov 
arexvOs y0és yevdouevov. 

KA. Mév ppalers "E Exrypevidny ; 
AQ. Nat, | Tobrov" Tow yap bptv drepenndnoe TO pLn- 

Xavnpare TOUS ovpmavras, @ pire, 6 6 Adyw ev “Hoiodos 
euavreveTo mdAar, TH S€ Epyw exeivos ameTéAccev, Ws tyes 
pare. 

KA. ®apev yap odv. 
A®. Odxodv ottw 67 Adywpev Exew TOTE, OT eyéveTo 
plopa, Ta mept Tovs avOpamous Tpdywata, pupiav pév 

TWO. poBepav epnuiay, ys 8 apbovov Tknos mayiTrohu, 
Cpu dé TOV aGAAwy € EppovTan, Bourode’ arra, Kal et Ti Tou 
alyOv mepiredbev ervyyavev yévos, omdva Kal ratra 
véwovow civa Chv to Kat apxds; 

. Te py; 
AQ. ITdAews de kal molurevas mept ral vopobecias, av 

viv 6 Adyos netv TapeoTn KEY, dp ws €mos elmetv oldpcba 
Kal pvypnv eivar TO TapaTrav; 

KA. Oddapas. 
A®. Ovxodv e€ éxelvwy TOV SvaKeeveny ovTw Ta, vov 

yeyovev npetv ovpTravra., moXets TE Kal TroAuretau kat TEXvaL 
Kal vopot, Kal 7oAAn ev trovnpia, moAA} Sé Kal apeTy; 

KA. lds Aéyers; 
A®. *Ap’ Si5 NEOs, @ Oavpdote, Tovs TOTE, amrElpous 6vTas 

Today pwev KaAav TOV KaTaA TA AoTH, TOAA@Y SE Kal THY 
évavTiwv, TeAéous pos apEeTHV 7 TpOS KaKiay yeyovevaL; 

KA. Kadds eles, Kal poavOdvopev 6 déyets. 
AQ. Ovxodv mpoiovros pev Tob xpovov, mtAnBovros 8” 

Hav Tod yevous, eis TavTa TA VOV KafeaTHKOTA TpoEAHAVDEV 
TavTa; 

KA. ’Op@6rara. 
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A®. Ovn eEaidvyns ye, ws elkds, Kata opiKpov Se ev 
TapmoAAw Twi xpovew. 

KA. Kai pada mpéret t068’ odtws. 
A®. ’Ex yap trav tynrAdv eis Ta media KaraPaiver, 

otwar, maow PdPos evavros éeyeydver. 
. lds oy ov; 

AQ. “Ap oux dopevor pev €auTous Edbpwov bu ohuyornTa 
€v Tots mrepl €Ketvov TOV xpovov, <70.> mopeta dé, wor em 
dAArjAous TOTE TopeveGar KATO. viv n Kata OdAarrav, odv 
Tats TéxXvaus os mos eimeiv mavtTa oxedov amwdAddAct; 
ouppioyew ov aA AoLs ouK nv otwar opddpa Suvarov: 
aidnpos yap kal xaAKos Kat mavTa TA peTaMet to VY KEXUHEVO. 
HpdvioTo, WoTE amopia maoa Hv Tod avaxabaipeoOa Ta. 
TowatTa, SpvoTomias te elyov ond. ef yap mov TL Kal 
Tepuyeyovos Hv Opyavov ev opeot, TadTa pev TaXYv KaTaTpL- 
Bévra Hpavioro, adda de ovK EpedXev yevijoeobar, mpiv mdAw 
n TOV Sennen adixotto eis avOpurous Téxvn. 

KA. [Ids yap av; 
AO. Teveats 87) mécais votepov oiduefa Todd’ ovTws 

yeyoyeval; 
KA. Ajdov ote tapmdAAas Tow. 
A®. Ovxotv Kai téxyvat, doaitrep aidypov Séovtar Kal 

xaArKot Kai THv TowovTwy amdvTwy, Tov ad’Tov xpdvov Kal 
€tt TAciova ndavopevar av elev ev TH TOTE; 

/ / 

RS i aa ane tener : ©. Kai roivuv ordois dpa Kai méAepnos amwdwAe. Kata 
Tov TOTE xpovov ToAAax7. 

KA. Ilds; 
AO. IIparov poev Hy drray Kal epidogpovobvro d.AArAous 

&v €pnyiar, émetra ov TrepysdynTos nv avrois 7 {TPOPN 
vouris yap ovK 7V omdvis, el PH Tuow Kar’ apxas tows, H 

TO TAcioTov didlwy ev TH TOTE xpdvw' ydAaKTos yap 
kal Kpe@v ovdauds evdceis Hoar, eve Oe Onpevovres ob 
pavdny odd oAlynv Tpopny TapetXovro. Kal pay dure - 
xovns Ye Kal oTpuLvis Kal olKnoewy Kal oKevdv ee Upev 
€ kal dardpov nomopovv" at mAaorTiKal yap Kal oat mAe- 

KTUKQL Tov TeXvav ovde Ev mpoaddovTar avdypov, TavTa de 
Tavera ToUTw To) Téxva Deos cdwxKe mopileuw Tots avOpazrots, 

* omdte eis THY ToLadTHY amopiav €dOovev, Exo. BAdoTHv 
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kal eridoow TO TOV avOpwmwv yévos: mévnTes pev 81) did 
TO TOLOUTOV adddpa ovK Haav, ovd bo Tevias avayKalo- 
pLevor Siahopoe Eavtots eylyvovto’ mAovoror 5° odK av TOTE 
EYEVOVTO AXpVool TE Kal aVvapyupoL OVTES, O TOTE eV EKELVOLS 
mapyv. % 8 av mote avvoikia pnte TAOCBTOS GVVOLKH MATE 
mevia, oxedov ev TavTn yevvatotata On ylyvowt’ av’ ovTE 

\ AA LA) > / ~ / > A / > > / yap uBpis ovr’ adixia, CAAoi Te ad Kal dOovor odK eyyi- 
yvovrat. ayafot pev 87 dia Tadrad Te Hoav Kal dua TV 
Acyouevnv edyOevav> & yap nKovov KaAd Kal aicypa, ed7jJets 
ovtes nryobvTo aAnbéorata AéyeoOat Kai émeifovTo. eddos 
yap vmovoety ovdels HmioTaTo bia codiav, womep Ta viv, 
aAAa mept Oedv Te Kal avOpmmwv Ta Aeyopeva aANOFA vopt- 
Covres elwv Kata Tatra: didmep Hoay TowdTo TavTdTacw 
olovs avtovs ypets apte SveAnAvOaper. 

KA. *Epot yotv 61) Kat tHde odtws Ttabra ovvdoxet. 
A®. Odxodv cizopev ort yeveal diaBiobcar 7oAXAat TodTOV 

TOV ‘TpoTTOV THY TPO KaTaKAVopoD yeyovoTwY Kal TOV VoV 
aTEXVOTEpoL fev Kal ayablgarepor mpds Te Tas aGAAas péA- 
Aovow civor Téxvas Kal mpos Tas ToAEmLKds, Goa TE TECaL 
Kal oat Kata OdAatTav yiyvovtar Ta Viv, Kal doa. 57) KaTa 
mow povov avrobd, Sikar Kat atdoes Aeyopuevar, Adyots 
Epyous TE Hepnxavnevar maoas pnxavas eis TO KaKoupyetv 
TE adgjAous Kal aouKeEty, edn PéorEpor d€ Kal dv8pevorepor 
Kal OpLa. owppoveorepor Kal ovprravta SiKardtepor; TO Se 
TOUTWY aiTiov 70yn dieAnAvOapev. 

KA. ’Op0ds déyets. 
A®. AcddyOw 817 tatra ytv Kal Ta TOUTOLS GuVEeTTOMEVa 

ert mavro. etpn.otw TOO" eveka,, wa vojowper Tots TOTE 
vopwv tis ToT Hv Xpeta Kat Tis Hv vowoléryns avtois. 

KA. Kai Kahds ve elpyKas. 
AQ@. *Ap’ oov exeivou pev ovr” €d€0vTo vopoberay ouUTE 

Tw einer Kara, TovTous TOUS xpovous yiyveoban TO TowodTov ; 
ovde yap ypappara EOTL TW Tots év TOUTW TH péepet Tis 
meprodou yeyovoow, aAX’ eBeau Kal Tots Aeyouevous Tatpious 
vopois Eemropevon CHow. 

. Eikos yodr. 
AO. IloAitetas 5€ ye 75n Kal tTpdmos €aTiv Tis obTOS. 
KA... Te; 
A®. Aokodai pou mavres Tiv ev ToUTw TH xpovw TroAL- 
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, , A a“ A ~ ” ~ A >] 

relay Suvaoreiav KaAciv, 7) Kal viv Ett moAdaxod Kai év 
"EAA: \ \ 4 , / A 4 S >] , \ 

now kal Kata BapBdpovs €otiv: Aéyer 0° adrHy Tov Kat 
/ \ A ~ vA ” > A 

pnpos yeyovevat trepi THv TOV KukAwdrrwv otkynow, etrav— 

Totow s ott’ dyopal Bovdnddopor ovre Odwmores, 
adn’ ot y dwybnAdv dpéwv vaiovor Kdpnva 
év oméaou yAadupoio, Oewtorever Sé ExacTos 

/ *Q> > / 29? > / > / maidwy 75° addxywv, od’ adAjAwv adéyovow. 

KA. “Eoixev ye rownris buiv obros yeyovevar xapiers. 
kal yap 51 Kat adda adrod dveAnAvbapev pean’ aoreta, ov 
pny toAAa ye" od yap odddpa ypwyela ot Kpires tots 
€eviKots TOpLaow. 

ME. ‘Hyets S° at xpopeba péev, Kal €ouxév ye Kpareiv 
TOV TOLOUTWY TOLNTaYV, OV [LEVTOL Aaxewvucdv ye a.AAd, Twa 
padAAov *lwvikov Biov SiueEdpyerar Exdorote. viv pv «bd 
T® o@ AOyw Eoixe paptupetv, TO apxatov adr@v emi thy 
aypioTnTa dia pvbodoyias eTAvEvEyKOV. 

0. Nai: ovpapTupet yap, Kal AdBapev ye avdrov pn- 
vuTny OTe ToLadrat TroAuretar yiyvovTai more. 

KA. KadAds. 
A@. Mav odv odk ex TovTwv THY KaTa piav otKnOW Kal 

Kata yevos SicoTmrappevwv b70 atropias Ths év tats POopais, 
ev ais To mpecBitatov apyer dia TO THY apxyv adrois eK 
‘Tarpos Kal unTpos yeyovevat, ofs ETOHEVOL Kabdarep opviles 
aye, av pilav mowjoovor, Tatpovosovpevor Kal Baowrciav 
TAcav SucaroTarny Bacirevdpevor; 

KA. Idvv pev odv. 
A®. Mera de Tabrd ye els TO Kowov peilovs TrovobyTes 

mOAets mAciovs acuvepyovTaL, Kal emi yewpylas Tas év Tats 
Umwpeias TpémovTat mpwrTas, mepiBdrouvs TE atpwaciwdeLs 
Twas TertyOv eptuata THv Onpiwy evexa movodvTa, pilav 
Oikiay ad Kowny Kal peydAnv amotedobrTes. 

KA. To yotv eixds tad®? ottws yiyvecba. 
A®. Ti d€; rdde dpa ov eikds; 
KA. To zoiov; 

— A®. Tdr oikjcewv TovTwv pelovwv ad€avouevwv €Kk 
Dv eAarrévev Kal MpuyTev, ExdoTHY TOV opuKpGy mapeivat 
70. eros €xovoay Tov Te mpeoPUTaTov apxovTa Kal adTis 
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ey drra tora Sia TO xwpis aA Aco oiKety, ETEpa. ad’ 
ETEPWV ovrey TOV yevenTropw TE Kal Opepavray, a etUi- 
obnoav rept feovs Te Kal EavToUs, KOOMLUTEpeV pev KOOHLU - 
TEpa Kal avopiK@v avdpiKwWTEpa, Kal KAaTa TPOTTOV OUTWS 
ExdoTous Tas avTav &y aipécets Els TOUS Taldas amoTUTTOU- 
Lévous Kal traidwy tratdas, 6 Aéyowev, Kew Exovtas idious 
vomous eis THY peilova ovvoKiav. 

. lds yap ov; 
A®. Kai pny tovs ye adt@v vopous apéoxew éxdartois 

avayKatov mov, Tovs dé THv aGAAwv dorépous. 
KA. Ovrws. 
A®. ’ApyA 57) vopobecias ofov euPdvres eAdBopev, ws 

” EOLKEV. 
KA. Ildvu prev odv. 
A®. To yotv peta tatra avayKatov aipeicba: rods 

avveAbovras TovTOUs KoWwoUs TiWas éavTOyv, of 57) TA TAVTWY 
iddvTes vouswa, Ta odtow apéoKovta atT@v pdrvoTa eis 
TO KoWOv Tots Wyeu“dor Kal ayayotor Tovs Srpous oiov 
BaotAetou davepa Sdei€avres EAgoBar te Sovres, adroi pev 
vowobérar KAnOjoovrat, Tovs 5é apyovTas KaTaoTHOAVTES, 
aploToKpatiav Twa ek Tv Svvacre@v moimoavTes 7 Kal 
twa Baorelav, ev tavTn TH peTaBoAH Tis moAtelas ofK7- 
govow. 

KA. *Ede€fs yoov ay OUTW TE Kal TAUTY ylyvouro. 
AO. _ Tpirov TOWVUY elrwpiev ET ToAiTElas OXHWa yeyvo- 

eevov, ev @ 81) TavTa €l6n Kai Tabnuata ToALTEL@Y Kal Gua 
ToAcewv ouptrimrer yiyvecBar. 

KA. To zotov 87 todr0; 
A®. “O peta 70 Sevrepov Kai “Opnpos emeonujvato, 

Aéywv TO Tpitov ovTw yeyovéva. “ Ktioge d¢ Aapdavinv”’ | 
yap mov dow, “ émet ovmw “IAvos tpn 

ev 7rEedlw mem0daTOo, TOs mEepoTr@V avOparwv, 
AN 26 srwpelas Skovv modvméddxov “I8ys.” 

Aéyer yap 57) Tatra Ta ery Kal exetva, a wept THY KuKdw- 
Tmwv elpnkev, Kata Oedv mws eipnueva Kat Kata gdvow: 
Oetov yap ovv 67 Kal TO TrounTtiKov evbeaaTLKOY OV ‘yEvos 
tpvwoobv, ToAAaY T&V Kar’ GAnPevav yryvowevwv adv TLOW 
Xdpiow kai Movoas épamrerar Exdororte. 
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KA. Kai pdada. 
AO. Eis 57) TO mpoatev mpoeADuryrev ere Tob viv emed- 

Oovros 7 nity wvbov: Taxa yap av onpnvere TL THS HeTepas 
mept BovAjcews. ovKodv xp7; 

. Ildvu pev odv. 
A®. Kartwxic6n 5, dapev, ek t&v tynAdv eis péya 

Te Kat Kadov mediov “IXov, emi Addov twa ody dynAdv 
Kal €xovta moTapovs moAAods avwlev ex Tis “ldns wpyn- 
uevous. 

KA. Daoi yoiv. 
A®. *Ap’ odv otk év moAdols Tiot ypdvois Tots peta TOV 

KarakAvopov TodTo olducba yeyovevar; 
KA. Il@s & od &v zoAdois; 
A®. Acw) yoiv gouxev adrois AnOyn Tore Tapeivar THs 

vov Aeyouevns POopas, 68’ ovtTws bro toTapovs mroAAovs 
Kat ek Tov bYmABv péovtas méAw tbreVecav, muoTeVoavTes 
od adddpa tvibyAois tiow Addois. 

KA. AjjAov otv ws mavtdtact ti<va> paKpov arretyov 
dvov tod ToLovToU mafous. 
A®. Kai ddd ye otwat modes TOTE KaTw@KOUY HO7 

troAAai, An Ovovten TOv avOpdmrwv. 
KA. Ti pv; 
A®. Ai yé mov Kai émeotpatevoavto atrh, Kal Kata Oa- 

Aatrav Sé lows, apdoBws 75n mavTwv xpwpevwy TH Oadrarrn. 
KA. QDaiverac. 
AO. AéKa 5 €Tn tov peivavtes “Axatot tHv Tpoiav 

eer eoinaay. 
© KA, Kai pada. 
AO. OsKody ev tTovTw T@ ypovw, ovTt Bexéres, év TO 

“TAvov emoAopKeito, TA THY moNuopkouvrewy exdoTov olKot 
kaka mohha ouveBa.vev yeyvopeva mepl TAS ordaets TOV 
-véwy, of xal aducomevous TOUS oTpaTiiTas els Tas adT@v 
TroNeus: TE KQL OlKias ov Kahds ove ev Sten bmedefavTo, 

GAN’ wore Bavdrous TE Kal opayas Kat duyas yevéobau 
“rand as: ot adAw exmreaovTes KaTHAGov petaBahdvres 
ovoya, Awpiijs avr” "Ayar@v KAnGevres dua TO Tov ovAdé- 

avra elvae Tas tore puyas AwpiG. Kai 8) Tatra ye 757 
mav? djpeis, & Aaxedayidvor, Tavtedbev vbodroyeiré Te Kal 
Svatrepaivere. 
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ME. Ti py; 
AQ®. “Oder 87) Kar’ apyas eFerpamduela mepl voy dia- 

Acyopevor, aTepuTeaovTes JLovouKh Te Kal Tats peDous, vov 
emt Ta atta TadAw adiyucba womep Kata Dedv, Kat 6 Adyos 
netv otov AaBhv amodidwow: Ker yap emi THv eis AaKkedai- 
pova KaToiktow adrinv, nv duets 6pOds ebare Katouketabar 
—kal Kprrnv ws adeAgois vouois. viv odv 67 Toodvde 
mAcovektoopev TH TAdVN Tod Adyov, dia ToALTEL@V TWwY 
Kal KaToiKtopa@v dieEeOovres: COcacducla mpwTnv TE Kal 
devtepav Kat tpityv modAw, addAjAwv, ws oidpcOa, Tats 
KATOLKIGEOW exopevas ev Xpovov Twos pnKeow amX€rots, 
vov de (on TETAPTYH Tis Hiv avTH mods, et O€ Bovreabe, 
€Ovos KEL KarourcopLevov Té TOTE Kal VoV | KATPKLOPEVOV. 
e€ Ov amrdavTwy el Tu Kal ovvetvar Suvdpeba Ti Te KAADS 7) [47) 
KatwkKioOn, Kat trotot vopor owlovow atbrav Ta owloueva 
Kat Toto. Pleipovor ta POeipdpeva, Kal avTi moiwv Tota 
petatelévra eddaipova mdoAw amepyalour av, &@ MéyAdé 
Te kal KAewvia, robes 67) 7dAw otov €€ apyis Huiv Aexréov, 
El py) TL TOtS etpnuevous eyKaAodpev Adyors. 

ME. Ei yoov, @ Eve, Tus jp bmdaxo.to Oeds ws, éav 
ETTLYELPTOWWEV TO SeUTEPOV TH THs vopolecias oKeer, TOV 
vov elpnyevenv Ady od Xelpous ove eddrrous dcovadpeba., 
paxpav av eAGoyue eywye, Kai poo Bpaxe? av Sd€erev 7 u) viv 
mapodca, nuepa ylyveobar. Kairor oxedov y €or 7» eK 
Eepwa@v «eis Ta Xeyepeva, Tob Oeob TPeTO[LEvou. 
A®. Xp 57) tabra, WS EOLKEV, OKOTTETD. 
ME. Ildvu pév ody. 
A®. Tevdueba On Tats Scavotaus ev TO TOTE Xpov, 

ore Aaxedatpooy pev Kal “Apyos Kal Meoorun Kal TO pera 
TOUTWY drroxetpra Tots mpoyovous Dav, @ MeyMe, ¢ ixavas 
eyeyover: TO O€ 67) pera ToOTO ed0fev avrois, ws ye déyerau 
TO TOO LUO0V, TpLYH TO OTPATEVpA SiaveiwavTas, TpEts TOAELS 
KatouKileww, "Apyos, _Meoorjvyv, Aaxedatpova. 

ME. IIdvu pév odv. 
A®. Kai Bacwreds péev “Apyous Trevos eyiyveto, 

Meoonvns dé Kpeodovrns, Aakedaimovos dé IlpoxAjs Kat 
Kdpvobeévns. 

ME. Ilds yap. ov; 
AQ. Kai zavtes 51) TovTois @pooav ot tote BonOjoew, 
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edv Tis THY Bactrevav avt@v diadpGeipn. 
ME. Ti py; 
A®. Baovreia de Kkaradverat, @ 7mpos Auds, H Kal Tus 

apxy mumoTe KaTeAVOn, udv bd TWwV GAAwY }H oddv ad- 
TOV; 7 vuvdn wev, oAiyov EutrpooVev TovToLs TEpLTUYOVTES 
Tots Adyois, oUTwW TabT eTiMenev, viv 5° emrcAjopeba; 

ME. Kai zds; 
A®. Odxoiv viv 81) wadAov BeBawwoducba ro ToLobrov: 

MEPLTVXOVTES yap Epyols yevomevois, ws EoiKEv, Em TOV 
adrov Adyov €AnAvOayev, Wore od TeEpt Kevov TL CnTHaopeV 
[rov adrov Adyov], GAAa epi yeyovds Te Kal exov aAnfevav. 
yeyovev 57) TaOE* BaorAciar pets Baorrevopevars moAeow 
Tpirrais: @pooav dMArjAaus € exdrepar, Kara vopous ovs €Bevro 
Tod Te dpxew Kal apxyeobat Kowous, ot prev pur) Bracorépay 
Thy apxnv tomocolar mpoidvtos Tob ypdvov Kal yévous, 
ot dé, tadra eumedovvTwyv TOV apxydvTwy, unTE avTol Tas 
Baorhetas mote Katadicew pyr eémitpéew émyerpotow 
ETEpots, . Bon Ojcew dé Baorrjjs TE BaotAebow adixovupevots 
Ka Snjpuous, Kal Shou SHpows Kai Baoiredow adixovpevors. 
dp ovx ovTws; 

ME. Otrw pev odv. 
 A®. OdKody ro ye péyorov tais KataoTtdcocow Tv 
Todre@v UnApxev Tails ev Tats TpLiot mdAcou vowoeToUp"Ee- 
vais, €ite ot BaowAfs evomobérovuy eit’ aAAou Twes; 

ME. Ilofov; 
A®. Td Bonfovs ye civar tas do emi THv piav aet 

ToAw, Thy Tots TeDeiow vopots azreOodcar. 
ME. Ajov. 
A®. Kai pv tobrd ye of moAol mpoordrrovaw ois 

vopobérais, Omws TowovTovs Byaovow Todvs vdous ods 
EKOVTES OF Ofpwoe Kal Ta 7AnOn deLovrar, Kabdmep av et Tis 
yupvacrais i) latpots mpoordrrot <0” Hdovijs Oepamevew TE 
Kai idobar Ta Depamrevopeva, CWMaTa. 

ME. [layrdrrace pev oby. 
AO. To d€ y’ €oTlv dyamnTov mroMaxes el Kat TUS [ETO 

Avmms py peydAns dvvaito evexTiKad TE Kal Dyih owpmara 
amepydleo au. 

ME. Ti py; 
AO. Kai rdd¢ ye ere tots téte daApyev od opKpov eis 
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pacTwvny Tijs Ogcews TOV vopwv. 
et mrotov ; 

AO. Ovx av Tots vouobéras 7) peylorn Tov pépafewv 
icotrnta avrots Twa KaTtaoKevalovow THs ovotas, iT€p ev 
GAAn vopobeToupévats mdAeot mroAAais yiyverat, édv tis 
(nth yiis Te KTHow Kwetv Kal ypedv SudAvow, opOv ws odK 
av dvvaito dvev TovTwv yeveobar moTé TO iaov ikavas* ws 
emiyxeipobdvtt 51) vowobern Kiely TOV ToLOvTwWY TL TGs aTravTG 
Aéywv py Kwety TO acivyra., Kal emaparar vis Te avada- 
opLOvs elonyouweve Kat xpe@v_ amoKkoTrds, WoT Eis dmoptav 
kabioracbae TavT dvOpo.. Tots de 8 Awpretor Kal Tobe” 
ovtws Unhpyev KaA@s Kal avey“eorTws, yHv Te avapydio- 
Bnr7Tws dvavéwecbar, Kal ypéa peyddAa Kai tradaia ovK Hv. 

ME. ’AAn 67. 
AO. ily 67) Tore obv, @ dpuorot, KaK@s oUTwWs avTots 

exwpnoev 7 Karotktots TE Kal vopobecia ; 
ME. IIds 67 Kat ti juepopLevos avTa@v A€yeus ; 
AQ. “Ore Tpudv VEVOLEVOV Tov olkjoewy Ta Svo adray 

pepn TAD THY TE mohuretav Kal Tovs vopous depberpev, TO 
d€ €v povov epewver, TO Tijs dpeTépas TroAEws. 

ME. Od wavy pddiov epwrds. 
A®. ?ADG pry Set ye Huds TobTO ev TO viv oKxoTrobvTas : 

Kal e€eralovras, Trept vouwv mailovras mavdiav mpeoBuTiKnVv 
acwdpova, dueAfetvy tHv ddov addmws, ws epapev Hvika 
npxopela tropevecba. 

. Tt pyv; Kat mowmréov ye ws A€yets. 
AQ. Ti’ ody ay oxébw KadXiw rrovnoaipeba Trepi vouwv 

]) TOUTWY ot Ta’Tas SiaKEeKOopHKAaGW; 7 TOAEwY TrEpt TivwH 
EVOOKILWTEpwY TE Kal weLCovwY KaToLKloewV OKOTOiMED AV; 

ME. Od pad.ov avti tovtwr érépas réyewv. 
AQ®. Odxotv dtu pev SvevoodvTd ye ot TOTE THY KaTA- 

okeuvnvy tavtnv od IleAotownow pdovov éoecbat Bonfov 
iKavay, oxedov dfjAov, ada Kat Tots “EMnow mdow, el 
Tis TOV BapBaper avrovs aducot, Kabdzep ot rept TO "IAvov 
aikobyres TOTE, TLaTEvOVTES TH TOV ‘Acoupiwy Suvdper Th 
mepl Ne cvov yevouern, Spacvvopevor TOV mOAcwov Ty Elpav 
TOV emt Tpoiav. nv yap ETL TO THS dpxiis EKeivns OXHUGA 
TO ow lopevov ov O[LLK pov Kabdsrep viv TOV peyav aovhéa 
doBovpeba Hueis, Kal Tore exelvnv THY ovoTabeicay otv- 
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Tagw edédcav ot TOTE. péya yap eyKAnwa Tpos avrovs 
7 Ths Tpoias dAwous TO Sevrepov evyeyovet” THs apxfis yap d 
Ths €keivwv Vv poptov. mpos 81 tad” hy TavTa 7 TOO 
oTparomédov Tob ToTe Staveunfeioa eis Tpets modes KaTa- 
OKEU?) pia b7r0 Baordéwv derpar, Taiowv ‘Hpaxheous, 
Kars, ws eddxet, dvnupnwevn Kat KATAKEKOOUN EVN Kal 5 
SiadepovTws THS em THY Tpotay dapucoperns. Tp@Tov [Lev 
yap Tovs “HpaxdAeidas Tov TleAomdav OfLELVOUS jyobvro 
dpxovrev dpxovras €xew, eet’ av TO oTpatomedov TOTO 
708 emt Tpotav adiKojevouv Suadepew TMpos GpeTHv: veviKn- e 
Kevat yap ToUTOUS, HTT hoa oi b70 TOUTWY exeivous, "Ayatovs 
ovras to Awpidv. ap’ ovx ovrus oidpeba, Kat TW Siavoia 
TavTn KatacKkevaleobar Tovs TOTE; 

ME. IIdvv pev odv. 5 
A®. Odxoiy cai to BeBaiws olecbar tad’ Lew eixos 

avrovs Kal ypovov Tw av Todd eve, ATE KeKOLVWYynKOTAas 686 
prev ToAA@v movwv Kal KwWdvvwv adAdAjAots, bo yévous dé 
evos Tay Baoitléwy adeAddv dvtwv Siakexoouhobar, mpos 
tovtoais 8 ért Kal TroAXots pdvTect Kexpnuevous eivar Tots 
te GAdos Kal TH AcAdixd *ArroAAwVL; 5 

ME. Ids 8 ovk Elks; 
A®. Tadra 87) 7a peydAa otrws mpocdokwpeva SiémTaTO, 

Ws €oue, TOTE TaxY, TAY Sep eimopev vuvd7) opLKpod 
pL€pous Tod mepl Tov bpuéeTepov TomoVv, Kal TobTO 51) pos Ta b 
dvo pépn ToAcuoby od TUdTOTE TEéTTAVTAL EXPL TA VOV* E7TEL 
yevomevn ye 1) TOTE Sudvoua Kal oupgwvyicace, eis EV, GV- 
umdoTaTtov av Twa. dvvapw € EOXE KATA Oe [Lov 

ME. IIds y yap ov; ; 5 
A®. Ids ody Kai 77 SudAeto; dp’ od a€tov émioxoreiv 

THAtKODTOV Kal Towbrov avoTnLa HTLS TOTE TUXN Sveplerpe ; 
ME. XyodaH yap ody 57 tis av adAd<ce > oKoT@v, 7] VopLous 

7 mohuretas dAAas Dedoauro owlovoas Kaha Kal peydda c » 
Tpdaypara 7 Kal TovvavTiov SiapBerpovoas TO Trapamray, él 
apeAnoere TOUT. 

. Tobro pev apa, ws EouKey, edTUXa@s Tws eupeBr- 
Kapev ye eis Two. oKedi tkaviy. 5 

ME. Ildve pev ody. 
AO. *Ap’ obv, @ Bavpdore, AcdnBapev dvOpurrou mavres, 

Kal Ta vov "sh nucts, oldwevor pev ExdotoTté Tt KaXddv pay 
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mpayua yevomevov Kat Oavpaota av epyacdpievov, El Tus dpa 
qrvorn On Kkahds aire xpycdar Kara, TW Tpom0v, TO O€ viv 
ye Hels TAY AV Lows TEpl TOOTO avTo OUT’ dpOHs Siavoot- 

” A / \ \ \ \ \ + / 

pela ovte Kata dvow, Kat 57 Kal mept Ta aAAa aavTES 
TavTA, TEpl WV av oUTw StavonOHow; 

ME. Aéyeus dé &n Ti, Kal TEpt Tivos Got P@yev padAor’ 
elpnolar TobTov TOV Aoyov ; 

°Q abe, Kat atrés euavrot vuvdt Kare éAaca. A@. 'Qy 7 
amoBrébas yap mpos tobtov Tov atdAov od mépi diadreyo- 

” / / , > \ \ nv 

peBa, ed0€é or mayKadds Te elvar Kat Pavpaorov <a> 
~ ~ ~ ¢ 

KTHWa Tapatecety Tots “EAAnow, dep eimov, et Tis apa 
atT@ ToTe KaAds €xpyoato. 

ME. Odxodv ed Kai éyovtws vobtv ot Te mavta eles Kal 
ETNVveoapLev TLECS ; 
AQ. “lows: Evvo@ ye pny ws mas, Os av ton TE peya 

Kal Ovvapuy € EXOV. ToAAnv Kat pouny, evOds emabe TOOTO, ws 
elmrep EMLOTALTO O KEKTHLEVOS avr xpjolat TovovTw Te OvTL 
kal TynAcKovTw, Javydor av Kat moAAa KaTepyacdevos 
evdaovorl. 

ME. Ovdxoty dpOov Kai rodT0; 7 mas A€yes; 
a lj A A®. Xkodzrer 57) wot BA€trwv 6 Tov Errawov Todrov Tepi 

éxdotou TUéeuevos dpbds A€yer- mpa@rov Sé wept adrob Tob 
vov eyouevov, THs, et KaTA TpOTOV HmLoTHOnoav Ta~aL TO 
oTpatomedov of TOTE StaKkoopobdvTEes, TOD KaLpod TWS av 
ervxov; dp ovK «i ovvéotnady Te aohadrds atbro didowlov 
Te els TOV del ypovov, Wate avTovs Te eAevOEpous eivar Kal 
+ + «a a \ @ > > / ~ dAAwy dpyovtas dv BovAnbetev, kat dAws év avOpatrois wGot 

\@ \ / es 7 > aA > U kat “EdAnot kat BapBdapots mparrew ote emBvpotev adrot 
TE Kal OL Exyovoi—pua@v od ToUTWY yap émaivoiev av; 

ME. Ilavu peev our. 
AQ®. *Ap’ ov Kat os dy idwv mobrov peyav 7 TyLas 

Svagepovoas yevous, 7) Kat oTLoby TOV TOLOUTW, eum Tavra 
TadTa, mpos TotTO BAérwr cizev, ws d1a TOOTO atT@ yevnoo- 
preva @v av emOvuun mavTa 7 Ta TActoTa Kal doa afiwrata 
Adyou; 

ME. ”Eouxe yodv. 
4 "A / > , >? \ A > / A®. Dépe 54, mavrwv avOpamwv €oti Kowov emiOvpuna 

Ld A A ¢ \ ~ / / ¢ > 4 ¢ éy Tt TO viv Bro TOD Adyou SnAovmevov [ws adTos Pyow o 
/ 

Aoyos |; 
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ME. To Trotov ; 
A®. To xara thy Tis adrod poxijs emiragy Td. yeyvo- 

preva ylyveoOar, pddiora pev dmavta, ef Se pH, Ta ye 
avOpwruwa. 

ME. Ti piv; 
AO. OvKody émrelarep BovAdpcba raves TO Tovobrov 

del, maidés Te OvTes Kal avdpes mpeoBira, TodT’ adTo Kat 
edyoiue? Sv avayKaiws dia Tédovs ; 

ME. Ids e ov; 
AO. Kai pay tots ye pidows tov auvevxoipel” av Tabra 

amrep ekeivot éavTotow. 
ME. Ti pw pays 
A®. ®Diros pev bos Tatpi, mais wy avdpt. 
ME. Ildés 8 ov; 
A@. Kai pay av y o Tats EVYETAL EAUTD ylyveoBan, 

moa, 6 0 mar7)p amev&ait av Tots Beots pndapeas KaTa Tas 
Tod véos evyas ylyveoBar. 

ME. “Oray dvonros cov Kal ETL vos evxnTal, déyets ; 
A®. Kai érav ye 6 TmaTT|p @v yepwr 7 Kat opodpa vea- 

vias, pndev TOV Kahdy Kal TOV SuKaiwv yuyvackoy, eUXNTAL 
pada mpoddpuws € ev Tabjuacw adeAgois wv Tots yevopevols 
Onoet mpos TOV dvaTuxXas TehevTHoavra ‘Immodvtov, 6 de 
mais yuyywoKn, TOTE, doKkeis, mats marpl ouvevéeTar; 

ME. Mavavw 6 Aéyets. déyew yap jLot doxets ws ov 
TOTO eUKTEOV ovd€ emetKTéov, ETeaVar mavro, Th €avtod Bov- 
Ajeet, THY BovAnow de padev paMov Th €avtod ppovycer: 
tobTo de Kal moAw Kal eva HUY ExaoTov Kal evyecOau Seiv 
Kal omevdew, OTws vodv ee. 
AO. Nat, Kal 67) Kal mroAuTiKOV ye av8pa vowoberny ws 

del Set m™pos TovTO Brérovra | Tibévat Tas Tages Tov vomav 
autos TE epvnoOnv, Kal vas emravapLyLvyjoKw—Kar” apxas €t 
pepynpcta TO AcxBevra—ore TO jLev opav 7) Hv TapaxeAcupa, 
ws Xpeov €in TOV dyabov vopoberny mdvro. moA€wou xdpw 
Ta vopupa, Teva, TO de e“ov €Aeyov ott TOUTO bev T™pos 
play aperry ovody TeTTapow KeAcvou TiWeobar Tovs vopous, 
déou de 57) mpos méoav pev Brerrew, padora d€ Kal mpos 
Tporrny THY Tis oupmdons nyepova dpeThs, dpovnots 5° ein 
TooTO Kal vods Kal i dd€a peer’ Epwros TE Kal emBupias - TOUTOLS 

émopevns. qKer 57) maAw 6 Adyos eis TadTOv, Kal 6 A€ywv 
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éya) viv Aéyw mddw daep Tore, ei pev BovAcobe, ws Tailwy, 

ei 8, cbs amovddlwr, Ste 8x) dnue edyh xpholar opadepov 

elvan vodv pi) KexTnévov, dAAa Tavavtia tats BovdAjoeotv 

of ylyvecOa. omovddlovta 8 et pe ribévar BovdAcobe, 

ribere: mdvu yap obv TpocdoK® viv buds edpycew, TH Aoye 

éxopevous bv bAlyov éumpoobe mpovleucba, ris Tav Bact- 

Adwy te POopas Kai SAov rod S:avorjpatos od detAiay ovoay 

Thv aitiav, ovd 67. Ta Tept TOV TOAEMOV OK HTLOTAVTO 

dpxovrés Te Kal ovs mpoojkev apxeobar, TH AoumA d€ 7d07 

kakia SuepOappeva, Kal pddAvoTa TH mepl TA peyroTa THV 

av0pwrivwr mpayparwv aualia. tabr’ obv ws ovTw yeyove 

mept Ta TOTE, Kal VOV, EL TOV, ylyveTat, Kal és TOV EmeELTa 

xpdvov odk dAAws ovpPycerar, éav BovAnobe, TELpaoopLat 

idv Kara Tov As Adyov aveupioKew Te Kat butv dndody 

Kata Svvauw ws ovow dpidois. 
KA. Adyw pev roivuv oe, & Eéve, erawetv emaxeoTepor, 

Zpyw 5é ofddpa eraweoducba: mpoldpws yap Tots Aeyo- 

pevos emaxoAovbijcoper, ev ols 6 ye eAcvbépwe eTaLvav 

Kal pt) wdAwor” eotiv Katadpavys. 
ME. ”Apior’, & KAewia, cat moupev a A€yets. 

KA. "Eorat tadra, éav beds eOéAn. Aéye povov. : 
AQ. Dapyev 84 vor, Kal’ dddv lovres THY Aoumny Tod 

Asyou, Tiv peylorny dyabiav TéTE €Kewny Thy SvvapLL 

Gmor€oar Kal viv tadrov TobTo TeduKévar Tovey, WoTE TOV 

ye vouobérnv, ei TodO otrws Exel, TELpareoy Tats moAeow 

dpdvncw ev Sonv Svvarov éumoueiv, THY O dvoway OTL 

pdAvora e€arpety. 
KA. AjAov. 
A@. Tis odv 4 peylorn Sixaiws dv A€yorro apabia; 

oxomreire ef ovvddéer kal ofdv Aeydmevov: eye pev 1) THY 

roudvoe TiWEpnat. 
KA. Ilotav; 
A@. Tip érav 7 71 Sdéav Kadov 7 ayabor <ivar pn pry 

rotro GAAG poh, TO Sé Tovynpov Kat adikov doKodv eivat 

dif te Kal domdlyta. tadTyy THY Siadwviav AdTns TE 

Kal iSovis mpos THY Kata. Adyov dogav dpabiay dnt etvar 

tiv eoxdrnv, peylaTny Sé, dtu Tod wAnGovs €oTt THs buys’ 

76 yap AvTovpevov Kal 8dpevov adTis OTEp Sqmos Te Kat 

mAn0os méAews eo. Stay ody émorTHmats 7 dd€ars 7 Aoyw 
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evav Tira, Tots puoer d apxucois, n ux), TobTo dvovay T™poa- 
ayopevuo, Tro)ecds TE, orav dpxovow Kal Vomots [41) metOnrar 
To TAHOos, Tavrov, Kal 81) Kal évos avdpds, omdTav kahot € év 
pox Adyou evovTes pundev trordow mAé€ov aAAa 81) TovTOLS 
may TobvayTiov, TavTas maoas drabias Tas mAnppedeoraras 
eywy” av Seinv iedaleabs TE Kal evos ExdoToU THY TOALTOY, GAN’ 
ov Tas T@v Snurouvpyav, <i dpa pov KkatapavOdvere, @ E€vor, 
6 Aéyw. 

KA. MavOdvouev te, & dire, Kal ovyywpotmev a 
déyets. 

AO. Tobro peev Tolvuy otrw KeicOw Sedoypevov Kal Aeyo- 
pevov, ws tots Tabr’ dabatvovar Tt&v toAuta@v oddev emt 
TpemTéov apxis EXOpEVOV, Kab ws dprabeow dvelduaTEor, av 
Kab mave AoyroruKot TE Mou Kal TavTa TA Kopp Kal dca, 
mpos Tdxos THS puxis mepuKOTa Svarrerrovneevor dmravra., 
Tovs be TouvavTiov EXovTas TOUTWV WS cogous TE mpoopyreor, 
av Kal TO Acyopevov pre Ypa para pyre veiv emloTwvTat, 
Kal Tas apxas Soréov ws _Euppoow. TOS yap av, @ piror, 
avev ouppuvias yévouT’ av Ppovycews Kal TO OpLLKpOTaTov 
eldos ; ovK €oTw, add’ v7 kahdiorn Kal meyioTy Tov cuppa 
via peylorn Sucauorar’ av Aéyouto aodia, 7s 6 pev Kar 
Adyov Cav [ETOXOS, 6 Oe darohevmopevos oixopOdpos Kal mept 
mOAw ovdape7 cwrnp adda mav TodvavyTiov duaBatvov els 
tabra EKGOTOTE Pavetrat. rabra ev obv, KaOdrrep etzropev 
aptt, AcAeypeva Tefen TavTN. 

. Keic8w yap odv. 
A@. “Apyovras 5€ 57) Kai dpyouevous avayKaiov ev Tats 

moXAcow eivai mou. 
KA. Ti py; 
AQ. Elev: agapara de 57) Tod Te dpxew Kal dpxeobat 

70 id, €or Kal 7000., év Te moXeow peyddaus Kat opuKpats ev Te 
oixtats doatrurs ; dp’ ovxt ev ev TO TE TATPOS Kal pnt pos 5 
kal dAws yoveas éxyovwv dpyew agiwpa dpFov mavraxod av 
ein; 

KA. Kai pdada. 
AO. Todrwp dé ye €mdpevov yevvatous dyevvv dpxew" 

Kal Tpitov ert ‘Tovrous Guvererat TO mpeoButépous juev apyew 
deiv, vewrépous Sé apxyeatar. 

KA. Té piv; 
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A®. Téraprov 8’ ad dovdAovs péev dpyeobar, Seamdtas S€ 
ape. 

KA. Ils yap od; 
AQ®. Ilguarov ye oiwat To Kpeitrova pev apxew, Tov 

nTTw de dpyeobar. 
. Mada ye dvaryKatov apxny elpyKas. 

AO. Kat melorap ye ev OUpTaoLW Tots Caots odoay Kal 
Kara puow, ws re) OnBaios G7 Tore TlivSapos. TO de 
peytoTov, as EOLKEV, agiopa € EKTOV av yiyvo.To, EmecBat pev 
TOV aveTLoTHLova KEAcDov, TOV S€é Ppovobvra nyetobai Te Kal 
apyew. Kaito. TobTo ye, @ Ilivdape cofditare, axedov odK av 
Tapa pvow eywye painv yiyvecbar, kata pvow dé, THY TOD 
vopov éxovTwv apyiv add’ od Biaov meduxviav. 

KA. ’Op@6tara Aéyeus. 
AO. Ocogudi d€ ye Kal evTUYA TWO. Aéyovres éBdouny 

apxynv, els KAnpov Twa, _Tpodyopev, Kat Aaxydvra. peev dpxew, 
dvokAnpodvTa de amidvTa apxyeobar TO SiKatdTarov civai 
Opev. 
KA. “AAy béorara réEyets. 
AQ. “Opa Om,” patwev av, “ @ vowobéra,”’ mpds Twa 

maiCovres TOV el VOW Oéow t lovrey padiws, “‘ doa éoti 
mpos apxovras afwwpyata, Kal OTe tepuKoTa mpos aAAnAa 
EVaVTLUS ; vov yap 67 oTdcewy myHV TWO. avnupnKapev 
mpeis, nv det ve Oeparrevew. m™p@Tov de wel” Tp@v dvdoreypat 
m@s TE Kal Ti Tapa TATA ayaprovres ot Trept TE “Apyos Kat 
Meoonvnvy Bactdjs avrovs cu Kal TV tav ‘EXAy vow 
Ovvapuy, ovoay Dovpacrny € ev T@ TOTE XPOVH, 3:2 pbeipay.. dip" 
ovK ayvojoavTes TOV “HotoSov opborata Aéyovra ws TO 
ypLav Tov TavTos ToAAdKis €oTt mAgov; [omdTav H TO peV 
OArov AapBavew Cnpiddes, TO 5° Hytov pétpiov, ToOTE TO 
pétpiov Tob apétpov mA€ov HyHoaTo, apewvov Ov xelpovos.]|”” 

KA. ’Op@drara ye. 
A®. [ldrepov ody oldpcba mrept BactAdas totr’ éyyuyvo- 

frevov exdotote diapbeipey mpoTepov, 7 Ev Totaw Shots; 
To pev eikos Kal TO Todd, BactAéwy tobr’ civar 

voonua vmepnpavws CwvTwv dia tpudds. 
©. Ovcoty dijAov ws mp@tov todtTo ot Tore Baorjs 

Eayov, TO mAcoventety TOV TEHeVTWY VOoUwV, Kat 6 Adyw TE 
Kal OpKw emjvecav, od cuvepwvyncav avtois, adda 7 dia- 
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dwvia, ws Tpets paper, ovoa auabia peyiorn, SoKovca de 
cogia, mavT exetva dia mAnppéAccay Kal apovoliay THV 
muxpav duepOerpev; 

KA. “Kouxe yodv. 
AQ®. Eiev- ti 89 tov vopoberny EEL TOTE TWévtTa evd- b 

Aa Bn Oia Tovrou mept Tod mdafous Ths VEVETEWS ; dip’ m) 
mpos Jedy viv pev oddev copov yravar TobTo oud" etrrety 
yarerov, «¢ Sé mpoideiv Hv ToTe, copwrepos av Hv Hudv o 
mpoiduy ; 5 

ME. To motov 57) A€yeus 5 
A@. Eis zo yeyoves Trap’ bpiv, ® MeyAdre, éorw vov 

ye KaTLovTa yv@vat, Kal yvovra eimeiv pdd.ov, 0 TOTE edeL 
ylyveoBat. 

ME. Xadeorepor ere déye. ic 
A®. To roivuvy caddorarov av ein TO ToLdvec. 
ME. To zoiov; 
A®@. ’Eav tis peilova 8:60 tots €Adtroo. [dvvapw] ¢ 

Tapeis TO [eTpLoV, motors Te toria Kad oopaow Tpopyyv 
Kal L puxais a apxas, dvarpemeTat Tov mavra, Kai e€vPpilovra 
re pev eis vooous Oei, Ta 0° els EKyovov UBpews aductav. 
Ti obv dy mote A€yopev; apa ye TO Tove, ws Ov €or’, 5 
o didou avopes, Ovnris puxis pars HTS more Suvyjoerae 
Tv peyioTny ev av potrous apxnv pepew veo, Kal avurrev- 
Guvos, WOTE [Ln THS peylorns vooou dvotas mnpwieioa d 
avTHs THY Sudvovav, laos ExEWw pos TOV eyyUTaTa didwr, 
© yevopevov Taxv diePOeipey adtyv Kal macav tiv ddvayw 
npavicev adbtis; TodT odv edAaPyOjvar yvdvTas TO éTpLOV 
peydAwy vowobeTav. ws obv dy ToTE yevouevov, viv EoTW 
peTpwotata Tomdoa.: TO 8 €ouxev eivar— 

ME. To zoitov; 
A®. Oeds civar Knddopevos pay Tls, 6s TO peMovra 

Tpoopav, didupov v bpiv gputevoas THY THY BactAdwv yeveow 
€K Povoyevods, els TO peTpLov uGAAov ouveoretie. Kal META @ 
TOUTO ETL pvous Tus dvOparrivy pewerypevn Oeia Twi Suvdpet, 
KarWovoa v Duav THY apxyv preypaivovoay er, pelyvvow THhV 
Kara. yijpas owppova dvvauw TH KaTa yévos avdader p pony, 692 
TH T@V OKTW KA EiKOGL yEepovTwV Loofmpov els TA PeyloTa 
TH tev Baoréwy Troujoace, duvder. be TpiTos owTnp 

| vbpiv étt onapy@oav Kai Gupovperyny tiv apyiv opav, otov 
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pdAvov eveBahev avTH THY TOV epopuy Sivapuv, eyyos THs 
KAnpwris 4 ayayav Suvdpews: Kal Kara 67) TOOTOV TOV Adyov 
a Baovreta map viv, e€ ov E0EL OULLILELKTOS yevopern Kal 
[érTpov exovea,, owbeioa adTn owrnpias Tots dAAous yeyovev 
aitia. é7el é7mi ye Tpeve Kat Kpeoddovrn Kat tots réTe 
vopoberats, oirwes apa. qoav vopoberobvres, od" 7» “Apt- 
oTOOnuov pLepis €awOn trot’ av—od yap ikav@s hoav vomo- 
eclas eumreipot: axedov yap ovK av ToT wnOnoav dpKots 

peTpiacar wuynv véav, AaBodoav apynv e€ Hs Suvarov Hv 
Tupavvida yeveoIar—vbv 5° 6 Jeos edei€ev olav edet Kal 
bet 8 THV jevotoar ahora. apxmy yiyvecBar. To de Trap" 
nLaV yryvowoKeo0a TadTa, Orrep elmrov eumpoobev, vov pev 
yevomevov ovdev Gopdv—eK yap Tapadelypatos opav yeyo- 
voTos ovdev xaAemrov—el 8 iy Tis TMpoopa@yv TOTE TAUTA Kal 
Suvdpevos peTpidoa Tas apxas Kal piay ex Tpidv movjoa, 
Th TE vonbevra dy kaha TOTE TAVTA améawoe Kal OUK av 
mote 6 Ilepouxos emt tHv “EAAdda 088’ dAdos oddels atdAos 
av wpunoe, Katappovijcas ws ovTwyv Hudv Bpaxéos agiwv. 

KA. ’AdAnO4 A€yets. 
AQ. Aloyp@s yobv Tptvavro jadrous, & KAewia. 70 5 

aicxpov Aeyo ody ws ov vuK@vres ye ob Tore Kat Kara viv 
Kat Kata OdAatrav Kadas verixrjKkaor paxas: adda Oo py 
aloxpov TOT elvat, TOdE A€yw, TO mP@Tov pev exelwwv TOV 
moAewv Tpidv ovadv pilav tbrép THs “EAAddos apdvar, TH 
dé dvo Kak@s oUtws eivar dvedOappéva, wore 7) ev Kal 
Aakedaiova SuexwdAvev eraytvew adtH, mwoAcuotca adr 
Kara Kparos, 7 Oo aw Tpwrevovoa €v Tols TOTE Ypovots Tots 
TeEpt THY Stavounv, 1 mept TO “Apyos, Tapakahoupevy CL ~ 
vew TOV BapBapov ov?” danjKovcev ovr’ TUVEV moAAd dé 
eyo av Tis TA TOTE yevopeva. mepl eKelvov TOV ToAe mov 

THs ‘EAMddos oddapdrs EvOXH [OVA GV KaTyyopot: otd aw 
apdvacbae THY YE ‘EMdba Aéywrv opbads av A€you, GAN’ «i 
a) TO TE AGnvaiwy KQL TO Aaxedayrovico Kowy} Savona 
Tpuvev THY €mLovoav dovietar, oxedov 6 av 707 mayer Hv pe- 
jevypevo, Ta Trav “EMjvev yevn ev adAndois, Kat BapBapa 
ev “EMgoe Kal ‘EMqvica € ev BapBapors, Kabdmep av Ilépoau 
Tupavvodvat Ta vov Ovarrepopnpieva, Kab oupirepopnpLeva. KaK@s 
[eomapp.eve. | Katouketrar. Tadr’, @ KAewia Kai Méye €, 
EXouwev emityav Tots Te mdAau moAiTiKots Aeyomevois Kat 
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vopoberats Kal tois viv, iva Tas aitias abray dvalnrobyres, 
dvevpioxwpev Ti Tapa Taira edet TpaTrew ado olov 37) 
Kal 70 Tapov elzopev, Ws apa ov det peyddas dpxas ovo 
ad dpeiKTous vopolereiv, Svavonfevras TO TOwVvoeE, OTL moAw 
edevbepav Te elvat det Kal €udpova Kal eavTh bidny, Kat 
TOV vopoberobvra, mpos tadra BAémovra det vopoberet iv. Ty 
Bavpudowperv S€ <i moAAdKis Sn TpOoOepevor ATTA, EiprKapEV 
ore mpos Tatra det vopoberetv BAérovra Tov vopoberny, 
Ta dé mpotebevra ov Tavra Hpi paiverac éxdotote: aAAd 
dvadoyilecbar xp7), OTav mpos TO owppovetv Pdpev deiy 
Brerew, 7 2) pos ppovnow 1 n gidiar, ws €o8” obTos 6 okoTrOS 
ovx ETEpOS aad’ 6 avrds, Kat dAXa 81 ToAAa juds ToLatra 
av yiyvntar pyyara py Svatapatrérw. 

. Tletpacdpcba movetv otTws erravidvtes Tovs Adyous: 
Kal viv 51) TO mept THs piAlias Te Kal dpovycews Kal edev- 
Bepias, mpos ott BovAdpevos ewedres Adyew Setv ctoxaleobar 
Tov vomobérny, A€ye. 

AQ. “AKovoov 57) vuv. etolv Trohureveav otov pntépes Svo 
TwWes, a dv Tas aAAas yeyovevac Aéyw a av Tus ophds Aéyor, 
kal THY jeev mpocayopevew povapyiay opbov, THY 5 av on- 
poxpariay, Kal THS ev TO Ilepodv yévos aKpov EXEW, Tijs 
dé Huds: at & aAAa oxeddv draca, Kabdarep eimrov, eK 
TovTwy clot dvamremoiKiAuevar. Set 51) odv Kal avayKatov 
petahaBeiv ap.potv TovTow, ElmTEp eAcvGepia 7 €oTat Kal 

. pidia peo ppovrjcews: x 67) Bovderau npiv oO Adyos m™poo- 
; Tarrew, Aéywv ws odK av more TovTwy mdAis apoLpos ‘yevo- 

pevn moditevOjvar Svvait’ av Kadds. 
Ils yap av; | 

A®. ‘H pev toivuy 70 povapyixov, 7 dé TO €AcvOepov 
ayarnoaca. perlovens uy edeu pOvov, ovoeTépa Ta pueTpta. 
KEKTNTOL TOUTWY, at de v Dperepat, ” TE Aaxwvucn Kal Kpy- 
TUKT), paNov- “AGnvaior be Kal Tlépoae TO pev mada oUTw 
Tws, TO vov de HTTOV. Ta 8 alria SeAdwpev™ n yap; 

KA. [ldvrws, et yé mov wéAAopev 6 6 mpovlepnela Tmepaivey. 
A®. ’Axotvwpev 57). Ilépoat yap, ore pev TO pécov 

paAdrov Sovrcias re Kai eAevbepias tyyov émi Kupov, mp&tov 
ey eAevGepor eyevovTo, emeita O€ dev TmoNay Seomorau. 

| eAcvbepias yap apxovres peradwWovres dpxomevors Kal emt 
TO ioov dyovres, waAdAov didot TE Hhoav oTpaTidtat oTpaTn- 
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yois Kal mpoOvpous adtovs ev Tois KWdUvoOLS TrAapEelyoVTO* Kal 
El tis ad dpdvynos Hv ev adtots Kat BovAcvew Suvards, od 
hOovepod Tob BactAdws dvtos, SddvTos S€ Tappnoiav Kat 
TYL@VTOS TOs Els TL SvVapLevous ovpBovAEcvew, KoW?Y THY TOD 
dpovetv eis TO weaov TrapelyeTo SUvapUy, Kal TaVvTa O71 TOTE éTt- 
edwxKev adtots dv éAevOepiav Te Kal diAlav Kal vod Kowwviar. 

KA. "Eouxev yé ws Ta Aeyopeva ovTw yeyovevat. 
A@®. IIIf 87 otv more amddeto emi KapBicov Kai madw 

emit Aapeiov oyedov €owbn; Bovrcobe ofov pavreia diavon- 
Oévtes xpwpycba; 

. Déper yody nyiv one Tob ed’ Omep coppnKaper. 
AO. Mavrevopat 67) viv rept ye Kvpov, Ta pev GAd’ 

avTov oTparnyov TE ayabov elvau Kat pirorroAw, maelas 
dé dpbAs ody 7d0at TO Tapazav, oikovopla Te OvSEV TOV VOdV 

; TpoceaXnKEvar. 
KA. Ils 87) 7d towtrov dPdpev; 
A@®. "Eouxev ék véov otpatevecbar dia Biov, tats yu- 

varély mapadsovs Tovs matdas Tpédew. al dé Ws eddaipovas 
avtovs ek THY Traldwv evOds Kal wakaplous non yeyovoTas 
Kal emideets OvTas TOUTWY ovdEevos ETpepov: KwAYovoaL SE 
Ws ovow tkavds evdaioow pyTEe adTots evavtiotabat pndeva 
els pndev, emraweiv Te avayKalovoar mavTas TO Aeyopevov 
1) TpatTopevov v7 adrav, eOpepav ToLovTOUS TwWds. 

KA. Kadyp, ws ¢ coucas, _Tpopyy cipnkas. 
A®. Duvaikeiav pe obv Bacdidun yovauray veworl 

yeyovuay tAovoiwy, Kal év avdp@v épnia, dua TO px) oxXO- 
Adlew tbo modduwv Kat ToAAd@v Kwddvwv, Tos Tatdas 
Tpepovoay. 

KA. "Eyeu yap Aoyov. 
AO. ‘O d€ maTHp ye avro is ad moluvia ev Kal mpoBara 

Kal ayeAas | avd pav te Kal GAAwv moAAdv moh\as exTGro, 
avrovs d€ ois TadTa Tmapadacey eweAev Hyvoet THY TATPWaV 
ov TraLoevojLEvous TEXVIY, ovoav Tlepovxny—royrevov OvTwV 
Ilepody, Tpaxelas YwWpas exyovav—oAnpav Kal tKaVHV TroL- 
pevas amepyalecbau para. é ioxupovs Kal duvapevous OupavdAciv 
Kal aypumvety Kal €f orparevecBa d€or oTpatevecar- Oue- 
plappevyny Se mavdetav b770 TAS Aeyomevns eddayovias THY 
Mydixnv _Trepuetdev b7r0 yuvaikay Te Kal evvouxey madev- 
Oévras abtod Tovs vets, OOev eyevovTo olovs Hv adtovs EtKOs 
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/ ~ 2 I 4 Ld / yeveobar, Tpohh avemimAnkTw Tpadevtas. mapaAaBovres 
&° ovv of mraides tedevTHOavTOS Kupov Tpudijs pearol Kal 
dvemumAngias, mpa@Tov peev TOV erepov a drepos dméxrewe TO 
tow dyavaxTav, pea d¢ Todo avTos joawvdjLevos b7r0 peOns 
Te Kal dmaievaias THY apxnv amwAecev b7r0 M7dwv TE Kal 
Too Aeyopevov TOTE evvovYoU, KaTadpovyncavTos THs Kap- 
Bvcov pwpias. 

. Adyerat 57) tadra ye, Kai Couey oxedov oVTW TwWS 
yeyovevat. 

A®. Kai pry Kai mddw eis lepoas eAbety tHhv apyjv 
dua Aapeiov Kat ta&v emta A€yerai Tov. 

KA. Ti py; 
AO. Ocwpapev o7) ovveTropevor TA Adyw. Aapetos yap 

Baothéws ovK TV dos, mraela TE ob dvaTpupwon TeOpay- 
Lévos, eADev 5° eis Ty apxiy Kat AaB adrny EBSopos, 
ductAeTo émTa wéepn TE“dpevos, Mv Kal vov ETL OpLK pa ovel- 
para AdAeimTar, Kal vojous ngtov Dewevos oikety iooTnTa 
Kony TWA. ciadépwr, Kal TOV tod Kupov dacpov, dv 
bréaxETOo Ilépoats, eis TOV VvomoVv evedet, pidiay mropilev 
Kat Kowwviav maow Ildpoas, ypyyaot Kat Swpeais tov 
Ilepodv SHuov mpocaydopevos: tovyapoby atT@ Ta oTpatev- 
para pet evvoias TpoceKTHoaTo Xapas ovK €AdTToUs av 
KateAime Kipos. peta de Aapeiov 6 tH BaowriKH Kai 
Tpupwon maAw maidevbels Tadela Fepégs—" *0Q Aapete, it 
eimety eotw SiKaidtatov lows, “6s to Kupov KaKOV ovK 
euabes, eOpew Sé RépEnv ev rots atrots WOcow ev olamep 
Kipos KayBvonv ’’—o 5é, dre THv adr&v raderBv yevowevos 
exyovos, TapamAno.a aretéAcoev Tois Kap Bvaov 7rabjuacw: 
Kal axedov Ek ye TocovTOV Baoireds ev IIepoais ovdeis Tw 
peyas eyyeyovey adnfds, mAjHv ye ovopatt. To 8 airov 
ov TUynS, Ws 6 eos Adyos, GAX’ 6 KaKos Blos dv of TOV 
diadepdvtTws mAovoiwy Kal TUpavYwY Tratdes TA TOAAG CHaww- 
od yap kn Tote yevynTat mats Kal dvnp Kal yepwv eK Tavrns 
Tijs Tpopis Siadepuv mpos dpeT nv. a Oo”, paper, T@ vopLo-~ 
ern okemTEéov, Kal mpiy de ev TO viv Tapovre. “Sixaxov 

way, @ Aaxedaysdvior, ToOT6 Ve TH “Toner 8 bua@v arrod.ddvar, 
Ott Trevi Kal move Kal iSunreta Kal t Baoveia diadepovoay 
oud” HvTwodv TYLHy Kal TpopHy veweTe, as [47) TO Kar’ apxas 

_ Opiy Getov rapa Beod Sieuavtevoatd twos. ov yap 1 det 
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Kata Tow ye elva Tas TYLas drrepexovoas, OTL tis eorw 
TmAovrw Svadepwr, €7reL ov" OTL Taxes 7 KaXos 7 loxupos 
avev TWos apeThs, vd’ dpeTis is av owdpootvn arf. 

ME. Ids rodro, & feve, Aéyets 5 
A®. ’Avdpeia mov pdpiov aperis €v; 
ME. Ids yap ov; 
AQ. Aixacov Tolvuv ‘adros TOV Adyov dxovoas €l col 

SeEau’ av ovvolKov 7) yetrova elvat twa odddpa prev avdpetor, 
un owdpova dé add’ axddAaorovr. 

ME. Eddyjpec. 
A®. Ti dé; rexvixov pev Kat mepi tadra coddov, adi- 

Kov O€; 
ME. Oddapds. ; 
A®. ’AAAa pv 76 ye Sixatov od dvetar ywpis Tob 

owdpovetv. 
ME. IIés yap dv ; 
A®. Ovde pay ov ye codov 7 Tpets vuvon mpovdeueba, TOV 

Tas 7dovas Kat Avrras KEKTNLEVOV GULpwvous Tots opOots 
Adyous Kal éropevas. 

ME. Od yap odv. 
AO. “Ext 67 Kal Td0€ emokewpcOa THY ev Tats 7O- 

Acow TYLHGEWY EveKa, Trotat Te OpOal Kal pr) yiyvovTat 
EKGOTOTE. 

ME. To zoiov; 
AO. Dewdpoovvy dvev maons _ Tis adAns dperhs ev 

puyy TW pewovwpern Titov H aTywov yiyvoiT av KaTa 
diknv; 

ME. Ovx« exw omws elu. 
AO. Kai pay elpykds ye jeTpios- elrrenv yap 51 av npo- 

Env OmoTEpovodr, Tapa pehos € epouy” av doxets pbéyEacbat. 
ME. KadAds roivuy yeyovos av etn. 
A®. Elev: 70 pév 8) mpdcOnpa dv Tysai Te Kal aTiyiat 

od Adyov, aAAd twos pwaAov adAdyou atyns, a€tov av Ein. 
ME. Xwdpoovvynv por dpaivn Aéyew. 
A®. Nai. 706 5é ye rv ddAwv mAciora Huds wpedAocbv 

peta THs mpooOHKns waAvor’ av TYyLw@pevov opOdTaTa TYL@TO,. 
kal To SevTEpov Sevtépws: Kal oUTw 67) KaTa Tov e€As Aoyov 
Tas epetis TYLAS Aayxdvov € exaoTov opbds av Aayxdvor. 

ME. "Eye: tavrn. 
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, ey > / \ ~ > / = A®. Ti odv; od vopobérov Kai Tabtta ab djcopev etvar 
Svavepwew ; 

\ / 

ME. Kai pada. 
/ \ A \ A ‘ rH x 4 ” AQ. BovdAer 8) ta prev dmavta Kal ef’ ExacTov Eepyov 

Kal KaTa opiKpa exelvw SApev vetwar, TO Se Tpixyy Svedetv, 
érrevd) voy eopev Kal adTol mws emBuunrat, weipabaper, 
Suateweiv ywpls Ta Te peyiota Kal SevTeEpa Kal TpiTaA; 

ME. Ildvv pev odv. 
/ Ud 4 / e ” \ / AO. Aéyouev toivuv dre méAw, ws Eoixev, THY wéAAovaav 

owlecbai Te Kali eddaovyjcew eis SUvapw avOpwrivyy Set 
Kal dvayKatov Tids Te Kal aTysias Siavewew 6pOGs. €oTw 
Sé dpOGs dpa Tyudtara pev Kal mpOra Ta TEept THY puxnv 
ayaa Ketcbar, cwhpoacvvyns brapxyovons atrh, SevTepa Se 
Ta TEpt TO Gua KaAa Kal dyabd, Kal Tpita Ta TEpl THY 
ovolay Kal ypyyata Aeyouevar tovTwyv de av EeKTds TIS 
Baivy vomobérns 7) 7oAs, «is Tyas 7) XpHuaTa Tpodyovoa 
% TL TOY doTepwr eis TO mpdcbev TYyswais TadtTOVGA, OVO” 
Ga.ov ovTE TroAiTiKOV av Spwn mpaypa. eipjobw tabTa 7 

~ ie ath 
mas Huis 

/ \ ss > / ~ ME. Ilavu pev obdv ciprjcbw cadds. 
AO. Tatra pev tolvuv jpds emt mdéov eroinoev etzetv 

e II ~ \ 8 / ~ A / > / de % Ilepo@v mepi didoKxeyus THs ToAtTeias avevpioKopev de 
éxet eimeiv évi yelpous adtovs yeyovdtas, tiv dé aitiav 

/ Ld \ > / / > / ~ £ \ dapev, Ott To eAcVOcpov Aiav adeAdpevot TOD Srwov, TO 
deorotiKov 8° éemayaydvtes pGAAov Tob mpoorKovTos, TO 

we ~ didrov amddecav Kal TO Kowdv ev TH mode. TovTOU Se 
h0apevtos, ov 4» THv apydvtwy BovdAy brép apyowevwv Kat 
Tod Sxpov BovAcverar, aAN’ Evexa Tis adTav apyfjs, av Te Kat 
opixpov TAéov Exdotote Hy@vTat Eccobai ogiawv, dvactdarous 

A 5X. > / de 44] ir \ / 

pev aoAes, avdotata Se ebvyn didia mupi Katadleipartes, 
>? ~ ~ exOpa@s Te Kal avnrerTws pucobvTes prcodvTa Otay TE Els 

/ ~ ~ ~ xXpelav Tod pdyeoOar mepi cavT@v Tods Srjovs adixv@vrat, 
ovdev Kowvov ev adrois ad pera mpobupias Tod eBéAew Kivdv- 

/ / vevew Kal udyeoIar dvevpioxovow, aAAGa KeKTNLEVoL WupLaoas 
> 4, ~ 2 / 

amepavrous Aoyioud, axpHatous eis 7déAcLov Tdcas KEKTHV- 
‘tar, Kal Kabdmep evdceis avOpmimwv pucbovpevoar, dro 
pucbwrav Kal dbveiwv avOpdrwv nyobvrai mote cwOrjcecbau. 

\ \ > / > ; mpos S€ TovTos apalaivew avaykdlovrar, A€yovTes Epyots 
a4 nl \ / L eg 

Ort Afjpos mpos xpvodv TE Kal dpyupov €oTW EKdoTOTE TA 
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Aeyoueva Tipwa Kal KaAa KaTa TrOAW. 
Ilavu pev odv. 

A®. Ta pév 57 epi ye Ilepodyv, ws otk dp0ds ta viv 
diotketrar Oia THY odddpa SovAciav Te Kal SeamoTetav, TEAoS 
eXEeTO. 

ME. Ildavu pev odv. 
AQ®. Ta dé wept [rH] tis "Arrinfs ad modtelas TO pera 

TobTo woavrws nas OuefeAGetv Xpewv, ws y) mavrTeAns Kal 
dro TAG@vV apx@v éAcvbepia THs [4€Tpov exovans apyns tp 

\ / éTepw ov opiKp@ Xetpeoy jpiy yap Kat eKetvov TOV Xpovov, 
OTE 1) IT Epom@v emiBeous Tots "EMqjow, laws de oxedov a aTACLW 
Tots TH Edpwany oikovow, eylyvero, mrohureto, TE HV madara 
Kal €K TYUMELaT EV apxYat Ties TeTTapwy, Kal SeamroTis EVV 
Tis aldws, du’ Nv SovAevovTes Tots TOTE Vopots Cv HOEAopEV. 
Kal mpos ToUTOLs 67) TO wéyeFos TOD oTOAOV KaTa TE yHY Kal 
Kata Oddatrav yevouevov, PoBov amropov éuBaddv, SovAciav 
ETL pretCova emoinoev mpas Tots TE apxovow Kal Tots vouous 
dovdedoa, Kal dua mavTa Tad” new OUVETIEGE mpos pas 
abrovs odddpa didAia. oyedov yap déka éreaw mpd Tijs ev 
adaptive vavpayias apiKeTo Adiris ITepouxov orodov a dywv, 

mépipavros Aapetov Svappydnv € eml TE ‘AOnvaious Kal "Epe- 
Tpias, eFavOpamoduads.evov & ayayety, Odvarov avTa Tpoevmreny 
py) mpagavte TadTa. Kat 6 Aarts Tovs pev ’Eperpids EV TWE 
Bpayet xpovw mavTamacw Kata Kpatos Te elAev pupidor 
ouxvais, Kat TWO. Aoyov els TH npeTépav TOAw apie 
doPepov, ws ovdels "Eperpudv avTov dmomepevyars ein: 
ovvawavrTes yap apa Tas Xelpas oaynvevoatey macav THY 
"Eperpixyy of otpati@tat Tod Adtidos. 6 67) Adyos, €iT’ 
adn Ors ElTE Kal OTN AdiKkeTo, ToUs Te AAAoUS “EM nvas Kal 
67 Kal 'AOnvaious eémAntrev, Kat mpeaBevouevors adtots 
TAVTAXOTE Bonbety ovdels 0eXrev mAqy ye Aaxedayrovieov: 
obroe d€ U6 TE TOO TrpOS Meoonyyy 6 ovros Tore moA€pov Kat 
el dn TL duexwAvev addo avrovs—ov yap topev Acyopevov— 
VOTEpOL 5° ovv apixovTo Tis ev Mapafadvu paxns yevowéevns 
pd Wwéepa. poeta dé TodTO TapacKeval Te peydAa Acyo- 
prevat Kal aamevAat epoitwv peupiat mapa BactAgws. mpoiovros. 
dé Tob Xpovov, Aapetos peev TeOvavac er€xOn, véos d€ Kal 
apodpos 6 bos adrob Taperdnpeva THY aipxnv Kal ovdapas 
adioracba THs Opus. ot de APnvator wav TobTo wovTo emt 
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adds atrovs tapackevalecIar dia TO Mapabdu yevopevov, 
Kat axovovtes “AOwy re SiopuTtopevov Kat ‘EAAjorovrov 
Cevyvtpevov Kal TO TOV vedv TAHVos, HyHoavTo ovTE KATA. 
ynv opiow elvat owrnpiav ovte Kata OdAaTTav: ovTe yap 
BonOyocew adrois oddéva—pweuvnpevor ws odd’ 6TE TO THPd- 
Tepov 7AGov Kai ta mepit "Epérpiav dierpdéavto, odiou ye 
ovdels TOTE EBonOnoev ovd’ exwdUvevoev Gupaxopevos* TAV- 
Tov 57) TpoceddKwv Kal TOTE yernocobat TO ye KaTA yhv—Kal 
Kata OdAarrav 8° at macav aropiav éwpwv owrnpias, vedv 
xXiAiwv Kat ere TrAcévWY emidepomevwv. pilav 817) owTnpiav 
auvevoouv, AeTITIV LEV Kal ATropov, wovnv 8’ odv, BrEbavTes 
pos TO mpoTepov yevopevov, ws €& dmopev Kal TOTE epaivero 
yeveoBar 70 vuKhoa paxojevous* em de Tijs eAridos 0 oxou- 
prevou TavTnS nuplioKov Karapuyny atrois els avTovs jLovous 
elvat Kal Tovs Geovs. Tatr’ obv abrois mavra piAlav adAjAwv 
eveTtoiet, 6 PoBos 6 TOTE TTapwY 6 TE eK THY VoLwY TOV 
Eumpoalev yeyovws, dv SovAcvovtes Tois mpdabev vopors 
EKEKTHVTO, TV alo@ moAAdKis év Tols avw Adyos Elropev, 
i] Kal dovAcvew edapev deiv TOUS peMovras ayabovs écco0a, 
Hs 6 ) Sevdos eAcvOepos Kai  apoBos- Ov €L TOTE pa) d€os eAaBev, 
ovK av TOTE ouveddarv Tpevaro, ovo” tuvev: tepots TE KQL 
Tadots Kai TraTpid. Kai Tots aAAots oiKelots TE Ga Kal didrors, 
@omep ToT €PonPnoev, adAa Kata opiKpa av ev TH TOTE 
jp@v exaotos oxedac0eis aAdos dAAoge Sveomrdpy. 
ME. Kai pdda, & fee, opOds Te eipykas Kal cavT® TE 

Kal TH Tapio. TpeTrOVTWS. 
AQ. “Eort tatra, & MéyiAXe- mpos yap cé ta ev TO 

TOTE XpOvm Yevoueva, KOWWVOV TH TOV TaTépwv yeyovora 
duoc, Strcawov déyew. emaKorret pny Kat od Kal Krewias 
el TL TpOs THV vopobeciay Tpoo7Kovra. Acyouev: ov yap pvOuv 
eveKa SueSepxopar, ob eyo 0” éveca. opare yap* €7reLon 
TWO. TpoTov TavTov Huiv ovPeBryKer mabos 6 OTrEp Ilépoaus, 
exeivous pev emt méoay dovrAciay ayovow Tov Ojpov, 7 nity & 
av TobvayTiov ent maoav eAcvlepiav TMpoTpeTrovar Ta 7AnOn, 
m@s 57) Kal Ti Acywpev Touvrebber, ot Tpoyeyovores npetv 
eutrpoobev Adyou TpoTrov Twa. Kadds elow etpn[Levor. 

ME. Aéyeus ed: meipd 8 Ett caddorepov nuty onpuhvar 
TO viv Acyopevov. 

A®. "Eora tatra. odk Fv, @ Piro, yuiv emi rev 
VOL, I 113 I 
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TaAadv vow 6 Shuds Tiwwv KUpLtos, GAAa TpdTOV Twa 
Exwv €dovAeve Tots vopots. 

ME. Ilotous oy Aéyets ; 
A®. Tots zepi THY povourny mpOTov THv TOoTe, wa e& 

apyns bveAOoprev THY Tob eAcubépov Aiav emidoow Biov. 
Sunpnern yap oy TOTE nv jy 7 [Lovotk7) Kara ely TE 
éauriis aTTa Kal oxXTpara., Kal TL Hv eidos wos edxaul ™mpos 
Geovs, 0 ovopa dé Uuvor erreKaAodVTO* Kal TOUT 8n: TO evayTiov 
nv wons ETEpov eldos—Opnvous b€ Tis av avrovs pdAvora 
exdAecev—kal Traiwves ETEpoV, Kal aAdo, Atovicou yeveos 
oipat, duGdpapBos Acyopevos. vomous Te adTO TOOTO TOUVOLA 
exdAovy, Woyv Ws Twa erépav: eméheyov de kBapwducods. 
TOUT ES duateTaypevwv Kal adAAwy twav, odK e&fv aAAw 
els dMo kataxphobae pedous eldos: To dé KOpos_ ToUTw, 
yOval TE Kal Gua yyovra duxdoa, Cyprobv Te av TOV pL 
mevBopuevov, od avpryE Fv o8d€ Twes auovoot Boat 7AnOous, 
Kabarrep Ta vov, 00d’ ad KpdToL erraivous amod.iddvTes, GAA 
Tots pev yeyovdot mept mraidevow Sdedoypéevov aKovew Hv 
avtois eta ovyns dia TéAovs, Traut de Kal maBaywyors Kal 
T@ TActoTw OxAw paBdov Koopovans 7) vovdernats € eylyvero. 
rar’ obp obrw TeTaypevws NUeAev apyeabar THY mohurey TO 
TAHGos, Kat p17) TOAWGY Kpivew dia BopvBou: pera dé Tabra, 

of ~ / + A ~ > / TpotovTos TOD Xpovov, ApXOVTES MEV THS apovaov Tapavopias 
TounTal eylyvovto ducer ev TrointiKol, ayvapoves Sé TreEpi 
TO dikaov ths Movons Kal Td vopysov, Baxyevovtes Kal 
padXov Tob d€ovros KATEXO/LEVOL bp’ Hdovijs, KepavvovTes de 
Opyvous Te UuLvoLs Kal TraiwVvas SbupayBors, Kal avdAwoias 
7) Tats KBapwdtats _ bepovpevot, Kab TavTa €ls TAaVTA ouv- 
ayovtes, povouchs dxovtes bar avolas Kar abevdopevor ws 
oplornra pev ovK Exor odd qyrwoov povouKn, ndovn Se TH 
Tov yxalpovTos, Etre Bedriav elTe Yelpwv av ein Tis, KplvoLTO 
opOdrara. rowabra on) TOLOOVTES TOL LATA, Adyous TE emir€- 
yovtes ToLvovTous, Tots moAAois evéBecay Trapavopiav eis THV 
pLovoiknv Kal ToAWav ws ikavots ovow Kpivew: OOev by 7A 
Ogatpa &€ addvwv pavnevT _€yevor7o, ws ematovra. ev 
pLovoais TO Te KaAOV Kal UE Kal ayrt dpuoroKparias € ev aUTH 
Jeatpoxpatia Tis Tovnpa yeyovev. €i yap 67 Kal | Onwoxparia 
EV AUTH Tus povov eyeveTo eAevbepwv avSpay, ovder a av mavu 
ye Sewov Hv TO yeyovos: viv dé Hp€e pev Huiv ex povoiks 
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 TavTwWY €is TavTAa codias ddfa Kal Tapavoia., ouvedé- 
amreTo O€ edevdepia.. apoBou yap eylyvovto wes €lddTes, 1 
dé adeva _dvavaxuvriav EVeTEKEV? TO yap Ty Tob BeAriovos 
ddgav pa) doBetobar da Opdcos, totr’ atrd éorw oxedov 
2) Tovnpa avatcyvvTia, dua 57 Twos éeAevfepias Aiav azo- 
TEeTOAUNMEVNS. 

ME. ’AAnbéoraTa Aéyets. 
AO. Rbeths 57) Tavry TH erevbepig 7 7) 708 tay eGeew Tots 

dpxovor Sovdevew ylyvour’ av, Kal eropevn tavTn devyew 
TaTpos Kal pnTpOos Kal i mpeoBurépwv Sovrctay Kal vovernaw, 
Kal eyyos Tod TéAous ovow vouwr Cnrety ity darnkdots elvas, 
7pos avr@ dé 46n TO Tédew 6 OPKWV KGL TLOTEWV KAL TO TrAapaTrav 
bedv 7) dpovrilew, THV Acyopevny mraAauav Teravucny pvow 
emBerKviou Kal i pLyLoupevors, emt TO aura, mdaAw éxeiva duro - 
jeevous, XaAerov aidva dudyovras pn AREai moTe KaK@vV. Tivos 
57) Kat TA0O” Hiv av xdpw eA€xOn ; deity haiverar € Ejouye 
oldvirep immov Tov Acyov | EKAOTOTE dvahapBaveww, Kal [47 
Kabdrep dxdAwov KEKTHLEVOV TO OTOLA, Big bio Tob Adyou 
Pepopevor, Kara TH TapouyLiay a6 TWOS dvou Treceiv, add’ 
eTravepwTav TO vuvdr AexBev, TO Tivos 8 yapw [Eevexa] TadTa 
er€x On ; 

ME. Kadds. 
A®. Tatra roivuy cipnra: éxeivwv evera. 
ME. Tivwyr; 
AO. "EdeSaper o ws Tov vowobérny Set Tpidv oroxalopevov 

vopobereiv, OTTWS u) vopoberoupevn mous eAevbepa TE €OTAL 
kat didn éauTh Kal voov e€er. tadr hv: H yap; 

. Tdvy pev ovr. 
AO. Tovruw € eveka 67) moAiteias THY TE Seonorucwrdrny 

mpoedprevor Kat TV eAevbepixwrarny, emokomodmev voi 
moTépa TOUTUV opas mohureverau AaBovres dé atta éxa- 
Tépas METPLOTHTA TWa, Tov pev Tod deomdlew, Tov d€ Tod 
eAcvfepudoau, Karelouev ore TOTE SvadepdvTws €v avrais 
eyevero evmpayia, emi d5€ TO aKpov dyayovToy EKarepu, 
TOV pev Sovretas, tov dé Tobvartiov, od auriveyKev ovTE 
Tots ovTe Tois. 

ME. “Adnbéorara A€yets. 
A®. Kai pi atrdv y’ ever, kal TO Awpuxdy eGeacdpeba 

Karovkilouevov otpatdredov Kal Tas ToD Aapddavou tmwpelas 
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Te Kal THY emt OadrdtTy KaToiKLoW, Kal Tods TpwToUs 81) TOUS 
mepthurets yevopLevous THs lopas, eru d€ Tovs eumpootev 
TOUTWY yevopevous 7) ny Adyous Tepe TE MovouKis Kal peOns 

/ ” Kal TO ToUTwy ert mpoTEepa. Tabra yap mdvra eipytar Tob 
Katwety € EVEKA TOS TOT” dy mods apioTa oixotn, Kal (dia 
ms av tis BéAtiota Tov adTod Biov diaydyou ei dé by Te 
TETOLHKALEV TpOUpyou, Tis TOT av EAeyyxos ylyvoiTO Huiv 
mpos Huds adtrovs Aexbeis, & MéyiAde re Kat Krewia; 

"Eyo) twa, @ Eéve, wor Sox@ Katavoety. €oucev Kata. 
TUYNY TWA Hiv TA. Tov doy TOUTw mavTov av def ADopev 
yeyoveva oxedov yap eis ypelav adta@v eyo” eAnAvba Ta 

\ \ / vov, Kal KaTd Twa ad Kalpov ov TE Tapayeyovas da. Kal 
MéyWos ode. ov yap arroxpvipouau oda TO vov Ejuol 
ovpPatvov, aAAa Kal ™pos Olwvov Twa TovodpaL. n ‘yap 
meiorn THs Kpyrns ETLYELPEL TWA aTrOLKiaY TrounoacBar, 
Kat Tpoorarrer Tots Kywotors emmpedn Piva TOU mpayparos, 
7) de Tov Kvwoiwv mods é Ejuot TE Kal dAAous evvéa* apa de 
Kal vojous TOV Te adrobu, et Tes Nas apéoKovav, TiVecGac 
KeAevEeL, Kal EL TweEs erepwlev, pndev droAoyiLouevous TO 
fevuxov avrav, av BeArious paivwvrar. vov ovv €mol Te Kal 
duty tavrnv S@pev ydpw* ex THv eipnuevwv exAdEavtes, TO 
Aoyw ovoTnowpcba moAw, otov e€ apyns KaTouKilovtes, 
Kal dua pev Hutv od Cntotpev éemiokeypis yevinoeTat, apa 
d€ éyw Tax’ av xpnoalny eis THY weAAOVoaY ToAW TadTy 
Th ovoTdace. 

A®. Od mohepLov ye emayyedeus, & @ KArewia- ddA’ Et pen 
Tt MeyiMe mpooarres, Ta Tap €uod ye Ayo col TaVTA KATA. 
voov vrdpyew eis dvvapmw. 

KA. Ed déyecs. 
ME. Kai pv cat 7a trap’ epod. 
KA. Kaddtor’ eipyxatov. arap meipmHpcba Adyw 7paTov 

Katoukilew THY moAW. 
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BOOK IV 

SHORT ANALYSIS 

704—707 €.—Foreign trade and a navy are dangers to the 
honesty and the bravery of a people. Therefore our colony should 
not be too near the sea, and its soil should produce various but 
not over-abundant crops. 

707 e-708 e.—Better face the difficulty of welding into one 

a heterogeneous mass of colonists than that of overcoming the 
general prejudice against any improvement in polity or legislation 
which you will encounter if they all come from one city. 

708 €-709 e.—Though bad luck may thwart the highest skill, 
without skill the best of luck cannot be utilized. 

709 e-712b.—The best chance for the establishment of a 

perfect polity is that a “divine” lawgiver should enjoy the com- 
plete confidence of a revered and public-spirited despot. 

712 b-716.—The only true polity is one in which Law is 
supreme, and in which laws are made in the interest of the whole 
community. 

716-718 b.—Our whole duty towards God and all superior 
powers and existences is here set forth. 

718b to end of book.—The need of rational, persuasive, and 
artistic prefaces to the laws, 

A 

AQ. Dépe 57, Tiva det Savon OAvai TOTE THY m0Aw 
ececbar; Aéyw be ovre Tovvoua avris EpwT@v OTL 70T eo 
TO viv, ovde eis TOV émelra Xpovov ort Senoet kaheiv adriy— 
TovTo fev ‘yap Tax” av tows Kal 6 KQTOLKLOJLOS avrijs 7 Ts 
TOmTOS, 7 TMoTapLov Twos 7) Kpyvyns 7) Oeav emouvupiia TOV Ev TO 
TOT mpoabetn THY avray pnyny KAW Yevoevy Th mo Aer— 
7éd€ d€ mepi adrijs €oTw 0 Bovdspevos paGdAov erepwrda, 
moTepov emiladatTidios EoTaL Tis 7) YEpoaia. 
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KA. Xyeddv, d Edve, améxer Oadrdrrns ye 7 7oAts, Hs Tréept 
Ta vuvern AcxPevTa Hiv, eis Twas dydonKOVTA oTadious. 

A@®. Ti d€; Ayeves dp’ eiotv kata tadta adris, 7) TO 
qTapamav aAdipevos ; 

KA. EvAiwevos pev otv tavtTn ye ws duvardv éorw 
pddwora, @ Eve. 

A@. Ilazai, ofov Adyers. Ti 5€ epi adriv 7 xwpa; 
TOTEpA Tappopos 7) Kal TW EmMLOdENS; 

. Lyxedov ovdevos Emdens. 
AQ®. Teirwv 5€ atdrijs modus dp’ €orat tis 7Anolov; 
KA. Od mavv, 80d Kai KaTouxilerar: madaia yap tis €€- 

oikynols ev TH TOTM yevomevyn THY XwWpav TavTHY Epynjov 
> / / > / Ld 

ameipyacTat Ypovov apyyavov oaov. 
A®. Ti 5€ mediwv te Kal dp&v Kal tAns; THs pépos 

EKGOTWY 7Ltv elAnxey ; 
KA. Ipocéouxe 7H THs aAAns Kpyrns pvoeu OX. 
AQ. Tpaxvrépav adrny 7) TeOvewortepay av A€yous. 
KA. Ildvu pev odv. 
A®. Od totivuv aviaros ye av ein mpos apeTHs KTHowWw. 

el we yap em@adarria te eedrev eivar Kal evAtwevos Kal 
LAT) TEpLPOPOS GAN émidens moAAdr, jueyahov Twos €deL 
GwTHpos Te avTH Kal vopobeT@y Beiwy TwHv, et pI) Told 
te eweArev 70n Kati mroukida Kai daddra e€ew ToradTyn dvoer 
yevouern’ viv dé tapapvbiov exer TO TOV OydonKovTa oTa- 
diwy. éyyvTepov pevtot TOO déovTos Keirat THS Baddrr7s, 
oxedov doov evrApevwréepay adrnv dys eivat, Guws Se aya- 
TTOV Kal TooTO. MpoaoiKos ‘yap Oddarra xopa TO bev 
Tap exdoray Tepav 7/8, para ye pny ovTws dAupov Kal 
TLKPOV VYELTOVHLA." epTropias yap Kal xpnuatiojnob dia Karn - 
delas eumiptAdoa adryv, 7On wradAiBodra Kat amora tats 
uvyats evTikTovoa, avTHV TE POS avTHY THY TOAW amLOTOV 
Kal adtAov move? Kal pds Tovs aAXovs avOpudrrovs WaatTws. 
mrapapsirov de 31) mpos Tatra Kal 70 map.popos etvar KEKTYTOL, 
Tpaxeta de ovoa OfjAov ws ouK av troAvdopds [re etn Kal 
mdyupopos |] cc. TOvTO yap exovoa, mony Caywyny a av 
TApEXOMEVT) vopioparos apyupod Kal xpvood mdaAw avrep- 
mua Aawt” av, ob petCov KaKov ws €70s ‘elmety more ave’ 
évos ev ovdev ay ylyvo.To eis yevvaiwy Kal dikaiwy 7Odv 
KTHow, ws edapev et peuvypela, ev Tots mpoaber Adyois. 
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KA. *Aa pepvnpcba., Kal ovyxwpoduev tote Adyew 
Gs opbds Kal Ta viv. 

A®. Ti d€ 84; vavanynoiuys vAns 6 To70s Hiv Tis 
xwpas mHs exer; 

. OvK Eotw ovre tis eAdTy Adyou akia ovr’ ad mevKn, 
Kumapittos Te OV TOAAH: Titvy T ad Kal 7AdTavoy oAiynv 
dv eUpor tis, ols 51 mpos Ta THY EvTOs THY TrADIWY Mépy 
dvayKatov tots vaumnyots xpio8at éxdoroTe. 

A®. Kai radra oven av Kakds Exo TH xdpa Tis Pioews. 
KA. Ti 87; 
A®. Miyjoes movnpas pysetofar tovs mroAeuiovs mu 

padiws dSvvacai tia moAw ayabov. 
(KA. Eis 89 te t&v eipnuevwr Breas eles 6 A€yeus 5 
A®@, *7Q Sayovie, poharre pe €ls TO Kar’ dpxas etpy)- 

jevov amoBAérav, TO mept TOV Konricay vopev Ws Tpos 
ev tt BAemovev, Kai 51) Kal Todr’ edeyeérnv adro civar ofw 
TO mpos Tov TrdoAcuov, eyw Se broAaPwv elzrov ws STL pEv 
els dpernv Trou Brérou 74. ToLwadTa vopyea Keipeva, Kalas 
Exol, TO O€ 6 ore ™pos Hépos GAN’ ov ™pos nmadoav oxedor, od 
mavu ovvexwpouv’ viv obv dpeis pou Ths Tmapovons vopo- 
becias dvripuddgare “emopevo, €av apa Te [47 _T™pos dpeTny 
Telvov 7) mpos apeTis pdptov vowobeTa. Tobrov yap 51) 
tiPec8a1 Tov voyuov dp0ds sbrotiPewar pdvov, ds av diknv 
TofoTou ExdoToTe oToxalnTat TOUTOU OTW GV GUVEXDs TOUTWV 
Get kahdv TL OuveTnTat pov, TO be aAAa ovpmavra Tapa 
Acirrn, eay TE TIS mobros édv Te apa Te TOV dev TOV 
TovoUTwy ov Tuyxavy avev TOV Tpoerpnpeveny THV OE On) 
pipnow édeyov aH Tov Trohepicov THvY KaKnVY TOLaVvoE yi- 
yreoOar, Grav oikh péev Tus ™mpos badarrn, Aumijrac dS do 
TroAcpiwv, olov—ppdow yap ovTt pynouKcaKety BovAdjevos 
tpiv—Mivws yap 61 mote Tovs olkotvTas thy “ATTiKnY 
TapeoT}oaro eis yadernv Twa popav Sacpod, dvvapuv 
mroAgy kata OdAarrav KEKTNPEVOS, ob O° ovre mw TrAota 
EKEKTIVTO, Kabdrrep viv, Trohepukd, | ouT ad TV xwdpav rAjpy 
vaumnyyncipwv EvAwY wor evpapads vavTikny mapacyéobar 
dvvapwv: ovKovy oioi 7 eyevovTo dia puyunoews vavTiKis 
avTot vatrat yevopevor evOs TOTE TOs TroAcuiovs apw- 
vacba. €Tu yap av mAcovakis éemta arrod€cat Traidas avtots 
ouvyveyKev, mplv avTi mel@v omAitav poviywy vavtiKovs 
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yevopievous eOrobijvar, TUKVa amonndavras, SpopuKdds els TAS 
vais TAXD TAAW aTroywpetr, Kat dokety undev alaxpov Trovetv 
a) ToAL@VTAS amofvjaKew pLévovTas emupepopevenv mode - 
pio, GAN’ eixvias adrots yeyveoBau mpodacers Kal opodpa 
éroywas omAa te amoAddow Kai gdevyovor 574 Twas ovK 
alaxypds, ws pao, guyds. TadTa yap ek vauTiKhs omAL- 

/ iad A / > + > / Telas pyuata pret ovpPaivew, ovK afta etraivwv 7oAAaKo- 
/ > \ ? / ” \ \ ? / 19/ 

pLupiwv, adda TobvavTiov: €0n yap movnpa ovdemoTe eHilew 
del, Kal Tabta TO THY TOAiTaV BEATLOTOV Epos. Hv. d€ Trov 
TOUTS ye Kal map’ “Oprjpov AaPetv, OTe TO emuTHSevpa Hv 
TO ToLooTOV ov KaAdv. ‘Odvaceds yap atvT@ Aovdopet Tov 
“Ayapepvova, tov >Aya@v TOTE b7r0 tov Tpebeov KQTEXO- 
pLevov TH waxy KeAevovTa Tas vats eis tHv Oddarrav 
KadéAKew, 0 dé yadrerraiver Te adTH Kal A€yer— 

Os KéAeae TroAguoto Guvectadtos Kal aUTAS 
~ > / 4 re. 4 + ee lan 

vias évaeAuous aAad’ eAKew, odp’ ett waAdov 
T wot poe evKTa yevnT aL ecAdoprevorot TEP EuTNS, 
mpiv 6 aimds oA€bpos emppemy od yap “Axaot 
oxjcovow Tmo€pov vna@v dAad” eAxopevdev, 
aA’ amrotamtavéovow, epwraovar de xapuns’ 
évOa Ke 07) Bovdn dnAjoerat, ot ayopevets. 

Taor” otv éylyvwoKe Kal ékelvos, ore KaKOV eV Oaddrrn 
Tpinpeis omAiTals TapeoT@oar maxopevors* Kal A€ovres dy 
edagous eOrobetev pevyew TovovTous eJeot xpwpevor. mpos 
de ToUToLs at dua TA vavTLKG TOAEWY SuVdELS GLA CwTHpLas 
Tyas Ov TH kahiiorep TOV TrohepuKay dmob.ddacu" Oud 
xuBepyntuKiys yap Kal TevTHKOVTapxias Kal epeTuKis, Kat 
mavTodam av Kal ov TAVU omovdaiwy avOpwmmwv yryvomerns, 
Tas TyLas exdorous ovK av dvvaLTo ophas amooLooval TLS. 
KatToL TAS av ETL TroATELa YyiyvouTo opr) TOUTOU OTEpopLEr | 

KA. Xxedov advvarov. aAAG pV, @ feve, THY ye TeEpt 
Ladapitvar vavpaxiav TOV ‘EMjvev T™pos TOUS BapBdpous 
yevowevnv jets ye ot Kpijres. THY “EdAdda poprev o@aoat. 

Kai yap ob Toho. TeV ‘EM yvev TE Kal BapBapwv 
a ie TabTa. nets d€, @ pire, eye TE KQL OO€, Me- 
y'Aos, hapev THV melyy paxnv THY ev Mapabaw yevoperny 
kai éev [lAaraais, thy pev ap§ar THs awrnptas Tots “EAAnot, 
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aA \ / 

thy d€ TéAos emiBetvar, Kal Tas prev BeATiovs Tovds “EAAnvas 
Toujoar, Tas de ov PeAtious, Ww’ ovTws Adywpev TEpl TOV 

~ ¢ ~ ~ \ \ ~ A 

TOTE GVOGWOATOY NuUaSs WaYx@v* Mpos yap TH Tmept Uadapiva 
Thy mepi to “Aprepuiovdv co. tpocbjow Kata Oaratrrav wayyy. 
dAAa yap amoBAérovtes viv pos toXiTeias apeTiy Kal 
xwpas dvow oKoTovpeba Kal vow Taw, od TO odLecbai 
Te Kal eivat povov avOpwrois TYyLLwTATOV HryoUpevol, KADaTrEp 
ot moAdoi, To 8 ws PeAtiorous yiyvecbat te Kal civat 
ToGOUTOV xpdvovy Ogov av Waw: ecipytar & Huiv ofua Kat 
TovTo ev Tots mpoobev. 

/ / 

KA. Te py; 
~ / / / > A \ > \ 

A®. Totro rowvv cxoTa@peba povov, et Kata Ti adrHy 
ddov epxoucla Pedriorny otcay moAcou KaToiKicewv Trépt 
Kal vowobeatmv. 

KA. Kai zodv ye. 
/ \ / \ / tea / e / A®. Aéye 817) towvv to TovTas éEfs: Tis 6 KaTouKild- 

¢ ~ \ ” / b] ¢ / / “Ae! / pevos vyiv Aews Eotar; moTepov €€ amdons Kpyrns 6 ébé- 
\ A 

Awv, ws dxdov Twos ev Tats TéAcCoW ExdoTaLs yeyevnwéevou 
A \ > ~ ~ 

mAElovos 4 KATA THV EK THS yhs Tpodyv; ob yap mov TOV 
e / / ' -~ 

Bovddpevov ye “EAAjvwv ovvayete. Kaito. twas tbyiv &x 
»” ¢ ~ \ > V » WE ~ e td > 

te “Apyous op® kat Atyivns Kat addobev ta&v “EAAjvwv eis 
\ A THY XwWpav KaT@K.opevouvs. TO dé 8) Tapov wiv, Aé€ye, 

molev Eoeo0ar dis oTpatémedov THY TodTaV Ta viv; 
/ / 

KA. “Ex re Kpyrns cvpadons éoiKev yerioeoOar, Kai 
Ttav dAdwy de “EAAjvwv pddvor’ <dv> wor daivovrar Tovs 
amo IleAomovvyjcov mpoade~acba avvoikovs. Kai yap 6 viv 
PS) \ A i aA Ae / ¢€ > ff 4 OP F \ / 

n Aéyeis, adnbes dpales, ws e€ "Apyous eiaiv, Kal TO ye 
padvar eddoxipodv Ta viv evbdde yévos, To Toprumkdv: &k 

/ \ / > \ ~ 

Dopruvos yap tuyxdver ammxKnkos tavtns THs [leAorovvn- 
oaks. 

A® O > / Ld r ¢e / / > ow ¢ \ . Ov tower evKodos Opoiws yiyvoit’ ay 6 KaToLKLG[LOS 
~ \ ~ ~ 

tais moAcow, Grav pu) TOV THY eopuadv ylyvnrar TpdmoV, év 
/ > \ ~ Th / as I 

yevos amo puds ov ywpas oiKilnra, pidov mapa didwy, 
/ \ \ ~ 

aTevoxwpia Twi ToAwopKybev yas 7 TLsw dAAoLs ToLo’ToLS 
> ld 

Ta0nuacw avayKacbev. eotw 8 dre Kat ordceow Biald- 
> > nv ¢ A 

fevov avayKaloir av etépwoe amokevotcba: mdéXews Tt 
/ lA / \ ~ Hopiov: 70n d€ moTE Kal ovvdrraca mods TWH edvyer, 

aponv Kpeittove Kpatnfeica toAduw. rair’ ody mdavr eoti 
~ \ cs / / \ A ~ 

TH Mev paw Katouxileobai Te Kai vouobereioba, 77 Sé yade- 
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TUTEPA. | TO pev yap ev TL elvat -yevos opogpuvov Kal OOvo_oVv 
Exel TW piriar, KOWwvOV tepav ov Kal TOV ToLovTwY 
TavTOV, vopous O° éTépous Kal moduretas dAAas Tov oixobev 
ovK evmeT@s avéxetar, TO 8° EvioTe TOvNpia vouwy éoTa- 
cuaKkos Kal da ouvyiOevay Cntobv ett yphoba tots adrots 
nOcow. dv & Kal mpdtepov efOdpyn, xadrerov 7H KarTouki- 
Covtt Kat vopoberotvT. Kat dvomreiés yiyverar- TO 8 ad 
qTavTodamov €s TavTOY GuVvEeppunKos yévos traKkodcar pév 
TWwV vow Kawav Taxa av eVeArjoete UGAAOV, TO bE oUpL- 
mvedoat, Kal Kabdnep inmwv Cedyos Kal” eva eis TavTOv, TO 
Acyopevor, ouppvojoat, Xpovov moAAod Kal mayxdAerov . 
GAA’ ovTws corly vopobecta Kat 7oAcwy oikiopLol mavTwr 
TEeAewWTaTWY TMpOS apeT?V avdpav. 

KA. Eikos: én 8 at Brerwv rob’ cipyKas, dpal? Ere 
capeorepov. 

AO. (Qyabe, ¢ EOLKG TEpL vopoberay € emavecy Kal oKoTr@v 
dpa épe iv Te Kal padiov: add’ Eav T7pos Katpov Twa A€ywper, 
mpayp ovdev ylyvour’ dv ETL. KaUTOL Tt more dvoxepaivw ; 
oxedov yap ToL mavTO. oUTws €oiK exew Ta avOpumuwa. 

KA. Tod 87 zépe A€yets ; 
AO. “Epueddov A€éyew ads oddeis mote avOpidmwy ovdev 

vowobere?, TUXaL S€ Kal oupdopal mavTotat TimTovoat Tray- 
Tolws vouoleroto. Ta TavTa mpi. n ‘yap moepos TLS 
Bracdprevos averpepe moXreias Kal pereBahe vomous, 7 
Tevias xaAemis dropia* moa. d€ Kal vocot dvayKalovat 
KawotTouetv, Aoyudv Te EuTITMTOVTwWY, Kal xpdvov emt moAdV 
eviavT@v mroAA@v moNaxces dKcaupiag. Tabra 57) mavTo. 
mpoidwy Tis GEevev ay etzretv orrep eyo) vovo7), TO Orqry peev 
pdeva vopoberety pnoev, Tuxas oo elvau oxedov dmravro. 
TO dvOpurrwa mpdypara* 70 8 €oTw TrEpt TE vavTiAiay Kal 
KuBepyyTiKny Kal larpiKnY Kat oTparnyuKny mavra Tar 
eiovTa. Soxety eb A€yew, adda yap Opmoiws ad Kal TddE 
€otw Aéyovta <b Aéyew ev Tots adbrots Tovrois. ~af 

KA. To zoiov; rm 
A®. ‘Qs Beds prev mavra, Kal peTa beod  TUXT) Kal Kaupos 

TavOpermiva dvaxvBepydor ovUpTavTa* Tpepatepov Bay TpiTov 
ovyxwpicat Tovto.s detv emeobar rexyyy’ ,Kaup@ yap xeu- 
p@vos ovMaBeéobau KuBepyntixny 7) 7] LH, wéeya TrAcovexTn LA 
éywy av Oeinv. 7 THs; 
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KA. Odrws. 
AO. Odxodv Kal Tots dows woatros [Kara TOV avTov 

av €xot Adyov] Kai 57) Kai vowobecta TavTov TodTo doréov’ 
TOV aM oupmumrovrwy, 6 doa del YWpa ovvTvyxety, Et i weAAow 
MOTE EVOAYLOVWS OLKHGELV, TOV VoMODETHY aAnfeias ExdjevoV 
Th TowavTn mapamecety éxdotote mode. Seiv. 

"AAn Oeorara Aéyets. 
AO. Oskobv 3 6 ye mpos ExacTOV TL TOV etpniLevenv exeov 

Thy Texvnv Kav evEac0ai Tov S¥vaito opbds Tu mapov abT@ 
dud TUYNS THS TéXVNS av pdvov EmLd€éov; 

. Ildvu pev odv. 
A®. Of re GAAor ye o7) mavTeEs ot L yuvo7) pnbevres, KeAevd- 

peevot T7V abray evi eimeiv, elroy av. 4 yap; 

t pay; 
AO. Tadrov 57) Kat vowobérns otwar Spacet. 
KA. “Ey wy oluac. | 
AQ. « Dée on, vopobeéra,”’ mpos avTov POpmev, “ri oot 

Kat TOs mohw € Exovoav ddpev, 6 AaBav efeus woT €k TOV 
Aowrdv adros thy mdAw ixavds Siorxjoar; ’ 

KA. Ti pera todr’ cimetv dp0ds eorw apa; 
A®. Tod vopobdrov dpdlopev rodro, 7 yap; 
KA. Nai. 
AQ. Tode~ * * Tupayvoupevay jLot bore TV Trohw,”" pyoet* 
TUpavvos 8° €oTw véos Kal Lvov Kal i evpabns Kal avdpetos 

Kal peyadorpenns dice 6 Sé Kal ev Tois mpdcbev eAéyomev 
deity emrecOat ovpmTacw Tots THs dperis pépeot, Kal vov TH 
Tupdvvov pox TooTO ouveTréoun, eav pen Tov dAdwv 
trapxyovTwy Odedos eivai Tt.’ 

KA. _Lewppoodyyy jou doKet ppacew, ® Meéyidre, detv 
elvar THY ovveTTOMEevnY 6 gévos. H yap ; 

A®. Try dnpddn ye, d KAewia, cai ovx Vy Tis GELVUVO 
av A€you, ppovnow mpocavayKalov ela TO ouppoveiy, 
add’ Orrep evO0s tratotv Kat Onpio.s, Tots pe dxparés exew 
™pos Tas 7Odovds, ovppurov erravlle?, Tots 5é eyKpata@s* 6 
Kal wovovpevov epapev TOV TroMasv ayaldv Aeyouevwv odk 
avov civar Adyov. exeTe yap o Aéyw Tov. 

. Udvu pev obv. 
AQ. Tatrny Towvv piv oO TUpavvos TV pvow 

_é€xérw mpos éxeivais tTais piocow, ef péAAcr modus ws 
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duvaTov €oTL TaxLoTA Kal apioTa oyHoew modATElav 
nv AaPovtoa evdamoveotata did€er. OatTTwv yap tTavrys 
Kal apeivwy moAduteias dudfeous ovr’ e€oTw ovT av ToTE 
€VOLTO. 
KA. [las 87) Kai tin AOyw TobTo, d E€ve, A€ywv av Tis 

oplas Aéyew adrov meifo; 
A®. “Pdéidv mov totT6 ye voetv €or’, & KAewia, Kara 

dvow ws €ote TODD’ ovTw. 
KA. Ids Aéyeus ; €t TUpavvos yevoliTo, Prijs, véos, ow- 

ppwv, evpabys, pvipwyr, avOpeios, peyahonperys ; 
Edruxys, mpoades, [1) Kar aAdo, ard TO yeveotar 

Te ET avTOU vomobérny akvov eTaivov, Kai Twa TUYHV «is 
TavTov ayayety avTW. ‘yevomevou yap TOUTOU, TaVTA aXEdOV 
ameipyaotat T@ Ved, amep OTav PovdnOH diadepovtws «d 
mpafai Twa 7OAW. devTEpov OE, Edy TOTE TIVES OVO ApyovTeEs 
yiyvwvraL TowobroL, TpiTov é av Kat Kara, Aoyov adoavTws 
XaAemwrepov ¢ oow mAcious, 6 dow 5° evavtiov, evayTins. 

KA. ‘Ex tupavvidos apiorny ons yevecVar 7oAw ay, ws 
paivy, pueTa vopobérou ye akpov Kal Tupavvou Koopiov, Kal 
paorTa Te KaLTAaXLOT GV peTaBadrci iv els TOUTO EK TOD TovouTou, 
devTepov de €€ oAtyapxias, 7 THs Aéyeis; [Kal TO TpiToV 
ek Onuoxkpatias. | 

AW. Ovdauds, add’ ex Tupavvidos ev mp@Tov, SevTEpov 
de ex Baoirtkys moAdteias, Tpitov Sé Ex Twos SymoKpaTias. 
TO de TéTapToV, OALyapyxia, THY TOD ToLOVTOU yEeveow yxare- 
mwrata Svvait av mpoodéEacbar: mAcioTor yap ev avTH 
Ovvdorau yeyvorras. déyopev x) TatTa ylyveo0ar Tore, 
oTav adn Os jpeev vowoberns yevnrau poet, Kow? d€ avT@ 
TUS coup BH p papn pos TOUS ev Th WOAEL LeyLoTov Svvapevous: 
od 6 av TobTo apo pev Bpaxvrarov, loxuporarov dé, 
Kabdarep ev Tupavvids, yevnTat, TavTH Kal TOTE TAXOS Kal 
paotwrn THs metaBoAns yiyveoOar diAc?. 

. Ids; od yap pavbavoper. 
AQ®. Kai pny eipynrai y’ Atv odx dma aAN’ otwat Tod- 

Adkis: duets d€ Taxa ovdE TeDéacbe TUpavvoupEernY TrOAW. 
KA. Oddé ye emJupnT7s eywy ete Tod Jedparos. 
A@®. Kai py tob76 y’ dy idous €v abrH TO vuvdy Aeyo- 

Jeevov. 
KA. To Deu 
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AQ. Oddev Set rovwv ob5é Twos TapmdAAoV ypdovov TA 
Tupavvw peraBaheiv BovdnBevre Trohews 70n, mropeveoBau Se 
avrov del mp@tov tavTn, Omnmep av eGednjon, € édv Te mpos 
dpeths émitnoevpara, , mporpemeoOau TovsS moNiras, € édv Te emt 
TobvavTiov, advrov mp&rov TAVTO. droypapovra TO mpdrrew, 
Ta ev eTralvodvTa Kal TYEL@vTA, TAH av mTpOs wdyov dyovra, 
Kal Tov py TreLOdpevov aty.alovra Kal’ Exdoras TOV Tpakewv. 

. Kai rds oldpeba rayxd avvaxorovbyjcew Tovs aAAovs 
moXitas TH THV rovadrny mevBe Kat dpa Biav eiAndote; 

A@. MySeis mpas meléTw, @ pidror, addy Oa:rrov Kal 
pdaov petaBadrew av more mrillel 26s vopLous 7) TH TOV 
SvvactevovTwY yEejLovia, pnde vov ye adAy yiyveaba pnd 
avlis mote yevnocobar. Kal yap odv nutv od TOOT” eorly 
advvatov ovde xarerds a av VEVO[LEVOV" ard 708° €oTl TO 
xaAerrov yeveoBan, Kai oA’yov 51) TO yeyoves év T® TOAAD 
xpovw, OTav be oun Bi, pupia Kal mdvr’ ev mode ayaba 
amepyalerar, ev } moT av eyyevnTat. 

. To zotov 81 Aéyets; 
A®. “Orav Epws Oeios TH cwhpdvwv Te Kat SuKaiwy ére- 

TndevpAaTwWY eyyernTar peydAais Tiolv Svvacrteiats, 7 KATA 
povapxiay Suvactevovoas 7 Kata TAOvVTwY tbrrepoxas S1a0- 
pepovoais 7 yevOr, n Thv N éoropos edv more Tis emaveveyKn 
dvow, dv TH Tod Aeéeyew poun act mavrwy OueveyKovra 
avOparmov mAéov ere TO owpoveiv Ovapepew. Tobr ovv 
emt pev Tpoias, as gacr, yeyover, ep Tpav dé ovdapds, 
et 8° obv yeyovev i) Kal yernoerau Tovobros 7), vov jpiv eoTw 
Tis, paKkapiws pev avtos CAH, wakdpior Sé ot avviKooe TOV 
€k TOD GwdpovodvTos oTdpatos idvTwv Adywv. WoatTws dé 
Kat oupmdons Suvdpews 6 avTos mE pt Adyos, ws Orav ets 
TavTov TH Ppoveiv Te Kal awdpovety 7 a peylorn Svvapuis ev 
dvOpesmep ouptréon, TOTE moXdtelas THS dpiorns Kal VOWLwV 
T&v ToovTwy pveTat yeveois, dAAws dé od} pH ToTE yevnTat. 
Tatra pev obv Kabatrepel 00ds Tis AexOels Kexpnopwdnobw 
Kal emdedelyOw TH pev yaderov dv TO mdAW EvvoLoV yt- 
yveoIau, TH 5’, etmep yevoito 6 Adyomev, mdvTwv TA4xLOTOV 
TE Kal paoTov paKpa. 

. lds; 
A®. [eupaipcba mpocappdrrovres TH moder cor, KaBdzrep 

matdes mpeoPdrar, mAdtrew TH Adyw Tods vopous. 
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KA. “Iapev 81) Kal pen) peMupev € ETL. 
AQ. Ocov 57) ™mpos THY Tis. Tohews KATAGKEUTY emucadc) - 

ucOa: 6 dé axovcerev Te, Kal dkovaas tAews edpwevns TE HLtV 
eAfor ovvdtakoopjowy THY Te TOAW Kal ToOvs VvomLOUS. 

KA. "EA@ou yap odv. 
AQ®. ’AAAa tiva 8% mote moAiTelav Exowev ev VO TH 

moXet mpooTarrew; 
KA. Ofov 81 ti Adyers BovdAnbeis; dpa? ert oade- 

OTEpoV. olov OnpoKpariay Twa odvyapxiav 7 dpusTroKpatiav 
y) Baoducny ; ; od yap 51) Tupavvida ye mov A€yous av, ws y 
nets av oinbetper. 

AQ®. Dépe 8) toivev, méTepos tudv amoxpivacba mpd- 
Tepos av eOéAox, THY OtKoL TOALTELaY EirwV Tis TOUTWY EOTIV ; 

ME. Mav odv tov mpecBUTepov ewe SuKasdrepov etzeiv 
TpOTEpov ; 

KA. “lows. 
ME. Kat pay ouvvo@v ye, @ see, Ty ev Aaxedatpove 

mrohuretav ok exw oor dpdlew ovtws HvTwa mpooayopevety 
adriy del. Kal yap Tupavvids doKeT por [MPooeoLKevar—T0 
yap TOV eddopwv Gavpactas wes TUPAYVLKOY €v adTH yeyove 
Kat Tis evloTé joe paiverar Tmacay Tov ToAcwv SnpoKpa- 
Toupev7) pak’ EOUK EVAL. To 8 av pa) pavar aploToKpatiav 
avTHy elvau movTaTacw dromov Kal pe 57) Baowreia ve 
dua Biov 7 eorl ev abt Kal apxatoratn mac@v Kal mpos 
TavTwv avOparwv Kal nudv adtadv Aeyowevyn. eyd) 5é oVTH 
vov e€aidvyns avepwrnfeis, dvtws, Smep elmov, ovK exw 
Lopiadievos elzretv Tis ToUTwWY éoTiv TOV TOALTELOV. 

. Tatrov co mafos, & MéyiAde, Katadaivoma me- 
movlevar: mavu yap atop tHv ev Kywo@ trodureiav TovTwv 
Twa Suoxupildopevos etzetv. 

©. "Ovtws yap, @ dpioror, moAiTerv petéxeTe* as de 
@voudKapev viv, ovK elow mroAutetar, moAewv S€ oikHoeLs 
Seamrolopevwy Te Kal dovrevovody pépeow EQUTMY TLOL, TO. Too 
SeomoTou dé € exdorn TpooayopeveTar KpaTos. xen. RS EUmTEp 
TOV TOLOUTOU TV mow Edel emrovopalectar, TO TOD aAnbds 
ta&v [tov] vodv éxydvtwy Seomdlovtos Beod dvopa rEéyeoBat. 

KA. Tis 8 6 beds; 
AQ®. *Ap’ ody pvOw opixpa y ETL TMpooxpnoreov, el eA- 

Aopev eupedds ws dSnADoa To viv epwrodpevov; 
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KA. Odxodv xe) TavTy Spar ; , 
AO. Ildve pev ovv. TOV yap 57) mroXewwy dv eutrpoobe 

Tas OVVOLKTTELS dunAPopev, ETL Mporepa TOUTWY TapuTroAv 
Aéyeral Tis apx7) TE Kal O'KNOLS YEVOVEVaL emt Kpovov pan’ 
evdaipo, Hs pipnua €xovod €otw yTis TOV viv apora 
oiketrat. 

KA. Xd0ddp’ av, ws Eoux’, ein rept adris Séov axovew. 
A®. ’Epol yoiv daivetar: 816 Kat mapryayov adrny «ts 

TO péaov Tots Adyors. 
KA. ‘Opborard ye Spar: Kal TOV YE eSijs Tmepaiveny av 

po0ov, eizrep mpoonKcey €oTiv, war’ dpbads av mouoins. 
paoréov ws éyere. PHuNY TOLvUV Trapade- 

Séyueba Ths TOv TOTe paKaplas Cwhs ws adfovd te Kat 
avTopaTa mavT elxev. 7 be Tovtwy aitia A€yerar ToLdde 
TIS. yryvpwoKkwv 6 Kpdvos a dpa, Kabdrrep 7 nets dveAnAVOaperv, 
ws dvOpwreta pvors ovdenia ¢ ixavy) To avOparwa dtotKovca, 
avToKpaTwp mavra, pn ovx UBpews TE Kal aduklas peoToo- 
o8ar, TatT ovv Svavoovpevos epiory tote PBaotAdas TE Kab 
apxovTas tails moAcow HUdv, odK avOpudtrous aAAa yévous 
Gevorgpov Te Kal ayeivovos, Saiwovas, ofov viv jets Sp@uev 
Tots mrounviots Kal dow HPLEpot elow ayedau: ov Bots Body 
ovde alyas aly@v dpxovras TmouodpLev avrotat Twas, aad’ 
jpets avtav deomolopev, Gpwewwov Exceiveov yevos. TavTOV Oy 
Kal 6 Beds [apa kal] dirdvOpwros wy, [To] yévos apewvov 7)- 
Lav ediorn TO Tov Sayoveny, 6 dud moAAfs pev avrots peore- 
vs mois 5 mpty, eTryLeAOUJLEVoV HUY, vetpnyyy Te Kal ald@ 
Kal evvoplav Kat apboviay dikyns Trapexojevor, doraciacra 
Kab evdaipova. TH Tov avOpwimwv annpyateto yévn. A€yeu 
67) Kal viv ovTos 6 Adyos, ddnBeva XpwpLevos, ws Oowy av 
Tohewv Ly) Deos aArAd tis dpxyn Ovyntds, odK €oTw KaK@v 
avrois ovde TmOvwV avadutis: aAAa pynetobar Setv Huds 
oleTau mdo7 pnxavy TOV emt tod Kpdvov reydpevov Biov, 
Kal aov ev qty dBavacias € eveort, TOUTED mevlopéevous 8n)- 
pooig, Kat idia Tas T olKroELs Kal Tas méAeus duouketv, TY 
Tob vod Svavopiyy emrovop.dCovras vopwov. «Ld a iatontas els 
n ddvyapxia TUs, n Kal OnpoKpatia pox exovoa NOOVOV 
Kal emiOupia@y oO Opeyomevny Kal 7Anpobabau TOUTWV deopmevny, 
oTéyouaay dé ovdev GAN’ avnvitw Kal anAjoTtw KaK@ [voor- 
poate] ovvexomevnv, apes 51 mdAews 7 Tivos idwwTov KaTa- 
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fe ¢ ~ \ / “a De de > ” Tarioas 6 TovobTos TOUS vomoUS, 6 vuvor €Aéyomev, 00K EaTt 
owTyplas enxavy oxotrety 57) Set ToOTov tov Adyov judas, 
® KaAewia, wétepov at7@ Trecodpcba 7 THs Spdoopev. 

KA. ’Avdyeen Onrrov meBeoan. 
AQ. *Evvoets otv drt vouwr €tdn twés dacw etvat To- 
~ cd ~ ~ \ ” if 

cabra doarmep moduretcav, moAureveav dé dpre SveAn AvP aprev 
doa A€yovow ot moAAol; pa) 57) pavrov Trépt vopions eivau 
THY vov dpproPyrnow, mept d€ TOO peylorou: TO yap Sixasov 
Kal GotKov ot xe? pr€rew, madw jyiv dyuproBnTovpevov 
eAjAviev. ovTE yap mpos Tov 7roNepLov ovre | ™pos apEeTnV 
oAnv BAérew Setv daor Todvs vouous, GAA’ Tis dv Kabe- — 
oTynKvia 7) modTeia, TaAVTH idety TO Ovuddpov, Omws apker ~ 
TE del Kal 7) KaTAaAVOHCETAL, Kal TOV PUaeEL Gpov TOD SiKaiov 
déyecbar KdAAucB’ otTw. 

KA. Ids; 
a A ~ / / > / A®. “Ore 70 Tod Kpeitrovos ovpdépov eortiv. | 

KA. Aéy’ ért caddorepov. 
A®. *O6e. rierau Ox7rou, _paowv, TOUS Vvomous EV TH 

mode. ExdoTOTE TO KpaTodV. H yap; 
KA. *AAnO9 Aéyeus. 
AQ®. *Ap’ ody ote, daciv, moTé SHpwov vikjoavTa, 7 Twa 

/ A “A \ / iA ¢ / \ ” moXuretav dAAnv, 7 Kal TUpavvov, Oncecbat ExdvTa mpos aAXo 
TL TPWTOV VOLLOUS 7) TO GULPEpoV EAUTa THs aps TOO Lever ; 

KA. Il@s yap av; 
b] ~ \ “A a” A A / , A®. Otxoiv Kai 6s av tatra ra teOévta trapafaivy, 

KoAdoet 6 Oeuevos ws adiKkobvTa, Sikata eivar TadT’ émrovo- 
paler; 

KA. "E 5 . "Eouxe yodv. 
Ae? oS) 22 Aas \ 4 A / \ / nv ” A®. Tadr’ dp’ det kai ovtTw Kai TavTy TO Sikatov av ExoL. 

KA. ®noi yotv otros 6 ddyos. 
A®. "Eort yap rtotro & éxeivwy THv GEwwydtwv 

> ~ / GpXYAS 7mépe. 
. Tlotwy 874; 

~ “A / > ~ / / ” “a AO. Tav a TOTE ETEDKOTODLEV, TWAS TVW apXEW dev. 
Kal epavn 87) yoveas pev EK OVO, vewrEepav d€ | mpeoBure- 
povs, yevvaious de ayer, Kal aux’ drra Hv a’, el 
pepvnucla, Kal eumdd.a ETEpa ETépoot’ Kal 57) Kal Ev Hv — 

> ~ “A YF / ce A / ”) \ / av’Tav TobTO, Kal Epapev mov “‘ kata dvow”’ Tov Llivdapov 
“ dyew Sixaobyvta To Biadratov,” ws Pavar. 
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KA, Nai, tatr’ fv & tore eAdyxOn. 
AO. Xkdrer 5) worépors trol 7 TdAs Hiv eorw Tapa- 

doréa. yéyovev yap 51) pupiaKis 4dn TO ToLodTov ev TLoL 
moAeow. 

KA. To zoiov; 
AO. ’Apydrv TEpyLay Tov yevopeveny, Ol VUKNOAYTES TA 

Te mpdypara. Kara THY ToAw ovTwWs eaperepioay opodpa, 
Wore apxns und OTLodv petadiddvat Tots ArTHOetow, wHTE 

i avrois punre exyovols, tapapuAdrrovres Sé aMrAous ladou, 
orrws pny MOTE Tis Els apynV dpucopevos ETAVAOTH [LEULvy- 
pLevos T@v eumpootev yeyoverav Kak@v, TavTas Oxjmrou 
dayev nets viv ovr elvar moAuretas, OUT opbods VO|LOUS 
dou pe oupmaons Ths Todews € evexa Tod Kowod ereOnoav: 
ot 8 everd. Tey, oTaquTas add’ od ohiras TovTous da- 
pev, Kal TO TOUTW dikaa a paow elvan, pedrny etpovae. 
Aéyerat de T008° EveKa TAP pty, ws nets TH on TroAet 
apxas ov@’ dtu mAovawds eoTiv Tis Sooner, ODM ore THY 
toovtwy dAdo ovdev KexTNUEVOS, loxdv | péeyeBos 7H TL 
yévos: Os 8 ay Tots TeBetar vopo.s edreOéotatds TE 7 Kal 
vuKa Tavryy THY vikny ev Th mroXev, Tour) papev KQL THV 
tev beady v drnpeotay dotéov elvat THY peylorny TO Tparn, 
Kal devTépay T@ Ta devrepa Kparoovrt, Kal KATO. Abyov ovrw 
tois éde€js Ta eta TADM’ Exacta amodotéov elvar. Tovs 
5° apxovras Aeyouevous viv banpétas Tots vopous éxdAcoa 
ovTt KaWoToMas dvopaTey eveka, aAd’ Tyoopwae TmavTos 
paMov elvac Tapa TobTo owrnpiay Te Trodee Kal TovvavTiov. 
€v i] pev yap av dpxopevos 7 Kal aKupos Vvo[Los, Plopav 
Op® TH TovaUTy) erotuny ovaay: ev i] be av deomorns TOV 
dpxovTwv, ot d€ apyovtes dodo Tod vopov, cwrnpliay Kal 
TavTa Oca Deot modcow edocav ayaba yeyvopeve. Kkabopa. 

KA. Nai pa Ata, a Seve: Kal nAukiav yap o€ Bremess. 
AQ. Neos pev yap av mas avOpwros Ta TovatTa ap- 

Brdrata abros atrod Opa, yépwr dé d€Urara. 
KA, ’AAnbéorarta. 
A@®, Ti 57 70 pera tatra; dp’ ody jKovras pev Kal 

mapovtas OHpev tovs emotikous, tov 8 é&fs adtois dia- 
mepavtéov av ein Adyov ; 

. [lds yap ov; 
AO. “"Avépes”’ towvv d&pev tpds adrovs, *' 6 wev 87) 
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Beds, @ woTrep Kal é maAavos Aoyos, a apxYnv TE Kal TeAeuriy Kal 
péoa TAV ovTey aTaVTWV exo, eveig Tmepaiver Kata pvow 
TEpiTopevdoprevos: TH S€ ae ovverera dikn THv arroAeuTro- 
pévwv Tod Oeiov vowov Tiwwpds, is 6 pev eddayLovnceLw 
pedAdwv eXouevos ouverreTat Tamewos Kal KEKOOMNHLEVOS, 6 
O€ TIS eapbels bro peyadavyxias, 7 Xpneaow eTaLpopeEvos 
7 Tyats, 7) Kal owpatos evpopdia a dua vedrnre Kal dvoig 
dréyerar tHhv wvynv pel” VBpews, Ws ovTE ApyovTos ovTE 
Twos Wyemovos Sedpevos, aAAa Kal dAXous ikavos Wy Hyet- 
ofa, KatadeimeTrar Epnuos Oeod, Kataderpbeis 5€ Kal ert 
aAAovs TowovTovs mpocAafwv oKipTa TapaTTwy mavTa dpa, 
Kat moAAots Tiow edo€ev etvat Tis, weTa dé ypdvov ov mroAvy 
dTocxwv Ty.wpiav od peuTTHVY TH Sikyn éavTov TE Kal OiKOV 
Kal 7oAw apdnv dvdoratov emroinoev. Tpos Tair ovv ouTw 
OvaTeraypeva ti xp7 Spav 7) SvavoetoBar Kat Ti put) TOV 
eudpova; ”” 

KA. Ajjrov 67) TOOTS yer ws Tov ovvakoAovbnadvTwy 
eodpevov TH De® det SavonPjvat mdvTo. avopa. 
AO. “Ts obv 57) mpagus pidn Kal dcoAovbos Ded ; pia, 

Kal eva Adoyov € exovoa dpxaiov, ore TO pev Opmolw TO OpLovov 
OvTt peTpip giror ¢ av etn, Ta. 5 djeTpa oUTE aAAqAots | oUTE 
Tois eppeeTpeas. 6 7) feos nity mavTov xXpnearav [LT pov 
av «in pddvoTa, Kat od padov ] mov TIS, ads pacw, 
avOputros: TOV ov TO Towovrw mpoogury yevnoopevor, Eis 
dvvapw 6 ore pahora Kal avrov Towodrov dvaryKatov yiyve- 
o8ar, Kal Kara, ToOTOV 7 TOV Aoyov Oo pev oppo HOV | 
de® one Opovos yap, 0 de ya) ow pay dvdp0v0s Te Kal 
Sudopos, Kal <O> GdLKosS, Kal Ta GAN’ OUTWS KATA TOV aAvUTOV 
Adyov exer. vojnowpyev 87) TovTois Emdpevov elvar Tov 
To.ovoe Adyov, andvtTwy KdAAoTov Kai adAnOéoratov otpwar 
Aoywv, as TO pev ayabG Ovew Kat mpocopidrcty del Tois 
Geos edyats Kal avabjpacw Kal ovpTrdaon Jepameta beady 
KaAAoTov Kal dprorov Kal dvUoyLeTaTov mpos Tov evoai- 
pova Biov Kat 67) Kat diadepdvTws mpeTrov, T@ SE KaK@ 
TOUTW TavavTia TEpUKED. axdBapros yap THY poy 6 o ye 
KaKOS, kabapos d€ 0 evayTios, Tapa d€ puapod Spa ovre 
avop’ dyaBov ovre Beov €orw more TO ye opBov déxeoUau" 
parny obv Trepl Deovs 6 modus €or mOvos Tots dvootots, 
Totow 6€ datos evKalpdTaTos amacw. oKOTTOS pEV OvV 
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nutv odtos 0d Set oroxyaleaOar: BéAn Sé adrod Kat ofov 7 
tots BéAcow Eedeois Ta Trot av Aeyopeva dpOdrata deport’ 5 
av; mpa@tov pev, dapéev, tywas Tas per "OAvprrious Te Kal 
Tovs Tv moAw Exovras Jeovs Tots | xGovious av tis Oeois 
aptia [Kal devrepa | Kal dpiorepa ve Wo opforara TOU THs 
evoeBetas oKo7r00 D Tvyxavot, Ta d€ TOUTWY avwHev [Ta Tmepurra. | b 
Kal dvrigwva, Tots eumpoobev pyJetow vuvon. pLEeTa Deovs 
be Tovode Kal Tots daipoow 6 ye Euppoov opyeafour’ av, 
npwow de pera TOUTOUS. emaxoAovbot 8° adrots iSptpara 
iva, Tar poo Oecv KaTa vouov opytalopueva, yovewy d€ 5 
pera tabra Tysal Covrwv: ols Géuuis dgethovra. amotivew 
Ta TpOTA Te Kal peyrota ddetAnuata, ypev mavTwv mpe- 
afvrata, vouilew 5, a KéexTnTaL Kal €xer, TavTa civar TOV 
yevynodvrwy Kal Opepapevev mpos TO TapéxeL aura, eis C 
danpeoiav € exetvous KaTO. Svvapu macav, apxopevov a amo THS 
ovoias, devTepa TA TOU GwparTos, Tpita TA THs puyTs, a7o- 
TiVOVTO. Savetopara emuercias TE KAL UTEPTTOVOUVTWY WOt ivas 
maAaas € emt véots Savevobeicas, amodwdevrTa 5é maAdaois ev 5s 
TO yrpa opodpa. KEXPTLEVOLS. Tra,pa d€ mavra tov Biov 
Exe TE Kal e€oynKEval yxp7) mpos abdTod yovéas eddnulav 
dvadepovTws, OudTe Kovpo Kal TTNVOV Adyov Baputatn d 
Cnyia—naor yap émicxomos tols mepi Ta Tovabra eTaXOy 
Aixns Né€yeous dyyedos—Bupovpevors TE obv drreikew det 
Kal dnommAaau Tov Ouporv, é€ edy T ev Adyous € edy T é€v Epyous 
SpBow TO TOLWUTOY, GVyyLyVWOKOVTA, WS etkoTws pddwoTa § 
matnp vet do€alwv dducetobau Oupotr’ av diadepdvTws. 
TedevTnodvTw d€ yovéwy Tadn pev 1 owppoveotarn KaA- 
dior, payre drrepaipovra TOV elOapeven 6 oyKwv UAT €Adel- 
TmovTa av ot Tpomrdropes Tovs €avT@v yevvnras erifecav, e 

_ tds Te av Kat’ eveauTov T&v ndn TéAos exdvTwY doavTws 
 émuysedeias Tas KOopov depovoas dmro88ova. T@ O€ pH 

TapaAetzew pvnpnv evdedexh TOpEeXO[LEevor, TOUT) peadhor’ 718 
del mpeoBevery, damavyns TE Tis Svdopevns b710 TUXNS TO 

/ / a“ }eTplov Tois KeKnkoow vewovTa. TadT’ dy movodvTes Kal 
Kara, TadTa Cartes € exdoTore EKAOTOL THV agiay a av rapa Jedyv 
Kal door Kpelrroves TpOv KopiloipueBa, €v eAmiow ayabais 5 
Sudyovres To mActoTov Tob Biov.”” a 5é mpds exyovous Kal 
ovyyevets Kal pidous Kal moXiras, 6 Ooa TE gevixa mpos Jedv 
Oepamevpata Kai ouidias ovprdvtTwy TovTwy aroTeAobvTa 
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Tov avtot Biov daidpuvduevov Kata vopov Koopetv Sel, 
TOV vouwv atr@v 7 d1eEodos, Ta pev mreiMovoa, Ta dé 11) 
DrrEtKOVTO. meot tav HOdv Bia Kal diy KoAdCovea, THY 
moAw pty ovpBovdyBevrav Oedv paxapiav TE Kab evdai- 
jLova. dmoreNet: d d€ xen peev ad Kal dvayKatov etrrety 
vowoberny OoTLs aTrEp eye Svavoetrar, ev O€ OXHPaATL VOLOV 
dvappooret Acyopeva, TOUT WY mépt es, p pou <Oeiy> detypa 
TpoeveyKOVTOL abT@ TE Kal €kelvots ois vopoberiaet, TO 
Aoura mavra eis Svvapuv dueEeBovta, 70 ueTa TodTO apye- 
ofa Tis Bécews THY vomav. 

<KA.> "Eorw 5€ 67) 7a Tovatra ev tin udAvoTa oxHpate 
KElpeva ; 

<A@.> Od mavu pdd.ov ev evi repiAaBovra eimetv adra 
olov tur TUrw, adn’ odtTwoi twa Tpdtov AdBwpev, av TL 
duvvwpeba rept adta@v BeBarwoacbat. 

KA. Aéye 70 zrotov. 
A@®. Bovdoipny dv adrovs ws edrrePeatatous pos apeTnVv 

elvar, Kal SfAov OTe TreipdoeTat TOOTO 6 vomoberns ev amdon 
Tovetvy TH vopobecia. 

KA. Ids yap ov; 
A®. Ta TOlvey on) AcxOevra O0gEv Tt pou mpoupyov 

dpav els TO Treph av dy Tapawy, pen) TavTaTacw WuAs buxfs 
AaBopeva, 1LEPWTEPOV TE ay dove Kal eUJLEVEOTEpOV" WOTE 
el Kal 7) éya TL, opuKpov dé, TOV akoVOVTA, S7eEpP pnut, | 
eUVevEOTEpOV yeyvipevov edprabeorepov dutpydounats TaD 
ayanntov. ov yap moAAy Tus evTéTELa Ove apbovia TOV 
mpolvjovpevwy ws apioTwy ott padAvoTa Kal ws TaxLoTA 
ylyvecbar, tov S€ ‘Hoiodov ot modXol codov amodaivovar 
déyovta ws 7 pev emt tiv KaKkdTnTAa 6d0s AEia Kal 
avidurt mapéxer Tropevec0ar, pdda Bpayeta ovoa, THs de 
apEeTHs, Pyoww, 

¢€ ~ A / ” idpOta Yeot mpomdpoilev eOnkav 
> / \ SOS: eZ a. > > / abdvaror, paKpos S€ Kal dpOtos otpos é€s adrHy, 

~ > Kal TpnXvVs TO mpaTov: emnv 8° eis akpov tknar, 
pydoin 57) “meta dépew, yadern ep €ovoa. 

KA. Kat Kahds 4 EouKey A€yovte. 
A@®. Ilavu pev otv. 6 5€ mpodywv Xdyos 6 we poe 
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ameipyacrat, Bovdopar duiv eis TO weoov adTo Oetvar. 
KA. Tider 37. 
AQ. | Aéyepier 57) T@ vopobern Siaheydpevor tode* “‘ Hise 

Hiv, @ vopobéra: elmrep OTL xP?) mparrew nas Kat Acyew 
eideins, dpa ov dfjrov OTL Kal ay elmo; 

KA. ‘Avay Katov. 
AO. + Suucod prev 81) mpoobev a dpa ovK jKovoapey Gov 

A€yovros ws TOV vopwoberny ov det Tots mrountats émuTpemew 
Trovety 6 av avrots i) dirov; ov yap av eietev Ti TOT 
evavtiov Tots vop.ols av A€éyovres BAamrovev THY TOAW.”’ 

KA. *AAn67 pevTOU A€yets. 
AQ. Yatp 87) TOV mount av et Tad€ A€yousev Trpds adror, 

dp av 7a AexPevta «in pérpia; 
KA. I[lota; 
AO. Tdde- a IlaAatos pd0os, @ vopobera., to Te avT@V 

HUav del Aeyopevos éoTw Kal Tots adAAots maow avvde- 
doypéevos, 6 ore TOUTS» omoTav €v TH Tpimodt Tis Movons 
Kabilnrar, TOTE OvK Euppoov coTly, otov dé KpHVy Tus TO 
Emlov pet eTOLens ed, Kal THs TéxvNS ovons [LULnOEwWS 
dvayKalerar, evavTiws adArAous avOputrous Tou@y dare - 
pevous, evavtia Aéyew att@ moAAdkus, oldev dé ovT’ €t TabTaA 
our” et i Odrepa adn OF TOV Aeyopeveny. TO dé vouobern Tobro 
ovK eo Toveiy ev TH vouw, SUo Tepi €evds, aAAa Eva rept 
evos aet det Adyov “drrogaiveoOar. oxepar & e€ adtav 
Tov bd cob vovor, dexPevrwv. ovons yap Tapys Tijs pev 
drrepBeBAnwevns, THs de eMeurrovons, THhS be petpias, kul 
putav €Aduevos ov, THY peony, Tavrny mpoordrrers Kal €77)- 
veoas amAds. eye dé, ef wev yor7} pou Suapepovoa ely mAovTw 
kat Oarrew abriy SvaxeAevouro € ev TO TroupLart, TOV dmepBaA- 
Aovra & av tTadgov é€ emrawvoiny, peidwds 5 ab TUS kal mevns avnp 
TOV Karaded, [éTpov be odotas KEKTNHLEVOS: Kat j€Tptos adros 
@v TOV avrov dy emawveoa. gol dé ovx ovTw prréov ws vov 
elires jer puov ela, a.AAd, Ti TO PETPLOV Kal O7dG0V pyréov, 
] Tov ToLodTOV Adyov purTw aor Svavood yiyveoDar vopov. 

KA, ‘Adnbéorara Aéyens. 
A®. Ildrepov ov qv 6 ) TETAYLEVOS emt Tots vojLoLs LNndev 

TowodTov mpoayopevy ev ax TOV vopwv, d.AX’ evOds 6 bet 
qovety Kal p41) dpa N TE, Kal erramretAnoas THY Cnuiav, em 

ov TpemnTaL voor, Trapayvlias dé Kai mreHods Tots 
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vopoberoupevors pide € Ev mpood.0a ; Kabdmep ¢ iatpos d€ Tus, 
6 fev OVTWS, 6 0° exeives mpas elwber € exdorore Jeparrevew— 
avapyvynoKkaweba dé TOV TpoTrov exdrepor, iva Tob vopoberou 
decpicba, Kabarrep i ta pod déowTo a av mraides TOV mpgorarov 
avrov Jepamevew TpoTrov eavTous. otov 81) Ti i Aéyoper ; elolv 
Tov TWeEs laTpot, payev, Kal TweEs Danperat TOY laTpav, 
tatpovs de Kahodper_ d7j7r0v Kal TOUTOUS. 

KA. Idvu peév odv. 
AO. ’Edv te ye eAevOepor dow eav Te SobAo1, Kar’ éeritaéw 

dé Tdv SeomoTHv Kal Oewpiav Kal Kat’ eurrerpiav THY TéexvHV 
KT@vTar, Kata pvow Sé uy, KaOdmep of eAcVOepor adroi TE 
pepabjxacw ovrw Tovs Te aVT@V duddoxovor matdas. Oeins 
av Tatra dvo yevn Tov Kadovpévwy taTtp@v; 

KA. Ids yap OU; 
A®. *Ap’ odv Kai ovvvoeis drt, SovAwY Kal eAevOepwv 

ovTwY TOV KapvovTwv ev Tats mdAeor, Tovs ev SovAous 
axeddv Tt ot SodAoL Ta TOAAG iatpevovow TeEpiTpexXoVTEs Kal 
ev Tots laTpElois TEpyLevovTEs, Kal OUTE TWA AOYoV EKdOTOU 
Tépt voonpatos ExdoTov THV olKeT@Y ovdEls TOV TOLOUTWY 
latp@v didwoaw ovd’ amodéyetar, mpootagas 8 at’T@ Ta 
dd€avra €& eurretpias, ws axpiB@s «ids, Kabamep TUpavvos 
avddsys, oixeTar atromndynoas mpos aAAov KdpvovTa oiKéeTHY, 
Kal pactwrnv ovtw TH SeotdTy Tapackevaler THY Kap- 
vovTwv Ths emipedrcias: 6 dé eAeVOepos ws emi TO TAEtoTOV 
Ta Tov eAcevbdpwv voonpara Deparrever TE Kal emokomrel, Kal 
tabra eferalu amr apxjs Kal KATO pvow, TO KG|LVOVTL 
KOWOUpLEVOS avuTa@ TE Kal Tots pidors, a, OjLa. pev avros pavOdver 
TL Tapa THY vocovvTwr, dua d€ Kal Kal” daov otds TE ETL, 
Ovddorer TOV acbevobvra avTov, Kal od TpOTEpoVv émeragev 
Tmpw av 7 ovpTreion, TOTE S€ pera, mevBods 7 Tipepovpevov ael 
TapacKevaloy TOV Kdpvovra, els THv Vylevay aywv amorehety 
meupara ; mOTEpov ovTws 7 eKelvws taTpos TE LwpeEvos 
ayreivov Kal yupvaorns yupvaloov: Ox} THY piav amorehay 
dvvayw, 7) povayn Kal KaTa TO yxelpov Totv dvotv Kat 
> 7 > / aypLwoTepov amepyaldopevos ; 

IloAv ov dvadepov, & Eve, TO SirAf. 
A®. Bovrer 81) Kat OeacwpeBa td SimAobv TodTo Kat 

amAoty év tais vouobecias adrais yuyvopevov ; 
KA. IIldés yap od BovdAopa; 
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AQ. Dépe oy) mpos Jeav, Ti dpa mpa@Tov vojLov Deir’ dy 
6 vopoberns ; ap” ov KATO puow THV mept Veveoews apxnVv 
TpwTHV ToAcwv mép. KaTaKoopyae Tals Takeow; 

KA. Ti pap; 
AO. >A yh 8° €oti TOv yeveoewy maoaus ToAcow ap’ odx 

7 TOV ydpwv ovpprerges KaL KOLVwria ; 
. Ids yap ov; 

AO. Dapuroi 51) vOpLoL Tp@Tot Kwovvevovow TOépevor 
KaA@s av tifecbar ™pos opbornra mdon mOAcu. 

KA. Ilavrdzaci pev odv. 
AO. Aéywpev 817) mp&rov tov amdoby, exou 8 av mus 

tows woe— 
Dapeiv dé, emevOay € eT@v 7) TLS TPLAKOVTA., [LEXPL erav TmeVTE 

Kal  TpudKovra, el O€ [47), Cnprodoba xXpnpaciv TE Kal GTYLIA, 
Xpypace bev TOGOLS Kal TOOGOLS, TH Kal TH be drynia.. 

‘O pev dmdods gaotw tis Towwdtos mepi yaw, o de 
SumAods 6de— 

Tapeiv dé, emrevdav ETav a. TLS TpUaKOVTG., péxpe TOV TEVTE 
Kal TpidKovTa, Suavonbevra ws €arw 7 TO avOpartruvov ‘yévos 
pvoeu TWh pereiAngev abavacias, ob Kat mepurcev emBupiav 
loxew Tas macav’ TO yap yevéoba KAcwov KQL [L7) cvesvupov 
Ketoba tetehevTnKOTa Tov ToLovTou €oTiV em Oup.ic.. yevos 
obv avOparroy €oTiv Tt ouppves TOU mavTOos xpovov, 6 dia 
téAous atre ouveTreTar Kal cuvepeTa, TOUTW TH TpoTrp aba 
vaTov ov, a) maidas maldwy Karadeumdpevor, Tavrov Kal EV 
ov ael, yeveoes Tis aGavactas peretAndevar: TovTou 57) 
dmoarepety exovTa €auTov ovdemore dovov, €x mpovolas de 
dmoarepet és dv Taidwy Kal yuvatKkos apedy. mrevOdjLevos 
pev ovv TO vow alnu.os amadrdrrouro a av, HT) mrevOdjrevos Se 
avd, Unde yauav €Ty TpLaKOVTA yeyovas Kal TEVTE, Cyprovobw 
pev Kar eveauTov TOoW Kal TOOW, iva pa) doKh THY povavAtay 
of i Képdos Kal pactwrnv dépew, Kal a) petexeTw de TyL@V 
®v av ot vEwTEpor év TH OAL Tovs TpeaBuTEepovs avTamV 
TYL@ow EKAOTOTE. 

Todorov or) map eKelvov TOV vopov dxovoavra eleorw 
Tept evos ExAOTOV davon Oivar, TOTEpov avTovs dum Aods oUTw 
Set ylyvecOar TH prjker TO opuKpoTaTov, dia TO TeiMew TE 
Gua Kat ameretv, 7 TH ametAciv povov ypwpevous amdAods 
yiyvecBar Tots uAjKeow. 
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ME. ITpos | pev TOO Aaxavurod TpoTrov, @ féve, TO Td. 
Bpaxvrepa del mpoTiav: TovTwY pHY TOV ypappdr oo EU 
Tis KpiTHV Ewe KEeAcVou yiyveoOat TOTEpA BovAotunv av ev TH 
mone pow yeypappeva teOHvar, Ta paxporep av eAoiuny, 
Kat 57) Kal Tepl TaVvTOS VO"oU Kara TobTo TO Tapddevyya, el 
ylyvouro EKATEPA, TavTOV Toor av atpouuny. od pny adda 
mov Kat KXewia 7@5’ apéoxew Set ta viv vopobeTovpeva’ 
TovTov yap 7 OAs 7) viv Tots ToLvovTos [Vvopors] ypHobar 

/ LAVOOUJLEV?) « 
KA. Kadds y’, @ MeyMe, elmes. 

A®. To pee ovv mept moAAdv 7 oAtyenv YpapLLatov 
Troujoaobau tov Adyov Aiav edn Jes—ra. yap oipwar BeArvora., 
aAX’ od 7a Bpaxvrara obb€ TA KN TYULNTEov—Ta B° eV TOIS 
vuvon vopous pn Jetow od bum A@ Odrepa TOV ETEpwV Sudgdopa. 
povov els dperny THs Xpetas, add’ orrep eppyOn voven, TO 
TOV Surrey latp@v yévos oplorara mapeTeOn. Tos TOvTO 
d€ odes EoLKE SvavonOfvar TWTOTE TOV vowoberav, ws efov 
dvol iv xpjobar mpos Tas vowobeaias, tevBot Kai i Bia, Kal’ doov 
oiov TE eT TOV aTrEelpov mra.etas oxAov, T@ ETEPW XPOvTat 
povov’ ov yap mrevBot KepavvovTes Tv pcxrny vopoberotow, 
adn’ axpary jeovov Th Bia. eya) 6’, @ pakadptot, Kal Tpirov 
ETL mrepl TOUS VvopLous Opa Sy cise déov, ovdauH TA Vov 
yuyVvopLevov. 

To zrotov 57 A€yets ; 
A®. °EE atr&v dv viv Sueideypea.’ jets Kata Qeov 

Twa yeyovos. oaxedov yap €€ 6 doou Tept Tov vopwov jpypeba 
déyew, &€ ewbwod peony Bpta TE yeyove Kal év TaUTy TAyKaAN 
dvarravAy TW yeyovaper, ovdev aA’ 7 TreEpt vopLwr dvaheyo- 
frevot, vopous de apre joe Soxodpev Aéyew dpxeoBar, TO 8 
epmpoobev nv mavra npetv TpooiLta, vOpLewv . Ti de Tadr’ 
elpnka; Tdde eimreiv BovAnbeis, ott Adywv TdvTwWY Kal OowY 
dwvy KEKOWUVnKEV Tpoolmid TE E€oTW Kal oxXEdOV olov 

> / ” / ” >? / TWES GVAKWHOGELS, EXOVOAL TWA EVTEXVOV ETTLXELPNOW xXpP7)- 
OULOV Tpos TO péMov mrepaivectan, Kal 07) TOU KiapwoiKis 
wos Aeyopévewv vOpev Kal mons peovons mpooipa. Davpacr ds 
eomrovdacpeva TpoKevTau TOV b€ 6 OVTWS vopov ovTwv, ovs 57) 
moAuruKovs eivai paper, ovdels memrore our’ eimé Te mpootucov 
oUTE ovvberns YevopLevos e€nveyKev els TO pas, as ovK OvTOS 
ducer. nuiv dé 7 vov dSvarpib) yeyovvia, ws euot doxei, 
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onpaiver os ovTos, ol té ye On SumAot €d0fav vuvdr) jot 
AcxBevres vopoL ovK elvau amas ovUTw mos dumAoi, adda 
dvo pe TUE, VOMOS TE Kal TpoolfLLOV TOD VO}LOU" 6 67) Tupay- 
VuKOV emitaypa dmecacbev eppyOn rots emiTdypacw Tots 
TOV taTp@v ous elrroptev aveAevbépous, tor’ eivat vojos 
dKxparos, To Oe ™po tovtov pybev, mevoTiKoV Nex Bev b7r0 
TovdE, OVTWS pev elvae TELOTUKOD, mpoouplov pay Too Tmept 
Adyous Svvapwy € Exew. iva yap evpevds, Kat L dua THV evpeveray 
evpabearepor, THv emriTaeww, 6 ) OH € €or 6 vomos, S€Enrat @ TOV 
vopov 6 vopoberns Aéyet TOUTOU xdpw etpnolat frou karepdvn 
mas 6 Aoyos ovTos, Ov mretDonv elev 0 Aéywv: 610 47) Kara 
ye TOV €mLov Adyov TobT avTo, Tpootpov, GAN’ ou Aoyos ay 
opbds Tpocayopevouro elvar Tov vopov. Tabr’ ody clay, 
Tt TO [eTa TOUTO av poe Bovdnbeinv elpnolar; TO0e, ws 
TOV vopobernv 7po TaVvT wy Te ael TOV vOpLev Xpewv €or 
47) GLolpous avrovs Tpooipiwy mrovety Kat Kal’ ExaoTov, 4 
dioicovew eavTav Gaov vuvd7 Tw AcyOevTe SunveyKaTyy. 

KA, To y’ euov otk av dAAws vopobereiv StaxeAcvoiTo 
Hpty TOV TOUTWY emLOTH OVA. 

A®. Kad@s pev toivuv, & Krewia, doxeis por TO ye 
Toaobrov Aéyew, OTL TAGtV ye VOpLOLS EOTLY TpOOtLA Ka OTL 
7™aons dipxopevov vopobeatas xp mporibevau TavTOS Tob 
Adyou TO Tepukos Tpooipuov EKdOTOLS—ov yap opLLK pov TO 
pera ToUTO eat pnOnodpevor, ovd’ dAiyov duadépov 7 cadas 
7 pn cadds avra pvnpovevecBar—ro [eVTOU preydAwv mépt 
EYOLEvwY VOUwY Kal opiKp@v el opolws mpoousidlecbar 

TpooTaTTomev, oVK av opOds Aéyowev. odde yap dopatos 
ovde Adyou mavTos det TO ToLwodTov Spav—Kaitor mépuKev 
ye elvat maow, adr’ od xpnoréov dracw—atT@ Sé TH Te 
prrope Kat T@ peAWSG Kai vowobéryn TO TowobTov EKdoToTE 

/ ETUTPETITEOV. 
KA. *AAnbéotata doxets pou A€yew. adda 81) penner’, a) 

Eve, SuatpiByv mAciw Tis pedAjoews TrowwpeOa, emt dé TOV 
Adyov emraveAwpev Kal am éKelvwv apxwpeba., El cou pidov, 
dv oby ws mpoouy.ialopLevos elmres TOTe. mdaAwW ouv, otdv 
pacw ot mailovres, a drew Overy ef apxis SeuTepwy € emavaro - 
Ajowpev, ws Tpootpivov adn’ ob TOV TUXOVTa Adyov tepai- 
vovtes, kKaQamrep apt’ AdBwpev oe adrav apxnv opooyobyres 
mpooyudleoar. Kai Ta pev Trepl Dev Tihs Tpoyovwv TE 
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ia] / \ \ 57, A Ad e / A > (fA £ epamretas, Kal Ta vuvon AexOevTa tkava: Tad’ €Efs TrEipw- 
pela A€yewv, péxpimep av oor av TO Tpooipiov tkavas 

2 A ~ \ \ ~ ” \ / > \ / eipjola Sox. preTa dé TODTO HOH TOUS vosous adTovs SieEEt 
déywv. 

A >? A \ ~ \ \ ~ \ \ \ 

©. Odxodv wept Oedv péev Kai Tv peta Beovds Kal 
yovewy Cavrwy Te Tépt Kal TeAevTHYCaVTwWY TOTE iKaVvas 

/ ~ 

Tpooyntacapeba, ws viv Aéyowev: TO dé amroAevTropevov ETL 
Tov TotovTov gaivy por av diaxeAcveobar Ta viv ofov pos 
TO Pas eTravayeL. 

KA. Havrdzract peev ouv. 
AO. "AdAa pny pera ye Ta Towabra, os: xen TA TTEpL 

Tas avray poxas Kal Ta CWMLATa Kal Tas ovcias omovd7s 
TE TEpL KaL avécews LayeW, TPOOHKOV T €OTL Kal KOLWO- 

> \ / TaTOV dvamepmalopevous Tov Te A€yovTa Kal TOUS dovovTas 
mroelas yiyveoBar KaTo Svvapw emmBodous~ Tabr obv juiv 
avTa pet’ EKEtVa OVTWS EOTLY PNTEA TE KAL GKOVOTEG. 
KA. ’OpOorara déyets. 
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BOOK V 

SHORT ANALYSIS 

726-734 e2.—Conclusion of the General Prelude, the first 
part of which came at 715 e7—718a6: “Honour the soul in the 
right way, and cherish the right kind of human characteristics.” 

734 e 3-747 e 11.—Regulations (1) As to selection of members 
of the community, and the rejection of undesirable citizens. (2) 
As to Numbers of Households. (3) As to Arrangement and 
Division of Landed Property. (4) Limitations as to the nature 
and the acquisition of Property. 

E 

AQ. *Axovot 57) mas domrep vuven Ta mepl bedv te TKove 
Kat TOV didwy mpoTraTopwr: mavTwY yap TOV atrob KTM aT 
[pera Deods |ybux7) Jevdrarov,otkedtarov ov. Ta 8 avrov dutta 
mavT é€oTi mdow. Ta pev ovv KpEiTTW Kal apeivw SeoTdlovTa, 
Ta d€ ATTW Kat Xetpw dodAa: Ta&V ov avToo 7a Seam0lovra 

— ael TpoTuyinTéov TOV SovAevovtw. ovr 51) THY abTod D puxyy, 
prea Oeovs dvTas SeomdTas Kai TOvs TOUTOLS EmopLevous, TyLay 
deiv Adywv Sevtépay, 6pODs mapakeAcvopar. TYG dS’ ws eros 
eimeivy nudv ovdels dp0ds, Soxet Sé: Oetov yap ayalov mov 
TUL), Tov dé Kakav ovdev TULLOV, 6 8° yyovpevos 7 TLat 
Adyous 7) Sedpous aoray avgew H Tiow wmel€eouw, pendev 
BeAtiw d5€ &x Xetpovos avTHy dmepyalopevos, TYLav pev 
Soxe?, Spa dé TodTo ovdapds. avrica, mais evOds yevo- 
fLevos dvOpwrros mas jyyetrau mdvra iKavos elvau yuyvackew, 
Kal TyLay olerar € emawav Ty adTob OD puxiy, Kat i mpoOupovpevos 
emuTperrer mparrew OTe av eGeAn, TO € viv Acyopevov € €OTW 
ws Spar tadta PAdmres Kat ov TYG,” dei Sé, ws Paper, 
peta ye Deods Sevtépav. ovd€ ye Grav avOpwros THY adTob 
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EKAOTOTE GpapTHUaTwY [7 EavTOV alTLov HyATaLr Kal TOV 
mTAcioTwY KaKa@v Kal peylotwr, aAAa aAdous, éavTov dé aei 
avaitiov e€aiph, TYL@v THY adTOD yuxHV, ws 57) SoKet—oO SE 
moAAob de? Spay totro: BAdmree yap. ov omdrav Hdovats 
mapa Adyov Tov Tob vopoberou Kal emaivov yapilntat—rore 
ovdayds TUYLa, arden dé KaKOV Kad i werapedeias eumruuTrAas 
aitTyv. ovd€ ye OmdTav ad TavavTia Tods émawovpevous 
movous Kal doBouvs Kai aAynddvas Kal AVTas p17 SvatrovA 
Kaptep@v adda drretkn—rTore ov TYG UrEeiKwV* ATYWLOV yap 
avTny amtrepyalera Sp@v Ta Toradra ovpTravtTa. ovd’ omdTav 
Hy irae TO chy mavT ws ayabov elvat, TYLa, aryaler oo avriy 
Kal TOTE* TA yap ev “Avdov mpaypara mavra. KAKO. Tyoupevns 
THs poxijs | elvan, breiket Kal ovK ayruretvel dudadoKwv Te Kal 
edeyxw ws ovK oldev ovd° et Tavavria TépuKev peylora 
eivac mavrwv ayabav apy Ta Tept Tovs Deovs Tovs €kel. 
ovde pny 7™po aperijs OmdTav av TpoTUyLd Tes xa\\os—robr" 
€OTW oux eTEpov n 7 Tijs pux7s o ovTMS Kal mdvrws aTyLla.. 
puyns yap c@pa EVTULOTEpOV ovTos © Adyos dnow eivat 
pevdopevos™ ovdev ‘yap YNYEVES | ‘Odvpurriony € EVTULOTEPOV, aN’ 
6 mepi wuyfs dAkws d0€dlwv ayvoe?l ws Pavyacrod Tovrou 
KTTPATOS dyuehe’. ovd€ ye OTOTAV Xpneard TLS €pG | KTaGo0at 
pa) Kahds, 1 n uy dvaxepOs hépn KTW[EVOS, dwpots apa TYG 
TOTE THY adrod puxty—tavTos prev ovv Acizretr—to yap 
adTis Tiwov dua Kal KaXdov amodidoTat opiKpod ypuvaod: 
mas yap 6 T én vis Kal v7r0 Vis Xpvoos dperijs ovK 
dvragvos. ws dé etrrety avAAnBdnv, os direp av vopoberns 
aioxpa, elvau Kal KaKG, SvaprOrovpevos TarTy Kat TovvavTiov 
ayala Kai KaAd, TOV pev arréxeoOar pr) EOAN AON EHXaVh, 
ma de emuTnoevew ovpTracav Kata Svvapww, ovK oidev ev 
TovToUs maow mas avOpwros wuyiyv Devdrarov 6 ov aTyoTaTa 
Kal KAKOOXNMOVEOTATO. dvarleis. THY yap Aeyouevny dixnv 
Tijs Kaxoupytas THY peyloTny ovdeEls Ws Emr0s Etzretv AoyiCerat, 
€oTw 8 7 peyloTn TO Gpovotobat Tois odow KaKois avdpdovw, 
Opotovpevov dé Tovs pev ayabods devyew avdpas Kal Adyous 
Kat arooxilecbar, Tots dé mpooKoAAGobar SidKovTa KaTa TAS 
ouvovoias: mpooTrepuKora d€ Tots Tovovrous _ dvdyen Trovetv 
Kat maoxew a mepvKaow aAAnAous ot Tovobrou Tovety Kal 
Aéyew. TOUTO ovV On) To 7dOos dikyn pev odK EoTW—Kadov 
yap 76 ye dixaov Kal 7 dixkn—riwwpia dé, ddvxias axdAovbos 
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7aOn, His 6 O TE TUX@Y Kal un Tuyxavwv abAos, 6 pev ovK 
laTpevdpevos, 6 » BE, t iva ETEpOL mooi oplwvrat, amoNdpevos. 
Tyun O° éorly mp, ws TO OAov eimety, Tots pev dyetvoow 
exeobar, 7a, dé xelipova, yeveobar Sé BeATiw dSuvara, TodT’ 
avTo ws dpiora amroTeAetv. 

Yoxijs obv avOpurray KTH UA OvK eoTw evpveoTepov els 
TO duyetv pev TO KAKO, ixveBoa de Kal deity TO TaVvTwY 
aptotov, Kat €AovTa ad Kow}) ouvoucety TOV emtAourrov Biov- 
510 devrTEpov eTdx On TiYLh, TO SE Tpirov—aas av TOOTS ye 
vorjoevev—T7]v TOU owp.aTos elvaw Kata pvow TYLyv: Tas om 
ad tysas Set oKxomeiv, Kal ToUTwY Tives aAnfets Kat doa 
KiBdoynAot, TodTo dé vouobérov. pnvdew 47 pou dpaiverat 
Tdode Kal Toudade Twas avTas civat, Tipov elvat odpa ov 
TO kahov ovde toxupov ovde TaxXos EXOV ovoe peya, ovde 
ye TO byvewov—kalrou moMots a dy ToUTO ye Soxoi—Kal pny 
ovd€ Ta TOUTWY y evayTia, TAS’ EV TH pow amaons TavTNS 
Tis e€ews épanropeva cwppovéorara & GLa TE aopadeorara 
eivac pape: Ta pLev yap xavvous Tas puyas Kal Opaceias 
mrovel, ‘Ta be Tamewds TE Kat dveAevbepous. ws 8 avrws 

TOV XpnaTwY Kal KT PATO KTHoUs, Kal TYLTEWS KaTo 
Tov avrov puOjov: éxeu’ Ta prev vrrépoyKa yap exdorov 
TOUTWY ExOpas Kal oTdoeEls amepydlerat Tats Toheow Kal 
idia, ta 8 €AXcizrovTa Souretas ws TO TONv. pn 8H Tis 
didoxpnpovetrw maiSwv ny eveka., iva Ort mAovowwrdrous 
KataNimy" ovre yap €kelvo.s oure ad Th moAeu dpewvov. u) 
yap TeV vewy aKoAdKEUTOS ovoia, Tov 8 dvaryratov Ly) 
evderjs, avry Tacdv povotKwrary TE Kal aploTn: ovpudw- 
yotoa yap nuiv Kal ovvappotTovea els atavta aAvrov Tov 
Biov amepyalerar. mao dé aid xp7 ToAAjy, od xpvaov 
KataAeimew. oiducla S€ émumdAntrovres Tois véois avat- 
oxuvtodaw TotTo Katradciibew: TO 8 €oTw ovK eK TOD viv 
qapakeAevatos Tots véows yryvopevov, 6 mrapakeAcvovTat 
Aéyovtes wis Set wavtTa aicxytvvecbar Tov véov. 6 dé Eudpwv 
vonobérns tots mpeaButépois av paddov mapakedevouto 
aioxtveo$ar tovs véous, Kal mavTwv pdAioTa evAaPetobar 
fH ToTe Tis avTov ton TOV véewy 7] Kal EraKovan SpavTa 7 
Aéyovtd Te THV aicyp@v, ws dmov avavoxyvvtovo. yépovtes, 
avayKn Kal véous evtadba elvar avaideoTdtous: Tadeia yap 
vewv dSiadépovod éortw aya Kal adt@v ov To vovberetv, GAN’ 
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Gmep av addov voubeT@v ElmoL Ts, patverbar TadTa avTov 
Op@vra dua Biov. ovyyevevav d€ Kal Omoyvicny bedv Koww 
viavy macav tavtod dvow aiwaros e€xovoav TYL@v Tis Kal 
oeBouevos, evvous av yevebXdiovs Beods eis Taidwv adtod 
oTopav toxo. KaTa Adyov. Kai pny Td ye didwy Kal éTaipwv 
mpos Tas ev Biw opirlas edpevets av Tis KT@TO, peilous ev 
Kal GeuvoTepas Tas eKeivwv Danpecias eis adTov jyovpevos 

*Kkelvor, €AdtTovs 5 av Tas avTod dSiavoovpevos eis Tovs 
dirous xapitas a’tav THv didwy Te Kal ETalpwv. els AV 
moAw Kat toAXiTas paKp@® apiotos Gotis mpo Tod *Odvp- 
mTiacw Kal aTdvTwY aywvwv ToAemiKaY Te Kal elpnyiKaV 
vuxav dé€ait’ av dd€n vanpecias THV olKor vouwv [as 
brnpeTnKwWs TavTwY KdAAOT avOpwmwv adrois ev TH Biw}. 
mpos 8 av tovs E€vous diavontéov ws aywwTata ovpBoAaa 
dvTa’ oayedov yap TavT e€oTt Ta TOV E€vwv [Kal Els Tovs 
E€vous ] quapTimata Tapa Ta TOV TOATHYV eis Oeov avnpTn- 
preva. TYLeopOV paAdov. epyuos yap av o févos éTaipwv TE 
Kal ovyyev@v éAceworepos avOpwirois Kai Oeois: 6 duva- 
pLevos OvV TyLeope ty paAAov Bonbet mpobuporepor, dvvarau 
d€ duadepdvTws 6 E€vwos ExdoTwv Saiuwv Kat Peds TH Eeviw 
cuverrouevor Aut. zroAAjs otv evAaBelas, @ Kal opiKpov 
mpounbeias evr, ndev apapTnua trept E€vous apaptovta ev 
Tt@ Biw mpos To TéAos adTob TropevOjvar. Eevikdv 8° ad 
Kal ETLYWPLWY AULAPTHUATwWY TO TEplL TOUS ikéTas PéyLOTOV 
ylyverat apdprnwa exdorous: pel” ob yap ikerevoas pdp- 
Tupos 6 iKeT NS beod dmeTuXeV opohoyicor, pvra€ dSiadepwv 
ovTos Tob mallovros ylyveTat, WOT OvK GV TOTE ATLLWPNTOS 
maou o TUXOY av emraGe. ; 

Ta pev odv mept yoveas Te Kal éavrov Kal TA €avTod, 
Tept des Te Kat dirovs Kal ovyyeverav, Eevikd TE Kal 
emixywpia, SueAnAvOapev ayedov optAjpwata, TO Se Totds Tis 
av avtos av KdAAoTa duaydyou Tov Biov, Emduevov TovTwW 
dueEeABeiv: doa pur) vomos, add’ Erratvos Tadedwv Kal doyos 
Exdatous evnvious paAAov Kal edpevets Tots tebjocecIat 
peAAovow vopois amepydletar, TabT €oTiv peTa TOTO Hiv 
pyntéov. adAjnea 87) mavTwy pev ayabdv Oeots ayeirat, 
mavtwy dé avOpwros: hs 6 yevyoecfar pédAAwy pakapLos — 
TE Kal evdaipwr e€ apyfs «vOds wéroxos Ein, va ws mA€ctoTOV 
xpovov aAnbys wv dvaBiot. motos yap: o de amuoTos @ 
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dirov eddos Exovovov, 6Tw 5€ akovaLov, avous. Mv ovdé- 
tepov CyAwrov. adidos yap 51) mas 6 te ATLaTOS Kal apabrs, 
xXpovov dé mpoidvTos yywoabeis, cis TO YaAeTrOV yhpas épnuiav 
adT@ Tacav KaTeoKEVaoaTo emt TEAEL TOO Biov, Wore CwvTwY 
Kal 1) eTAlpwv Kal Talidwy oyedov Opmoiws dpdavov abT@ 
yevéobar tov Biov. ripios pev d7 Kal 6 pndev aduKdY, 6 
dé und? emitpémwv Tois adixotow adiKety TA€ov 7) SitrAacias 
Tyuhs akvos exelvou" 6 ev yap Eévds, 6 dé TOAAMY avTdévos 
eTEpwY, penviav THY tav ddAwv Tots dpxovow dductav. 6 de 
Kal ovyKoAdlo els Svvapuy Tols apxYovowy, oO peyas avnp 
ev mroNeu Kal TéXevos, obros dvayopeverbu viKnpopos apETy. 
Tov avrov 81) TodTov Emrawov Kal Tept cwhpoat’vys xp Aé- 
yew Kal epi dpovicews, Kai doa aAAa ayabda tis KéeKTHTAL 
vvaTa fL7 povov avrov exew adda Kai aAAois peTadiddvat: 

Kal TOV [Lev [LeTAOLOOVTA Ws AKpOTaToV xp) TYLaV, TOV SB av 
py Svvdpevov, e0édovta dé, edv SevTepov, Tov dé PbovobvTa 
Kal éxovTa pndevi Kowwvov dia didias yryvdpevov ayabav 
Twev avtov pev péyew, TO d€ KTHWA Nndev MGAAov S.d TOV 
KexTynfevov atiualew, adda KTac0a Kata Ovvap.. Piro - 
vuceitw dé nev mas mpos apeTyv apbovens. } pev yap 
TOLOUTOS Tas modes ave, dyurhAuspevos pev adtos, Tovs 
aAAous dé 0} KoAovwv SaBodraits: 6 be plovepos, Th TOV 
ddAcwv SvaBoAy deiv oldpLevos Urrepexew, avTos TE HrToV 
cuvTeivet Tpos apeTHV THY adnOA, Tovs TE avOaytAAwpevous 
eis abvpiav Kabiorno. TH adixws péyeoOar, Kai dua TadrTa 
ayvpvactov tHv moAw oAnv eis dptAAav dpetis moldy, 
OpuKpoTepay avTnv pos evdogiay TO €avTod Hépos amepyd.~ 
Geran. Oujoerdy pev o7) xen, mavTa avopa elvar, ampGov de 
ws ore padora. Ta yap Tav aAdwv xaAera Kal dvotiara 

Kal TO Tapdamav aviata adiKnpata ovK eoTw ddAws éeK- 
puyetv 7) Paxomevov Kal dpLvvopevov vuK@vTa Kal TO po dev 
avievar KoAdLovTa, Tobro de a avev Ovpob yevvaiov pon moa, 
advvaros dpav. Ta &° ab TOV aoe aducodow per, lara, 
dé, yeyvaoaKew Xp) MpPOTov pev OTe As 6 AdiKos ovy EKwv 
dducos: TOV yap peyloTwv Kak@v ovdets ovdapiod ovdev 
EKQV KEKTHTO av ToTE, Trohd de HKLOTA eV Tots Tay €avTou 
TYLLWTETOLS. poxn 5’, ws eimoperv, adn Geta. ye coTw maow 
TYMOTATOV €v otv TO TYLLTaT ED TO peyvorov KaLKOV ovdels 
Eka pn mote AdBy Kat CH dia Biov KexTnEvos adTd. adAd 
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eAcewos peev mdvTws O ye aducos Kal 6 Ta KaKd, EXO, edectv 
de TOV pev idoura. EYovTA eyywpel Kal avelpyovTa Tov Bupov 
mpatvew Kat pen axcpaxorobyra yuvatKkEelws TUK PALLvOHLEVOY 
duateAciv, TH 8” acpdrws Kal aTrapapvOyntws mAnppeAEt Kal 
KaK@ edudvar del THY opyny: 510 57) Oupoeidh mpémew Kal 
mpGov paev exdorote etvat Sety Tov ayabov. 

dvrwy de péyrotov KaKka@v avOpatrois Tots moAAois Eu- 
gutov ev tals tuyais eoTw, ob Tas atT@ ovyyvwpnv exwv 
amopuynv ovdcuiav unxavatar: todro 5° €otw 6 éyovow 
ws dhiros att@ mas avOpwros dioe té eoTw Kal opbds 
€xer TO Setv elvar TowodTov. To bé adAnOcia ye mavTwv 
dpapTnudatwr d1a THV opddpa eavTod diriav aitiov ExdoTw 
ylyverat éxdotote. tuddActrar yap trepi TO diAovpevov 6 
pii@v, wore TA Sikata Kal Ta ayaa Kal Ta KaAG KaKa@s 
Kpivel, TO abrob ™po Tou adn bods ael TYLaV Setv HyoUpevos: 
ovre yap eavTov oUTE Ta EavTOD xe? TOV YE beyav dvbpa 
eaduevov otépyew, adda Ta dixava., eav Te map "atdT@ éav Te 
Trap” ddA paMov TMparroueva Tvyyavyn. ek tavTod dé 
apapTipatos TOUTOV Kal TO THY dyabiav THv Tap avTa@ 
doxetv codiav eivar yéyove Taow: bev odK €lddTES WS EmTOS 
elmretv ovddev, oldpeba Ta TravTa €idévar, odK emiTpemovTes SE 
aAAows & ur) emioTtadcla mpatrew, avayKaloucla apaptavew 
avTrol mpattovtTes. O10 mavTa avOpwrov xpr pevyew TO 
ofddpa dirctv atrov, tov 8 éavtod BeATiw diwxKew del, 
pndepiav aloxvvynv emt TH ToLovTw mTpdaeV TroLOvpeEVoV. 

“A 5€ opixpotepa pev TOUT Kal Aeyoueva moNdxts EoTtv, 
XpTHoywa dé TOUTWV 0dx HTTOV, Xp? A€yew € éavTov GVOpULvy)- 
oKOVTO.. womep yap TWOS daroppéovros ae det Todvarvriov 
emippetv* avauvnois 5° €oTlv emippon ppovycews arroAct- 
movons* 610 61) yeAWTwv Te eipyecbar xpr TaV eSarolwv 
Kal Saxptur, mapayyeArew de maytt mayer’ avopa, Kal oAny 
Tepixapevav Taoav dmoKpuTTowevov Kal mepunduviay evoxn- 
povetv mreipaobar, Kata Te eUmpaylas toTapevou TOU Saisovos 
ExdoTOU, Kal KaTa TUXas Olov mpos vibnAa Kal avavTn SaL- 
povwv avOtoTrapevwv Tiow mpd€eow, €Amilew 8° aei Tots 
ye ayaboto tov Oedv & Swpetrar TovwY pev EmiTITTOVTwY 
avTt peilovwyv éAdtTovs Toijoev TOV T ad vdv TapdvTwY 
emt to BéATiov petaBodAds, mepi S€ Ta ayaa Ta evayTia 
TovTwy del TavT adtots mapayevynocobat pet ayabs TUxNS. 
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Tatras 51) Tats éArriow exaotov xp1) Civ Kal tats drropv7}- \- 
Geo TAVTWY TOY TOLOUTWY, LLNdEV pevdopevor, aAd’ del Kard 5 
TE TraLoLas Kal O7TOVdAS dvdapoparfonovra. ETEPOV TE KL EaUTOV 
cadas. 

Név obv 51) epi pev emirndevpdtwr, ola xpi) émiryndevew, 
Kal epi avTov éxdoTov, moidy Twa xpewv elvar, AeAeKTaL 
axedov doa Oeia €or, Ta Sé avOpwnwa viv juiv odK 

” “ / > / \ / > > > ~ eipntar, Set S€- avOpwmos yap dSuadeyopucba add’ od Oeois. 
” A / > , / ¢ \ A ~ ‘ coTw 67) dice avOpwmeov pdadioTa ndovai Kat AdmaL Kat 
emOupiar, €€ dv avayKyn To Ovntov may C@ov atexvas ofov 5 
e€nptnobai te Kal exxpeudmevov elvar omovdais tails peyi- 
orats: det 52) Tov KdAAoTOV Biov émawweiv, 7) movoy OTL TO 

/ a \ ) / > \ \ ¢ 4 > / OXHMaATL KpaTet mpos evdokiav, aAAa Kai ws, av tis eOéAn 733 
yeveoOar Kal 2) véos av duyas am’ adrod yévnTa, Kpatet 
Kal ToUTw 6 mavTes CnTotmev, TH yalpew mArciw, eAdtTw 
de Avrreiobae rapa. tov Biov dmavra.. ws d€ €oTar TodTO 
aadés, dv yevnTal TIS opbas, ETOLILWS Kal opddpa par - 5 
ceTar. 1 de opBorns Tis; TobTo 7107 mapa Tod Adyou xp7) 
Nap Bdvovra cKxomeiv: cite otTws hyuiv Kata dvow mépuKev 

: ww »” A / / \ A / eg? \ eitte aAAws mapa dvow, Biov xpi) mapa Biov 7diw Kat 
Aurnpdtepov Bde oxoreiv. ydovnv BovdAdpcba yuiv civar, 
Avrnv Sé otf aipovucba ovre BovrAducBa, TO dé undérepov b 
> ‘ \ ¢€ ~ > / 4 \ > / 

avTt pev ndovis o¥ Bovdrducba, AUans dé adAdtTEcBar 
/ 4 > » / A / ¢ ~ / BovAducba- Avan 5 eAdrrw peta reilovos ndoviis Bovdo- 

pba, mSovny oe redder peta petlovos Adrns ov BovdAdpeda, 
toa d€ avTi towv éxdrepa ToUTW ovx ws BovrdpcBa € EXOLUWLEV 5 
av dvacadeiv. tadra Sé€ mavra éotiv mAnOE Kai peyéeBe 
Kal opodpornoww todTnatv TE, Kal Goa evavTia eorly maou 
Tots TovwovTois Tpos BovAnow, Svagepovrd, Te Kal pnodev 
Svadepovra. m™pos atpeow exdorwv. ovtTw 81 TOUT ef Cc 
avayKns SiakeKoounpevwy, ev @ ev Biw éveate ToAAG Exd- 

A \ / ¢ 4 \ \ ~ ¢ ~ TEpa Kal peydha Kal opodpa, drrepBa Mer d€ Ta TOV dover, 
Bovddpeba, ev @ be TO evavTia, ov BovdAdpeBa- Kal av ev 
a) oNiya € exdrepa Kat OpuK pa. | Kal npewata, drrepBarreu de Ta 5 

pa, od Bovrducla, ev & S€ tavavtia, BovAducba. ev 
e > > / ° ~ / > A / aA @® 5 at Biw icoppote?, kabdmep ev tots mpdaberv Set dia- 
voeta0at- tov iadppomov Biov ws Tov peev drrepBadMovea 
T@ hilw 7 mpiv BovAdpcba, THv 8 ab Tots ex9pots ov Bovdo- d 
peba. mdvras 67) Set diavoeiabar todvs Biovs judy ws ev 
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TOUTOLS eVOEdEMEVOL medvKaow, Kal det Siaipeicbat Tolous 
pvoet BovAdpeBa~ ei 8é TL Tapa Tatra dpa papev Bov- 
Acobar, did Twa ayvovav Kal ametpiay TOV dvTwv Biwy adra 
eae. 

Ties 67 Kal Toot etot Biot, dv mépt det mpoeAdomevov 
TO BovAyrov TE Kal [exovovov aBovAnrov TE Kal | dcovovov 
iddvra ets vomov eave TaEapLevov, TO pidov dy.a. Kal 700 
kat dpiordv Te Kal KdAAoTOV éAdpevor, Civ ws ofdv 7” cory 
dvOpairresy paKaprsrara.; Aéywpev 81) ougppova Biov € eva. elva 
Kal Ppovyov eva Kal eva. TOV dvdpetov, Kal TOV dyvewvov 
Biov éva Tagwpeba. Kal TOUTOLS OvoW TéTTApOW evayTiouS 
aAAous TeTTApas, ddpova, devhor, akoAaorov, voowdn. ou- 
ppova pev otv Biov 6 yuyvockay Onoew mpGov emt mavra, 
Kal Tpepatas peev Avras, Tipepaias de 7dovds, padakas . 
emOup.ias kat epwras ovK éupavets TOpEXCUEvov, aKoAaoTov 
d€, ofdv emi mavTa, Kal afodpas pev Avmas, adodpas dé 
ndovas, avvTdvous S€ Kal olaotpwders emifvpias [Te] Kal 
Epwras ws oldv Te epaveotatous Tapexomevov, UTepBaddAov- 
cas de ev wev TH owdpow Biw Tas Hdovas TOV axOndovwv, év 
dé TH axoAdotw Tas AUTas THY Hdovav peyeer Kal mANGe 
Kal muKvoTnow. lev 6 pev Hdiwy Huiv Tov Biwv, 6 dé 
Aumnporepos e€ avaykns ovpBaiver Kara plow yiyveoBar, 
Kat Tov ye Bovdrdpmevov ndéws CHv ovKere TapelKet EKOVTG. 
ye akoAdoTws Ch, aad’ 710 OfjAov ws, €l TO voV Acyopevov 
op0or, mas e€ avdyKns dicoov eoTly akoAacTos* 7 yap ou’ 
dalla 7 7 Ou’ axpdrevav 7 Ov apdortepa, Too owdpoveiv € ev- 
dens @v Ch © 6 mas avOpusmwvos oxAos. Tara dé mepl voow- 
Sous TE Kat Dytetvod Biov Siavonréov, as EXOUGL pev 7ovas 
Kat dUras, drrepBddovor dé ovat pev Avtras €v dyveta, 
Romar Sé Hdovas ev vooots. npiv de u) BovAnots Tijs aipé- 
sews TOV Biwv ovx iva To Avanpov drepBarAn. Orrou oi 
bmrepBdAdeTar, tobrov tov Biov ndiw KeKkpikapyev. 6 47) 
awdpwr Tod akoAdorov Kal 6 Ppdovysos TOD adpovos, patpev 
av, Kal 6 THs avipetas Tod THs SevAias €AdtTova Kat opuKpo- 
TEpa Kal avoTepa exwv Gudorepa, TH TOV Hoovav ExdTEpos 
exdTepov drrepBarr wv, TH THs Avms € eKEelvwv drepBadddvrwy 
avTouvs, O [Lev dSpetioe Tov detAdv, 6 b€ Podviyos TOV addpova 
vuk@ow, woTe Wdlous elvar Tovs Biovs THv Biwv, cwdpova 
Kal avdpetov Kal dpdvysov Kal byvervov SetAod Kai adpovos 
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Kal dxoAdarou Kal voowdovs, Kal ovAAn Bony TOV apEeThs 
‘€XOpLevor. KaTa Cua 7 Kad Kato puxny Tod Ths poxOnpias 
EXOMEVOU Biov 7die Te elvat Kab Tots dAAous drrepexew eK 
meputrob Kade Kal dpO0drnte Kal apeTH Kal eddo€ia, wore 
TOV EXOVTO. avrov chy EVOALLOVEOTEPOV dnepydleabar Tod 
évavtiov T@ mavtTi Kai Aw. 

Kai ro pev Mpootpiov TOV vOpeov evravbot AexBev TOV 
Aoyev tédos exeTw, META be TO Tpool.LoV avayKaiov Tov 
vomov €mecbar, wadAov be TO ye adnfes vopous mrohureias 
drroypagew. Kabdrep otv dH Twa ouvupiy i) Kal méyp’ 
an’ ortoby, ovK ek TOV adTta@v oldv T EoTW THY te ehudny 
Kal TOV oTTpova anepyaleoban, Svapepew 5 dvaryKatov TO 

\ 2 \ / > TOV oTNLOvewy Mpos apeTiy yevos—ioxupov Te yap Kal Twa 
BeBadryra év Tots Tpotrois etAndds, TO dé pahaxcirepov Kal 
emuetkeia TWl Sixaia ypwpyevov—dlev 517) Tovs Tas apxas Ev 
tats moAcow ap€ovtas Set Staxpiveobai twa tpdmov tavTn 
Kal Tovs opuiKpa Tradela Bacavnobevras ExdoroTe Kata Adyov. 
€aTov yap 67) dvo moATeElas €ldn, TO Wey apyOv KaTaoTdacets 
EKGOTOLS, TO SE VOuoL Tais apyais amrodoberTes. 

To d€ mpd rovtTwv amdvrwy det Siavoeiobar Ta Toudde. 
macav ayéAnv trousrnv Kai BouxdAos tpodev’s Te tmmwv Kat 
60a GAda Toabra rapadaBav, odk dAAws jar} TOTE ETTLYELPHCEL 
Oeparrevew n mp@rov bev TOV EKdoTy [MpoonKovra xaappov 
abapet Th oUVOLK TEL, duahegas d€ Ta TE bye KQL TO [L7) Kal 
TO. yevvaia. Kal ayevvy, TA pev arroTrepiper Tos dAAas Twas 
dyédas, TQ be Depamevoet, dravoovpevos ws pdrauos av o 
movos Ein kad GVVUTOS TEpl TE DHA Kal puxds, & as pvows 
Kal tovnpa Tpod7) SuepOapKvia mpocamoAAvow TO Tov vyrdov 
Kal denparev nba TE Kal owparoov yevos ev exdorous TOV 
KTNLATOV, av Tis TA UTdpxovTa 1) Siakafaipyrar. Ta [Ev 
57) TOV adAcwv Cawv eAdtTwyv Te o7r0Vvd7) Kal Tapadetyparos 
eveka. pdvov déva smapabéobar T@ AOyw, TA SE THV avOparrev 

_ aTrovdis THs peyiorns T@ TE vouobérn dvepevvacbar Kat ppa- 
d Cew TO TpoojnKov éxdorous kalappob TE Tre pt Kal OvpTAc@v 
TeV ddAcwv , mpagewy. avrica yap TO Trepi Kabappovs Toews 
dd EXOV a ely ToMav ovodv Tov Svaxabapoewy at pev 
pdous eloiv, ai i Oe xaherrwrepar, Kal TAS per TUpavvos [ev wv 
‘Kal vopobérns 6 avTds, doa XaAerat T eloW Kal aprorat, 
Swvair’ av Kabfpar, vowoberns Sé dvev Tupavvidos KafioTas 
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ToXiTelav KaWwnv Kal vowous, ef Kal TOV mpadTaToV TaY 
Kabappav Kabjpeev, ayarwvTws av Kal TO ToLwodTov Spa- 
Geev. €oTt 0 O puev Gpuoros aAyewds, Kkabamep 6oa Tov 
Pappy ‘TowvrorpoTa., é Th diky pera TYyserpias els TO 
KoAdlew dye, Odvarov n pvyny TH TYLpia. TO téAos 
emuTiBets” Tovs ‘yap peyvora e€nuapTnkotas, avidtous dé 
ovras, peylorny d€ ovoav BAGBv Toews, dmahharrew 
ciwbev. 0 de TpPAOTEpos eoTe TOV  Kabappdy 6 O Towode 7 mtv: 
doot Sud THY Ths Tpodis amopiav tots yyepwoow emt TA 
TOV eXOvTev pny ExovTes eTouLous avrovs evoeiKVUVTaL TApeE- 
oKEvaKoTeEs emeabar, ToUTOLS WS voonpart moAews €ptredv- 
KoTL, Ou edpnuias amadAayynv, dvowa arroikiay TWepuevos, 
evwevOs ott pddvoTta e€erréursato. mavtTi pev odv vopole- 
TOOVTL TOUTO apLas Yé TwWS KAT apyas SpacTéov, Huiv pV 
ETL TOUTWY GKOTWTEPA TA TEPL TADT eoTl cupPeByKOTA Vo" 
oUTe yap amroukiav ov7 éexAoynv twa Kabdpoews Set p7- 
xavdobat mpos TO. mapdv, olov 5é Twwv ovppedvTwy [ek | 
ToAAdv TA ev THYaV TA SE yYEYyLappwr eis piav Atwray, 
avaykatov mpoocéyovras Tov vodv puddrrew OWS OTL 
KkalapwTatrov €oTat TO ouppéov Vdwp, TA ev eLavTAodbyTas, 
Ta 0 amoxeTevovTas Kal Tapatpemovtas. movos 8, ws 
EOLKEV, Kal KivOUVdS e€oTW ev TadOn KaTacKEUH TOATLKT. 
Ta 8° emeitep Adyw y eotiv Ta viv adrX’ odK Epyw mpatTomeva, 
meTrepavOw Te ytv 7 ovdAdAoy?) Kal KaTa votv 7 KabapdTys 
avTns €oTw ovuBeBynkviat Tovs yap KaKovs T@V emLyeEL- 
povvtwy eis THv viv moAW ws TroALTEVoOMEvOUS avYLEVaL 
mebot mdaon Kal ixav@ ypovw SvaBacavioartes, diakwdAv- 
cwpuev adixvetaba, tods 5’ ayabovs eis Sivayw edpevets 
iAew TE mpooaywpeba. 

Tode Se 17) AavBaveres yeyvopevov Tpas evTUXT HLA, OTL 
xabdaep €UTTOpeV Ty TOV ‘HpaxAcdav drrouctay edruxeiv, 
Ws yhs Kal _Xpeav dmoKomis Kal vouys mépe Sewnv Kat 
EmUKiVOUVOV é ep eepuyer, 7) Vy vopoberetoBae avayKacbeion 
moXer TOV dpxatov ovre eav oldy TE div Tov ovr ad Kwetv 
duvarov € eort TWa TpoTrov, edx7) O€ povov ws €mros e€izretv Aci- 
METAL, Kal opiKpa peTaBaors evAaBns ev ToAA@ xpovw 
O}LuKpov peraBiBalovow, Abe: TOV KWOUVT@Y del KeKTN Levey 
bev adT@v yhv apovov trdpyew, KexTnevwy Sé Kal opet- 
éTas avtots mroAAods ebeAdvtwr Te TOUTwWY TH TOts aTTopoU- 
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pevors ou emetKevay Kowwveir, TO. bev aguevras, TO. be 
VE“opevous, [LT ye ™ THs JeTPLOTNTOS €xopevous Kal 
Teviav Hyoupevous elvar pq) TO THV ovatay eAdrrw movetv 
: a TO THY amAnoriay mAciw. owrnpias TE yap apx7 
peyiorn ToAews avTn yiyveTat, Kal emt TOUTS olov Kpnmtdos 
povijov EemrotKodope ty Suvarov 6 OvTWa av VoTEpov eTOLKOOOHL A} 
TLS | Kdgpov moAuTuKov TpOOHKOVTA TH Tour y KaTaorTdoes 
Tavrns d€ cabpds ovons [THs petaBacews |, ovK eUTropos 7 
pera Tabra. mouruKy) mpakis ovdeprd yiyvour’ av mode. 
nv jets pev, as Payer, Expevyopev™ opus de etpjobai ye 
opborepov, el Kal py) e€ehevyomer, omy ToT av emrovovpeba 
avTis THY puyny. etpyabw on) vuv ore dua Tob a) puro- 
Xpnpeateiv peta dixns, addy 5° ovK €otw ovr’ _edpeta oure 
oTev7) THs TowavTns pnxavas Svaguyy: Kal ToUTO pev otov 
Eppa moAews qty Kelobw Ta vor. dveyKAnrous yap d<? 
Tas ovaias mpos aAAnjAous KatacKevalecbar auads ye Tws, 
pn mpotévar mpOTEpov els TOUUTIpOabeEV EKOVTAG elvat THs 
1S KaTacKevi}s ols q ahaa eyAnpara mpos adAnAous, 

[kat] ‘dcaous vod Kat OpLKpOV [LETH" ois O€, ws nuiv vov, 
Geds eSwke Kaw te TOAW oikilew Kal Hh Twas exPpas 
elvai mw Tmpos aAAjAous, TovTous ExOpas abrois airious 
yeveoBar dia THY Svavopny Tijs yijs T« Kal OlkyGEwWY OK 
avOipamwos a av ely pera Kans mdons apadia. 

Tis ovv 57) TpoTros av ein Ths opOijs Ovavopijs 5 mparov 
peev Tov adTav OyKov Tob apiOuob det ra€acba, 7ocov etvau 
xXpewv: preta dé TodTO THY Siavouny THY TOALTHYV, Kal’ omrdca 
péepn mAnOer Kai dmnAika SiaipeTeov abtovs, avoworoynTtéov: 
emt d€ Tatra THY TE Yi Kal Tas oikHoes OTL UdALOTA ioas 
emuvepT)TEOV. oyKos o7) mn Bous tKavos ovK ddAws _opbais 
yiyvoir dv dexGeis 7 mpos TH yy Kal mpos Tas TOV 
TAnovox pw TOES" YG pev Omd0n TroGOds owdpovas 
ovras ixav7) tpépew, mAciovos d€ ovdev mpoadet, mAnGous 
dé, Om7da08 Tous Tpooxespous adixobytTds Te adtovs dpdvacbae 
Swvarol Kal yelroow éavTaeyv dducovpevors BonPjoae pen) TaVvTda- 
maow dmopws dvvawT av. Tatra 0, iddvTes THY xwpav Kal 
Tovs yeiTovas, opiodpcla € Epyw Kal Adyous viv d€ oxHpLaTos 
evera. Kal troypadis wa mepaivntar, mpos Tv vowolectiay 
6 Adyos itw. 

Tlevrdkis prev xidvor Eotwoay Kai TeTTapdKovta, apiOj.ob 
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TWos eveKa TpoonjKovros, yewpopor Te Kat dyvvodvres TH 
von’ Yh de Kal olkroets WoavTws TA aura, HEpn Ovavepin- 
Onrav, Yevopevo. avnp Kal KXjjpos OUVVOLLY). dvo jev on) HEpn 
Tob TaVvTOS aptOuod To mparov venOyntw, era. be Tabra Tpia 
Tov avTovd’ médhuKe yap Kal TETTApA Kal TEVTE KOL expt TOV 
dexa edeEfs. Set 57) repli apiludv 7d ye TooobrTov mavTa 
avOpa. vopoberobvra vEvonKevar, tis apiOuos Kal motos 
TaoaLs moAcow Xpnoywwratos av el. Acywpev 67) TOV 
mctoras Kal epetis pdhora Svavomas € EV AUTO KEKTNMEVOV. 
0 pev O67) Tas eis TavTA TAdOAsS TOMAS <idnyev 6 de TOV 
TETTAPAKOVTA Kal TeVTAKLOXLAiwY Els TE TOAEMOV Kal doa 
Kat eipyvnv [pos amavTa Ta oupPddAaa Kal Kowwrvryparta |, 
clodop@v Te mépi Kal Svavoudv, od mAElous pds Seovodv 
e€jkovTa OUvaiT av TéuvecOar ToUa@V, Guvexets Sé amo juLas 
peéxpe TOV Séxa. 

Tatra pev obv 67) Kai Kata oyodnv det BeBaiws AaBeiv, 
ots av 6 vépos mpooTdatTn AauPavew: exer yap obv odK aAAws 
H TavTn Set dé atta pyOivar TOvde Evexa KaTorKilovTt 
mod. ovr av Kawnv e€ apyis TUS TOUH ovr’ a mraAady 
Sve hOapperyy emoKkevalyntrar, mept Oeav ve Kal lep@v, aTTa 
TE EV TH mone EKGOTOLS idpdobar de7 Kal @vTWwowv emovopid- 
CeoBa deav 7 Saypovev, ovdels € ETLXELPTIOEL Kwety voy eXwv 
doa ek AcdAdadv 7 Awdavns 7 tap’ ” Aupwvos 4 TwWes emevoay 
maXavot Adyou omnon Twas TetoavTes, PAcLaTwv ‘yevowevwv 
n emutvotas AexOeions Dev, meicavtes 5é€ Ovaoias TEAeTais 
OUULPELKTOUS KATEGTHOAVTO ElTE aVTOMEV EmLYwWpioUS Ett’ OdV 
Tuppyvucas cite Kuzpias etre dMobev o0evodv, Kkaliepwoay 
de Tots TovovTous Aoyous pypas Te Kal aydAwaTa Kal Bepods 
Kal vaovs, TEWevT) Te TOUTWY exdorous eTewevioay TOUTWY 
vomoléry TO opiKpoTaTov amdvrwy obdev KWWynTEoV, Tots dé 
pépeow exaoro.s Jeov 7 Saipova 7 Kal TWa Hpwa amo8or€ov, 
ev de TH THs yijs dvavouy mposTous efaipera TEweVT) Te Kat 
TavTa TA. ‘TpoojKovra amodoreov, 6 OTWS GV ovMoyor € EKGOTWY 
TOV pep@v Kata xpovous yuyvopevor Todvs mpooraylevras 
els TE TAS xXpelas ExdoTas edudpeLay mapackevdlwot, Kal 
piroppovavrat te adAndovs peta Ovordiv Kal olKELavTau 
Kal yvopilwduw, ob petlov ovdev mrohee ayabov 7 yvepiytous 
avTous avrois elvan. OTrov yap p7) pos aAArAous €or 
aAAjAwy év tots Tpdmots aGAAd oKdTOS, OUT dv TYAS THs 
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agias ovr’ apxdv ovre dikns Tote Tis av THs Tmpoonkovons 
opbas tuyxavor: Set 52) mavta avdpa ev mpos Ev TodTO 
omevoew ev mdcas mdoAcow, dws prjte adtos KiPdynAds 
mote davetrar oTwodv, amAods dé Kal aAnOrjs ae, prjre 
aAAos To.obTos av avrov Svatraryoes. 

‘H 57) TO eT TOUTO hopa, Kabarrep metT@v ad’ tepod, Tijs 
TOV pope KATATKEVTS, an Ons ovoa, Tax av Oavacar tov 
dcovovTa TO ) mp@Tov Townoeev. Ov pay aAX’ dvadoyilopevey 
Kat TELPWLLEV® pavetrat Sevrépws a av mAs oixetobar mpos 
TO BéAriotov. taxa 8° ovK av Tis mpoodefarro avTyv dua TO 
pn atvybes vowobérn pu) TUpavvobvtt: TO 8’ EaTw opOdtatov 
elmeiy ev THY aploTny ToATelay Kal SevTépay Kal TpiTHY, 
dodvat dé etrovTa aipeow exdorw TO THS OUVOLKHTEWS Kupin. 
TroudLev 87 KATA TOUTOV TOV Adyov Kal TA viv jpeis, etrovTes 
apeTH mpwrnv troAiteiav Kat SevTépay Kal TpiTny Thv dé 
aipeow KAewia Te arrodBAuev Ta, vov Kal el tis adAXos del 
mote Ocdjccev ent rv Tv Towovrwr exAoyhy edAOdv Kard 
Tov é€avTov TpdTroV atroveipwacba TO Pidov abT@ Tis avbTod 
TaTpioos. 

IIpesrn jev Tolvuy mods TE €oTLW Kal TodTeta Kal VOHOL 
dproror, 6 Orrov TO mdAa Aeyopevov a dy yeyyyra Kara méoav 
THY TOAW 6 ore padvora A€yerat be ws ovTws €oTt Kowa 7a 
pir. Toor obv «tre mov vov €oTw €lT éorau moTé— 
Kowas ev yuvatkas, Kowovs Se civar Traidas, Kowa de xp7)- 
para ovpTravra—Kat mdon pnxavy TO Acyopevov idvov 
mavraxobev € ex Tob Biov dzav eSrjpnTa, pepnxayyTat 6” eis 
to Suvarov Kat 7a poe Ola, KOWGA OH ye 777 yeyovevan, 
olov Oupata Kal @Ta Kal xelpas Kowa pev opav Soxety Kal 
aKovew Kal mpatrew, emawvety T av Kab péyew Kal? EV OTL 
pddvora. ovpTravras emt Tots. avTots Xaipovras Kal Avirov- 
pevous, Kal Kara Svvapw oltwes vopot play: OTL pddvora 
ToAw dmepydlovrat, tovtwy wmepBoAn mpos apeTHv ovdeis 
Tote Opov dAAov Oéwevos op8drepov ovde BeAtiw Ojoeras. 
7 pev 87) TovavTn TAs, elre mov Beot 7 maides Gedy adryv 
oixovat [mActous vos], oUTw Sialadvres evppauvopevor KaToU- 
Kovat 10 oy) Tmapddery wa ye mrohureias otk aAdAn xen 
oKorTretv, aA’ exopevous Tavbrns ay ort pdduora. Tovadryy 
Cnteiv Kara /Svvapuy. nv Se viv Tcts ETUKEX LPT KAHEV,, ein 
TE av yevouern Tws alavacias eyyvTata Kal 7 pia SevTépws* 
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Tpirny dé pera Tabra., eav Deos een, Svamrepavovpeba. vov 
obv TAaUTHV Tiva éyoper Kal 7s yevopevny av Tovadryy ; ; 
Newdodwv bev 7) mp@rov yiy Te Kal oikias, Kal pn) 

Kow}) yewpyowvTwy, emreLo7) TO ToobTov petlov 7) KaTa THY 
vov yeveow Kat Tpodny Kal maidevow elpyTau vepeobu oe 
obv Tobe Siavoia mws, ws dpa det Tov AaxdvtTa THY AHEwW 
TavTnv vomilew pev Kownv adTHy THs moAEwWS oUpTdONs, 
matpidos de ovans THs xwpas Veparrevew adrnv de? perlovers 
7 ntépa Tatdas, TH Kal Sé€oTrowav Gedv adrjv obtcav Ovntav 
ovTw yeyovevat, TavTa 6 exew Svavorpara kai tepi Tovs 
eyxwptous Beovs Te dua Kal Saipovas. omws 8° av Tabdra «ls 
TOV ael  Xpovov ovTws ‘exovTa dmapxy, TA5€ mpoadiavonréor, 
doa elot Ta vov mpiy carta dvaveynbetoar Tov apiOuov, 
Tavras del iv del TooavTas €ivaL Kal pyre TU mAelous yiyvecbar 
punre Ti mote €AdtTous. @d° obv av TO ToLvodrov BeBaiws 
ylyvo.to tept macav moAw: 6 Aaxwv Tov KAApov KaTa- 
AeitéTw aei Ta’THS THs olkyjTEwWs Eva pdvov KAnpoVvopov 
TOV éavTod Traidwyr, dv av atT@ padora 7 didrov, duddoxov 
Kal JepamevTny Be@v Kat yevous Kat Toews TOV TE Cavray 
Kal ogous av 707 Tédos els TOV TOTE Xpovov exn’ Tous de 
aAAovus maidas, ois av aAciovs evos ylyvwvTat, OndAeias Te 
exddo0ar KaTa vojov Tov emiTaxOnodpmevov, Appevds Te, ols 
av THs yevécews eAAcitrn TOV TOALTHYV, TOUTOLS Bets Siavewew, 
KaTa xdpw pev padAoTa, eav dé Tuow eMetmwow Xdputes, 7 
meious emtyovor ylyvovras Orders 7  TWes appeves ExaoTwr, 
7 Kal TobvayTiov oTav eddrrous ob dow, Taldwy adopias yevo- 
pevns, mavT@ TOUTWY apx7nV iy av OdipeBa. peylorny Kal 
TYLLWTaT AY, avrn oKepapevyn Ti xp?) xphaGa Tots mepryevo- 
jevous uy) Tots eMeimrovot, Tropt éTw ENXavnVY OTL padvora 
Orrws at i mevraxroxtAvan Kal TETTAPAKOVTA oiKnoels o ael povov 
€oovrar. penxaval 6 eiaw moAAai: Kal yap emioyéoets 
yeveoews ois av evpovs % yeveots, Kal TovvayTiov ém- 
prérevar Kal omrovdalt mAnGous yevynpdatwv eioiv, TyLais Te 
Kal aTyslats Kal vovleTHOEat TpeaBuT@v TeEpt véous [Sia Adywr 
vovleTyntTiK@v | atavr@oar dvvavtat troveitv 6 A€yomev. Kat 
57) Kal TO ye TéAos, Gv TGA aTopia TEpl THY avicowow TOV 
TEVTAKLOX LALWY Kat TeTTApaKovTa olkwy ylyvnrat, emixvots 
de drrepBaddovoa nyt modkTtav dua _progpootyny THhv TOV 
cvvoikovvtTwv aAAjAots ovpBaivy Kal atrop@mev, TO traAadv 
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Tov dmdpxet enxavnc, 6 mroMaxes etrropev, EKTTO[LTI) 
dzrouKvav, didn yeyvopevn mapa didwy, dv av emuTOELOV 
elvar Sox. €av T av Kal TobvavTiov eméAOn mroTé Koa 
KaraxAvopov dépov voowv, 7 ToAEuwv PUopa, eAdrrous de 
mond Tob TeTaypEvov apiOuod du’ oppavias yévwvrat, ExdvTas 
prev od Set mroXitas TapeuPadAew vobn madeia meTadev- 
juévous, dvdyKny de ovde Beds civar A€yerau Ouvaros BudleoGac. 

Tadr’ otv 87 Tov vov Aeyopmevov Adyov jpey POpev 
mapawveiy A€yovra: *Q mavT ov avopav a Gpioro., THV OpLo.0 - 
77a Kal todrnTa. Kal TO Tadrov KaL opodoyoupevor TUL@VTES 
Kara pvow pq) avieTe KATA TE aprB ov Kal maoay Ovvap 
Thy TOV addy xayadav Tpayparov: Kat 617) Kal vov TOV 
d.puBpov pe mparov dua Piov TaVvTOs puddgare TOV <ipy)- 
evo, ita TO THs ovatas vipos TE Kal péyeDos, 6 0 TO T™p@Tov 
eveiacbe [ET pov Ov, [47) arysdonre T@ Te wvetobar Kal TO 
mordeiv mpos adXrfAous" ovTe yap 6 veiwas KAjpos av beds 
div oUppLaxXos ovTe 0 vomolerns: vov yap 7) mp@tTov TA 
dmeBobvru vOpLOS Tpoorarret, TpoeuTTa € emt TOUTOLS KAnpod- 
ofa tov eBdAovta 7) un KAnpodoba, ws mpOTov pev THs 
ys iepds ovens Tav TavTwv Oedv, cita iepéwv Te Kal 
iepec@v evxas Touncopeveov emt Tots Mmparois Ovpact Kat 
devrépors Kal péxpt TpLav, TOV Tpedwevov 7 amodopevov 
dv eAayxev olkoTrédwv 7) yymeoov TO. emt TOUTOLS TpéTTOVTA 
maoxew m™aOn: ypaibavres d€ ev Tots tepots Ojnaovot KuTa- 
perrivas pena els TOV E7rELTAa Xpovov KaTayeypappLevas, 
pos TovTous 8° ét pvdaxrnpra TOUTWY, omrws 6 a yeyyyrae, 
KaTaoT}covow ev TaUTy TOV apy@v Tis av ogvrarov opay 
d0KkH, wa at Tapa TavTa EKaOTOTE Tapaywyat yuyvopevar j17) 
AavOdvwcw avrous, aAna KoAdlaat: Tov amevBobvra OpLa VOILW 
Kat T@ Oe@. soov yap 8) To viv émitatropevoyv ayabov 
ov TvyxXdver TacaLs Tats meouevars mdACOL, THY EomeVvnY 
Kataokeuny mpoodaPov, Kata TH Tadaav Tapoysiay ovdels 
€LOETAL TOTE KAKOS Cv, avd” epmrerpos TE KL E7TLELKT)/S Gear 
YEVOEVOS® Xpnpeatiopos yap OUT EeveoTW opodpa ev TH 
TOLAUTY KaTaoKevy), OUVETIETAL TE AUTH poe Sety pd e€eivau 
Xpnparilecbac Tt&v avercvbépwv xpnpatiop@v pydevi PN 
deva, Kal” ocov emrovel6LoT os Aeyouevy Bavavoia 700s dimro - 
tpeter eAeVOepov, nde TO Tapamay afvotv ex THV TOLOUTwY 
ovAhéyew xpiara. 
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II pos ToUrous 5° éru vouos emetar maou Tovros, pd 
efeivar xpvoov pede apyupov KexTHovae pndeva pndevt 
idiiTn, vouropa dé evexa addayis Tijs Kal? Tépav, hv 
Onproupyots TE dMAdrreobau oxyedov avayKaiov, Kat maow 
OTOGwV xpeia THY ToLOUTwY puLaDovs pLcOwTOts, SovAoLS Kal 
ETOLKOLS, ATOTiVELY. GV EVEKa Papev TO VoOpLopPAa KTNTEOV 
adtots pev evtysov, Tois dé adAXous avOpdmos addKipov: 
Kowov d¢ ‘EAAnviKov voutoua evekd TE OTpaTEL@V Kal a7o- 
Onpudy els Tovs aAAous avpumous, olov mpeoBevaav n Kat 
Twos dvayKatas aAAns TH moAeu KnpuKeias, enmity Twa 
dv d€yn, TOUTWY xdpW avayKy exdorore KexThoae TH TroAet 
voptopa “KAAnuiKov. tdiwTtn dé av dpa moTé avayKn Tis 
ylyynta amrodnpety, Tapeevos fev TOVs apxovTas a7rodn- 
peitw, vopuopa dé av Troev exwv Eevixov olkade adixnrar 
Tepiyevomevov, TH ToAcL adTo KataBadAérw mpos Adyov 
amroAapBavwv To ETLXCOPLOV™ idtovjwevos be av TUS paivnrac, 
Onpdarov TE yeyverbu Kal 3 ovverdars Kal Ay ppalwv apa 
Kal oveldet pera Too dyayovros Evoxos €OTW, Kal Cnuia 
mpos TovTois py €AdtTove Tod EeviKod ar cistelicks vopt- 
opatos. yapodvrTa de Kat exd.ddvTa pT odv Siddvat pTE 
déxeo8ar mpoika TO Tapamav pnd HvTwodbv, nde voutopna 
mapakatatifecbar 6Tw 7 Tis TmaTEvEL, nde Saveilew emt 
TOKW, Ws e€ov 7 aTrodiddvat TO TapaTav TH Savevcapmevw 
unre ToKov wnte KedddAaov: tabdra 8 dtu BéATioT’ eoTiv 
more emityndevpata emTndevew, WE av TIS oKOTaV OpOds 
av avTa duaKpivor, éravadhépwv eis THY apxnVv aE Kal THY 
BovAnow. éorw o7) Tod voov €xovtos moAutiKob BovdAnars, 
paev, odx HVvTEP av ot moot paiev deiv BovAcotau TOV 
dyyaBov vopoberny, Ws peyloTny Te elvar THV mohw 7 7 vody 
a) vopoberot, Kad OTt pddora movotay, KEKTHLEVIY 5° av 
Xpvoeva Kal apyUpeia, Kal KaTa vay. Kal Kara Oddarrav 
apxYovoay Ott metorov: mpoobetev 5 a Kal ws apioTnv 
dety BovAcobar tiv moAw civar Kal ws eddapoveotaTny 
Tov ye op0ds vopobetobvTa. tTovtwy de Ta pev Suvarda 
éoTw yiyvecbar, Ta 5’ od Suvara: Ta pev odv Suvata Bov- 
dour’ av o Svaxoopay, Ta de pT) Suvata ovr’ av BovAouro 
paratas Bovdjoers ovr av emuxetpor. axyedov pev yap 
evoaipovas dpa Kal ayabovs avayien ylyvesbai—robro pev 
otv BovAor’ dv—rAovaiovs 8 ad odddpa Kai ayalovs 
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> / 7 \ / ¢ \ 4 advvatov, ous ye 57) movotous ot moAAoi karahéyouoe: 
Aéyovow de Tous KEKTHILEVOUS EV oAiyous Tov dv Opera 
mciorov vopiopatos agua KTjpara, a a Kal KaKds TUS KEKTHT 
av. « & éorw TovTo oUTws €xov, OUK av eywye avrois 743 
TOTE ovyxwpoiny Tov mAovctov evdaipova TH adnbeia yee 
yveoGar a Kal ayabov dvta: ayallov dé 6 ovta duadépurs Kal 
mAovorov eivar Siadepdvtws advvatov. “* Ti On; ’ pain TUS 
a lows. "Ort, pater av, 7 TE éx Suxaiov Kal adixou KTHOWw 5 
mAéov 7 SumAaota €oTlv Tijs eK Tov SiKaiov povov, Ta TE 
dvadwpara pare Kahds Ente aloxyp@s ebérovra avadioxeabar 
Ttav Kaddv kai eis Kara eOeAdvtwv Sarravdobar diutrAaciw 
€AdtTova: ovKouv moTé av TOV ek SitrAaciwv pev KTHUATwWY, D 
Hpicewy dé avaAwudTrwy 6 Ta evavtTia TovTwWY TpaTTwWY 
yevor’ av trAovow)Tepos. eoTw de 6 pev ayalds TovTwr, 
¢ \ > \ 4 eM / \ / \ / 6 dé ov Kakos Stay 7 hetdwAds, Tote S€ TOTE Kal TAYKAKOS, 
ayabos dé, dmep elpntar Ta viv, ovdemoTE. 6 pev yap SL- 5 

/ \ 397 / \ / / / >Q7 Kaiws Kal ddixws AapPdvwv Kal pte Sixaiws uyATE adikws 
avadioxwv mAovatos, oTav Kal devdwArds 7, 6 S€ TAayKaKos, 
e \ \ n~ »” / / \ > / Ws Ta TOAAG By dowTos, pddrda wévyns: 6 5é avadioxwy Te 
eis Ta KaAd Kal KTwpEevos eK TOV SiKaiwy pdvov ovT av C 

/ / ¢ / + / #93 > / diadepwv trAovTwW padiws dv moTEe yévoiTo 00d’ ad opddpa 
mévns. wate 6 Adyos juiv opOds, ws ovK Elo ot Tap- 

4 > / > \ \ > , 29O\ ] / mAovavor ayaboi- et 5é pr) ayaloi, odde eddaipoves. 
‘H a de ¢ ~ 4 e / > DO ” r 4 piv dé 7) Tv vopwv drd0eors evtadla EBAeTev, OTwS 5 

¢ >? / ” \@ / > / / Ws evdayoveotatot EcovTat Kal Ott wdAora adAjAois Pidot- 
A > »” aA / 7 \ \ / elev 5€ odK av mote ToAtrar didor, dou ToAAai pev dikat 

év dAA7jAous elev, moAAat dé aoduKiat, aA’ O7TOV ws omu d 
OpLKpoTarat Kal oAtyrorac. Aéyopev 57) peje Xpucov div 

spre dpyupov év TH moAEL, UATE ad Xpnparvopov moAvv Sua 
avavatas Kal TOKWY pndé Booxnudtwv aicypdv, adr’ doa 

yewpyia didwor Kal pepet, Kad TOUTWY O71004. [A7) xpnparilo- 5 
| Pevov dvayKdcevev dyueheiv ov evera. mepuKe TO xpypara. 
tatra 8 cori wuy7) Kal c@ya, Gd xwpis yupvaotiKys Kal 
THs aAAns mavdelas OUK av TOTE yevouTo agua Acyou. 610 e 

\ 87) XpHedrov emyseevav ovx drag elpnKapev ws xen teAev- 
Tatov TyLav: OvTwWY yap TpL@v TAY amdvrwv Trept a mas 
dv Opurros omovodler, teAevtaiov Kal Tplrov €oTl 7 Tov 
Xpnparov opbas | omrovdalopevy o7ov07), owpaTos de Tepe « 
péon, mpatn Sé 7 Tis puxis. Kal 61 Kal viv tv dieEepxo- 
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peOa moXtreiav, ef pev Tas Tyas OVTW TdaTTETAL, dpOds 
vevopoberynTa: «i O€ Tis THY TpOGTATTOMEVWY adToO VoUwY 
awdhpoovvys eumpoober vyievav ev TH OAc davetrar ToL@v 
Tyiav, 1) mAodToV vyLelas Kal TOD Owdpoveiv, odK Opts 
dvapavetrar TUE peEvos.. tobT ovv 67 ToAAdKis emo pa- 
veoUar xpr) TOV vopobernv—Tt TE BovAopau; Kal Ki feo 
ovpBaiver TobTo Kal amotuyxdven Too oKxom00 ;—Kal ovTw 
Tax av tows €k THs vowolecias attds Te ExBaivor Kal Tods 
aAAous amadAdtro., Kat’ aAdov de Tpomrov ovo dv eva more. 

‘O cy Aayav Kexriobe, payev, Tov KAHpov em ToUTOUS 
ois elpy Kaper. Hv pev o7 kahov Kal Tao, toa mavT 
exovra eva exaotov eAOeiy els THY amrouKiav: e7mred7) Sé ov 
duvatov, GAN’ 6 pév Tis TmAciwW KEeKTHWEVOS adpi€eTaL xpP7- 
pata, 6 & éAarrova, det 817) toAA@v evexa, TOV TE KATA 
moAw Kaip@v todTyTOS EveKa, TYULHMaTA avica yeveoba, iva 
apa TE Kal etopopa Kal Ovavopat THY Tis agias éxdorous 
TUYLIV [L1) KAT @ dpeTav p2ovov THY TE TpoyovwYy Kal THY adrod, 
pnde Kara CwpaTwv ioxds Kat evpopdias, adda kal Kara 
mAovTov xXpnow Kal Teviav, Tas TYds TE Kal apxas ws 
icaitata T@ aviow ovppetpw de amroAapBavovtes pt) Sia- 
dépwvTar. TovTwy xapw TéTTapa peyeler THs ovdaias TYLT- 
para mrovetobau Xpewy, Tpwrovs Kal OevTépous Kat TpiTous 
Kal TeTapToUs, n TuoW aAAous Tpocayopevopevous ovopacw, 
orav TE pevwow ev T@ are TYLYMATL KAL OTAV mAov- 
OLWTEPOL EK TevyTOV kat ex mAovatwy TrEVATES yuyVvopmevot 
petaBairwow els 70 TpoonKov EKAOTOL éavTotow TYLA. 

Tode 8 emi rovrous ad vouov oxjua eywye av TWeinv ws 
Emouevov. det yap ev moAeu Tov, Payev, TH TOD peyioTov 
voonpatos ov peleEovon, 6 dudoTracw 7 oTdow opoTepov 
dv ein KekAjoba, pAte meviay THY xadernV evetvar Tapa 
Tiow TOV ToALTaV pATE av TACDTOV, Ws aupoTeépwv TUKTOV- 
Twv Tadta auddtepa: viv odv dpov Set TovTwy ExaTépou 
TOV vowoberny ppalew. “Eorw 7) Tevias fev Opos 7 TOO 
KAnpov TiY7, Ov det pwevew Kat ov apxov ovdels ovdevi TOTE 
meproperau eAaTTw yuyvopevov, TOV TE aAdAwv Kara. TavTa 
ovdels 6 datis pirdtiyos em aperH. pueTpov Oe avrov Gépevos 
O vopoberns dumAdovov Edoet TOUTOU kTaobar Kal TpumAdovov 
Kal HExpe TeTpaTrAaciov’ TActova oe ay TUS KTarae TOUTW, 
evpwv 7 Solevtwy molev 7 xpnuatiodpevos, 1 TUL TUYY 
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TovavTy KTnodpevos addy Ta Tepiyryvopeva TOD pérpov, Th 
moAeu av avTa Kal Tots THY mow Exovow Beots drove pLoy 
eVOOKYLOS TE Kal alrp.tos av etn’ ev d€ Tis ame TOUT) 
T@ vouw, pave? pev } BovdAdpevos emt Tots jpiccow, 6 Se 
opdeby dAAo TOGOUTOV [épos amoTEloEL THS abrod KTIGEWS, 
Ta oe jpioea Tov Oedv. 7 Sé€ KTHOWw yYuwpis Tob KArjpou 
mavTwv moa ev TO pavepo@ yeypapie Tapa pvhagw 
dpxovow, ols av o vOpos mpoordén, 6 Orws: av at Sika mept 
TavTWwV Ooo ets xXpnpeara pqsuat Te dou Kal apddpa cadets. 

To 8 pera TobTo mpadrov pev THY TOW (Sptoba det 
THs xepas OTL pdduora € ev péow, Kal TaAAa doa mpoapopa. 
moAet Tov drrapxovTaw € €xovTa TOTroOv exdefdpevor, & & vonaoat 
TE Kal elmrety ovdev yaAeTrOV" pera dé Tatra Hépn dwdeKa 
duchéobar, Oguevov ‘Eotias mp@rov Kat Avos Kat “AOnvas 
tepov, dicpdmoAwy dvopalovra., KUKAov mrepiBdddovra., ap’ 
ob TO dadexa pépn Téuvew TV TE moAw avTny Kat mécav 
Thy xepay. iva. Oe d<t yiyveoBau TO budexa pépn TH TA 
pev a abijs yijs etvae opucpa., Ta S€ xelpovos peilw. KX 
pous | € dvedciv TeTTApaKovTa KQL TEVTAKLOXLALOUS, TOUTU 
TE av Biya Teel EKAOTOV Kal ovyrchnp@aa dvo THT ATO., 
ToD TE eyyos Kal TOO Toppwr jeTEXovTE ExaTEpOV, TO Tos 
TH ToAce [4€pos T@ Tpos Tots €oxaTous [els KAHpos], Kat TO 
eUTEpoV dnd méAews T@ at eoxdtov SevTEpy, Kal TadAa 

otrws mdvTa. ponxavacbar Sé Kal év Tots dixa THIpAGL TO 
vuvon Acyopevov davrd6TnTds Te Kal GpEeThs xHpas, eTav- 
wcoupevous TO Tn Get Te Kal ohuyoryre Tis Svavopijs. 
veto be oy Kal Tovs avopas ddexa H€pn, THY Tis: adAns 
ovolas eis toa Ort pdhora Ta budeKa pepn ovvra dpuevov, 
amoypadhns mavTwyv yevouevns: Kal 57) Kal peTa TobTO 
dwdexa Deis bubdexa KArjpous bévras, eTovopaca Kal Kab- 
tep@aar TO Aaxov }€pos exdorw 7® bed, Kat dudjv adrhy 
eTovopdaat. TEpvew 5° av Kal TO dibSexa THs moAews TL - 
pata Tov avrov TpoTrov ov7rep Kat THY aAAnv Xepav due- 
vepov" Kal dvo veperbar EKQOTOV olKxngels, THY Te eyyus 
Tob puéoov Kal Thv TOV €oXaTwV. Kal THY EV KaTOLKLOW 
ovtw Ttédos é Exew. 

"Evvoeiv dé 7) pas TO TouVOe € eorly Xpewv €k TavTOS Tpo- 
qov, ws TO viv elpnyieva, mdvTa ovK av TOTE «is TovovTous 
Katpovs ovptréco., woTe oupBHvar Kata Adyov ovTw ovp- 
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TAvTa yevoueva, dy8pas TE Ol [L1) Svoxepavodar THV Towadryy 
ovvoikiav, arn’ drropevobow XPHMaTa TE exovres TOKTE Kal 
}Er pL dua Biov TaVTOS Kal Traldwy yevéaeis as elpnKapev 
ExdoTOLs, Kal ypvood OTEpOpLEvou Kal eTEpwoy av d7)Aos 6 
vopolerns mpooragwv eoTl eK TOUTWY TOV vov etpn evan, 
ert de Xwpas Te Kal doTeos, ws elpn Ken, ecoTnTds TE Kal 
év KUKAWw oikioes TavTN, GXEdOV otov dveipata Aéywr, 7 
mAdrrov Kabdzrep ek KNpod Twa mohw Kal moXiras. Exel 
67) TA TOLAdTA ov KaK@s Twa TpoTrov eipyueva, xen e én 
avarapBdavew pods atrov TO Toudde. maAw apa api 6 
vopoberav dpater Tode° “Kv tovrous ois Aoyous, @ piror, 

avTov SoKeiTe pe Achn Bevan TO vov Acyopevov ws 
adnOij dueE€pxerat Twa TpoTrov. adda yap €v exdaorous Tov 
peAAovTwrv eceabar Oucavorarov olwau T00€ elvar, TOV TO 
Tapaderypa SeixvbvTa, olov de? TO Emyetpovpevov ylyvecbar, 
pndev amodcinew TOV KadXioTwv Te Kal dAnbeotaTwv, @ dé 
advvatov TL ovpPaiver ToUTwWY yiyveoba, TooTO pEev avTo 
exkAivew Kal py mpattew, Ott d€ TovTov THV AoiTdv 
eyyurara eoTw Kat ovyyeveoTarov epu Tov TMpoonkovTwv 
mpatTew, Tobr adro diapnyavaobar ows av ylyvyTar, TOV 
vopoberny oo édoa TéAos emBeivar Th Bovdncer, YEvoLevov 
d€ TovTov, TOT 7700 Kowy per exelvou oKorrety OTL TE OUpL- 
pepe. THY elpnpeveny Kal Tt mpooavTes elpyrae Tijs vopo- 
Oecias: TO yap opodoyovpevov avTo avT@ Set mov TavTayh 
dnepydlecbar Kat tov Tod davdordrov Snpuovpyov dévov 
€oO[Levov Adyou.”’ 

Név 51) tobr’ adro mpodvynreov idetvy pera THS BoE dons 
TOV duwdexa peep@v Ovavopijs, TO TiVa TpoTrov d7jAov 57 Ta 
dHdexa pépn, TOV evTos ad mAEloTas Exovta Svavouds, 
Kal TA TOUTOLS GUVETIOMEVA KAL EK TOUTWY YErYHpEVA, EXPL 
TOV TETTAPAKOVTA TE Kal TEVTAKLOXLAiwy—olev dpaTpias Kal 
d7jpous Kal Kwpas, Kal mpds ye Tas TroAquLKAsS TAEELS TE 
Kal aywyds, Kal éTt vouiopata Kal wétpa Enpa Te Kal dypa 
Kat oTabud—mndvra tadra eupetpad te Kat adArjAois ovp- 
dwva Set tov ye vomov taTTew. mpdos dé TovToLs ovd’ 
exetva doBnréa, dSeicavta tHv dd€acav av yiyveoBar opu- 
Kporoyiar, av TLS mpoorarTn TavTa 67100" av oKevy KT@vrat, 
pndev dyLeTpov adTav eav elvan, Kal Kow® Adyw vopicayra. 
Tpos mavrTa elvar xpnoipwous Tas TOV dpiOuav dvavopas Kal 
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Trouxidoets, doa Te avTol ev €avTots mrouctAAovrau Kal 00a 
€v pyKeo Kal ev Babeou TrouxiAuara., Kal on) Kal év Ployyous 
Kal KWoEot Tais Te KATA THY edOuTropiay Tijs dvw Kal Kat 
dopads Kat THs Kiko mepipopas* mpos yap Tatra mavTa 
de? Breéparra TOV ‘YE vopoberny mpooTatrew Tots moAitas 
naow eis Svapw TovTwv pr) arodelmrecba Tis ovvrdtews. 
mpos TE Yap olkovouiay Kal mpos TroAiTElav Kal mpos Tas 
Téxvas maoas Ev oddev ovTw dvvauw exer mraidevov palnwa 
peyddny, o Ws 7 epi Tovs apiOp.ovds Svar per" TO oe peyiorov, 
OTL TOV vuordlovra Kal auaby dvoe € evyetper Kal eval Kal 
pvnjova Kal ayxivovy amepyaletat, mapa THV adtod Pvow 
emdidovta Oeia téxyvn. tadra 81) mdavta, €av prev addows 
vomols TE Kal emiTNOevacWw apaiphrai Tis THY aveAcvDepiav 
Kal diAoypnuatiav ex Ta&v pvydv Tov pedAdOvTwY adTa 
ixava@s Te Kal ovnoyies KTH oeoOa1, Kana TO mauevpara Kal 
TpoonKovra yiyvour’ av: «i d€ un, Thy Kadovpevny av Tis 
Tmavoupylav dvr codias dmepyacdpevos AdBor, Kabdrrep 
Aiyurtious Kal Poivixas Kal moAAa €Tepa dmreupyaopeva 
yevn viv €otw idetv dzr0 Tijs TOv aAAwy emurndevpaTov Kal 
KTNPATOV dveAevbepias, etre Tis vopoberns avtots patios 
av yevopevos eEnpydoaro Ta TowwdTa elite yader TUX) 
mpoomrecovaa clre Kal dvois aAAn Tis ToLaUTN. Kal yap, 
® MéyiArd re kat KAewia, undé to60’ Huds AavOavérw rept 
TOTWY ws ovK elolv aAAoL TwWes StadépovTes GAAwWY TOTTWY 
mpos TO yevvdy avOpurtrovs dpelvous Kal yxelpous, ols ovK 
evavTia voobernTéov' of wey ye Tov dia mvevaTa TravTota 
Kal 8 eiAjoeis GAACKoTot Té elow Kal EVALOLOL AUTOV, of de 
du’ vdara, ob be Kat de avray THhVv EK THS vis Tpopyy, a ava.- 
dd0dcav ov povov Tots owpacw ape Kal Xetpw, Tats de 
yvyxats ody arrov Suvapevny TavTa Ta Tovabra epTrovety, 
ToUTwy &° ab mavTov peyvorov dvadepovev av TOzTroL xXwpas 
ev ols Oeia tis erimvowa Kal Sardveny Anges elev, TOUS el 
KaTouctCopevous iAew Sexopevor Kal TouvayTiov. ols 6 ye 
vobv EXWV vowobérns, _emonerpapevos: ws dvOpwrov olov T 
eoTly oKorretv 70, Tovabra., ovrw ) MELp@r av TWWévar Tovs v0- 
pous. 6 87) Kal aol tountéov, ® Krewia: mpésrov TPETTEOV 
él Ta TovadTa peMovri ye KaToukilew ywpar. 
KA. "AM’,” @ Eéve "AOnvaie, Aéyers TE TayKdAws epot 

TE OUTWS TrOLNTEoOV. 
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BOOK VI 

SHORT ANALYSIS 

I. “Apxévrwv aiperers Kat éritndetpara. 
(1) 752e1. —Nopopiraes. 
(2) 755 b 6.—2rparnyoi, irTapXOr, Ta€lapxXot, prrapxou 
(3) 750 b 7.—Bovdevtat (757 1 adAnOecrarn Kal apiorn 

tooTns; the lot as an auxiliary agent in elections) ; 
Ilpuravers. 

(4) 759.—‘lepets and other temple officials. 
(5) 760 a 6.— Aypovopor. 
(6) 763 ¢ 3.—Aorovv6por. 
(7) 763 c 4.—Ayopavopor 
(8) 764¢5.—Movoikns te kal yupvacrtiKns apxovres — (a) 

mawoetas, (b) aywvias. (The rasdeias eripeAnris far the 
most important of all state officials.) 

(9) 766 d 2.—Ackacraé. 
II, NopoGecta. 

(768 e 1-771 a 4. —We must make the NopodiAakes capable of 
legislating, for many rectifications and additions to the laws will 
be needed as time goes on.) 

7 s and 

771 € 1.—Marriage. 
773.-—The principles which should guide the choice of wife or 

husband, 
774.a.—Marriage a duty to the state. 

774 Cc 3.—Dowries forbidden. 
774 e 4.—Legal and religious ceremonies attending marriage. 
776 a.—The young couple to remove to the country house. 
776 b 5.—Property, especially in slaves—their treatment. 
778 b.— Building, public and private. 
779 d 7.—The regulation of the first ten years of married life, 

and the state’s interference with private life, especially that of 
women: advisability and possibility of such interference. 

785.—Ages for marriage, military and official service. 
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AO. ‘AMa pny pera ye TaVTA TA vv Eeipnueva oyxedov 
av apx@v eiev gou KaTaoTdoeis TH mode. 

KA. “Exes yap ody ovrw. 
AQ. Avo ln Tabra Tmept moAuretas KOO|LOV yuyvopeva 

Tuyxavet, mp@rov pev KkaTaordcels dpy@v Te Kal ap£ovTwy, 
daas TE bras eivae bei Kal TpOTrov ovTwa. Kkalioropévas: 
emetra ourw 57) Tous vojous Tats dpxais exdorais do8or€ov, 
ovoTWds TE aU Kal GooUs Kal Olovs TpooHKOV dy ExdoTaLs 
ein. opiKpov de emiaxovTes TPO THS alpécews, elmwpev 
mpoonKkovTa twa Adyov mepi adtis pynOjvac. 

KA. Tia 87 todrov; 
AQ®. Tovde. mavti zov Ofjrov TO Tovodrov, OTL peydAou 

Tijs vouobeaias 6 ovTOS €pyov, Too mod ra) Tapeckevacperny 
dpxas dvemuTndetous € emloTHaat Tots ed Kewpevous vopots, Ov 
pLovov ovdev trAdov «bd TeDevtwyr, 08d” ott yéAws dy mdp7oAvs 
cupPaivor, ax<edov dé BAdBar Kat ADBar ord péyrorar rats 
moAcot yiyvowr dy €€ adtav. 

[lds yap ov; 
A@®. Toiro roivuy vorjowpéev cou wepi Tis viv, d dire, 

moXureias Te Kal TOAcws ovpPatvov. opds yap oT. mp@Tov 
peev det Tovs opbdas idvras emt Tas Trav apx@v duvdj.ers Ba- 
gavov txovny adrovs TE Kal yevos EcKdoTwy eK Traldwy MEexpL 
THs alipécews elvar dedwxdras, emeura. ad tovs wéAovras 
aipyoecbar teOpapba [re] év ear vow €b b mremaSevprevous 
mpos Ae) dvoxepaivovrds TE KAL daro8exojLévous opas Kpivew 
Kat droxpivew Suvarovs yiyveaau Tovs aftous exarépwv’ 
Tatra be of vewort ovveAnAvddres OVTES TE aMAr Ac a- 
wares, eTL &° amaidevto, ms av Tote SUvawtTo aueumtws 
Tas apxas atpetaban ; 

: dxe5ov ovK av TOTE. 
AQ. ‘AMa yap ayava mpopdaers gaoly ov ave d€xe- 

oGau Kal 57) Kal Gol tobro viv KQl EOL TroLNnTéov, éemeElTrEp 
av pev 87) THY TOAW dbréaTys TH Kpynradv Over mpoOiuws 
KQTOLKLELY déxaros avros, ws Pils, Ta vov, eyo 5’ ad coi 
ovMrpecBau KaTa THV mapodoay Hiv TO viv pvdodoyiay. 
ovKowv dymou Adywy ye dv mOOov axépadov éxay KaraXi- 
. VOL. 161 M 
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Toy tAavwpevos yap av amdvTn TowdTos dv apophos 
paivorro. 

KA. "Apwor’ elpnkas, @ feve. 
A®. Od povov ye, aAAd Kai Spdow Kara S¥vapw ovTw. 
KA. Ilavu pev ov row uev ITEP Kal Aéyopev. 
A®. "Eora tatr’, adv Oeds €0eAn Kal ynpws emiKpaTa@wev 

TO ye TooOTOV. 
KA. ?AAX’ eikos €OéAew. 
AQ®. Eixos yap otv. émopuevor S€ att@ AdBwuev Kai 

TOOE. 
KA. To zrotov; 
A®. ‘Os avdpeiws Kai tapaxexwdvuveupéevws ev TH viv 

7 TOAsS Hiv €oTaL KAaTWKLOLE 
KA. Ilept ri BAétwv kai mot padiora atro cipnkas Ta 

vov ; 

A®. ‘Qs edxdAws Kal addBws ameipois avdpacr vopo- 
ferotuev, O7ws Sé€ovtai mote Tovs viv tefévtas vdpous. 
d7jAov dé TO ye ToaodTov, @ KAewia, twavti oxedov Kal TA 
py) avy cod, TO py padiws ye adrods pndévas mpoo- 
défec8ar Kat’ apyds, ei Sé pelvaysev Tws TocodToV ypdovoy 
Ews ol yevoduevor Tratdes TOV vouwv Kal ovvTpadevTes 
ixkavas ovv7bets Te avtots Yevopevor TOV dpxarpeorav TH 
moder man KoWwwVnceray” ‘Yevopevov ye pnv od A€yopev, 
Elmep TW TpOTH Kal ENxavy yiyvouro dp0s, moAAny € eywye 
aoddAevav olpat Kal pera Tov TOTE TapoVvTa xpovoy av 
yevéoUar Tod petvar THY Taldaywynbetoay ovTw TdoAwW. 

KA. "Eyeu yodv Adyov. 
A®. “Idwpev toivuy mpos Tobro et mH Twa Topo ikavov 

mropiCousev av Kata Tade. Pypul yap, @ KAewia, Kvwaiovs 
Yphvar TOV ada SvapepovTws Kpnra@v pu) povov apoores- 
caoGau rept Tis Xwpas hv viv Karouxilere, ouvTovens 5 
emimeAnOfvar Tas mpwras apyas eis SUvayw omws av 
oradow ws dopadéorara Kal dpiora. Tas pev obv dAdas 
Kal Bpaxvrepor € Epyov, vopopvAakas 5° Suiv mpedtous atpet- 
oat dvayKaLoTarov | dmdon omrovd7. 

KA. Tiva ody én Toure Topov Kal Adyor a aveupioxopev ; 
AQ. Tove. dnt, @ & raises Kpnrav, xphvae Kywoious, 

dua TO mpeoBevew TOV ToMay TOdewv, Kowh pera Tv 
adikouevwv eis THY avvoiknow tavrnv e€ ad’T@v Te Kal 
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exeivenv aipetoGac TpudKovTa, bev Kal emTa Tous mavrTas, 
évvéea dé Kal Séxa ex Tov emoucnosvTw, tovs dé aAdAous 
e€ at’tns Kywood: rovrous 8 of Kvawotor tH moder cou 
Sdvrwy, Kal adtov oe moXitnv elvat TavTns THs azoiKias 
Kal €va TOV oKTwWKaideKa, TElcaYTES 7) TH peTpla Suvdapet 
Biacdpevor. 

aks Ora od Kal ot te Kal 6 MeéyiAdos, & Eéve, 
exowwvnodatnv mpiy Ths moAureias; 
AO. Meéya bev, @ KAewia, Ppovotow at “AOjvac, peya 

de Kal u] LmapTn, Kat peakpay amroukovow EKdrepan’ col de 
KaTa TavTa epmpeA@s exer Kal Tots GAAoLs oiKLoTais KaTa 
TAUTA, WOTTEP TA TEpL GoD Viv Acyopeva. ws pev OdV yevolT’ 
Gv emueukéoTaTa ek TOV UTapyovTwY Hutv TA Vo, eipHobw, 
mpoeAbovtos S5é xpdvov Kal wewdons THs ToALTEias, aipeots 
avTa@v €oTrw Toidde tis: Ildvres péev Kowwvotvtwr Tis TOV 
GpXOvTwy aipeoews omdcoiTep av Orda immKa 7 meliKa 
TUGvTat Kat ToAeu“ov KeKowwrvyKwow év Tats odeTépats 
adrav Tihs Arias Suvdpeow Trovetobau d€ THYV atpeow ev 
tep@ Omrep av 7) mods 1 HYATat TyuwwTatov, hépew 8 emt TOV 
tod Oeot Bwpov € EKAOTOV els 7uvaKLOV ypdibavra TOUVOLLGA 
matpolev Kal pdfs Kal O7jpou orro0ev dy Snporevyrar, 
Tapeyypagewv d€ Kal TO avTob Kara Tara ovTws ovopa. 
TO Bovdopevep 8 eféorw Tav TuvaKkiwy Orumep av paivytas 
pn) KaTa voov avTa YEYPappLevov dvedovra eis dyopav Betvau 
pa édarrov TpidKovra 7; TpEp@v. Ta dé TOV Tuvacteov Kpilevra 
ev mpurous pexpe Tpraxootwy deiFae TOUS dpxovras idety 
maon TH Tova, THY Se TOAW Woa’Tws Ex ToUTWY hépeL 

/ vn“ 7 4 \ \ A me > > ~ maAw dv av Exactos BovAntat, Tovs 5é To SevTEpov €& adtav 
mpoxpievtas exatov deifar maAw dmacw. ro dé tpirov 
pepeTw pev ex TOV éKaTOV }. - Bovdn Bets év av Bovdnrar, 
da Topic TOpEvopEvos* emrd dé Kal TpudKovra, ols, av 
mActorat YEVOVTAL Wjpor, Kplvavres damopnvavrwy a dpxovras. 

Ties ody, & KAewia Kal MeyMe, TavTo. mpty TavT év 
TH moAet KAaTAOTHGOVIL Tov dpx@v TE mépe Kal dSokiywacidv 

t avr ay ; dpa € evvoodpev ws Tats mp@Tov ovrw katalevyvu- 
: pévats moAcow dvdyKn pev elvat Twas, oltwes dé elev a av 
mpos macayv TOv apxav yeyovoTes, ovK eoTw; det pay aos 
ye TwS, Kal Tatra ov pavrous add’ Ort pddora dpous. 
apx?) yap Aéyerar pev jyucov mavros [ev Tats mapousiars | 
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Epyou, Kal TO ye. Kadds dpfacbar TAVTES eyKcopua oper 
EKGOTOTE® To 8 éoTw Te, ws e“ot daiverar, wA€ov 7) TO 
Hpwov, Kal ovdels atTo KaA@s yevopevoy eyKeKwpiakev 
ikavas. 

KA. ’Op@étara réyets. 
AQ®. M7 rotvuv yeyvdcKovtés ye Tap@pev adto appytov, 

pndev Siacadijoavtes uty adtois Tiva €oTat TpOTOV. eyw 
ev obv ovdapLas EdTropS TrAjv ye Evods eimretv TpOs TO TApoOV 
avayKalov Kal oupdéepovtos Adyouv. 

KA. Tivos O75 
AQ. Dr TavTy TH mde, HY oucilew pedXdopev, olov 

TaTépa Kal pentépa ovK elvat aAqv THhYv KaToiKilovoay adrny 
ToAw, ovK ayvodv ort TOAAat THY KaToLKLabeLa@v Siadopot 
Tats KaToLKLodoats moAAdKis Eviat yeyovacly TE Kal EoovTat. 
vov pay ev TO Tapovre, Kabdrrep mats, et Kal TOTE peeAAeu 
Sudgopos elvat Tots yevvjoaow, ev ye TH mTapovon malas 
aropla orépyer TE kal oTepyeTau bio TOV yevynodvrwy, Kal 
evyov ael mpos Tovs olKelous, avayKaious povous EUpLOKEL 

CUP [LAXOUS a 61 vov ppt Kywotous dua T7)V emeAcvay 
Tpos THY veav ToAW Kal TH vea mpos Kvwoov dmdpxew 
ETotwus yeyovsta. A€eyw SH, KaOdrep elmov vuvdi,—Sis yap 
TO YE kahov pn Bev ovdev BAdarrer—Kvwoious deiv em ped - 
Oijvac TavTwV TOUTWY Kowy, mpooeAopevous Trav els THhv 
amouxiav adikopevwv, Tos mpeaBuTaTous TE Kal apioTous 
els SUvapiy EAopevous, pun) EAaTToV ExaTov avdp@v: Kal avTav 
Krwoiwv €otwoav éxarov eTrepot. Tovtous dé eAOdvtas dypt 
deiy els THY Kawnhy TrOAW cuveTipeAnOHVaL OTwWS at TE apyat 
KaTAaOoT@ow KATA vopLous, KaTacTaoat Te SoKyacd@ot ye- 
vonevwv dé TovtTwv, THv wev Kywadv tos Kvwatous oixetv, 
Thy de véeav moAw adbrny attny meipGc8a owlew TE Kal 
evTvxetv. ot dé 51) yevopevor TOY EmTa Kal TpLaKOVTA VoV 
TE Kal els TOV ETTELTA OVLTIAVTA KpOVvoV ETL TOLGdE HIV 7p7)- 
cOwoav: mpa@Tov pe pidaxes EoTwoaV TOV vouev, emer 
TOV ypappdrov av dy EKaOTOS amoyparby Tots dpxovor TO 
TAOos Tijs avTa@v ovoias, mAqv Oo pev peyvorov Tipe 
Exwv TeTTApwWV pVaV, 6 dé TO SeVTEpov TpL@V, O SE TpiTOS 
dvoty pvatv, wvds dé 6 Téraptos. eav dé Tis ETEpov pai- 
VHTAL TL Tapa TA yeypappeva KEKTHMLEVOS, SnUCCLOV [LEV 
EOTW TO TOLODTOY amay, mpos ToUTwW SE dikny dmEXeTW TO 
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Bovdopevep persevar pen KaAnv pd? eveovupLov ard’ aisxpav, 
€av dAioxntar dia TO x€pdos TOV vow Katappovav. al- 
oxpoKepdetas obv avrov yparsapevos 6 BovdnGeis eme€iTw 
TH dikn ev adrots rots vopopvhagi: eav O° 0 pevywv phn, 
Tov Kowdv KTQpaTOV pny petexeTw, Siavoun de orav TH 
mode yiyvntai Tis, coupos €oTW arhnv ye 700 KAnpou, 
yeypapies dé aphykas, & ews av Ch, Omrou mas 6 BovAdpevos 
avra “avayvwoeTa. pa) méov de elxoow eTOV vopopvrag 
apxYeTw, pepeod &° els THY apynv pry EAatTTov 7 TmevTy- 
KovTa yeyovas eT@v" éSnKovrourns de evexOels d€ka povov 
apxYeTw ETN, Kal KATA TOUTOV TOV Adyov, 4 Orrws av Tus mAégov 
drrepBas [<BdopnKova | on. [unKeére ev TOUTOLS TOLs ApxYovOL 
TV THAuKatraY 4 apxny ws adpfwv dvavon Fyre. | 

Ta pev ov Tepe Tov vopopuAdiey TavTa etpjo0u T™poo- 
Tadypata tpia, mpoidvTwy dé eis Tovpmpoobe TOV vow 
EKAOTOS mpoordger TovTous Tots avopdow dvrwwv avtovs 
de? mpos Tots viv etpnpievots mpooeryreAcioban viv oi efijs 
dAAcwy, apxav aipécews mépu Aéyowev av. Set yap oy Ta 
pero. Tada oTparnyovs aipetobar, Kal ToUToUs els TOV 770 
Acpov ofdv twas danpeoias immdpyous Kat puddpxous Kal 
TOV mel@v prrdy KoopnTas TOV Trdfewy, ols mpémov av ein 
TovrT avTo Tovvou“a pdAvoTa, ofov Kal of 7roAAoi Ta€vapxous 
avrovs emovop.dLovor. ToUTwy 51) oTpaTyyovs pev e& avrijs 
THS modews Tabrns ot vopoptiaxes mpoBaréobuv, atpet- 
abu 5’ €k Tov mpoBAnDevrev TAVTES ol TOO ) TOAE LOU Koww- 
vol yevopevot Te ev Tals Truciaus: Kal ‘yuyvopevot éxdoTOTE. 
edy dé tis dpa SoxH Tur TOV pa) mpoBeBAnpevov dyuelven 
elvar TOV mpoBAnevrey TWOs, € émrovouacas avi” oTov ovTLva. 
mpoBdMerar, Toor avTo ouvds avtTimpoBarAgabw TOV eTEpov" 
Omdtepos 5° av d06&n Siaxeipotovotpevos, eis THY alpeow 
eykpweo0w. tpeis dé, ols av 7) mAEloTH xELpoTOVia yiyvn- 
Tat, ToUTOUs civat oTpaTnyouvs TE Kal emiyeAntas TOV KATA 
moAepov, Soxactevrov Kkabdrep ot vopopvhaxes: Tatiap- 
xous S€ adroior mpoBaArcoBar pev Tovs aipeDevras oTpa~ 
Thyovs dddexa, ExdoTn _ Pury Tagiapxor, Thy 5° avrumpo- 
Bodny elvan, eabtberep TOV oTparnyav eylyveTo THY adriy 
Kat Tept Tov Taéiapy@v, Kal THV emxetporoviay Kal TV 
Kpiow. TOV de avAdoyov Todrov ev TH TapovtTt, mpw mpv- 
taveis Te Kal BovAjy 7nphoba, Tods “‘vopoptAaKas avAdé- 
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favras ets xXwpiov ws lepwrarov Te Kal ixaveirarov xabicat, 
xXwpis pev Tous omiiras, xwpis 5€ Tovs imméas, TpiTov om 
epe€s TovToLs may ocov epTroN€puov" XELpOTOVOUYT WY be 
oTpaTnyous pev [kal immdpyous] mavres, Tagidpxous oe ot 
THY aomida Tiéuevor, puddpxous d€ adtois may TO in- 
TLKOV atipeioun, pray de 7 TofoT@y 4 Twos adAdov TaY 
euTroAcuiwv aWyeudovas ot oTparnyol éauTots KabvordvTwy. 
lrmapxwv 67) KaTdoTAOLs dy Hety eve Aowm7 ytyvouro. TOv- 
Tous ovV m™poBarréobuv prev oimep Kal TOUS oTpaTnyous 
m™pouBadrovro, Thv d€ aipeow Kal THY QVTL< TTPO >Bodny Tov- 
TWY THY avrhy yeyveoda Kabdzrep 7 TOV OTpAaTHYaV eylyveTo, 
xXelpotoveitw Sé To immKov avrovs evayTiov OpabvT@v TOV 
mel@v, dvo d¢ ois av mAciorn XELlpoTovia ylyynran, TOUTOUS 
yeHovas elvat T7avTwv Tov imrmevovTay Tas de duproBn- 
THTELS TOV YELlpoTOVdv expt Svoiy elvat: TO de TpiTov eav 
dypoByr i TUS, Svan pilecbar TovToug olomep THs xELpo- 
Tovias [LéeTpoV exdorots EKQOTOV nV. 

BovAgjy de elvau pev TpudKovra Swdexadas—eEjKovra de 
Kal TplaKdatol ylyvowTo av mpemovres Tats dvavopais—pepy 
de Ovavetpavras TéTTApa [kara € évevnKovTa TOV apiOor | Tov- 
Tw €€ € exdorou TOV TYAN LAT OV pepew eVEVKOVTO BovAeutas. 
mpaTov pe eK TOV peyloTwy TyULNUaTwY amavTas pepe e& 
avayKys, 7) Cnprodabau TOV By) mevBopevov Th do€daon omnia. 
emevoay oo evexIGor, TOUTOUS [LEV kataonunvacdar, TH 
doTepaia pepew eK TOV Sevtépww TY Lar eV Kara Tara 
Kkaamep TH mpdocbev, tpitn 5° ex Ta&v Tpirwv TYLNpaT OV 
pepew prev TOV BovdAdpevor, emdvayKes de elvau Tois TOV 
TpL@v TUN LATOY, TO b€ TéTapTov Te kai OpLuKpoTaTov eAev- 
Bepov adetobar Tis Cnias, 6 Os av adr av pt) BovAnrat pepew. 
TeTapTn dé _pepew fev EK TOO TeTapTou Kal opuKpoTarou 
TYLMPLATOS dmavras, adnpvov 5° eivae Tov €k TOU TeTapTov 
Kal TpiTOV TYLNLATOS, €av eveyKety pt) BovAnrat: Tov 5 ex 
Tob SevTépov Kal TpwTOV [17) pépovra Cnpwodoban, TOV pev 
€K TOO SevTépou TpiTtrAacia Tijs mpatns Cnuias, Tov & eK 
TOD mpwrTou TeTpaTAacia. TELTTY de TPEPY Ta KaTa- 
onpavbevra ovopara eSeveynety pev Tovs dpxovras idety 
maou Tots mohiraus, pepe 5° ex TovTwv av mayra dvdpa 7 7 
Cnprodabau TH Tpary oni: dydonKovra be Kal éxarov exhe- 
avras ad’ exdoTwr TOY TysnudTwv, Tos Hutoets TOUTWY 
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GmokAnpwoavtas Soxidoar, tovtous 8° elvar Tov eviavTov 
BovAcurds. 
“H [ev aipeois ovTw yeyvopern pLécov dy éxou pLovapyxLKs 

Kal i Snwoxparucijs moXuTeias, js a det L det pecevew TH ToATEiav" 
SobAox yap av kal Seomdtat ovK av TOTE yevowTo diror, odde 
ev tous Tyas Svayopevdpevor patror kal orovdaiow—rots 
yap avioots Ta toa avica yiyvour’ av, €l [7 TvyXavor Too 
pétrpov—dia yap duporepa TavTa. oTdcewy at moATetat 
mAnpodvrar. madaios yap Aoyos arn Ins « wv, ws iooTns pidro- 
THT amepydlerat, para pev opas elpyrat KQL enpedas- 7 
tis 8° €ori mote loorns n ToOTo avTo Suvayevn, dua TO pay 
opodpa oadgns elvau opddpa mas Svaraparret. dvoiv yap 
tooryTow ovoaw, Opwvipow pe, Epyp dé els 7roAAa oxedov 
evavTiau, Thy pev éTépay eis Tas TyLas mao. mohis ¢ ixavn 
Tapayayety Kal mas vouolérns, THY peTp@ lonv Kal arabe 
Kat apiOuad, KArjpw arrevObvenv eis Tas Svavouas avTHv- THY 
de dAnJeararny Kat apiorny lodrnTa ovKEeTL paod.ev mayrt 
idetv. Aws yap 57) Kplovs eoTt, Kal Tots avOpasrous det 
opuKpa peev emapKel, mav dé dcov av eTapKeon moAcow 7 
Kal iuasracs, mavT ayaba dmepydlerar TO pev yap peilovt 
mAciw, 7® 5° eAdTTove opiKporepa vepel, pepe dvd00c0"a 
™pos TH avray puow éxaTépw, Kal 51 Kal TYyLas pueiloot 
pev mpos apeTnv ael peiLous, tois Se TobvayTiov eExovow 
apeTis Te Kal maudetas TO mpemrov éxdotote dmrovepet Kara 
Adyov. €oTw yap Sijrrov Kat TO mrouruxov nty aet Toor 
avro TO Sicavov" ob Kat vov HuGs dpeyouevous det Kal mpos 
TavTnv THv iadtnta, ® KaAewia, dmoBAérovras, THY viv 
pvopevnv Katouxilew mohw. aAAnv Te av ToTe Tis oixiln, 
mpos TAavTOV TobTo OKOTIOULEVOV Xpewv vopoberetv, GAA’ od 
mpos odiyous Tupdvvous 7 ™pos eva 7) Kal Kpatos d7j10v Th, 
mpos dé TO Sixavov del, TobTo 8’ €oti To vuvor) Acx bev, TO 
Kara gvow t ioov dvicous exdorore d00év- avayKaidv ye pay 
Kal Tovrous Tapwvupiorat TOTE mpooxpyoactat mohw dma- 
cay, ea peer ordoewy eaury pI) TpooKkowwvnce kara 
TL jLepos—TO yap eTTLELKKES Kal ody yvwfLov Tob teAdov Kal 
dxprBods Tapa Steny THY opOnv coTw TrapareOpavpevov, 
orav yiyvntar—dio TH Tod KArjpou t iow dvdyKn ™pooxpy}- 
cacbau SvaxoAias Tov TOMY &vexa, Bedv Kal dyalny TUXNY 
Kal Tote ev evyais émxadovpevous amopfotv adrod’s Tov 
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KAfjpov mpos TO SuxatdTaTov. ovTw 51) xpnoTéov avayKaiws 
pev Tot tooTnTow apgory, ws 8 ote udAvota én” dAvyiorots 
Th eTépa, TH THs TUXNS Seopevy. 

atra ovTws dua TabdTa, @ dido., a avayKatov THY preAdov- 
cav awleabar dSpav wodAw: eed) 5€ vats Te ev Oaddtry 
mA€ovoa dudakhs jyépas Setrar Kal vuKTos Gael, OAL TE 
woavTws ev KrAvdwv TOV GAAwY TdrEwv Siayouervn Kal 
Tavrodamatow eémPovdais oiket Kwdvvevovoa aAioKeobar, 
det n bu’ nLEepas Te els VUKTQ KL EK VUKTOS OVVATITELWW TpOS 
nEepav apyovTas dpxovow, ppovpobvtds Te pooupotow d.a- 
Sexopsevous del Kal TrapadLoovTas pndémroTe Anyew. 7A Gos 
dé ov Suvarov oféws ovd€moTe oddeV TOUTWY mparrew, ava- 
yKatov de Tovs jev TOAAOVS THY BovAevTav emi TOV TrAcioTOV 
Tov xpovov Eav em Tots ad’Tav idiovor pévovtas evOnpovet- 
ofa. Ta KaTa Tas adTaV olknoeis, TO d€ SwdeKATOV Epos 
avTa&v emt dwWdeka whvas velwavtas, ev eh evi Tapéexeww av- 
TOUS pviaxas tovre Te TwWt Tobey addobev etre Kat €€ adris 
THs Todews € ETOLMWS emuTuxety, av Te ayyéAAew BovAnrat TUS 
edv T av muvOaveobai Tu Tov av Tpoonrer moAet Tpos TOAELS 
aAXdas atroxpiveobai Te, Kai Eepwrnoacay érépas, amrodeEacBau 
Tas amoKpioeis, Kal 67) Kal TOV Kata ToAW ExdoTOTE vew- 
TEeplopLav evexa TravTodaT@v eiwhdTtwr aei yiyveobar, Orws 
av pdaAvora peev tay) yiyvevran, VEvopLeveny d€, OTL TAXLOTA 
aicGopevns Tis Toews (ah TO YEVvOueEvor* bv & ovMoyav 
TE det del ToUTO civat TO mpoKaliwevov THs mbes KUpLov 
Kat dvadvcewv, THY Te KATA VomoUs TOV Te e€aidvys TpOG- 
mTintovodyv TH moAc. Tatra pev ovv mavTa TO dwoeKaToV 
av pépos THs _Bovdjjs elm TO dtakoopoby, Ta EvdeKa ava- 
TAO [LEVOV Tob EVvLaUTOO pEpn: Kkown de pera Ttav aAdwy 
apx@v det Tas pvdakas Tavras dvddtrew Kata 76Aw TobdTO 
TO Loptov THs BovA‘s aet. 

Kat ta pev Kata rodAw ovTws eXovTa peTpiws av ely 
SvaTeTaypeva: THis de adAns xwpas maons Tis emyredeva, 
Kal tis Tags 5 dpa ovx qua Taca pev 7 TOA, oVuTTAacA 
de 7 xydpa Kara dwdexa HEpn Svaveveunrar, THS modews 
avris ody Kal olknoewy Kab _olKodopeaiy Kal Ayevenv Kal 
ayopas Kal Kpyvav, Kal 07) Kal Tewev@v Kal tep@v Kal mav- 
Twv TOV ToLovTwWY, emipeAnTas Sel Tas amodEdeLvypEvoUS 
eivac; 
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KA. lds yap ov; 
AO. Aéywpev 61) Tots pev tepots vewkopous Te Kal 

tepéas Kal & tepeias delv ybyvecBau: dd@v dé Kal olxodopudy 
Kai Kdopov TOU Trepl Ta Tovabra, dvOpurmrony TE, Wa py aou- 
K@ow, Kal Tov aAAwy Onpiov, ev adre Te TO THs ToAews 
mepipody Kal Tpoaoret orrws ay Ta TpoonKovTa. moAcow 
yiyvnrat, éd€oGar det Tpia bev ApYovTwv el6n, mrepl pev TO 
vovo7 Aex Bev doTuvopous erovopalovra, TO O€ Trepl dyopas 
KOGMOV ayopavopuous. tep@v dé ¢ lepeas, ots pev elow maT plat, 
iepwovvat Kai ais, 1) Kweiv: ei dd, olov TO mpHTov KaToL- 
Kilopevots eikos yiyveoOar mrepi Ta TOLADTA, 7 UNdEVL | TLOW 
dAXiyous, ofs wn KabeoTHKoL KaTaoTaTéov lepéas TE Kal Lepeias 
vewkopous yiyveobar Tots Deots. Tovtwy 87 TavTwWY Ta jWeEV 
aipera xp, Ta Sé KAnpwra ev Tais KaTaoTdoeot yiyveoban, 
pevyvivras mpos dtAiav GAArAous Onpmov KaL [7 Ofjov ev 
exdory XHpe Kat 7OAEL, OFWs ay padora opovewy ein. Ta 
pev otv TOV tepewv, TA Oe@ emutpemovra avre TO KExapL- 
Omévov yiyveobar, Anpooy ovTw TH Oeia TUXD amroo.oovTa, 
Sonyudlew be ‘TOV del Aayxavovra m™p@Tov peev oAdKAnpov 
Kal yvrjovov, emevra os ore pdduora € eK xafapevovody oun - 
cewv, povov dé ayvov Kal mavTwY THY TEpl TA ToLadTa Els 
TO. Oeia dyrapravowevenv avrov Kal maT épa. Kal pnTépa. Karo 
Tabra BeBuoxdras. ex AcdAddv 5é xp7) vojous mepl Ta Oeta 
mdyra KopLugapevous Kal KaraornioavTas en adro ts esnynras, 
Tovrous xphobar. Kar’ eviauTov dé elvar Kal p17) peaxporepov 
Thy tepwovyny EKaOTHY, ern de p17) edarrov efjKovra mpiv 
ein yeyoves 6 > ew Kal? tepovds vopous mept TO. Oeia t ixavas 
ayioTevoew: TavTa be Kal mept TOV ieperv éoTw TO VOMLULG. 
Tovs dé efnyntas Tpis peperwoav pev aut TETTApES pudat 
TéTTapas, Exaotov €€ avTav, Tpets dé, vols av mciorn ye- 
vynta. wAdos, Sokipdouvras, evvea méutrew eis AcdAdgodvs 
avereiv €€ Exdorns Tpiddos eva: THY dé SoKiysaciay avTa@v 
Kat TOU xpdvou THY HALKiav eivar KaBdTrEp TOV iepéwv. odToL 
dé €otwy e€nyntai dia Biov: tov dé ye AumdvTa Tmpoatpet- 
cbwoav ai _TETTapes prdrat obev av exhiry. Tapias TE on) 
TOV Te lepav Xpnpearav ExdoTois Tots tepots Kat Tewev@v 
Kal Kkapm@v TOUTWY Kab prodacewv Kuptous aipetobar poev 
€k Trav peyloroy TYyLnparov Tpets els TA péyvora iepd, dvo 
&° cis ta opixpdtepa, mpos dé Ta eupedotata eva: tiv de 
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aipecw TovTwY Kal THY SoKywaciay ylyvecbar Kabamep 7 
TOV oTpaTnyav éeylyveto. Kal Ta ev ad TeEpl TA Lepa TadTa 
yeyvectuo. 

“Adpovpytov de (87 po dev els OUvapw €oTw. TmdAEws pev 
otv at Ppoupat mépu TavTy yeyvecdwoar, oTparny@v em 
pehoupeveny Kal Takvapx@v Kal immdapxeov Kal puddpyov KaL 
TpuTavewy, Kal 67) Kat GOTUVOpLOY Kal ayopavoLav, OmroTav 
aipebevres net KataoTr@otv TweEs ixkav@s* THY dé aMayv 
xepav puddrrew mdoav KaTa TdOe. dwdexa pev nity yy) 
xHpa moa ets dvvapiv toa popia veventar, pudn de juia 
TO Hopi exdor@ emucAnpwHeioa [kar’ eviavTov | TapEeXeTo 
mévte ofov dypovopous Te Kal ppoupdpxous, tovtous 5 eoTw 
kataheEacbau Tis avTav urs exdore dwdeKa TOV TEVTE 
ex TOV véwy, pe) eAarrov 7 7) TEVTE Kal elKOOW ETN yeyovoras, 
pen) eretovide 7 TPULKOVTO.. ToUToUs de SvaxAnpwOnre TO 
}Opta Tis xXopas Kara puijva. exaoTa exdorous, OWS av mons 
THS xepas Epumreypot TE Kal ETLOTHILOVES ylyvwvra. mavrTes. 
dvo 8 er7) THY apxnv Kal THY ppoupav yliyveobau ppoupois 
Te Kal dpxovow. ows 8 av TO TpPATov Adywow TO HEpn, 
[Tous THS XHpas To7ovs, | petadarrovras Gael Tov é€fjs TOTOV 
exdorou Envos nyetobau Tovs dpoupapxous emt Seva KvKAw* 
TO 6° emt befed yeyveodu TO mpos Ew. mepteADovros de Tob 
evavTod, TO OevTépy € erel, iva ws mrA€toTou Tov dpovpa@v pn 
}ovov E[uareLpol Tijs xXwpas yiyvevrae KaTO. puiay pay Tob 
eviavTov, mpos TH XYwpa b€ a Opa. Kal Ths Wpas ExdoTns TrEpl 
EKQOTOV TOV TOTTOV TO yryvomLevov Ws TAEtaTOL KaTapdbwow, 
ot TOTE Hyovpevor TraAWw adnyeiobwoav eis Tov EevavUpoV 
ae peTaBaAdovtes TémOV, Ews av TO SevTEpov SueEEADwow 
ETos’ T® Tpitw dé aAAovs aypovopmous aipetobar Kat ppov- 
pdpxous [Tovs mévte TOV OwWoeKa emipeAntas |. ev de 57 Tats 
vatpyBats TO Tomy EKGOTW THY emyrehevav ela TOLAVOE 
Twa ™p@Tov pev OTrws EvEpK?S 1) xwpa mpos Tovs moAep.ious 
ore pahora ¢ EoTaL, TappevovTds TE doa av ToUTOU (ben Kal 
dmooKdmrovras Kal évouxodopuj acu els Svvapw elpyovras 
TOUS emxetpodvras OTLobY THY YwWpaV Kal TA kTqpara Ka- 
Koupyew, xpwuevous vmoluyious Kal Tots oikéTats tots ev 
TO TOTW EKGOTW Tmpos Tabra, du’ eKeivwv TowbvTas, éxeivols 
emioTaTobvras, TOV olKelwy épywv avTa@v apyias ott udAvoTa 
exAeyouévous. Svofara dé 57) 7avra trovetv pev Tois ExOpots, 
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tots dé Pidous OTe pdAvora evBara, avOpedrrois Te Kal bm0- 
Cuytous Kal Booxnpaow, Oo@v TE empeAovpevous ¢ Omws WS 
Tpepararar exaorar yiyvevrat, Kal TOV EK Aws vodruv, 
iva THY xwpav py Kaxoupyf, paddov 5 adedp péovra EK 
Trev dymddv eis Tas €v Tots Opeot varras doa KotAa, Tas 
expods adrav elpyovTas OlKOOOUHUACL TE KAL rappedwaow, 
Omws av TA Tapa TOU Avws vdaTa KkaTadexopevar Kal T- 
vovoat, Tots droKkdrubey 4 aypots Te Kal TOTrous mow vapLara 
Kal Kpnvas Trowodoa, Kal TOUS avdxpynpoTarous Tomrous ToAv- 
vdpous TE Kal SiS pou, dmepyalowvran Td TE THYala VdaTa, 
éav Té Tis TOTAMOs edy TE Kal KPHVN 7, KOopODVTES HuTEvpLact 
TE Kal OikOSopHUaoW evmpeTéoTEpa, Kal ovVdyovTEs peTaAr- 
Aeiats vaara, mavta apbova mowWow, vdpeiars te Kal” 
EKdOTAs Tas Wpas, €l TL Tov GAGos 7 TémEVvoS TEpPL TatTA 
aveyevov [7], Ta pevuata adievres eis adta TA THV Dedv 
iepd, KooUMot. TavTaxh bé €v Tots TowovTous yupvacia xp?) 
karaokevdlew TOUS veéous aro is Te Kal Tots yéepovot, yepov- 
tiKa, Aovtpa [Oepua] trapéxovras, vAnv maparilévtas atny 
Kat Enpav adbovov, én’ dvycer KapvdvTwy TE vocoLs Kat 
ree TETpULLEVA yewpyiKots owuata Sexojevous edvpevOs, 
tatpod &€Ew put) mavu codod PeAtiova ovxv@. 

Tabra poev ov Kat Ta, Tovabra TAVTA KOOJLOS TE Kal agedia 
Tots Td7roLs yiyvour’ av pera mraduas ovoamy dxapirou: 
o7roub7) be Tept TadTa HOE € eoTw. TOUS efKovTa EKGOTOUS TOV 
avT@v Témov puddrrew, pu wovov TroAcuiov € eveka, aAAd Kal 
TOV piruv dackevtwy elvac- yevroveny d€ Kal TMV adAdAwv 
todtav Hv aAdos ddXov adiKF, Soddos 7; 7) éhedBepos, Sucdlovras 
T@ dike toa pdcKovtt, Ta pev OpuKpa avToOvs TOUS TEVTE Ap- 
xovras, Ta Se petlova pera Tov budexa [rods emraxaloeKa | 

} Oucdlew pexpe Tpiav pay, Oca av ETEpos €ETEpw emucanf. 
uKaoTHY dé Kal dpxovra avuTrevOuvov ovdeva. duxalew Kat 
dpxew det may TOV TO TéXos emit evra olov Bacrréwv: 
kal 57) Kal TOUS aypovopous ToUTOUs, eav DBpilwot Tu TeEpt 
Tovs cv emmpedodyrat, mpooTdgets TE TpooTarrovrTes dvicous, 
Kal emtyerpodvtes AapBavew Te Kal dépew tov ev Tats 
yewpyious Ly) metoavTes, Kal €av déywvral Tu KodaKeias 
eveka. SvdovTw, 7) 7 [Kat dixas| adixws Svavépwor, Tals pev 
Owreias breiKovtes oveldn _pepebwoar € ev mon TH monet, 
Ttav de dMwy GouKnLaTwWY OTL av GdiK@au Tos ev TH TOTH, 
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TOV expt vas ev Tois KwunTaLs Kal yelToow UrexéeTwoaV 
exovtes Sikas, TOV O€ pretlOvwY EKGOTOTE GOLKNULATwWY 7 Kal 
Tov edAaTTOvwY, eav fr) “OéAwow tbréyew, TLOTEVOVTES TO 
eJioracbat Kata pnvas «is EeTEpov ael Tomov hevyovTes 

atropevéetobar, TovTwy mépt Aayydvew pev ev Tals Kowats 
Sircaus TOV aducovpevor, ay 5’ €An, THY OumAaciav mparreatun 
TOV bropevyovTa Kal a eGehjoavra & vmoaxetv EKOVTOL TYE - 
piav. dvactacbwv de ot TE apxovres ob T dypovo Lot TO 
duo é er) Towdvde Tia TpoTrov™ mp@rov pe 67) Kal” Exdorous 
Tovs TOToUus eivau ovooitia, ev ots Kowy} TH diavrav moun - 
Téov dmacw: 6 dé aToavociTyoas Kav HYTWaoby Huepav, 7 
vdKTo, amoKxoyun Gets, Ly) Tov apxovTany TagavTov 7), mons 
Twos avaykKns emuTecovans, € eav atroprnvwow avrov OL TeV TE, 
Kat ypaavtes Gow ev ayopa KataXeAuKdTa THY Ppovpar, 
ovelOn Te €xéTwW THY TOALTEiaY Ws TpodidOVs TO EavTOd 
Hépos, KoAaléobw te mAnyais br Tob ovvTVyydvovTos Kal 
eOédovros KoAdlew atywpytws. Tadv dé apyovTwy ad édv 
Tis Tt OpG Tovodrov avrds, emipeAciobar pev Tod ToLovTov 
mTavTas Tovs e€EjKovTa xpewv, 6 dé alcbdpevds TE Kal mvOd- 
frevos pur) emeEvav év Tots adtois evexéobw vomois Kat 
TAciov. TOV véwy Cyprovcbw: epi Tas TOV véewy apxas 
Hrydaber maoas. ToUTw de ol vopopvraes emioKomrou 
axpiBeis é EOTWOaY, OTWS 7 pea) yiyvarae THY apxny ] yuyvo- 
peva TiS agias dikns Tuyydvn. det oy mar’ avopa dia- 
voetobau Tepl amavT wv avOparrreny ws 0 pn SovAcdoas odd” 
av Seomdrns yévoito aéuos é emraivov, Kat KaAAwmilecbau xen 
TO Kad@s Sovredoar padov 7 T@ Kadrds apear, Tp@Tov 
jev Tots vopots, ws TavTnv Tots Oeois ovcay dovAciar, 
Emmett Gael Tots TpeoBurépors TE Kal evTiLens BeBroxdor 
Tovs véous. Hera de TadTa Tis Kal? TPE pay dvairns de? Tis 
Tames Kal amrbpou yeyeujevov eivat Ta dvo éTn TadTa TOV 
TOV aypovopwy yeyovota. émedav yap 67) KataAey@ow ot 
dadexa, avveAPdvtes peta THv Trévte, BovrevécOwoay as 
oldvirep oikérar ody e€ovaw atrots ddXous oikéTas TE Kat 
dovAous, 008’ ex THY GAAwY yewpy@v Te Kal KwENTaV Tots 
exeivwv em TA Lora ypnoovTar UmnpeTHmata SuaKdvois, adAa 
fdvov doa eis Ta Syudoa, Ta 6 GAAa adrol di’ adTav 
dtavonOytwaav ws Biwodpevor Svakovobvtés Te Kal Suakovov- 
pevot [€avtots |—mpos dé TovToLs macav THY ywpav ducEEpev- 
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VePEVOL Oépous Kal Xeyucivos avv Tots omhous durakis Te 
Kal yuwpioews EveKa TaVTWVY Gel THY TOTWY. KWOdUVEvEL 
yap ovdevds éAarrov pdOno eivau bu’ axpiBeias emioracba 
mavras THY adTav xwpav’ ob 31 xdpw Kuvnyéova Kal THY 
aAAnv Onpav ovx HTTOV emruTdevew Set TOV ipavra 7 nH THS 
aAAns moovijs 4, cua. Kal apelias Tijs Tepl Ta, Touadra yuyvo- 
pevns maow. Tovrous obv, avrous TE Kal TO emiTdevpa, 
elTe Tis KpuTTovs ETE dypoveuous <i" ore KaA@v Xaiper, 
TOUTO Tpocayopevwr, mpoOvpas mas avnp els Svvapu € €mTTN- 
deveTw, Ocot HeMovat THY abrav modu ¢. tavOs od lew. 

To be [ETA TOOTO dpxovTeny alipécews dyopavomiy Tmépt Kal 
doruvopev mépu Fy jy émropevov. €mrowTo 8 av dypove~ 
juous Ye adoTuvomot Tpeis €EjKovtTa ovow, TpiyH dwWdeKa wépy 
THs moAEews dvadaBorres, pyovpevor EKelvous. TOV TE oda 
emyreAovpevor T@v Kato, TO dorv Kal Tov EK THS xwWpas 
Acupopey ets THY mow cael TeTapevey Kal Tov oiKodomiay, 
iva Kara vopous ylyvwvrat maoan, Kal 61) Kal tav ddaTwr, 
omd0 av avtois TmeuTuar Kat Trapadidaow ot dpoupobytes 
TeDepamrevpieva, 6 Ores eis Tas Kpjvas tava Kat kabapa 770- 
pevomeva KOO TE aya Kal wpery THv TOAW. det 57 Kat 
TovTous Suvatous Te €ivar Kal oxordlovras TOV Kowdy em 
peActobar- 610 mpoBarécbu pev mds avip ék Tov peyt- 
oTwV TYynpaToV GOTUVOHOV | ov av BovAnrae, Svaxerporovy- 
Bévreww d€ Kal adixopéevwy eis €& ots av mAciorar yiyvwvrar, 
Tovs Tpets dmroKAnpwodyTay ols TOUTWV emsehes, doKuua- 
abevtes Sé a apxovrev KaTO Tovs telévras avrots vouous. 

"Ayopavomous 8° €€ is ToUTOLS atpetobas pev ex TOV Seute- 
pov Kal TpwTwv TYLNLAT OV TmEVTE, Ta, 5’ dAAa adraev ylyveobau 
THV aipeow Kabdamep 7 Tay aoTuvoywy: [déKka Tov aAdwv 
mpoxerporovnFevrenv Tovs TévTE aTroKAnpAcat, Kal Soxa- 
obévras avrovs dpxovras dmophvar. | Xetporovetren dé mds 
mavTa* 6 dé [11 ‘eh, € eav eloayyedO7 mpos TOUS apxovras, 
Cnprovobu TEVTHKOVTA Spaxpais ™mpos TO KaKos eivar doxeiv. 
ire 5’ eis exkAnotay Kal TOV KOLVOV adMoyor 6 6 BovAdpevos, 
erdvaykes 8° €oTw TH TOV SevTépwy Kal muta TYLMLAT OD, 
déxa Spaypais Cnuuovpevep e eav a Tapa eSeralyra Tots 
avAddyous: tpitw dé TYAmATE Kal T@ TETAPTH [7 eTAVAYKES, 
aAAa aliptos adeiobw, eav He} TL mapayyethoow ot apXovres 
maow €k Twos avayKys avvievat. Tovs Sé 51) ayopavdpous 
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TOV TeEpL THY dyopay KOoHOV diarayOevra do vomev puddr- 
Tew, Kal tep@v Kal Kpnv@v emupreActabar THY KaT ayopdar, 
OTrws ndev adiKH undels, TOV aducodvTa dé KoAdLew, TAnyats 
pev Kal Seapots SodAov Kai E€vov, eav 5° emiywptos wy Tis 
TEepl TA TOLADTA AkKOOLA, EXPL eV EkaTOoV Spayu@v vout- 
ap.aTos avTovs elvat Kupious diadiKdlovras, wéexpe dé SurAa- 
olov TovTOV KoW} peTa aoTUVduLwy Cyutody Suxdlovras TA 
aducodvre. Ta avTa dé Kal doruvopous EOTW Cnpidpard TE 
Kal KoAdoets ev TH €avT@v axis EXpL juev pvads adtovs 
Cnutodvras, THV SumAaciav dé pera dyopavopev. 

Movotkijs d€ TO peTa TOOTO Kal yupVaOTLKHS apxovTas 
Kabioracbat mpérrov av etn, dSuttods ExaTépwv, Tods pev 
Tadelas av’This Eevexa, TOUS d€ aywioTiKs. Tatdelas ev 
Bovrerar A€yew 6 vouos yuuvaciwy Kai didacKkadelwy ém- 
peAntas Koopov Kal TraiwWevoews Gua Kal THs TEpl TadTa 
emmuueAcias Tv hoiTnoewy TE TépL Kal OiKHTEWY appevwY 
Kat OnAeadv Kop@v, aywvrias dé, ev Te TOLS yupviKots Kal TrEpL 
Tn jLovoucny abAoberas abAnrais, dutTovs ad TOUTOUS. [sept 
povouKcny [ev ETEpous, mrepl dywviav oe aAous. ] dywveoTurcts 
pe obv avOparrreny TE Kal immwv Tovs avrous, HOvoLKTS de 
ETEpous pev TOS Tepl povwoiay TE Kal PYyLNTLKVY, Olov 
paywdoav kat kapwdav Kai adAnr@v Kat mavTwv TOV ToLOv- 
Tov abAobéras €répous mpémov av ein ylyvecOa, tav dé 
TEept yopwodiay aMovs. Tp@Tov oy TEpl THY Tov Xopav 
TALoLvav mraidwv Te Kal avdpav Kat OnAcvav Kop@v ev Opxy- 
Geo Kal TH Taker TH amdon yuyvoperny Hovourh Tovs dip- 
xovras atpetabat mov Xpewv" iavos dé els apxwv avrois, 
pt) EAaTTOV TeTTAPaKOVTA yeyovws eTaV. tkavos 5€é Kal TrEpL 
provwoiav els, ur) EAarTov 7) TpidKovTa yeyovms eT@v, €io- 
aywyeds Te elvat Kal Tots dyurhhenrevous THY dudKpiow 
ixavas dzrodious. TOV 5) Xopa@v apxovra kal diaberhpa 
atpetobar xp? TOLvoe Twa TpoTrov. Ogot pev diroppovws 
EoXTKACL mrept TO. Toabra, els TOV avAoyov itwoayr, emruln)- 
jetou ea py twow—rovrou dé of vopopvraes Kpirai—rois 
5° ddXous, éav pen) BovAwvrat, pndev € emdvaykes EoTW. Kal THY 
mpoBodAny 57) TOV aipovpLevov éK TOV eeTretpav Tounréov, €v 
TE TH Soxysacia KaTnyopnia Ev TOOT EoTw Kal amnyopnya, 
Tov pev ws amreipos 6 Aaxwv, Tov 8° ws Eumrerpos: Os 
av els ek mpoxeiporovnbévtwr Séxa Adyn SoKyacbeis, Tov 
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eviauTov TOY yop@v apyérw KaTa vouov. Kata tavra de 
tovrois Kai TavTn 6 Aaywr Tov evavTov éxeivoy TOV adiKo- 
peeve eis Kpiow povwdidv Te Kai ovvavrAidy apxéTw, eis 
Tovs Kpiras drrodidovs 6 Aaxe@y THY Kpiow. yera de Taira 
Xpecdy dywvias abroberas aipetobat Tis mept Ta yuprdova 
imme Te Kal GvOpeiTrewy € ex TOV Tpirwy | Te Kal ere Tay dev- 
Tépev TYyenedTe@v eis 5€ TH aipeow eorw ev emdvayKes 
Tois tprow [Kai] ropeseaBat TYHLMPACL, TO OpLKpOTaTov de 
aljusov adeicbw. Tpets 5° €orwoar of i Aaxovres, T@v Tpo- 
xetporovnbevray fev eixoot, AaydvTwy dé ex Ta elxoot 
Tpidyv, ovs av Kai djdos 7; } TOV Soxalovrev Soxyudon €av 
dé tis dzrodoxipacby Kal jprwvaody dpx7s Anew Kat Kpiow, 
aAAous avGapetofa Kata tavra Kai THY SoKiaciay woad- 
Tws avTaV mépe Tovetobat. 

Aowmds dé dpxwy Tept Ta TMpoetpneva qty 6 Tis TmaL- 
deias emuseAnrys mdons OnAccdv Te Kal dppevey . els jev 
57) Kai 6 ToUTwY dpfwv € €oTW KATA vopmous, € eT@v jeev yeyovas 
17) cAarrov 7) 2 TEVTHKOVTA, Taidwy be yrnciwy TatTHp, pa- 
Avora pev déwy Kal Ovyarépwr, el i Se Le, Oarepa: Savon brite 
de adres TE Oo mpoxpiGels Kai 6 TpoKxpivoy Ws odoay Tadrny 
Tv apy TOV Ev TH moAet a dxpoTariy apya@v Todd peyiornv. 
TavTos yap o7 gutod i) TpwTn BAdorn KadA@s opunbeioa, 
mpos apeTnv TAS avtod dvcews KupuaTaTn téAos emBeivar 
TO _mpoagopo v, Tov te GAAwy dutdv Kai Trav Cadwv nudpwv 
Kal dypivv [at avOpeirrenv | ‘ dvOpwr7ros dé, ws daprev;tjuepor, 
Ouws pV matdeias bev opis Tuxov Kal dvcews edrvxo0s, 
Bevdrarov 1 MmEepwrarorv TE Sov yiyveoBar dire?, p27) ixavOs 
be 7 7 BI Kad@s tpadev dypisratov, onda gvew yi. dv 
€vexa ov Sevrepov ovde mdpepyov Set THY waidwv Tpodny Tov 
vonobérny eay yiyvecBar, mp@tov Sé apEacbar xpeov TOV 

via avray empehnoecbar Kadds aipebivar, TeV ev TH 
moAet Ss dy dpioros eis TavTa 7, ToOrov Kata Suva 6 ore 
pdhora adrois kabiordyra mpoordrrew jemedgr yy. at 
m@oa, Toivuv Gpxat tAnv Bovdijs Kai mpuTdvewyv eis TO TOD 
*Amodwvos tepov eAGodoat depovrev dijdov KpuBdnv, TOV 
vowoguAdkwy ovTw’ av ExaoTos Hy Arae KdAXwor av Tav 
Tepi madelav apfar yevo even o = dy meiorat wjpoe 
ouppdow, Rieinadbels: v7 Tay dMwv dpyxovTwv TOV édo- 
peeve, ty vopodvAdkwr, apyérw érn wévre, Extw S€ Kata 
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TavTa aAAov émt TavTnv TI apxny atpetobar. 
*Eav oe Tus Onjociay a apxnv apywv amobavn mpiv efncew 

avr@ TV apxnv tAe€tov 7) TpudKovra. emiOecopLevnv TpEpav, 
TOV avTov Tpomrov emt THV apxnv dAov kafordvac ots Hv 
TovTO mpoonkovtTws péAov. Kal eay oppavav émitpotros 
TedevTHon TUS, ot TMpoonKovTes KQL ETLONnLodVTES TpOS Ta- 
Tpos Kal pnTpos peXpL aveyi@v maidwyv ardov kaloravrev 
evT0s d€Ka 7, TLEPOV, 7) ) Snprovobuy € EKQOTOS Spaxuh THS Hepas, 
béxpirep av Tots Traolv KATAOTHOWGL TOV emirpomrov. 

Ilaca d€ dyjzrov 7éXs arroAts av yiyvotTo, ev 7 SuKaoTHpia 
pn KabeoTara ein Kata TpOTOV: adwvos 8 av duKacrTIs Huty 
Kat py) TAciw Tov GVTLOLK@Y eV Tats avakploeou pleyyo- 
pevos, xabazep € ev Tats Sairais, ouK av Tore ixavos yevouTo 
TEpl THY TOV SiKaiwy Kplow* wv EveKa ovTE ToAAOvs GvTas 
padd.ov ed diuxalew ovre dXiyous pavaous. cages de det TO 
dyproBnrovprevov Xpewv yiyveoBae Tap EKATEPW, Oo de 
xpdovos dua Kal TO Bpasdd TO Te TrOAAdKLS avaKpivew mpos 
TO pavepav yiyveoBac TV dpproBytnow _ovppopov. av 
EveKa mp@rov pev els yelTovas ceva xp7 TOvs emucadobyras 
aAArAous Kal Tovs diAous Te Kab ouverdoras ore pdhora 
Tas audroByrovpevas mpagers, eav 0 apa py ev Tourous 
TLS ueavny Kpiow AapBavyn, mpos addo Sucaornptov t iTw* TO 
d€ tpitov, av ta dvo SixaoTiHpia py SvvnTar diadAdEa, 
téAos emibérw TH Sikn. 

Tpozov 57 TWO. Kal Tov Sucaonpiwy at KaTaoTdcels 
dpxovTo elow aipéceis: TAVTa pLev yap apxovra dvayKatov 
Kal Oucaorny eivat TWO, duxaaTys Sé ovK apywr Kal TWO 
TpOTrov apxwv ov mavy hatdos ylyvera THY TOO Tpepav 
HmTEep av Kpivov Thy diKny amore. Oevres 57) Kal TOUS 
Oucaoras os apxovras, Aéywpev TIVES av elev mpeTovres 
Kal Tivwy apa diKaoTal Kal TOG0L eh EKAGTOV. KUPLWTATOV 
fev Tolvuy €oTw dSiKaoTHpLov Omep av adTol €avTois a7ro- 
pyvwow EKAOTOL, Kowh Twas €Adpevor" dvo 57) TOV Aourav 
coTw) KplT7HpLa, TO pev orav Tis Twa tOwwTnv LovwTyns, €7TaL- 
TUB[LEVOS aduKet iy adTov, ayo els Stegy | BovAnrat Siaxpubjvan, 
TO 0 OmdTayv TO Snudatov B76 Twos TOV TOALTaY HyhTaAi TIS 
adixetabar Kal BovdnOA TS kow@ Bonbetv. Aexréov S’ drrotot 
T eloly Kal Tives of Kpital. mp@tov 817 diKacrypiov yt 
yiyvécbw Kowov aac Tots TO TpiTov aupioPyTovaw Ld.W- 
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TALS mpos aMaous, yevopevov THE 7. maoas 1) Tas 
dpxds, Omdcat Te KAT éviauTov Kal omrdaau mAeiw xpdovov 
dpxovaw, émevdav peAXAn véos eveauTos pera Depuwvas TpoTras 
7 emuovTe envi ylyveoban, TavTns THs neEpas TH mpoabev 
mdvras xen) Tovs apxovTas ouvedbeiv ets ev tepov Kal TOV 
fedv dudcavtas ofov amdpfacba maons apyis eva SuxaorHy, 
ds av ev apy éxdotn apiotds Te elvar d6€n Kal dpior’ av 
Kal dowTata Tas Sikas Tots moAitats adT@ Tov emidvTa ev- 
avrov daivnra: Svaxpivew. tovtwv de aipebevtwv yiyvecba 
pev Soxysaciayv ev tots éAopévois adrois,.€av S€ amodoxt- 
pac0h tis, Erepov avOaipetoba Kara tadrd, Todvs dé Soxt- 
paobevtas Sixdlew pév Tots Tao Sucaornpta puyovor, THY 
de pigov davepav Peper’ emnoous oo elvau Kal Jeatas 
ToUTwy TOV Suv e€ avayKys bev BovAevras Kal Tovs aAXous 
apxovras Tovs €Aouevous avtovs, Tv 5é dAAwy Tov BovdAd- 
prevov. eav Sé Tis emaitiGtai Tia éxovTa adixws Kpivar 
Thy dikny, eis Tovs vouodiAakas iwv KaTyyopeitw: 6 dé 
drwy thy toadTnv Sikny dbrexéTw pev Tod BAdBous 7H 
Bradberr 70 SimAdotov Tivew, eav dé peiLovos duos elvau 8d&p 
Cnuias, mpooT yay Tovs KpivavTas THY Sixny 6 OTL xen Tpos 
TovTw Trabeiv avrov }) amtoTivew TO KOW®@ Kai TO THY Siknv 
Sixacapeven. mept Sé tev Sypociwy éykAnudtwr dvayKatov 
mp@tov pev TH ANGE petadiddvar THs Kpicews—oi yap 
dducovjrevor mdyTEs eloiv, omdray Tis THY moAw aduch, Kat 
xarerras av ev diy pépover a dporpor yeyvopevor TOV TovovTwV 
Svaxpicewr—ahn’ apxnv Te elvar xp7) THS TouavTns dikns Kal 
TedeuT hy els TOV _ Sfjwov dmodiouevny, Thy de Bdoavoy €v 
Tais peyiotas apyais Tproiy, ds av 6 TE pevywv Kal © 
SidKwy ovvopohoyhrov: eav d¢ BH Svvnobov Kowwvijoa. Tis 
dpuoroyias adrol, THY Bovdny € emikpivey adt@v tiv aipeow 
éxatépov. Set dé 87) Kal Tav idiwy SuKBv Kowwveiv Kata 
Svvapw amavras’ 6 yap axowwvntos av e€ovaias Tod cuv- 
duxadlew Hyetrar TO Tapdarrayv THs TdéAews od péToxos elvat. 
dia. tadr’ ov 87) Kai KaTa gudas dvayKaiov Sucaornpid TE 
yiyvecbar Kat KArjpw dixacras € ex TOD Tapaxphua ddiapbe- 
pous tais Senoear ducal, TO Se téos Kpivew TavTwy TAY 
TOLOUTWY exeivo TO SixacTyHpov, 6 dapyev els ye dvbpemivny 
dvvapu ws oldv TE ddiapboparara mapeckevdobar, Tots [A 
Suvapevois pute ev Tots yeiroow pyre ev Tots pudAetixois 
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duKaorTnplots dmadddrreo Bar. 
Nov on mrepl pev SucaoTnpia Tpiv—a 57 dayev ov ws 

apxas ovre as pn padvov eiovTa avapduoByntntws eipy- 
Kévar—repl pev Tabra otov TEprypagy tis e€wlev Tmepuye- 
ypappery TQ puev elpnxev, Ta 8 darohetzret oxedov" mpos 
yap TéXer vopobecias 1) Suxdv axpuPas vopny Gears a ayia Kat 
diaipeots opAérara ylyvoit av pape. TavTaus peev obv 
etpjo0w Tmpos TO Ténev Trepiwevew pas, at dé epi tas 
dAXas apyas KaTaorTdoets oxedov THY TAEloTHY ethndaow 
vopobeciav: TO dé GAov Kai axpiBes TrEpi Evds TE Kal TAVTWV 
T@V KaTa TOAW Kai TroALTLKTHY Taoav diolknew ovK oT 

/ / ‘ nv e / > a. ~ / 4, yeveotat cages, mp ay) BreLodos an’ apxis 74 Te devrepa 
Kal Ta péoa Kal TavTA Bepn Ta eavTis amohaBobca mpos 
téXos adixnrar. vov pay €v T@ TapovTe pEXpL THS TOV 
apxovrov aipécews yevowevns rehevT?} pev Tov epmpoovev 
QUuTY yiyvour’ av iKavn, vopwvr bé Oécews apy Kat avaBorAdv 
apa Kal OKvwv oddev ETL Seopern. 
KA. Hdvrws pow Kara voor, @ Edve, Ta, eumpooter <ipn- 

KWs, THY apynv viv TeAEUTH Tpocawas TEpt THY TE eipnuEevwY 
Kat TOV pedAdrASvTwv pyOjcecba, Tatra ere pwadAov Exeivwv 
elpynkas piriws. 

AQ. Kadds TOLvuv av Hutv 7 mpecpuT@v eudpwv tradia 
péexpe deBp’ ein Ta, vov Svarrerraropievn. 

. Kadjv tiv orovdny €oixas SnAoby Taév avdpdv. 
AQ®. Eikxds ye: 1dd¢ 8° evvorjowpev ei coi Soke? Kabdrrep 

€uol. 
»*KA. To motov 67) Kal rept Tivwr; 
AQ. Oiod" OTL kabdzrep Corypadov ovdev mépas exew 7 

Mpayparea doKet mrepl éxdotwv Tav Cawy, adr’ 7 Tod xpai- 
vew 1) amoxpaivew, 7) oOTLOnTOTE KaAobe. 7d Towsrov of 
Cwypadwyr tratdes, odK av tote SoKet Travoacbar Koopovoa, 
WOTE emidoow EenKer exew els TO KaAALW TE Kal PavepwTepa 
ylyveoOar Ta Yeypappeva. 

Lyedov evvod dover Kal avros Tatra, a Aéyets, 
e7rel eneaipis ye ovdauds yéyova TH TovadTn TEXVN- 

AQ. Kat ovdev ye €Ba dns. Xpnodpela ye pay T@ vv 
TAPATVXOVTL TrEpl AVTHS Tyaty oyw TO ToLOve€, ws el more 
Tis emwonoce yparsar te SG KaAAvoTOV CHov Kal Tobr’ ad 

/ So / Dy Os, We? gy Ferd | \ / ” ~ ? pnderorte emt pavdAdtepov arr’ emi to BéATiov toxew Tod Een- 
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aA isd A »” 3 , 

LovTOS GEL <levar> ypovov, ouvvoets OTL BvnTOS WV, Et LH TWA 
/ / * > ~ iad / Katareier Suadoxov &¢ eravopfoby te, edv tr ahadAnrat 

~ ~ > / 

To Cov b70 xpdvwv, Kai TO TapaderpOev b7r0 Tis acbevetas 
~ ~ f 

Ths €avTod mpos THY TéxvnV olds TE Els TO mpdabev EoTaL 
pardptvwy trovety éemdiddvar, opiKpov Twa xpovoy atvT@ 
TOVvos Tapapevet TapTroAus ; 

> ~ 

KA. Adn Bij. = 9 > A A \ ~ / A®. Tiotv; dp’ od rowbrov Soke? cou TO TOD vopobérou 
~ \ 

BovAnp’ elvan; T™pO@Tov ev ypdipa TOUS vopous mpos ry 
dxpiBevav KaTa Svvapuy ixkav@s* €meuTa mpoiovTos Tob xpovou 
Kal TOV SofdvTwy Epyw TELpe|Levov, dp olet TWA OUTWS 
adpova ‘yeyovéevat vouobernv, wor” ayvoety ort mayuToXAa, 
avayKn tmapadcimecbar tovatra, a det Twa ovveTropevov 
erravoplotv, iva pndayhH yelpwv, BeATiwy dé 7 ToduTELa 

: \ c / a dX / \ \ ] / > ~ Kal 0 KOomos del yiyvyTar mepl THY wWKLOMEVyY adT@ 
moAw ; 

> / ~ \ ad 

KA. Eixés—rds yap ov; 
TOLOUTOV. 
AQ. Ovxodv El Tis Twa, pnxavny EXOU Tpos Toor, Eepyw 

Kal Adyous rive, Tpomrov duddgevev dy eTEpov ETE peilova 
elite ehdtTw Tept TobT eyew evvowav, OTTws xp7) PuAdTrTew Kal 
> ~ ~ eravopUobv vojovs, ovK av Tote A€ywv amreimoL TO TOLODTOV 
mp emt TéAos €dOciv; 

KA. [lds yap av; 
A® O > ~ > ~ ~ / / > \ \ ~ . OvKobv ev TH viv tapdvte Trowntéov emot Kat of@v 

TOUTO; 
\ A \ / 

KA. To zotov 57 A€yets ; 
AO. "Ered vopoberety peev peMoper, TpnvTae de mpiy 

vopopviaxes, Tpets 5° ev dvopais tot Biov, of 8 ws mpos 
as véow, aya pev, as paper, det vowoberetvy Huds, apa 
d€ mreipaobat movety Kat ToUToUus avTovs vomwobéras TE Kal 
vonopvAakas eis TO Ouvarov. 

KA. Té pays ELTTEp olot Té y eopev tkavds. 
AQ®. ’AA’ ov TelpaT ed ye Kal mpolupnréa. 
KA. [lds yap ov; 
AO. Aé ds abtous *Q dir yopev ) ™pos avTous" pi Ol OWTHpES VOMWY, 

nets TEpl ExaOTwWY cv TiBepev TOUS vopous mapumroXa. Tapa. 
Actibowev—avdynn yap—ov pay add’ doa ye p17) OpLKpa Kat 
To GdAov eis SUvapuw ovK avncomev amepinyntov KabamTeEp Twi 
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TEpLypagy TovTo O€ Senoet oupmAnpody & bps - TO Trepinynbev. 
Omrou Se BAémovres Opdoere TO ToLovToV, ducovew XP7- Me- 
yirXros pev yap Kal éya Kal Knedee eipjkapev Te avTa 
aAA7Aous ovK oALydKis, oporoyodpev TE Aéyeobat Kards* 
duds dé yutv BovdAducba ovyyvespovas TE dua Kal pabnras 
yiyveobar, BAemovras mpos Tadra els direp nets TUvEXwW- 
pyoaprev aAA7Aous TOV vopopvrard. TE Kal vowoberny | deiv 
Brerew. nv o€ 7 ovyxwpnors €v €xovoa KepdAaiov, OTs 
Tore avnp ayabos yiyvour’ av, THY avOpwrw TmpoonKovoay 
aperiy Tis poxijs EXO €k TLWOS emt devpLaTos 7% TlWos 
ous 7 n Tmrovds KTNOEWS 7 emIupias 7) n dons 7 palnudrev 
mor€ TIWUwV, clre dppnv Tis TOV OVVOLKOUVTO ovoa 7 pious 
ElTE Gr vcles, vewy 7 YEepovTwv, Omws eis TavTOV TOUTO O AE- 
youev Tetapevy omrovo7) Taoa éora dua travTos Tob fiov, 
Tov Oo dduv 6 Orda €77d8L0. TovTous pendev TpoTuyL@y dpavet- 
TAL aie datioobv, TeAcvTay dé Kal moXews, ea dvdorarov 
avayKn paivnrar ylyvecbar, mplv eGehew dovAevov drropet- 
vaoay Cuyov dpxeoBau 570 XELpoven, n Acizrew puyh THV 
moAw* WS TAVTA TA TOLADTA dp * €o8" DrrojeveTeov TATXOVTAS 
mply adAdgacbae modtTeav 7 xEipovs avOpawovs mepuce 
moveiv. Tabro, Tpets TE _€umpoobev ovvapohoynodueba, Kal 
vov bpets EaV els Tatra. éxdrepa Brérovres emavite Kal 
peyeTe Tvs vopous Gaot 7) TadTa Suvatol, Tovs dé Suvvatovs 
aomdaleabé Te Kat dirodpdvws Sexdpevor Cire ev avrois* Ta. 
5° dAAa emTndevpara, Kal 7pos dda. Teivovta TaV ayabav 
Aeyomevav Xatpew xen Tpooayopevew. 

“Apxy € €OTW TOV pera Tatra npetv vom HOE Tis, AP 
tep@v TPYHEVN. Tov aptOuov yap 67 det mp@Tov dvadaBeiv 
nas TOV TOV TevTaKLaxiAtwy Kal TETTAPAKOVTO., doas etxev 
TE Kal Exel TOMAS TpoaPdpous 6 TE GAOS apa Kal 6 KaTa 
gvrds, 6 81 Tob travtos EOepev SwdexaTnpoptov, Ev Kal EtKOoW 
etkoodxts opldrara, puv. Exel de Svavopas dwdeKa bev O mas 
dpubpos 7 new, dddexa de Kal 6 Tis pudfis: éxaoTyv 51 THY 
potpav diavoetabat Xpecov ws odoay iepav, Beod Spor, € €710- 
pevnv Tots pow Kal Th TOO mavTos TrEpwoow. 610 Kal macav 
moAw ayet ev TO avpduTov & tepodv avrds, aAAot de ddAcwv 
tows opOdrepov evetwavTd Te Kal evTUXeoTEpoV eJeiwoav THY 
Suavopnv: pets dé obv viv dapev dpPdrara mponphabar Tov 
TOV TevTaKioxiAiwy Kal TeTTapdKovTa apiOuov, Os macas 
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Tas Svavopas exer pwéexpe Tav dwdexa amo pds dp&dwevos 
mAqy évdexddos—avr7 5” exer opxpotatov taya* emt Odrepa 
yap dyuns ylyverat Svoiv éoriaw drove Jetoaw—as 5° 
€oTlv tavta aAnbds o evra, KaTa oxodny ovK av Todds € €7t- 
deifevev pds. mMuoTEvoavTEs o7) Td viv Th mapovon Omen 
kal Adyw, veiwwpev Te TaVTHV, Kal ExdoTH olpa Deo y) beady 
maida emdpnpicavtes, Bwpovs TE Kal TA TOUTOLS TpPOOHKOVTA 
amodovres, Ovovdv mépi auvddous em’ adtois mowwpela dvo 
Tou bqves, dHdexa pev TH THS pvdAis Svavouf}, dwdexa d€ 
avra TO Tis 7 mroAcws Siapeprop@, Dedv pev 67) mp@rov xdpuros 
eveka. Kal Tv mepl Jeous, devTEpov de Tpav adTa@v olKeLo- 
THTOS TE TEPL KAL yywpicews adr rwy, ws paipev av, Kal 
opidias € évexa maons. Tmpos ‘yap &y THY TOV ydpwy Koww- 
viav Kad ovppeg dvayKaios exe THv ayvovay efaxpeiv 
Tap wv Té Tus ayeTat Kal a a Kal ols exdidwor, mrepl TavTOos 
TovovpLevov ore pddiora TO pa opadreobas vr ey ev Tots 
Tovovrows Kara To Suvatov. Tis ovv ; TOLAUTNS omovdijs € eveKa 
Xp?) Kal Tas mradias mrovetoOar yopevovTds TE Kal Yopevovaas 
KOpous Kal Kdépas, Kal dua b7 Jewpodvtds Te Kai Oewpov- 
flévous pera Aoyou TE Kal TAckias Twos éxovons eiKulas 
mpopdcets, yupvous Kal ‘yupvas HE xpumrep aidois owdpovos 
EKGOTWY. TOUTWY 8° émipeAntas mavTov Kal KoopnTas TOUS 
TOY xopav dpxovras yiyveoBa Kal vopoberas pero Tay 
vopopvAdky, Ogov av Tpets exeimapev TATTOVTES" ava. 
yKaiov dé, Omep eimopev, TEpt TA TOLAdTA TdVTA Goa OpLLKpA 
Kal roAAa vopobérny jev exAeimrew, Tous oo epmrelpous el 
KaT éviavTov yeyvopevous avT@v, amo THs Xpetas pavOdvov- 
Tas, tarrecbat kal emravopBoupevous Kwety Kar’ EVLAUTOV, 
ews av dpos tkavos d6€n TOV ToLovTWY vopipmwr Kal émuTNdev- 
patwv yeyovévat. xpovos pmev ovv péTPLOs Gua Kal ikavos 
ylyvoir av THs eutreipias Sexaetypis Ovoiwdy Te Kal yoperav, 
emt TavTa Kal ExaoTa Tax eis, C@vros pen: Tod rafavros vojLo- 
Oérou kowy}, téAos 5€ ayxdvTos, avrds ExdoTas Tas apxas 
ets Tovs vopopvaakas etopepovaas TO _TapaAcumropevov THhS 
avTa@v apxijs erravopbopobat, péxpurrep dy téhos € EXELV EKAOTOV 
d6€n Tob Kahds Seupydobar, TOTE d€ akivyTa Depevous, 797 
xpioda pera TOV aww vom ous erage. Kat’ d apxas 6 Deis 
avtots vopobérns: dv mépt Kweiy pev Exdvtas pydémoTeE 
pndev, ei dé Tis avayKn dd€ee mote KatadaBeiv, maoas pev 
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Tas apxas xpn oup.BovAous mavTo. d€ TOV Ofjuov Kal maoas 
Oedv pavteias emeAOdvTas, €av ouppwvace TavrTeEs, ovTw 
Kweiv, dAAws b€é wndérrore pndauds, adda Tov KwAvovTa aeEl 
KaTa vomov KpaTetv. 

‘O7d0ev Tis ob Kal OTNViKa TOV TEVTE Kal ELKOOL yeyovo- 
Twv €Tn, okoT@v Kal oKoTrovpevos bm aAAwy, Kata vodv 
éavT@ Kal mpémovTa eis Taiowy KoWwviay Kal yéveow 
efnupnKevar muoTeveL, yapeitan pev mas evTos Trav TEVTE Kat 
TpidKoVvTA €T@V, TO OE TmpeTov Kal TO apporrov Ws xp7) 
Cynretv, mpa@Tov emaKovodre det ydp, ws dnow KAewias, 
éumpoobev Tod vdéuov Tpooipm.ov olKetov ExdoTw TpoTevar. 

KA. Kaddvora, @ geve, Svepynpovevoas, eAaBes TE TOU 
Adyou Karpov Kat pan’ Ejuol Soxobvr’ civat OULMETpOV. 

A®. Ed Aéyeus. °Q. rai, Toivuy da&pwev ayabav maT epwv 
puvre, TOUS Tapa Tots ELppoow eddofous yapous XPT yopsetv, 
ol cou Tapawwotev av urn pevyew Tov TOV TEVATOV pede TOV 
TOV movatoy SuwKEw OvapepovTws ydpov, adn’ €av Ttahia 
todln, TOV trodeeorepov ael TYLGVTO. ets THY Kowwviav 
ovyieva. Th Te yap moAe avudopor a dy ely TAUTY tats Te 
ovviovoats €oTials’ 70 yap opaAov KQL OULL{LETPOV axpdrou 
piupiov diadéper mpos aperny. Koopioww Te TaTépwv xp?) 
mpobupe tofac yiyveoBac KndeorHy TOV adr@ ouverdora é (TApLw- 
TEpoOV GLa KaL Oarrov Tov d€ovTos mpos maoas Tas mpageus 
dhepopevov' Tov & evavTios TmepuKora emt Tavavria xp) 
Kndevpara TopeveoGa. Kal KATA TaVvTos ets €oTw pdbos 
ydpLov- TOV yap TH mode det ouppepovTa pevnotevew yayuov 
EKAOTO?, od TOV 7jOvoTov aire. PepeTau d€ mws mas det 
Kata pvow mpos TOV O[LOLOTATOV adre, ofev avedparos i) 
mohus GAn ylyverar xpHpacww TE Kal TpoTrany nOcow: &€€ dv 
a pa BovAdpcba ovpBatvew Hiv, Kal pdAora ovpBaiver 
Tats mcioraus moAeot. Tadta d7 dia Adyov pev vouw 
TpooTaTTEW, py ‘yamerv mAovavov mAovaiov, nde moa 
SvvaLevov mparrew addov TOLOUTOU, Oarrovs dé 7Oeor mpos 
Bpasdurépous Kal Bpadutépovs Tos Odrrous dvaryred lew TH 
TOV yapwy Kowwvia mropeveota, mpos TO) yedoia eivat Oupov 
dv éyeipor woAdois: od yap pdo.oy . evvoety OTL moAw civat 
det Suenv KpaThpos Kekpapevyv, od poarvopevos pev otvos 
eyKEXULEVOS Cel, KoAalopevos de 70 vnPovTos € eTEpov Beod 
Kadnv Kowwviay AaBav ayalov mHwa Kat pwéTpiov arrepyd- 
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Cera. rtodr’ oby yryvopevov ev TH TOV Traldwv pei€er Siopav 
ws €mos eimetv Suvaros ovdeis: ToUTwv 57) yap eav pev 
vom Ta ToLadTa avayKaiov, émddovta dé mreiVew mreipaobar 
THY TOV Traldwy opaddoryra avrav avTots Tis TOV yapoov 
iadTn TOS amAjorou Xpnudrov ovons mepl metovos exo. 
oTov movetobar, Kat Ou’ oveidous daroT pemrew TOV mepl TO 
XpyaTa ev Tois yasors €aTrovdakoTa, aAAa 17) ypaTT@ vow 
Bralopevov. 

Ilept yapwy dn Tar’ €oTw Tropapsira Acyopeva, Kal 7) 
Kat Ta eumpoobe TovTwry pybévta, ws xp1) THS deuyevods 
pioews dvréxeoIau T@ Traidas traidwv KaTaAcirovra a ael TA) 
Dew damperas ave avrod Tmapadidovac. TavTa ouv Tatra 
Kat €Tt TrAciw Tis av elzrou mept yapLwv [as xXp7) yapety, | 
Tpooywalopevos ophas: av 6 dpa tis pay metOnrau EKWY, 
aAAST prov de avrTov Kal akowwynrov év TH more exn Kal 
ayaj.os wr yevnrar MEVTEKALTPLAKOVTOUTNS, Cnprovobu Kar’ 
EVLAUTOV € EKAOTOV, 6 péytorov prev Tina KEKTT[MLEVOS EKATOV 
Spaxpais, 6 d€ TO devTEpov eBdopunKovra, Tpirov de €£%- 
KOVTG, 0 ) Oe TO TéTapTov TpudKovTa. Tobto 8 éotw Tis “Hpas 
iepov. 6.5€ p17) exTiveny KAT €vLaUTOV SexamAdovov operhérer 
mpatTtécbw de 6 Tapias Ths Beod, 7 exmpagas d€ avros 
oder Kat ev tais evOuvats Tod TovovTou Adyov b UmexeTw 
mds. els prev ody xpnuata 6 pn “OéAwv yoprety Trabra. 
Chpuovobu, TYLA de Tapa TOV vewTepwv diryos mons 
€oTw, Kal i undeis v UmraKovEeTw pndev avT@ EKwv TOV véwv: eav 
be kondLew TW ETTLYELPH, mas TH dducoupevep Bonfeitw Kal 
ApLUveTw, pe) Bon Gav de 6 Tapayevopevos detAds TE apa 
Kal KaKOos U70 Tob vopuow mohirns elvan Aeyéobw. 
epi de _ MpouKos elpn Tau pev Kat TPOTEpov, elpyalw oe 

madw ws ioa avri iowv €oTiv TO pare AapBavovte par 
exdidovrt 51a XpNUaTwv amropiav ynpacKew TOUS mevyTas” TO 
yap avaykaia vardpxovrd €ore maou TaV év Tavry TH TOKE: 
UBpis dé rrov yuvargi Kal Sovieia Tareun Kal aveAevbepos 
Oud Xpnpwara Tots yHpLact yiyvouto dy. Kal © Lev mevBopuevos 
ev TOV Kava Span Toor’ av* 6 d€ pn TeLOdpevos 7) dudovs 7 7 
AapBavev mAé€ov 7) 7 TEVTHKOVTA aéva Spaxpav eoOijros xdpy, 
6 oe vas, 6 d€ TpLdv Huuvaiwy, 6 Se dvoty pvaiv—o TO 
peyvorov Tine KexTnpevos—ogerrA €TW pev 7@ /Snpoaiy 
TocovTov etepov, TO de Soblev 7 Andbev icpov eoTw THs 
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"“Hpas re Kal tod Atos, mparrovtwy dé of Tapia TovTow 
totv Oeoiv, Kabdmep eppyOn T&v pn yapovvTwy mépt Tovs 
Tapias exmpattrew éexadoTote Tovs THS “Hpas 7 map’ adradv 
éxdotous THY Cyuiav éxrivew. 

"Eyytnv dé elvar Kupiav tatpos pev mp@tov, devtépav 
mdmTov, Tpiryy d€ adeAdadv Oporrarplewy, €av de pnde els H 
TOUTWV, THV TPOS [LNTPOS PETA TOOTO eivat Kupiav woatros: 
ey 5 dpa TUXN TLS anOns oupBaivy, Tovs eyyUTaTa yEevous 
ael Kuplous €lvat peTa TOV eTUTpOTOY. 

"Oca 5€ mpotéAcca ydpwv 7 Tis GAAN Epi Ta TOLAtTA 
fepoupyia peAAdvTwr 7) yeyvopeévwv 7 yeyovoTwv Tpoonkoved 
€oTw TeXetobar, Tovs eEnyntas Eepwravra xp Kai TevOdpevov 
€xelvois EKAOTOV jyetoba TavTa EavT@ peTpios yiyveobar. 

Ilepi de Tov coTdcewy, pidovs pev xp7 Kal gidas 
pe) metous meVvTE éKaTepwy ovyKkareiv, ovyyevav dé Kai 
olkelwy woatTws TocovTous aAXous Exatépwv: avdAwpa dé 
py ylyveoOa_ mAgov 7 KaTa THY odciay pydevi, TH pev eis 
Xpnpata peyloTw pvav, TH 8’ Hutov Tob TocovTov, TH 8’ €d- 
effs oUTw, Kabamep troPEeBnkev ExdoTwW TO TINA. Kal TOV 
prev trevOdpevov TH vow erravetv ypy) mavTas, Tov Sé azret- 
Botvra Kodalovtwr of vopoptAakes Ws amretpoKadrdv TE dvTA 
Kal amraidevTov TOV Tepi Tas vuudiKas Movoas vow. trivew 
d€ els weOnv ore aAAoM Tov mpéret, TAHY ev Talis TOD TOV 
otvov dovtos Beot éoprais, od’ aodarés, ovr’ obv 51) mrEpi 
ydjLous eoTrovdaKora,, ev ois Ep-ppova. pdhora elvau mperret 
vuppnv Kat vup.piov peraBodty ov opuKpav Biov petaAdar- 
TovTas. Gye. d€ Kal TO YEVVELEVOY Omws OTL padora ef 
eLppovenv Gel ylyyytaw oxedov yap ddnAov o7rola vv 4 
pas avro YEvvnoer pera | Beod* Kat mpos TovTous de? 7) TOV 
owpdtwv duaKkexupevwy b770 weOns yiyvecOar TH TaLdoupyiar, 
a.Ad’ evTrayes amAaves novxatov TE ev wyTeSE ovvioracba 
TO pudpevov. O be Supvwpevos adtos Te pepeTau maven Kal 
pépet, Autrey Kata Te o@pa Kal puyynv* o7eipew obv mapd- 
dopos dua Kal Kakos 6 peOdwr, wor avwpadra Kal amora 
Kal ovdev evOUTropov HO0s odde Cpa Ek TOV EikKOTwWY yevvedy 
mort dv. 610 _HaMov pev oAov TOV eviauTov Kat Biov xpy, 
pddvora. de omogov av yee xpovor, evAaBetobar Kal ya 
Tparrew pare doa voowdn € exovra elvat pare © doa UBpews 7 u) 
aduxias éyoueva—els yap Tas TOV yerywyevwy yuxas Kal 
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owpara dvayKatov efouopyvijevov extuTobo0ar Kal TiKTEW 
TavTn pavrdrepa—SiagepovTms de exergy THY Tpepav Kat 
v0KTa améxeoOar THY TrEpi Ta. TOLavTA* apx7) yap Kal Oeos ev 
avOparrous iopuevn ower mavra., TUYLHS €av THs TpoonKovans 
avth Tap’ exdorou TOV Xpwpevan | Aayxavy. 

Nopicavra 5° elvae xXp1 Tov yapobvra Tat outa Tatv ev 
T@ KAnpw THY érépav olov veoTTav eyyevvnow Kal Tpopyy, 
xwpuabevra a a7r0 TATpOS Kat pnTpos TOV yapov exed mrovetabau 
Kal THY olknow Kal THY Tpopnv adrod Kal TOV TEKVOOV. ev 
yap Tats piAiais €av pev 7000s ev TIS, KoMAg Kat ouvo0et 
mavTa 710: Katakopns d€ avvovaia Kal ovK iayovca TOV 
dua xpovov d0ov daroppetv dAAr Aw Trovet drrepBodaits 
mAnopovijs. dv 7 xdpw pnrpt Kal marpl Kal Tots THs 

/ yuvauKos oixetous TapevTas xp?) Tas avT@v olKxnoers, olov 
els amoukiay adixopevous, avtovs éemuoKoTobvTds Te apa 
Kal éemioKoToupevous oiKeiv, yevv@vTds Te Kal exTpeépovTas 
matdas, Kabamep Aapmdda rov Biov mapadiddvtas dAdo €€ 
aAAwy, Oepamevovras det Beovs Kara, vopous. 

Krijpara be TO [LeTO TooTo Tota ay Tus KEKTTMEVOS e [Le - 
Aeordarnv ovotay KEKT{{TO ; Ta pev ovv moa, oUTE vonaat 
xaderov ote KtHcacIa, ta Sé 57) THY oiKeTav yaderra 
mavTn. Tod aitiov, odK opbds mws Kal Twa Tpdtrov dpbas 
Tept avta@v Aéyopev: evavtia yap Tats xpelais, Kal KATA TAS 
xXpeias av, mrovodueba. rept SovAwy Kal Ta Aeyopeva. 

ME. Ids 8 at TodTo A€yopev; ov ydp Tw pastapabier, 
® &éve, ore Ta viv ppacers. 
AO. Kai pedda ve, @ MeéyiAre, eikdtws: oyedov yap 

mayrow TOV EMijven 7 7 Aaxedayrovioy ctAwreta metorny 
dzropiav Tapdoxour” av Kal €pw Tots pev ws ev, tots 8° ws 
ovK «0 yeyovvid. eotw—eAddtTw dé 4 TE ‘Hpaxrewraiv 
ovAcia THs Tov Mapiavwvdy kataboviacews € ep dy EXOL, 

To Wetraddy 7 ad TEVEOTUKOV eOvos—els a a Kat mavra TO. 
Towabra Brépavras 7 nas TL Xp Trovety Trept KTHOEWS: olKeTav ; 
6 87 Tapio TO Aoye ETUXOV elroy, Kat av pe eikoTws Ti 
more ppaloyse 7 Mparnaas, TO0€ € eoriv. topev OTL TOU mavTEs 
elmoysev av wes xp7) Sovdous Ws evpeveotatous exThobar Kal 
dpiorous: moAAoi ‘yap adedpav 79 SodAo. Kal véwy Tow 
Kpeirrous Mpos apeTHV TAcav VEvomeEvor, ceowKaow Seomdras 
Kal KTHMATA Tds TE OikHCELs a’TaY Gras. Taira yap topev 
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jou Trept SovAwy Aeyopeva. 
ME. Ti py; 
A®. Odxodv kai Todvaytiov, ws tyres oddev puyfs SovAns, 

ovde TLaTEVEW OVdETOT OddEeY TH yever SET TOV VobY KEKTN- 
pevov; 6 d€ codwtatos Huivy TOV ToNnTaV Kal amedrvato, 
varep TOU Avs ayopevww, wos— 

7JLLOU yap TE vooU, pyow, drrapelperat evpvorra Leds 
aopar, ovs av 7) Kara dovAvov 7% Tpap EAnot. 

Tatra 67 dwadaPdovtTes ExacTo. Tots Svavojmacw ot pev 
muoTevouot Te ovdeV ever OiKEeT@V, KaTA dé Oynpiwy dvow 
KeVTpoLs KaL paoTLEw ov Tpis wovov aAAd moAAdKis azrep- 
yalovrat dovAas Tas puyas THY oikeT@v* of 8 ab TavavtTia 
TOUTWwY Sp@ot twavra. 

ME. Te pv : 
KA. Te ouv 7) xe?) Trovety, ToUTwY, @ geve, Svapepopeveny 

ovr, TEpl THS TET Epas av Xepas NGS, THS TE KTHTEWS Apa 
heir vice Nek cactensrtal Senda mép.; 

A®. Ti 8, & KArewia; dHArov ws émerd7) S¥cKoAGV €ort 
TO Opéupa avOpwros, Kai mpos THY avayKaiay Sidpiow, TO 
dodAdv te epyw duopilecbar Kai eAcVOepov Kai Seomdrny, 
ovoapa@s eUXpnoTov eOehew etvat TE Kal ylyveoBau paiverar, 
XaAerrov 67) TO KTHMA* Epyw yap moAaxes ETLOCOELKTAL mrepl 
Tas Meconviey ouxvas elwOvias dmoorTdoes yiyvectar, Kal 
TEpt ye Tas TMV EK pLLas Pwvis TroAAOvs oiKéTas KTWMEVOV 
models, Ooa Kanda oupBaiver, Kal €TL TA TOV Aeyomwevwv TrEpt- 
Sipe TOV Tepl thy “IraXiav Yuyvomevev mavrodara KAwm@v 
epya TE Kal mrabiwara.. ™pos a Tus av mavTo. Padbas d.a- 
TOpHGELE TL xen dpav mept amdvrwy TaV ToLovTwY. dvo 7) 
Aeitrecbov joven LNXaVa, LATE TaTpLWTAS aAAipAcov eivau Tovs 
péAXovras paov Sovdevoew, douppavous TE ets Suva OTL 
pdAora, Tpepew 5’ adrovs dpbds, 1) movov eKeivwv eveka,, 
mAéov d€ avTav mpoTys@vrTas: 7 OE Tpopn TOV TOLOUTWY 
pnre twa UBpw wPpilew eis Tods otKéTas, HrTov dé, €t 
Suvaror, adukety 7 Tvs e€ icov. ddd Aos yap 6 pvoet Kal 
ae awe s o€Bwv TH dina, puodv d€ OVTWS TO dducov, € ev 
TOUTOLS TOV avOpwray € ev ols atta pqd.ov « dduceiv: 6 mepl Ta. 
Tov SovAwy obv 7On Kal mpa€ets yuyvomevos Tis “‘ aptavTos’ 
TOD TE AVOGLOU TEpL Kal GOLKOU, ‘‘ omrEipeEL Els apeTHs Expvow ” 
ixkavwratos av ein, Tad’Tov 8 €or eimeiv ToUTO oplas apa 
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Aéyovta emi te SeomdTn Kal TUpdvvw Kal Tacay duvacTeiav 
Suvactevovtt mpos acleveotepov eavTtod. Koddlew ye piv 
ev dixn SovdAous Set, Kai pr) vovleTodivtas ws éeAevbepous 
OpiareoBau movetv THY OE olKeTov Tpoopynow xpi) oxedov 
emitatw macav yiyveotan, py) mpoorraiLovras pndapy pn 
Sapa@s oikérais, jt odv OnActats pare appeow, & 51) pos 
Sovdous diAover troAAot opddpa dvorrws Opvmrovres xare- 
TOTEPOV amepyaleobar tov Biov €xewois Te apxeobar Kal 
€avTois apxeu. 

KA. ’Op0ds Aéyets. 
AQ. Odxody dre Tis oikéTaLs KaTEoKEVAGpEVOS €is SUVapLW 

ein 7ANnBEr Kai emiTNSeLoTHTL TpOS EKdOTAS Tas THY Epywv 
mapaBonbeias, TO 81) pweTAa TOOTO oikHoELs xp Svaypadey 

T@ dOyw; 
Ilavu pev ody. 

A®. Kai ovpmdons ye ws eros eimeiv €ouxev THS oiKod0- 
[uKis Tepe THY ye On) Vea Kal aoiKynToV ev TH mpdobev TdAW 
emiyeAntéov civar, Tiva Tpdmov EkaoTa E€et TOUTWY TeEpl TE 
icpa Kal Telyn. yaw do hv eumpoober tadrTa, & Krewia, 
vov 8 énemep Adyw yiyverar, Kal pad’ eyywpet tavry 
yliyvec0at Ta vive Epyw prv.orav yiyvntat, TadT’ Eumpoobev 
TaV ydpwv, eav Beds EBAn, TojoarTes, Exeiva YON TOTE emi 
maaw Tots TovovtTos amoTeAotmev. viv Sé povov daov Twa 
TUTov avTa@v du’ driywr emeE€ADwev. 

KA. Ilavv pe owv. 
A®. Ta pev Tolvuv icpa macav me put THY TE dyopay xp? 

KaTaoKevalew, Kal THY mow odqy € ev KUKAw mpos Tots dyn- 
dois TOV TOT, evepKetas TE Kal kabapdryros Xap mpos 
de avrots oikjoens TE apxovTey Kal Sucaoripia, ev ols Tas 
dias ws iepwrdrous obow Ajypovrat Te Kal Swoovat, Ta pev 
as doiwy mépi, TA S€ Kal TOvOUTWY beady Spipara~ Kal ev 
tovto.s [duxaorTypia, ev ois] at Te THV Povwv mpérovoa Sikau 
yiyvowr av Kal ooa. Bavaro agia adukyuata. mepl be TEL- 
xX@v, @ Meyidre, € eywy” av TH Undpry ouppepotuny TO Kab- 
evoew ay ev ThYD KATAKELLEVE TA TELXN Kal a) emaviard.- 
vat, TOvde civexa. Kadds pev KQL O TOLNTUKOS vaep avr dy 
Adyos dpvetrar, TO xaAKa Kal ovdnpa Seiv elvat TO Teixn 
paAXov 7) yywa: 7o 8 TLETEpOV ert Tpos TovTous yehoor’ ay 
Sixaiws maptroAvy opdAou, TO KAT EviavToV eV exTeTIEW Eis 
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THVY XwWpav Tovs véous, TA pev oKaxovTas, TA Sé Tadpev- 
govrTas, Ta de Kal did TWWwY oikKodounoEwY clpEovTas Tovs 
modepious, ws 87 THY Opwv THs xwpas odK edoovTas em- 
Baivew, Tetxos de mrepiPadoipeba, 6 m™p@Tov Lev Tpos ylevav 
tats moAeow ovdapds ouppepel, mpos d€ twa padPakny cEw 
Tats poxats TOV EVOLKOUV TY elwle Trovetv, mpokaAovpevov 
els avTO KaTapevyovTas pn dpvveobau TOUS mroAepious, pnde 
T@ Ppoupeiy aet Twas ev abr vuKTwp Kal pel? TLEepay, 
rovTw THs owrnpias Tvyydvew, Telyeor 5¢ Kal mUAas dia- 
voetabat ppaxevras Te Kal Kkalevdovras owTnptas ovTws 
eeu _pnxavds, as emt TO pa) mrovety yeyovoras, ayvoobvras 

> av TH peoravny ws ovTws EoTl eK TOV mover’ ek 
paotwvys dé ye, oifwar, THs aloxpas of movor Kal pabuyias 
TehUKaor yiyveoBat madw. add’ et oy Tetxos ye Tt Xpewy 
dvOpesrrous civar, Tas oixodopias xp) Tas Tov (Stay olKnoewy 
ovtws e€ apyis BadrcoBax, omrws av i) maa mous EV 
Teixos, opaddTnTi TE Kal OpodTnoW Eis Tas dd0VS TAGHV 
Tov olKjoEwy exovoay evepKevay, idetvy Te ovK andes plas 
olxias oxHpLa exovons avrijs, els TE Thy THS _duiaxhs 
paoTwvny ohw KaL mayer m™pos owTnplay yiyvort av dia- 
dhopos. TovTwy dé, as av wévy Ta KaT apyas olKodop7- 
févra, péAcw pev padtota tots evorkodat mpérov av «in, 
Tovs d€ aoTuvopous emieAciobar Kal mpocavayKalovTas TOV 
dAvywpodvTa Cnuuodvtas, Kal mayT ov 67) THY KaTa TO GoTU 
kabapornros T * emedctobar, Kal OTTWS iouarns padets pendev 
TOV THS ToAews PTE olKxodopypace PLNTE OvV Opdypacw 
emiAnberar. Kati 57 Kal Vddtwv TV ex Atos edpotas ToUTOUS 
emuerciobar xpewv, Kal doa évTos moAews 7 OTOGAa E&w 
Tpémrov av oikety ein TadTa dé TavTa GuVidorTEs Tats XpElaLs 
ot vowopvAakes emriwvopobeTovyvTwy Kal TOV dAAwYy omdca av 
6 vopos ekAeimn di amopiav. dte dé Tard Te Kal TA TEpL 
ayopav oiKooounuaTa Kal TA EPL TA yUpVadoLA Kal TaVTA 
doa didacKkaXeia KaTeoKevacpEeva TEpyever TOUS hoiTNnTAaS 
Kai Jeatas Odarpa, mopevwdpeba emi Ta pera TOVS yapous, THs 
vopobeaias €€7js exopevot. 

KA. [av pev ovr. 
A®. TDapor pev TOLvUY jp eoTwoav yeyovotes, @ 

KAcwia.: diaura dé ™po mavdoyovias ouK eAdrrey eviavolas 
ylyvo.r’ ay TO weTa TOOTO, Hv 67 Tiva TpOTrOV xp CHv vupdiov 
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Kai voudny ev moder Suadepovon TOV Today e€oopevn—To 
57) Ta&v viv etpnevenv €xopevov—elrety ov TavTWV edKoAd- 
TaTOV, aa ovTEV ovk oAlywv TaV EuTrpoobev ToLtovTwr, 
TovTo tt éexelvwv TV TOAABY SvoxepeoTEpov azrodéxecOat 
T@ TAHOE. 7d ye wnv SoKobv dpbov Kat adnbes elvar mavTws 
pntéov, & KAewia. 

. Ilavu pev odv. 
AQ. "“Ootts 87) Svavoetrac moXeow dmopaivesbau vouous, 

7H TA Snudova kal Kowa avrovs xp7 Chv mparrovras, TOV 
de iStwv 6 Ooov dvayKn pn de olerau dev, efovotay be € exdorous 
elvac THhv Huepay CHv Orrws av eGeAn, Kal 7) TavTa Oud 
Tafews deity yiyvecbar, TpoepLevos d€ Ta idva dvopobernra, 
Hyetrae 7a, ye Kowa Kal Onpdova eGeAnoew avrovs chy Sid 
VOLwv, ovK dpbas Svavoetrau. Tivos a ydpw Tatra eipnrar; 
Tobee, Ott drhoopev Seiv Hui Tovs vuppious pndev dia- 
PepovTws pnde arTov ev ovaourios THY Stavrav mrovetobat 
Tov 7p0 THY ydpLwy Xpovov VEVOLEVOV. Kal TobTo pev 87 
Oavpacrov 6 ov, OTE KAT apxas mp@rov eveveTo €v Tots Trap 
tiv torots, mohépou Twos avro, ws y ELKOS, vopobern- 
cavTos q Twos éTépou THY avTnv Svvapw € EXOvTOS Tpdypwaros 
ev ddvyavOpwrriaus bid moAAfs dmropias Exopevors, yevoa- 
pevous d€ Kal avayKaoUeior xpnoacbae Tots ovaouriors edokev 
peya Svadepew els GwTnpiav TO VOLYLOV, Kal KaTeéoTn 57) 
TpoTW TWi TOLOYTW TO emiTHSEVPLA Div TO TOV oVoGITiWV. 

KA. “Eotxe yodv. 
A®. “O 8) AAeyov, dru Oavpacrov dv tobrd mote Kal 

poBepov emtagar ticiv, viv ody duoiws TH mpoordtrovTe 
dvayepes av €in vopoberetv avro: 708 é€fs ToUTw, Tmepukos 
te opbds av ylyveoBau yuyVvopevov, vv Te oddapy yuyvopevov 
dXiyou [re] qjTovobv TOV vopoberny, TO TOV marlovTw, els mrp 
faivew Kai pupia € érepa Touatra avivuTa trovotvTa Spav, od 
pad.ov out eimety ovr eimdvta amoredeiv. 

KA. Ti 8x) rodro, & Eve, émyeipdv Adyew Eouxas ofddpa 
amoKveiv ; 

AO. “Axovour’ av, wa PH rod} Svar pyBr) ylyyynTat mept 
Toor’ aire parny. may pev yap, OTiTep av Ta€ews Kal vopLov 
jeTeXov ev monet yiyynrat, mavra ayaa dmepyalerau, TOV 
de ardirov TOV Kak@s Tax Bevo Aveu Ta TONG TOY ed 
TeTaypevwy GAXa Erepa. od 8) Kai viv éddornKev mrépe 
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TO Aeydpevov. duly yap, @ KAewia Kal MéyiAre, 7a ev rept 
Tovs avdpas ovoairva Kalas 4 Gyo. Kal, Omep elmrov, Gavpaorads 
Kkabléornkev €k Oetas Twos avayKns, TO dé TEpl Tas yuvaiKxas 

j ,’ ~ > ~ > / A \ > > \ ~ 

ovoapas opbas avopobérynTov preGetrau KQtL OUK ELS TO dads 
S A ~ / ’ ~ > / > >a \ » 

NKTAL TO THS GUGGLTLAS AUT@V ETTLTTNOEUILE, GAN’ 6 Kat aAAws 

yevos nuadv Tv avOpwmrwv abpaotepov paAAov Kat ém- 
/ ” \ ~ A \ > / > > ~ ~ KAoTwTeEpov edu, TO OAAv, dia TO aabeves, odK 6p9@s tobTo 

” A / / a“ > / \ \ / elavTos TOD vopoberou voTaKToV ov apetOn. Oud Ge TOUTOU 
peDeyrevov TONG. & dpiy Tapeppet, ond at dvewov av eXOVTa., el 
VO|Lwv eTUXEV, n Ta vov' ov yap Tpeov LOvov cori, ws 
Odgevev o ay, TO mrepl Tas yovaixas dKOoMnT WS TEPLOPU|LEVOV, 
daw dé 7 OrjAcLa nuiv dvois €oTl Tpos apEeTHVY XElpwv THS 
TOV appévwv, Tooo’Tw Siaheper mpos TO mA€ov 7 SumAdctov 

~ > > aA 

elva. TovT ovv erravahaBety Kal emravopIacacGar Kal TavTa 
ovvrdgacbar KoWh yvvarki Te Kal dv8pdow emir dev para 
BéArvov T™pos mroAews evdayroviay™ vov d€ ovTws KT AL TO 
TOV avopwrwv yevos oddauds els TODTO edTUXas, WoTEe OVE 

~ % a > 

pvnolAvat rept adrod ev dddous y’ €oTiv TOTOLS Kal TOAEOW 
vobv €xovTOs, OToV pynd€ ovociTia UmdpyeL TO TapdaTrav 
dedoypeva Kata ToAw etvar. md0ev 8x Tis ye Epyw pn KaTa- 
yeAdoTws émixeipjoe. yuvatkas mpooPidlecbar thy oitwv 
Kal ToT@y avadAwow davepav Yewpeiobar; tovTov yap ovK 
é€oTw OTe xaderutepov av vropeiverey TOTO TO yévos: 
elOcaprevov yap deduKos Kat oxotewov Civ, aydouevov 5 eis 
d@s Bia maoav avtitacw avtiteivov, moAd Kpatnoet TOU 

/ a > > +” / e > 9Q9 av“ A 

vopoberov. tor’ obv aAXobi pév, 6rrep etmov, ovo av TOV 
Aoyor o drropetvete Tov opOov pydevra a aveu maons Bofs,. evOdde 

> \ be i lows av. et 17) doKxet Adyou y’ Eveka py) ATUXH TOV mept 
maons THs TodTelas yevéobar Adyov, eBdrAw Héyew ws 
ayabov éott Kal mpémov, «i Kal od@v ovvdoKel akovew, Et 
dé uy, Ear. 

AXN. > / a] ~ / > ~ ~ id KA. , @ E€ve, Oavpactas TO ye akotoa vOv TavTws 
Tov ovvooKel. 

A hh /, / @ / é \ PS) \ 2A ec a + @. Loven Lev 67. Oavudonte de under eav dpiv dve- 
Dev Tobey € emuxeupety df - oxodjs yap amoAavopev Kal i oddev 
mas eort TO KATETELYOV TO [1 TAVTN TAVTWS OKOTELY TA 
TEpl TOvS vomous. 

> ~ ” KA. *Op@as eipnKas. 
~ / A®. IlaAw roivv emi Ta mp&ta eravaywpynowpev 
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A 0 / > \ 8 \ / ~ \ / > ¥ 5 exevta. eb yap 57 TO ye ToootTov xp7 TavT avopa 
a ~ > 

cuvvoeiv, ws 7) THv avOpurrwy yéveots 7) TO TapdTay apxTVy 
> / ” 9939 = i / > 7.4 a A ovdepiay etAnxev oud Efex TOTE YE teheuriy, aaAA ay Te Get 

Kal €oTau mavTws, 7) UnKos Te Tijs apxis ad’ od yéyovev 
apn yavov dv Xpovov Ogov yeyovos av ein. 

t pay; ; / 4 \ / \ > AO. Ti ovv; mdoAcewv avoTdces Kat POopds, Kal €mt- 
THdevpara mavTota Tageus Te Kal atagias, Kal Bpwoews, Kat 
Topedrooy TE dua Kal Bpwpdrwv emBupnpara. mavTodamd, 
mdvTws Kal Tepl macav Thy yhv ap ovK oloucba yeyovevar, 
Kal oTpogas Wpav TavToias, év ais Ta CHa petaPardrcw 
avtav tapumAnbeis jeraBodas elKos ; 

KA. Ids yap ov; 
J > / ~ / / A®. Ti otv; morevopev apméAous Te havivat mov Tote 

TpoTEpov ovK OVoas; waatTws dé Kai éAdas Kai Ta Ajyntpds 
te Kat Koépys bapa; Tpurrohepov TE TWA TOY TOLOUTO 
yeveotar Sudxovor ; ev @ Oe pny Tatra iy TW XpoVvw, POV 
ovk oidpeba Ta La, Kabdrep viv, emt riv dAAHAwY ewdiy 
TpémreoVar ; 

KA. Tip 
A®. To ny pi Ovew avOpurrous aAArjAous €Tt Kal viv 

Tapopevov dp@mev moAdois: Kat todvavtiov aKxovopev €v 
aAAots, Ste odde Boos eToAUwv pév yeveoIar, OUpara Te odK 
_ ~ a ~ / \ \ / \ / nv Tots Beotor Ca, méAavor dé Kai wéAute KapTrot Sedevprevot 

\ ~ ~ Kat Tovadra aAAa ayva Odpata, capkav 8’ ameixovTo ws odx 
Ld ~ ~ Oatov ov eabiew ovd€é Tos TOV Bedv Bwpors alate praivery, 
ard ’Opdixot TWES Acyopevor Biow éyiyvovto Tpav Tots 
Tore, abdywv pev éxdpevor tavtwv, eudywv dé TobvayTiov 
TAVTWY ATEXYOMEVOL. 
KA K \ / / > ” \ 4 . Kai odddpa Acyouevé wv’ cipyKas Kat muorevecPau 

mOava. 
A® II \ on 8 \ / ~ ” + SR ee / > . IIpos otv 87 ti Tatra, eimou Tis av, vpiv mavT 

>? / \ ~ 

eppiOn 7a vov ; 
~ e / _ / 

KA. ’Op0ds trdAaBes, & Eve. 
A® K ‘ / 2% 5 / \ / tea i KA / . Kai rowvr, eav dvvwuar, Ta ToUTOLs E€As,  KAewia, 

/ Teipacouar pode. 
’ Aéyous dv. 

AO. ‘Opa mavra Tots avOpurmous € eK TpLTTAS Xpeias Kal 
emrOupias HpTnmeva, du wv apeTH Te avTots ayouevors dpIds 
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Kal TobvayTiov drroBatver KaK@S axbeiow. rabra 5’ €or 
€dwd1) wev Kal moots evOds yevop.evors, i Trept dmracay may 
Cov eudutov epwra EXov, PEOTOV oloTpou Té €oTW Kal 
dvnKovarias Tod Xéyovtos GAAo te Setvy mparrew mAjnv Tas 
ndovas Kal émOupias Tas TEpt AmavTa TadTa amomnpobyra, 
Avans THS amdons Gel detv opas amadXddrrew: TpiTn 
be jp Kal peyioTn xpela Kal epus ofvratos voraros 
pev Opyarat, Svarrupwrarous be TOUS dvOparous paviats 
amepyaleTar TavTWS, 6 TEPL THY TOD yévous amopav UBpet 
mAetoTn Kadjevos. a 51) Sel Tpia voonpata, TpémoVvTa Eis 
TO BeArvorov Tapa TO Acyopevov 7varov, Tprot pev Tots 
peylorous Treipdo0a Katéxew, PoBw Kal vow Kal T@ dAn Bet 
doya, Tpooxpw.evous pevrou Movoaus TE Kal aywvio.or 
Geots, oBevvivar rHv av&nv Te Kal emippony. 

Ilaidwyv dé 87) yeveow peta Todvs yduous OGuev, Kat 
pera. yeveow Tpopyy Kal maSetav" Kal Tax av our 
mpotovTwy TOV Adywy ¢ 6 TE | vojLos np EKAOTOS TrEpaivoLTO 
cog rovpmpoobev emt ovociria Wire, apixcueda—ras. Tou- 
avTas KoWwwvias elite dpa yuvaikdv elte avdp@v Set wovwv 
yiyvecbar, mpoopeiéarvtes adtots éyytbev tows wadXov Kato- 
youela—ra Te emimpoolev adtav, ett viv dvTa davopo- 
Oérnta, tagavres avTa emrimpooUev Tomooueba, Kal O7rep 
eppnon vuvon, karopopela TE aura dxcpiBearepov, padrov 
Te TOvS TpoonKovTas avTois Kal TpEeTOVTAS VO,LOUS GV 
Beinuev. 

KA. ’Op66raTa Aéyets. 
AO. @orddzeper Tolvuv TH pynED Ta vuven Aexb€évra: 

lows yap xpetav ToT avTav mavtwv e€opev. . 
. Ta rota 87 SvaeAevy § 

AO. “A Tots Tpiot Sumprloueba pypace: Bp@ow pev 
edéyomev mov, Kal devTEpov TdcWw, Kal appodioiwy dé Twa 
duamTonow aleous 

KA. Ildvrws, & Edve, peuvnodpeba mov <dv> Ta viv 
dvaxeAevn. 

AQ. Kadds. EAP oper 5° émi Ta, vupdika, didakovres TE 
avrovs mds Xp) Kal Tiva TpdoTroVv Tovs matdas movetobar, Kal 
e€av apa pn TelOwpev, amrerAjcovrés Tisw vopots. 

KA. IIdés; 
A®. Nuudnv xp7 dSuavoeicbar Kal vupdiov ws oti Kad- 
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Aiorous Kal dpiorous els SUvapuv darodeboprevous maidas TH 
monev. mavres 5 dvOpurrou Kowwvol Tmaons mpdgews, Tica 
prev av Mpocexwow avTois Te Kal TH mpager TOV voor, mavra 
kaha Kal ayaba dmepydlovrar, i) mpoa€éxovres de 7 7 
EXOVTES voor, TavavTia. TMpoaEexeTw 57) Kal 0 vupptos TH TE 
vupdn Kal TH madorroulg Tov voor, Kara Tava dé Kal 7 
vougn, ToUTov TOV xpovov Suagepovrws 6 ov av pay matdes 
avtois wow yeyovores. emloKomrou 8’ éorwoay ToUTUy as 
ctAdueda yuvaiKes, mActous tr’ eAdrrovs, Tots apxovow 
Omdcas av Soxh mpoorarrew TE KQL OTOTAY, ™mpos TO Tijs 
EtheBuias ¢ tepov_ EKAOTNS 7Lepas epbddysiserer pexpt TpiTov 
}épous awpas, of 37) ovMexGetoau SiayyeAovrew aAnAaus 
El Tis TWa Opa mpos GAA’ drra Brérovra avdpa 7 7) Kal yovatica, 
TOV TAvdoTTOLOULEVWY 7) TPOS TA TETAYMEVA U0 THY ev TOS 
ydous Qvoidv Te Kal tep@v yevouevwv. 1 Sé mav8orrovia 
Kal | pudaic TOV mauBorrovoupreveny dexeTis € €oTw, pn) meta de 
xpovov, oTav eUpoia 4 THs yeveews: ay de dyovot TWES 
ets TooTOV, ylyvevrat TOV xpovor, pera TOV olkeiwy Kat 
dpxovody yuvarkay dvaledyrvcbau Kownh BovAevopevous els 
Ta. mpdagopa € EKATEpOLS. eav 5° auduioBrrnois tis ylyynran 
Tept TOV ExaTéepois MpemovT@v Kal Tpoopopwr, déxKa TaV 
vonodvAdkwv €dopuevous, ols av emitpéswow oi 5& TaEwor, 
TovTois eupeverv. elovodca 8’ els Tas oikias TMV véwv at 
yuvatkes, Ta prev vovleTotoa, Ta Sé Kal drerodcar, 
TavovTwy avTovs THS auaptias Kal dualias: éay 8 ddv- 
vardor, T™pos Tovs vopopviakas lotoa dpaldovrwy, ot 8 
eipyovTwy. av d€ Kal exetvol ws ddvvaTnawat, ™mpos TO 
Snpcovov amopyvavTw, avaypaavrés TE kal oudooavTes 
y) pny advvarety Tov Kal TOV BeAtiw trovetv. 6 5€ dvaypadeis 
aTULOS EoTw, pe) ed ev Sucacrypiey TovsS eyypapavras, 
TOvde* pre yap els yapous iTw pare els Tas TOV maiSwv 
emredevsoeis, a dv be t in, mAnyais 6 Bovdn Beis ab@os avTov 
Kodalerw. Ta avTa Sé Kat rept YuvauKds € €oTw vOpyLa.” TOV 
efddwv yap TOV yuvauKetoy Kal TYL@V Kal Tov els Tous 
ydpous Kal yevebrra <T@v> TralOwy pourjjoewy Ly) peTexeTo, 
ev aKkoopovca doavTus avaypadh Kal 11) edn Thy dikny. 
orav be 57) matdas yevvnowvran Kara vopous, eav aMorpig 
Tis TEpl TA TOLADTA Kowwv yh yuvaurt 2 yuri avdpi, € éav bev 
madoTrovoupevois ett, Ta atta emiljuta avtois éaTw 
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Kkabdamep Tots ere yervwpevois elpnrar: peta dé Tadra o 
ev cwdhpov@v Kal owhpovotca eis Ta Toradra €oTw mdvTa 
evdoKyios, 6 dé TovvavTiov evavTiws Tydcbw, wadAov Se 
atysaléobw. Kal petpialdvrwy pev mept Ta ToLatTa THY 
mTAcovwv avopobérnta avy Keio0w, aKxoopuotvtwy de 
vonobetnPévta tavtTn mpaTTécbw Kata tods ToTe TEDevTAs 
VO[LOUS. Biov fev apyn Tod TavTos ExdoToLs 6 mpM@Tos 
eviavT os" ov yeypadlac Xpewy ev tepotou Trarpaous Cwijs 
apx7. Kop Kal Kopy tapayeypadlw 8° ev Toixe deAev- 
KapLevp ev maon ppatpia Tov a.prB pov TOV dpxovTay Tov 
€mt Tois ereow apiOuoupevwyv: tis dé Ppatpias dei Tovs 
Cavras pev yeypadbar mAnotov, Tous 5 dmexxwpodvras 
Too Biov e€adeidew. yapov d€ pov eivar Kdpn pev 
amo éKKaldeka €TOV ets elxoon, TOV HaKpoTaToy xpovov 
adwpropevov, Kopp dé GTO TpLaKOVTA MEexXpPL TV TEVTE KAL 
TpedKovra els O€ a dpxas YUVQLKL [Lev reTTApAKOVTa., dvd pt de 
TpLaKOVTA. ern 7™pos moXepov d€ av6pl peev elxoou peéexpe TOV 
ejkovtTa eTav: yuvakt dé, Hv av doKH xpeiav Seiv xypjoba 
mpos Ta ToAcuLKa, eTreLdav Traidas yervyon, TO SuvaToV Kal 
Tp€éTOV EKAOTALS TPOOTATTEW éexpL TOV TEVTHKOVTA ETOV. 
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NOTES 

BOOK I 

The Dramatis Personae. Lacedzeemon and Crete were famous for 624a 
their codes. Hence the appropriateness of the nationality of the 
two inferior members of the committee. The Athenian philosopher 
who propounds a new code must not be supposed to disregard what 
had already been done in that line. Besides, Doric institutions, 
having more of positive enactment, and greater interference with 
the liberty of the subject, present, to Plato’s view, a better 
starting-point, for a consideration of the whole matter, than would 
those of his own country. 

624a1. ciAnde tiv aitiav THs TOV vopwv diafecews, “has the 
credit of your legal arrangements.” Cp. Rep. 599e oe de Tis 
aitiarat TOALs vouobEeTnv ayabdy yeyovevas ; 

a3. ws ye 7d duxavdratov etreiv, “most decidedly.” 
a4. mapa pev piv Ze’s, . . . “AvoAAwva: this sentence is 

typical of many in the Laws. A gentle anacoluthon is brought in 
to heighten the effect of variety. Two strands, so to speak, of the 
thread are intact, the third is broken. We shall-often find a more 
violent rupture. For an excellent characterization of the style of 
the Laws cp. Apelt, “Zu Platos Gesetzen,” Beigabe zur Jahresb. 
ui. d. Gymn. C.—A. zu Jena, 1907, pp. 1 ff. 

a7. xa “Opunpov: +179. Cp. Minos 319¢ 5 ff.—For ws with 
an absolute construction after a verbum declarandi cp. below 
626e4, 636d1, 644b6 and Rep. 470e kal Siavoeiabar ws 
SiadrAaynoropevwv Kal ok det rodeunadvtwv. Lobeck, on Soph. 
Aj. 281, traces the genesis of this not uncommon anacoluthon from 
such a construction as Laws 964 a diavood ws Epo. 

b 2. yyy is a solemn word (cp. 664d 4)—properly used of the 
utterance of a god. 

b 5. dxovere: for the tense cp. Gorg. 503 ¢,and y 193 °Arpeidnyv 
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dé kal avtot aKkovere voodiy éovtes, Gs FT AAP. We use the 
(habitual) present tense of the verbs read, to be told, learn, notice, 
and find in the same way. 

625 a3. For the superfluous avrdv ep. Gorg. 482d 2, Tim. 28 a 8. 
(Riddell, Digest § 223.) 

a5. ev Tovovtous 7)Hert voptKois: TovovTous does not, of course, 
qualify voucxots as our such in the sense of so might, nor is 
voptkots, as Stallbaum says, epexegetic of tTovovrous ; but the two 
words 7Gecu voptxots go closely together, and tovovrous, which 
qualifies them both, gets from its context a complimentary shade 
of meaning — “among legal institutions (lit. “in law - bred 
habits”) of so distinguished an origin” (or “character”). Cf. 
75169 reOpapBar ev 7Oeor vopwv eb Treradevpevors. 

a6. mpocdok® ovK av andos ... mowoarGa, “I fancy you 
would not find law and government an unpleasant subject of con- 
sideration now, supposing we discoursed to each other about it as 
we walk.” There is no need for the as which L and O insert 
after andas. The only suggestion that the Athenian would bear 
a part in the discussion is made modestly by the word dxovovras. 
The exceptional advantages enjoyed by the Cretan and the Spartan 
in the matter of law are urged as a reason why they would enjoy 
a talk about it: if yas stood as the subject of dsatpiubyv 
TouoacOat, it would be a suggestion that the Athenian too was 
an authority on the subject. This he does not make. 

bl. roujreoGar MSS., moujoarGar Schanz.—advtws 32, 
“there is no doubt that...” Op. Symp. 173b6. 

b 2. ws dkovopev, “if my information is correct.” 
b3. ws eixds, “we are sure to find.”—rviyous dvros Ta vor, 

“ut par est in hoc aestu” Stallbaum. 
b6. ovrw peta pactwvyns: cp. arA@s otTws 633¢9, ovTw 

Tivovtas mpds noovnv Symp. 176 e. 
€ 3. opBas A€yers, “a good suggestion !” 
c 3-6. The division between the persons of the dialogue given 

here is that of the MSS. Schanz and others have made various 
alterations in it, for the worse, I think. 

c6. ravr «in, “be it so.” Cp. Rep: 349¢10 errs tavTa.— 
Kata Ti; ep. Aesch. P.V. 226 6 & oby épwrar’, aitiav Ka HvTiva 
aikiferai pe, TovTo 61) cadynvid, Gorg. 482d kal eywye Kar avd 
TovTO ovK ayapat Il@Aov, dt. cor wvvexopynoe TS adiKEty aioXLoVv 
elvau TOU aouKeio Oar. | 

c7. tiv Tov drwy e€w: not “the practice of carrying arms,” 
but, as the scholiast says, daA@s orAurw, “your accoutrement,” 
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“the sort of arms you usually have.” The Cretan’s answer 
explains, not why Cretans carry arms, but why their distinctive 
weapons are bows and arrows. For the periphrasis cp. Tim. 73a 
Ty TOU mTeptyevyoopévoy Tiwpatos edeopatds Te e€er for To 
Tepryevnrowevpy Tepate Kal ederpatt, and 74a tHv 8 ad ris 
doreivns pioews Efuv. 

10. ra 7perepa, “our institutions,” not “our local conditions.” 
a3. mpds tiv Tov re(y Spdpwv aoxyow : Cleinias answers the 

second of the Athenian’s three questions first, then the third, then 
the first. — Running was the main exercise in the Cretan 
gymnasia, which, according to Suidas, were called dpouo.. So 
Stallbaum, who is doubtless right in taking ¢xovra to be 
masculine. 

e5. dvowav xTrA.: as we might say, “ Minos’s legislation is a 
witness to the folly of the nations who have no such institutions 
(and who thereby show that) they are blind to the fact that war is 
always at the door.” I would put a full stop (instead of a colon) 
after roXes. 

e8. kai twvas apxovras xTA., “and that relays of men and 
officers should act as sentinels for them.” 

626a1. diaxexoopnpévors eivar: to be taken closely together as 
perf. infin. pass. 

a4. axypuktov: not here = do7ovéos, but (as Stallbaum) merely 
“though it may not have been duly proclaimed (it is its natural 
state).” The scholiast says “needing no herald to prepare the 
people for it.” 

a7. kata Tatra ovrw, “just with this view (he bade us 
keep them).” Op. the xara ti of 625¢6, to which this is an 
answer. 

bl. ws... Kpary tis, “in the belief, ie., that no peaceable 
possession or pursuit” (4AAwy means other than the equipment 
and practice of war) “would do any good to men who did not 
manage to win their battles.” 

b4. yiyvec@ar: Stallbaum eps. the same inf. following os with 
gen. abs. at Charmides 164d ws tovrov pev ovK opOod dvTos Tov 
Tporpyparos Tov xaipewv, ovde deity TovTO mapakedever Gan. 

b5. yeyupvdoOae «rr, “your training at all events has fitted 
you to discern the nature of the Cretan institution.” |The word 
yeyupvaoGar is used with a jocular reference to the above- 
mentioned gymnasia. It is a polite way of saying “you are very 
ready with your answer.” 

b7. ov yap dpov eGov «rr, ie. “the criterion of the 
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excellence of a state’s institutions is their suitability for ensuring 
victory in war over other states.” Cp. dpov Oéuevos 739 d. 

ce 4. The scholiast says this reply is quite Laconie in style. 
Geios is a favourite Spartan epithet of praise; only it should, in 
strict dialect, be wetos. 

ce 6-—d 2. With this description of life as a fight we may compare 
H. G. Wells, New Worlds for Old, p. 218, ‘‘Human nature is 
against human nature. For human nature is in a perpetual con- 
flict ; it is the Ishmael of the universe, against everything, and 
with everything against it; and within, no more and no less than 
a perpetual battleground of passion, desire, cowardice, indolence 
and goodwill.” It will be observed that Plato insists, as he 
develops this idea, that the narrower the field of conflict, the 
nobler the characteristics which are required to bring the fight to 
the right conclusion. 

dil. Ast takes avt¢ mpds airdv as parallel to the two previous 
datives followed by mpds c¢. acc, ie. governed by tairdv opOdv 
eor. understood; but it seems better, with Stallbaum, to take 
avt® as dat. agentis with duavonréov. We are thus brought to 
the self-conscious standpoint. 

d2. ALO have 7 was ére A€ywpev; all modern editors sub- 
stitute the Aeyouev of Eus. and A? and Vat. 1029 for AEeywpev. 
Herm. joins 7) wos, to the previous sentence, and proceeds ti 
Néyoper ; 

d4. rhs Geo . . . erovopderOar: for this attraction of what, 
in a simpler form of expression, would be the object of the 
dependent infin. into the case governed by the word on which 
the infin. depends, St. quotes many parallels: eg. Gorg. 513e 
emixerpyteov extt TH ToAEt Oeparreverv. Other cases are Rep. 416 a 
ertxerpnoat Tols TpoBdaros Kakoupyeiv, Laws 700c1 7d d€ Kpos 
ToUTwY yvavai Te Kal apa yvovta Sikadoac: the infin. thus 
becomes epexegetical. 

d8. Ast and Schanz follow the “apographum Vossianum” in 
inserting kat before éxdorovs, and Stallbaum approves, though he 
does not (in his 1859 edition) print the cal. Burnet does not 
accept the cai but puts a comma after te. The reading with the kai 
is easier. The speaker simply re-enumerates the three contests 
mentioned above—between communities, between individuals, and 
between our two selves, so to speak. I would, however, follow 
Burnet, because I think that the author here intends to direct 
special attention to his following subject, ie. the contest between 
the worse and the better self, and, to lead up to that, divides all 
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contests into two classes: (1) those fought in public (Snpooia) and 
(2) those fought in the privity of a man’s own consciousness. It is 
hard to see how the xai before éxdarovs could drop out, because, 
at first sight, it gives such a satisfactory sense. The same reason 
makes it easy to believe that somebody inserted it. 

e 2. xavrav0a, “and in that very war.” Cl. has just said that 
life is a fight. (This is better, I think, than “and just that 
victory,” i.e. “the victory over oneself.”) 

e 4. tavra: ie. this talking about victory and defeat.—For the 
construction cp. above on 624 a 7. 

e 6. dvactpéepwpev, ie, “let us go backwards from the indi- 
vidual to the state.” 

627 a 9. tT) TowavTy vicky: cp. Dinarchus iii, 9 tpels pev 
Tapa Traci avOpwrots eraivelo De Tals VEVernpevats (nTHo ELV. 

bl. The 7d (before pév roivvv) goes with the «i clause.—The 
paradoxical nature of the idea of self-conquest, where both 
combatants are self—which Plato forbears to notice here (cp. also 
e 8)—he has pointed out at Rep. 430ef. (cp. also Gorg. 489 c). 
He is more concerned here to hint at a more serious error in 
popular thought, i.e. that of supposing that the really superior 
could ever become in any sense inferior. 

b 5. dovAovpevor: conative. 
cl. drorov: the scholiast points out that the apparent 

absurdity springs from the twofold sense of the word xpeirrov, 
which is a name not only for rd PeAtiov but also for 7d 
eT LKPATETTEpOV. 

c 3. éxe dy: see on 639d 2. 
c 8. ov mpérov (jpiv), “not our business.” 
9. Onpeverv: used in the same sense as dudkew at Rep. 454a 

kar avtd 7d dvopa SudsKew Tod AExOEevTos THY évavtiwai. Cp. 
also the use of iyveverv at 654 e and Parm. 128 c,—“ to hunt after 
a notion.” At Gorg. 489b Plato uses the fuller phrase ovdpata 
Onpeverv (aucupart verba), and Boeckh (quite unnecessarily) 
proposed to read here ev tovtm ovdpata Onpeterv. Badham 
proposes to take Oru as the neut. of doris, ie. (“it is not our 
business to inquire) wherein lies the victory or the defeat” (which 

_ would be said to put the worse above the better, or. vice versa). 
But this is no criticism of the ordinary way of speaking, and 
deprecation of verbal criticism is what the context demands. 

diff “The object of our present examination of ordinary 
language is not to find what is proper or improper as an expression, 
but to find what is naturally right or wrong as law.” I think 
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oKoTovpeba pds should be taken closely together, like oxoreiaOat 
eis in Eur. Med. 1166, in the sense of examine. Cp. below, 
645d mpds ti d€ cKorotvmevos avtTd éravepwras; and Rep. 
589 ¢ ™ pos Te yap ydovnv Kat pds evdogiav Kal aédecav 
OKOTOUVMEV@ .. . 

d4. pice. may be translated by putting the adj. “essential ” 
with the nouns “rightness and wrongness.” 

d 6. ws ye euol cvvdoxeiv: Gorg. 482d ds y’ enol doxeiv, Meno 
8la Epo ei doxety, Euthyd. 273 a euot Soxeiv; St. eps. Ar. Plut. 
736 ws ye pou Soxel. 

d8. 7ré5e : the Athenian’s next point is that the dissentients 
would not, in a civilized community, be left to themselves. There 
are tribunals which would set bounds to the fighting instinct. 
Thus he leads his audience round to the consideration that there 
are other things for laws to do besides getting men into fighting 
order. See 628a6. We must bear it in mind that the investi- 
gation of the Cretan and Spartan institutions here begun is not, as 
some have thought, meant to be the main business of the book, 
even at starting. From the first the author intended the 
deficiencies of the two systems to serve as an introduction to the 
philosophy of law and a philosophical code. 

d11ff. There are two difficulties in this speech : (1) ExdvTas 
in e3, and (2) tpitov mpds aperny. (Cp. 739 af. THY apiorny 
moAvtelavy Kat devtépav Kal tTpitnv .. . eimovTes dpery TpwOTnV 
tmoXuteiav Kui devTepav Kat tpitnv.) The latter expression seems 
at first sight to mean the third in excellence, but it is evident 
that both speaker and hearers at once see that the third kind of 
judge would be far more useful than either of the others. Jowett 
translates ‘“a_third—excellent—judge,” apparently taking zpos 
apetynv as if it were a qualification of dicacr#v. The question 
may even be asked, could zpds aperjv possibly mean par 
excellence? I think it is best to suppose that the speaker, 
taking it for granted that everyone would see that his second 
judge was better than his first, uses tpitos in the sense of third 
in an ascending scale. Three was held by the Greeks to be a lucky 
number (cp. Soph. 0.0. 8, 0.7. 581, Aesch. Zum. 759, Soph. 
fragm. 389 with Nauck’s note, Pind. Isth. vi. 10), and tpiros had none 
of the associations of our third-rate. Hence rpiros zpos cperiv here 
means more excellent than either of the other two. (Cp. 717 ¢ 2 ff.) 

The former difficulty is a greater one. Wherein, if we read 
exovras, lies the superiority of the third judge? Ritter says no 
satisfactory answer can be found to this question, and reads 
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axovras. There is much to be said for this, but I think the 
MS. reading is correct. Judge number two secures that the 
majority should submit themselves voluntarily to the rule of the 
few (indeed it is hard to see how he could do it if they did not 
agree). The superior wisdom of No, 3 is shown in this, that for 
the personal rule of the minority he substitutes a code of laws. 
When both sides recognize the authority of this code they are 
more likely to remain friends than when it was a question of 
personal rule. There is something in the form of the description 
of the third judge that confirms this view. In this description 
there is a manifest reference to the shortcomings of the other two. 
—No. 3 does not (like No. 1) put anyone to death; he does 
reconcile them (like No. 2), but he does more. ‘This reference to 
No. 2’s action, which may be seen in the word diaAAdgas, will 
not be there if we read axovras, for then there will be no real 
reconciliation in the second case.—The friendly relation resulting 
in the third case implies that the majority see that it is their own 
interest to obey the laws. 

628 a1. I insert a comma after duadAa£as dé, to emphasize 
the connexion of cis rdv éridowrov ypovov with mapadv- 
Aarrewv. Judge No. 3 not only brings about a reconciliation, 
but cements it by the laws he lays down to govern future 
action. As Cleinias says, he is not merely dixaocrys, he is 
vopoGerns as well. The three optatives drodeoeey in d 11 (with 
mpooragerev), av moujoeev, and dmrodérerev in e 5 (with dvvacro) 
subtly vary the form of phrase, and deserve attention. doéverev 
in d 11 is like the assimilated opt. at Ar. Nub. 1251 ov« av arodoinv 
ovd dv dPorov ovdevi | dotis Kadéoere KapdoTov THY Kapddrny, 
ie. we should supply av ein with dpeivwv; av moujoevev has the 
form of the apodosis of a conditional sentence with which we may 
supply “if occasion offered.” dmoXdevevev again in e5 is opt. by 
assimilation to ei7.—Other slight peculiarities of expression which 
give a special flavour to the passage are pare e 5) followed by 
de (see 649b5), and the rapadvAdtrrew wore civar pidrovs, “ to 
secure that they should be friends,” for the simple “to make them 
friends” (rpds aAAjAovs goes vith piXrovs).—It is a question 
whether we ought not to put a ; after didouvs. 

a6. Tovvaytiov 7) mpds moAeuov: not only is the lawgiver in 
this case not looking towards war when making his laws, but 
he is looking exactly in the opposite direction: he is trying 
to make peace. 

a9. mpds moAcuov aitns xTA.; though we have seen that a 
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lawgiver sometimes looks towards peace, there is a sense in which 
he may be said to be looking towards a war in which his state may 
be involved : but it is civil, not foreign war, and it is with a view 
of avoiding it, not of making one side efficient fighters, that he 
makes his laws. For the distinction between ordous and mdXepos 
cp. Rep.470 bff. The phrases 0 t7v 7éALy ovvapportev and Tov Biov 
avTns koopetv throw light on Plato’s views as to the function of the 
lawgiver. The former contains the same metaphor as is used by 
St. Paul at Col. 2. 19 of the Christian community : tiv Kedhadijy, 
€€ 08 wav. 76 copa bia, TOV apov Kal ovvdérpwv errxopyyovpevov 
kat oupBiBalopevoy afer tiv avgyow tov Oeov. For the 
latter cp. Eur. Cycl. 339 where the Cyclops, an enemy to law, 
speaks of lawgivers as rouxiAXovtes avOpérwv Biov. 

b 6. eipyvnv crdcews: Plato allows himself to use the same 
gen. with eipyjvn at Rep. 329¢ wavtdrac. yap: Tov ye ToLovTwV 
€v T) YHpE TOAAR eipyvyn yiyveras Kal éhevOepia. In our passage 
the expression is made less strained by the nearness of aaaAdar- 
ter Ga used of the same ordots, and in the latter passage by the 
addition of eAcvGepia to eipjvn. (Ast wants to read ex THs oTaceEws, 
and Stallbaum, reproving Ast, tells us that the gen. goes with 
deEaito padAov, and is equal to 7 ordowv.) It seems strange to us 
that the definite érépwv should precede the indefinite rorépwyv ; 
the English form would be: “that, after the victory of one or the 
other party, the other should be put to death.” All through the 
speech the gen. abs. clauses contain, as Stallbaum says, the primaria 
notio, For zorépwv cp. 673 b7, 914d, Charm. 171b, Phil. 20, 
Rep. 499 c, 509 a, Theaet. 145 a, Soph. 252 a. 

b 9. Though long inclined with Schanz to bracket dvayxnyv eivar 
—aindeed I suspected the words before I knew that he did—lI haye 
now decided to follow Burnet in keeping them. It must be 
remembered that the infinitive depends on de£ai7’ av. The question 
resolves itself into: “under which of the two circumstances would 
you prefer to be forced to turn your attention to a foreign foe?” 
(avayKnv eivac is therefore the equivalent of “ when so compelled.”) 

c 6. Tov apiorov evexa: here is slipped in, as if it were a 
commonplace, the root of Plato’s philosophy of law; it is not, in 
his eyes, so much a means of repressing evil, as a means of produc- 
ung good. 

¢ 10. drevxtov 6é 7d SenOjvar tovTwv: parenthetical, “ these 
are things which we should pray to be spared”; lit. “the need- 
ing them is to be deprecated.” 

dl. ov« jv «xrX.: the past tense contains a reference to their 
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previous conversation on the subject: “the victory which we were 
talking about comes under the head of things necessary, not of 
things that are best :”——a variety of the so-called “ philosophic 
imperfect.” 
2 ff. dor ws ei... woattws dé: the simile is not drawn 

out in regular form, but the meaning all through is perfectly clear. 
It is implied, but not said, that it is a mistake to be so deeply 
interested in the cure of a malady as to forget that it is better not 
to have had a malady to cure. We shall meet the same medical 
metaphor in another connexion below at 646 c. 

46. In roduitixds 6p0as, followed by vopoberns axpi37s, we see 
again the characteristic preference for variety of expression. The 
style of the Laws is loose, and at times almost dreamy, but the 
thought is definite and clear.—dxpiBijs is used of a vopoberns as 
at Rep. 342d of an tatpos—perfect (in his art). 

a7. droPXéruv is epexegetic of Suavoovpevos otTw. 
el. tov rodcuikov evexa TA THS eipjvyns: thus the Athenian 

has brought round the argument to a condemnation of Cleinias’s 
interpretation of the root notion of the Dorian institutions. Cp. 
below 803d 3 ff. 

e3. Oavydfw ... «i... py, “I am much mistaken if (they 
have) not.” For the same idiom in a past tense cp. Aristoph. Pax 
1292 7) yap é€y® Oatpafov dkovwv ei ov pr) eins avdpds BovAopaxov 
kat kAavowdyov Tivos vids. For Oavydw «i in the sense of I am 
surprised if ep. Prot. 349c¢ ov yap av Oavpdfowms et TOTE dromet- 
pwpevos pov TavTa ws EAcyes. 

629a1. tay’ av iows, “that is quite likely.’—Hermann, the 
Ziirich edition, Schanz and Burnet adopt Bekker’s emendation of 
the MS. avrovs to avrots. Stallbaum stands by the MS. reading. 
“Sed libri omnes mordicus tenent accusativum. Atque is sane 

defensionem utcunque paratam habet. Pendet enim non ex verbo 
proximo, sed potius ex remotiore dvepwrav.” I do not agree 
with St.’s interpretation, but I think that the MS. reading does 
admit of a ‘defensio.” I take the connexion of ideas to be this: 
“You say fighting was the one thing the old legislation had in 
view: I am not surprised you should think so; but we on our 
part (avrovs) must not at any point. (ovdév) be too keen fighters ;” 
i.e. “do not let us insist on owr view, but try by discussion to elicit 
the true view.” (To those who still prefer avrots I would suggest 
taking it as neuter, the following éxe‘vwy being the first reference 
to the authors of the voputpa.) 

a2. ws uddiora . . . ocrovdafovtwy, “in the name of our 
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common devotion to the subject ”—‘‘ not forgetting that they cared 
about it just as much as we do.” Ttuvra is “laws and government.” 

a3. Kai p. 7. Adyw cvvakoAovOyjcate, “help me, please, to 
conduct the argument.” 

a4. mpootnowpeba yovv, “I’m sure you won’t mind if I 
appeal to Tyrtaeus.” mpoicTracGat means “to put in a position of 
authority over us. Schol. “rovrov oty ev TH Adyw TwapeAaPev 6 
“AOnvaios Eevos, Ws Kai avTov toAguov aipfovdov yeyovora.” 

a6, ravra here (like the tovrwy seven lines higher up) refers 
to war, not to law.—pddicta avOpirwv: “ dvOpérwv enim superla- 
tivis ita apponitur ut eorum significationem augeat” Ast, who 
quotes Theaet. 148b dpirra y avOpdérwv, Hipp. Mat. 285 ¢ axpe- 
Beorata dvOpérwv, and many other examples from Plato and other 
authors. Cp. below 637a1 xaAAuor’ avOporwv. 

bl. ovr’. . . ovr’ MSS, ovd .. . ovd Boeckh (following 
Tyrtaeus). 

b 2. eirwv oxeddv arayra, “and he goes pretty well through 
the list of (worldly) advantages.” Cp. the fragment of Tyrtaeus, 
Bergk, A.L. 12.- 

b 4. de pev yap xTA., “as to Megillus, he has them at his 
fingers’ ends.” 

b 9. doxeis y. 6. codds 7). €@. K. dyads, OTL. . . eyKeKwpiakas : 
at first sight it looks as if duadepdvrTws (i.e. T.’s poetical skill) 
contained the whole ground for the bestowal of the epithets codds 
and dya@ds, but a consideration of the whole argument, and more 
particularly of the comparison in 630c¢ and e between the heaven- 
inspired legislator who aims at producing virtue (and whose code 
is pervaded by one principle), and the hand-to-mouth human 
legislator who meets special needs by special (repressive) enact- 
ments,—this consideration shows, I think, that the words here 
mean: “your insight and your right feeling are manifest from the 
high praises you bestow on high virtue in war”; i.e. it was not 
merely the excellence of T.’s poetry that makes the speaker call him 
codes and ayaGds, but the fact that he praises virtue, even though, 
as he shows in 630 b, he takes a narrow view of virtue. 

a2. xaXrerwraros, “deadliest” ; rpadrepoy, “ milder.” 
d7 ff. Badham brackets ezawov as being an impediment 

to the construction, while many emendations have been proposed 
of pds Tovs extds (of which the best seems to me the mpds Tov 
éxtos of Baiter and Badham). I would in the text adopt a less 
extensive emendation than any of them, suggested to me by 
F.H.D.,—that of transposing rérepov and rorépovs. The latter 
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word may well have been put first by a scribe who thought 
brepernveras ought to have more of an object than it has, or the 
transposition may have been made inadvertently. The construc- 
tion of éraiv is thus made easier, and mpds Tovs éxTds needs no 
emendation. .We must supply rods pev from the tovs de. Plato 
often lightens a sentence by such omission. Cp. Laws 648c1, 
Phil. 35e, 36e, and Prot. 330a. méAepov in this case would be 
used loosely for the fighters in the war, as we speak of “the 
meeting” or “the cause” or “the trade,” meaning the people 
engaged in one or the other. | 

e2. toApjowo.: ToApjoovot, which Stephanus and Stallbaum 
read, has no MS. authority. The same subjunctive without av 
following a relative occurs at v. 34 of the same poem of Tyrtaeus : 
ovTw dpurrevovra pevovTd Te papvdpevov Te | yns wept Kal Taldwv 
Govpos “Apis dr\eoy, The exact words of T. at this passage are : 
ov yap dvinp ayalbds yiyverau ev moAepip él pi) tet hain pev opov 
povov aipardevta kai Syiwv opéyour’ ey yvdev iotdpevos. Plato 
has reproduced the pev . . . kai while varying the other points. 

630a. The Athenian now proceeds to show that while the 
milder warfare brings out one sort of virtue, the deadlier warfare, 
wherein a man’s foes are those of his own community, brings out 
more kinds. It is not only that the danger is nearer and greater. 
The difficulty at such times is to know whom to trust. The out- 
ward bonds of society, which keep men straight, are broken, and 
it is then seen who are good really, and who were only kept 
apparently good by the restraints of social observance. Both 
Plato and Theognis may be held to have assumed that in a ordous 
the right was all on one side. 

a5. miords is best taken absolutely (not with ev yaX. dcy.): 
“at atime of deadly civil strife a loyal man is worth his weight 
in gold.” This way of taking ruords is quite consistent with the 
following miotds Kal vyiujs év ordoeowv, and mvotdtys év Tois 
Sevvois, inasmuch as it is in these trials that his loyalty is shown. 

This passage prepares the way for treating swfpoovvy (as he 
does later on) as a Sight. The three kinds of fighting are: (1) 
against foreigners; in this the virtue is dvdpeia ; (2) against 
fellow-citizens: in this the virtue of dsxavordvyn is required most 
of all; (3) against oneself: in this fight the virtue displayed is 

owdporivy. 
bl. éA@otvca: Eus., Proclus, €A9otca MSS. 
b2. The words avrjs povyns avdpeias, which are added in 

Eusebius’s and Proclus’s quotation of this passage, and are trans- 
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lated by Ficinus, are missing in all MSS. They are almost 
necessary for the sense, and the repetition of the word dvépeias 
might well divert the transcriber’s eye, and cause him to omit the 
words.—vyijs is used as in the passage of Simonides quoted at 
Prot. 346 ¢ byujps avjp: “sound” in a moral sense, “honest.” (See 
above on a and below on 639a7.) So in Ep. x. 358¢ 7d yap 
BéBaiov Kat miorov Kai vyLés, TODTO eyed pyc elvar THY dAnOwiHV 
pirocodiav. 

b 3. dvaBavres: used in the sense of taking a firm stand (lit. 
straddle) as in the passage of Tyrtaeus from which the above 
quotation comes (11. 21). 

b 4. Again Eusebius must be held to have preserved the correct 
reading €v @ moXéum (so Winckelmann conjectured), where the 
MSS. have ev t@ zroAgum. Clemens, who reads ev To roAéuw, in 
quoting the passage, saves the sense by omitting dpdfer Tupratos. 

b7. «d para odiywv Eus, para orXiywy MSS. A matter of 
rhythm. As Eus. seems often to have been right in this passage 
when differing from the MSS., I follow Burnet in choosing the 
former, especially as the addition of «d seems to improve the 
balance of the phrase.—The mention of mercenaries suggests a 
further difference between Tyrtaeus’s ideal and that of Theognis. 
The mere fighter does not care which side he is on. Theognis’s 
loyal man fights for what he thinks right. 

b 8. Now that the Adyos we have followed has shown us a 
higher and a lower excellence—one four times as good as the other, 
we may say—can we imagine that any “decent” legislator, let 
alone a divinely-inspired one, would have only the lower in view 
in framing his laws? (Cp. above 628e.)—We shall find Plato’s 
common personification of the Adyos lower down at 644e in 
the phrase dyowv 6 Adyos. 

c 2. tyde: i.e. in Crete. 
c 3. For d\Ao MSS. Heindorf conjectured aAAove, comparing 

Theaet. 202 ¢ 7 otec dXXAowE ow BAETOvTG Tavra eireiv. In spite 
of Riddell’s defence of aAAo (Digest of Pl. Idioms § 21) I adopt 
H.’s correction because I believe that in the idiom in which 
some part of zovelty has to be understood with aAdAo, there is 
always a 7. with the aAXo, and the negative to it is not ov dAAo 
(rovetv) 7, but ovdév &AAO (rovetv) 7. So in a question at Xen. 
Mem. ii. 3. 17 ti yap GdrAo, eby 6 Lwxpdrys, 7) Kuvdvvevers 
érdei€ar; (cp. also Huthyd. 287e). Perhaps the ¢ of aAAoce was 
elided, and that may have facilitated the change to aAAo. 

c 6. duxasoctvny teAeav; for the whole of this passage it 
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is important to compare Aristotle, Eth. Nic. v. p. 1129 b 11 ff. 
especially (at L 26) atrn pev ody 1» Sixavordvyn apeTy pev eort, 
GAN ovdx amdds, dAAG pds Erepoy, and 1. 29 where he quotes 
Theognis 147: ev d€ Sdixavortvy cvdAAnLSnv rac’ apety [Eve] 
(Bergk ’oriv). Aristotle’s definition of duxasortvy as the dperi 
that shows itself in one’s dealings with one’s neighbour (pos 
€repov) explains and coincides with Plato’s identification of 
Sexavoovvy with murrdrys. 

ce 7. Kata Kaipov: as Kata Tpdrov (below 635d) means “in 
the right way,” so kata kaipdv means “opportunely.” Cp. Pind. 
Tsth. ii. 32 xetpa . . . trav Nixopayxos kata Karpov veip? amrdcats 
dviaus. 

c8. duvdper Tov tTiuia efvar: a still more complicated verbal 
phrase depending on dvvaus is to be found at Phaedo 99c¢ tiv de 
tov @s oiov te BéAticta avTa TeAHvar Sbvapiv ovTw KeicOau. 
Cp. Rep. 433d 2) tov exacrov év avTy TA abTov mpatrew Sivas. 
Varieties of verbal construction with dvvapus are (1) simpl. inf. 
Phil. 58d Sivapis epav te Tov ddAnOovs Kal wavta évexa TovTov 
mpatrey, Rep. 364 b divapis ... axetr Oar: (2) inf. with rod: Phil. 
57e and Rep. 533a and 532d, 7) Tov diadeyecOar Sivapis, Rep. 
328 ¢ év Suvdper Tov padins topever Oar rpds Td aorv, Rep. 507 ¢ 
Tiv TOU Opav Te Kal dpacOar Sivamuy: (3) Gore with inf.: Rep. 
433 b rhv Svvapw rdperyxev wore eyyéverOar: (4) rpds TO c. inf. : 
Polit. 272 b rapotons avtots ovTw roAARs TXoAHs Kat dvvdpews 
mpos TO pi) povov avOpdrois adda Kat Oypiows did Adywv 
ovyytyverOa1, Laws 657 b Sivapuv exer pds 7d dvapOeipar THv 
KaQepwOcioay xopeiav. 

d 3. rods réppw vopobéras MSS. Fault has been found with 
this expression (1) because of the occurrence of two cases of the 
word vopolerns in one sentence, and (2) because wéppw was 
thought an inadequate expression: ‘‘Nam aperte fateor etiam 
istud roppw sic indefinite positum mihi displicere” (Stallbaum, 
who, like Ficinus, prints the sentence as a question). Ritter 
would read vouobecias for voyobéras. At Rep. 620c the soul of 
Thersites is discovered réppw év tatdrors. Perhaps here and there 
7oppw has the sense of our “low down,” “out of the way,” “beyond 
the pale.” (Ought voyoféras perhaps to be rejected ?)—For the use 
of amoBadAopev cp. below 637e, where drofddAw has even a 
stronger condemnatory force. 

d 4. ovy wets ye xrX., “no, we don’t: it is ourselves we are 
depreciating : we are quite at sea in imagining .. .” 

a8. 7d d¢, “but,” cp. Heindorf on Theaet.157b. (C. W. E. Miller 
VOL. I 209 4 
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Am. Phil. Ass. Trans. vols. xxxix. and xl. denies Heindorf’s statement 
—in vain, I think.) For 7d dé in a question cp. 886 b3, 967a6 
TO 6€ 51) Os €xov ay ein; and see E. S. Thompson’s note on 
Meno 97 ¢. 

d9. The substitution of 7d ddAnOés for dAnOés is like our 
putting “it is truth” in a similar sentence for “it is true.” Cp. 
659 b 3 ws ye Td Sixavov. 

e 1. Badham’s guess that @eiov avdpos, written with con- 
tractions as Oeiap, was first copied @evap and then changed to 
Geias gives us what, in view of the following erie, is, both for 
grammar and sense, indispensable, ie. a person. Oeias cannot 
stand. There is no substantive, with which it would make sense, 
that could have been left out. Even if, with the scholiast, we 
supply aoActetas (which Stephanus prints), or (better) with 
Gottleber, vouofecias, and grant that it might have been omitted, 
eriGex still has to go back to Cleinias’s last speech but one for a 
subject. (Cp. also the éréOe. and the avrév in 631la.) Cousin 
was looking in the right direction when he suggested supplying 
Kepadns with-Jeias. Cp. Meno 99d kat ot Adkwves, 6tav tive 
eykupud(wow ayabdv avdpa, Geios avip, paciv, otros, and Arist. 
N. E.1145 a 28 erei 5€ ordvov kai 7d Oetov avdpa eivar, kabdmrep 
ot Adxwves eidOacr mporayopeve, dtav adyarPacr. opddpa Tov 
(veEtos avynp pac), ovTw Kal 6 Onpuddyns ev Tois avOpwrots 
omdvios, below 64205 ’Emupevidns . . . avip Oeios, and 666d 
Tis av obv mperot Delors avdpacwy ; 

e3. Kal Kat edn (nteiv adtav Tovs vdpmovs ovd azrEp ot TOV 
viv €idn mpotiOeuevor (nrovow: this difficult passage has been 
variously interpreted as it stands, and variously emended, The 
first question to decide is whether the eidy are classes of virtue, or 
classes of laws. Stallbaum held the former view (as did Ast), and 
he took avrov as referring to the dpetov implied in racav 
apetnv. Though this seems impossible, Steinhart’s emendation of 
avTov to avrns provides a good construction for this interpretation. 
And this interpretation would be satisfactory, if the sentence 
stopped at vduouvs. But what have the modern, narrow-minded, 
hand-to-mouth legislators, who are referred to in the latter half of 
the sentence, to do with «id dperns? The point made against 
them is that they do not look to dper7 at all. In the latter half 
of the passage the edn must be kinds or classes of laws. Inasmuch 
as avTov seems to be contrasted with tOv viv, I do notadopt Ast’s 
alteration of avtGv to airdv. I would, with Schneider, take ovd’ 
as ov d¢ (I would even suggest that we ought perhaps to read ovx 
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for ovd’), and would translate : “and (we ought to have said) that 
he tried to devise” (the xpyv and the ws erie. empower us to 
translate (nretv as referring to past-time) “the laws of the men of 
that time in classes, but not the classes which the legislators of the 
present day have in mind when they devise laws.” Seeing that 
a divinely-inspired legislator must always have in mind the 
production of virtue of all kinds in the members of his state, the 
classes or heads under which he would arrange his laws would 
correspond with classes and kinds of virtue and excellence—those 
e.g. which are enumerated at 631 b and c :—this is implied, but 
not directly expressed.—The meaning of (yreiv, which I have 
translated try to devise, is, as Ast says, illustrated by the ro epi 
vopovs (Tyna occurring a few lines further down. It denotes 
the practical side of the inquiry into law—the trying to get, the 
casting about for laws, excogrtating laws. Cp. Soph. 0.7. 658 é€pot 
(ntav dAcOpov 7» pvyiv éex Thode ys, and especially Politicus 
299b 5 and e7 KuBepyyntixny .. . (yTOV Tapa TA ypdppara. 
(Fr. Doering, De legum Piatonkoarwm compositione, Inaug. Diss. 
Leipzig 1907, takes avtoy to refer to Minos and Lycurgus, and 
translates (nteiv Tovs vopous “in leges inquirere,” and makes it 
depend on yp7v; “jubet socios (in leges eorum imquirere).” This 
takes no account of eri#e. PXAEerwv, and though the following 
(jrovow might be taken in the same sense, (yre? in the next line 
could not. Also he wants not ypyv, but yp7 for his interpre- 
tation.) 

e4, od yap xrX.: I think eidovs has to be supplied with od: 
“whatever kind of law any law-maker finds to be needed, nowa- 
days he devises, and adds it (rapaOéuevos) to its class: one adds a 
law about division of property, or the treatment of sole-heiresses, 
another one about personal violence”; i.e. the ‘modern legislator 
finds his code arranged under several headings (such as inheritance, 
or assault), and all he can do is to add something to one of the 
existing chapters, if he comes across a case that the existing law 
fails to meet. The philosopher, on the other hand, like the 
original divine lawgiver, imagines himself to be unfettered by 
existing codes. He begins all over again on philosophic principles 
—the principles which he says he can discern in the divine 
lawgiver’s enactments. (Cf. Rep. 427a where Socrates has just 
compared the details of the work of modern lawgivers — 
vopmoberovvrés te Kal éeravopPotvres—to the cutting off of the 
ever reappearing Hydra’s heads.) Cleinias, the Athenian says, 

. is on the right track. He sees that you: must ask what is the 
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educational value of law. In thus saying, it must be admitted 
that he rather reads his own views into the Cretan’s statement 
that what Minos wanted was to make good soldiers, and Cleinias 
must have been rather surprised (after the manner of M. Jourdain), 
to find he had been a philosopher after all. .The Athenian next 
asks if he shall show him how he ought to have gone on after 
such a promising beginning, and thus skilfully gets into the 
professor’s chair without seeming to claim it for himself. This 
manceuvre is dramatically perfect. 

631a1. rov ed ¢: what is implied here is: “and this is the 
way Minos and Lycurgus must have sought for laws.” 

a2. cov: Ast is, I think, wrong in writing cov, and taking 
it as merely possessive with eztyeipynow: it is best taken as 
governed by ayayat. The two constructions that follow are 
marked off by pev and de, as if ovk adyapa were to follow in 
the dé clause: a parallel to the former may be found at Eur. Iph. 
in Aul. 28 ovK ayapat TatT avdpds apiotews, and possibly at 
Prot. 335d é€ywyé cov tHhv pirocodiav dyapor. That (ov) 
ayapar might have stood before a dru clause may be seen by Hipp. 
Mat. 291e ayapai cov btu pou Soxeis ... Instead, however, 
of going on ovK adyapar he varies the phrase, and goes on as if 
the pev had stood at the beginning of the 7d yap am dperis 
apxeoGat clause. The perfectly regular construction of the 
complex sentence would have been: kai vod tiv pev er. dyapat 

. opBov yap: ott b€. . . ovK ayapat, ov yap opOor. 
a 8. dveAdpuevov means “expound,” which goes closely with A€éyeuv. 
b 4. parny, sine caussa: cp. Ale. I. 113 ¢4 eve d€ atria pany, 

Laws 715b kai ra tottwv Sikava, & pac eivat, parnv eipnoas. 
b 8. wéAus xtatac MSS. and Eusebius, «tara: Theodoret, 

tapiatacGatStobaeus; rapioratas Badham conjectured, tpooKTarat 
Hug. 7z06Axs is out of place here: (1) the point of view is that of the 
individual members of the community: Tovs avrois ypwpévovs 
b5; (2) it is moreover unnatural to speak of a state as possessing 
eg. lrxus eis Spduov; (3) if wdAvs stood it seems more natural 
that it should not have a tis agreeing with it (Eusebius, in his 
quotation of the passage, leaves it out). tvs, no doubt, was the 
only subject of d€ynras, and Stobaeus’s tapioracGai—he fancied 
the sentence as reported, or dependent — points the way to 
Badham’s rapicratat, which is palaeographically not unlikely 
to have been corrupted to méAus xtarau. (IC was read twice, the 
second time as K.) I would follow Schanz in adopting it. It 
may be noted that d€ynTau is aptly used of gifts which come from 
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the gods.—For the sense cp. St. Matthew 6. 33 (nreire de m paorov 
THV Baorrclav Kat THY duxavoovvnv avrov, Kat TAUTA TAVTA 

mporrebireras U tpiv.—For rapicracGat thus ‘used ep. Laws 707 a 
kakov é€v Oadrdoon tTpijpes orAiTas TaperTocas paXopevors. 
—At 697b dya6a are divided into three classes : (1) Ta Tept TV 
yoxyy dyabd, (2) ra mept 7) copa Karta Kal ayabd, and 
(3) ra mept tiv ovciav Kat xpypyara, Of these divisions the 
second and third together correspond to Ta dvOpuruva here. 

c2. Ta pev eAdtrova: the same four “worldly goods” are 
enumerated in Bk. II. 66la: at Gorg. 451le ioyds is left out, 
while in the well-known oxdAvov, to which Socrates there refers, 
after health, beauty, and honestly-won wealth, comes (as fitting on 
a social occasion) Cav peta Tov piAwyv as a fourth. The addition, 
in the passage in Bk. II., of prupia dé GAAa dyaba A€yerar shows 
that we are not to lay stress on any particular three or four. 

c4. Kwioes TH THpaTL: a genitival dative of the instrument, 
going closely with the verbal noun; so below 633b tals xepot 
paxais.—ov TuprAds: the proverbial blindness of wealth is here 
spoken of as a malady incident to its possessor. 

c6..% ppovnois: for this repetition cp. below 823c4 and 
Heindorf on Gorg. 501 a.—For the sense cp. 688 b 2, 963. 8. 

c7. peta vovv is the reading of the MSS. and of Stobaeus ; 
Eusebius and Theodoret read peta vov, which I follow Schanz 
and Burnet in adopting. Badham, independently, suggested the 
latter reading, referring to the passage (710 a) where Plato speaks 
slightingly of rv Snuwdyn cwdpooivny as contrasted with that 
which is accompanied by Ppdvycrs, or rather is Ppdvycts as well. 
At 696 d also cwdpoo ivy avev dons THS GAANS GpeTHS peLovwpern 
is spoken of as a very poor thing. The stress laid, all through 
this passage, and elsewhere in the Laws, on the importance of the 
conjunction of the virtues is in favour of Eusebius’s reading. (We 
might almost say Plato holds that one virtue by itself, or at all 
events the natural tendency to it, needs to be corrected by another 
—e.g. above at 630b, and below at 831e, he talks of the danger 
that the mere dvdpeios may become a nuisance. In different 
passages in the Laws we are told that two things are necessary to 
perfection of character: (1) the natural disposition to a particular 
virtue must be trained in action (791 ¢ 7d veka deipata eritiSevpa 
dvOpeias, 815e yeyvpvacpévos pos avdpeiav, 816 a ayvpyaotos 
yeyovas mpds Td gwdpoveiv); (2) one virtue cannot stand alone ; 
it must be helped by others. Above (630aff.) the Athenian 
speaks of murrérns as involving ovpraca dpery, and he says we 
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might call this teAéa duxarorvvyn— perfect righteousness.” In the 
present passage he uses dukavoovvy in the narrower sense. All 
this shows that our present discussion is practical, not speculative. 
The author wants us to have in mind the perfect character, and 
the way to produce it, rather than a classification of the virtues, 
or a scientifically exact nomenclature for a treatise on Moral 
Philosophy.) 

631 d1—632b1. tatra d€ révra xrA., “nature has set all 
these above the other four, and the lawgiver must put them in the 
same rank. In the next place he must proclaim to the citizens 
that his other commands to them have these blessings in view : 
that of the blessings themselves the human wait upon the divine, 
and all the divine upon their leader wisdom. (As to the commands 
I spoke of ) he must (de?) so dispense honour and disgrace as to watch 
over (the whole life of the citizen): he must regulate the marriages 
they make, and his care must next extend to the production 
and rearing of both sexes, from youth to age. To do this he must 
carefully and closely observe them in all their intercourse with each 
other, and notice what gives pain, what gives pleasure, what excites 
desire and ardent affection. His laws must themselves be the in- 
struments for rightly administering both blame and praise. More- 
over, in anger, in fear, in all the troubles that misfortune brings, 
in the relief from trouble that comes with prosperity, in all the 
chances of disease or health, war or peace, poverty or wealth, 
what the lawgiver has to teach and to define is, in each of these 
various conditions, what is right, and what is wrong.” 

I have translated this difficult and somewhat loosely jointed 
passage in full, to show what I take to be the connexion of 
thought between its different parts. (43) PAerovoas civas is 
equivalent to PAerev (cp. 963a2 mpds yap ev efapev Seiy det 
Trav?’ jpiv TA TOV VOowwv BdétovT’ etvat), and mpoord€es is its 
subject: the dat. roAirass is governed by tpoordgers: avtois (i.e. 
the citizens) is best taken with duaxeAevoréov: TovTwyv refers (not 
to mpoordgéers but) to dyaGd (from tovtwy dé to PAérev is a sort 
of parenthesis). If this explanation be adopted it will be seen that 
there is no force in Badham’s contention that these words mean 
that the legislator is to charge someone else (e.g. the magistrate) to 
make the detailed enactments of which a summary is given from d 6 
onwards, and which the legislator himself is to make. To obviate this 
supposed contradiction he reads zpafers for tpoordgers. (He does 
not say how we are to construe efvau.) Fr. Doering (ut supra) 
makes this supposed contradiction the basis of his view that the 
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whole passage from 63146 epi te ydwous to 632d 1 qdidroripia 
was written by Plato after he had changed his views about the task 
of the legislator. He began the Laws, D. says, with the view ex- 
pressed at Rep. 425 c(and 427 a) that the legislator had only to 
make general arrangements for the outline of the state, and 
especially for the educative influences under which the citizens are 
to grow up: detailed enactments were to be left to the magistrates, 
or even to the good sense of individuals. 

G6 ff. rept te ydpous and ev tais yevvyioeow go with emme- 
Xcio Oat, which, I think, also governs the genitives véwyv évTwv and 
idvrwv. (For wept with acc. after émipedeioPar cp. Menez. 
248e rhs dé roAews’ tote Tov Kai adrot thy ermédAcav, Stu 
vopous Oenévyn epi Tods TaV Ev TH TOAEMM TeACLTHTAVTWY Taidds 
TE Kal yevvyjTopas exipedctra.) Ast says the genitive véwy dvtwy 
agrees with raidwv: but even though tpodai, as he says, includes 
educatio et institutio as well as nutriendz offictum, it could hardly 
be used of the care to be bestowed upon the aged. Stallbaum 
strangely takes véwv dvtwv as the subjective genitive to tpopais— 
“the care of the children, whether exercised by young or old.” 

e3. I would not follow Stallbaum in introducing re after év 
mdoats, because the participial clause goes very well in a kind of 
subordination to tiwovra Kai atiyd(ovta eripedcio Oat, expressing 
the way in which the legislator can get the power of so doing. 

632a2. With yYeyev we must supply det from above, 
a2 ff ev dpyais te ad . . . kaddv kai py: Ritter remarks that 

whereas the previous words refer to the ordinary course of life 

and social intercourse, the key-word to this passage is Tapayaé. 
It deals with all the extraordinary occurrences that “ upset” the 
mind, as we say. He is perhaps right in saying that even in 
evTvxia there is a disturbing influence, but few will follow him 
in his translation of (a4) tov towotTwv aropvyai. He says 
TotovTwy means the educative influences to which, in ordinary 
life, a man is Subjected. No doubt Ast and Stallb. are right in 
saying that tov trowvtrwr refers to tov (did dvotvxiav) Tapaxav 

THIS PUX7s- 
a6. ra0yjpara may mean emotions (so Stallb. apparently), 

but it is better to take it in the general sense of occurrences ; cp. 
Symp. 189d det de _ mpotov byas pabeiv tiv avOpwrivnv spoow 
Kal Ta maGijpara avTns. 

bl. 76 te Kaddv Kal py, “he. quatenus affectioni obsequi 
deceat necne,” Ast. 

(There are two other notes of Ritter’s on the passage above 
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translated which are helpful. He says, no doubt the place for 
the lawgiver’s pronouncement (631d 2) on the relative value of 
the spiritual and temporal excellences would be one of those 
mpooipu.a or prefaces to branches of enactments, of which the Laws 
contain many, and which Plato compares, at the end of the fourth 
book, to the prelude of a musician, or the conversation of a wise 
doctor with an educated patient on the subject of his disease and 
its treatment. The other note is the comparison of the outline 
of man’s life (d6 ff.), in which the salient points serve as hints 
for the classification of laws, to 958¢ avdpi 5), 76 peta TovTo, 
yevynGevte Kat extpapévte Kal yevvnoavTe kal extpeWavTe TEKVA, 
kal ocvppeiEavte cvupPdrAara petpiws, duddvTe te Sikas el Tia 
noOiKiKEer Kal Tap EeTépov ekAaPovtTt, abv Tois vopors ev poipa 
ynpacavre TeAevTH ylyvoir’ av Kata piv.) 

peta d€ Tavta ... eAAcirer: in this passage both sense 
and construction have been obscured by the idea that it deals 
only with the way in which money is made and spent. Ast, 
for instance, says Kowwvias and duadvoes are governed by 
duAdrrevv, and, as he naturally wants something to connect 
pvAdrrew with emruxoretv, he proposes to alter xa@ to kat: 
also, both he and Stallbaum understood xowvwvias to refer to 
business partnerships. This involves them in further difficulties 
with wacw tovtos, and with éxotoiv te kat dxkovow. The 
former they take to be neuter, and add ev before zaovv (though 
St. does not print it). St. says that é€v wacw tovros “ refertur ad 
TAS KTHOES Kal TA avarddpata civium.” Many of the difficulties 
disappear when it is recognized that the passage deals with two 
distinct subjects, and falls into two divisions at the word tpozov. 
The first subject is the regulation of money-making and money- 
spending ; the second the supervision of fellowships and associations, 
a very different matter. The xaié after tpdaov connects puAarrev 
with émurKoreiv, the genitival. dative waovw tovrots is masc. 
(sc. woXirats), and éxovow and aKovo.w agree with it: with 
orotov I think we must supply tpd7vov from the preceding 
sentence. The word has occurred so recently, and would fall in 
so naturally with xa ozotov that the omission is not extra- 
ordinary. It is not necessary to press the words exovo.y and 
aKovotv to the logical conclusion that they apply equally to both 
the kowwviat and the diadices. Though it is conceivable that 
certain associations might claim adherents who did not wish to 
belong to them, it is naturally the breaking up of an association 
which may be against the will of some of its members. (So 
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at Soph. Ant. 1159 tixyn yap opOot Kai tiyn Katappéerer Tov 
evTvxovvTa Tov Te SvoTvxovVT ae we have to translate the re 
by or, and not to assume the author. to mean that Fortune, when 
raising a man, makes him both fortunate and unfortunate.) 

b6. Just as xtjoes and dvaAwpata are the direct objects 
of dvAdrrev, so, in the parallel clause, erurkomeiy governs 
Kowwvias and duadvoers; in both cases, however, the direct 
objects have explanatory adjuncts—in the first OvTwW ay yeyvynras 
Tpomrov, and in the second xa’ omotov av €x. mp. T. T. _mpos 
aAAnAovs.—€xaorov is emphatic like the éx. in THs éExdoTwv 
SiaSerews above.—I cannot help suspecting that xal pi after 
dixatov is the addition of a scribe who thought the expression 
ought to square with rd te xaddv Kat py in b1: also that the 
same scribe added the re after eoriv, which then became necessary. 
If I am right in wishing to reject these three words, ois is a true 
relative, to which tov tovot’rwy is the antecedent; if not, ois. 
must be used as a dependent interrogative. I would translate the 
whole: “and to keep an eye on the associations formed or broken 
by any of the citizens—may be willingly, may be on compulsion— 
(so as to observe) the manner in which all such mutual transactions 
take place, both -the just ones and the unjust” (or, retaining 
the kat pa and the re, and supposing the subject of the two 
verbs to be 7d dixacov, “and to distinguish the just ones from the 
unjust”). It is impossible not to wish that Plato had lived to 
rewrite this whole “Passage. 

For the kowvwvias of b4 ep. Rep. 365d emi varp TO AavOdvew 
Tvveporias Te Kal eraupias cuvagoper, Laws 856b os av.. 

érarpias TH modu UT KOOV TOU, Theaet. 173d orovoat 83 
eraupeav ex apxds, and Ap. 36b dpxav Kat cvvwpooidv Kal 
ordcewv. It will be moticed that at 636b it is stated that the 
ovocitia, which were xotvwviat of the young men, led to ordcets. 
This gives one reason for the state supervision of xowwviae. 

b8. tov véuwv: Schanz, following a suggestion of Ast’s, 
brackets these words. Stephanus changed them to 7@ voum (or 
tots vopuors). It seems far more likely that Plato should have 
allowed himself a genitive among so many datives, after the 
analogy of the genitive with axpoaoOa: (in the sense of obey, 
Gorg. 488c), than that a scribe should have introduced it, or 
altered it from a dative. At p. 715c¢ edreiOéoratos has a dat. 
with it. An instance of the variety of construction which Plato 
allows himself may be seen at Hipp. Mai. 285d, where, within 
a few lines, we read & (7d€ws cov) axpoovrat, and Tdons THS 
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dpxaoroyias outa akpoovrat. For other out- of-the- -way uses 
of the genitive in Plato cp. Rep. 380¢ orp pos cot eipt, edn, 
TOVTOV TOU Adyou, Tim. 20a ovdevds iudr qv ovra, Euthyd. 306 ¢ 
ovyylyvaoKkelv pev odv avTois yp THIS canlligh (but Symp. 
218b ovyyvacerbe yap tots Te TéTE TpaxOeior Kal Tois vov 
Aeyopevors). 

cl. wpos réeAos amrdons woXdrteias éreEehOwv, “when he has 
come to the end of all his organizations ;” amdaons roXrteias here 
corresponds to the ravra roAitevpara of 945d 5. 

e4. This is the first mention of the vouodiAakes of whom we 
are to hear so much later.—xatidov S€: ie. when the lawgiver has 
passed all the various classes of citizens in review. At 738de 
Plato speaks of the great importance of the electors’ personal 
knowledge of those on whom honour or office is to be conferred : 
peifov ovdev TOA ayabov, 7) yvwpipovs adtods avTois eivar* Orrov 
yap py pos dAAjXous eotiv dAAjAwv év Tois TpOToLs GAAG OKOTOS, 
OUT av TYLAS THS akias, oT apxXav ovTe Sixyns woTEe Tis av THS 
Tpoonkovons opOas tvyxavo.—aracw Tovrows: this is neuter, 
and, like the following zdvra tatra, means the whole of the 
lawgiver’s enactments and arrangements, which are in charge of 
the dvrAaxes. 

c5. dua povyicews . . . idvras: “cum verbb. eundi (did ¢. 
gen.) est versart in aliqua re, persequt, studere,” Ast, Lex. Cp. 
Prot. 323a iv (roAutexnv aperny) det dud Stkarootvyns Tacay tevar 
kat cwdpoctvys and St. Paul’s dua rictews yap mepiratrovpev 
2 Cor. 5. 7. For further particulars about the two classes of 
Guardians (those of original, and those of imparted wisdom) of the 
Laws cp. 961 ff. and 964e ff. For d0€a aA. ep. e.g. Tim. 51d ff. 

c6. érws wavta tatta... dirotipia, “that Wisdom may 
give unity to the whole system, and make it subservient to 
Temperance and Justice, instead of to Wealth and Pride.” 
There is a striking similarity between the leading idea of this 
passage and that of St. Paul’s words at Col. 2. 19. . THY 
Kepadiyy, ef ov may TO copa dua TOV apaov kat ovvdéo pov 

eTLyopynyovpevov Kal orp P.Balopevov avéer THYV avéyow TOU 

Geov. — For dar opaivery in the sense of make cp. Gorg. 516¢ 
aXAG payy dry pew Epos ye avtods améepyvev 7) otovs mapéha Be, 
Ar. Eq. 817 od & "AOnvaious e(ntyoas puxpotoXiras amropjvar : 
at p. 753d below it is used of appointing magistrates, and at 
780a1 of making laws; cp. the use of dodeixvvcbar at 783d 9 
in the sense of produce.—As to the form, which Ast, in deference 
to Dawes (Misc. Crit. 228) changed to arodaivy, possibly Dawes 
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would have said that it was only lst aorists of which the Ist sing. 
subj. was identical with the fut. which cannot stand after dws ; 
at all events that is all that Dawes’s instances could prove. 

So ends what Stallbaum rightly calls (631 b3-632d 1) 
“designatio quaedam et adumbratio universi operis.” It stands 
to the whole treatise in the same relation that the mpooimua, 
noticed above on 631d2, stand to its various divisions. Its 
leading idea is that of the formative or educational power and 
function of good laws.. As the Hebrew lawgiver says at Deut. 
32. 47: “This law is no vain thing for you, it is your life, and 
through this ye shall prolong your days upon the land whither ye 
go over Jordan to possess it.” 

a2. wads is the subject of the duefeAGciv which goes with 
BovAopa:, as well as of that which has to be supplied with 
nOehov av: dueEeAGcty means set forth, demonstrate, explain 
thoroughly. The first thing he wishes hiscompanions to demonstrate, 
if they are to make good the assertion that their laws are divine 
(624a3), and therefore perfect, is that the laws possess the 
advantages just enumerated ; i.e. that they foster all the virtues. 
They find, on proceeding, that the Dorian system does foster courage, 
but when they come to temperance, all is not as it should be. The 
reader is left to draw the conclusion for himself that the system is 
not perfect after all; and the course of investigation proposed in 
the next paragraph comes to an end as a natural consequence. 

d4. kai ory xtX.: then follows an intimation that the 
subject must be studied philosophically: “I want you to show,” 
the Ath. says, “that there is a philosophy of law, a system (ra£us), in 
the divinely ordered code, to be discerned by the philosopher, 
and even by those who have lived under a perfect code :—how it 
enables a man to judge of the relative importance and proper 
function ” (both involved in ragcv) “ of various enactments,” 

a5. réxvy cite kai tiv éfeowv: the two classes of intellect 
here referred to correspond to the two classes of @vAakes spoken 
of at ¢ 5—rods pev dia ppoviwews, Tods dé de’ GANOovs SdEns idvras. 

a6. There is a polite irony in 7piv. 
a9. No subject of duve£eAGetv is expressed ; probably, if it had 

been, it would have been tpas. The xaOdrep jpédpeOa, which 
reminds his hearers that their first attempt has been a joint one, 

naturally leads to the suggestion in diefipev edv BovAnoGe that 
all three should share in the proposed investigation. 
el. 7a THs avépeias eritndetpara, ‘the means of cultivating 

courage” (cp. 791b5 ff). Cp. Rep. 501d ri b€; rHv rovadryv 
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(piow) TvXoveav TOV TpoTHKOVTwOV exiTNSevpaTwV ovK aya 
TéAews ever Oar ;—The course recommended is this: first they are 
to consider the cultivation of all the separate virtues in turn, 
using the same method of investigation in each case; then they 
are to show, if they can, that particular laws or codes of law con- 
duce to this object (exeioe BAEreuv). 

e3. Of dzws av with subj. in a temporal sense (“as soon as”) 
we have possibly another instance at 755a (if the text there 
is sound) d7ws av tis rA€ov vrepPas EBSopyjKovta Gj. Kiihner- 
Gerth uu. p. 445 says that wie is similarly used in old German 
and in modern Volkssprache instead of als (temporal). 

e5. vorepov d€ apeTns taons: i.e. “after we have considered 
the methods whereby all virtue may be fostered.” For torepov 
followed by a gen. cp. Soph. 257 ¢ rept arr av Kéntat Ta eripbey- 
yopeva tortepov THS aropdrews ovopara. 

e6. Ritter supports Stallbaum’s view that a ye vuvd7 di) AGopev 
(for a the early, MSS. have 7d, Ven. & first corrected it, early 
edd. kat a) refers exclusively to the outline of the division of law 
which was given in 631 dff., and spoken of there as tas aAXas 
Tpoorages Tots woAitaus,—as to marriage, money-making, etc. 
The reference is, doubtless, to laws of some kind; but the phrase 
“the laws we examined just now” might well include a reference 
to the positive Cretan institutions with which the discussion began, 
as well as the imaginary ones summarized in 631dff. I say 
imaginary, because the Ath. is there saying what the panegyric of 
Cretan laws ought to be. The subsequent course of the argument 
(634 a ff.) seems to favour the assumption that the Dorian institu- 
tions were referred to here. It should be remembered that the 
“imaginary” ones were Dorian too. Doering (p. 27), of course, 
excludes all possibility of there being a reference in @ ye vvvdy) 
dijAOopev to 63106 ff. He (following Tiemann, Kr. Analyse v. 
Biich. I. und II. der pl. Gesetze) holds that éxeioe BAErovra goes 
with dujA@opev—* which we showed (at 631b-d) to be éxeive 
BXérovta,” that & dujAGomerv refers to human benefits (631 b 7), 
and that dmodavotyev means “ we will show them (i.e. the human 
benefits) to be supplied by the Dorian laws.” This is special 
pleading, with a vengeance. exeioe PAErovta must go with 
aropavoupev ; 5i7AGopev does not want a secondary predicate, and 
aropavovupev does.—This, discussion of Dorian institutions (which 
is not carried through very far) is a dramatic introduction to 
the subject of the Laws. Bruns and others err greatly, I think, in 
taking it to have been the original subject of the whole treatise. 
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e7. av Oeds eOéXy: this pious aspiration was, as the speaker 
no doubt knew, not destined to be fulfilled (cp. on 778 b 7). 

63343. kal oé re kal éuavrov: Stallb. takes this to mean “it 
is not only Cretan institutions that are to be criticized ; Spartan 
and Athenian must come in for their share of criticism as well” ; 
and this explanation fits in well with the following Kouvds yap 
0 Adyos, i.e. “the discussion is on law in general, not on Cretan 
law only.” Still, it is more likely that the Ath. means “the 
discussion will test the validity of your views and mine as well 
as of his”; xow. y. 6 Adyos will then mean “we are all three 
open to criticism.” The (a4) A€yere ody is pointedly addressed to 
both the two, and the subsequent discussion deals in particular 
with Spartan rather than with Cretan institutions. 

a7. Kai tpitov 7 téraprov ; “ And thirdly, or fourthly?” ice. 
“ What shall we mention next as eritndevpata avdpeias ?”—iows 
yap av xrA.: remembering that he had said that the investiga- 
tion of emityndedparta avdpeias is to serve as a type for that con- 
cerning the other branches of virtue, he is anxious to proceed 
formally.—Definite enumeration (61api0u7jo0ac8a1) makes for clear- 
ness (6»Aovvra—masc.—in the next line); cp. below 894a8 ds 
ev eldeow AaPety pet aprOpor. 

a8. cite pepov cite Gtr avTa KaXeiv xpedv exter: with these 
words Plato is perhaps waiving aside the ontological question. 
Stallb. thinks they refer to ‘‘litem et controversiam a Sophistis 
motam” and similar discussions in the Protagoras. Ritter is 
possibly right in thinking that he has in mind somebody’s 
criticism of the term pépy aperhs, but not the Sophists’ contention 
(that virtues of different kinds can each exist separately from other 
virtues).—St. quotes several passages in which Plato uses «ire . . . 
etre (or an equivalent) in a similar way: Crito 50a, Sympos. 
212c, Laws 872e1, Tim. 28b; Ritter adds Laws 863b ev ev 
avTy (sc. TH Wvxy) THS pioews eite TL TAHOS EiTE TL pEpos OV 
6 Oupos. 

b7. tats yxepoi is a genitival dative of the instrument ; 
ep. 63le Kwyoes TH cwpwatt. (Moeris’s and Harpocration’s 
“yepoipayias IlAdrwv Nouwv &” is now generally thought to be 
based on a mistaken reading of this passage, though Pierson—on 
Moeris 406—proposed, perhaps rightly, to read yepoipayxiars for 
Tais Xxepol padxauis here.) 

b8. I follow Hermann and Schanz in accepting Ast’s yvyvopevats 
for the MS. yvyvoyevwv.—The tow after dprayais is slightly 
apologetic. 
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b9. kpurteia tis ovopdterat, “there is a service called 
KpuTteia.” Below, the passage 763a6 mpods dé Tovrous . . 
ikavos ow ety (¢ 2),—in which occur the words «ire Tus Kpurrovs 
cite aypovopous eA’ 6 Te KaAOV Xaiper,—throws some light upon 
this institution. The service was so called because those on it had 
to keep out of sight. They hid during the day, and did their 
work — usually killing prominent Helots—during the night. 
Plutarch says (Lyc. 28) so cruel an institution could not have 
been devised by Lycurgus ; that it must have been of later origin. 
No doubt, he says, that is what gave Plato the idea that Spartan 
institutions were only good for bravery.—@avpacras rodirovos 
Tpods TAS KapTepHoecs, “as full as could be of hardening toils.” 

cl. yesuwvwr, ‘in wintry weather,” a variety of the common 
xXeyovos.—As Ast says, both the privatives (avur. and dorpw.) 
go with yew. At 942d it is recommended that soldiers should 
get accustomed to lie on hard beds and go bare-headed and bare- 
footed. Cp. Xen. De rep. Lac. 2. 3. 

c4, The yvpvoraidia.—the games of the naked—was a festival 
at Sparta at which choruses of men and of boys performed dances. 
Athenaeus (xiv. pp. 630 f.) mentions a “lyric” dance, called the 
yupvoraoexy, of a stately and elaborate character, resembling 
the tragic eupeéedXera. Ath. also says (xv. p. 678) that at the 
yvpvorraidiar the leaders of the choruses wore garlands of palm- 
leaves, which were called Ovpeatixoi: trdpvnpa tHs ev Ovpen 
yevopevns vikns. The festival occurred in the middle of the 
summer in the month Hecatombaeon; hence 7 Tov mviyous 
popy Siapaxopevwv. Probably the performance was a long and 
exacting one. : 

c 6. exaororte, ‘‘in detail” (Jowett). 
c 8. tiv avdpeiav Ti OOpev ; “How are we to define courage ?” 

—lit. ‘As what are we to set down courage?” The fact that 
temptations, like privations, are spoken of as endured and combated 
(he echoes the diapaxopuéevwr in diapdxnv) enables the Ath. to slip 
imperceptibly from the subject of courage to that of temperance, 
which he thus presents at first as a branch of courage. 

c 9. arAas ottws: cp. the Homeric pay ottws; so Pol. 286 e 
evOds ovTw, Pol. 296 a, 303d, Phaedr. 234 ¢ viv ovrus. 

a2. xai tivas Sewas Owreias KcoAakixds, “with all their 
powerful wheedling cajoleries.” (Cp. Romeo and Juliet 1. ii. 140 
‘‘a dream too flattering sweet to be substantial.”) The tuvas 
shows that the word Owzeias is used metaphorically, and that 
Pl. does not mean to add literal flattery as a third assailant of 
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virtue, in addition to desire and pleasure.—There is a poetical 
redundancy about this expression, a redundancy which is one of 
the marks of a hastily written and unrevised work. When an 
idea is first put into shape a number of almost synonymous words 
flock into the writer’s mind, and he sets them all down without 
stopping to select. Apelt (Jena Jahresbericht 1907) well says that 
in the Laws we catch Plato at work; he has not had time to 

polish and arrange his material ; his main anxiety is lest strength 
and life should fail him to get his rich harvest of thought, as 
it were, under cover; perfect order and precision are not to be 
expected under such circumstances. Badham rewrites the passage 
for him thus: 7) Kat mpds 7oOov Te Kat nOovns Tuvas Sewvas Owreias 
(“deleto inutili xoAakxixds”).. (Winckelmann and Schanz would 
also reject koAaKuKds.) 

d 3. olfopevwv, “who fancy themselves.”—x«ypivovs : this word 
—which some editors insert before zovtouw and some after—is 
preserved only in the margins of A and O and in Clem. Al. Stro. 
ii. 108. The early vulgate inserted paddarrovoas after Ovpors. 

d 4. ofwar pev ovrw is in an erasure in A and is omitted . 
in O.—* Vocabulo ovtw per epexegesin additur mpds tatra €ip- 
mravrTa, ad quod ex antegressis repetendum evar attiv diapaxnv. 
Sie Sympos. 2154: Lwxpdtyn S eya eraiveivy ovTws EerLxepjow, 
dc eixévwv” Stallb. Burnet is doubtless right in putting a 
semicolon instead of a comma after ovtw. 

e 2. 7) kai: we can hardly translate this kai otherwise than 
“also,” “as well”; Schanz and Boeckh apparently do so; in that 
case we must make it do duty for the unexpressed povov (with Tov 
Tov Avrov ATT). Schanz accepts Boeckh’s emendation of the 
MS. kaxdv to xakiov, which he says is supported by a small 
erasure before the 6 of kaxov. The xai in the following words is 
an objection to this. (Ficinus has deteriorem.) 

e3. The paddXov, which Schanz placed at the beginning of 
Cleinias’s speech, formerly stood, in MSS. and edd. alike, as the 
last word of the preceding speech of the Athenian. 

e5. tov eéroveidiotws yTTova éavtov: the tov with the 
predicate has a deictic force; it conveys an invidious distinction : 
“it is specially this victim of pleasure, isn’t it? (zov), that we all 
call self-conquered in the invidious sense.” 

634a1. 6 Aids oy xrX.: the implication here foreshadowed is 
that, if there prove to be a grave defect in the legislation, it can 
be only partially of divine origin. 

a2. The metaphor in ywAjyv is helped out by the Baivew 
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in avtiPaive. In defud we have a simple pun: its figurative 
meaning of ‘shrewd ” serves to introduce the following adjectives. 
—Again we have a redundancy of ideas, like that at 633d 2. 
(Schanz proposes to omit koa kal, partly because the kat was 
only added by the second hand in A.) 

a7. dppotépais tats roAeowv: not a local dative, but in loose 
explanatory apposition to tuiv; cp. 638 e 6.—yevovta Tov ydovar, 
‘while teaching men how pleasure tastes.” 

a9. dyovra eis pecas, “putting it (pain) in their way.”—pecas 
and avrov evidently refer to Avras: otherwise we should have 
avayka¢er and reife. tipats probably goes only with érevev, 
though the thought of chivalry’s “ Noblesse oblige” might incline 
us to take it with vdyKxa¢e as well—The (dependent) question 
breaks off abruptly, and the speaker begins a fresh (independent) 
one at ov 67 to express the idea with which he started; then 
the question is repeated in other words. All this is very con- 
versational in style. (St. and Jowett make péoas and avrov refer 
to 7dovds, and translate the two verbs as if they were in the 
present tense.) 

b1. The punctuation here should be air@v—(Prof. Burnet 
agrees).—7ov 67) kTA., “Where, I say, has this same enactment 
been made in your laws with reference to pleasure ?” 

cl. icws: it is difficult to be sure whether this means equally 
or perhaps here—the former, I think. In the next line it is 
perhaps.—kata peyara pépn Kat diadayy, “ (instances) on a large 
and striking scale.” kara pepn means “in detail,” “in the 
several parts,” as distinguished from xa6’ dAov (Tim. 55e€ Kata Te 
pepyn kat Ka’ GAov). Kata peydrAa pép7y (a phrase which occurs 
also at Philebus 30b) means lit. in large details; the addition of 
kat duapavy emphasizes the fact that the details, to show the 
design, must not be insignificant, but conspicuous—evropoinv av, 
“T should not be at a loss.” 

c 4. opoiws: ie. as obvious as in the case of institutions 
intended to train men to disregard pain. 

c5. Kal ovdev ye Oavpacrov xtA,: the connexion of thought 
here, down to 635b1, is this: “no actual system is perfect ; not 
yours at Sparta and Crete, any more than ours at Athens. So, in 
our search for perfection, we must none of us feel hurt if 
deficiencies in his native institutions are exposed. We are too old 
for anything like pettishness. Well, it is natural that I should 
know, better than either of you, what fault the world finds, rightly 
or wrongly, with Dorian institutions. Now one of the best of them 
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—among many good ones—is that which regards any criticism of 
the laws, unless made privately by a magistrate or by an old man 
tc a contemporary, as sacrilegious. There are no young men here, 
so we may proceed.” 
5. Adyos av repos cin: Ast cps. Arist. Pol. iii, 3 et b€ Sikasov 

Siadvew 7) pr Svadvev, drav eis Eréepay petaBdrrAy roditeiav a 
ToXts, Aoyos Ere pos. Stallb. adds Plato, Ap. 34¢ GAN € pay 
Oappahews ey® €xw mpds Oavatov I Py &AXos Adyos, ™ pos 
= oby KTA. Similarly Rep. 462d kat mepi dAAov otovoty tov 
Tov avOpwrov.6 avTds Adyos, and Tim. 54 b du6t1 dé, Adyos wA€iwv. 
These and other passages (Stallb. cites Dem. Phil. iii. 16 and De cor. 

-§ 44) support Eusebius’s Adyos against the MS. 6 Adyos here, and 
the 5 ovv in the passage from the Apology gives some confirma- 
tion to Bekker’s 5’ ody, which Schanz and Burnet rightly adopt 
instead of the MS. y’ odv. 

a7. <irep kai, “if (your laws are good) as in truth they are” 
ep. Soph. 238 b eirep ye kat aAAo Te Oeréov ws ov. 

el. With ¢& évds crdépatos ravtas cvpdpwveiv Stallb. cps. Rep. 
364a mdvtes yap €& evds oTdparos bpvotow. 

e4. With the suggestion of criticism in ovvvoei (trans.) here ep. 
our similar use of to reflect wpon, to think twice about. 

e6. With zovetoOar we may suppose eay to be supplied from d 9. 
635a1. ardv ris tore Suavoias: I accept without hesitation 

Burnet’s punctuation of this passage, which connects Tis diavoias 
with drwv. This word is part of the metaphor in éoroxydo Oar: 
“though far removed from the old legislator’s mind—as far as 
tore from vdv—you have hit it. You must bea pavtis.” There is 
a confusion between time and space which gives a certain haziness 
to the metaphor. (Schanz wants to bracket’ dmwv.) For the 
gen. duavoias ep. Soph. Ant. 1169 éay & dry tottwv Td yaipew. . . 

a4. adeipne? id Tov vopobérov Siadeyopevor . . . pyndev av 
7Anpperciv, “the lawgiver leaves us free to discuss without 
offence.” dy +Anppedciv for the simple tAnppedetv is an anaco- 
luthon ; perhaps the speaker meant us to feel that dtaAcyopevor is 
equivalent to et OvaA€yoipeba. 

a6. “kai s.v. A” Burnet. I conjecture that what was originally 
written here was eore TavtTa ovTws Kai pydev ye dvys—that the 
CKAI, owing to the faintness of the I, the bad formation of the 
K and Sethe C was tead. as EICA, It was coon afterwards that.a 
kat was wanted before pydév and it was inserted in A above the line. 
(1t is a slight confirmation of this that A has not odrws but ovtw.) 
Schanz omits the cai. It certainly does not seem necessary if, as 
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Ast and Stallb. say, «is & means quapropter in the sense of where- 
fore, for which reason. But can it? The nearest approach I can 
find to this use is Soph Trach. 403 és ri; “for what purpose?” 
but “with a view to which” does not suit this passage. (eis TovTo, 
at 1 Timothy 4. 10, is translated in the A.V. “ therefore,” but it is 
altered in the R.V. to “to this end”)—As against Schanz it may 
be urged that ye is much more natural after kai than after eis 4,— 
F.H.D., omitting kat, proposes to read e?ra for eis a. 

a7. ov yap 76 ye yvovat te xTX., “it is no disgrace to a man 
to be told of something wrong; if he is grateful to his critic, 
instead of being indignant with him, it may result in his being 
able to set the wrong right.” 

b 2. For vw Stallb., Schneider, and Schanz accept zws, the read- 
ing of a Vienna MS. But the former stands very well here as an 
anticipation of rpiv. 

b 3. BeBaiws: proleptic; so, Rep. 537 ¢, a method of paOyors is 
said to be BéBasos, and Rep. 585 e Arrov te ay GdnOs Kai PeBaiws 
wAnpotro. In all these cases it is the result that is fixed and 
definite, not the process by which the result is reached. ((ePatos 
is a favourite word with Plato.) We must supply epo from above 
with dropov: “In what I say I shall not find fault; that can 
only be done after an exhaustive investigation: instead of that I 
will tell you the difficulty I feel about your system.” 

cl. dia TéAovs, “on every occasion.” 
c2. dev€eirGar: the paronomasia helps the formal statement of 

the analogy: it is not only pain and alarm that they will run 
away from; they will run away from those men who have had 
the training which they themselves have missed. 

e6—d1. I would substitute a (,) for the (°) generally found after 
poPBwv ind 1, because I take e¢ . . . yevfoovTat, Kal . . . Teirov- 
Tat to be the protasis, and Sobdekaanan to be apodosis.s <A 
parallelism thus comes out between the two cases: those untrained 
in fighting fear will (1) flee from the toils and troubles of life, and 
(2) fall before the better trained ; so too those untrained in resist- 
ing pleasure will (1) be worsted by pleasure (ravrév meicovTat 
tots 7TT. Tov PdPwv), and (2) will be worsted and overcome by 
the better trained (SovAcVoovor KrX.). The kai before apedern- 
tou then connects yevijoovtat with weicovtat, that before pdev 
is epexegetic, inasmuch as pydév Tov alcxpov davayKafer Oar 
movety explains wherein the firmness (kaprepeiv) is shown. I do 
not take yryvopuevor with ayed€ernrou but with €v rats pdovais (this 
I think is certain, and would hold even though it were decided 
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that it is better to restore the colon at @dBwv, to assume an 
asyndeton between weicovrat and dovAetcovcr, and to make the 
Kat before dueA€érynTou connect that word with Gzreipor). apeA€Tn- 
ToL = apeAETyTOL OvTES OY Ov peueAeTHpEVoL, “not being trained, 
in the presence of pleasure, to show firmness.” Cp. Laws 
655d ev mpdgeci te Tavtodarais yryvopeva Kat THX a1s.—€vexa in 
¢8.is used much as at Theact. 148d mpoOvpias pev evexa, @ 
Lox«pares, paveirat, and at Polit. 304a weipas pev Toivuy evexa 
davepds eorac: lit. here, ‘‘if they are left to their natural inclina- 
tion to indulgence.” 

¢8. Ast was the first to remove the comma from after 7dovas 
and put it after wovetv: the sentence is more symmetrical so, 
eveka . . . 700vds corresponds in idea with ycyv. ev rT. ydovais, and 
qt. Tov HoBwv with pdev Tr. aicyx. avayx. Tovetv.—The use of 
yAvkvOvpia—like that of yAvkt@vpuos as an epithet of trvos at 
Ar. Nub. 705, and of “Epws at Ar. Lys. 551—shows the same 
confusion of ideas as our expression “a sweet tooth.” 

d2. er air Xie : the greater disgrace is partly due to the fact 
that men who i in this case gain the mastery over them are some- 
times tavTamac. kaxoi. In the former case the victors are at all 
events brave men. Also it has been explained at 626e that 76 
ytTacGa. adtdy if éavTod rdvTwY aioxioToV Te dpa Kal KaKL- 
orov.—One thinks of Hannibal at Capua. 

G3. Kai trois Kextynpevois TA Tepl Tas Hdovds, “nempe tis qui 
earum rerum domint sunt,” Ast. But there is more expressed in 
this idea of mastery than mere power of resistance: the men are 
masters of the whole art or science of pleasure (and are thus able 
to tempt others cleverly). ra epi ras 75ovds is “all that pleasure 
business.” For xextjoOar in the sense of “be master of an art or 
science ” cp. Laws 829¢ tov Ordco. Toinow pev Kal povoav 
ikavOs KexTynpeévor év avtois ciow. (If the words are taken to 
mean simply ‘‘ those who have had the advantage of the experience 
of pleasure,” they come as a weak climax after or equivalent to 
Tots Suv. Kaprepelv ev T. 70.) : 

a5. 77 pev as regards pleasure;: TH O€ as regards pain and fear. 
—aT aos, “ without qualification.” 

a7. xara tpdorov, “recte” ; cp. 638c¢, 766d, Phil. 33c, Polit. 
310 ¢, Crat. 425b, Rep. 581b, Tim. 42e (The whole of this 
paragraph is a model of Platonic, ie. superlatively beautiful and 
accurate, exposition.) 

el. zepi THALKoUTwr, “about such weighty matters”; Theaet. 
162e cKorei te otv ot Te Kal Oeddwpos «i amobiter Oe 1 Oavo- 
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Aoyia Te Kat eixdou rept THALKOYTWY AEyopevovs Adyous.—zeTL- 
oTEVKEVaL padiws = “to be cocksure.” 

e4, Ast and Stallb. insist on taking TO peta tatra as an 
adverbial phrase like rd ad trovrov, and Gy, or rather the ante- 
cedent to Ov, as a partitive gen.; but (1) such a construction as 
that at Phil. 34 ¢ Neyw pev Toivev, & ZdéKkpares, 75n TS peTa TavTa, 
where 76 is the object of A€éywpev, is much more common in Plato ; 
(2) it is much more natural that the gen. which is the antecedent 
of év should have something to depend on ; and (8) the singular 76 
suits the context better, as being a direct reference to cwpocivy, 
whereas the antecedent gen. to Ov might be either sing. or plur. 
The only strict parallel to such a partitive gen. as they here 
suppose, cited by Stallb., is at Soph. 232b arr avadrAaBopev 
TpOTOV TOV Tept TOV GodicTiV etpnuevwv, where Burnet accepts 
Heindorf’s avaAdBwpev <ev>. 

e6. A€eywpyev, “I would suggest that we should talk,” or 
“we have got to talk.” At 632e the Ath. had proposed that they 
should take the erirndevpara of the different virtues one after 
another, and though, as Ritter, following Susemihl, says, they 
have really been discussing cwdppoctvyn (disguised as a kind of 
avopeia) since 633d, this is the first time the virtue is introduced 
by name (since the coppwv Wvy7s €€us in the enumeration at 631 c). 
This is a rhetorical artifice. Plato wants to show clearly how the 
arguments used about avdpeia (and the training in it) apply equally 
to cwdpoctvn. No doubt also he wishes to bring out the unity 
of virtue. (The—as I take it—superficial inconsistency of calling 
the virtue by two names has been the ground of many attacks upon 
the treatise. The difficulty felt is a real one. Possibly the passage 
from 633c 8 to 635e 3 was put in as an afterthought as an alternative 
way of introducing the discussion about cwdpoctvyn. I have only 
room here to refer to Doering (ut supra), pp. 28 ff.)—I have adopted 
Badham’s pov te for the ti (ecqued?) of the earliest editions— 
altered by Stephanus and Ast to ri. Seeing the preceding word 
ends in pev, it is very possible ‘that pov was omitted in error : 
anyhow it makes the sense clearer to an English reader. (F.H.D. 
suggests that Plato wrote Aéyw* pov tT.) The Ath. here repeats 
the question already put at 634b 1. 

e7. I do not follow Badham in rejecting 7 tats—“ En purum 
putum recensorem qui genitivos illos a duapopoy pendere non 
intellexit.”—I think Plato adopted the unusual 7 instead of the 
gen. because his choice would lie between making roAttevopevwv — 
agree with zoAvtevov (understood)—and though he often uses 7éAus 
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as subject to roAutever Oar, neither he, nor probably anyone else, 
ever said 1 moAuteia woAuTeverac—and writing such an awk- 
ward phrase as TOv TOV €lk7 Tohurevopevov. Bdh., however, 
apparently, takes moXtevopevwv as agreeing with mabey 
understood. He should at least have given an instance of the 
construction.—With woArtevowevwv we may supply either roAewv 
or avOpwrwv, preferably the latter—For 7 after diadéepecv ep. 
Phaedr. 2284 ois éby Siadépery Ta TOU EpOvTos 7) TA TOV pH, and 
Rep. 465 ¢ ravra tata TO Tov avdpov yévos StadepdvTws EXEL 7 
7 tav yuvatkov, For the omission of the second év cp. the 
similarly omitted tr6 at Laws 683e4 pov bird tivwv dAAwV 7 
opov avTov ;—eixy : Sparta and Crete had “divinely planned” 
constitutions; other constitutions were made at random, not on 
any fixed principle—like the codes described at 630e, made by 
the lawgivers of the day. 

636a1. worep Ta rept Tov réAcuov vuvdy: ie. “as (we did 
find some superiority) in the case of avdpeia just now.” 

a2. ov padwov : supply, not with Stallb. etreiv but, dvevpioxecv. 
a3. mpos dpdotépas: “int. tiv avdpeiav et THY Twppoorvyv. 

Male interpretes ad civitates trahunt,” Ast. 
a4. couev .. . ylyverOar, “it does seem difficult for such 

things as institutions to be as clearly beyond dispute in action 
as in their intention” —#in other words, “it is hard to get 
institutions that are as satisfactory in action as they are in 
theory. ” Ast is doubtless right (pace Stallb.) in taking dvapipio By- 
THTOS as equivalent to the adjective—so Laws 968b tis de 6 
TpOTos npev yeyvopevos opAas yeyvour av, Rep. 504 ¢ PETpov TOV 
TOLOVTWV amroXetrov Kal OTLODV TOU OVTOS ov avy peTpins 

y‘yvera.—though I do not think he is right in taking 7d zepi 
Tas woArteias as an adverbial phrase—“ circa civitates.”—Rather 
it is the subject of y’yverOar. (This is better, I think, than 
taking 76 with yiyveo@ar.) With Ast’s construction “a man,” or 
“a lawgiver” would presumably have to be supplied as the subject 
of yiyverOar. His translation of the whole is: “circa civitates s. 
leges ita certum esse, h.e. tam certas leges (quae nihil controversiae 
vel dubitationis habeant) statuere, ut res ipsa, s. eventus respondeat 
legislatoris consilio.” 

a6. xivdvvevter yap xtX.: the parallel is adequately suggested, 
but the expression of it is not complete,—not even logical—the 
Kadrep év trois cwpacw has no right to be where it is.—This 
informality may be intentional (i.e. a dramatic representation of 
a hasty conversational style), or it may be due to hasty writing 
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(the informal ev @ and the 7a 7)poOv cdpatra coming after the év 
goa point to the latter cause).—Schanz brackets xaOdrep év Tots 
copa, Ast reads 6 for év ©. 

a7. Te mpos ev copa: a variety for rpds €v TL TOpa.—eriTh- 
devpa, “treatment.”—ev @ odv« adv davein we might translate, 
“without finding that .. .” 

bil. evei, “for instance”; Prot. 319e eel IlepuxAjs, “ P. for 
instance.” 

b3. yaXrerd, “are a danger.” (Cp. Polit. 274b Onpiwv boa 
xarera tas pioers ijv).—zpos: lit. “in the direction of ”—“are 
dangerously liable to produce.” The young men of the cities 
named were ‘‘spoiling for a fight,” because they were so highly 
trained. Arist. Pol. v. 7, in speaking of a oraovs at Thurii, sets it 
to the account of yevomevol tives ToAEutKol TOV vewTepwv. Cp. 
Alcidamas, Odysseus p. 184, 1. 19 ovd’ ev radaiorpa otd ev 
cuprociw, ev0a diret epidas TAciotas Kai Aoopias yeverOau. 
Grote chap. lxv. gives reason for thinking that the revolution at 
Miletus, described by Plut. Lys. 8, was not due to political 
differences. The Boeotians are well known to have regarded 
bodily training as a more important part of education than the 
training of the mind. 

b 4. xai 67) xai introduces the next, and more weighty, charge 
against the yupvaova—a charge often brought by ancient writers.— 
This whole passage, down to duepOapKkévar, presents great diffi- 
culties. According to Burnet the original reading of A (and O) 
was 7aAaidv vopuov, corrected by the writer—(I examined the 
passage in A and thought it was by a later hand)—to radaov 
vopwv: a later hand altered the w’s back to o and wrote vépuypov 
as a variant for vowov in the margin. After exitHdevpa follow 
the words kai kata vow Tas 7. T. ad. 7dovas. . Two minor MSS. 
omit the cai, which seems to me likely to have been introduced 
by some scribe who took xara dic as going, along with raAaudr, 
to qualify vduov, and took vouov as in apposition to Tas zepl 
Ta adppodio.a 7dovas. This last view I think a mistake. The 
7Sovai are pice: as opposed to vom, and the force of the passage 
seems weakened if they are spoken of as a vouos. I have therefore 
accepted Boeckh’s waAau ov vopuipov, and Ast’s Tas kata pio 
Tept Ta ap. noovas. Most decidedly ov povov av@pdrwv adAd 
kat Onpiwv goes with dic. Stallb. oddly says it is a “ hyper- 
bolical” strengthening of the charge against the yupvdova, that 
the mischief they wrought extended to animals, quoting Laws 
942d, where avapyia is spoken of as extending to the brutes. 
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The position of the genitives is a little awkward, but any other 
position in the sentence would be more awkward.—“ Then again 
this usage, where it is an institution of long standing, is thought 
to have corrupted the sense of pleasure, attendant on ra afpodicra, 
which is natural to the whole animal creation.” With the raAavdv 
vouyov of L and A® cp. Athen. xiv. p. 633b xataynpacavtwv 
oXeddv GTavTwWY TOV apXaiwy vopipov. 

b 7. tus, “ public opinion.” 
el. cite zaifovra «cite orovdd(ovta evvoeiy det TA ToLwavTa : 

the effect of this parenthesis is somewhat as follows: “the comic 
poet, if you will let him, will tell you as readily as the philo- 
sopher.” 

4. drodedécGat, “to be yielded” or “ produced.” 
c6. Kal tov TpWTwv Td TOApHy elvar Se aKpaTeLav Sov; : 

at first sight this seems to mean: “and that the audacity of the 
original perpetrators is due to intemperance in pleasure.” But 
it is hard to see why this self-evident remark should be made only 
about the first perpetrators of the enormity, and still harder 
to understand the present e/var, especially after drodeddcGau. 
Besides, dv’ axp. 75. makes an awkward predicate to efvas. I cannot 
help thinking that tov tpdérwv has a kind of adverbial force— 
“prominently ”—and that the sentence meant “and that the 
audacity is in an especial degree due to unbridled lust.” Just 
such a use of zp@ros may be seen at Phil. 44e mpos Ta rpora 
peyefer.—dkparein Sovav te Kal excGvp.@v occurs at Laws 
886 a, dxpateiae dover Kal AvToy at 908 c, du dxpdtevay 7Sovav 
kal Aura@y at 934 a, and 7dovev axpareva at Tim. 86d. 

dl. ws Aoyoroncavtwy tovTwv: cp. above on 62447. 
This variant for the acc. c. wmf. construction expresses the 
charge made against the Cretans: tovrwy is emphatic—‘‘ that it 
was they who invented the story.” After a conversational break— 
the asyndeton is well marked by Burnet’s colon after tovtwv— 
follows, as an amplification of the charge, what all the world 
supposed to be the reason of the invention: tpooreOnKévar thus 
depends on a verb of saying or thinking supplied from 
Katy yopovpev. 

d3. rpooreOynkevar: i.e. Tots vopors.—Katda, “to the dis- 
advantage of,” as at Ap. 37b kar éyuavtov épeiv avtdos. — 
54 “as they would have us believe."—-The xaf in d4 points 
the same way as the zpoc-: they followed Zeus’s injunctions 
in the laws; they followed (they said) his example in the vice. 

d4-e3. “Be that as it may, our topic suggests to us two con- 
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siderations which go to the foundations of the philosophy of law : 
(1) What pleasures ought not to be sought? (2) What pains 
ought not to be avoided?” These weighty words illuminate the 
whole treatise on laws which follows. Whether the lawgiver is 
enjoining or prohibiting, giving honour or fixing a penalty, his 
erurTyjum is shown in his power to answer these two questions. 
Nature provides the raw material in the form of the emotions of 
pleasure and pain; the educator of states and individuals moulds 
it by the habits which his laws and institutions induce. (See 
below 727c¢ 1—5 for an instance of the legislator’s application of 
this principle.) 

a5. avOpdérwv is emphatic; the myth dealt with superhuman 
beings. 

a7. & te roreow kai év dios 7Oecw: Stephanus was the 
first of modern interpreters to write 70ec.v (A LO) for the eGeow of 
the inferior MSS. and the received text,—apparently as a conjec- 
ture of his own, and Stallb. follows him in interpreting the word 
to mean “ abodes,” acc. to its old poetical use. It is certainly so 
used at 865e, which Stallb. quotes, but it there stands in the 
vague sense of “haunts,” not in that of houses, which he gives it 
here. Besides it is not cities, or houses or famtlies, but the in- 
stitutions and constitution of the wéAcs on the one hand, and the 
habits and character of the idvwrns on the other, that are here in 
question, and it is best to take “cztves and men’s characters” here 
as short for that. One half of the compound notion is mentioned 
in the first member of the comparison, and the other half in the 
second, 

e2. (ov arav: very possibly under these words he included 
not only individual animals, but the universe; an organism, 
which, like human communities, had its laws—the (@ov €v dparov 
of Timaeus 30 d. 

e4—637b6, To the height of this philosophical argument 
Megillus cannot rise, though he expresses polite admiration. 
He takes refuge in the practical consideration that you don’t see 
the drunkards about Sparta that you see at Athens and elsewhere. 

e 6, doxet ot used impersonally, followed by ace. c. inf. is rare. 
—The ro added to doves Pevyery expresses the fact that the in- 
junction to avoid indulgence had been under consideration before 
(i.e. at 635 b 6). 

e7. SiaxeAeverOar is a sort of historic present. “(I’m no 
philosopher) but it is clear to me that the Lacedaemonian lawgiver 
is right in that injunction of his to shun pleasure.” 
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e8. BonOjoe, “will take the field.” (It is a pity that the 
dictionaries do not give this as the primary meaning instead of 
« assist”) 

637a1. xadAwwr’ avOpuirwv: see above on 629 a 6. 
a2. For od (which depends on 7dovais) Ast suggested if’ of, 

and Schanz actually prints dc 06; but od suits the vagueness of 
the antecedent better than 6’ of. tovro is explained a little 
further down to be cuprdo.a and (Ta) TovTos Tvverdpeva—the 
licence and exhilaration attendant on set occasions for drinking. 

a3. avoia: the schol. on Arist. Nub. 418 throws light on the 
associations of this word: dvojtrwv Tov adppodiciwv, THs ToLat- 
Ts Aayveias. TO yap avontaivey Td dia pwpaivery TO adpo- 
Siordfery EXeyov. Cp. Eur. Androm. 674 yvvatka pwpaivovoay. 

a5. dowv Yraptidtais pede, “with which Spartans are con- 
cerned,” i.e. for which they are responsible. 

bi1f. «ai ovr MSS.; kat ovd’ Schweighiuser on Athenaeus 
iv. p. 43, where this passage is quoted, and where for Avcatto we 
find pioaito, which I have adopted. Those who read picaito 
evidently took Avoviiowa as its subject, and made éyovr’ nom. 
in agreement with it (so Stallb.). Those who read Avoa:to prob- 

636e 

ably took doris as its subject, and ¢yovr’ as acc. masc. sing. (so - 
Ast in his edition, though apparently in his Lexicon he takes 
€xovr to be nom. neut. pl.). The former view is supported by 
the only other instance of zpddacw éxew in Plato (Rep. 469 c) 
where it means to provide an excuse. 

b2. worep ev apagais eidov: the object of «idov in the mind 
of the speaker would probably be kwpa(ovrds tivas peta peOns (so 
Ast). For é€v dpagais Ast quotes schol. on Lucian, Ad Iov. 
Tragoed. § 44 ev tH eopty TOV Atovyciwv rapa Tois ’AOnvailors eri 
dpatov Kabjpevor erxwrtov addXXdjovs Kai éAoWopovvTo ToAAd. 
Tapoimia ovv expdtnoey eri Tov bEpiorTiKOS Xpwpevwv Td 
e€ apd€ns. 

b3. kai ev Taépavri 6¢ rapa tots ypetépors arroikous: is Plato 
here slyly putting an argument for the Athenians into Megillus’s 
mouth? The Dorian, like a too strictly brought up child, when 
released from the rigid Spartan discipline, runs to excess in 
indulgence.—Juvenal calls Tarentum “ madidum.” 

b7. erawvera pev . . . Braxixwrépa, “all indulgence in 
pleasure is good where there goes with it a power of saying ‘no’ ; 
where that power is weakened the man is a fool.” 

cl. ydép, “no doubt.”—cov AdBour av: AaBéeoHar Tivds is 
“to lay hands on a man ”—cp. Gorg. 486 a ei Tis cov Aafbpevos . . . 
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eis TO SecpwtHpiov araydyo.—the Latin prehendere. Here it is 
used in the figurative sense of the Latin reprehendere—tov rap 
npOv apvvopevos: this Stallb. translates “nostra instituta de- 
fendens.” This would no doubt be right if, with Schanz, we 
adopted the Aldine alteration of the MS. spov to juiv. At 
Symp. 219 a 7a wap éezov means “what I have to say,” ie. “ what 
comes from me.” At Soph. 265d we have advev tov wap pov 
Aoywv, and at 251d ev trois rap 7piv Adyors with the same slight 
difference.—It will be seen that in our passage it is much more 
likely that tov is masc., and that duvvdpevos is used (as it often is) 
absolutely (‘in self-defence”) as at Laws 731b, where also it is 
subordinate to another participle vix@vta (as deuxvds is here 
to it). tis Tov zap pov then is “a man from (or ‘on’) our 
side ”—an Athenian. 

(b 7-d 5.) The connexion of ideas in this passage is this: 
“ Liberty to indulge is good, but not licence. Foreigners, though, 
are not good judges in the matter. What they take to be licence 
is often only a liberty to which they are not accustomed. But 
let us not waste time in condemning or justifying each other ; the 
only man who is before our tribunal is the lawgiver ; and it will 
help us in our judgement of what is good or bad in law if we 
review carefully the whole question of the effect of wine and the 
regulation of indulgence wm rt.” Weare thus launched on a subject 
which occupies the rest of Book I., and is not finally dismissed 
till the end of Book II. In the course of its investigation we are 
introduced to the relation of vdjos and the vouoGerns to rardeia. 

4. aroAver Oat, “absolve” (sc. Toatra éemitndetpara). The 
py which follows it is the same px that we had at 635a 5 after 
adetweba (cp. Thue. i, 128. 3 dreAvOn pa) aduxeiv): the addition 
of the rov (cp. Xen. Hel. iv. 8. 5 rovrovs at Towatra A€ywv evyxe 
TOU pay exrerAHnXOar) and of the dAX opOas make it seem 
stranger than usual to us. 

d3. ere yap otv eizwpev Aci, “1 really should like to say 
more still.” For yap otv used in this way cp. Phaedr. 247¢ 
toApnteov yap obv TO ye adAnOes etreiv. 

d4. rept amdaons peOns: the explanation that follows (Aéyw 
& «tA.) shows that pen is not used here in the sense of strong 
drink, but in that of ebriety. We must remember that the Greeks 
drank nothing stronger than wine, and nearly always drank that 
mixed with water, and hence that the word péOy had not the 
disgusting connotation that its equivalent has among us. ‘The 
effect of drinking wine—especially that of drinking more wine 
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than was necessary to quench the thirst—was noticeable—it is 
described below, 645d and e—but the degree of mental and 
physical incapacity that was associated with the word pe@y and 
its cognates pefeverv and peOvotixds was not so great as that 
associated with our words drunk and _ intovxication.—optxpov, 
“insignificant, immaterial.” The meaning of ov op. is helped by 
the following statement that it takes a wise lawgiver to decide 
how the practice is to be regarded. 

a6. 7d raparayv (“at all”) and 7 px are both used with the 
verbal noun just as they would be used with a verb. 

e3. mavtdracx qualifies dxpdtw.—yvvaikes Te Kal avtoi: the 
emphatic position of the word yvvaixes suggests that Greek women 
drank less wine than men. Xen. De rep. Lac. i. 3 says that 
at Sparta the young women were allowed either no wine or only 
wine mixed with much water. 

638a1. In A and all other MSS. the words 6 Aware form the 
last words of the Athenian’s previous speech. According to 
O. Immisch (Phil. Stud. zw Plato ii. p. 51) there is in the margin 
of L (Stallb.’s Flor. 5) a note which says that a certain tatpiapyov 
Bc BAtov contained a correction which made these words begin 
Megillus’s speech. Ast made the same correction independently. 
Who the zatpidpxns was, whose copy of Plato contained this and 
several other corrections of the text of the Laws (see Immisch 
ut supra), is not known.—For the d¢€ ye cp. Porson’s notes on 
Orestes 1234 and Medea 814. In the former he says, “ Ubi 
persona secunda prioris sententiam auget aut corrigit, post d€ modo 
interposito, modo non interposito alio verbo, sequitur particula 
ye” Burnet remarks, at the end of the preface to vol. v., that 
many alterations in the text of the Laws are due to a corrector 
who imagined that pev, d¢ or ody could not stand anywhere in a 
sentence except in the second place. Hence, probably, the dis- 
location of the 6 Aware here. 

a4. dréxpapto, “inexplicable, mysterious, of obscure origin.” 
Ast puts too much into the word in explaining it to mean 
“in quibus nullum indicium inest virtutis vel pravitatis.” This 
notion is added in the following words. 

a5. dpov, “criterion,” as above at 626 b 7. 
a6. viknv te Kal irrav Aeyovtes paxns, “if we declare it to 

be victory or defeat in battle.’—For the epexegetic participial 
clause cp. Rep. 331e ri dis Tov Lipwvidny A€eyovtu opOds Aéeyev 
rept Sixatoovvyns; It was felt to be rather strange here because 
of the antecedent totrov. Hence A€yovrtes was altered by some 
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to PXerovres. Stephanus mentions this reading: it is reported 
to have been in the margin of Voss’s MS., and Ficinus translates 
“sz ad victoriam belli fugamque respexerimus.” This unnecessary 
alteration is sufficiently condemned by the fact that /Aérevy, in 
the sense of resptcere (ad), is always intransitive in Plato (ie. 
followed by a prep.). (At Zim. 51c it is trans. in the sense 
of to see with the bodily eyes, and at Charm. 172 c in the sense of 
look for, seek; ep. Heindorf ad loc.) 

a7. The ereidy clause goes closely with the previous words.— 
I have put a colon after ways (as Schanz), also a comma after 
paXomevat, Temoving the one usually put after xatadovAovrrar 
(which is a “historic” present). (? émei 57) yap.) This arrange- 
ment assumes for yap almost the force of “for instance.” 

b 2. Aoxpovs: for the early history of lawless Locri and its 
wonderful conversion by Zaleucus cp. eg. Grote ch. xxii. As to 
its later evvoyia cp. Pind. Ol. ix. 17, and x. 15, Plato, Tim. 20: 
for its conservatism cp. Dem. C. Timocr. 744.—The defeat of the 
Locrians by a Syracusan force, here referred to, is probably that 
inflicted on them by Dionysius the younger in 456 B.c., when he 
had to flee from Syracuse. He had to fight with the Locrians for 
the possession of the citadel. If this is so we have a terminus a quo 
for the composition of the Laws (see below on 711 e5).—Cean 
laws and Cean morals were proverbially excellent. Nothing 
seems to be known of the circumstances of Ceos’s subjection 
to Athens. 

b4. airod éxaorov: i. taking them in fullest detail, and 
examining them minutely. 

b 7. zporov & xtX.: having dismissed the notion that the 
most powerful nations must needs have the best laws, the Ath. 
warns his hearers that no custom or practice ought to be praised 
or blamed without a careful consideration of the circumstances 
of the case. 

c2. Aoyw AaPdvres: I think Stallb. is right, as against Ast, 
in taking this to mean discuss (verbally), rather than reflect upon 
(mentally). The word pyGev and the ev tots Adyous of d1 make 
somewhat for this view. 

c 3. mpoOeuevor: rather more than propose here; it is “who set 
out to, make up their minds to.”—evOds pnOev: cp. Theaet. 186 b 
evOds yevopevors. 

c4. For kara tpdrov ep. on 635d 7. 
c5. I have followed Ast and Schanz in adopting Cornarius’s 

correction of the MS. zvpots to tvpois. C. quotes from 
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Hippocrates kai pa) amAds ottw Soxéety bts Tovnpov PBpaopa 

tupos. For those who retain the feading vupovs, the €xovta in 
e8 presents a special difficulty. tvpds might be used in either 
the sing. or the plur., but the singular rvpdv, which would have 
to be supplied with €xovra, would not be natural Greek. As an 
article of food they always spoke of mupot or KpiBa.t. 

6. avrov: ie. Tov Ppsparos. —€pyacia is the operation, effect. 
Stallb. . CPs. Prot. 353d Kata tTHV avrTns THs NSovns THs TO,pa.X pi pao. 
epyaciav. 

c7. mpordopa, “the application.” —The following relative 
clauses explain the word tpoofopav—more particularly is the inf. 
poo eperv epexegetic of tpoogopav :—I have not followed Schanz 
in adopting Madvig’s athetesis of this inf. Such an epexegetic 
inf. is just possible in the Laws. If an emending copier had 
inserted anything, he would, I think, have inserted zpoodépecy 
det, which is the reading of two inferior MSS. according to Stallb. 
—The points to be observed about the application of the diet are 
the manner of the application, the choice of recipients, the 
concomitant treatment, the state of the food, and the state of the 
‘recipients. 

2. tocovrov pévov: ie. only the bare word péeOn. 
d4. A has érawotpev alone, L and O have ypopevor 

ératvoupev. Boeckh ejected erarvotpev, Schanz, rejecting ypwpevor, 
writes éraxoAovOotpev for exaivovpev. I follow Boeckh, and 
also bracket xai after «x. I can hardly believe that ézacveiy in 
these circumstances, in two consecutive lines, could have been 
used first in the sense of praise as opposed to blame, and then in 
the sense of back an opinion, whether favourable or unfavourable. 
I conjecture the original text to have been : papruow yep Kal 
ET ALVETALS Xpipevor ExdTEpol, ot peév, OTe KTX., and that éravovpev 
was written in the margin of some copy, by a scribe who thought 
a verb ought to be supplied: when ez. got into the text, it became 
necessary to add a xai after exarepor.. In any case the meaning is 
clear. The philosopher must not be content with the verdict of 
numbers, or with that of experience: he must go behind both, like 
the scientific doctor in the case of diet mentioned above. Both of 
us, says the Ath. are on the wrong tack: J, in appealing to 
numbers, you, in appealing to the witness of results, 

a5. kipiov: decisive—something that will settle the matter. 
6. air: ie. oivw; “vino abstinentes” Ficinus. 

$ a7. tovro: the last-mentioned argument from experience. 
_ piv is probably the Ath., but it may be the whole company. 
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According as we decide this point, we shall decide between vpiv 
and 7piv in e 5. 

e3. rept avTov Tottov, THs peOns: a bold and emphatic 
variant for rept avrns THs pmeOns—zeipdpevos av apa Stvepat : 
we should begin a fresh sentence here, “And I hope that in so 
doing I may be able to show” ete. 

e 4. opOiyy peGodov : ie. the discussion is to be a lesson in logic. 
e 5. mpiv A, _bpiv Hug ; see above on d 7.—zepl avrov: i.e. 

Tept aTdvTwv TOV ToLovTwY, about all customs and institutions, not 
about péOy alone. It is not only on one subject that you will 
find yourselves (you, Spartans and Cretans) in the minority, and 
it will be as well for you to know how to answer attacks. 

e6. Some editions read »uiv here, on no MS. authority. 
639a2. For 6) L has de, and for 7yn THOe Ast would read the 

more usual 77d€ my, an unwarrantable alteration. 
a 5. kai where we should say or. 
a6. tov kakov MSS.; Eusebius and Theodoret, in quoting this 

passage, omit the article Cp. belowe4. tuwwv kaxov Herm. 
a7. vyves kai OTvody: an interrogative form of the very 

common ovdey vyés, used much as we use the (conversational) 
rotten and rot, sometimes of the morally unsound, sometimes of 
the nonsensical. The neuter is used adverbially here as acc. 
of the inner object ; so ypynordy te Pee C6. 6 TovovTou Woyos 
ovdev vyres Weyes would be “such a man’s blame sounds ridiculous.” 
—xyopela MSS., ayotvpeGa Eusebius. Ast notes that the 
MSS. not infrequently change a pres. to a deliberative subj. ; 
cp..c 5 below. 

a9. The mention of kakoi dpxovres leads naturally to the 
consideration of the ypyotds apxwv, itself a step towards that of 
the due ordering of ovpmdova. 

b1. ody, a mere ghost here, as far as its illative force goes, 
serves the euphony of the sentence, by obviating the jingling 
GV TE VAUTLG AV TE [N. 

b 6. «av Stephanus, cai MSS. 
b 7. Schanz agrees with Cobet in thinking that ws has dropped 

out before 7d peOns; but, as Ritter says, though this is palaeo- 
graphically possible, the comparison of 649d6 rdv@ doa de 
ndovns ad peOicKovtTa mapappovas move? Shows that the metaphor 
could be used without such an introduction. Besides, would not 
Plato in that case have said ws trd peOns bd ToD PoBov? Ast 
cps. Crittas 121 a peOvovtes bd Tpvdis. 

b10. To clear our ideas the Ath. introduces us to a “right- 
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down bad” ruler as well as to a good, and to a moderately 
bad one. 

b1l. cdddpa yvvarxov: so we find an adverb without an 
article qualifying a noun in Theaet. 183e ravy rpeoBirns, Dem. 
De f. leg. 385 apdnv oA«Opos, Thue. i, 122 avrexpus SovAciay, ii, 47 
pOopa ovrws, Aesch. Cho. 929 Kdpra paveis, Xen. Hell. vi. 2. 39 
para otpatyyov, Ar. Nub. 1120 dyav eropPpia. These are all 
adverbs of measure ; but we also find parnv KOpTOS (Hdt. vii. 103), 
Aoyddnv AiPovs (Thue. iv. 4), Evoradov paxas (Thue. vii. 81), 
pdtnv Adyos (Eur. Ion 275). 

cl. ri 8 erauverny 7) Wextnv ; the oldueOa in c 5, which picks 
up the broken thread of the construction, shows us what verb 
we have to supply here. So at Soph. 266c¢ ri dé tHv tperEepav 
téxvynv ; the following ¢ijocoyev shows that A€éyoyev has to be 
understood : so at Phaedr. 264b ri d€ tadAAa; where raAXa is 
nom. with doxe? (which soon follows) understood—From 7 we 
must supply mentally a 7 to be the subject of aPeAuuds eoruv, 
while the 6 de p. op. ein goes on as if ei Tus éxasvoin had gone 
before. -The style all through this passage is conversational, but 
the sense is clear. As another person (the dpywv) has been 
mentioned since the «zavvérns, the demonstrative use of the 6 de 
is quite idiomatic. It is difficult to see why Stallb. thought the 
passage “turpiter corrupta,” or how he mends it by writing os 6) 
for o 6¢.—The introduction of the word kovvwvia, which is quite 
legitimate as a general term including such communities as a flock 
of goats, or an army, leads up to the consideration of the cvpzrdova. 
which follows.—xowwviay aityv avty Kowwwvotcay is, as Stallb. 
says, ‘‘eleganti quodam lusu dictum.” 

c3. The pate... de is again “free,” but perfectly idiomatic. 
Cp. H 433 jos 8 ott ap tw HOS; ere 5 _appedvun _vP08, 
Soph. Phil. 1312 os peta (ovtwv & br iV WK’ dpurra, vov oe 
TOV teOvnkoTor, Eur. Suppl. 223 XpHv yap ovre copara aOuKa 
Sixaiows Tov coddv cuppryvivat, evdaipovortvras 8 eis Sdpovs 
kracOat idovs. 

c4. There is a good example here in A of the way in which a 
writer’s eye and hand may play him false. The first hand of A 
wrote avapxovTwyv in the place of advapxov 7) peta KaKOV apXoVToY : 
A? supplied in the margin the missing -yov 7) pera kak@v dp- 
which his eye had skipped the first time. After writing the 
letters dvap- his eyes, on returning to his exemplar, went to the 
ap- in apxévrtwv. 

c 5. oidpeOa is the reading of Eusebius and of A2, elsewhere it 
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is oimpeOa; cp. above on a7.—For the 6) of A and Eus., O has 
av: A? has av, and O? 67).—In the change from the sing. (6 8é) to 
the plural in Gewpovs we have the last of the conversational irregu- 
larities spoken of above.—For érawveveoOar Eus. has érauveio Oar. 

c7. rs 8 ay (i.e. otofue8a): this dv may have given rise to 
the av suggested as a variant for 57 in c 5. 

d2. exe O9 (cp. 627¢3): Heindorf on Gorg. 460a says, 
“mihi vox é€xewv in hac quoque formula, ut saepe alias, inhibendi 
et subsestendt vi accipienda videtur”—somewhat, i.e. like our 
familiar “wait a bit.” At Ion 535b eye 5x prot T0de etme, how- 
ever, and possibly here, exe 6) seems to be used just with the 
force of aye 6%. A phrase so commonly used in conversation 
must have lost some of its original significance. 

6. ovderurore : as Stallb. says, COedcacbe (not eGedoato Tis) 
must be supplied here. 

d9. dinpdérnka: this word is always used elsewhere in Plato 
with a personal object (though at Phil. 57 c¢ it is not expressed) in 
the sense of to question, put to the question; here it means 
“inquire into,” “examine.”’—os éros eimety qualifies rdécas ; cp. 
Adam on Ap. 17a and Rep. 341 b.—oAnv pév .. . popia 8 ef 
mov... Ta ToAAG dé, “I have never seen or heard of one that 
was as it should be throughout, and though I may have seen 
insignificant parts that were proper here and there, still I may 
say I found the majority of them altogether at fault.” In ra 
TmoAAd and ctpravra we have the same change to the neut. as 
that noticed on 638 e 3: 

e5. ypeits pev yap xtX.: a polite way of hinting disbelief in 
the existence of such a thing as a “ proper” ovprdcrov.—ev0is, 
“at first sight.” 

640a4. 75 peév: demonstrative, “this much you do know, 
don’t you?”—ev ... Kowwviats mpd€ewv wvtivwvovv, “in any 
kind of concerted action.” 

a5. exdorous agrees in sense with the individual members of 
which the companies spoken of are composed ; we should translate 
“for each set of people.” aavraxov is “in all cases,” ie. in every 
sort of company. * 

all. tov decAOv: “frequentissime Graeci a singulari collective 
vel infinite posito ad pluralem transeunt” Ast, who eps. 853d 
pay Tus eyylyvyntar... Os... obTOL. .. ylyvwvrTat 

b4. ravi tpdrw as at Theaet. 148d, “at all costs.” 
b6. viv d€ ye . . dirofpootvys: the connexion between 

otpatorédov and ap£ovros is so close that the fact that oTpatoréedov 
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has come before epi makes it easy to interpose A€éyoyev between 
mepit and dpgovros. The nearest approach to this arrangement 
among the parallels cited by Ast is 697 ¢ 7) Ilepoav rept dudoKeypis 
Ths ToAuteias ; he also eps. 676 c 6, 691 b 2, 834d 3. It is difficult 
to know whether orparozédov was felt as a gen. dependent on 
a noun (apfovros being a slight, though significant, modification 
of dpyovros) or as governed by a part. of the verb apyew.— 
€xOpois is governed by the verbal noun optAiass (cp. 631d 3). 
—opirias is plural, I suppose, because it takes two armies to 
make a battle.—(Against Badham’s rewriting of this sentence 
—oatpatyyov rept éyowev ap£ovtTos avdpov opurdias — there 
are at least two strong objections: (1) what can have been 
the motive for changing so simple a construction into a 
very complex one? (2) whereas, in the version in the text, 
ap£ovros goes equally well with ¢y@pov and with ¢idor, 
otTpatnyov will not go with both. The sentence as we have it 
seems to me quite in the style of the Laws,—Ficinus translates 
“non de exercitu nec tmperaturo.” Hence Schanz reads ovd’ 
a.p£ovTos.— Burnet anys A does read ap£ovros, not, as Sch. says, 
dpfovres.) 

b 8. <ipivy and diAodpocivy (peace and goodwill) have already 
been mentioned together at 628 c¢ 10. 

¢2. ov«k dOdpuBos: ie. somewhat of a chaos, and therefore 
needing, more than anything, an apxwv. 

c 3. Cleinias’s very ready assent, here and in his next four 
answers, to any suggestion of a fault that may be found with a 
Tupmoo voy, shows him still incredulous. 

c4. kai rovro.s: this company, as well as the other company 
(of soldiers) spoken of above. 

c 6. dOdpuBov, “ orderly.” 
9. epi cvvovcias (acc. pl.) Ppdvipos : this corresponds to the 

copes in d4. The particular wisdom here denoted is largely 
covered by Dr. Johnson’s (grammatically indefensible) word 
“clubbable.” The instinct and tact implied in the English word 
is at all events indispensable for the office in question. 

c10. The position of the re is not logical : grammatically the 
two main items to be connected are (1) the guardian of what is 

present, and (2) the producer of the hoped-for addition ; whereas 
_ the position of the re forces us to think of the two items as (1) 
the present, and (2) the future (augmented) good-fellowship.—There 
is a further structural irregularity in wAéeiovos, which does not 
depend on eripeAnris (one who takes care) alone, as in grammar it 
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should, but on a sort of compound noun eripeAntis Srws eorat 
which is equivalent to one who produces. (Possibly Plato did not 
like the sound of @vAa€ re rs, or perhaps he began with the 
continuatiou kat ths exouevns in his mind, and thought, as he 
went on, that it did not express all that he had to say, and so 
chose the fuller phrase,—all that remained of the former being the 
case of zAéiovos.) 

d4. vidovta te kat copdy: though coder is the equivalent of 
ppovipmov rept cuvovcias in c9, vydovta (in the literal sense) 
introduces only one, though the most essential, of the conditions 
on which the character of the a@dpvBos of c6 depends. Cp. 
Aristotle, Pol. 2. 12 (1274b11) HlAdrwvos & . . . (tdvos) 6 repi 
THV peOnv vouos, TS TOUS ViApovTas TUpTOoTLApYEtr. 

d6. kai is here or.—véos introduces a new condition, in such 
a way as to imply that it would, of course, have been taken for 
granted: “young and inexperienced” is almost the same as 
“inexperienced” alone. (There is something attractive about 
Badham’s véwy for. véos, but, on the whole, I think that, if véwy 
and véos had equal MS. authority, the latter is preferable.—“ If, 
with a drunken or a young inexperienced chief, an assembly of 
drunkards does not signally come to grief, it will be far more by 
luck than good guiding.”) 

d9-e5. In other words, the critic of cvpyrdo.a must be quite 
sure that what he is blaming is not some accidental accompani- 
ment. He cannot be sure of this until he has seen a cvuprdctov 
properly conducted under favourable conditions. If then he 
condemns it—and he may—we must listen to him (eg. you 
mustn’t select a rotten apple, when you want to condemn apples as 
such—avrd TO mpaypa). 

e4. wav, “any proceeding” (without sober guidance). 
641a3. The next question the Cretan puts is: ‘‘supposing 

that we are wrong in blaming cupréova, what good do they do?” 
a4. tovto Td Tepi Tas Tomes VoOutpor, “this drinking institu- 

tion.” I have followed Schanz in reading op@as for the 
MSS. 6p6dv. Since 639d 1 we have had opOds yevoperm, opOds 
yryvopevnv (twice), yryvopévwy opOdrara, and yvyvopevov opbas. 
It is more likely that a scribe mistook the termination than that 
Plato shonld have varied the phrase here. | 

a5. The antecedent to 6 is otpdrevya, not the statement 
about it. 

a 7. vixn moépon : so above 63847 viknv payys (at 6a7d 
THY ev TO TOAELW ViKnv, at c 4 below toAEpwv viKas). 
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bl. For raidaywyeiy as a variant for apxev, “lead,” St. cps. 
Laws 897), Tim. 89d (ep. our “ruler and guide”), The word is 
cunningly chosen (and as cunningly repeated in b 3), to lead our 
minds to the great subject of raidefa.—ri péya ; ie. what result 
corresponding to the ov opixpdv dyaOdv produced by an army ? 

b 3. ri d€; this is not a repetition of Cleinias’s question, which 
would be ére (cp. Euthyphro 2c, Laws 662b 1), but is “to take 
another point,” or “again.”——-The indirect way in which the Ath. 
suggests that symposia may have a moral, educative action 
heightens the dramatic effect : at the same time it is polite. This 
is the second time he has turned the tables on the two Dorians. 
First he proved that cvocitva, which they cited as eritndevpata 
dpeTns, were bad for morals; and now he is evidently going to 
show how ovpmdcva, which they prided themselves on not having, 
may help to form the perfect character. 

With this transition to the subject of zracdefa at b6 we pass 
from the Introduction to the main subject of the treatise, with 
which, as has already been hinted once or twice, the consideration 
of the educative value of constitutions, customs, and laws must be 
inseparably connected. We see that the proposal to investigate 
Dorian institutions was only a dramatic introduction to the 
consideration of laws and customs from an independent philo- 
sophical stand-point. Cleinias and Megiilus, we are to suppose, 
began by thinking that the main purpose of the conversation was 
to investigate their own institutions, but I cannot understand 
how a modern reader should think that Plato, at any period of 
the composition of the Laws, had this in his mind as his main 
object. 

b4. xara tpdrov: see above on 635d7.—All the texts, 
apparently, have 7) Tovro, as if it were a question : surely it should 
be 7} rovro. 

b 5. ovrws : opposed to the 6Aws that follows—“ Bpayd 77 A L, 
Bpaxd tr O” Burnet. Bpaxd te tH Bekker.—“Sic sexcenties 
Bpaxt 1, Bpayéa arta, opixpdv te et opixp’ arta usurpatur. 
Ejectum videtur rt: ob sequens 77” Stallb.—What the Ath. says 
here is: “‘any educational influence, even though it only affects a 
few, deserves respect, as part of a great and important system.” 

b 6. dAws: i.e. not about individual cases, but in general. 
1. zparrovev : intransitive. 
€2. raideia pev ody . . . dmawWevoiavy: Cleinias had instanced 

vikn woAépov as an important result (uéyu): the Ath. says it is 
merely one among the advantageous results of wasdeta, and, far 
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from being so indisputably peya, as Cl. thinks it, it sometimes 
undoes some of the advantages to which it is incidental—as indeed 
is implied in the proverbial qualification Kaépeia, which nobody 
ever heard applied to za.deta.—The argument does not seem quite 
on all fours here, unless we admit an extension of the phrase to 
cover remoter consequences. What was generally called a Kadpeia 
vikn would be less likely to produce v@pis in the victor than one 
which had cost him less.—For Kadueia Ast quotes from Erasmus’s 
Adagia; “undecunque natum est adagium, Cadmeam victoriam 
appellabant infelicem etiam ipsis victoribus.” 

c 8. doxeis xiv, “we are to conclude then.!”—Cleinias can 
hardly believe his ears; still less, doubtless, when he hears the 
Ath.’s confident assent (d 3).—r7v €v Tots oivors Kownyv SuatpiByy : 
lit. “the occupation of drinking in company,” a blunt phrase 
adopted by the Ath. himself at 645 3. 

dl. ws eis raideias peyadAnv potpay teivoveay (the construc- 
tion—after Aéyers—is a variety of that noticed on 62447), “has 
an important educational tendency.” 

d6. 75 pev adnOes: used adverbially, as at Thuc. vi. 33. 2 
mpopaci pev “Kyertaiwy Evppayia. .. Td de GAnOes LixeAI‘as 
er.Ovupia.m—*To be quite sure that this is so in very truth” 
(SucxupiferOar here, I think, as at Theaet. 158d, Crat. 440¢, 
means “to maintain,” or “insist upon a thing to oneself,” and so 
“to feel sure of”). Cp. Tim. 72d 7d peév aAnGés, ws eipytat, Geov 
TuEPpHTAVvTOS TOT av OTH povus SucyupLi(oipeBa. 

a7. “As we have emborked on the subject,” he goes on, “you 
are welcome to my opinion.” 

G10. ze:pwpeOa: indicative, I think: 
e2f. Before Burnet, all interpreters took ovvtetvas as govern- 

ing tov Aoyov. He, however, puts a comma after, as well as 
before, wvvtetvat, i.e. he takes it absolutely, with éi, in the sense 
of “do your (and my) best to,” and governs tov Adyov by dnA aca, 
This makes the arrangement of the latter part of the sentence 
seem awkward. But the apparent awkwardness is not foreign to 
the style of the Laws; and it was perhaps intended to give special 
emphasis to tov Adyov. On the other hand it clears up the con- 
struction of the earlier part of the sentence. How obscure this 
was we may see from the fact that, while Ast says we must 
supply in sense ovyteivas Tov vovv with vuas (getting it out of the 
cuvteivat TOV Adyor), Stallb. explains the “ zeugma” by supplying: 
dvapepew Tov Adyov epwpyevovs With tpas. Plato’s usage too is. 
more in favour of strive, as a meaning for ovvtetvat, than direct. 
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Teipwpevov agrees with the subj. of dyA@aa:, and, with apuds yé 
m7ws, means “to the best of my powers.” 

e 5. 7ov: the order here is of the same involved kind noticed 
in the ovvreivar sentence.—vroAapBavovorv is used here, as at 
Apol. 28e ws éy® @HOnv Te Kai tréAaPov, in the sense of believe, 
be under the impression. 

e7. “I think of as many matters as he; but I give heaven 
thanks, and make no boast of them” (Jaques, in As You Like It). 

642a1. cKxore 81) py Sofav wpiv rapdoxXwpat, “I am anxious. 
not to give you the notion.”—In epi opytxpov L has undoubtedly 
here preserved for us the right reading (and so 07): A and O! had 
Tept opiKpa. 

a3. dvaxaba:popevos, “developing, expounding” (a long argu- 
ment). Ina passage of Porphyrius’s Life of Plotinus (quoted by 
Ritter and Preller, p. 517) the word occurs in this sense: P. says 
that Plotinus, and two other pupils of the philosopher Ammonius, 
bound themselves pydev exxadirrev tov Appwviov doypdtuv, a 
&) €v tais dxpodoerw avtois dvexexd@aptro “which he had 
expounded to them in his lectures.” Plato probably uses it con- 
sciously as a metaphor—from the extracting the metal from the 
ore (Laws 678d). Ast takes the word to mean elaborate (a long 
speech), a slightly different view. Stallb. thinks it can mean “to 
make by way of explanation” (a long speech). (Badham rewrites 
it dvexas atpopevos !)—rd dé, “at vero” Stallb., who cps. Apol. 
23a; see above on 630d.—7 kata diow .. . drodaPeiv, “its 
scientifically correct treatment can never get clear and adequate 
expression in (philosophical) argument without (the help of) a 
correct theory of povo.xy”; and this last, he says, cannot be 
discussed without an exposition of what is meant by education in 
general, of which it is a branch.—That didpOwors means “ correct 
treatment” we are helped to see by the ev tots Adyous that follows. 
—For ov . . . cadés for ovdev cadés cp. Rep. 368 a mdvy yap 
Getov rerdvOare, Crat. 425d and Soph. 247 BeAtwov for BéAridv 
t.—For cages aroAaPeiv cp. Polit. 277¢ couev... TH... 
evapyeiav odk areAnpéevar Tw. 

a7. opare . . . Adyov: the first four words cannot be any sort 
of apodosis to the «i clauses that follow. They mean: “Consider 
(both of you) what we had better do.” The following construction 
‘seems rather slovenly, and it is not surprising that Hermann 
(followed by Schanz) wants to delete from «i to Adyov. The 
nearest approach to this is such a construction as the first «i clause 
at Xen. Cyrop. iii. 3. 49 ri 5’, edn, & Kope, ef kal od cvyxadéeoas, 
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€ws €TL eLerTt, TapaKkeAcvoa1o, él dpa. TL Kat ov GEL VOUS TOUT ALS 

Tovs otpatwwitas; Here the ri; (‘how would it be?”) has to be 
supplied out of the previous opare ti woudpev. Another «i clause 
depending on something not expressed is that at Laws 744a et 
poor ovpPaiver TOTO 7) Kal aGroTVyXdvw TOD GKoTOV; The con- 
versational anacoluthon is best marked by a —. 

b 3. mpd€evos apparently used as an adjective here: so £€vos at 
Soph. 0.7. 219 (also c. gen.) ayw Eevos pev ToD Adyou Tovd eLepo. 

b4. mac. Tois mawiv, . . . evdverar exaorov nuov: the 
peculiarity of the anacoluthon is that there seems to be a tardy 
attempt to mend it; eyyéyovey, which comes as if after a 
parenthesis, is a sufficient explanation of the dative rawiv; again 
quite conversational. 

b 5. Ast unaccountably takes TavTn as adverbial (“ propterea ”). 
Its separation from tn ode gives it special emphasis. tTavty T7 
moe. depends grammatically on evvora rather than on zpofgevwr, 
though the proximity of tpofévwv to ty woXc is significant. It 
shows whose mpd€evor are being talked of.—Badham rejects jpov 

. TOA as a “ misert magistella interpretatio,” and Schanz follows 
him. The omission certainly seems to improve the sentence. 

b8. trav zaidwy evOvs: the gen. depends on axovwv; the 
qualifying «v@vs has very little definite meaning. We might 
say: “If 1 heard the mere children talking, and they, being 
Lacedaemonians, had some fault to find with, or some praise to 
bestow upon, the Athenians.”—-In the margin of Cod. Voss. was 
written ék Tov maidwy evOis: Schanz adopts this, but such a 
phrase would come too soon after ex véwv evOvs, and the loss of the 
ex, if it was there, is hard to account for. As it is, the preceding 
éx vewv evOvs helps to show that evOts goes with raidwy here.— 
The plur. tov applies to the whole body of rpdfevor of Athens, 
of whom Meg. was one—the ov tov tpogever of b 6. 

c 2. Acc. to Boeckh kakds péeCerv tuvd is a Laconism. It is 
certainly not ordinary Attic. 

c 5. mracav, “thorough, hearty.” 
C7. duadepovtws TovovTor: Ritter quotes Ep. vii. 336d 

poBeicbar de pnde’AOnvas: eivt yap Kat exed ravTwv avOpdrwv 
Suaepovtes mpds apeTHv. 

c 8. The two points about the goodness of the good Athenian 
re: (1) that it is spontaneous (avropvas) ; it is open to him, as 

it is not open to the Spartan, to be bad in all sorts of ways, if he 
likes ; (2) it is genuine, and the mark and warrant of its genuine- 
ness is that it is (as we should say) perfectly natural—the gift of 
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the divine author of the whole scheme of things—Oeia potpg : at 
Laws 875 ¢, a natural endowment (fice:) is spoken of at the same 
time as a divine gift (Oeia poipa); at Phaedr. 230a, a “divine 
disposition,” Jeia tis Kal arvdos poipa, is spoken of as the gift of 
nature (dicer); at Apol. 22c, a poet’s “enthusiasm” is spoken of 
as dicei, at Jon 534 c it is spoken of as bestowed Oeia poipa (see 
E. S. Thompson on Meno 89a). Of course all that is pice: is not 
Gein poipa—cp. Critias 121a where 4 Tov Geov poipa is spoken 
of as disappearing from a man, and being replaced by the purely 
human—td av@pwrivov 7G0s—and many gifts of providence are 
adventitious, and not natural, but where the nature is of divine 
origin, it is of the right sort—no sham.—For dAnOas Kai ovrt 
mtAactas St. cps. Soph. 216¢ py rAGTTas GAN dvtws dirdcodor, 
and Rep. 485d pi) werAacpéevws GAN aGAnOas fiAdco¢os. 
(Valckenaer rejected Ocia poipa’. . . tAaoTa@s as an explanation 
of aitodvas; Cobet rejected dAnOas . . . rAaoras; Schanz 
rejects Oeia joipa.—Thompson on Gorg. 506d takes Oeiga poipe 
in this passage closely with avtodvas.) 

d 2. oxdca: soatd4. Both men answer in the same strain ; 
they are content to have the present topic thrashed out however 
long it may take. 

d 4. rnd, “here,” ie. at Cnossus. It is best to give r7d¢ the 
local sense, as at 630c2 and d5. (Ast takes it as ovTws, and 
suggests altering it to 76y.) If this is right otxetos in d6 
will not mean, as Bergk thinks, “our fellow-townsman,” but 
“a connexion of mine.” There is a dramatic propriety in the 
fact that, as Stallb. points out, Cleinias should bear to Epimenides 
the same relationship that Plato himself (i.e. the Ath. stranger) 
did to Solon. ? 

a6. It is best, with Grote (vol. iii. p. 88), to acknowledge that 
we have here “‘a remarkable example of carelessness as to chron- 
ology,” but we need not lay it at Plato’s door; nor are we driven 
to convict the Cretan, who makes the statement, of what St. Paul’s 
quotation at Titus i. 12 asserts to be the national vice of his 
countrymen. As below at 677d 8, where the Ath. refers to 
Epimenides as “your friend of quite recent times,” Tov dtexv@s 
xGés yevouevoy, and alludes to another wonderful story about him 
—so here Plato (dramatically) ascribes to the Cretan an amusing 
ignorance of Athenian history, as well as a natural disposition to 
make Epimenides play a prominent part in a time of national 
crisis. (Meursius, In Solon. ch. 9 conjectured pxa, i.e. 121, for d€xa.) 

1. doBovpéevwv tov Ieporxdy "AOnvaiwy orddov: a similar 
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dislocation of what seems the natural order where genitives are 
concerned is not uncommon in the Laws. St. quotes 648e THY 
TavTWV Trav poPovpevos dvOpumov | TOU TWMATOS, 688 b- mpos 
Tporyy THV Ts oupmaays YELOVE. Operas, 730a pe’ od yap 
ixeTevoras pdprupos 6 iKerns Geov <am>eTUXEV oporoy Lov, 858 ¢ 
Tots pev Tov adAAwy cvyypdppaciv Tointov, 873d év Tols Tov 
dWdeka opto pepov. 

e 4. eLeviOnoav vpiv, “formed a friendship with you.” 
e 5. of mpoyovor nuov: ie. our family (at that time), in the 

person of Epimenides.—ex tdcov, ‘from that day to this.” The 
eywye that follows shows that Cleinias speaks of his own family, 
and not of the Cnossian state (gee on d 4). Ast quotes Diog. Laert. 
Ld Ad “APnvaios de TahavTov eYnpicavto dovvus aiT@... 0 
de TO paev apy tpov ov 7 poo) KATO, diriav de kat ovppayiav 

eroujoato Kywooiwy Kat A@nvaiwv. 
64343. Ta 5 eva... divacGa . . . ov wavy padia, “ when 

it comes to being able to do it, my task is none too easy.” The 
vagueness of Ta eud-(probably even more vague than 7d eyov, for 
which see Heindorf’s note on Theaet. 161e) allows of its being 
used, by a slight zeugma, in a slightly different sense with pgdua. 
As the subject of érowwa it was equal to eyw.—For the connexion 
of the notions of BotvtAnous and divapis ep. Gorg. 509d worepa 
Svvapuv 7 BotAnow ; KTA. 

a4, mpds Tov Adyor, “for the purposes of the argument.” Cp. 
Phaedr. 257 b iva... a@A@s tpds "Epwra pera dirtocddwv Adywv 
tov Piov roinrat. 

a5. ti wort eotiv kai tiva Sivapuw exer: cp. Laws 892a 
Puxnv .. . yyvonKkevat Kivdvvetovor . .. oldv Te Ov TUyXaVEL 
kat Sivapuv nv éxer, and 964c2 av Stvapiw exer Kakia Te Kal 
apety, Phaedr. 237 ¢ wept epwros oidv Te eote Kal iv exer Sbvapuv 
and 265d «i atroiv thy Svvap téxvy AaPeiv SvvaiTd Tis, OVX 
axapt. As dvvacGar sometimes means significare, so dvvapus often 
means significatio. (Ast in Lex. gives eight instances.) In these 
three passages, as at Gorg. 455 d—where Cope translates tiv THs 
pytopikns Stvay.y aracav “the entire force and meaning of : 

rhetoric”—I think the notion in the writer’s mind is rather _ 
“what the term implies,” than “what the thing can do.” Ritter in 
a valuable note (p. 11f.) says that in these passages it means 
“what the thing 7s.” Referring to Peipers, Ontologia Plat. 250 ff. — 
he says that with Plato «fvar is nothing but the dvvayus tov 
Tovey kal maoyev. If that is so, we have in all these passages 
a simple tautology. Cp. Soph. 247 e 3. 
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a6. iréov eiva tov . . . Adyov: “accusativus, in hac structura 
Atticis usitatus, Platoni imprimis frequentatur,” Heindorf on 
Phaedr. 272e. Among other passages he quotes Laws 688 e tdév 
ye vopoOernv . . . weipatéov Tais rodeoe ppdvycw . . . Eurrorety. 

a7. Tov Gedv: ie. Tov Avovucov, an ennobling periphrasis for 
oivos. Op. 773d where otvos is spoken of as chastened wd 
vapovtos érépov Geov. These words may also contain a reference 
to the part to be taken in education by the god as the inspirer of 
the Dionysiae Choir. 

b 3. Aeyous av: so below 782d 9, Parm. 126a, Phaedr. 227 ¢. 
b 5. rovro avro: antecedent to otovv (not, as Stallb., to 76 

ayadyv eivat oTiovv).—e€x taidwv evOis : see above 642 b 5 ex vewv 
evdis. 

_ b6. exaoros: neut. (so Ast—not, as St., masc.). We should 
understand it better if Plato had written év exdorows Tots Tov 
Tpaypatos Tporjkovowv. Probably he did not like the sound of 
two consecutive words beginning with zp, and for some reason 
preferred not to say Tots mpooyjKovot Tov Tpayyatos.—The mase. 
ot mpooyKovtes is used as a subst. with a possessive gen. depend- 
ing on it at Apol. 34b; the neut. tpooxjKovra is equally substan- 
tival here. 

b8. 3 tTvva oikoddpov: “tis est forte (etwa) qua significatione 
praesertim cum 7 conjunctum gaudet. Sic infra 644 a 7 Tuva mpods 
ioxvv, 740¢ 7» Tues appeves, 838 ¢ 4 Tivas Oidirodas, [867 b 7 
Twas Ws akovelovs], 898e 7 Tivos dépos, 933d 7 Tic exwdais, 
934a 7% Tw erOvpias” Ast. So Rep. 431a7 drav dé ird 
Tpopys Kakns 7 Tivos oOptrias KpatnOn, Laws 757d3 7) Kal 
Kpatos Sypov Tt, 950d 8.—With regard to this early specialization 
in the education of the craftsmen, if it had been objected to Plato 
that this sort of training would make a man into a tool, he 
would probably have answered that he meant his oixoddéjou and 
yewpyot to be tools. Possibly too, if it were urged that you cannot 
tell at the beginning of a child’s education what calling he will be 
best fitted for, he would have said that it is for the good of the 
community that crafts should be hereditary. Cp. Rep. 415a dare 
obv ovyyeveis Ovtes TadvTes TO pev TOAY Spolovs av ipiv adrots 
yevvore. 

¢4. For dvayxaia followed by an act. infin. St. cps. Soph. 242 b, 
Gorg. 449 b civi pév, & LHxpares, Eviar TOY aroKpicewv avayKaiat 
ta pakpOv Tos Adyous Toveic Ba. 

c5. immevey waifovta: this suggests to us a rocking horse, 
or the waidaywyds on all fours with a child astride on his back. 
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It should be remembered, however, that aaifery is a cognate of 
ma.oela as well as of watdéa, and that the line between the two 
was not nearly so sharply drawn with the Greeks as it is with us. 
Only the two richest classes at Athens had to serve as cavalry. 
As éfnPor they had to learn to ride in earnest, but it was probably 
not this stage that Plato was thinking of here. 

c6. zovovvra, the reading of the MSS., whether due to the 
original author or to a copying scribe, must be a slip for zroveiy, 
due to the attraction of the neighbouring zaifovra, In the 
margin of the MS. of Eusebius, who quotes this passage, the cor- 
rection to 7rovetv is made, and Boeckh and Ast made it separately. 

c7. waidiwv, the reading of Eusebius and Aristides, is now 
generally adopted for the wadeiwv of the MSS.—exeioe . . . of 
adikopevovs avtovs det TéAos exewv, “towards the pursuits (or. 
employments) in which they themselves (will) have to be en- 
gaged when they grow up,” ie. I take the ad. TéA. exew to 
be equal to aduxerOas réXos exovras. For réAos in the sense 
of maturity cp. Phaedr. 276 bayarun av ev oyddm pnvi doa 
eomeipe TEAOS AaPovra, and Laws 834 c, where roils TéXos exover 
is “ig. TeAeious, adultis” (Ast); so at 899 e pos TéAos . . . Opav 
eXOovras, Menex. 249a ereday eis avdpds TeAos twow. TéAOS 
éxev is often used in the Laws without Piov (once, 801 e, with 
Biov) for “to die.” At Tim. 90d it means to find its fulfilment, 
and this is apparently the sense which Jowett gives it here. He 
translates ‘(to direct the children’s inclinations . . .) to their final 
aim in life.” This neglects the emphatic avrovs.—Another pos- 
sibility is that reAos €xerv here means “to reach perfection” —the 
same as the réXevov efvac four lines lower down—“to the point 
to which they themselves must come if they are to reach perfection.” 
But the meaning wanted is not that the teacher must set the 
highest possible ideal before the child, but that he must direct his 
thoughts, and more particularly his inclinations, to a particular 
employment.—With this explanation too the emphatic avrovs 
seems out of place, whereas it goes admirably with the 
adpixopevovs if that is taken to be the most significant word in 
the phrase. (F.H.D. suggests that réAos é€yecy means “to take up 
their position in the world.”)—-The main point in this paragraph, 
as the next words clearly show, is, not that children should 
specialize early but, that the first object of education is to make 
children like doing what will be their life-work. 

dl. rpodijv is disciplinam, a common Platonic use; cp. 
Tim. 44b av pev otv 8) Kal cvovertAapBavytai tis o6pO7 
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Tpopy) mawdevoews.—Tov maifovros: almost the same as Tov 
TaLoevopevov. 

d 2. cis épwra . . . aperns: I feel less difficulty in retaining 
the MS. reading in this much discussed passage than in adopting 
any of the proposed alterations of it. tis Tod mpdypatos dperis 
must be taken as a genitive defining the scope of réAciov, while 0, 
like the étvtv with ayadv at b4, denotes the thing in which 
perfection is to be shown. The avrdév here I do not take to be 
emphatic. The gen. dperns is like the gen. with érurjpwv and 
eureipos (of which many exx. occur in P.). dpety is cognate in 
meaning to téAevos, and this makes the connexion more natural. 
We may translate: “In which, when he becomes a man, he will 
have to gain as great perfection as the subject admits of ”—lit. “ to 
be fully equipped with the perfection of the subject.”.—Of the 
proposed changes the simplest is the second proposed by Ritter, 
i.e. to put the ris before aperns: in that case dperns will depend 
on €pwra and tovrov Tov mpdyparos on dperns. The change R. 
prefers is to put a comma after efvac and a kai before t7s.— 
Schanz brackets ths . . . adperys. Badham rearranges the words, 
reading THs TovTov Tov mpdypatos dperns, 5... TéEAEvov eivat. 
Ast reads of (wbz) for 0, taking it with yevouevov, and making Tov 
mpdypatos an objective gen., depending on dperis (“ excellence at 
the subject”), which itself depends on réAeov. 

d4. The MS. authority is strongly in favour of xiv here. 
The change of one for the other is so common that modern editors 
are doubtless right in following L (“ut videtur” Burnet) in 
reading vyiv.—The preceding dzrep «iroy refers to b 2. 

d6. 0 Aéyouev civar wadeiav, “what we mean by zaudeia.” 
In the previous paragraph we have been told the right method of 
education: in this we have its aim. Though there are difficulties 
about the language of particular passages (e.g. d 8 ff.), the meaning 
of the whole is clear. The author distinguishes between a liberal 
education and a technical training. The method (see above) is 
the same for the two, but the object very different. It is with 
the former only that the lawgiver is concerned. 

a7. 0 is “or.” 
a8. tpodds, ‘bringing up”—as above at dl, and below 

at al—®s with an acc. part. following Aéyouev is an absolute 
construction like that commented on above at 624a7. St. cps. 
Phaedo 109 d. Cp. Eur. Phoen. 1460 f. dvy Ee & 6pbds Aads eis 
épw Adywv, Hpeis pev Os vikOvrTa Sermdrnv euov. . . 

d8-e2. In this difficult passage the MSS. and Eusebius have 
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para meravevpevwov opddpa avOpoérwv. Ficinus and Cornarius 
translate as if they had weraudevpevoy avOpwrov, treat opddpa as 
redundant, and supply réxvyv with the gen. aAAwyv Tovotrwv. 
(R. G. Bury would read eis <ra> re, taking xaz. and vav«A. to be 
genitives.) Ast saw that dAAwv rovotrwy must have a noun to 
depend on, and conjectured that pada was an early mistake for 
mpaypata; Winckelmann preferred eritndetpara, referring to 
918a1 where we have xarnAcias eritydetdpara. With this and 
the change to the acc. sing. (reraudevpévov dvOpwrov) Schanz is 
content, and Ritter approves. As a smaller alteration I proposed 
formerly to read attra for ada and to keep the following genitives, 

_ taking xarndAeias and vavxAnpias as acc. plur., and translating 
wer. op. avOp. “in the case of men who have been highly trained.” 
But I now prefer with F.H.D. to see the source of error in 
oodpa. He for this word would read codiuy, taking kamrnAeias 
and vavkAnpias as objective genitives depending on it. It will be 
noticed that codiav in the same connexion recurs eight lines further 
down. The gen. dv@pézwv is on all fours with the pov in the 
earlier half of the sentence. We might then translate the whole 
passage from viv ydp: “As it is (ep. voy de at Phaedr. 244 a) we 
blame or praise the bringing up of individual men, speaking of 
that one among us as an educated man, another as uneducated (and 
we say this) sometimes in the case of those who have been highly 
trained for hucksterage or for seamanship, or for any other such 
business.” 

e 3. tavra refers to the business trainings spoken of above. 
e4, There is something attractive in Ritter’s suggestion that 

perhaps for va:detav here we ought to read raudaywyiav. He 
refers to 659d where we read ws dpa maieia pev eof 7 taidwv 
OAK} TE KAaL Gywyr Mpos TOV rd Tov vou“ov oyov opHov 
elpnevov. 

e6. erurrdpevov is not connected with TéAcov by Te, but it is 
subordinate to and explanatory of téAcov. For apxew te Kat 
apxerOa. St. cps. Solon ap. Stob. Serm. xlvi. 22 apxe mporov 
pabov apxerOa1, apyerOar yap pabov apxyew emuotioe, and 
Arist. Pol. 1333 a2 and Cic. De legg. iii. 2. 

644a1. ddopirdpevos (the technical term for “isolating” a 
phenomenon) refers to the pa) ddpurrov yevnrar in 643d 6.—For 
ws éuot L! and O! apparently have e€ ay (cp. Prot. 313¢ €€ dv 
av déyets, Phaedo 61c¢ e€ dv eyo yoOnpar). This looks like a very 
early variant. 

a3. Tuva: cp. above on 643b8.—I see no force in Badham’s 
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objection that it is ridiculous to talk of ioyds as if it were a copia. 
To say nothing of the difference between aAAos and the English 
other in such sentences, “the training which aims at money, or, say, 

some particular bodily strength” implies the acquirement of skzll, 

and coda includes all sorts of skill (cp. Prot. 321d “Hd¢aicrov 
kat “AOnvas thv évtexvov codiav), and a man may be, in a 
literal, as well as in a metaphorical sense, a codds waAaurris 
(Soph. Phil. 431). For the whole passage cp. EHpvst. 358¢3 
7d yap BeBaov Kal rurtdv Kal byvés, TOVTO ey pnpu etvar THY 
GAnOuwhv pirocopiay, Tas 5€ dAAas Te Kal eis GAAG TeLvotoas 
codias Te Kal SewvdtynTas Kopporntas ofpas mporayopebwv opOds 
ovopaceuv. 

a4. dvev vod kai Sikyns: a negative definition of the aim of 
education; ie. it must produce pdvyos and dixarocvvy. The 
former was partly implied in the dpyew erurtdpevov, and the 
latter in the dpyerOas émiotdpevov above. That cwdpootvn and 
dvdpeta, the other two of the Geia ayafd mentioned at 631¢, are 
not specified here we have no right to complain. The Athenian 
selects the two ‘most indispensable products of education. That he 
is speaking generally, and not philosophically classifying, is shown 
by his resumption of his whole contention, three lines lower down, 
in the form: “true education has got to make us good,” prefaced 
as it is by a deprecation of criticism of his previous terms—pmdev 
ovopate Suaepwuel” adrois (i.e. aAA7jXoxs). 

a6. For ovopate diadéper Oar St. cps. Huthydem. 285a kat pa 
ovopate Siahéper Oar. 

a8. oxeddv: merely a sort of apology for the general term 
dyaGoi ; i.e. it does not mean that in nearly all cases well educated 
men are good (so Ast and Jowett), but that the nearest approach to 
a general term in the case is the word good: “what you may call 
good.” ‘ 

bl. pydapod atydev: this he says in view of the disparage- 
ment of the ovpmdc.a, which he is going to show may be educa- 
tional implements for training men in cwdpootvn.—rporov Tov 
KadXiotwy Tois apicto.s avipaoi Trapayryvopevov, “the greatest 
blessing man can receive, and the better the man, the greater the 
blessing.” The zapa- in the verb shows that he is speaking not 
of what a man has ¢dvce:, but of additions to it. 

b2. efépyerar: the connexion with éravopOotc ba: shows that 
the word is used for “goes wrong”—‘‘ outsteps bounds”—a rare 
use. Cp. Phil. 13d 6 kai 6 Adyos Hpiv exrecov oiyjoetat.—The 
statement that it is every man’s duty to do what he can to help 
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education into the right lines is noteworthy.—L and O have 
mavTos but A has ravi, and so O,. 

b 6. Cp. above on 624a7. The mada refers to 626 e 2 ff; 
though the precise statement that the man who conquers himself 
is good is not made there, at 627b6f. that statement is made 
about a city. 

b9. dvarAdBwpev, “let us consider again”—the object, most 
likely, being, not tovr avrd, but the sentence—‘“ what we mean 
by that same”; so at Apol. 19a dvaAdBwpev otv €£ adpyjs Tis 1 
katyyopia eoriv, and at Hipp. Mat. 288 a avaddBw 6 A€yers, Phil. 
33.¢ pvynuny, ws eoiKev, OTL TOT ETTLY TpOTEpoY avadynTTEOV. 

cl. pou: this ethic dative turns what looked like a command 
into a request. It is almost “if you please.” I don’t think Schanz 
can be right in altering it to pov. Cp. Dem. 18.178 rovtw mavu 
por TpooexeTe TOV vovV.—amode~arHe Edy Tws SuVaTOS yevwpat : 
so Rep. 525d ovdapy drrodex Spevov edv Tus. . . Suadeynrar— 
“allow me to... if I can.”—The dv eixdvos, of course, goes with 
dnA@o-a1.—‘* Let me, please, try and show you, by the help of a 
figure, how the case stands.” 

c4. ékactov avtov: a variety of the common aitrds éxactos 
(“pro se quisque” Ast), “each separate individual,” or “each 
separate self.”—éva is of course predicate. (St. takes avrov closely 
with €va.) 

c9. peAAdvrwv: Stephanus was for reading peAAdvTow, in 
which case, I suppose, rpds d€ would be adverbial: “non male” 
Ast says, though he keeps peAXAovtTwv, supplying avTov (ie. the 
two cupPovAw, 7dov7y and Avrn) with it. But certainly, if 
peAAOvtwv be kept—and I think it should—it is best, with 
Stallb., to take it as a neuter.—For the adjective used substantively 
without the article cp. Laws 816d avev yap yeAoiwy Ta crovdaia 

. pabety . . . ov dvvardv.—oiyv, which refers of course to d0£as, 
was altered in the margin of Eusebius to the un-Attice atv (cp. 
Wecklein, Curae Epigraphicae, p. 14). 

c10. A good instance of the neutral use of éAzis. | 
G1. Odppos, “confidence,” “a cheerful expectation.” As he 

has deliberately given the neutral sense to eAmis he has to find 
another word for, it here; besides, Oappos is more decidedly the 
opposite of fdBos than éAmis is. Cp. 67le Tov eveATL Kat 
Gapparéov. For this use, and for the whole passage, cp. Tim. 
69cf. drAAo Te eidos év avr wuxns ™poopKodopovy 70 Ovnrov, 
dewva Kal dvayKata ev EAUTM raOhipara é EXOV, 7 pwoTov pev nSoviv, 

péyrtov Kakov déAcap, ereita Avras, ayabov puyds, ere 8 ad 
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Odppos kal $6Bov, &ppove cupPovrhw, Ovpov de SvorapapvOnrov, 
éArida 8 evrapdywyov. (Amis seems here used in the sense of 
fancy.)—éri rao Tovrous, “about all these (instances of hopes and 
fears).” 

d 2. Aoy wr pos (se. €or) : the construction changes here.— 
ds . . . €mwvouacrar is rejected by Schanz. He apparently 
considers it manufactured by a commentator out of 645a2. But 
if these words were absent there is nothing to which the following 
remarks of Cl. and Meg. could refer. It is a sudden revelation of 
the way the Ath.’s mind is working, and his hearers are not un- 
naturally bewildered. What follows at 645a is an explanation. 
He means that what this calculation (about the advisability of 
encouraging hopes or fears) is to the individual man, that, in the 
ease of the state, is the debate which results, by public agreement, 
in a law. 

47. Oatpya: cp. 803¢ advOpwrov Sé, dep cizropev eurpoober, 
feod te matyvuoy e«ivac pewnxavnpevov; and 804b Gatpara 
ovTes TO TOAV, TpiKpa Se dAnOcias arta peTexovTes. Cp. the 
hymn in Browning’s ‘‘ Pippa Passes”: “God’s puppets, best and 
worst, are we.” 

d8. Rabe (Rh. Mus. lxiii. 2, p. 286) says O? gives yynodpe0o. 
as read by tov watpiapxov Td BiBriov.—rav (wv Octov: the 
MS. text is quite sound here, I think. tov (wv is “living 
creatures though we are”; we are not lifeless—put together (cp. 
cuvertnkos below) out of wood, but we are puppets, all the 
same. If the apparently simple reading tov Oeav—suggested 
by Muretus and adopted by Schanz—had stood here, I think 
we should have had avr@y instead of the emphatic éxetvwv in 
the next line: be that as it may, who can say that Plato ought 
to have said Oavpa Oewv here rather than Gatpa Oeiov ?—For the 
consciousness that the cognate word implies the noun @eo/, and 
that the noun can, in the afterpart of the sentence, be referred to 
as so implied, Heindorf on Theaet. 168a refers to this passage 
and to Laws 864d radia ypwpevos, ovdev tw TaV ToLovTwv (sc. 
maidwv) duadéperv. Cp. Porson on Hec. 22, where he quotes Soph. 
Trach, 259 épyetar woduv Tiyv Edputeiav: rovde (sc. Evpurov) 
yap petairvov Movov Bporav epacke TOUS eivar a 0ovs.— Because, 
in mystical language, in the Timaeus (39 e ff.) Plato talks of the 
ovpaviov Gedy yevos (the stars) as (a Oeia Kai didva, many editors 
of this passage have adopted the belief that the true reading should 
be Oeiwy, and that rOv (dwv Oetwy (a strange order) means “ gods.” 
—«iTe OS Talyviv ... cvvertyKds: another difference from 
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ordinary puppets: it is possible that we are not meant for the 
amusement of the heavenly spectators; they may have been made 
“for some serious purpose.”—We need not follow up the metaphor 
by asking, “who pulls the wires and with what motive?” The 
following words (rdde dé iopev) confine its application. We answer 
to the tug of passion or other motives just in the way that the 
marionettes answer to the pull of the wires. (Cf. King Lear tv. 
i. 38 “As flies to wanton boys, are we to the Gods: They kill 
us for their sport.”) Cp. Pol. 268a5 kat tovto pev erioxePopcba 
T00e dé icpev, and below, 672 b 8. 

el. yryvwoKkopev: the pres. means we are (not) inquiring (into 
this—i.e. the motive of the pulling). 

e 3, av@éAKovoww Eusebius, dv0éAxovoac MSS.—“errore aperto, 
cujus fons in vicino evavTias otoas cernitur” Stallb. 

e4, of 5) Swwpirpevn apet?) Kal Kaxia Kelrac: lit. “in the 
very region where vice ‘marches with’ virtue.” We might say, 
‘‘on the border line between vice and virtue.”—pud yap . . . detv 

. cuverropevov . . avOéAxew 7. GAA, ved. ExacTov: still less 
of the original metaphor is left here—nothing but the wires: we 
are no longer a spectacle: we can pull our own wires,—o doyos: as 
before, the personified argument—‘‘ Philosophy.” 

645a1. rHv Tov Aoywpod adywyiv xpvonv Kai tepav: Homer's 
picture of Zeus at one end of the golden rope, successfully resisting 
the pull of all the other gods and goddesses at the other, was no 
doubt present to Plato’s mind here,—as at Theaet. 153, where he 
suggests that the golden rope is an allegorical representation of the 
sun—but I do not think that aywy7 is an abstract used for the 
concrete ; i.e. it does not mean rope, but drawing. It is xpvo7n 
that is used in the non-natural, i.e. the metaphorical sense :—“ the 
golden and blessed drawing of reason.” (Cp. Twelfth Night 1. i. 35 
“How will she love, when the rich golden shaft Hath killed the 
flock of all affections else That live in her.”) aywy% will thus 
have here much the same sense it has at 659d 1 waidwv oAKy Te 
kat dywy)j—and at 819a, where it almost equals tpo¢y or 
madeta. By this time the metaphor has almost disappeared : it 
survives only in the suggestion of Homer's golden rope.—r7s 
ToAews KoLvdv vopov emikaXoupevny, “which gets the name, 
when it affects (not a man, but) the state, of a generally binding 
law.” (See above on 644d2.) The main idea which emerges 
here is one which has been presented to us before, and which 
the author means us to have in mind all through; i.e. that 
of the educational influence of law. Behind all education too, 
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whether of the man or of the community, we are shown the force 
of reason which guides it. Cp. Rit. and Prell. 523d. 

a2. dAXas 5€ oxAnpas .. . dpotas: an embarrassing wealth 
of thought is here hinted at rather than adequately expressed. <A 
revision by the author’s hand would doubtless have addéd clearness. 
The codex Ricardianus adds kai povoedy after otcav, and Ficinus 
translates the words. Schanz marks a lacuna after otoav. Even 
with the added words the antitheses are not all clearly expressed. 
The ravrodarots cider. oOpoias has, I would suggest, already in 
the ordinary text the ideas to which it is the antithesis, though 
they are not clearly expressed as such. The drawing of virtue 
is single (uuga—in an emphatic position): along with this, and 
with the epithets ypvo7 and tepd, go naturally those of im- 
mutability and harmony, and these are further suggested by the 
contrasted dissimilarity of the opposing forces. 

a5. The dei here reminds us of the dua Biov and the ravri 
in a somewhat similar exhortation to the good citizen at 644 b3. 
—In the whole of the present passage down to ra adAa yevy the 
language admits of reference to the struggle between the good 
and the bad elements either in the man or in the state. 

a6. mpdov kal od Biaiov: cp.-the quotation from Isaiah in 
St. Matthew 12. 19 ov« Epioes ovdé kpavydoer, ovde axotoe Tus 
ev Tais TAaTeiais THY pwvijv advtov. KdAapov ovVTETPLLpEVOV OD 
‘Karedfer kal Aivov tuddpevov od Pere, ews av ExBAXy «is vikos 
tiv Kpiow. The only point in the metaphor here preserved is 
the gold as contrasted with the other metals—physically, in bulk, 
hardness and roughness their inferior, but in worth and (so to 
speak) moral power, their superior. Cp. the language used at 
Rep. 415 a, and often elsewhere in the Republic, of the golden 
element in the state—deicOar trnperav aitod tiv dywyhyv: cp. 
Rep. 441 ovxoty T¢ pev AoywtiKG ApxYew TpooHKeEr, copo ovTe 
Kal €xovTe Tiv irep drdons THs Wvyns mpopHnOeav, To de 
Gvpoede? trnkdw civar kal ouppdyw tovTrov,; In the state, 
it is the duty of the good citizen to support the law, and 
what Plato in the Republic calls the golden element among the 
citizens. 

a7. The év occurs in no MS. Eusebius has it, and Ficinus 
has in nobis in his translation. The palaeographical argument 
cuts both ways; the day is as likely to have been the cause of the 
introduction of an év, as of its loss, and Ficinus’s in nobis may 
have been a translation of #piv. There is a slight gain of 
definiteness of expression in the év #iv, and I have doubtfully 
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left it in the text out of deference to the views of most 
modern editors. 

bl. kat oro .. . cerwpevos av ein: a hard passage. Ritter 
(p. 13) has a useful note on it, more particularly on the uses of 
pvOos and Adyos. “Though occasionally interchangeable they 
are generally distinct; sv@os persuades, is rhetorical, aims at 
producing a certain mental atmosphere : Adyos convinces and lays 
down the law; the zpootpuia of the Laws are pvOor.” But I do 
not find it easy to agree with R. that 6 pudos adperns here 
means “the recommendation of virtue” :—as we might say in 
quasi-parliamentary language, “the speech for virtue.” I think 
dpeTns is a subjective gen. and that the whole passage means 
“Tf this help is given, and the golden element prevails, virtue’s 
persuasive representation, which likened us to puppets, will not 
fail of its effect (and after all the cord I speak of is a golden one).” 
A Xéyos is said o@erOar (Theaet. 164a and 167d) when it is 
still maintained, when it has not to be abandoned; a puOos 
ow(erat when it holds its own as a persuasive force. For the 
form of the phrase cp. Rep. 621b8 kat ovrws, 6 TAavKwv, poOos 
éowOn kai ovk arwXero. (Here, though the lit. meaning is “the 
p08os was preserved to us,” I think there underlies the literal 
meaning the suggestion that the ptOos gained tts point: this is 
borne out by the following Kat yas av cdceev, ay trevddpeba 
at7@, which also illustrates the persuasive, instructive character 
of the vos.) Cp. Theaet. 167d ow(erar . . . 6 Adyos obtos, 
164 a, Rep. 395b. St. eps. Phil. 14a (where see Badham’s note). 
—For the order of the ws and the Oavparwv St. eps. Soph. 242 c, 
Phil. 18 d, and Polit. 260 c.—Ast and Stallb. take 6 ptOos aperns 
as “the story about virtue”; sooner than agree to this Badham 
would (very ingeniously) read ap’ eri for aperns. The difficulty 
of deciding the meaning of the gen. apetyns is so great, that 
Badham’s suggestion is very attractive. 

b2. This result of the use of an eikwy was that hoped for 
when it was first promised at 644c1: it gives something of an 
explanation (tporov tiva) of what was meant by saying that 
self-mastery is essential to virtue (cp. 633d and e); it means that 
the better elements must be victorious over the worse. 

b3. Kat ore roALW Kai idudrnv KTA.: the next result that 
follows, if the pv0os makes its way, is that every man for him- 
self can form a right judgement about the various motives and 
inducements to action of different kinds, and guide his life by it, | 
and that a state, when it gets its right judgement either directly 
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from heaven or from the rightly judging man just spoken of 
(rovrov Tov yvovTos Tatra), can make of it a law to guide its 
internal and its foreign policy alike. 

b 6. Eus. inserts avtotv before tovrov: perhaps we ought to 
read avrov instead of tovrov. 

cl. dinpOpwpéevov: a synonym for dwwpirpevoy, as at 963 b. 
¢2. avrov: rather loosely used for the distinction between the 

two things that have just been ‘said to have been more clearly 
distinguished from each other.—Lastly, light will be thrown, by 
the realization of the nature of virtue and vice, on the great 
subject of ravdeéa, and we may be able to see that the time spent 
at a drinking-party has so important a bearing on this subject 
as to merit the closer consideration which we are invited to 
give to it. 

03 ff. With 7d repi ris €v ToFs otvors Svar puis we must supply 
éotat paddAov katadaves from the previous sentence.—Confusion 
was caused here in the earlier editions by the wrong attribution 
of pavein . . . to Aéeye 54. Hermann was the first of the moderns 
to restore is various speeches to their right authors, but Stephanus 
had already shown the right way. 

e7. ris ye viv duatpiPjs: with a manifest reference to the 
Td wept THs ev T. ot. SuvatpiBys of the last speaker.—érimep av 
a&. ytyv., like the orédoa co. didov of 642d2 and the oréca 
BotvXAe of 642d 4, give the Ath. carte blanche as to length. 

dl. Aéye 54: before a question, like kai por Aéye at 646 e 4.— 
The Ath. certainly seems to want to startle his hearers. He has 
taken their breath away once by suggesting that getting drunk is 
a branch of a liberal education, and now we have what sounds 
like a farcical suggestion of making a puppet drunk. 

a2. drepya(opueba: the pres. is, as St. says, supported by the 
similar tense at 647 c¢5 (Steph. wanted to alter it to the fut.). 

44. mpds dru: the regular repeated form of the question rpds 
vi ;—in other words “I can’t answer your question, why? till I 
get the first question answered.”—rovro is the Qatpa, and 6Aws 
(ep. 641 b 6) goes with the whole question : ‘“‘ What,” he asks, “is 
the general result to the Qavya when it has come into connexion 
with wine ?” (rovTw may, as St. says, be neut., referring to 
peOn, as TovTov at 672e5 refers to maidevo us or Xopeta. .—I think 

‘St. is certainly wrong in supplying épwro with rotto 6Aws— 
“sed hoc in universum quaero. ”)—For the two cases of otros in 

_ conjunction cp. 646 d6 (rovro €v Tovrois). 
a6. cpwro yap, “what my question amounts to is. . ”— 
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For the proleptic opodpotrépas with emureiver St. cps. Prot. 327 ¢ 
obTos av EAAGytpos NvE}O7. 

e5. There is a conversational looseness about the acc. tv 
ev (as there is in the use of avtdv two lines above, when the tis 
to which it refers comes after it), and there are several other, more 
regular moulds in which the sentence might have been cast, but 
the meaning is quite clear. The acc. with eis ravTov adixveto Gar 
is of the same kind as the acc. with opovos of the thing in which 
the likeness is seen: Soph. Aj. 1153 opyijv dpouos, Il. v. 778 
‘Opal’ opotor. There is no need, with Schanz, to suspect a 
corruption of the text. 
646a 2. rovypdraros: at 6447 the admission was referred 

to that a man who could not rule himself was a bad man; so 

again here, 
a4. Le. by the side of the proverbial (Ar. Nub. 1417) childish- 

ness of the old man, we may now set the childishness of the man 
who is overcome by wine. The comparison adds dignity to the 
state of mind of the latter, but it does not make that state any 
clearer ; the childishness is hardly of the same kind. What is 
common to the two is that both come in later life. 

b5. The eé is the usual «¢ after Oavpaco. 
b6. dracav davAdryra, “utter degradation,” Jowett. 
b7. Puxns Aéyers: with YvyAs we must supply davAdrynra 

from the preceding sentence. 
cl. eri TO Tovwotrov : again a conversational looseness of expres- 

sion. It is possible that we ought to put a(;) after advvapiar, 
and supply de? eavrdv euPadAey from what precedes. 

¢3. aitods Badifovras: the adrovs implies that nobody forces 
them to it (referring to the éxwv above); Bad. that at the time 
of seeking the doctor’s services they are in fair health.—émi with 
dat., “with a view to”; so Prot. 312b tottwv yap avd Exaornv 
(sc. paOnowv) ovk ert Téyvn eyales, ws Snprovpyds exdpevos, GAN 
emt maela, Ws TOV LOudTHV Kal Tov eAeVOepov Tpéeret.—There is 
more in this analogy of medical treatment than at first appears. 
When we come to the Athenian’s complete scheme for the regula- 
tion of the use of wine (see 674 a, b, c) we see that its use is to be, 
morally speaking, a medical one; no city would need, he says, 
many vineyards; the scheme would not be good for what in 
England is called ‘the trade.” 

c4. per’ odiyov totepov: apparently an adaptation of the 
poetical peOvorepov; the usual Platonic phrase is oAtyov (or 
OALyw) boTEpov. 
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c7. yupvdo.a kal rovovs: a hendiadys, “the labours of the 
gymnasia.”—doOeveis probably refers to the temporary fatigue 
after great exertion. 

a2. trav drAXAwv exityndevpdtwv repr: about other practices, 
that is, besides those which are concerned with the body, we should 
expect people to be able to submit to a temporary loss or incon- 
venience, if it was the price of greater future gain. 

d5. I think we have here again a conversational laxity of 
expression, and that the presence of repi with tov otvoy is made 
to cover the absence of epi or wépu with duatpiSys. If we cancel 
aravtws Siavontéeov (with Hermann) or dwavonréov (with Schanz) 
and supply diavocioPa xpi) and wepi from the preceding sentence, 
it will be awkward if we do not make this sentence too a question, 
and that will not suit the eizep clause which follows. 

a6. <irep ewe. . . SiavonOjva, “if it is possible to reckon 
this (practice) as really belonging to these (practices) ”—i.e. as 
being one of the practices in which a temporary loss will produce 
a future gain. (I think that is better than, with Stallb., to take 
tovro to be “this state of things” and rovrous to be “istis quae ad 
compotationem pertinent,’ ie. 1) mept Tov otvoy diarprB7.)—The 
following sentence incidentally explains more clearly what he 
means by tovto év tovrous. 

8. ¢xovoa paivnrar: the subject to be supplied is 7. 7. of. 
Siar pry. 

d 9. rs wept TO copa, “than that which accrues to the body” 
(in the imstances, ie, given at c3ff.).—7y ye apxy: is this 
a metaphor from the stadium—‘at the start”? (cp. 648e 1). 
Ast takes tH apyy to be equivalent to dpyyv or tiv apxyny, 
omnino. Anyhow the point is that, whereas the oPeA‘a spoken of 
just above has to be waited for, this advantage is enjoyed at once. 

e2. tovovrov: this does not refer to the word dAynddvwv but 
to the possession of an advantage pndev tis wept Td copa eAdTTWW 
—avrT® refers to duatpi37 ; cp. on 645d 4. 

e4. Kai pot Aéye: cp. 645d 1.—dv0 PdBouv cidn : just as above 
the Ath. introduced temperance under the guise of a kind of 

«& 
_ cowrage, so here he introduces the sense of shame as a kind of fear. 
— @1L. rparrovres 7) NévovrTes : subordinate to do€derPar.—“ if 
we do or say.” 

64744. <vavrios: here and in the following line not used as at 
ald and 646e4. There it means opposite in a logical sense ; here 
it means opponent in a military sense. We may, I think, translate 
évavtios eri by “is a foe to,” or perhaps “ challenges.” 
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a5. adyndoow Kat tots adAous Poors, “pains, and the other 
things men fear”; so at 635b we have Avra and pdBo, with 
ndovai and vadia: next door to them. 

a 8. Ast was no doubt right in altering the ov« dv of the MSS. 
to ov kat. (So too Badham: Ast’s other alterations in this 
paragraph—oeBerar kadov or céBer kal Kade? . . . TO<de>—are 
unnecessary.) —Kalt voyoleTns Kal ras o0 Kul opixpdv odedos : 
kat... Kat here is rather “whether ... or” than “both... 
and,” and the whole is equivalent to: ‘anybody who is worth 
anything, whether he be lawgiver or not.” 

a9f. xadov is subordinated to tporayopeve: in order to bring 
out the linguistic connexion between the honourable aidéds and 
its execrable opposite. (Schanz rejects the words xadév aida, but 
cp. 699.4 av aidO roANAKis Ev Tots dvw Adyous €izropev.)—Every 
poBos has naturally an opposite Oappos (see above 644 ¢ 10 f.).—It 
is interesting to note that, before it was known that A confirmed 
the reading tovtTw, Heindorf so corrected the vulgate tovrwv. The 
correct reading also occurred in the margin of O. 

bl. peyworov xaxdv idia te Kai Sypooia, “a curse, whether to 
the individual man or to the state.” In saying dnpooia he is 
probably thinking, not so much of a state’s action towards other 
states, as of the character of its laws and institutions. So at 
Phaedr. 277d Snpootg is explained as e.g. implying vouovs TiOeis. 
The adverb would also apply to the action of an individual man in 
a public capacity, as a ducactys for instance, or a speaker before a 
Suxartypiov ; cp. Theaet. 174 be kat Snpooia ... dray ev diKa- 
oTnpiy 7 wov GAGs avayKacOy rept Tov Tapa modas Kal TOV 
ev 0pOadpots duadeyer Oa. If this latter sense was prominent in 
this passage, it would mean “a curse to either an tdudérys or a 
moAutiKos” ; probably the words would cover both meanings, and 
so be untranslatable in English. 

b4. ev mpds ev recurs at 738e, 705b av evos ev, and 
Epinomis 976e pia yap ws eireiv mpos piav: the phrase cor- 
responds to our “man for man” (cp. Kipling’s “Man for man, 
the Fuzzy licked us ’oller ”), and “one thing with another.” 

b7. Probably Géppos would not have had a gen, depending on 
it of the thing of which fear is not felt, if it had not been for the 
contrasted words f@dPos didAwv.—aicyvvns Tepe Kakyns: “addit 
Kakys, quia de pudore dictum est antea, qui etiam honestus potest 
esse” Stallb.—The zrépx with gen. explains what it is in friends we are 
afraid of—i.e. their pouring shame upon us; cp. 648 b 2 dvdpetas 
Te Tépt Kal SetAias of the matter with which the test is concerned. 
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c3. ddoBov .. . poBwv rodAAGv tivor, “ free from all sorts of 

fear.” Zeller was apparently the first, to put a comma after tuvav : 
previous commentators had made $d6Bwv x. t. depend on poPov. 
Besides being an extraordinary expression, this last arrangement of 

the words did not give a satisfactory sense, and this it was that 
led to emendation; e.g. Ast’s @dpvBov for PoPov (relinquished 
later), and Heindorf’s foBepwv for poBwv. Other arrangements 
of the words as they stand in the MSS. are Stallb.’s, who puts a 
comma after ¢éBwv; Vermehren’s, who puts a comma after 
roAAwv ; while Schanz rejects poBwv. I have followed Burnet in 
accepting Zeller’s punctuation. 

¢4. pera vopou: this difficult expression must be interpreted 
in view of the pera Sixns in ¢7, and also of the pera Adyov KTA. 
ind6. I think it means “with the help of the law” :—not only 
that the laws ordain the discipline in courage, but that the spirit 
of the laws helps and directs the process of discipline. It is, Le, a 
state institution. So in the corresponding sentence that follows, 
to preserve the parallelism, instead of saying duly, or rightly 
(fearful),-he says ‘“‘under the inspiration of justice,” or “a correct 
judgement.” I have followed Schanz and Burnet in putting a 
comma after vouov, to show that it goes, not (as Ast) with the 
succeeding, but with the previous words; otherwise, as ayovres goes 

closely with arepya(omeGa, it is hardly in place. 
¢7-d7. This paragraph should be carefully compared with 

634a6-b6. There, after the “dichotomy” of avdpeia into (1) the 
power of resisting fear and pain, and (2) the power of resisting the 
seductions of pleasure, the necessity was insisted on of a travning in 
both kinds of courage. Here it is fear that has been “ dichotomized ” 
into (1) fear of pain, and (2) fear of disgrace; and here too the 
necessity of a double kind of training is insisted on. Only this 
time the training has not, as before, to encowrage both sorts ; the 
first kind of fear has to be discouraged, and the second to be 
encouraged, As we read on the present paragraph it is as if we 
were looking at a dissolving view: gradually the familiar figures 
of dvdpeia and cwdpootivn emerge, and we see that we have 
been investigating the same question all the time. (Incidentally 
we may notice that the dramatic machinery which (at 634) gave to 
the question the form of a suggestion that we should look for some 
such training in the laws of the Cretans and Spartans, has now 
been dropped. I altogether disagree with those critics who see in 
this a change of subject of the dialogue.) 
 -e8f. rpocyuprvafovras, “training him to meet” (dvauxvvrti¢ 
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in combat). The mpo- of the zpoyupvafovtas proposed by 
Stephanus would be in place only if followed by “we must make 
him able to conquer”; but what we-have is vixav det rovetv 
Siapaxopevov-—* make him fight successfully against (his tempta- 
tion to"indulgence).”—For zovetv with an inf. in the sense of compel 
cp. Rep. 407 ¢ kdpvew yap olecOar rovet aet Kat wdivovta pijmote 
Anyew TEpi TOV THATS. 
,c9. avrov MSS.; Ast corrected this to atrov. Schanz retains 

the MS. reading. 
c 10. Rabe (ut supra) says O gives a variant 7, for 7. 
c10—d7. “Or are we to imagine that though a successful 

fight against timidity is the necessary preliminary to perfect 
courage, and though the most gifted nature (ooTwotv) will never 
reach half the excellence of which it is capable if it has not had 
experience and training in such fights; temperance forsooth can 
be acquired in perfection by a man who has never gone through 
a successful struggle against a host of delightful seductions that 
beckon him towards.impudence and crime—a struggle in which he 
is to be helped by reason, by active exertion, and by skill, whether 
at play or at work? Surely he is not to lack all such experiences 
as these ?” 

c10. decAia: this word, followed by avdpeiav, and the 
cwoppwv in d3 reveal to us that we are really discussing the 
eriTnoevpata for the production of dvdpeia and swdpocivy (ep. 
632 e1f.).—A had apparently altered deAia to dairy; but in 
the margin is yp. deAva: in O the text has dvairy and the margin 
the correction devAia (am 6pOacews* ov« ed): Steinhart’s suggested 
ava.oeta does not fit the passage at all. 

a6. epyov is difficult; I think it means the active exertion of 
his trainers, but it is conceivable that it means the habit which 
comes of repeated action on the part of the trained. 

d8. tov y’ «ixéta Adyov: for the article ep. 649¢7 76 y' otv 
eikos, and 680d 9 76 te adAnObes Kai 7d dixavov, where Ast has 
collected a number of similar instances of the use of the neuter 
art. from later books of the Laws. 

el. doPov dappakor, “‘a drug to produce fear.” (See Dindorf — 
on Steph. Thes. s.v. pdppaxov.) Gomperz, G. D. p. 500, suggests 
bromine.—QOeds : in order to make the fictitious parallel as exact as 
possible, Plato postulates a divine origin answering to that of 
wine: the object of the fiction is to bring out clearly the main 
points in the nature and action of wine; hence the exactness of 
the parallel. One important fact that comes out clearly is that 
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there are different stages of pé0n (uadAAov .. . Kal exaornv 
TOC tv). 

e2. “Gedy LO et in marg. yp. a8: €An A” Burnet.—oote 
with vopifew is a somewhat loose (but still more convenient) 
variant of the more regular tovwotTov . . . ofos av Trovoin vopicew. 
—Notice also the change from plur. in dvOpwros to sing. in 
avrov in e3. 

e4. pédXovra could hardly have taken a dat. (avr@) if it had « 
not been joined with rapovra. 

648 a2. exxoiunOevra: possibly the word is a new creation: 
it implies a previous state in which many, if not all, of the mental 
powers were in abeyance. xovdw is used in a metaphorical sense 
at Rep. 571de 75 Aoyiorikdy pev eyeipas . . . TO ervOvpntiKdv 
€ pre evdeia Sods pte tAnTpovy Srws av KownOy. 

a6. é€o@ dre x7X.: not “could the lawgiver have made any use 
of it?” but “could the lawgiver have used it at all (for producing 
courage)?” We may notice the parallel form of the two 
questions :—éo@’ doris at 647e1 and eof dre here. 

a7f. ofov ... diaréyerOau, “for instance, what easier than to 
have put this question to him ?” 

a9. mporov pev: this implies that it is not only as a test 
that the drug may be useful—the state to which it reduces a man 
will serve for his training in courage as well. Cp. 64948 
TpOTov pev mpds TO AapPdvew meipay, eira eis Td pedeTav. (This 
is better than to take ri 5¢€; in b4 as if it were equivalent to 
ereita O€.) 

bl. For Bdcavov AapBavew cp. Tim. 68d «i S€ Tis TodTwv 
epy@ ckorovpevos Bdoavov AapBavor. . . 

b 2. For zépx cp. above on 647 b 7. 
b6. xai tovro: he begins as if he were going to say: “He 

will say yes to that too” ; then he remembers that in this question 
there were two alternatives, and puts in peta THs aodadAcias as 
explanatory of the rovro, slightly varying the phrase by the 
insertion of the article (“the safety you speak of”). (Is it possible 
that a 76 has fallen out after the rovro? It would thus be more 
regular in form as an explanatory addition to the tovro.) 

b8. xp@o 8 av; (sc. ro pappdxw): these words introduce the 
second purpose of the drug: in the course of the testing process 
(cis Tovs PoBovs adywy kal éAeyxwv é. 7. 7.) help would be given 
towards the formation of a courageous habit of mind. 

b9. ev trois rabijpacrw, “while the patient's mind was 
disturbed.” 

| an 
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cl. rov d€ driydfwv: Stallb. says that if the tov pev had 
been put in, it would have come before wapaxeAevopevos; I 
think it would have come before tizov: the wapakxeXevopevos, 
like the tum, describes the treatment of a hopeful case, the 
vovGerav and the drtipafwv that of an unhopeful one; the 
following pev and de clauses mark the same distinction between 
the two cases. 

c 3. yupvacdpevov: the middle (instead of the passive) to show 
that the “patient” is supposed to take an active part in his own 
training. 

c4. (npiav emitiOeis: subordinate to dmaAXdtrows dv. The 
only reason for calling attention to this is that Stallb. calls 
exitiOeis an anacoluthon, and mentions the suggestion to emend 
it to emiTOeins, as if it in its clause held the same position as 
amaAXartrots av in the previous one. 

c5. undev ado eyxalov TH Topatt, “although on further 
consideration (4X0) you found no fault with the drink.” . 

c7. Ta vuv, “our present arrangements.’—It is not necessary 
with Ast to suppose yvuvdova supplied in thought from the 
previous yvpvacia of kindred meaning.—@avpaor) paorwvis : 
the gen. is the same as that used with verbs of wondering (or 
other emotions) to denote the source of the emotion. Rep. 426d 
tt & ad tovs eBéXovras Oepareverv Tas TovatTas mores Kal 
TpoOvpovpevovs ; ovK Gyaca. THS avdpeias TE Kal EvXEpEias ;— 
ka oadcovs: the practical schoolmaster would object that the 
numbers in a “drinking” class should be strictly limited. 

d1ff The main outline of this long and complicated sentence 
seems to be this: «ire tus povos yupvaouro opOas av Te parrot, 
elTe TUS pydev OKVOL pEeTA OUpToToV TAELOvOY EerdeikvTOar KTX. 
(0pOas av Te rparror). 

dl. 7d THs aicxtvys eximporbev rowovpevos: eximpoobev 
eivar (or yiyverOar) means to intervene, often with the notion of 
obstructing the view (see erurpdaOnous of eclipses): €. rovetr as 
is to interpose, generally with the same added notion; so that 
it means, as here, to screen, lit. “putting his feelings of shame im 
between himself and other people.” Cp. 782b4 pydepiav aicytvnv 
mpoa Oev rovovpevov. The following clause (7yovpevos is subordinate 
to zovotvpevos) at once gives the reason of the action, and explains 
the metaphor of the previous phrase: his shame is not an actual 
obstacle, but it acts like one; it prevents others from seeing what 
is going on. So Ast. (For other views see Wyttenbach’s note on 
Plutarch, Cons. ad Ap. 36. Thompson on Gorg. 523d thinks 
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that there and here éerizpoo@ev has a slightly wider meaning : 
he says it has nearly the force of €yroduv.) 

2. zpiv <b cyxeiv, “until he attains to perfection,” or, meta- 
phorically, ‘‘ before he has got his lesson.” 

Q3f. rape povov avril pvpinv mpaypdtwov TapacKeva(opevos : 
it is difficult to be sure, but I think that this clause is subordinate, 
not to yupvdfouro but, to opOas adv tu mpatrou, ie. neither the 
solitary practiser nor the member of the ovpmrdc.ov “would be 
far wrong” (7T1, “in a measure,” which Badham discards, is 
due to peiwots, cp. ovdcis mavy tt, Phaedo 57a), “if he avoided 
endless trouble by providing himself with the drug.” I have 
therefore taken away the comma which generally stands after 
Tapackeva(opevos.—O has opOdv corrected by a later hand to 
opOas. 

a5. cavrp is better taken with moredwy than with 
mapeokevacGat, which last is epexegetic of murrevwr. 

a7. érideixvveGar is, I think, here used absolutely, as at 
Gorg. 447b, in the sense of eriderEiv moreioPar. In that case 
Sivapiv ig only governed by trepGewv and Kpatov, which are 
subordinate to erwWeixvvcGai.—rty Tov Tupatos dvayKala Suahopd 
(difficult), ‘‘the inevitable change wrought by the potion,” the gen. 
being subjective as at e5, tv 7jtTTav To rHpatos. The conjecture 
diapOope first appeared in the Louvain ed. of 1531 (mot “in the 
Ist Basle ed.”), and was adopted by Bekker ; “degeneration ” would 
fit the passage well enough; the dAAowtcGar however, which is 
coupled with the ofdAAcoOar at e2, is in favour of the MS. 
reading. On the other hand the meaning ‘“‘change” is strange 
for duadopa. (Schanz adopts Hercher’s fopg, which is palaeo- 
graphically possible, and also gives a fair sense: ‘‘the power 
residing in the irresistible course of the potion ”—or would gopd 
be impulse, force ?—anyhow there is some tautology involved in 
this reading.) 

el. irepOéwv: a metaphor from the stadium (cp. 646d 9).— 
@ore: another “pregnant” wote (cp. 647¢2)—‘“with the 
result that.” 

e2. d¢ dpetrnyv, “virtutis beneficio s. ope,” Ast. (Schanz again 
sees dittography here, and suggests that dv should be removed ; 
but then aperjv would want a tiv before it.) 

(€3. Tv eoxdrny roow: ie. that cup after which it would be 
physically impossible for the drinker to proceed. 

e4. The double genitives are different to those commented on 
by Heindorf on Crat. 400d, in that here the first is objective and 
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the second subjective; but they are well illustrated by Stallb.’s 
comparison of Rep. 329b tas Tov oikeitwv mpoTnAakioets TOU 

VIPs. 
e 6. I have followed Schanz and Burnet in adopting Stallb.’s 

insertion of ay after yap, though I think it worth considering 
whether y’ av was not what Plato wrote; the loss of the av is hard 

to explain, but y av might without difficulty have become ydp : 
ye very often follows within a few words of vai.— Another 
alteration of the text which is worth considering is that made in 
the Aldine ed., which reads cwdfpovet.—kai 6 Tovovtos: even the 
man who is confident in his powers of resistance to temptation 
(would be wise to stop before the last glass). 

649 a2. cyxedov, as at 644 a 8, modifies the general assertion— 
not that the speaker doubts the truth of what he says, but he 
prefers the more modest form of assertion. 

a4. tos yap yontas ovK ev Goivy A€yw: ie. “quacks, who 
do profess to concoct such potions, are not fit to sit down with 
philosophers.” For Plato’s metaphorical use of the word Ooivy 
cp. (among others) that at Symp. 174¢:davAos ov eri codov 
avopos tévat Goivnv akAnros. 

a5. I have ventured to insert a kat before &@ py) yp7. (An 
abbreviation of the same shape as that used for os, when written 
vertically and accented, was used for kai: this may account for 
the dropping out of xai after -ws.) It seems very strange that 
Plato should confine excessive and inopportune confidence to things 
ad pia xp Oappetv—things about which confidence ought not 
to be felt at all. If we have the kai we get three distinct 
classes of improper confidence: (1) excessive, (2) inopportune, 
and (3) (totally) misplaced. (Schanz puts a comma before 4 
pa) xp7, as if he took it for 4 ov yp7j—* which things ought not 
to be done.”)—As the word z@pa goes closely with the gens. 
ad. and tov A. Oappetv, no Te (as Heind. suggested) is needed 
before it. 

a6. 7) was A€eyopuev ; so at 689b1 7 Tas av Eyoupev ; where 
an affirmative answer is evidently expected. O says that ratp. BuBA. 
has A€éywpev and so Ed. Lov. 

a7. Tov otvov dpdfwv, “and he will name wine.” 
a8. rovro: (nom.) either neut. for masc. referring to ofvog 

(cp. Heind. on Gorg. 460 e, where he cites Gorg. 463 b and Laws 
937d Kat 8) Kal dikn ev avOpdérois TOs ov Kadov, 0 TavTa 
npepwoKe TA avOpdriva), or, better, with t@ua understood. (“Is 
this just the opposite of the last potion we spoke of ?”) 
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a9. A has tovO@pwrov corr. by A? to Tov dvOpwrov (cp. 653d 1); 
O mentions a reading ridvta avOpwrov. 

bi. With the somewhat otiose addition 7) mpdrepov (after 
avTov avTov), and indeed with the whole passage, Stallb. well com- 
pares Prot. 350a of érurtijpoves TOV py) eriotapevwv Oappared- 
TEpol ict, Kal avTol EavTorv, eredav pabwow, 7) Tpiv wabetv. His 
collection of passages on the effect of wine is also interesting.—(7) 
was omitted at first in A and added above the line; Schanz discards 
both it and zpérepov.) 

b2. With zAnpovtoGa. we must supply qovet.  (H. Steph. 
would have altered it to 7Anpovrat, so as to bring it into line 
with peorovra.) 

b 3. «is d0€av, “in imagination”; so Philebus 57 ¢ eis capiveray, 
Symp. 196¢ «is y’ dvdpeiavy "Epwrt ovd’ “Apns avOioraras, Tim. 
46 e cis wpeAccay “in the way of advantage.” 

b 4. as codds dv: cp. Crat. 406 ¢ ofvos 8’, dru cleo Par vodv 
€XEtv Tove? TOV TLVOVTwY TOs TOAAOdS OVX EXOVTAS . . ., On Which 
passage Heindorf has a note on de following re, as it does here at 
b5 (cp. 628 a 1). 

c2. a ris aidots edeyes, Ws olducOa, “what you called shame’s 
part, I suppose ?” 
- €3. kados prvynpovevere: it is simpler to take this (as Ast in 
Lex.) to mean “ your memory is correct,” than with Jowett “ thank 
you for reminding me.” To remind is generally dvapupvickw. 
At 646 b 1 pvnpovevers means little more than déyets. 

c4, ev Trois poBous: the test and discipline of courage are real 
fears and real hardships. The fictitious potion would have pro- 
duced imaginary fears and hardships. The description of its effects 
has made admirably clear the way in which it is suggested that wine 
should be used, and for what purpose. 

c5. The apa of the MSS. is altered by a very late hand in A 
to dpa. This correction is manifestly better than Ast’s introduction 

of «i after dpa.—rd évavtiov: ie. the right sort of fear (that of 
disgrace): €v trois évavriows: i.e. in a state of over-confidence and 
exhilaration. 
_¢7. For the ro cp. 647d 8. 
C8f. & Totros . . . a mabdvtes . .. Tepixapev . 

eivat, “in such states of mind as would naturally incline us 
to be . halle ‘4 

a1 f. aicypdv goes with ze as well as with ériotv, which is 
added as a sort of after-thought, to make the 71, when it got to be 
teed with Spay, more general. 7 was omitted in the old editions 
eB 269 
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and by the first hand in O, but occurs in A and L, and was added 
by O?. 

d 4. ovkovv xrX., “are not all these (that I am going to mention) 
states (of mind, or condition) in which we are so affected ?” 

d 5. devAia, as Ast says, is quite out of place in this enumeration. 
Is it possible that dde:Aia is what Plato wrote? (Steinhart’s 
suggestion avadeia is palaeographically likely, but the word is 
descriptive of the whole state, not of a separate manifestation of it, 
as all the other words are.) 

a7. citeAn Te Kat aoweorépav (which agree with 7retpayv) are 
put in this strange order to emphasize the importance of the point 
that the training he offers to temperance has none of the pupia 
Tpaypuara and the dangers of the only practical training that 
courage can have.—rtovrwy depends on 7veipav. 

d9. Bacdvov kat radias: a hendiadys; “sportive test.” Cp. 
Polit. 308d 7 woAutiKy . . . radia mpOrov Bacaviet—For the 
pleonastic hefy after neha EU PET POV cp. Minos 318 e7 ov 
yap ec@ ore TovToU doe Berrepov éoTiv ov OTL xp paddov 
evAaPeicOar tAjv eis Oeods Kal Adyw kal epyw eLapupTaverv ; it is 
very like the rAnjv after aAXo at Tim. 30a. 

el. éuperpov paddAov, “less objectionable.”—av kat dérwot.ovv 
per evrAaPelas yiyvntat, “provided a little care attend its 
application.” 

e 3. idvra agrees with the imagined subject of AapPaverv.— 
“Do you recommend a man (instead of using the test I offer) to 
run the risk of making a compact or legal agreement with him?” 
(If he breaks it you will know that he is not a just man, but is not 
the experiment a dangerous one ) 

650a1. avroy refers to Ta cupPdoraa (so Ast.—Bekker 
prefers to read att. Stallb. understands by avrav the things 
themselves about which the agreement was made).—ovyyevo- — 
pevov peta THS TOV Avovicov Oewpias, “by watching him (lit. 
getting into his company) with the help of a Bacchic festal in- © 
dulgence ?” 

a2ff. 7) zpos xtX.: a good deal has to be supplied from the 
previous description of the parallel case, but the meaning is quite — 
clear, if the parallel be kept in mind. I have followed Stallb. and 
Schanz in adopting Bekker’s correction of the MS. xuvdvvedcavtes — 

<7. 

to kwdvvevoavra, and adopted Burnet’s punctuation, with a comma ~ 
before and after ovrws, which reswmes (cp. 625 b 6).—Ast shrewdly _ 
remarks that this second kind of depravity would be readily — 
betrayed under the influence of wine. 
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a6. tiv aGAdXws (sc. ddov) means lit. “along the road that does 
not lead to anywhere in particular,” ie.where there are no special 
consequences to be apprehended, and the following words furnish a 
definite explanation of what is meant. We might almost translate 
then “at large.” Cp. Theact. 172e Kai ot dy@ves ovderote THY 
GAXws GAN ae THV TEpi avrod. 

b2. aAAHAwv: this word introduces the idea that it is the duty 
of every citizen to take stock of his neighbour’s disposition. 

b 3. ro te THs cdreXcias, “and in the matter of economy.” 
(St. takes 7d rs evreAcias xTX. as the subject. of duadepe.) As 
at 635b6 (ro trav Avrav Kat PdBwv) it is a periphrasis for the 
simple article with the same case of the subs. He might have 
said mpds evteAciav (cp. Phil. 55¢ duadepervy rpds aperiv, Critias 
117d tots mavrwv duadépovceiw mpds siotiv), but he uses 
mpos in a different sense with Bacdvovs later in the sentence 
(“in comparison with”). For the simple acc. in this sense 
with dsadépw cp. Arist. Clouds 503 ovdev Stoicers KatpepovTos 
Thy pvoy. 

b6. Tov xpnoiwwoTdtwv ev, “outstanding among things of 
greatest use”—“of unique benefit” (to the statesman’s art).— 
T) yv@va is epexegetic to TovTo. 

b 9, zoActixjs continues the construction of 7s (‘‘ whose business 
it is—and it is, I imagine, the business of roAutixy”). Cp. the 
quotation from the Politicus given above on 649d 9. 

BOOK II 

65242. avrov, “the subject,” ie. 7 ev otvm duatpiBy, cup- 
roowd, referred to at 650b1 as tovrwv: aird then (supplied) is 
the subject of the following éxeu. 

a3. te peyeos weAias: so ty Kai KaAAn Kurapittwv at 
625b 8, aiPepos Bafos Eur. Med. 1297, rd xpnya tov vuwrov Ar. 
Nub. 1, xpvodv exov Plut. 268, rovtiwy te Kupdtwv avipiOpov 
yeAarpa P.V. 89. 

a6. omy dé kai drws: with this we must supply, not onpaivew 
BotXerax but, éveore. 
D1. ph ry traparodicOGpev ir airod: the Adyos, which has 
just been spoken of as “hinting” a certain conclusion, is here 
eredited with the power, if not the inclination, of “ensnaring,” i.e. 
misleading its followers, if they are not wide awake. The word 
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is only found (in Plato) here and at Ep. 330b, where it means 
“catch,” “entangle,” much as it does here. 

b 3. ri wore A€youev: so the MSS.; Madvig conjectured ri 
mot eAé€youev. The imperfect is more usual in such a clause 
depending on avauvycOjvar, but the pres. will stand perfectly 
well. The xiv favours the present: the definition given at. 
643d 6 ff. is to stand for them still. 

653a1. rovrov yap, . . . cwtnpia (see below 654d 8, where 
what is here called cwrnpia is called pvAaky), “if I am not 
mistaken, this institution (of ovpmdc.a), if properly conducted, is 
a safe-guard of education ”—i.e. is a means of preserving the effect 
of education. owrtnpia (without the article) erti tovrov év... 
does not mean as much as “‘education depends on” (Jowett). For 
this use of cwrnpia cp. Rep. 425 e edv ye Beds avrois 68H cwrnpiav 
TOV vopwv Ov eurpoobev SuyjAGopev.—L and O have tovro for 
TOUTOUV. 

a4. peya eyes, “that is a strong thing to say,” “that is 
taking high ground.” 

a5. Aéyw toivwy ..., “this is what I say: a child’s first 
infantile sensations are those of pleasure and pain; and these 
sensations are the sphere in which the soul first acquires goodness 
or badness. Wisdom and fixed right opinion come to specially 
favoured men as they are getting old, and certainly a man who 
gets them, and all the blessings in their train, is a perfect man. 
The first acquisition of goodness by a child is, I say, a matter of 
education. Clearly, if pleasure and liking, and pain and dislike, 
for the right things, are implanted in the soul of one who cannot 
yet reason about them, and if, when he does arrive at a reasoning 
age, these sensations concur with his reason to pronounce that his 
character has been properly formed by his relatives, this harmonious 
combination, in its entirety, is Virtue, while the part of it which 
consists of the rightly trained sensations of pain and pleasure, 
whereby the man hates what he ought to hate, from his childhood 
up, and likes what he ought to like—it is just that element which, © 
if I am right, is Education, and so for purposes of our discussion I 
would distinguish and define it.” 

aT. ppdvnow 6€ kat xTA.: lit. “about wisdom—and fixed 
right opinions—I say that it is lucky for a man if he acquires it 
as he is getting old.” The accusatives are not exactly absolute : 
the construction is a conversational extension of such a sentence as 
THv ppovnow A€eyw Sti Tapayiyverat—The number of rapeyévero 
(a gnomic aorist) emphasizes the fact that q@povnow is the 
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prominent word among the preceding accusatives. Cp. Cic. 

De fin. v. 21 “praeclare enim Plato: beatum cui etiam in senectute 

contigerit ut sapientiam verasque opiniones assequi posset.”—For 
BéBacos in this connexion ep. Tim. 37b d0fau Kat riotes yiyvov- 
ta BeBaror kat aAnOets. 

b 1. I think, with some hesitation, that it is better to take 
mawdetav as the predicate. The definition of what education 1s 
comes at the end of the speech (b 6~c 4). 

b 4. Adyw AapBaverv, “to treat (the matter) philosophically,— 
to reason about it.” Adyw AaPeiv tT is a variety for Adyov AaPetv 
Tivos; cp. above 638c mavres ot Ady Te AaPovTes emiTHSevps 
and Parm. 135e epi éxeiva & padiord tis dv Aoyw AdBou.— 
Suvapevwv depends on Yvxais; AaPdvTwv is a gen. abs., which 
perhaps would not have been used thus without its subject, if it 
had not been for the preceding gen. dvvapevwv.—ovppwvicwor : 
the subject to this must be 75017) kat didia ctr. So, I find, 
Apelt, ut sup. p. 5. He says: “Das ervOupntixov, ohne Unterstiit- 
zung von Seiten des eigenen Adyos, bisher von anderen zum Guten 
erzogen, wird nunmehr, da der eigene Verstand ausgebildet ist, zu 
seiner Freude gewahr, wie richtig es erzogen worden ist.” For 
another way of describing the union between pleasure or appetite 

and reason or wisdom cp. 688b kal mpds mpwTnv THVv THs 
cuprdons Hy<pova apetis, ppdvycts & ein TovTo Kal vods Kal ofa 
pet Epwrds Te kai émOupias TovTors Erouevys. 
_.b6. I am strongly inclined to agree with F.H.D. who would 
bracket €OGv, and take tpooynxdvtwy as masc. This gives tro a 
more natural sense ; but it is difficult to see how éO@v came in: 
perhaps it was a marginal additional to cvppwvia.—ovpraca: lit. 
“in its entirety,” i.e. the two elements of correctly formed habit 
and moral insight taken together. , 

b7. 7d teOpappevor is lit. “the part of it trained rightly.” 
We should find it more natural in English to say “the training 
(in feeling pleasure’ or pain) is education”; what Plato says is 
rather: “the result of the training is education,” as above at b1 
and 2, ie. “a child so trained is a child educated.” (Cp. Steele’s 
“To have loved her was a liberal education.”) 
2. drotepov TH Adyw: it is difficult to be sure whether ro 

Aéyw denotes the instrument by which the distinction is made, or 
the (quasi) person in whose interest the distinction is made: I 
think, the latter. 

c 3. Kad ye TH ey (sc. Sd€av): St. cps. Phil. 41b4 adX, & 
Iporapye, ciciv kata ye tHv eujv, Rep. 397 d éav 1 Eur, ey, vex. 
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This whole paragraph should be carefully compared with Rep. 

401 b ff., more especially with the following passages: d 1 Kai evs 

éx raldwy AavOavy ets GpoudTyTa TE Kal piriav Kal ocuppoviav 

TO Kado oy ayoura, and e3 kal Karadeyopevos eis TI)V 

Puxry tpeport av Gm ab’tov kal ylyvoito Kados TE kayabos, 7a 

S aicxpa yeyou T av 6pOGs Kal pucot Ere véos dv, mptv Aoyov 

Suvaros eivae AaPetv, EXAOovTos Sé tov Adyou domdtour av avTov 

yvopi cov Se. oikevdtnTa padre 6 obtw tpadels. Cp. also Ar. 

Pol, 1340a15 tiv 8 dperyy (ctvat) wept Td xaltpey dpFas Kat 

idreivy Kal purty. (Scholars have been in too great a hurry to 

correct this passage. At least seven alterations of the text have 

been proposed, of which Schanz adopts Stephanus's BeParovy for 

BeBaiovs in a8, and Eusebius’s Adyov for Adyw, while he pro- 

nounces dpOds . . . éOav to be corrupt. I have followed Burnet 

in leaving the text as the chief MSS. have it, merely writing, 

with him and Schanz, abrn ’o@ for the MS. avtns 8’, where 

Eusebius has atry év6’, and suggesting the athetesis of eGav.) 

© 5, Ta mporepov: two things were said above about zradeta 

at 643) ff. : (1) “ As the twig is bent the tree inclines,’—i.e. “if 

you let a child play at a thing, when he grows up he will luke 

that thing,” and (2) What he means by education is that of 

character and disposition, not that of special faculties ; i.e. he wants 

to make a good citizen, not a good carpenter, etc. 

¢8, maderov ovcdv: here again he does not say the training 

is education, but the rightly trained or schooled delight and its 

opposite are education : I think here again we may translate “are 

matters of education.” 

9, xara woAAd: this is the reading of the MSS. The 

Aldine edition read ra zo\Aa, and was followed by all the early 

editions including that of Ast. Even after the discovery that the 

MSS. read card woAAd, Stallbaum in his one vol. ed., the Ziirich 

editors, and Schanz prefer to read 7a woAdéa, evidently holding 

that Aldus, by accident or design, had got back to what Plato 

wrote. It does not seem to have been sufficiently noticed that, 

though the syntax gains greatly by the reading 7a troAAd, the 

sense is materially altered. Did Plato mean to say that most of 

the effect of education, as he interprets the word, wears off in 

ordinary life ?—or only that a good deal wears off? Ast, though 

he had no reading but ta roAAa before him, does not take it as 

the subj. of xaA. and SiapO., but translates it plerumque. The 

more moderate statement seems to me more natural here, so I 

have followed Burnet in printing xara roAXd. madeia, the word 
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most in our thoughts all through this passage, must be supplied 
as the subject of yaAaraz and diaGeiperar. We are now going to 
see exactly what the Ath. meant at a 3 by saying that 4 év olvo 
Tvvoveia was a preservative of education, Kata woAAd then is 
“to a great extent.” 

d2. avaravAas te . . . érd€avto tas Tv éoprov dpouPds, 
Kat Motoas .. . Socav, i’ eravopOavtat, tds Te Tpopas yevo- 
pévas év tais éoprais pera Oedv: Burnet has, I think, shown 

the right way to read this passage by putting a comma after 
éravopJavrar—The gods, says the Ath. not only provided 
festivals, by way of variety, to rest men from their labours, but 
gave them the Muses, Apollo, and Dionysus to show them how to 
celebrate them rightly, and (in so doing) gave men a refreshment 
to their souls (as we should say)—lit. “and gave them the spiritual 
nourishment (ras tpodds, see on 643d 1) which, thanks to the 

gods (uera Gedy), is furnished by the festivals.”—rds tov EOpTOV 
aporBas [rots Oeois]: Clemens Alex., in quoting this passage, 
leaves out trois Geois (which is in all MSS.). Ast was, I think, 
right in holding the addition to have been made by some scribe 
who only knew ayouBai in the sense of requital. Here it means 
“change” or “variety,” and the gen. éoprav is a gen. of definition 

(not, I think, “the round of feasts ”—we should say: “gave them 
festivals as a relief”). (Zeller, Plat. Stud. p. 95 defends trois Oeois, 
making it depend on éoprwv.) 

d4. iv éravopOGvra.: before Burnet all interpreters took ér. 
as governing Tas tpodds, and either ejected or altered the re which 
all MSS. place between these two words. (Schanz and Ritter 
further approve of Wagner’s alteration of yevopevas to yevopevor.) 
éravopOavrar is middle: its subj. is the Muses, Apollo, and 
Dionysus, and its object ras éoprds understood. 

d5. pera Gedy is difficult: the gods seem to be those just 
mentioned.—opav & xpi) wérepov xrX., “about this we must see 
whether, etc.” -Then, instead of going on “whether zt is true or 
not,” he goes on: “whether the now prevailing Adyos is true to 
nature, or how it is”—lit. “whether our Adyos is dinned into 
our ears true.” (A Florentine MS., L 85. 9, has odv in the 
margin as a variant for d; this makes the construction easier ; all 
the earlier editions read otv: Schanz prefers 67.) A somewhat 
imilarly framed sentence occurs at Rep. 399 e Biov prOpors iSeiv 
Koopiov Te kal avdpeiov tives cioiv. 

d6. tpveira: piv: the metaphor is possibly due to the recent 
mention of Apollo and the Muses. The word is used of an oft 
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repeated statement or argument; cf. Rep. 549d kat adda 57) 600 

Kal ofa pirotew at yuvaiKes rept TOV TOLOUTWY DALVELV. 

e2. oiov, “you might almost say.”—pe’ ndov7js: see below 

on 654a3.—poomai(ovra : though there is no dative with the 

verb, the zpoo- is not “otiose”; it denotes the joining others in 

playing, “joining in a game.” So at Huthyd. 283 b anOntnv .. . 

wpas... maifev .. . Kat dua TUBTA TPOTETALTATHV. 

e4f, rdgewy: taéus, order, system the Greeks naturally held to 

be the foundation of all science—ois shows a sturdy disregard of 

logic, to say nothing of grammar: it is only the Tages, not the 

draéias to which ois refers: the perception of ta€eus involves the 

perception of their opposites, and Plato will not omit this fact ; 

at the same time he finds the illogical relative ois a convenient 

sentence-link. As we have seen before, he often prefers the neuter 

pronoun when talking of things with feminine names. 

e5. pvOuds kal dppovia: the fact that these and many other 

Greek scientific terms still live in modern languages is a witness 

to the creative power of the Greek intellect; but it must not be 

forgotten (1) that in the course of centuries the words have taken 

on new associations and connotations, and (2) that when the 

Greeks were making the sciences, they were also making scientific 

nomenclature. The words they chose as technical expressions 

were mostly words in common use, such as shape, measure, TOW, 

form, flow and the like, and we must not expect them to have 

acquired at once a strictly limited technical application. In the 

discussion of povovx which follows we shali find, e.g., the words 

pvOpds and cxjpa, péAos and dppovia, whether used separately, 

or contrasted one with another, so variously applied that we cannot 

always translate them in the same way. : 

The Greeks seem to have been about as sensitive to order and 

system in bodily motion as in sound. Our muffled perceptions 

make it hard for us even to guess what dpxyovs meant to Plato. 

It is to some extent the same with the formal element in language : 

we cannot hope to understand the Greeks thoroughly when they 

criticize the rhythm of poetry or prose. Their sensibilities in 

such matters were keener than ours. 

pvOpds, as Plato tells us below (664 e 8), is the name given tc 

systematized movement (77) TAS Kuvyoews TALE). The material 0: 

this systematized’ movement may be bodily movement, speech, 01 

musical sounds. The word is from the same root as pew, thoug 

we have no trace of its use in the sense of a flowing. It is possible 

that it gained its special sense of measure and regular recurren 
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from the sense of the evenness of the motion of fluids, as compared 
with that of most solids, but, in its special use, it is more probably 
an echo, so to speak, of the sound of the recurring waves on the 
sea-shore as heard by the Greeks. “Appovia, as we learn from the 
same passage below (665 a 1), is the name given to the effect pro- 
duced by the juxtaposition of musical notes of different pitch. 
Sometimes “ pitch” will translate the word, sometimes even “ tune,” 
Sometimes it is used with a reference to the arithmetical relations 
of the different notes of the scale, while sometimes it means scale, 
or style of music. 

65441. The rovs before Geovs, which H. Stephanus wanted to 
eject, adds to the demonstrative force of the following rovrovs. 

a2. mv évpvOpdv te Kal evappoviov aicbyowv, “the sense of 
rhythm and pitch,” whereas eipvOpov, as suggested by a marginal 
variant in L (which does not also suggest evddépyoorov for évap- 
poviov), introduces the further notion of the adaptability or the 
careful preservation of jvGs0s. 

a3. pe# dovijs: these words (repeated from 653e 2) are of 
great importance to the Athenian’s theory. The gods whom he 
called men’s ovveopracrai gave them not only artistic sensibilities, 
but the power of enjoying them as well. As the author of Ecce 
Homo says (chap. x.) ‘‘The highest perfection of pleasure is not 
among the prizes of exertion, the rewards of industry or ingenuity, 
but a bounty of nature, a grace of God.”—For 7) 57) all the MSS. have 
70 : it was first corrected by Aldus— is an instrumental dative and 
aicbyow ef ndovas is its antecedent—yopnyeiv and cvvetpovras 
go closely together, the participle being the more significant of the 
two.—jpav : for the gen. with yopyyetv ep. Theaet. 17948: the 

_vulgate 7uév has no MS. authority. . 
_ a4. adAjAovs, the reading of O and the early editions, 
involves a construction foreign to the habits of the word. It is 
easy to supply 7yas, as obj. to cvvetpovras, from the preceding 
hpas and apov. 

The vulgate followed O and the corrector of 
and the Ziirich editors left the 7d out alto- 
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gether): 79 dvopa was taken closely with ovopakevat, and Tapa — 

THs Xapas was taken to mean “ductum a laetitia” (St.). But 

rapa ¢. gen. in Attic is always used with a person (to say nothing 

of the difficulty then of translating EpLpuTov). 

a 9. Since the first stage of education is due to the institutors 

of the xopés, “ daraidevros will (at that stage) mean dxopevtos, and 

the educated pupil will be the one who has been thoroughly drilled 

in a xopos.” 
b 3. Td ovvoddv eri, “is @ generic name for.” So below 

(665 a) Xopeta is said to be a generic name for both (rd ovvap- 

pdrepov) puOpos and éppovia. In these two passages the 76 and 

the adj. are used adverbially : at Soph. 220b (rod Se evvdpov 

oyeddv Td ctvohov GAvevtiKh) TO TvvOAoY is the subject. 

b 9. “What we mean when we say KaAos ”—Le., as he goes on 

to explain, “ can singing and dancing be said to be well done, if 

the words or gestures are not themselves right and good ?” 

¢3-d3. A free translation will show how I take this difficult 

“ Supposing then a man has correct taste in matters 

» (as far as he can) ; “shall we hold such a 

he is number one or 

number two of those I am going to describe? Number one is able 

on every occasion adequately to express, 

yoice, what he has considered in his mind to be the right thing, 

while taking no pleasure in rightness, and not feeling any dislike 

to wrongness. Number two, while quite unable to reach perfection 

sn vocal or bodily expression of what is in his mind (7 Svavoetrau), 

feels, to the full, a delight in what is right and good, and a disgust 

at all that is wrong and bad.” 
h a man as I have just described.’ 

& towooros refers back—“ suc 

_The unusual 1) (=70T€por), which nearly all modern editor: 

have followed Ast in rejecting, is put in to show that 6 TOLOUTO: 

is not antecedent to os dv alone, but to Ketvos Ss av as well 

The same motive perhaps led to the slightly irregular substitu 

tion of os dv for édy. Burnet retains the 1) before ds av, bu 

I cannot follow him in putting a (;) after povorkyy: I thin 

there should be no stop at all there.—The next important difficult 

in the paragraph is the phrase 1) SuavoetoOar. There seem to m 

two objections to this : (1) Ha hypothest (see ¢ 3) both the characte: 

described have a right judgement as to what is kaAdv or not, ar 

(2) if Plato had wanted to say that the second one had not tl 

power of bodily representation, or that of correct judgement, wou
 

he not have said pydé TO VO SuavocicGar? For not only is 
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irregular here for pnde (at E uthyphro 5b6 7 is “or else”), but, in 
the absence of some such words as T@ vg with diavocio Oar, it would 
have to be taken with ty fwvy Kai TY TwpaTi. Burnet’s comma 
after katopQovr is not enough to save the situation. I have there- 
fore adopted Badham’s correction of 7 SvavoeicGar to y Siavoetras, 

c 4. obtws avtois ypyrat : ie. “shows by his dealing with them 
that he thus thinks.” For ovrws “in accordance with this” cp. 
670d 6. 

c6. coépats and dwvy are datives of the instrument: 70 d.a- 
vonOev eivar kaddv is an ace. of the inner object—the service 
performed ; cp. Rep. 467 a Siaxovety Kal tanpeteiv wavTa Ta Tept 
tov moAeuov, where, as here, the person to whom the service is 
performed is left to be understood. 

dil. It is best to take xatop@ovv as intransitive here as well as 
in the next line, and not, with St., to supply 7d dvavonOev (etvar) 
kaXov as its object. 

d4. “The advantage of the education you describe is aes a 
ie. of the education of No. 2. 

a5. ovxovv xtX., “if then we three (being agreed, as we 
are, about the necessity of properly felt 740v7 and Avy) know 
what is right and good in dy and dpxnors . . .” 
7. 6p0ds goes with reradevpéevov and (in a way) with azai- 
- devrov— the man who 7s and who is not correctly educated.” 

a8. radeias pvdAaky: a reference to the cwrnpia (radeias) 
spoken of at 653a.—xai d7ov, “and where it is to be found.” 
That is, in order to decide the question with which we started 
about 7) €v oivm ovvovoia, we must first make sure that we have 
correct canons of taste in both departments of povorK?. 
e383. ixvevotcais : see above on Onpeveuv at 627 ¢9. 
_ e4. I have adopted C. Ritter’s kar for the MS. xai before 
@oyv. It is clear from what follows that what we are now to 
decide is, what is a right and good oyjpya? and what is a right 
and good peAos? and that the word oyx7jpa is used of the per- 
formance of the “dancer,” and pédos of that of the singer. Hence, 
even if we keep xai we should have to give it a loose translation, 
‘such as “that is to say we are discussing.” But this would be 
“flabby” in Greek, and xat is neat and precise, besides being 
palaeographically probable. For this use of Kar cp. Gorg. 474e 
Th KATA THY MovTLKIYV mdvTar, and Rep. 382 € ovre dAous eLararg 
oUTe Kata davracias ore kata Adyous, ovTe Kata onpeiov 
Topards. The chiasmus is no objection to this view.—For oxjpa 
it is hard to find an English word : perhaps posture is the best ; but 
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it does not convey to us the notion of movement of the limbs and 

body as well as that of shape and meen, which are all conveyed by 

oxjpo here. 
e 5. “ Pariter in verbis SiadvydvTa oixyreTas Imago a venatione 

sumta est,” Ast. 

eG, «iQ ‘EAAnviKas «ite BapBapixis : possibly this is only 

another way of saying “ any education at all”; but it seems to 

convey a hint that Greeks may have something to learn from 

foreigners. Above, at 637d and e, Plato had appealed to foreign 

customs in discussing péOn, and below, at 656 f, he finds much to 

learn from Egypt. Cp. Archer-Hind’s note on Phaedo 78 a, where 

he also compares Rep. 499 ¢, and Symp. 209e. Is it possible that 

the words contain a reference to Xenophon’s Cyropaedia? Cp. 

694c, Athenaeus xi. 504 and 505, Aul. Gell. N.A. xix. 3. 

e10. wore in this question corresponds to the Scotch “again” 

in a similar position.—éxopevs is Stephanus’s manifestly correct 

emendation of the MS. épxopevys. Cp. Rep. 395e, Gorg. 522, 

Phil. 45b, Theaet. 191 c.—The Athenian now proceeds to show 

that the question of the good or bad in art is a moral one. He is 

content—to avoid paxpodoyia—to take only one virtue, with its 

opposite vice, in ‘liustration of his view. He takes courage and 

cowardice, both of which are particularly manifest in the look and 

mien. 
65543. 7a xpwpata: this reference to the pallor of th 

coward seems hardly to call for the amusing protest which follow 

against a bit of virtuoso’s slang—the transference to music of : 

term properly belonging to painting. The protest is all the mor 

remarkable because Plato himself, at Rep. 601a and b, twice use 

Xpopata in a metaphorical sense, first of highly coloured poeticé 

diction, and next of the brilliance and attractiveness conferred 0 

language by péTpov, pvOpds, and éppovia: this attractiveness | 

speaks of as Ta 77S poyolkns x popara.—Boeckh, convinced thi 

the mention of ypopata at a3 was not enough to account for t] 

criticism of the word edypwv at a7, interpolated, after eveort 

a5, the words <xpopata dé odk 2verri>, and Schanz follows him 

a6. We must supply éo7uw after etdppootov from the o 

éotiv that follows. 

a7. pédos 7) TXHpA> we have the same chiasmus here as 

654e4. The words dppovia and eidppoorov apply here to t 

pédos, and pvbp0s and edpvOpov to the ox7po. 

b 2. iva Si pay paxpodoyta ToAAn Tus ylyvyToL: ab 632) 

the Athenian proposed, ‘if his audience liked,” to go through 1 
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virtues, beginning with dvdpeéa, for the purpose then before them : 
im fact he only got through dvépeéa and codpocivy. So here, in 
a different argument, he finds it enough to take one virtue, and to 
treat it as typical of all the rest, leaving it to his audience to 
think out the way in which other virtues can be expressed in 
oXijwa and pédros. It would no doubt have been a congenial task 
to Plato to do this himself, but, at his age, he had not time for it. 

b 3. These words have been variously punctuated: yyiv, dravra 
GrhOs Corw: rd pev .. .; iuiv, dravra drAds torw Th peeve... 
(Ast). The punctuation in the text—now generally adopted—was 

_ Suggested by St. in a note (1859 ed.) but not printed in his text.— 
daAos is “once for all. 

b 4. cite avrijs, cite tuvds eixdvos, “whether they consist in an 
expression of the virtue itself, or are concerned with an image of 
it” ; 1e. whether the gesture or the exclamation is the outcome of 
actual virtue of the mind or excellence of the body (as is described 
at 654e 10 ff. in the case of courage), or whether (as in the case of 
an actor) the virtue or excellence only exists in the artist’s 
tmagination (as we should say). The gens. avrns and eixdvos are 
in apposition to dperfs, and governed, like it, by éydpeva. 
(Ritter’s discussion of the passage is helpful, but it is surely perverse of him to take Yuyfs and odpyaros as dependent on oxjpata Kal péXy. avrijs with him (as with St.) refers to Yuxns. He takes avTi) 1) (dvdpeta) Wvy7 as the real (brave) man, and cixav (rhs avdpeias Wvyijs) as an artist’s or poet’s conception of him.) 

b7. op0ds rpoxady, “a good proposal!” Cp. Rep. 576¢e aXrX’ dpOds, Edn, mpoxahy ... Kal rept tov avipov Ta avra TavTa TpoKadovpevos dpOus av Tpokadoipyny. 
b9. ere di) rd5e: from this point down to d3 we are con- cerned with a difficulty ; it is this: It is a general opinion that the function of art is to please; different people are pleased by different artistic representations (Xopevpara). We have just laid it down ‘that good art means virtue and bad art vice: do those who make the mistake of liking best something which is not really best, do 80 because they like vice? No one will confess to that, at any Tate; it is almost blasphemous to suppose it. The solution of the difficulty, given in the following paragraph (d 5-656 a5), is that tastes are not formed without a process of habituation : we cannot ‘See the significance of anything so complicated as a xdpevya,— which itself depends for its significant representation on trained habits of imitation—any more than we can be good without having gone through the process of forming our character and 
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tastes by long habit. (That is where education comes in, and 

where a bad education does harm.) The same question with 

regard to pleasure in general is propounded at Rep. 581e ff., and 

answered in much the same way as it is here. 

¢3. The MSS. had Aéywper corrected in A to Aéyopev. The 

&v, which is rather awkward, must go with «vat. Hermann and 

Schanz read éyoupev, but this does not mend matters: av «iva 

is oratio obliqua construction for dv ein in a direct form of question ; 

cp. 658 b 4 ré mor’ av nyovpela .. . ovpBaivery ;—TOo em AQVYKOS 

jas: it is implied that, if we like different things, some of us 

must make the mistake (rAdvy) of thinking that best which is not 

best. Either, then, best has different meanings for different people 

according to their nature, or some of us do not see clearly.—As | 

read the passage, the latter suggestion opens the way for the 

explanation at d 5 ff. 

c4, 7a pev aidré: an unusual severance of the tavra by the 

introduction of the particle pév. (Stallbaum would read tavTa pev 

aird, Schanz TavTa pév.) 

c5. ob yap mov épel ye Ts: the argument of this sentence 

depends on the consideration introduced by the following KalTOL 

Neyovoiv ye; therefore it is wrong to put a full stop after potvon 

tui. “Men always say that what they like is the right sort of 

povorky : you will never find a man confessing that he likes the 

vicious and degraded :—in other words, that the degraded and 

vicious povotky is better than that which is morally of the opposite 

kind.” (And yet it is said that a theatrical manager once secured 

a large audience for a piece by advertising it as “the worst play in 

d54f. “Seeing that choric performances are representations of 

ways and manners, and deal with most varied kinds of actions and 

situations, and that the individual performers depend for their 

(iOeor Kal pipnoere), it is necessary that those (performers) who 

find word, tune or gesture after their own fashion, whether this is 

due to their natural disposition or their previous familiarity with 

them, or to both, should not only like and praise such representa- 

tions, but also should pronounce them to be right and good ; whil 

they cannot possibly like, or approve of, or help calling bad, repre- 

sentations which are repugnant either to their natural disposition 

or to the way of thinking with which they are familiar.” Th 

performers here spoken of are not professional actors, but eve 

reader or reciter of a poem with all its accompaniments ; cp. 656 a 
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—yryvopeva agrees with pipjpara and Ta epi Tas xopeias (so Ast), 
and may be compared to the similarly used evotcay (which I con- 
jecture ought to be read evotcoar) at Polit. 258 d 9—he is there speak- 
ing of réxvar—ai S€ ye wepi TexToviKny ad Kal cburacay xELpoup- 
yiav @orep ev Tais mpdgerw evotcay cippuTov Ty EeruoTHpHV 
KéxTnvTau—Many editors take yuyvdpeva as the object of dueEvovtwv; 
Orelli would omit the xai after 76eo.—Badham also, reading 
poysnoer for the vulgate piuypaou.—But 7c, added to rpd£eor 
and tvxats, would, after pirpjpata tpdmwv, be tautological, but, 
when taken instrumentally with dvefcovtwv, it has a due signifi- 
cance.—7Oeo. Kal pupnoect (so L and O for the pupijpacr of A) 
I take to be a sort of hendiadys, and to have been foreshadowed 
by the tpdro: and wpafes kai tiyxau of real life. (It has been— 
quite unnecessarily —suggested that we ought to alter pupjoect 
(or rather pupjpacr) to cxyjpacr, or again to mafyjpacr.)—For 
the idea ep. Rep. 395 d at pupjoers, edv ex vedv TOppw Siatehecwor, 
eis €0n Te Kal piow Kadiotavta: Kal Kata copa Kai pwvas Kal 
kata THv Sudvovav. 
~,,@7. There is a connexion of ideas between zpos tpdmou and 
the pupjpara tpémev two lines above. 

el. xara dic: Plato does not leave out of sight the possi- 
- bility that some people may like bad things because they are bad 
_ by nature. 

e4. With aicypd re tpocayopevery we must supply dvayKaiov 
eott from the preceding clause. 

e5. ois & ay xrX.: Plato does not find it necessary for the 
argument te consider the case of the man whose nature and train- 
ing are both bad. He has first explained how it comes about that 

different people enjoy different yopevyata; now he explains how 
it is that sometimes the actions and professions of thé same person 
are inconsistent, 

e7. ovror d€: the resuming, repeated S¢; cp. Symp. 220b4 odtos 
6, Phaedo 78¢4 S¢... ravra 5¢,113¢ of & av... todvrovs 8é 
«656.43. KivetoPar tT) ooparte: these words, and the following 
gdevv, show that the Athenian, for the last ten lines, has had in 
mind, not spectators, but yopevtai themselves. 

ad. os drodoivdpevor Karta peta orovdys, ‘as they would 
thereby deliberately declare their approval.” 
a6. A and O, have Aéyous, L and O have A€eyers: Hermann 
adopts Schmidt’s opOdrar’ av A€yous (like the kdAXWT av at 897 € 7, 
but the cases are not similar), Schanz dpOdrata Aéyous av. So at 
Rep. 61044, where the MSS. have opOérar dy éyers, Hermann 
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reads 6pO0érar dv Aeyots. Probably, both here, and at Rep. 610 a, 

the correct reading is 6pO@drara Aeyers. 

a7. pov obv Te: we had pov obv at 624a 7 and we find pov 

ru, (“an forte?”) at Prot. 310d4. The éof ivrwa is used like 

the Zoriv ére at 66309. In A the pis © in rasura,” and the ov 

ov te is “extra versum” (Burnet and Schanz). Schanz cuts out 

these three words. His av after Neyous (Ks Mm Tasura ”) fills the 

gap left by the p of pov.—The Athenian asks, “Do you think 

then that the man who takes pleasure in gestures or songs of an 

evil character suffers at all (from so doing)? or that men who find 

pleasure in the opposite direction (ie. in good songs) get any 

advantage from it?” The whole question is in loose conversational 

style. 

a8. movypias: for the gen. used in place of an adj. cp. Arist. 

Poet. 1454428 rovnptas 7)9ovs, and pelow 660a2 Tiv Se rev 

rovinpav (Tpopyy). 

- 910. eixds ye. -- THY poxOnpiav ; Cl. “TI expect they do.” 

Ath. “ Won’t you go further than that, and say that they can’t help 

being in the same plight as the man who sees bad men’s evil ways 

not with dislike but with enjoyment, notwithstanding the per- 

functory disapproval which a dim notion of his own depravity 

may make him express 2” 

b1. With dep we must supply Yoru : it is almost equivalent 

to éorep: by a contrary process the English as is used as a 

relative pronoun after such. 

b3. ds ev madvas poipg : not, I think, «“ playfully ” (Jowett), 

put “ perfunctorily,” “not seriously” ; waded is constantly contrasted 

with o7ovdy, and in this connexion it gets the notion of “ child’s- 

play,” and “ make-believe ” sep. Laws 889d raududs Tivas, aden Oeias 

od opddpa peTeXOvTAS, EX ciSwr drra cvyyevy EavTav. So here 

the man is said to treat his own evil propensities as if they wert 

a dream. 
b4, avrod A, and so Burnet: atros, (apparently) the readin; 

of the other MSS., seems to me to give the right sense. Ficinu 

seems to have read avrév (? masc.). avrov (neut.) is, 1 suppose, 

be translated “of such conduct.”—r6Te, “on such an occasion ” (i. 

in the very moment when he forbears to praise)—For épovova 

ep. Theaet. 177 a 1 NavOdvovar TE pev Spororvpevor Sid Tas dOtKo" 

TpagceEls. 

b7. ek réons dvdyKys : a reference to the dvayxatov in b 

This is a clear case of necessity. 

c2. I have adopted “éx maons avaykns 
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of zept before rv. (Stallbaum takes tyv ... madeiav Te Kal 
7Tatdudv as an absolute acc. with efécerOar; they are much more 
needed by kad@s Keipevor.)—rratdeiav Te kal Taididv: this jingle 
—the Laws shows a weakness for verbal jingles, which some may 
think senile—is a sort of summary and reminder of the previous 
argument that dance and song are the subject matter of education: 
“about the Muses’ work, which is at once education and amuse- 
ment.” 

c 4. pvOmod éyopuevov : a vague phrase; “anything in the way 
of pvOpds.” 

c 5-6. ev tots xopots certainly goes with SiddécKovta, not 
with drepya(erOar; therefore Burnet is right in putting a comma 
after yopots.—dt. av Tbxyn . . . poxOnpiav, “turn them (the 
children) out just what he happens to be in the way of goodness 
or badness.” 6 rowrtis is, I think, the subject of tiyy.— 
arepyaterOar dtu is not “produce whatever result,” tots aidas 
(supplied in thought) is the object of arepydferOar, and dtu is the 
secondary predicate; lit. ““render them whatever he happens to 
be.”—The kai before rods tov «v. 7. emphasizes these words; the 
poet is imagined as teaching the children what he likes himself. 
(If ore is the subject of téxy, the words should be translated, 
“turn them out whatever chance determines in the way of 
goodness or badness,’—the “chance” ultimately being the dis- 
position which the poet happens to have.)—Ast also put a comma 
after xopois, but then he put another comma after riyy, taking 
drepya(erGat absolutely, in the sense of informare—governing 
7atoas understood—and taking dt. dv Téxy in apposition to Touro. 
—tovs ... waidas Kai véovs is a sort of hendiadys, chosen, 
probably, instead of véovs raidas, because, to the author’s ear, it 
improved the balance of the sentence. 
45. Gadpa Kal dxotoa, “the report of it will be enough to 
surprise you.” 
«6. eyvic On . . . obros 6 Adyos, “this principle was settled.” 

AT. petaxerpiferOur tais cvvnGeiass, “to practise habitually,” 
Tit. “to deal with by their habituations.” In A the letters Heer 
in ovvnPeiars are a correction made by A Schanz reads 

| gvvoviats, which, I think, is very likely what Al, but not what 
Plato, wrote. For (1) perayxepiferOa. (with péAn for object) 
would not by itself mean practise (songs), in the sense of repeat 
them until they were familiar (which is the one meaning which 
suits the passage), but with the addition of rats cvvnOeias we get 
that meaning; and (2) tais cvvoveiacs must have év with it if 
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it is to mean “in their classes,” which is simplest here—though 

it might mean “by means of their classes.” It must be admitted 

that tals cvvnOefars is an unusual expression, but that makes it 

less likely to have been either the mistake of a scribe, or the 

idea of a corrector. (It is perhaps worth considering whether 

petaxerpiter Oar may not be passive, and oxjpata and péAn acc., on 

the analogy of the ace. of the thing taught with verbs of teaching.) 

e2. kat dpouspara: for this the MSS. have Kat Oot aTTa. ; 

which words were rejected by Schanz. Apelt, Jen. Prog. 1905, 

preferably suggests that they should be replaced by the reading of 

the text.—kavvoropely applies to a modification of existing forms, 

érivoecy to the devising of new ones. 

e3. For dAX’ drta 7) A and O wrongly read aAd’ arra ) — 

otire ev TovToLs OTE ev povoltKy Tvpmdoy : TovToLs is neuter and 

refers to cyjpara. Though the patterns in the temples mentioned 

above were drawn, painted, or sculptured forms, the addition of 

éy povoixy cvpadoy shows that there were in Egypt stereotyped 

forms of song and dance as well, and so we are distinctly told at 

657a and 799 a. 
e5. ovy ds eros civeiy . .. GAA’ ovTws: ep. Rep. 341b 

rotépws Aéyers . . . TOV WS éxos eimeiv 1 Tov akpiBed AOYH ;— 

At Epinomis 987 a the author speaks of the astronomical science 

of Egypt (and Syria) as BceBacavurpeva Xpovp poupreTel TE Kal 

Gr ei pw. 
657a1. For the remarkable ace. H. Richards suggests 77 

avty de Texvy. I think it is not impossible that a xara has: 

dropped out before tiv. Cp. Burnet, pref. to vol. v., end of last 

paragraph but one. Perhaps this idea gets some slight support 

from the kata tatta in 660 b 7. | 

aT. rept Tov TowotTwv vopnoberetr Oar PeBaiws GappotvTa ... 

rapexdpeva: so MSS.; this can hardly stand. (1) The middle 

vopobercixOar is used (of a single legislator —Oappovvra) in 

the sense of vopoGereiv; (2) as vopobercio Oar already has 

rept Tav TovotTwv to complete its sense, and give the subject 

matter of the legislation, the object peAn is superfluous ; (3) 

Gappodvta is quite out of place. The “confidence” spoken 

of at b3 is supposed to spring from the consideration that the 

thing had been done before, and Gappovvra there is quite 

naturally introduced, but there is no sense in saying that the 

first person who made such a law did it with confidence, especially 

when the sentence begins Suvardv dp jv. Only one of these 

difficulties is removed by Madvig’s rejection of Gappovvra, which 
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Schanz accepts. I propose to read vopobercio bat <xai> BeBaiws 
<kabie>podv Ta péAn Ta tiv dpOdryra pice wapeydspeva. (I 
should even like to go further and read the sentence (drt Suvardv 
ap iv epi Tov ToLOvTwV) vopobeTobyTL BeBaiws KaOcepoov Ta TI)V 
(CpOornra ioe mapexdpeva).) The introduction of pédx is 
premature. He is dealing here with povovxy in general. In 
‘view of the general corruption of the passage I think it is very 
likely that ra jéAn was introduced from below ; also that, when 
KaQvepovv ra became Oappodvvra, the need of an infinitive led to 
the alteration of voyoderotvta to vopobereioOa. The whole 
passage (from tovro 8’ odv) would mean: “At all events it is an 
undoubted and a noteworthy fact in the history of povovx7 that 
it was found possible for a man who was legislating about such 
things to give the effective sanction of religion to that which is 
fundamentally right.” xaGvepovv gets important support from r7v 
KabiepwOcioav Xopeiav at 657 b 6, and from 81341 4 dy (sc. ped) 
KaGtepwhevra épapev Seiv KrX. 

a8. rovro : i.e. an unerring judgement—the power of conceiving 
what is absolutely dice: op90v—in matters of art. 

a9. Gciov tivds avdpds: Eusebius preserves dvdpds, the MSS. 
mit it, probably by an error due to the following dv.—éxe?: ite. 
Egypt, where the same divine origin was apparently claimed for 

‘he Law as in Sparta and Crete. 
b2. omep €Xeyov: this refers probably to 656 b and c, where 

"lato had said, first, that bad “ music” was as bad for the young 
1s bad company, and, secondly, that laws ought to be made to 
regulate composers of music and poetry. — éAciv is “catch,” 
conceive” (cp. Browning’s “recapture that first fine careless 
apture ”).—et Sivaird tis . . . THY dpOdryTa: the Ath. has just 
aid that fundamental correctness (riv dice. dpOdryra) in 
2veLKH cannot be obtained without divine inspiration ; still, even 
sugh the opd7ns to which a man can attain in povorxy is not 

ariect, such as at is he ought—and that confidently—to prescribe 
i by law.—Though érwcotv “in whatever degree” goes, strictly 

jpeaking, with the verb, its position makes it seem to qualify the 
oun; ep. Phil. 64d peérpov kal ris cupperpov divews pi) 
(O0ea WTuwotv Kal stwcotv obyxpacts. This is better than, 

vith Jowett, to translate “if a person can ouly find in anyway”). 
b4. ws: the sentence thus introduced gives one ground for the 

nfidence just spoken of. The legislator need not be afraid of the 
arm “old-fashioned.” (There is thus no reason to reject, with 
inckelmann, the od before peydAnv.)—1) tHs HSovqs Kal Avrns 
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Chrnos : an imperfect phrase for “the search for pleasure and the 

avoidance of its opposite.” Badham suggested that for (y7yo1s we 

ought to read wpyjynous—te. “the tendency of our likes and 

dislikes to make us crave novelty in povoiky”—an attractive 

suggestion. F.H.D. would bracket (nreiv, taking 7dov7s Kat Av@ns 

as subjective genitives. If we are to be content with the vulgate, 

we must doubtless follow Stallbaum in taking tov (ytetv (the MS. 

zov has been universally corrected since Aldus to Tov) as a gen. of 

definition, explanatory of (jryovs, after the same pattern as 

Sovreia . . . THS SovAdrews at "76d and SuatpiByv ... THS 

perrAjoews at 723d. Ast on 647¢ collects many instances of a 

similar ‘“ perissologia,” to which St. adds, among others, Huthyd. 

305d édv tovrous cis Sé€av KaTarTHT wT LW pndevos Soxeiv aftovs 

civat, where there is no rot, and where Badham ejects Soxeiv and — 

Naber «is ddéav. Lobeck, Paralip. p. 534, cps. Dem. De Symm. 

178. 6 Tov Soxety &b A€yeww Sofav éxpépovTat.—We may translate: — 

«“ For the craving of our likes and dislikes manifested in the search — 

after novelty in povovKy. . . .” : 

b6. (xpos 70) diapHetpar ... éruxadovoa apxaotyta, “to 

damage . . . by branding it as old-fashioned.” The Aldine ed. | 

was again undoubtedly right in altering the MS. émuxadovoay to 

the nom.—The Gjrnovs is spoken of as if it were a person actuated 

by the desire described. 
. 

c3. Aéyopev A? and Vat. 1029 (cp. on d 8), Aéywpev ALO.— 

For the datives governed by xpetav ep. 670a where WAM EKaTEpYy | 

is governed by Xpyrews. Greek uses the dative in a more varied 

way than other languages do. The whole sentence may be 

translated : ‘‘ Well then, we may say then—may we not ?—without 

fear of contradiction, that the right way to use povorky and the 

relaxation of choric performances is as follows.” 

c5. “We feel delight when we think that things are right 

with us, and we think that things are right with us when we feel 

delight.” The latter half of the statement means, as Ritter say 

(Analysis p. 11), “we do well to be glad ”—“ the gladness does us 

good.” Herein, he seems to say, is the great sanction of al 

merry-making. 

c 3. I think Burnet is right in putting a comma after TovovT 

making Xa/povres an explanation of the three preceding words. 

dl. airoé points the contrast between young and old: th 

former express their joy in dance and song; their elders feel t 

joy (xatpovres), but it is second-hand, they are spectators onl 

(Oewpovvres). 
1 

t 
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d2. 7d d€ rév mpecButépwv tov KTA., “as to us elders, we 
think that the proper way for us to proceed is to look on.” 
There seems to be a reminiscence in the rperovtws of the opOjv 
in ¢ 4. 

a3. maideia A, radu O, and so A, (Burnet). 
44. 6 rodotvres Kal dorafdpevor KTA. (kai emphasizes dora(o- 

pevot): ie, while regretting our own lack of activity, we can take 
delight in that of others—in fact we encourage it, because it can 
rouse us (éreyeipev) from our torpor to an imaginary (uv7jpy) 
youth. It is a delightful fancy that represents the sight of 
another’s joy as awakening the onlooker from the sleep of age, by 
the help of memory—or, as we should say, by the help of imagina- 
tion.—The words ti@euev dywvas at once take us in thought to a 
Greek festival, with its attendant contests in all kinds of artistic 
and other exercise, and prepare us for the copta(6vTwy in e 1. 

a8. pov ody xrX., “we think,—don’t we ?—that there is some- 
thing in the generally Eepmesed opinion about festal performances. 
Most people say that etc.”—-It is clear here again (as in c 3) that 
A? and Y were right in reading the indicative. 

e4. dei yap 5) . . . tyuaoGas, “without doubt, as it is recog- 
nized that merry-making on such occasions is right, the man who 
gives pleasure to most people, and who gives the greatest pleasure 
ought to be most highly honoured.” 

658a1. “ Not only are we right in saying so, but we should 
be right in doing so.” 

a4. raxv: “nota paronomasiam,” Ast. 
a5. dvarpovvres avtd Kara pépn: he has here in mind the 

istinction between the different kinds of aywv. The imaginary 
amation of a contest which follows is peculiar in not making 

is discrimination. 
a6. ovrws drAa@s: so at Rep. 351a and Phil. 12c; adds 
“WS (gins ovrus KTA.) is the common order, “ without quali- 

icatior "—ovTwwoov seems used in the sense of “any you like.” 
a8. mpoeiror : the idea is ‘ resumed ” by the noun ™ poppyg ews 
b4.—For yew after mpoeiro. St. eps. Menew. 240a cirev 

Bel: 8 os [8 ]av krX.: Ficinus translates : “ praemiaque ei proponit, 
> ami maxime delectaverit.”. From this Winckelmann 

ur concludes that Ficinus read 0s dv, and Usener, who 
followed by Schanz) reads 5’ dy (for 57) av), suggests that possibly 
Jes vixyTHpia ought to stand immediately before os. Whether the 

ords are transposed or not, it is perhaps better (with Ficinus) to 
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take ds dv as “the prize to be for the man who,” than as merely 

depending on dywviovpevov (“to find out” or “to see, who”). 

The insertion of A before A is a natural copyist’s error ; or the 

8’ may have been introduced intentionally by a scribe who had 

not seen to the end of the sentence.—éritarropevos I take to be 

passive (Ast in his Lew. gives only this passage as an example of 

its middle use). Not only does this agree with the habit of the 

verb, but a participle agreeing with the subj. of mpoetzrou would 

very awkwardly disturb the course of the sentence. 

b2. vixioy dé: the 6é is due to the suggestion in the previous 

clause that there might have been some restriction laid down as 

to the nature of the contest. 

b 3. The xat before xpi is explanatory. It seems strange, as 

Ast says, that vixjoy should come before kp.0y, but the Kat 

implies that the two verbs refer to the same event.—We may trans- — 

late (apoetrou . . . yeyovevar): “were by proclamation to offer 

prizes, and invite all and sundry to compete for them, in a contest 

of mere pleasure-giving—the prize to go to the man who gives 

most pleasure to the spectators, without being restricted in the 

means he employs,—all that is necessary is that he should surpass — 

all rivals in producing just precisely (Sr. padvora) this very result, 

and be pronounced to have been the most delightful among the 

competitors.” The sentence is a rough one, in conversational — 

style. Ast rewrites it elegantly. Stallbaum, while rebuking Ast — 

for his boldness, adopts, in his translation, but not in his text, 

the boldest of Ast’s alterations—that of vixjoy to vuknoev (“ ewm 

victoriam esse reportaturum siquidem . . ge 

b6. Tov zépu A€yers ; “In what respect do you mean?” 

bY. od Oavpacrov KtA., “1 shouldn’t wonder if one of them 

thought that by a puppet-show he would have the best chance of 

the prize.” 

¢3. ducatws: the gist of the question is in this word. The 

point is not which performers would get most votes, but which 

performer ought to get most votes. So opOas at d 8. 

c4. ds yvovs ay, “as if he could decide !” 

¢5. Schanz brackets the words dkotoat Te, which, he says, 

have been altered in A from axotoas te. If the words ar 

genuine (which I doubt), they must mean, not “hear the com 

petitors ”—which would be unbearably tautological when follow 

by airjxoos atros yeverOa1—but, “hear what the verdict is.” 

c10. The Athenian’s answer is a further exemplification 

the principle enunciated in the words Siarpodvres adTd Kata pe 
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ina5. For the suggestion of a juvenile tribunal cp. Gorg. 464d 
and 521e. : 

d3. ai te meradevpévar tov yvvatkdv: this passsage and 
817¢4, and Gorg. 502d, have been cited as evidence that women 
were in Athens admitted to the theatre in Plato’s time, at all 
events to tragedies. 

d4. 76 rAHOos rdvrwv: St. cps. Minos 321la éorw 8 THS 
Toujrews Onpotepréectardy Te Kal WuxXaywytKiratov % Tpaywodia., 

a7. For dvarvévar in the sense of recite St. cps. Charm. 162 d. 
a9. I prefer, with Schanz, and most editors, to put a (,) rather 

than with Bekker and Burnet a (;) after ei. 
e3. Apelt (ut sup. p. 5) claims that all difficulty vanishes if we 

accept his alteration of €(os to éros. But does it? What we 
want here is a proof that “we old men,” who give our verdict for 
epic poetry, are the best judges. Does it not sound puerile to 
say, “of course we are, because Epic poetry is the best”? And 
though Apelt says that is what is said here, the words even fall 
short of that, for they are Soxet hpiv . . . BeAticrov yiyver Bas. 
It must be admitted, though, that Gos is difficult. H. Stephanus 
altered it to 70s, and the early editions followed him. But the 
700s (of a man) would rather be used of qualities which do not 
change with age. It is more akin to gious, with which we find 
€Oos contrasted. We are told, six lines below, that the best judges 
must not only be BeAtioro, but remadevevor, and that the super- 
latively good judge must be Siadépwy aideia as well as apeTy. 
Some light may be thrown on os here by the words réyvy «ize 
Kat tu eeow of 63245, and xara éG0s at 655e 1, and the 
guv7i Gera of the same passage. Evidently here the advantage 
possessed by the old men is due to something in their circumstances 
and training. Ficinus takes €O0s to mean experience (usus rerum 
quem ab acetate habemus), Cornarius to mean taste (affectus pL), but 
he may be translating 70s. Jowett translates 0s by “ way of 
thinking,” Schneider (who takes viv 5% to be vuvdy) by consuetudo, 
Ritter by “Lebenserfahrung.” Whatever os is, it is here pro- 
nounced to be “ far the best at the present time of all that are to 
be found in any city in any part of the world.” I would suggest 
that the above-quoted applications of %60s to training and the 

‘Subsequent mention of ravde‘a here point to the word’s being used 
in the sense of “force, or influence, of habit,” ie. training. piv 
goes with it as a possessive dative, “in our case.” So, in English we 
might say owr “way.”—The words trav viv, as Ritter says, 
suggest that possibly some day a special training in aesthetics may 
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turn out a judge better than that produced by the ordinary 
experience of life. The reason why this experience tells more 
with the old than with the young is simply that they have 
had more of it. At the present time, in default of quality of 
training, they must rely on quantity alone-—The rpeoPutarors 
and Oc eumeipiay of 65903 point in the same direction as the 
present passage. (H. Stephanus altered viv to veov, which 
is most unwarrantably translated by Ast: “(longe melius est) quam 
juvenum”). For the connexion of €Gos with ra.deia cp. Rep. 518 e 
(virtue is implanted) eGecr kai aoxjoect, and 522 a eOeor radevovra 
tovs diAakas. 

e6. These words remind us of 655¢8 kairo. A€youvaiv ye KTA. 
We shall have to recur to both these passages at 668 a 9. 

659a1. rdv duadepov7a: whereas those who were endowed 
and trained txavos were spoken of in the plural, as a class, the 
man with the special endowment and training is spoken of in the 
singular, as being rarer. There is no need to suppose that the 
author has here a special functionary in mind.—é.a Tatra... 
ort, ‘the reason why (I say this) is that .. .” 

a4, The early vulgate Gurépov for Gearpov is a typical mis- 
reading : Ficinus translates it “ab alio discere.” 

a5. Burnet was the first to put a comma after pavOavovra. 
The kai before exrAnrropevoy does not connect this word with 
pavO@dvovra—for this we should want ovre—but means both, 
though, strictly, either it ought to go before t7d GoptPou, or there 
ought to be another participle with trys airovd dmaidevoias, in 
which case the t76 would have to be repeated. We may translate, 
“misled, as much by his own ignorance as by the noise made by 
the mob.” The first ovre clause describes the case of the judge 
without Ppdvycis, the second (ovr at yryveoKkovta KTX.) that of 
the judge who, “though he has insight” (yryvéoKovra), gives the 
lie to his convictions, and his (sacred) profession, through cowardice. 
—For the OdpuvBos cp. Rep. 492 b. 

a7. For the omission of e€ with otrep ep. 770b5 zepi 
Exdotwv av TiOeuev Tovs vouovs. Adam on Rep. 373e calls it 
‘the usual Greek idiom.” 

bi. Pevddpevov xrr., “be so irresolute as to give a vote 
which he knows to be false.” 

b 4. Ficinus took rots with Oearais; but, even though it is 
just conceivable that aodidovc. might be used in the sense of 
“manifest, express by way of response” (to the poet’s efforts), 
clearly here the people whom it is the judge’s duty to oppose 
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(evavTiwodopevos) are the dramatic authors, who are spoken of as 
providing (rots dodidovcr) the public with amusement. That 
Oearais has no article is no more surprising than that @earov has 
none, two lines above. 

b 5. Unfortunately Eusebius, who quotes this passage, stops at 
Oeatais. What follows in the MSS. cannot be right. Hermann, 
Schanz, and Burnet adopt Winckelmann’s insertion of ov before 
KaOdmep. Ritter will have none of the ov; but then he has to 
translate xafdwep by “wie wmgekehrt.” This is only putting in 
the negative in German, without putting it in in Greek. Even 
with the Greek negative the sentence is far from smooth ; we must 
make the negative mean, “the old Greek procedure did not admit 
of acting as the Sicilian and Italian does now, which ” (does so and 
so). Badham would have us mark a considerable lacuna after the 
word vouos. I would suggest another way out of the difficulty, 
which is, to eject the words ejv yap 6) To taAaw Te Kat “EAX7- 
vik vom, as being a marginal scholium, which has been wrongly 
incorporated with the text. The sentence xa@dmrep xtX. follows 
naturally after trois... py... dps drodidotor: it is a 
concrete instance of what these words describe. I have therefore 
ventured to bracket these words and put a colon after Qeatais. 

b7. exitpexrwv used absolutely— without a direct object — 
almost in the sense of “give way to”; cp. 802¢1 tals dé ydovais 
Kal érvOvpiass pa) exitpérovras. 

elf. tov xpitov: it should be remembered that these xpirai 
are the mob: wadevovory in the next line is ironical, and Burnet 
is doubtless right in reading avrovs with A—the spectators actually 
educate (!) the poets. (As Schanz reads avrovs without comment, 
I conclude he thought the breathing in A was a rough one.) 

¢5. avrois Spc, “through their own action”—as we should 
put it, ‘‘and they have themselves to thank for it.” AandO read 
at Tois.. Modern editors rightly follow Vat. 1029 in reading avrois. 
Cornarius sees too much in avtois Spoor when he translates, 
“quum ipst poemata faciant.” Ficinus has nunc tis ex theatro 
contrarium accidit. This looks as if he read tots dpactv, and took 
it to mean “owing to the actors.” The ordinary contrast between 
Sp@v and rac xevv gives a flavour of antithesis to the sentence; it 
is almost equal to aitol dpavres tacyovor. (Badham’s ad ois 
dp@cr is less pointed.)—7év rovvayriov : i.e. they see plays with 
morals worse than their own, and come to take pleasure 
increasingly in what is wrong and bad, and their taste, instead 
of being elevated, is corrupted. 
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c 9. tpitov 7) Téraprov: the most explicit previous statement 
of this doctrine was that at 653b. It was almost as clearly laid 
down in 645 a—riv TOV Aoyurpov aywynv xpvonv Kai lepay, THS 
TOAEws KoLvov Vomov erikadovpevnv—and it was no doubt in the 
author’s mind when he wrote 643e and 656b. If then education 
is the process of drawing and leading the youthful mind in the 
direction in which the Law says it ought to go, we see, 
incidentally, what sort of claim the subject of Education has to 
fill a large place in a treatise on Laws. The framer of laws, 
that is, must consider the possibilitces of education—must know 
the nature of the process, and the capacities of its subject matter ; 
and further, the most important branch of Law itself will be that 
which provides for, and regulates the educating process, See 
note on 671 a 4-672 d. 

d3. emiekeotatows Kai mpeoPutdtows: in these words we 
have over again the insistence on both (1) dvous, natural endow- 
ment, and (2) experience, as a necessity for right opinion. The 
second point is further reinforced by the addition of the words 
du’ éuzrecpiav. The same two influences were referred to in 655d 8 
in the words 7) kata dicw 7 Kata eos. 

d5. eOi¢jra1: we are reminded by this word of the op6as 
e\Gic bar t7d TOV TpornKOVTwV of 653 b 5. 

6. Tots i7d Tov vopuov werewpevors (masc.) would apply not 
merely to the “second class” of pivAakes vouwv spoken of at 
632c, but to all rightly educated adults with whom the young 
came in contact. It is, however, only 6 yépwv (d 7) who is referred 
to as an authority on the question of what is right and wrong. 
Eusebius, in quoting this passage, has te@epevors (neut.) for 
TeTewpevolrs, a disquieting variant—due perhaps to an imperfect 
memory. 

el. The tovtwv évexa resumes the iva of d 4, and introduces 
the main sentence atraz (at wdal) Soxovor (supplied from doxet in 
e9) exwdat yeyovevat, a sentence which is inordinately long, and 
almost smothered in relative and other clauses. — dvTws pev 
exwoai: Plato never scorns to point his argument by a pun; he 
seems to think the spirit of the language inspires the Adyos on 
such an occasion.—For this application of the notion ef. ergdew at 
Phaedo 114d. 

e2. vov: if this is right, it must mean ‘‘under our present 
system.” Stallbaum thought it might be an error for 7piv. 

e3. cupduviarv : cp. above 653b6 atry’o? 7) cvppuwvia KTA. 
—ovovédyv: this again is partly a quibble. The ovovdi) which 
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the young eschew is not exactly the orovd) which the ér@dai are 
supposed to feel (eorovdacpévar). The latter is a serious intention, 
the former merely work, as opposed to play. 

e5. xaXeioOar cat mpatrecOac: I think zpdtreoOar means 
that the performance is regarded by the children themselves as a 
maidud, not merely that it is so treated by their teachers; ice. 
“not only do people cali it playing and singing, but the children 
do it as if they thought it such ”—they know nothing of its having 
a magical or medicinal effect upon them. This last idea—for 
charms and incantations were used against disease as well as 
against disinclination (cp. Huthyd. 290 a)—suggests the following 
analogy from nursery therapeutics—trots kdpvovciv Te Kal aa Gevas 
isxovowv: the raidwy of d1, the tav vewy of e 4, and the zasdds 
of d 5 justify us in supposing that he is still talking only of 
children here. Besides, the nature, especially of the second 
process, is that of one more often applied to children than to 
adults, 

660a1. ofs péAc trovtwv: ie. doctors, or nurses. TovTwv 
is best taken as neuter, “these matters”; if it is masc. it would not 
mean “the children ”—that would be avtov—but Tots kdpvovory, 
which would then be “sick people” generally. 

a2. tov wovnpwv: for the gen. where we expect the adj. 
Tovnpav cp. Tovnpias oxjpacw at 656 a 8.—ev dndéow : one would 
imagine this to be a vague reminiscence of the practice of putting 
mustard on a child’s thumb to prevent its being sucked. If Greek 
mothers went so far as to try to make all un-nourishing food 
unpalatable, there was more educational science in a Greek nursery 
than in a modern one. 

a3. tavrov is adverbial; cp. Polit. 308e ravrdv O17 por Tovd” 
9 BaorA1Ky paiverar . . . ovK émuTpeerv. 

a4. &v trois KaAdois fpjyact Kal éracverois: these words are 
difficult; I think they mean, “with the help of that beautiful 
and choice language of his.” The poet is compared to the doctor 
or nurse in the preceding simile, the poet's “beautiful language ” to 
the appetizing medium, and the ypyor) tpod? is here represented 
by oxXypata and péAn which harmonize with and suggest cwgpo- 
civy, avdpeia and all kinds of virtue. The preposition év is 
doubtless chosen to preserve the idea suggested by év 1decx 
Tily orriows, but it here has what we may call its instrumental use, 
ep. below 680d 8, 928d 6, Phaedo 9544, Theaet. 206a 6. Sis 
Jine language is to be a recommendation of the “virtuous ” TXHPATA 
Kai én which he is bound to “produce.” (Hug wanted to reject 
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ev... eratverois. Though this would get rid of a difficulty, it 
would rob the comparison of an important feature.) ; 

a5. Ta Tov codpovwv: cp. above 655b. Here we have the 
same definition of what is kaAov in art. 

b1. zpds Ards, “ Bless you !”—vvv, “at the present time.” 
b 2. zovety is doubtless here used in the special sense in which it 

was used in a7 and 8. 
b7. kat kata taita: these words, which Plato often uses 

before wxavtTws, merely round off the phrase, and reinforce tov 
avTov :—“the same, and of the same nature.” 

c3. I think Burnet is right in omitting the comma after 
Oavpagouzs (most editors have it). Thus read, the sentence 
ovk av Savy. kTA. will mean, “I expect it was through my not 
expressing my meaning clearly that—to my cost (erafov)—I did 
so”; 1e. “that I created, and suffered from, a false impression” 
(so Ficinus). 

c4, dA’ a PovAopor xTAr.: ie. “instead of speaking clearly 
(and abusing things as they are), I gave you a general sketch of 
what I wish to be, in the matter of povovky, in such a way, 
perhaps, as to make you think that that (ratta) was what I 
meant”; then (as a reason why he did not find fault with the 
actual state of things) ‘‘ because, though it is sometimes necessary 
to rail at hopeless and hardened sinners, such railing is not at all 
a pleasant task ’”’—lit. “things past cure, and far advanced on the 
wrong road.”——The emphatic ewe in ¢ 6 seems to be merely due to 
the fact that a od Aéyers had come before. The tavra is, by its 
position, also emphatic. 

dl and 3. ratra and rovatra are a Scien and a dei ouuie 
yiyver Oar Tept pLoveiKHYV respectively. 

d6. Both ovrws and kabdrep viv yiyveras go with yryvopeva, 
just as both the xafdep clauses in the next three lines go with 
ytyvouro. 

48. zoAt rov 7d duadepov : cp. above 654d 4. Here the verb 
to be applied is av etn. 

d9. éru, “furthermore.” 
G11. fépe 54, cvvoporoyyncbpeOa 7a vov, “now then for a 

settlement of the question.”—Cleinias’s remarks at b 1 ff. showed 
that he was thinking of the form and style of povowKy : here the 
Ath. rather suddenly directs our sole attention to the subject 
matter of the poet’s work, 7a Aeyopeva. He was entitled to do so 
by the admission by his hearers of the principle enunciated at 
655b, that xkaAdv in povo.ky means dpeTns eXopevov, but no 
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doubt his hearers were somewhat bewildered, as Cleinias’s answer 
(on 661d) shows. The Athenian is here pursuing, in @ concrete 
instance, the same inquiry which he makes in general in Bk. L: 
ie. are the Cretan and Spartan institutions, though they may teach 
us much, as satisfactory as they claim to be? 

el. wadeia Kai povorxy is a hendiadys. This identification is 
also based on a previous admission (654 a5 ff.). 

e5. Kuvipa re kai Mida: Tyrtaeus (12. 6) has the Ionic forms 
of the gen.—zAovtoin d¢ Midew kati Kuvipew padArov. 

€6. aviapds (7, “lives a life of misery.” dyvvapos is the natural 
opposite of 7dvs, Prot. 351c, 355e. 

e7. cizep opOws Aeyer: the Athenian has asserted, with his 
hearer’s assent, the legislator’s right to dictate to the poet, and is 
thus enabled a second time to turn the tables on the Spartan 
national poet. Whereas Tyrtaeus says: No amount of physical or 
temporal advantage counts for anything in a man who is not 
brave, the Ath. here lays it down that even bravery itself is just 
as worthless, if the possessor is adukos. He even goes further, and 
says that it, like all other advantages, is a curse and not a blessing 
to a man if he is not virtuous. (Cp. 630b3 ff, and Gorg. 511 ff.) 

661a2 ff. The optatives rope, vix@, and yiyvorro are, in form, 
the direct expression of the speaker’s wish, but, as aduxos d€ ov 
is directly contrasted with tovovros ov, and the quotations from 
Tyrtaeus run on, we may suppose them to be, in effect, the reported 
expression of a wish; ie. “he must say, I would not have him 
steel his mind to face slaughter,” etc. For a similar change from 
oblique | to direct narration cp. Tim. 18 ¢ pnXavopevor OT WS pdeis 
more TO YEyevypevov avT@ ia yveaotTo, vopovo. de mavres 
mavras avTovs opoyeveis, | and Gorg. 512a Aoyiferau ie ericoun, 
€i pev TIS . . . pi) Grerviyn, odtos pev GOALS eoTiV. 

bil. For oe c. gen. in the sense of “depend on” cp. Prot. 
~319e4 a pev didackxddwv cixeto, Meno 94b6 dca Téxvns ExXETaL. 
Db. 78. téXos, “ the crown.” 

b 5. All this is an emphatic restatement of what was said at 
631b7 ff 

Cl. 75 zapdrav, “in general,” because “life” is the most 
general expression of all physical activity—of which the particular 
Senses just mentioned are kinds. 
| Cl1ff tov ... dvra isthe subject to (fv.— ey wrTOV pev KaKOV 
_.+. €Xarrov dé: ie. the possession of immortality would only 
_prolong—and so multiply—the misery infinitely ; while a speedy 
death would shorten, and so lessen it. 
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c5. exifwu A (c in ras.), erifoon Eus. (ace. to Burnet). Ast. 
boldly emends to eri(7; Stallb. and the Ziirich edd. retain the 
impossible vulgate émi(win; Schanz writes érufOv 7, and Burnet 
exu(wn (which L. & S." s.v. éaxuféw—presumably as a misprint— 
gives as the vulgate here). I have, with some hesitation, preferred 
Schanz’s emendation to Burnet’s. The poetical form seems less 
likely to have been written by Plato here than the participial 
periphrasis (cp. e.g. eivar yuyvdpevov in e 2); also the raswra in A 
is not so easily accounted for on Burnet’s hypothesis. At the 
same time, the raswra apart, eri(wéy, written originally with no 
in the last syllable, would be naturally written ewu(dy by a careless 
scribe. 

c6. woujoere MSS., reioere Eus. 
c7. dmod.d6vras, “furnish,” as at 659 b 5. 
c8. I have followed Schanz in putting only a colon after 

OParte. 

dl. «cada A, xaxd O, Eus., Iambl, and a late hand in the 
margin of pe emphatic (cagis) restatement of the main 
point — and explanation of Tatra admep eyw—is made by the 
Athenian because it is just of this that he expects it will be 
hardest to convince his hearers. 

d3. drep otv pounv: these words refer directly to the 
question 7) yap; inc 8, and indirectly to the wvvopodoynrwpeba 
at the beginning of the paragraph ; but they do not compel us to 
take tatTa ... pv as a question, as the first printed editions 
did—treading the fut. 

d7. dua réAovs: ie. all three advantages are to be supposed to 
be lasting.—vpiv : ethic dat., “if you like.” Iamblichus, in his 
quotation of the passage, omits it. 
7 ff. kai ere rpooriOnys KtA.: I think rpoariOnp does not 

govern the following accusatives, and that efvas is not predicative 
to Aeyopevwv, but that the accusatives are the subjects to yryvopevov 
etvat, which stands for ylyver Gar—yryvopevov agreeing naturally 
with the last acc.—pydev arAo: pndev (not ovdev) because the 
sentence is, in effect, conditional—perhaps too the fact that itis 
the subject to an infin. (e¢var) had something to do with the choice 
of pndév.—To those who prefer to take efvae with tov Aeyopevwv 
I would still urge that it is best to take yeyvopuevov with all the 
accusatives: “I don’t mind adding, if you like, that he has pre- 
eminent strength and courage, with immortality to boot, and more- 
over none of the so-called evils.” Then the construction is changed, __ 
and we go back to the ace. éxovra, which is parallel to kextnpevov 
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in d6. The resuming tov ovtw (Ovra seems to admit a previous 
conversational irregularity. At the same time the pdev aAAo 
and the pdvoy support each other so closely that I do not think 
we ought, with Burnet, to mark off kal ére . . . yeyvopevov with 
dashes as a parenthesis. Still less do I see any reason for follow- 
ing Schanz in rejecting kat pndev . . . yuyvopevov. 

e4. Stallbaum is not right in saying “pertinet ovx ad solum 
evoaiwova.” If we had, eg., wérevrpar, instead of ov 7reiOw ipas, 

as the main verb, it would be followed by pz) evdaipova adr 
—aOi0ov yiyverOar. The ovx is added to the py in the sentence 
as we have it, because the main verb wei6w has a neg. with it. 

Hence it is the pj), not the ov«, which negatives evdaipova. 
e6. ti ov... xpewv; “what must be our next step?” 
662 a3. aicypos: the words previously used are aOAvos and 

dviap@s; from Cleinias’s present point of view a Pios may be 
aioxpos, and yet not aOAvos (kaxds has something of both). We 
are thus introduced to the subject discussed at Gorg. 474 eff. and 
mentioned at Rep. 392 b. 

a5. TO kal kak@s ; ie. “and will you agree to the words ‘and 
evilly ? 2 ” 

bl. omws ; “how, ask you?”—The ws ¢€ovxey shows that 
«i Soim is not a wish, but the protasis to a suppressed apodosis 
ovyXwpoiper av. 

b 2. @s viv ye xrA. “(an agreement as complete) as our present 
discord appears to be”—a pregnant use of ws. (I think this is 
better than to take ws as simply = ydp.) 

b 3. ottws dvayxaia, ws ovde, . . . Kpirn vicos cadas, “a 
conclusion so irrefutable that it is not so clear that Crete is an 
island ”—another pregnant use of ws, similar to that at Eur. J.T. 
1180 copy o eOpepev ‘EAAds, os yoGov kados. In the latter 
passage ws= dru ovTws: here it is equal to date ovTws. Cp. also 
Soph. 0.7. 345. I think that éori, rather than (as St.) datverar, 
is to be supplied with Kpjrn vicos. 
pb a. as : this conjunction does duty for two sentences, which are 

onnected by 7). 
e3. mapa depends on dradopa ; ef, Phaedo 74a Tape TOUTE 

TAT a. erepov Tr. St. cps. the mapa with dAXa (7) mapa Tatra 
Xopev Gra SiavonOjvac; Phil. 21d). I can find no other 
example of duddopos with apd, though it seems a natural 
onsti action. At Tim. 63e we have duddopa mpods addy ha, and 
vabeperv and the noun diadopd are also found with pds (Phil. 
e Hoxiis Tpds copa Siadhepopevyns, Laws 92845 Ssiadopai 
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TaTepwv Te Tpds avTav Taidas, Phaedr. 231b tas pds Tors 
mpoonkovtas duadopas). Probably Suadopos (KTA.) apds Tia 
corresponds to dudpopds Tivt, and dvddopos rapa Tiva to duddopds 
Tivos, 

c7. For vopobericavras cp. above 62444 and 5, 
d 2. «i 6%, “suppose, for the sake of argument,” like the «i pev 

67 at d6, implying that the Ath. does not think for a moment 
that Zeus and Apollo would give such an answer. 

d 3. c<izep opOas eravepwr@pev : there is a suspicion of ostenta- 
tion in these words—it is almost as if the Ath. flourished a piece 
of logic in the face of his unsophisticated audience. (So Touch- 
stone discourses of “philosophy,” and a ‘‘figure of rhetoric” to 
Corin or William.) Anyhow it is not easy to see why the next 
question is the ‘‘ correct” sequel to the last. 

d4. The word evéaiuwv brings in a fresh notion. It means 
not simply happy—which would be much the same as 76%s—but 
blessed of heaven. Cp. Rep. 354a aAAa pay 6 ye &d (Ov paKxdpios 
Te Kal evdaiuwv, Where Adam quotes Aristotle’s elegy on Plato: 
ispvcato Pwpdv avdpés, Ov ovd’ aivety Toto Kakotot Hewis* Os Lovos 
1 TpoOTos Ovytov KaréderEev evapyOs oikeiw Te Bim Kat pePddour 
Aéywv, ws ayabds Te Kal evOaipwv dua yiverar avyp. At Meno 
78a Socrates adds xaxodaipwv (a word of colloquial abuse—* God- 
forsaken” as E. S. Thompson says) to a&6Auos, as if the one notion 
involved the other. It would therefore be more than arovov if 
the Gods made the answer supposed at d6. As the two Gods are 
the original lawgivers for Sparta and Crete, the Ath.’s hearers are 
bound to agree here. 

6. aroros aitay 6 Adyos av yiyvorro, “their reasoning would 
become absurd.” 

A7. PovAopar d€ pou pr ert Oedv EeyerOar TO ToLovrov, “I 
should not like to see such a saying put into the mouth of 
a God”; lit. “to be said am the case of a God.” For this use 
of emi c. gen. with eye cp. Rep. 475a ew euov Aeyerv, 524e 
ooTeEp ert Tov daxtvAov €réyopev, Gorg. 453e et ei TOV GAUTOV 
texvov eyouev Svirep vevd%, Laws 7938e 6rep ert Tov dovhov 
eheyopev, Charm. 155d ert kadov A€ywv adds. 

e2ff. npwrjcOw, “let (the question) be supposed to have been 
put to”; and perhaps too 6 6 eizérw is, “and let him be supposed 
to answer.”—paxdptos is here used as synonymous with evdaipov. 
We have the same pou with 7p. that we had with AeyeoOar, and 
that is one reason why I think Schanz is wrong in altering 
npwtyioOw into ypwrjcGo.: there would then be too great 
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uniformity between the two clauses. For a similar pair of 
- accusatives, coupled with the figura etymologica, cp. Laws 705¢ 
punoers Tovnpas pupetoOar Tos woAepuiovs; the only difference 
here is that the verb is passive. (The Cod. Voss.—in marg.— 

_ put in mpds before warépa, and Ast actually prints tatyp Te Kai 
vopoferns with no MS. authority, and St. approves.)}—The 
pregnant use of the perf. imperat.—not merely “let the question 
have been put,” but “grant,” or “‘suppose that the question has 
been put”—is quite idiomatic; cp. O 524 pvdos & os pev viv 
bys, eipynpevos eotw, Crat. 401d Kai tavrTa pev 67 Ta’TH Os Taps. 
pander €iddtwv eipic Ow. 

e5. dAX’, “and yet.” 
e6—663a7. tavty pev otv xt. “well, the lawgiver—or 

father—who decides this way” (ie. that the 7ductos Bios is 
pakapwitatos) “would, I think, appear absurdly at a loss to give 
a consistent answer. If, on the other hand, he declared the 

7 perfectly just life to be perfectly, blessed, anyone who heard him 
would, ‘I think, inquire ‘what was the advantage and merit in it, 
superior to pleasure, which the law found to recommend ?’ Why, 
what advantage can the just man find which has mo pleasure in it ? 
I ask you, is fair fame, and the praise of men and gods, an 
advantage and an honour which is unpleasant, and an ill name 

the reverse? My good lawgiver, we shall never admit that. 
Pray, is wronging nobody, and being wronged by nobody, unpleasant, 

though good and right, and is the other behaviour pleasant, 
though disgraceful and bad?”—rairy: I think, after much 
hesitation, that we ought to take this word with tiOéyevos rather 
than with ¢aivorto: (1) because teHéuevos with a qualifying word 
is more naturally used than if taken absolutely; ie. “he who 
decides this way,” rather than “the decider, the authority,” or 
even “the deciding lawgiver,” and (2) because there seems to be a 

decided antithesis between tavty pev ody (6 T.) and «i & avd in 
28. (I am not influenced by eg. Crat. 398¢ taity S oby TiPepar 

«rd, because I think that there, as at Crat. 418d 2, ravry means 
‘that is why. ray 
_ @7. droros goes, I think, closely with dmopos; not “would 
look foolish and... ,” but “would appear strangely at a loss 
to...” Op. Ep. 333¢6 Kat pada arérw kal aioxpa viky, “and 
that by a remarkably disgraceful victory”—(cp. our “nice and 
val ”)- —The gen. Tov cup. cavt@ eyew depends on the a- 
pry: ative in diaropos. 
6638 1. 6 voyuos: this personification of vdyos is peculiar, but 
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intelligible ; 6 véuos represents the same point of view as 6 vopo- 
Géerns. 7d Sikatov is what the law enjoys, and consequently the 
law is held responsible for the effects of just action. Schanz 
adopts Badham’s substitution of voyoBérns for vopuos here, and I 
am strongly disposed to follow his example. If voyos be retained, 
it must anyhow be regarded as a conscious substitution for vojo- 
Gerns, denoting the same “ party” in the argument. 

a2. ri yap b1 dixaiw xwpifopevov nSovns ayabdv : the argument 
is: For the just man to be evdaiov must be an dyafdv; there is no 
aya0ov the just man can experience, which is ywpi(opevov doris : 
therefore it must be wrong to think that 76 dékavov and 7d 760 can 
be separated, or that the lives spoken of at 662d 1 are two. 

a6. pte bro Twos adixetoGas: to complete the picture, from 
the point of view of law and lawgiver—i.e. of the community— 
the recipient of the wrong must be mentioned as well as the 
wrongdoer ; one involves the other. 

a7. 7 for kai, possibly to show that no special distinction is 
here intended between dyafov and xaddv; possibly, only for 
variety’s sake.—ra 6° erepa, “the different state of things,” where 
we should expect ‘the opposite state of things”; possibly, 
because tavavtia had just before been used adverbially. The con- 
text shows that it 7s the opposite state of things, which he here 
denotes by the milder expression. (Ast rejected qxurTa .. . 
kaka. A Venetian MS. — Bekker’s &—and the four earliest 
printed editions omitted yxuta ... adietoOo. Ficinus trans- 
lates the whole passage—giving it all, even kai zws, to the Ath. ; 
Cod. Voss. attributed 7jxurra ... aduxetoOau (ace. to Ast and Stallb.) 
to Cleinias. (More probably Cod. Voss. gave him down to xakd.) 

bl. kal dyaOov te kat kaddv: I cannot help suspecting these 
words to be spurious. The identification of ayaov and kaXév is 
kindred to that of 76% and déxkacov—is perhaps the identification of 
the generals of which the latter pair are particulars—but it is a 
separate point. It would need different arguments, and it is not 
used in the rest of the paragraph. The only defence the words 
seem to admit of is, that the whole of the paragraph appears to 
have been written in a less careful style than the preceding part of 
the argument.—ei pundev érepov : Ast is, I think, right in supplying 
mpos in sense (before pdév) from the following clause; ie. not 
‘will persuade, if nothing else can,” but “will persuade to (this), 
if to nothing else.” 

b 2. vopobery xtA., “in the lawgiver’s eyes that reasoning is 
most wicked and dangerous, which denies that this is the case”— 
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ie. which denies that 7d 760 xdi 7O Sixavov are identical_— 
evavTwwratos is lit. “most hostile” (to the lawgiver)—“his most 
deadly opponent.” 

b 5. wAéov, “in larger amount.” 
b6. I have ventured to alter cxotoduviav into oKorodwiav. 

The noun is used in a figurative sense, at 892 e and Soph. 264 ¢, for 
uncertainty, perplexity ; here we are told that “ distance ”—for so we 
may translate what literally means “what is seen at a distance ”— 
“ produces indistinctness of vision (in all, and especially in the 
inexperienced).” This indistinctness is directly afterwards denoted 
by the more general oxédros (cp. Rep. 516 e, where the man, who is 
imagined as returning from sunlight to the cave, oxdtTovs av 

 dvdrAews TXoIyn Tors 6bOaApor%s). 
b 7. The reading of A and O is (vooOérys) 8’ i pj. ~The & turns 

all the rest of the paragraph into a protasis with no apodosis. L has 
ei pi) (L 59. I. has 6€ 7)v in the margin). This eé 7), which Burnet 

_ adopts, makes all the rest of the paragraph the protasis to oxoro- 
diwiav wapéxer. This satisfies grammar, but not sense and logic. 
The vouoGérys can doubtless remove the oxorod.wia by treatment, 
but who could say “distance produces indistinctness wnless the 
vowoberns removes it by treatment”? If he removes it, it must 
have been there, and consequently must have been produced. 
With this reading we should have to supply, in sense, “and will 
continue to do so,” after rapexer. Ald., and all editions up to 
Stallb. and the Ziirich editors, read & ayiv. Hermann (whom 

Schanz and Apelt p. 5 follow) corrects 0’ «i pu) to 8 ofvar. This 
last correction seems more natural here, and to be palaeographicall y 
at least as likely as 8’ qiv. i pa looks like a correction of 8 ei 
py; i.e. the & was more likely to be omitted on purpose than 
put in. 
___—+b8. «is tovvavtiov Todrov: another slipshod phrase, like ojjtws 
exevv at b 4; apparently it means “into the opposite of what it was 

_at first.” 
el. Kat wetoes xtA.: what follows is either still more slipshod 

‘Im expression than the former part of the paragraph, or corrupt. 
If the latter, the corruption is so far uncured, if not incurable. 
‘If the former is the true account, we may perhaps adopt St.’s 
explanation that 7@ tov dixaiov is the dat. of 7d Tod Suxaiov, a 

paraphrase for 7d Sixatov. Apparently the vopoGérns is, by his 
course of training—in which he relies on the formation of habit 
(eco), fortified by praise (€ratvors), and reasoning (Adyous)— 
to make his charges believe (1) that it is an artificial picture 
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(cxvaypadnua) of right and wrong that they have been looking 
at, and (2) that, like other pictures, it only produces the illusion 
intended, if seen from a certain point. Here the illustration 
would join up with the 7d zéppwHev dpmpevov one. The man 
who has had a training in just action would have been brought 
near to justice, and would therefore discern the faults of the 
picture which looked all right when he was far off from it. 

c2. Naber’s Yoyo.s for Adyous (adopted by Schanz) seems 
wrong; the following representation of the case (@s eoKvayp. KTA.) 
would need Adyou to explain it. 

c3ff. I have removed the comma from after daivdépeva, put 
commas before and after to Tov dixaiov evavtiws, and after 
Gewpotpeva, and would translate ws eoKiyp. . .. apupdtepa, 
“That the right and wrong he sees is like a rough picture— 
the wrong, which behaves in the opposite way to the right, 
appearing, when seen by him when he is in a wrong and bad 
state, pleasant, and the right most unpleasant ; while, when they 
are seen by him when he is in a state of righteousness, every 
man sees both sides altogether in the opposite light.” If the 
eautov of the MSS. is right, we must suppose an imaginary pupil 
of the lawgiver to be spoken of. In that case mavTi in cd is 
irregular, and wavty recorded (or suggested) by a late hand in 
the margin of A is preferable; but if Ast (applauded by St., and 
followed by Schanz) is right in reading avrov for cavtov, ravTi is 
quite in order.— Badham proposed kat radcxa for Kat aduKa (the 
omission to repeat the article-is hardly noticeable among so many 
irregularities of expression)—and to eject the words 7a pev adiKa 
T¢ Tov Sixalov, inserting Ta pev adcka after Pewpotpeva, and 
rejecting wpds in c5.—F.H.D. would reject to Tod dixaiov. 
Schanz marks a lacuna before evavtiws. Stephanus (and C. 
Ritter) reeoommend the rejection of the tw before tov duxaiov— 
governing the gen. by evavtiws.—For the use of ex in ¢3 and 4 
St. well cps. Soph. 286 b 7d harvdpevov pev dua THY OVK EK KadOD 
Jéav eouxevat T) KaXqG, where the effect is the opposite of that 
described in the present case.—The pev before aduka corresponds | 
in logic to the d€ in 7a dé dSikava, and the peév before adixov to 
the S€ in & 6&€ dixaiov.—dea is predicate to parvopeva, not to 
Jewpotpeva. Among the suggested alterations of the passage that 
of Madvig seems to me the best; he supposes evavtim to have 
fallen out before évavtiws. We thus get a clumsy chain of 
participles, but greater clearness. I should still, if this were 
adopted, put a comma after Oewpovmeva.—A somewhat similar 
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philosophizing is to be seen in- Euripides, Iph. in Aul. 387 
Tovynpov dwrds 7Soval Kaka. 

c7f. The question arises: with what do tyv, rotépav and THv 
in the next line agree? In grammar it is aA7e.av, but the 
meaning of this word coalesces with that of its dependent gen. 
Kpicews to mean “true judgement,” or rather “claim to truth.” 
What the sentence means is, “which claim to be true has the 
higher authority ?” 

d 5-e 2. As Cleinias’s form of assent shows a disposition to go 
behind the argument, the Ath. reinforces it by considerations of 
expediency. He is careful, by the extremely hypothetical form 
of the question, to guard against the idea that he himself for a 
moment doubts the reality of his previous conclusion. He does 
not say, “if it were otherwise, what better opportunity for a 
useful lie could a legislator have?” but, ‘‘if it had been 
otherwise,” and “have had.” (Voltaire’s ‘‘il faudrait Vinventer ” 
is in a less hypothetical form.) It is almost as if Plato argued : 
“ Does’ it not look as if it must be true, because it is such a useful 

_ thing to be able to say ?”—of tu kal opixpdv odeAos : we have 
already met this phrase at 630 c and 647 a in connexion with the 
vopoberns ; ep. also 890d tov ye GEvov Kai cpiKpovd vopobernv. 

G7. ws kai voy avtTd npnx 6 doyos exe: cf. Parm. 141d 
@s ye 0 Adyos aipet, Phil. 35d ovdapy 6 Adyos ape’, Rep. 604 ¢ 
Orn 6 AOyos aipe? BEATICT’ Gv EXEL. aipetv seems in this phrase 
to be used much as we say, in an argument, “there you have me.” 

el. Schanz adopts H. Stephanus’s insertion of we/Gew before 
movetv : this insertion was independently suggested by Badham. 
At 671¢4 dSvvapévovs has just as much need of a supplied inf. 
The difference is that there the sentence is long, and a zovetv 
which occurs near the end sounds as if it might be the missing 
inf., though it is not. I am inclined to believe in a pregnant use 
of dtvacGa. in the sense of “to be equal to bringing it about 
that” (cp. Ast, Lex), akin to its meaning of “to signify,” “to be 
equal to”; weiOewv zovetv would sound very awkward. 

+ e2. rdvras, which is in no MS., has been, by most editors, 
added to the text from Eusebius’s quotation of the passage. 

. e 3 ff. The most various interpretations have been proposed of 
leiniass remark, and the Athenian’s answer. The difference 

from the various subaudienda imagined before or after 
Cleinias’s remark ; e.g. (before it) “it would certainly be better 

if we could do without a lie” (C. Ritter); (after) “id quod verum 
esse putamus difficile est (nobis) persuadere (non ita esse)” Ast. 
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Both these cannot be right; I think no subaudienda are needed. 
The author is directly calling attention to the plastic nature of 
the youthful mind, and incidentally suggesting a correct apprecia- 
tion of myths and their position in education. In the previous 
paragraph the Athenian’s language, in referring to the possible use 
of a lie, is carefully chosen—er’ dyafw wWetderPar pds Tods 
véeous—he calls it AvovreX és, and an efficient prompter of a good 
disposition. This is because he wants to point out the use of 
stories in forming the mind. Cleinias does not see what he is 
driving at, and takes refuge in the following safe and somewhat 
trite remark: “truth” (i.e. philosophical truth) “is a treasure, 
and an abiding one; but the process of getting it into people’s 
minds is evidently a hard one.” In the Athenian’s answer I have 
ventured to read 75 péevror Yiddviov for Td pev Tov Lidwviov. 
It is not likely that Plato should have spoken of the story as told 
by a Sidonian (and that is the most natural translation of the 
gen.), and a comparison of Rep. 414c¢ suggests that ro Zdaviov 
pvOorASynpa is only a variety for the proverbial Wetdos or Petopa 
Pow Kkixdv (see Photius s.v. Powikexdv). For 76 pevtou=7d 
ep. Phaedrus 228d tiv pevrou Siavovav. What the Athenian says 
there is: “I grant you; but it is not hard to get a cock-and-bull 
story like the Sidonian one into people’s minds.” (I think Burnet 
is wrong in reading the words as a question. A question should 
have had ov padcov, and if it had been a question, it would natur- 
ally have been repeated after Cleinias’s zrota ;)—The Ath. seizes on the 
word veifevv as opening up the general subject of the way in which 
the young mind can and ought to be furnished with ideas and 
feelings. Of course the Cretan goes off mentally in the direction 
suggested, and asks zota ; He has been in a fog, and he sees a 
chance of getting into clearer air. 

e6. eyévero may fairly be taken as a gnomic aorist; the 
addition of kat dAXa pupia looks as if no definite accrediting of a 
particular story was referred to. 

e9. mrapddevypa Tov meioewv, “proof that a man will (be able 
to) persuade.” For zapddevypyo in the sense of “proof” or “con- 
firmation” cp. Laws 801b9, Thue. i. 2. 6. 

66442. avrdv is the voyoGérns, not the imaginary tvs.—The 
substance of this paragraph is as follows: “the minds of the young 
are plastic. It is of the utmost importance that they should be 
moulded aright. They must be led to think that doing right is 
pleasanter than doing wrong. The songs they sing and hear, the 
stories that are told to them, the admonition of their elders, and 
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the public opinion of the whole community must all point in this 
direction, and tend to induce this belief.” His two hearers agree 
unconditionally that the Adyos is leading them aright. Cleinias’s 
answer at 663d 5, and his next remark, and the turn now taken 
by the Athenian’s disquisition reveal to us that Plato in this 
dialogue is mainly writing, not for men who are able to follow 
SiaAextixot Adyou but, for practical men, whose experience enables 
them to criticize from a practical standpoint, and, if necessary, to 
amend, the work of a vopoférns. From time to time, however, 
through the Nodjou, the author goes back, as one should say, to first 
principles,—and in a tone that shows us that it is in no sceptical 
spirit that he abandons the higher ground. 

a4. 1) rowatryn cvvoikia raca (pOeyyotr’ dei): this paraphrase 
for wéAxs, in this connexion—the universal voice of the community 
—is what we should call “public opinion.” (I. Bruns p. 70 says 
the word rovattyn proves that this passage, as first arranged, came 
after the proposal at the end of Bk. III. to legislate for a special 
colony. )—Schanz reads évruv’ dv for the MS. dvrivd. Burnet, at 
Gorg. 492b (where no MS. has dy, and only a late hand in the 
margin of B has 71), adopts Woolsey's ti av (after Suvacteiav), but 

here, and at Huthyd. 296 e, he leaves the optative without av. It 
is probable that the dv has fallen out here—vpossible that Plato left 
the ay out in his written text—either thinking that he had put it 

in, or with a oe notion that the av with épydoato was enough. 
In either case I do not believe that he would have been other 
than grateful to any editor who put it in,—though he might have 

_ wished to have a say as to where: it was to stand. 
a6. The dia Biov ravrds, which reinforces the dei, foreshadows 

the arrangement, described in the two following speeches of the 
Athenian, for securing the aid of men of all ages. 
+3. evdy ay cin A€yerv: not merely “my (next) task must be 
to describe,” but “I will take upon myself to describe”; €udv is 

emphatic. So, more circumstantially, at 892d ff., as already at 
631a, and 641e, the Athenian claims to lecture his audience 
‘sometimes, instead of discussing matters on an equality with 

+4, erddew : cp. 659e 1 OvTws pev ermdal tais Pvyais, and 
2 ¢6.—tpeis ovras: this is the first time three choruses are 

ken of. We learn from Plut. Lycurg. ch. 21 that there were at 
Spartan festivals three choruses: Kara tds tpels nAtKkias CvVuTTa- 
pevor... 6 pev Tov yepovtov ... 6 d€ Tov akpatovTwy .. . 
6€ Tpitos, 6 Twv waidwv. That is, doubtless, why the Ath. refers 
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to the arrangement as already known.—Up to 666d ff. Plato 
uses language about the class of citizens between thirty and sixty 
years of age which conceals from his interlocutors the fact that it 
is only in a figure that he describes them as a yopds ; from 666d 
onwards he unfolds to them that the potoa to which the mature 
minds among the citizens are to be devoted is “ kadAiwv THs Tov 
XOpwov Kat THS Ev Tois KoLVots Hedtpois” (667 a). 

b7. 7d 6€ keharaov avtov TotTo éotw: so the MSS. avrov 
seems not to refer to ta kaAa awovta which are to be the 
subject matter of the songs. If it does, the following clause is 
very irregularly expressed. Stallbaum would like to put a 
comma after AéyeoOa1, and insert the words kat tovro before 
packovtes. The only way in which we can bring the passage 
into order as it stands is to suppose avT@v to refer to the general 
arrangements about the choruses: “The main point to be kept 
before us in our proceedings in this.”—-I have ventured to read 
ad for avTov. ; 

b 8. i760 Ocdv A€yerGar: just as the citizens in general are 
to be told that the laws of the state were given by a god, or by a 
divinely inspired man, so, to the young, the truths which only 
the experienced philosopher can discover are to be presented with 
the sanction of religion. 

cl. It is, I think, admissible to suppose that GAnOeorara 
refers to the statement that the right and good life is the 
pleasantest, not to the statement that the gods say so; whereas 
the padrdrov reicopev . . . 7) dv GrAAws Tos Pbeyydpcba 
Aéeyovtes refers merely to the appeal to the religious sanction. 

c 5. eicio.: previous references to eoprai at 652d and 657d 
and the words ev Jedtpw at 665e5 make it clear that this word 
is here used in the technical sense of “coming on” to the stage at 
a public festal performance. 

c6. ardcn orovdy : ie. it is to be no amateurish performance ; 
the choir must do its very best ; as indeed is to be expected, when 
all the city assembles to hear it. It is the choir of the Muses, 
who preside over education. (The occasion has some of the 
elements of the modern school speech-day.)—0o pexpe TpidKovra 
érov: Plato does not here specify a date which is to divide zraitdes 
from dkpdfovtes; probably because, for different purposes, and 
in different states, the date varied; also, in some states the 
epy Por formed an intermediate class. 

c 7. Cp. Critias 108¢ Kat tov Ilaiwva te kat Motvoas em- 
KkaXotvpevov, though there the divinity is only appealed to for 
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inspiration, and not, as here, implored to produce conviction as 
well. The second chorus is evidently that of Apollo. 

¢8. rots véois: either all below the class of the dxua(ovres— 
those, ie, still undergoing the process of education—or perhaps 
ot veou includes the dxpyd(ovres as well—as being still impression- 
able. The words ‘Acwy peta mevOovs, “graciously pleased to 
convince,” look more like a prayer for others than for the 
suppliants themselves. 

di. As I think that the d€ in rots d€ pera Tatra, and not 
the d¢ after dei, marks the chief contrast to the pév clause in ¢ 4, 

_ I have put a colon, and not a full stop (as St. and Burnet) after 
__—s érevxdpevos—Schanz puts a comma there. The grammatical con- 

___ struction, it is true, indicates a greater break at ézevydpevos, 
as both ddev and xatadede?POar depend on de?, but logically 
the three choruses on the one hand, and the old men past “singing” 
on the other, are more opposed than the two first choruses and the 
rest of the population. ; 

2. rovs pera tavTa: this can mean nothing but “those who 
are beyond that age”; but it is an unusual expression, as also is 
péperv, in the next line, which a comparison of 665d 9—wzds 7rov 
ytyvopevos mperPitepos dKvov pds Tas @das pectds—would 
persuade us to translate “to support the toil of,” an unusual 
extension of the sense of to endure (something evil). Is it possible 
that the word here means to contribute?) cp. Polit. 298 a mpoo- 
TatTovTes Gvadwpata péperv)—or even to produce ? 

43. pvdorAdyouvs epi TOV aitav 7Odv, “to tell stories about 
_ the same characters”; ie. about men who display virtuous 

_ dispositions. 
G4. dia Geias pjpyys: ie. of an inspired character, cp. 624 b 2. 
d8. That is, we are now going to see what is the second and 

_ chief use of »<67—that referred to beforehand at 653 a as a means 

of safe-guarding education. Its: first use—that of enabling the 
_ educators to judge character—ro xariWeiv ras €xopev Tas pioers 
oi Yox7ns Bdoavov AapPdver—and to train the young in 
 aidws and aicxivn—had been explained already at the end of 
Bk. 1. The forgetfulness of his hearers provides the Ath. with 
ihe oceasion for a useful repetition. 

Inasmuch as the explanations which follow all apply to the 
participation of mature and elderly men in the chorus of 
Dionysus, Orelli’s tpitrovs for tpirovs (in d6) is inadmissible— 
esides, there could have been nothing about the first two 

ses which would seem strange to his hearers; it was only 
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about the third that they needed further information. Possibly 
it was the recent occurrence of the word tpirovs in d1 which 
made him choose the plural here. We get the sing. again at 
665 b 1. 

e3. Kat apxas tov Adywv: ie. at 653df. Here ot Adyou 
means the discussion begun in this book ; and so probably above, 
at d 9. 

e7. tovtwyv dudotéepwv: ie. of bodily movement, and of voice ; 
this gen. depends on tafews, and that on aic@yow. This ace. 
should itself have been in the gen., as governed by the nearer 
verb epdmrouto, but, to avoid three genitives, one on the back of 
another, it is made to be governed by e€you, even though it is 
duplicated by the following rovro :—an instructive instance of 
Plato’s sentence-construction, and treatment of cases. (Burnet 
has made this construction much clearer by putting a comma after 
appotepwv. Stallb. commends, and Schanz adopts Winckelmann’s 
aig Once. for aic@yow (cp. Phaedo 65d,and Phil. 35a). Badham 
suggests the same change (comparing To vo epdmtecOar Tov 
ovtwv), and places the word after ovdev. But a comparison of 
653e3—ra pev odv aGAXda (wa ovK Exe aic@now Tov ev Tals 
Kiwnoeriv Ta€ewv ovde ataévov—makes it very hard to explain 
éxou TovTo here as meaning anything but exou ragews aia Oyow, 
and if the ¢you clause was in the writer’s mind at the beginning of 
the sentence, the slight anacoluthon involved in aio@ynow ... 
epamtouro is easily explained—especially when there were so 
many genitives about.)—For the whole subject of the passage cp. 
Plul. 17 ¢ ff. and above on 653 e 4. 

66522. A has dppovias, and so a second hand in O; i.e. the 
writer of A cannot be trusted as perfect in grammar. Cp. Hdt. 
vi. 53 ovK ereote erovupin Lepore’ ovdeuia ratpds Ovyrov, damep 
“HpaxAci “Auditptiwv; if ever a Greek would have thought it 
right to say dvoza Apditptovos, he would have done it in this 
sentence, one would think. 

a8. It would have been more regular to repeat the 6 before 
tov Movowy, but the pl. eipnvrar makes it clear that two choruses 
are spoken of, and so the repetition—which would rather spoil 
the rhythm—is unnecessary. 

b 2. A€eyer Gar, not,‘ (has) to be spoken of,” but “ (must) be called 
(that of Dionysus).” 

b3. para yap aromos ... Avovicov mperPutov xopds: the 
hicence which Cleinias associates with the name of Dionysus seems 
to accord ill with old age. In spite of the Spartan institution of 
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the xopds yepovtwv Cleinias is perhaps surprised at the inclusion, 
in any chorus, of old men of between 50 and 60, but that that 
chorus should be, so to speak, a “drunken” one, scandalizes him 

as much as did the first suggestion (ep. 641 ¢ 8) that wey had an 
educational use.—In the mention of men “above fifty” we have a 
hint that the third “chorus” is a heterogeneous collection, and 
may perhaps fall into several classes. 
| b6. air@: ie. Avovicw. 

b7. ddAnGectara pévtou Eyes: i.e. “you are quite right in 
: thinking it extraordinary.”—Adyov 6) Se?: Schanz follows A in 
writing A. dé det, = 5) (““ the fact is”) is more in place here—what 
: follows is corroborative, not adversative—and the first hand in O 

gives it some support by reading Adyov de? 41. 
b 8. dry Tovro xrX., “(in fact it will, I expect, need a train of 

argument) to turn this arrangement, if made, into a defensible 
one.” A comparison of the construction at 660d5f, and, eg, 
-968c1, would lead us to expect evAdyws, and so Schanz corrects. 
It is ‘surely rash to say that Plato had not the choice of the 
adjective here. 

c2. mavra goes in sense with all the accusatives that follow. 
c3. Kai (before dy) leads to a climax—“ in fact”; cp. 667b8 

and Phaedo 58d adda Taphoay TWES, kat toAXot ye; it is the 
same kai which we have in kat yap, Kal pry. 

c4. ergdovoav: erwdy and ergdevv are with Plato stock terms 
(cp. 666¢ 6 6 roAAdxis cipyKapev, erddevv) of “soul-therapeutics ” 
(Eusebius, H.Z. iii. 4. 6, speaking of St. Luke, uses the term Puyov 
Geparrevtixy). The addition of éerddev to gdev, or its substitution 
for it, makes it easier for us to recognize that the yopeia here 

_ spoken of is often a mental process, not a bodily performance. 
_ ¢2-7. Every educated man, woman, and child—slaves included 
—is capable of taking part in a xopds (6 peév draidevtos axdpevTos 

piv éora. 654 a), and they are to use these “spells” (ie. those 
described in brief at 664b6 ff.) all their lives (ua) raver Oai rote) ; 

and, that their fascination for the performers themselves may 
never cloy, we are, “by hook or by crook” (auas yé ws), to avoid 
uniformity, and without fail (rdévrws) to impart to them a subtle 
intricacy (of words, tune, and bodily movement) ; ; ep. Pind. Ol. 
vi. 146 a.vopdo wv aixpntaio tTEkwv ToiKiAov Uuvov.—HoTE . 
aoovny : lit. “so that the singers may have an unquenchable thirst 

for their songs, and pleasure (in its satisfaction)” ; cp. Eur. [.7. 954 
eixov 7Oov7nv, “enjoyed themselves.” The drAnortia is, apparently, 
to be secured by the absence of uniformity—which, as Ritter 
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says, is partly due to the different natures etc. of the different 
classes of singers—and the 7d0v7 by the zovxvAta.—Eusebius, 
Stallb. says, has rept tov detv in c 2 for the MS. 70 deiv. It was, 
of course, open to the speaker to continue on the model of his 
own words dpa... ouodoyettar; or on that of his questioner 
—rTov wept; But that is no reason why, with Ast, we should read 
Tov ety. 

G1. rovro 75 dpuctov THs woAEws: cp. 658e, where it is 
claimed that old men are the best judges. (Ritter would read tat0” 
for tov0’, a good suggestion.) 

d3. ddov: the participle is the principal verb in sense; the 
question is, in effect, ‘‘Where would the old men sing—the old 
men, whose songs (in subject matter) would be the best, and would 
therefore do most good ?” 

d4. avoyjrws ovrws, “in mere folly”; so drAds otTus, padiws 
oUTH, o’TwTly atpEena (Gorg. 503 d).—kvpwiraror, “ perfect masters 
of”; it includes, I think, the idea of “the best authority about” ; 
cp. Ep. 345 b ot rept tov TovotTwv mépmodv Avovrciou KupimTepor 
dy elev Kpital, Hp. 311d kvpwirepa b€ 7a TOV Oeiwv avdpov pav- 
TEVPLATA 1) TH TOV jr. 

el. xalpes }rTov rpadtTrwv rovro: litotes for “does not like 
doing it,” as is shown by the following “if obliged to do it.” 

e2. dom . . . Toow paddroy: added, with ‘conversational 
asyndeton, in amplification of the comparatives #rrov and paddov 
—‘‘and the older and wiser he grows, the more he feels it.” 

e5. mavtoios avOpwrous abe eotds opOds : ep. Shakespeare’s 
“(Nature might) stand up and say to all the world.” 

e6. eve padAov: he does not like doing it at all; the being 
obliged makes it worse, the publicity of a theatrical performance 
is a “still further” aggravation—kxal ravré y’ et suggests yet 
another grievance—the dwvackds, with blind pedantry, might put 
the old man on meagre diet—just the opposite treatment, as the 
sequel shows, to what the case needs. 

e8. mavtaraciv mov: these words gather up, as it were, the 
force of the climax ; he asks, in effect, “can you imagine a more 
distressingly ,humiliating situation? Every spark of zpofvpta 
would be stifled by it.”—-This comic picture helps to unsettle the 
notion that the yopefa of the mature and elderly is to be a 
literal one. 

666a2. avrov’s possibly refers to all the “singers,” not the 
third chorus alone. . 

a5. “rip eri mupy wapounia js pepvytat kat IAatwv* KaKdv 
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éxt Kak@,” Photius.—oyereverv, a metaphor from irrigation, is 
appropriate to the “liquid fire” of “drink”; cp. As You Like It 
tr. iii. 48 “ For in my youth I never did apply Hot and rebellious 
liquors in my blood.” 

a6. mpiv emi robs rovous eyxXeipetv Topever Oat, “ before they 
address themselves to the work of life.” Cp. Eur. Orestes 1068 
ér’ épyov 8, ws dopas, Topevoyat. [F.H.D. prefers “before they 
attack their task.”| 

a7. evAaPovpevous (by way of varying the construction) agrees 
with the (imaginary) object of dudacxKovres and subject of oyerevev ; 
the Aldine ed. emended it to evra Potpevor, which would agree 
with the subject of vowoberioopev.ep paras, “passionate, violent,” 
is a less derogatory epithet than paviddys “ crazy.” 

a8. yeverGo, and the following infs. dréyerOa1, kadeiv, and 
mapakadciv, are best taken as dependent on vopoGericopev, not as 
on xp7 (supplied from ov XP%). 

bil. rdv véov: not a precise term; sometimes it is used of 
mere children ; sometimes, as here, used as the opposite of yépwv.— 

: ee ray veuv corr. by A? to rdv véov, which is the reading in 
Athenaeus x. 55, and Stobaeus, Flor. 44. 44. 

b2. retrapdxovta éeriBaivovta éerov, “when a man is rising 
forty,” as we say—i.e. enters the fourth decade. This meaning is 
sufficiently defined by the previous péxps Tpidxovta érov.—év Tots 
ovocitio evwyxyOevra kTX.: the situation suggests an old-fashioned 
College Common-Room at Oxford or Cambridge. 

| b 3. kaActy seems used of the general invocation of the gods 
before the drinking began, and zapaxadAciv is a-slight variation of 
the general word to mark a special appeal. (Badham would reject 
kaXetv, thus making the position of the re more regular; but it is 
difficult to see why anyone should have put it in, if it was not 
there.) 
 b4. A has rpecPutarwv, O and Athenaeus rpeoButav, Stob. 
and Galen mzpeoBurépwv (so Schanz and Burnet).—reXeri apa 
kal ma.ouav, “(to) what is at once the Kap oe and the special 
religious privilege of the older men.” The word teAeTHV 18 
specially appropriate, as it was used of a festival ceremony in 

‘particular; at Eur. [.7. 959 the word is applied to the feast of 
the Xoes. Athenaeus i ii. 40d can hardly be right in saying that 
TOS ett peifous Kal peta TIVOS pvoTLKNS Tapaddcews EopTas Were 
valled teAeTas because of the large sums spent upon them—“ redetv 
yap To daravav”—a feast was itself, as it always has been, a 
ceremony, involving initiation. 
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b 5. erixoupov is here an adjective, qualifying pa ppaxor 5 cp. 
Eur. IA. 1027 xep eiKOUpoV kakov, Or, 211 & didrov tarvov 
GeXynrpov é eri koupov vooou, 

b 6. I have ventured to bracket the words rév ofvov. It was a 
natural marginal explanation of ¢dppyaxov, and it is very hard to 
fit it in as well as 7v and ddpyaxov in the text. I would trans- 
late T)v ... pdpyakov “the mystery and delight of the older 
men, which he has given to mankind as a charm against the 
austerity of age.” (So, too, Peipers, Qu. Cr. de Pl. Legibus, p. 95. 
H. Richards suggests reading 7js.for 7)v.) 

b 7. I feel sure that Burnet is right in reading A7y for the 
MS. A7@nv. The only way by which editors have made sense of 
the passage is to adopt the suggestion, made in the margin of Cod. 
Voss., to insert te after padakwtepov, but the sentence runs much 
better in Burnet’s form. 

cl. xafdrep cis rip oidnpov evteGevta yuyvopevov: so the 
MSS. I doubt the correctness of the construction rd 70s 
yiyveras xabarep cidnpos eis rip evreGeis in the sense “the 
nature of the soul becomes like iron put into the fire.” yiyveo@au, 
like efvat, can have an adverb as predicate, but I think such a 
sentence as the above would be hard to find. I suggest that what 
was written was kaOarepet eis, or possibly xaOazepel ’s. The 
sentence would then mean “ becoming, so to speak, iron put in the 
furnace.” (Ast, who reads padakwrepdov Te, says we must supply 
paXdtakwTepov in sense with yryvopevor, “ becoming softer like iron 
in the furnace. ”) [F-H.D. would bracket -yeyvopevoy.] 

C2. Kal ovTws ebrarrorepov etvau: cp. 671¢ madevew Te Kal 
mAdtrew ... Tovtov 8 eivar Tov wAdoTny (see note on 671 a 4— 
672d9). Ast’s note on this passage is: “Frequens vero est 
comparatio animi ferocis cum ferro aqua tincto, molliti vero cum 
ferro igne cocto. Plutarchus de discrim. adul. p. 73 ¢ [chap. xxxvi] 
oomrep 6 cldnpos TuKVOUTAaL TH TepLpiFer Kal SéXeTaL THY TTOMWOLY 
aveBels mpOrov td Oepydtyntos Kat padakds yevopevos.” 

C8. petéxery auiv dns: it may naturally be asked here, “if 
this third chorus is to sing in private, where is the public benefit ? 
—who are to be ‘charmed’ by it?” This question is answered 
implicitly in the sequel, thus: “Their superior insight and — 
training makes them the repository of correct taste. It is to them — 
that the vouoférns must go when he wants to find what style of © 
Xopeta is to be enjoined by law for the two other choruses ; ior 

are 

it is they who must supervise the poets and musicians.” In other 
words, they are not primarily a performing chorus, like the other — 
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two. Their function is to be the mind of the state in the matter 
of xopeia ; and in the exercise of their faculties the suppleness of 
intellect which is necessary in addition to the wisdom of 
experience is to be artificially supplied by wine. 

_ a3. The MSS. have olay &€ duccovew ot avdpes pov 7) 
povoav ; 7 SnAov xtA. It is clear that ausoovow (of which the du 
is in raswra in A) is a vox nihili, and so Ast, Stallb., and the Ziir. 
editors alter it to gaovowv. Porson (in a note on Markland’s note 
on Eur. Supplices 932), seeing that the act. fut. of gdw was almost 
as bad a solecism, corrected it to 7oovorv, so too Cobet, in- 
dependently. Stallb. does not accept this manifestly correct 
emendation, because, he says, though Pwviv ‘evar is idiomatic, 
iévar povoav is unheard of. This valid objection is admirably 

met by Burnet’s further emendation which greatly improves the 
rest of the sentence as well. He puts the mark of interrogation 
after dwvyv, and ejects the second 7. The zeugma is far less 
harsh when povocay is no longer in the same sentence as dwvijv ; 
i, not only does yoovo.w go better with dwvjv alone, but 
Tperoveav goes better with povoay alone. I would further 
write 7 for the first 7, and change the (;) after twva to a full 
stop. 

_ 4. For the MS. de? Steph. suggested 6, Ast et, Schanz dei. 
—wWe may translate, “But what sort of a note will theirs be? 
Clearly their ‘music’ must be in keeping with their age and 
character.”—The following passage from Phaedr. 259d illustrates 
more than one point in the text: ry d€ rperButary KadAvory 
kal TH pet avtnv Ovpavia Tors ev dirocodia dudyovtds Te Kai 
TipoOvTas Thy éxeivwv povotkyy ayyéAAovew,, at d7) paduota TOV 
lovr@y mepi te ovpavdv Kat Adyovs otoat Oelovs Te Kail 
ivOpwrivous tao. kaAXiornvy dwvyv.—For the rejection of the 7 

ar potoav cp. 954a, where Hermann successfully challenges 

— G6. Ociois dvdpdow : i.e. men of renown and distinction ; great 
nen. If the Ath. had here been asked: “Are all the members 
' the third chorus, then, great men?” we should have been 
nlightened as to much that is obscure in Plato’s idea about the 
jionysiac Chorus. But the question was not asked, i.e. Plato does 
10t mean to give us the details. 
«8. wets yotv ... kat oid: ie. “we Cretans, and the 
partans.” 

ag _ With Suvaivea it is easy to supply ddev from the 
2 sentence; but cp. on 663e1 and Phil. 2349 didxpwiv 
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rwos Svvapevov.— iV - + - yevopevot, © which we were taught 

when we learnt to sing in chorus.” 

02. @v dare. KaTpKyKoTov: the use of the adj. aovetos 

shows what these words imply.—oiov . . - KextynoOe: if 

hopBadas 1s sound——it looks very much like a marginal synonym 

for ev ayeAy vepopevovs—it must be the main predicate to 

KexTnoOe, “you keep your young men in flocks, like so many colts 

at grass in one big herd.”—dyéhy in Crete, and Bove in Sparta, 

were technical terms for the bands or classes in which the youths 

were trained. 

e 5. dypiatvovta : as at Rep. 493 b, Plato uses this verb in its 

original sense of “ to be déyptos, wild,” the opposite of aaretos in 

derivation, as 1m sense.—ereoTynoev: gnomic aor. used side by 

side with pres.—the education being a lengthy process.— tm oko mov 

... wyxov: the metaphorical language of this passage, which 1s 

even playfully extravagant, indirectly prepares his hearers for 

his main metaphor as to the 01 and povoe. 

eG. mdvTa TpooyKovTa drodiovs TH TadoTpopig, “ paying all 

due attention to his rearing” ; the absence of the art. with zpoo- 

KOVTA gives additional emphasis to rdv7a—“ in all points” ; I take 

ravdotpopia (and not rpoojKovta) to be the antecedent to 60ev— 

“such a rearing as will secure that . . » For 6Oev . . . ay ein 

ep. Prot. 318 e (quoted in the note on the next line) 67ws .. - 

dv én. 
66721. Ast has collected many instances where dé, instead of 

GANA Kal, follows ov (or yin) povov, eg. 747 e 1, 965 b 9.—7éAw the 

political, aor the civic or rather civil communities. There might 

be several Gory Im a 7éAus.duoiketv: not so much as “be a 

governor of” (J owett) ; the word would apply to the part taken
 in 

the state by any member of a self-governing community. Op. 

Prot. 318 e dws av apioTo Tv abTov oiKiav Stool, Kat rept TOV 

Ths TOAEwS OTWS Ta THS TOAEWS Suvaroratos ay ein Kal TpaTTeEW 

kat Aeyerv, Meno 91a raitys Ths Topias Kal dperis, 7) of dvOpwrot 

rds Te olkias Kal TAS TOAELS Kados Suorxover, and Rep. 600d os 

ovire oikiay ovre TOAW THY aitGv Suoikeiv ofol T erovTar eav pay 

odeis adTov érirtaTnowow 
TS TOLOELAS. 

a2. ov 57: ie. the typical unregenerate member of the ayeAy 

described above ; ‘“‘that’s just the sort of yokel that. . Kar 

dpyds )( Kar’ dpxas Tov Aoyov at 664e, here used manifestly ) 

the beginning of the whole treatise (see below on 671 a4 ff.).—T@ 

Tupraiov Tro eptKkOv TONEPLKWTEPOV «td, “a more capable fighte 

than Tyrtaeus’s warriors, for he everywhere and always acco 
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bravery not as the first, but as the fourth of virtue’s possessions, 
whether for state or for individual.” Cf. above 63047 ff, where 
ordots is contrasted with foreign warfare. 

. a4. Burnet has made the connexion of the different parts of 
_ the sentence clearer by putting a comma after the words de Kat 
mavtaxov, which go closely with tywwvta.—The datives idudracs 

and cuprdoy rode. go with tétaprov GAN ov rpOTov KTHpa; the 
value of this particular one of virtue’s possessions is low, both 
for the state and for the individual. Cp. 661b5 tatra eore 
cipravta dukalows pev Kal doiow avdpdow apiota KTHpata. 
Of. also Phil. 66a as 1)50v7) KTHpa ovK eoTL TPOTOV Ovd ad 

| Sedrepov. Ast 3 wrong in putting in ws, by way of explana- 
tion, before téraprov ; the ayafds orpatiwwrys does not so regard 
courage. 
a6. ovK oida ory or odk oida 6ytiva tTpdrov—“somehow or 
other ”—are frequently used with the sort of implication that the 
last speaker is “a little too clever.” Cp. Gorgias 513, Phil. 19 a, 
Phaedr. 265 b.—éXw at: the reference is to 630d 2. 
a9. cizep: Heindorf on Parm. 150b has collected many 
instances of this elliptical use; cp. eg. 900e, Ar. Nub. 226.— 
“Topevopeba, ci BovrAco Oe, “ please let us go.” Ast cps. Rep. 394d 
aXX ory av 6 Adyos Sorep TvEdpa hEpy, TAtTH iTEov. 

alOff. «i yap €xouev povoay xtA.: this is the first un- 
equivocal declaration that the mature citizens of from thirty to 
*" ty are not to form a xopds in the literal sense. We have now 
to find out what is the povoa—what is the afi naageeral or 
spiritual contribution, proper to the Dionysiac “¢hoir.” The 
seynote of the paragraph is given us in the words xaAAiw and 

2, 

D2. aicytverOar, (yretv S€: the feeling of shame which, for 
hese men, bars the way to public musical performances like those 
f the other choirs, has been fully described, but not their desire 
r the highest kind of activity. This desire is perhaps implied 
hen they are called eto. avdpes (66646), and it is consistent 
ith their being kvpuitaro. Tov KaAXioTwv Kal wpeAwwTaTor 

bv (665d 4), and zpdOvpor mpds tas @dds (66642, and 
); So that gdayev is here simply “we assert,” not “we have 

rptad » 

5—c 3. “Is it not necessarily the case with all things that 
ve : any attendant charm, either, in the first place, that the 
‘fact that it is charming is by itself the important point about 

ing, or that what matters most is its correctness, or further, 
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the advantage of it? What I mean is this: take food and drink 
—any kind of nourishment ; a charm attends it which we should 
call pleasure. But as for what we should call correctness and 
advantage, just that out of any (exdorote) of our victuals which 
we call wholesome is in itself what is most correct” (i.e. in the 
case of food advantage and correctness coincide).—Cp. Gorg. 474 d, 
and 506cd.—The main difficulty in the passage lies in the iv de 
opOdrynra te kal operiav. If, with Badham, we take these words 
to be the subject to e’vas 7d opOdtatov, we get, as he says, a 
misere turbata sententia. But it is clear that the subject of efvac 
T OpOdrarov is avTd ToOUTO Orep Dyvevdy A€yopev. Therefore iv 
kTX., to which the antecedent would, if the sentence went on 
regularly, be, like ydpuv, in the acc., is left suspended, and the 
sentence suddenly takes another path. Cf. Phaedr. 233b evrv- 
xXovvtas 6€ Kat TA pi) nSovAS Gia Tap exeivwv eraivov avayKacer 
tTvyxavev. A nominative similarly suspended occurs at Rep. 
565 d as apa 6 yevodpevos Tov avOpwrivov orAayxvov, ev aAAous 

adAAwv tepeiwy Evds eyKataretpnpevov, avayKn Oy TotTw AvKw 
yeveoOar. (Bdh, reads r7v for jv and says that for opOdrarov we 
want something like wapeyouevov ; Schanz agrees so far as to 
obelize 6pOdrarov.) 

b 6. The povov is important, and is repeated at d 9. 
b 8. For the second kai cp. 665 ¢ 3. 
c 5. The two examples, drawn (1) from practical Nie life, 

and (2) from the life of the zntellect, are only preliminary to the 
consideration of the importance of clear notions about the distinct 
spheres of pleasure, correctness, and moral effect in the domain of 
(3) art. Above (657e—658e) we have been told that the 
common idea that pleasure is the criterion in art is only true of 
the pleasure felt by certain trained and experienced judges. 
Again, at 663c, the question was raised as to the value of 
different judgements. The present passage—667 b 5-671 a 4— 
is a development of the author’s views on the subject. It falls 
into two parts: 

(1) 667b5-669b4 deals with the requisites of a com- 
petent judge. We here are told that what the true judge learns 
from experience and from training is, that there are further — 
considerations besides pleasure which must be taken into account ; 

and indeed that it is doubtful whether a case would ever present 
itself in which pleasure could be severed from these. If these 
requirements are not satisfied, the right-minded judge will feel no — 
pleasure ; and thus we are able, after all, to accept the doctrine 
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that pleasure is the criterion in matters of art, provided that it is 
felt by the right persons. 

(2) The second passage (669 b 5-671 a1) warns us of the special 
dangers and errors to which these judges of art are liable in their 
attempt to form a correct public taste. 

C7. kat Td «8 Kat TO kaAds: not used here (as ed is at 
669b1) specially of the moral effect, but of the general praise- 
worthiness of the act of learning. Plato only lightly touches the 
subject of waOnors here ; all he has to show is that the pleasure of 
learning is something distinct from the correctness of the thing 
learnt ; though he does not say, or mean to imply, that it is 
independent of it. 

e9f— ri S¢.. . mpocayopeveww; “and how about all the 
imitative arts which produce likenesses? Is not charm a proper 
name for any pleasure that may attend successful accomplishment 

of this?”—I think Stallbaum is right in holding that the 
"prominent position of the words 77 Tv opotwy épyacia is due to 
the contrast with the recently mentioned dx Pera. :—this time it 
is not real things we are talking about, but copies of real things. 
The dative gives the grounds for the epithet «(kaoriKai—“ such 
as are cikactikai in virtue of their production of likenesses” ; 

similar adverbial datives occur at Meno 89a kai toitw 7H Aoyy 
ppovnors dv ein TO wedipov, Theaet. 162¢ muBavohoyia Te Kal 
eikdot Aeyouevous Aoyous, Gorg. 513 ¢ T) avTav Oe Aeyopeviv 

TOV Adyov. —Schanz rearranges and emends as follows: ri 88 THS 
Tov Opoiwv epyarias ; beginning a fresh question with édcau KrA. 

p. Gorg. 509d ri de 51) Tov aduxeiv ; where Heindorf’s note is: 
“solet igitur triplex in hac oot nga forma casus adhiberi, 
nominativus, genetivus, accusativus.” To - instances of the 
nom. following ri 5€ given by him on Gorg.*502a our present 
passage may be added. In many of them, as here in A, the 

riant dai occurs for 6¢—The old vulgate read ri dai; or he BE ; 
‘he punctuation I have adopted is Burnet’s. 
il. 7d pev qdoviy ev aitois yiyverOar Traperdopevov, “that 
sasure should be produced as a by-product.” (All editors but 

3urnet put the comma before raperdpevov.) 
5-7. thy de... 7S0vy, “but the correctness of such pro- 
uctions we may, speaking generally, pronounce to be effected by 
cact correspondence both in quantity and quality, rather than by 

Ire ” 

h e 1 . Tapéxerat is most likely passive. For the change of mood 
ps. Isoe. De pace 177 e, where «i Tus . . . éote is followed (in 
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the MSS.) by dpovrifo.—Miiller reads fpovrife.—pyd ad ye 

BAdByv, “and of course, on the other hand, does no harm.” 

e2. tots GAAous refers to the same things as Tovroyv at e 4, Le. 

ddedla, GAjGeva or spordrns. (Stallbaum takes tovtwy to refer 

to BAGBy, and to stand for tov BrAaBepor.) 
e3. iv &) . . . éraxoAov67: cp. Philebus 52¢ ff. where 

Socrates explains that it is not the extent, or even the intensity, 

of a quality which shows it in its truest and best light, but 

its pureness; there must be no admixture of anything else 

with it. 

e5f. Cleinias’s remark is merely an echo of the Athenian’s 

pnd ad ye BAGBnyv, ‘You would exclude, of course, any pleasure 

that had an admixture of pain.” The remark serves to introduce 

the following statement of the Athenian, that in the case just 

imagined we should have za.dud pure and simple—not Tavoela. 

At 668b1 he expresses a doubt whether this pure and simple 

ra.dud is ever to be found. 
el0ff. dp otv ... drmotv dAdw; “may we not, in con- 

sequence of all this, assert, that a representation or imitation 

ought on no account to be estimated by the pleasure of it, or by 

somebody’s empty opinion? This applies to any instance of 

equality ; the equal is not equal, nor the symmetrical symmetrical, 

in any case, because somebody thinks it so, or because a thing 

takes somebody’s fancy——No, it must be estimated by no other 

thing in the world than by exactness of correspondence.” I have 

followed Burnet in adopting Stallbaum’s punctuation of this para- 

graph, i.e. in marking kal 6%) . . . dAws as a parenthesis. 

66821. Almost every editor has his own way of emending 

the MS. 7) px) tus (xalper Tw). I follow St. and Ast in reading 

i) ef tus (xaiper 7). There is, as St. says, a “vestige ” of this 

reading in the marginal note reported from Cod. Voss., 7) el TUS 

76 ye icov icov. I conjecture that the course of the corruption 

was, that some scribe put in—perhaps inadvertently—) pa) after 

Soxet—that then 7} ei was inadvertently dropped out. (It is just 

possible that the original reading was %) 7, 7) <tTus.) 

a9. iikurr dpa xtd.: Plato has not taken the trouble to 

reconcile this statement with that at 658e6. Verbally one 

contradicts the other. Really the second statement sets aside the 

first by going a step further back in the explanation. At 658 e 

he allows that the 7Sov7 of the perfect judge is a criterion; here 

he says that, because that 7jov7) turns out to be dependent on 

something else, that other thing is the real criterion.—We may 
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translate, “then, if a man says that the value of povowxy depends 
on the pleasure it gives, this account will not do. You must by no 
means make a merely pleasure-giving povo.xyv—if such there be 
—your serious object ; you must aim at that kind which is a life- 
like representation of what is right and good”—lit. ‘which 
preserves its life-likeness to the representation of the right and 
good.” The last few words are very difficult. I take rw pupyjparte 
as a genitival dative; it would have been in the gen. but for 
the fact that tov xaAov depends on zt. [F.H.D. appeals to 
the phrase dT ove Tov akiorAdywv pipnudtwv at 669e 4. 
“Evidently,” he says, “we might say ouolwryta exer a€ioroyw 
pipnpat,” and he holds that to tot Kadod pipjpat. means 
much the same as a€.Aoyov pipnpa, ie. that no piunya is “ worth 
considering,” in Plato’s opinion, which is not a representation of 

_ td xaddv. My note on the latter passage will show that I think 
: that in neither passage is Plato really talking of the lzkeness of one 

representation to another representation, but of the likeness to a 
thing represented, i.e. of the correctness of the representation. Both 

_ op8drns (b 6) and +d KaAdv are to be considered. Also the tv 
before ou. seems to me to be in favour of my view.] Ritter boldly 
says that pina both here and at 669e4 means the thing 
imitated. But that would only help us here if we had to KadA@ p. 
instead of tw Tov xadov pw. He allows us the alternative of 
taking tw 7. x. p. as a “dativus caussae,” ‘which gets its likeness 
by,” or “from its imitation of 75 kaAdv.” (? Ought we here and at 
669 e 4 to give to pivynpya the meaning pattern which it seems to 
bear at Politicus 274 a2 2?) 

b 4. rovrous: the members of the Dionysiac Choir. 
b6. yap, “you will remember.”—7v, ds hayev, ‘‘ was, according 

tous.” The jv sufficiently shows the reference to be to what was 
said a little time back, so that paper is a historic present. O reads 
€papev, unnecessarily. The reference is to 667d 5f. 
_ b7. dzoreAciv seems here to be used in the sense of “to repro- 
duce” or “represent”; cp. below 817 b 8. 

b10. For zepi c. acc. in place of a simple gen. cp. below on 
mease2.,. 
— @1. Kai tobré ye pov ovK . . . ; this question does not merely 
put the previous statement in an duiterrogative form. The was of 
‘the Tas dv oporoyot means “anyone who considers the question,” 

w] the subject of pav ov« oporoyoier is “all who are concerned 
tm the production of the wounpata”; for in a sense the audience 
‘helping to create the illusion. Op. Arist. Poetics 1447 a 13. 
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(Badham says the kai before tovro is quite out of place, and must 
be a mistake for ezrei.) 

c 4-8. The difficulty of this passage, and the difficulty of 
reconciling it with what follows is due, I think, mainly to the 
want of a perfect analogy between the natures of the two arts of 
povorky and painting. Here we are dealing with the productions 
of povowxy. The terms ote zor eoriv and ovcia are not used as 
“esoteric” terms of duaAexTvK7, but in the general sense of nature : 
this is made clear by the following ti more BovAeTas and 6rov Tor’ 
éotiv eik@v ovtws (cp. also 669e 3f.). They refer to the repre- 
sentation, not to the thing represented; i.e. the words mean not 
“what is the essence of the thing which the poet intends to 
represent ?” but “what is the representation really intended to be 
a representation of?” On the other hand the paragraph d 7-e 5 
deals with Ta pewipinpeva [odpara], and there the éti wor’ eoriv 
means the nature of the thing that is copied by the painter—not 
its “absolute essence” in a dialectic sense, for art represents the 
outward characteristics (patvopueva, cp. Rep. 596 e) of the individual, 
not the character of the type. The sphere of opOdrys, both in 
povorxy and ypaduxy, is the artist’s technique. The ordinary 
spectator has experience enough of the world of feeling, and of the 
external world to enable him to feel the sensation the artist 
designs to produce, but he does not know how it is done, and 
could not correct the mistakes of an unskilful performer. Again, 
a man may have enough technical knowledge to criticize the artist 
(or even to produce the work of art), without being able to say 
whether the moral effect of the roinua was good or bad. Thus we 
get the three classes, of (1) 6 toAds dyXos, (2) the capable art-critic 
(and the zounris ?), and (3) the capable vouoberns, whose respective 
achievements are here described.—We may translate: “Then it 
seems that if a man wants to make no mistake about any 
particular production, he must know what it is. For if he does 
not know its nature—does not know, that is, what it means to 
represent, and of what it really is the image, he will hardly 
discern whether the intention is correctly carried out or not.”— 
Badham may be right in reading pipjoews for BovAjcews at c 8. 
It is difficult to see how rv opOdrnta ths BovAjoews can mean 
the correct carrying out, or right realization, of the intention (ep. 
682a9), and yet that is the meaning we must have here. On 
the other hand avrov, which stands for tod mowjparos—the 
constr. being tHv opO. 7 Kal dp. THs BovAjcews—goes better 
with it than it would with 77s pupjoews.—Badham meets this 
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objection by reading at for avrot; but this again seems too 
circumstantial. 

c7. dvtws, as Ritter observes (Unters, ib. Pl. p. 59), is one of 
the words distinctive of Plato’s later language ; it occurs 50 times 
in the Laws, and only 9 times in the Republic (21 times in the 
Sophist, 15 times in the Phzlebus, 11 in the Politicus and 8 
in Tim.). . 

d1f. 16 ye ed Kai 5 Kaxos: for ed and Kaxds in this connexion 
ep. Rep. 377d and e édv tis py Kados Yevdyrar, and drav eixacy 
Tus Kak@s, where Pl. is speaking of the moral effect of poetry.— 
The modern reader can hardly help asking here “why should not 
the plain man, who has no technical skill or knowledge, be able 
(in some cases at least) to pronounce on the moral character of a 
production of povorxy?” Possibly Plato holds that, the moral 

judgement being of a higher kind, it can only be satisfactorily 
performed by a mind which has had practice in the lower kind, 

i.e. the aesthetic.—Or is it a knowledge of psychology that is 
necessary ?—Or again, is it merely that the recognized connoisseur 

ean speak with more authority ? 
a5. xara tiv ow piv, “which make their appeal to our sense 

of sight.” 
a7. €v rovrow: cp. 645d 4 and 646e2 for neuter pronouns 

referring to feminine nouns. 
a8. tov cwpdrov: I think Badham is right in rejecting these 

words. They make the sentence awkward, and are unnecessary. 
It is not till the next sentence but one that he takes a human or 
animal body as an example. [F.H.D. says ‘““No: because sight is 
concerned with bodies.” 

a9. 16 ye OpOds avtuv cipyarpevor, “ what was correct in their 
execution.” 
10. ToS aprOpovs is, I think, to be taken, as well as tas 

> in sense with exdoTwv Tov PEpov 5 Tov Twpatos is put 
early in the sentence, instead of after tv pepwv, for rhythm’s sake. 
(Heindorf suggested that for dpvOpovs we ought to read pvbpors, 

Badham dppovs; but neither goes well with dco. ré eiow. 
the pépy of the copa are mentioned, we need no further 

particularization of parts such as appot. The two points are: 
(1) how large are the numbers of the different parts? and (2) which 
ight to come next to which ?—Ast, who refers to Xen. Anab, ii. 

2. 6 dpiOpds 82 ris 5500... orad pol Tpeis Kal eévevikovTa, 
translates peeOnds here by measure; Stallb. by dve Grossenverhdltnisse, 

ett by “proportions”; L. & Ss, say it stands for “the whole” of 
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the body.—The reason why dpeOpovs is plural is that the human 
body has sets of members, the sets being of different “ nwmbers.” 

el. The subject of eyes is easily assumed, from the previous 
cipyaopéevov and the following eipyaoras, to be 7d eipyarpevov, 
Le. the picture. 

e2. With xpwyara and ox7paTa we can easily supply zpoo- 
jKovra from the previous tpoo/Kkovcar. 

e 8. Ta é€avTov: Le. TA TpoTHKOVTA. 
669a2-6. dpaye .. . éysyvdoxoper, “ Does it follow, without 

more ado (757), that the man who has been equal to this judgement 
must be able easily to decide this further point—whether the work 
of art is beautiful, or, if not, where it may be thought to be 
deficient in ‘beauty’?” CL “Why, in that case, I should say 
that pretty well all of us” (i.e. all the world) ‘would (equally) be 
judges of the beauty” (we should say the points) “of animals.” 

(So Ast.) 
There are difficulties about this interpretation, but I think it 

follows the line of least resistance. For tw yvovte we should have 
expected tov yvovra—but cp. Rep. 353 dvayxyn dpa kaxy Yuxy 
KAKOS GpXELV Kal éripedrcio Gas; also it is rather surprising to find 

the Cretan so ready to admit the difficulty of deciding whether an 

animal was beautiful or not. Perhaps he speaks as a farmer, think- 

ing of the points of stock. (Jowett translates, “Must we not also 

know whether the work is beautiful, or in any respect deficient in 

beauty?” Ol. “If this were not required, stranger, we should all 

of us be judges of beauty.” Ritter takes Cleinias’s remark to mean 

that the decision about beauty 7s one for which any man is com- 

petent.) It follows that, if Cleinias is right, “all the world ” would 

be in the position of T@ Tatra yvdvtt, Le. would be competent to 

pronounce upon the dp@drns of the picture of an animal. The 

analogy, however, from painting (or sculpture) does not serve to 

explain the processes of the appreciation of povovx7j—which, we are 

soon to be told, are difficult to follow—it only makes clear what 

are the three stages of acquirement to which attention is to be 

drawn. 

a8. Badham, for cat ravry, would read ravta—unnecessarily ; 

ravrTn generalizes the statement. 
a9. Boeckh proposed to read 6, te for 6 re: either is possible ; 

cp. Prot. 352¢ Si8doxew 6 éorw adtois todTo To TAGs, Phaedo 

65el1 rhs ovcias, 6 Tvyxdvor exacrov dv, and Meno 92¢ with 

E. S. Thompson’s note. 
bl, ds «0: not, as Jowett, “‘that it has been well executed ” ;. 
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the «, as at 668d 2, refers to the higher aesthetic or moral judge- 
ment on the performance. 

b2. pypaci te kat péAcor kal Tots pvOpots : these words make 
the paragraph hopelessly illogical. Even if Badham’s objection to 
mavTy be upheld, the 1)ruwotv emphasizes the fact that the question 
considered is a general one, applying equally to different kinds of 
artistic ~production. With this it is impossible to fit in words 
specifically describing a production of one kind only. It is not 
till the next paragraph that we return to the special consideration 
of the branch povorxy. I have therefore ventured to bracket 
these words. 

b5. pa) totvyy dreirwpev NEyovtes KTr.: cp. 769 e ovK av 
| ‘Tore Aéywr aaeiror TO TovovTOV mplv emt Tédos EADetv. “ Now we 
_ must not fail to point out how it is that ovo? is such a difficult 

subject.” 
7 b6. ereds) yap tpveirar... cikdvwv, “the fact is that, 

while it is more discussed than other sorts of images, it needs quite 
the most careful treatment of any.” | éevd7 introduces rather 
attendant circumstances here, than cause. The two reasons why 
the subject is difficult are given afterwards (apapTév te yap KTA.). 
For eed, “Sat the same time that” or “although,” cp. Rep. 348 ¢ 

 eretd7) ak Phaedo 87 a8, Apol.27¢10; for eret “although” (Ast 
on 686 b2 says “ézei, quanquam, Siisailt ”) ef. Symp. 187 a, Prot. 
353a, Apol. 19e S and yet”) and below 794d 7, 875 c3. —Stall- 
baum thinks the 7d which the Aldine ed. put in before rept avTHVv 
‘indispensable : I think we do better without it. bpveirar is 
impersonal like AeAEy Ow at Tim. ‘89d (epi pev Tod KoWov (you 

° TabTy AeXExOw).—For the omission of the epi before tas 
tAdas Ast cps. 685 b and Soph. 227 b. 

- b8. auaprov te ydp .. . Movowy, “not only is a mistake 
nost injurious” (cp. above 656 b4) “by which you are led to 
entertain bad dispositions, but it is very hard to discover, because 

ir poets are not exactly as gifted as the Muses themselves.”— 
Stallb. reminds us of the celebrated passage in the Republic (401 d) 
on the far-reaching effects of good and bad Music: kvpwrdrn €v 
LOVOLK)) Tpopr), OTe padiora Karadverat eis TO evrds Tijs poxts 

0 TE prbpos kat dppovia, Kal Eppopeverrara GTETAL AUTNS, péepovra 
77 v edoXnpootyny, Kal Trovet evo Xj pova, édv Tis 6pOas Tpady, et Se 
 TovvavtTiov ktA.—The ironic litotes of the indictment of the 
ets and musicians of Plato’s day strikes the key-note of. = 

itter invective which follows. 
¢4 The MSS. have xpoya yvvarkov: I have adopted the 
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Aldine correction of ypopua to cyjpa. It is not likely that, after 
protesting against the “slang” term evypwv peAos at 655a 7, 
Plato should here use ypowa in the sense of ‘‘complexion” or 
“style” of music; besides, the corresponding instances which 
follow show that we want the mention of oyjpa here. (It is 
hard to see how, from the fact that, at 668e, we have ypwpara 
Te kat oxypata in the sense of the colours and outlines of a 
picture, Stallbaum concludes that we ought to read ypapa kat 
oxjpa here.)—For the general sense of these terms of povorki 
cp. above on 653e5 and 654e4, Here (as at 654e4) cy7pa 
doubtless denotes bodily posture or gesture—possibly the grouping 
of a chorus. 

e7. The wtro- in iroOcioa: has doubtless the meaning as an 
accompaniment ; the preposition is used in this sense, apparently 
with all three cases. 

c 8. ere dé xrA.: a description of what would now be called 
“musical fireworks,” or “programme music.” One is reminded of 
Dr. Johnson’s “I would it were impossible” of the difficult piece 
of music. 

A2. ws ev Te pipovpevas, “when professing to represent some 
one thing.” 

d3. Badham thinks éuaAéxovtes a mistake for cvpardexovtes. 
d4. yeAwr av . . . Tépywos: a rather curious use of 

Trapackeva(m. Ido not think it means “call forth laughter from 
the men,” but “furnish an object of mockery for all the men 
whom ete.” Cp. yéAwta rapeixov Gorg, 474a, yéAwra oy Tov epe 
ev Tots Adyous awéderEev Theaet. 166a. Le. I think we ought to 
supply tovtors as the antecedent to dcovs, and to take twy 
avOpuérwv as a partitive gen, dependent on daovs. Lobeck’s 
comment on these words (Aglaoph. ii. p. 948) is, “‘ Orphei sententia 
huiusmodi fuisse videtur: écc00. “HBys petpov tkovto, Adxov bé€ 
Te Téepyios wpyv, ie. ‘quicunque ad pubertatis annos et ad eam 
aetatem adoleverunt, quae Veneri matura habetur.’ Hine Plato 
transfert ad judicii maturitatem, illudque musicae genus, de quo 
loquitur, omnibus, qui in his rebus aliquem sensum habeant 
veraeque voluptatis capaces sint, taedio fore dicit.” We may 
translate “(are greatly given to such jumbles and confusions) as 
would furnish matter for the scorn of all whose ‘ power of delight,’ 
as Orpheus says, ‘is in its happy prime.’”—(H, Richards would 
read dcots for dcovs.) As Hamlet told the players, “this” 
overdone ... though it make the unskilful laugh, cannot but 
make the judicious grieve.” 
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a6. The subject of dpacx is, as Stallb. says, “non poetae, sed 
homines maturioris judicii”; the same people are the subj. of 
ytyvookev at e3, and (perhaps) troAaPeiv at e5. (Badham 
does away with the need of supposing this change of subject by 
inserting tots before tov dvOpwirwv, removing the full stop after 
Tépyuos, and substituting @ for te yap—taking dpaou as a 
participle. He also reads «i te for ére (€x7e A). By itself this 
last change obviates one of the changes of subject, and Schanz 
adopts it. But what follows seems too large and emphatic a 
statement to be introduced in a subordinate ei tu clause. 

a7. YAovs: not prose, without metre as Ast and L. & §S. 
here, and Menex. 239¢ (Ady yA), but, as Stallbaum, without 
music (or twne).—It is difficult to be sure of the meaning of 
oxipara here. It seems safest to understand it, as before, of the 

_ bodily postures of the reciter. (Ritter thinks this sense in- 
admissible here, and suggests (p. 33) for it die Form des Ausdrucks, 
and assigns the same meaning to oyjpara at 655a1. I think 
R. is wrong in holding, as his chief ground for this decision, that, 
in all these cases, we are bound to suppose that the element— 
whether words, or tune, or rhythmic motion or posture—which 
Plato mentions first, must be thought of as “ gefunden und fest- 
gestellt” before the other elements are provided. When Plato 

_ speaks of one set of elements as accompanying another set, he 
does not necessarily imply that the two sets were composed in 
the order in which they are mentioned.) 

e1. With pedos we are intended to supply some such verb 
as mwowvo.w—or perhaps vo.otvtes.— All through this passage 

_ pvOpuds seems to apply to rhythmic bodily motion, not to any 
metrical arrangement of the words, though in the last instance 
there is room for doubt. On the whole it is most likely that 
WiArW «Oapicoe te kai avdAHoes does not mean that the performance 

is confined to musical instruments alone, but that the tune (uéAos 

_— played on the instruments) which accompanies the bodily 
gestures (A/uOpu0s) has no words sung to it. 

e2. mpooypyno Gai, as generally used by Plato, differs no more 
from xpjoGo. than “‘to call in the aid of” differs from the 
Simple “to use” in English, but here rpoo- seems to mean “as an 
accompaniment” (to the puOp0s). 

e4, drw éoixe TOV a£ioAdywv pipnpdtwv : Ast, who mentions 
that at Xen. Mem. iii. 10. 5 pipjpara is a MS. variant for the 
undoubtedly correct puyntd, boldly assumes the converse mistake 
here, and reads pupytav; Ritter as we saw above, on 668 b 2, holds 
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that pina can be used in the sense of pupntov; Stallbaum 
thinks that Plato allowed himself to say pupjpata when he meant 
pupynta. The most satisfactory account of the passage seems to me 
a variety of Stallbaum’s view, i.e. that Plato allowed himself to 
put orp Tov ag. pip. as a brachylogy for érw tay ev Tots a€toX6- 
yous pupjpact pepiunpevwv (“to which individual among those to 
be found in worthy representations”). We get a hint of what is in 
his mind from his specification of the contemptible—ie. not 
a€i0Aoya—attempts to represent e.g. the cries of animals. As 
against Ast and Ritter, it is the attempt to represent, rather than 
the thing to be represented, that is characterized here; besides, 

Ritter by no means establishes for pijnua the sense he desiderates. 
(For another alternative see above on 668b2 T@ Tov KaXov pup.) 
At 796 b xpooyjKovra is used much in the sense of a€iAoya here 
—doa €v Tots Xopots eotiv ad pipjpata TpoonKovTa pupeto Oar. 

e5. adda tvrodaBeitv avayxaiov, “no: (these men of taste) 
cannot fail to come to the opinion . . .”—aoAAjs aypoukias 
peotov, ‘is the height of barbarism.” 

e6. rav Td ToLovTov Ordcov Taxouvs ... Pidov: I cannot 
help suspecting that of@ddpa PiXov was originally a commentator’s 
explanation of some out-of-the-way word, such as opextuxdv, which 
governed the genitives—¢iAov being used in the poetic and late use 
of fond of. Ast boldly gives ¢iAov that sense in the text. If the 
text is sound, and if we reject Ast’s interpretation, the most 
likely interpretation of rdyovs and the other genitives is that they 
depend on wav ozécov, being of the nature of the gen. in 76 
dppovias kat pvOuod 670e6, and the common 7d THs TUXNS, TO 
THs TEexVvns ; “everything in the way of speed, etc.” Less likely is 
it that the genitives go closely with fiXov to denote the sowrce of the 
liking, ep. avpact?) paotwovys at 648 e, and the gen. with dyapar, 
Gavpdlw, (AO; or that it is a gen. of definition, as in pakdpiov 
Tupavvov xpynua (Rep. 567 e). We may translate, “all that sort of 
display (is the height of barbarism) which consists in speed, perfect 
execution, and the power to reproduce the cries of animals, which 
is (so much) the rage that... ” 

e7. A further looseness of structure in the sentence is that 
wore goes on as if ovtws had preceded it, and a subject has to be 
provided for ypjoGa, ie. the people whose bad taste has just been 
described. . 

670a1. rAnv dcov vd, “except where it is accompanied 
by,” ie. “without being accompanied by.” Azjv dcov as a sort of 
compound preposition occurs again at 856d 3, where it governs a 
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gen.—tXrA@ Exatrepw: this dat. is doubtless governed by xpjceus, 
and the gen. yprjrews means literally “ (dpovcia) is involved in the 
employment (of).” The construction is made to seem more natural 
by the fact that xpyjoOa: with a dative has come just before. (Cp. 
631 d, 640 b, and 657 c.)—The 8’ after YsA@—we expect yap—and 
the abrupt change in construction which it involves, are strange. 
We may translate, ‘“‘whereas the employment of either (flute or 
harp) by itself involves a mere tasteless catch-penny virtuosity.”— 
A comparison of this passage with Rep. 53la, Laws 655a7 and 
812de would seem to show that the thought of a certain school 
of musicians was enough to make Plato go near to lose his 
temper. 

a3. TavrTa pev exer Tavty Adyor, ‘so much for the philosophy 
of that.”—What follows is as good as saying, “perhaps we have 
spent too much time on the wrong music”; ye is “after all.”—By 
the mention of the quinquagenarians separately from the younger 
men of the mature class, Plato seems to hint that the Dionysiac 

_ Choir is not homogeneous: the older men may have different 
duties and different needs from those of the younger. 

a6—b 2. réde . . . tpoojKy, “well, from what has gone before 
we may logically deduce this much : that all the quinquagenarians 
who are expected to sing must have had a training superior to that 
of the members of an ordinary chorus.”—As at 829d 7 pade tiva 
ToApav ade addxipov povoav, I think povuwns here ought not— 
as it does in all texts but Ast’s—to begin with a capital letter.— 
The literal meaning is, “to have been taught something better 
than the choric music.” . : 
 b1. dcowwrep av adety tpoojKy: it is not clear whether we 
are to understand from these words that only a select band from 
among men between fifty and sixty are actually to sing, or whether 
by gdevv we are to understand generally “to take their part in the 
Music of the State.” What follows seems to point to the latter 
explanation, though the previous reference to the effect of wine on 
the old (666 b) favours the former. 
 -b4. @ mpoojkev . . . dpOas 7 pi: these words seem to be a 
loosely expressed explanation of what is meant by yvavae Tiv 
0 jta. Tov pedov, and look suspiciously like a commentator’s 
work. I cannot accept Stallbaum’s explanation of @ mp. 1) pa Tp. 

DU Swpurri, " que curaverit vel etiam non curaverit harmoniam 
Doricam, he. qui harwm rerum fere incuriosus et ignarus fuerit.” 
The writer meant, “(and be able to say) what tune the Doric scale 
uited or did not suit.” That settles the question of correctness of 
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appovia. The following words, which deal with the question of 
pvOpuos, are still more loosely expressed. Tov pvOpov, like tov 
dwpiott, goes with ™ poonKev — Tpoanker being supplied in 
thought ; and op@ws 7 px) is “short” for TOT EPOV opAds pooner 
1) ph. (Heindorf commenting on the omission of wérepoy before 
TavTov 7 €rEpov at Gorg. 488d, says: “in Platone exempla ubivis 
sunt obvia.”—Ritter’s “whether rightly or not” wants ere dpOs 
eite x7.) I have bracketed these words mainly because of their 
slovenly style, which is matched by the logic shown in the 
specification of a single “mode” in a general statement (see also 
on ¢2 below). A comparison of e1 and 812c1 ff. suggests that 
under the term op@0orns here Plato includes not only formal, 
musical correctness, but also the ed of 669b 1, i.e. the moral effect 
of the music as well. 

b10. Badham’s correction of the MS. airwv to avAw seems to 
me a certain one; avTwv is quite out of place. 6 odds dxAos.. . 
dvot is a variety of the ordinary wavtes dcou, and both dao. and 
its antecedent refer to the same people, whereas dao. avtwy would 
modify 6 zoAvs dxAos by the addition of “such of them, that is, 
who.” On the other hand zpooddew avA@ accords admirably with 
Patvew ev pvOyo.—yeydvac. SunvayKacpevor, “ have been drilled.” 
Heindorf quotes this passage, along with Soph. Ajax 588 and 
Phil. 773, as illustrating Sophist 217 ¢ pa toivuy . . . amapvnGets 
yevy (Lobeck on Aj. 588 quotes Pollux 104 iSvov 7d ILAdtwvos pi) 
darapyn bets yevy). 

el, ote. . . avAAoyifovras, “though they do not realize that 
they are doing this without knowing a single thing about it.” 

c2. 7d d€ rov . . . yuaptnuevws, “yet the fact remains that 
every musical composition is correct if it has the right elements, 
and faulty if it has the wrong ones,” These words gather up the 
ideas of the Athenian’s long speech (669 b 5—670 b 6), by way of 
specification of what is meant by tiv opOdtnTa Tov pedov (b 4). — 
(They would have been quite superfluous if @ tpoojKev... opOas 
7 pr had been part of the original argument.) Ritter (p. 77) is 
surely wrong in holding that dp@Gs éxer and mpooyjKovra here, 
and the ev- in evdppoorov and evpvOpov are used not of technical 
but of moral correctness, and that the paragraph introduces the 
therd of the considerations defined in 669 a 7—b 2. 

c5. i otv xrX.: these words continue the idea of the €xov | 
in c2, “what, further, about the man who does not even know 
what the piece contains?” ie. who does not know one dppovia 
from another, or does not know the difference between a noble and * 
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a servile pvOyes.—I follow Schanz and Burnet in accepting 
Bekker’s oep for the MS. oru zep. 

c6. ev otwotv: the only meaning I can suggest for these 
words is ‘‘in any respect,” ic. in any of the points specified in 
669c¢ 3-8. (The general sense ‘‘in the case of anything whatever ” 
does not agree with Or. wor’ éyet, for we must, in that case, 
suppose that €xes has not the same subject as the ¢yec in the next 
line.) 

c8. All ‘modern editors accept Boeckh’s at ra vov for the 
MS. av7a viv. The a? refers to the previous traversing of the 
same ground in 668 b 4-d 2, 

c9. apiv: a genitival dative, like the tiv in 624 a 1.—riva 
Tpomov qualifies and apologises for the “bull”: the process is 
described in 666b, (This is better than taking it with ddew as 
implying that it was not real singing that was expected from 
them.) 

diff. The three stages of requirement to be reached by the 
Dionysiac Choir are not so distinctly enumerated as we should 
expect, and the connecting particles are not quite logically used. 
In form it looks as if the péype ye torovrtov and péeype Tod 
Suvatov eivas referred only to the first stage, and at the same time 
the second stage is rather mixed up with the first by the fva 
clause in which it (the second) is introduced, and the third stage 

again is tacked on to the second merely by a xai. But the 
repetition of péxps torovrov at e2 shows us that the first pexpu 
: tocovrov really referred to all three stages. This is a mark of 

authorize a little manipulation of the connecting links in transla- 
tion; e.g. we might translate (va “that further” (they may be 
able ete.). I do not think, that is, that Plato means, what he appears 
to say, that the power of right selection will follow as the result 
of the power to take an intelligent part in a chorus. In the 
writer's mind the iva goes back to the péxps tocotvrov mera- 
SedoGar, (Another possibility is that ‘va marks the preceding 
stage as necessary before they can kaGopav.) 

3, Bacers occurs in connexion with pvOpuoi also at Rep. 
399e; here it seems to mean uot merely footsteps, but any marked 

‘division of bodily gesture by which time could be kept with the 
- music. 
= 4. Kadopavres xri., “that (further), having their eyes open 
to the nature of scales or tunes and rhythmic motion, they may 
both be able to select what befits men of their age and. standing, 
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and may sing them as they should be sung.” Ka@opovres, like 
Katlowv at 632¢4, and 652 a2, is used of a survey which results 
in knowledge. 

5. 7A. kat Tou. : cp. 686 b dp ovk akvov erurKoreiv THALKOU- 
TOV Kal TOTOUTOV GvaTHpA HTIs ToTE TUYH SiepOerpe ;—The words 
refer only to the choosers themselves (not “for men of any 
particular age and kind”), but it is thereby implied that the 
choosers will be able to choose for others as well as for themselves. 

d6. ovTws: ie. tperdvTus. 
d7. aowets: this word, followed as it is by 700v ypnotov 

aoracpov, refers to the danger against which we are cautioned at 
656a7 and 669 b 8, that bad music may produce bad morals. 

el. yyepoves yiyvwvrac: it is not clear from this passage 
whether the influence of the older men on the taste of the younger 
is that of example, or is by way of precept. A comparison of 

_666c inclines us to the latter view; the 7d tapaypypa too seems 
to suggest that the actual singing has more effect on the singers 
themselves, and that the effect on the young is subsequent, i.e. 
that the older men’s theoretical and practical skill enables them to 
give good teaching to others.—do7aopos occurs again at 919 e, 
where it is used as the opposite of pcos. 

e 3. THs ext 7d TANOos hepotons: Péeperv with eis, exi, or Tpds 
is used like the French porter, and our “to bear upon” (a subject), 
for “‘to be concerned with,” “to apply to”; cp. Rep. 538c¢ aAAa 
TH Tpds To's arTopevous TOV Adywy adTi Peper 7) eikwv; (The 
transitive use of dépey ei in this sense is common in Plato; eg. 
Rep. 478)b).—av elev petaxexerpurpevor, “would have become 
masters of”; cp. Polit. 268b5 tiv ths avTovd Toipvns apiora 
PETAXELPLCOMEVOS LOVTLK HV. 

e4. THs rept tos mountas adrovs: equivalent to THs Twv 
TOLNTWOV avTo@V ; it is not necessary to supply pepovons—or even 
ovens. bite oo 

(As first written in A, 7d A7O0s had no preposition before it : 
ext was afterwards put in above the line. According to Schanz 
and Burnet, Badham substituted zepi for this eri, and Schanz does — 
so in his text. Badham’s note (Conv. Epist. p. 10) is ambiguous ; 
I think he means to substitute éwt for the wepi in e 4.) 

These remarks of the Ath. are significant of Plato’s views on 
poetry, and the poetic inspiration. At Rep. 401) ff. he says super- 
vision must be exercised over poets by the state (eructatynréov Kal 
TpocavayKactéov), as also over the dypwovpyot, to secure that they 
should produce only what is right and good (7)v Tod dyaGov eixova 
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nOous eumoreiy Tots Toujpaci). ~His views on the poets and 
povorkot of his time would seem to have hardened since writing 
the passage in the Republic, for there he contemplated the possi- 
bility that there should be Snprovpyot (and, by implication, Toujrat 
—cep. 402 d) duvdpevor iyvevery THY TOD KaAOD TE Kal ebay 7povos 
dicow: here he talks as if the rovyrai at all events are not likely 
to have that power. 

e7. Kal devrépov, “as well as of the thing mentioned in the 
second place” ; i.e. as well as the power to choose the right puOpds 
and appovia. 

671 a1 ff. We may perhaps translate, “or with all his chanting he 
will never enchant the young to love virtue.” It is not necessary 
to suppose that he has the word yopov ‘in mind when he writes 
ixavov émmdov (after tots dé two lines above). As Heindorf says 
on Gorg. 478 ¢, “satis frequens (est) huiusmodi a plurali ad singu- 
larem transitus.”—xai d7ep . . . yéyovev, “well, when it began, 
the argument aimed at showing that our advocacy of the Dionysiac 
Choir was not mistaken, and it has done its best. We must now 
inquire whether it has succeeded.”—As at 6643 (kar dpyas TOV 
Adywv), ev apxais here means at the beginning of the account 
of the Chorus of Dionysus. At a7, however (rep treOeucOa kar 
apxas av. eivat yiyv.), Kat apyds refers to the beginning of the first 
peOn discussion (640 c¢ 1).—It is better, with Stallbaum, to take 
KaAos Aeyouevny as predicative with erde(Ear, not as attributive 
to Bonfeav (so Ast and Jowett: “bring eloquent aid”). What 
follows is in no sense a vindication of the eloquence of the Adyos, 
It is a justification of the support it gave to the Dionysiac Choir. 
—The dat. yop, governed by Ponfevay, is of the same kind as 
those noticed on 670a2. (See Appendix to Bk. II.) 

a5. 6 cvAXoyos 6 TovovTos : not specially the assembly spoken 
of at 666 b2 (of those over thirty), but any symposium, whatever 
the age of its members might be. 

a6. exit paddAov: cp. Hdt. iv. 181 emi 5€ padrrov idv és rd 
Geppov . . . In this phrase wadAov seems (ungrammatically) to 
have taken the place of wXéov (ep. Gorg. 453a), which is both 
ady. and adj. In A there is an erasure mark of three letters after 
Tovews ; perhaps the scribe wrote éru by mistake, and crossed it 
out. Eusebius has er: ; he also has dei for the nonsensical vulgate 
et afer paAXov. A has ei with an erasure mark and a “star” 
before it. 

bi. All recent editors, except Stallb. and the Ziirich edd., 
follow Eusebius here in reading Aeyouevwy instead of the MS. 
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yryvopevov. 

to be emi. 
b3. Op. 645d6 ff. 
b 4. Cp. 649 a4, and for tappyncia 649 b 3. 
b5. The question of the claim to be apywv did not come up 

before, but it is pertinent to the present subject. 
b8. efapev: at 666 b 7 ff. 
b10. padrPaxwrepas: Eusebius has padaxwrépas here, as the 

MSS. had at 666b. It is natural that the ae should 
slightly vary in the repetition. 

cl. Heindorf, on Gorg. 479¢ (dp ov cupPBaiver peyirrov 
KaKov ddvkia ;) quotes this passage as an instance where «vac 
“subaudiri potest” with ovpPaiverv, this efvar being expressed 
at Parm. 134b1; the participle is also admissible with cvpPaivery, 
and ov is to be “ understood,” as H. says, at Huthydem. 281 e. 

c2. rovrov 6° etvar xrX.: it was not said at 666b that the 
lawgiver was to be the rAdorns. Indeed the nearest approach 
to the mention of any zAdorns was the statement that the Yvyijs 
00s of the mature man would grow evrAacrorepov under the 
influence of wine. But the process of moulding implies the 
moulder. The analogy between the symposium of the young, as 
described at the end of Bk. I, and the Chorus of Dionysus, is to 
be seen in the fact that the aya6ds vopoberys, through the agency 
of the sexagenarians, is to stand to the third chorus in the same 
relation as the ruler of the feast stood to the symposium of the 
young. 

c 3. worep TOTe, coming after 67’ Hoav véat, evidently means 
“as in their youth.” (Ast suggested do7ep; the old vulgate was 
évrep.) In Bk. I. the vogoOerns is appealed to, and referred to 
as arranging the education of the young—eg. at 647a, 648 a, 
649 a.—od vopuovs eivar det cuprotixots, “and from him must 
come laws to regulate symposia.” 

c4. duvapevous . . . €OeAewv moveiy: see above on 663 e 1.— 
Tov is predicative with eveAmw and the other adjectives; cp. 
73006 6 peyas avyp, and 732a2 Tov ye peyav avdpa erdpevov. 

c6. kat ov« eBedXovta . . . bropevew, “and will not consent 
to observe order, or be content with what is his proper share 
of silence, speech, drink, and song.”——There is a slight zeugma 
in the use of brropevewv. 

c 8. cioudvre and eioréurewy : apparently terms of the athletic 
arena ; Stapax opevov (which governs the dat. r@ py kad Oapper) 

Badham says wept is not Greek here ; that it ought 

is quite in harmony, “able to bring a champion to hold his own 
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against.” Cp. Soph. El. 700 eioqdbe roAAdv appyatnAarov 
pera. 

dl. rdv kdAAorov PoBov: for the two sorts of fear cp. above 
647 a 4 ff—Eusebius has evidently preserved the right reading in 
tov KkdAXduorov; all the existing MSS. have rdv pa) xaAAwTov. 
Orelli thought the 2) was a mistake for 6); probably it was 
merely due to the juz) before kadw just before—oitovs 7 e’var: an 
anacoluthon ; the sentence depending on dvvapevorvs was felt to be 
getting too long, so it goes on as if efapev Tois vopovs divarbar 
had gone before. 

a2. pera Sixns: cp. 647c¢7. I think it has the same 
meaning here, “under the inspiration of” or “with the help of 
a right judgement”; we may perhaps translate, “in the cause of 
right.” (Ast and Stallb. translate it merely “ta wt decet, s. oportet.”) 
—Oeciov pdPov: if these words are sound (Stallb., Bdh. and Schanz 
would reject them)—and they do not look like a “glossema,” as 
Stallb. calls them—we may translate them, “(which champion), 
heaven-taught fear that it is, (we have called adds and aioyvvn).” 

d 7. orpariyyous : at 640 (abe) the ouprog iapXol were com- 

671 Cc 

pared to orpatnyoi, here they are so called.—av ywpis: for xwpis - 
after its case cp. 947 b Opjvwr dé kal dduppdv ywpis yiyver Oar 

48. etvar, which goes with devdrepov, seems to have been put 
in this place with a view to the rhythm and balance of the 
sentence. (Ast would replace it by moAeuety, Orelli by dpdce 
vac; Schanz would reject it.) 
sel. Trois trep ESjKovTa ern yeyovoow: this information is 
slipped in in a curiously unemphatic way. As to the cvprdcva 
held to train or test the characters of the young—the op0ds 
TadaywynGevta cvprdcva of 641 b 1—we are not directly told, 
though it is implied, that the cvyrociapyot are to come from the 
mature class. So here the ovprdcia of the mature class are 
naturally presided over by men of an older age than they. 

e5. Perhaps we may conclude that it is the regulation of 
the pe0n (rowwtrn péev peOn) which is to bring the advantage 
(@peAnPevres): while it is the fun and enjoyment (rad.a), that 
is to preserve the sweetness of temper which will ensure that the 
hg part greater friends than before. 
7 - 67241. S¢ MSS. : this clause comes in awkwardly by way of 

trast to a clause which is itself a contrast to the one | efore it, 
but Ast’s change of de to re does not mend matters. ovyyevdpevor 
Kal dkoAovOjnoavres kX. is just as awkward an addition if coupled 
reto apeAnBevres and fidou. These last two words describe 
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the result of tovaity peOn, with tovotro. ouprdtat, but the 
former are really an explanation of what is meant by tovovrou. 
It is because the ovpadorat are law-abiding and docile that the 
good results follow. I have therefore ventured to change de to 6%, 
and have put the comma after ovyyevouevoe instead of after 
akorov0jcavres. The clause might then be translated, “the 
reason being that they had played their part in the meeting 
throughout in accordance with rules, and had obeyed whenever 
those who were sober issued commands to those who were not.”— 
Ast’s further emendations of éaéte to Orn rote, and afyyoivto 
(for which L and O have adixowro) to vpnyotvro, as “ Platonic,” 
seem to me probable, particularly the latter. Perhaps, however, 
adpyyovpat was preferred here, as being the malitary term, to keep 
up the metaphor of otpatynyot at 671d 7.—cvvovaiay avyytyve- 
oat isa variety of cvvovelav cvveivat, to which cvvddous wvvievar 
at Symp. 197d 2 is a close parallel. 

a4. Cleinias recurs to the doubt which Megillus and he hinted 
at_ 639 and e.—For A’s ein O and A? have emi (the latter supra 
versum); from this mere misreading arose the vulgate ei ext 

“~ /, 

- ToLavTy (Or TH TOLAUTY). 
a5—b1. pa) toivuy ... AexGev, “we can now see that it was 

a mistake, in dealing with the gift of Dionysus, to condemn it 
absolutely as a bad thing, which no state would tolerate. Indeed 
there is more still that might be said on the subject, but I should 
hesitate to mention in public the very greatest boon which he 

confers, because most men, when it is mentioned, misjudge, and 
misconceive it.” éeé in a8, whether explained by supposing the 
ellipse of a preceding “but it is no good,” or whether we give it 
the meaning “though” claimed above for eed) at 669 b 6, has 
in effect here an adversative force, and may.be represented by 
“but.” What follows is mainly an instance of the wrong-headed- 

ness of the multitude, though it leads up to a defence of the gift 

of Dionysus.—éxeivo and éru refer to 638cd and e; adds 
corresponds to the ed6ds pyOev of 638 ¢ 3 and the evs of d 2. 

b3. By calling the story a $y he implies that it had in 
men’s minds the sanction of religion.—vzoppet wus, “is current in 

some quarters.” 
b 4. duepopiOn \. . . dedépyrar, “was deprived of the use of his 

wits. That is why he inflicts on us Bacchiec possession with all its 

frenzy and dancing—he wants to take vengeance on somebody ; 

and is is from a desire for vengeance that he has given us 
wine to produce this madness.” Then, with a, f heaven help 
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their profanity!” he explains that this very tendency to frenzied 
motion which is stimulated in later life by wine is the naturally 
implanted human instinct out of which springs the highest of all 
arts, povoikyn.—Where is the “senselessness” and the “silly 
exaggeration ” which Bruns (Plato’s Gesetze, p. 50) finds here, with 
Zeller’s help?—I do not even see the “Mangel an Klarheit des 
Ausdrucks” which Ritter feels bound to admit.—Euripides, in the 
prelude to the Cyclops, makes Silenus, addressing Dionysus, speak 
of the time vik’ éupaviys “Hpas iro . . . wxov.—Elsewhere Plato 
speaks of the 700s Wuy7s (Rep. 400 d), the dyus Yux7js (Rep. 519 b), 
and the dupa Wvyis (Rep. 533d), though not of the yvoun yvxjs 
(or the votvs Yvy7js); Ast cps. the Lucretian mens animi (iv. 758). 

b5. tas te Baxyeias cal racav tiv pavixnvy xopeiav: cp. 
Symp. 218 b wavtes yap KexowwvijKkate THS pirocdpov pavias Te 
kal Bakxeias. (L, O, and A? have éuBarXew; if this were to be 
adopted, we ought to have dedwpno Gar in the next line.) 

b6. 66 is best taken-as referring to Tipwpovpevos, not to the 
original ‘SvepopyOn tiv yvepnv; Dionysus was supposed to have 
compassed the maddening of men by wine out of revenge—others 
should be mad, as well as he. 

672b 

D8. 7d 88 rordvée ofa; cp. 644e1 7d8e 88 iopev, where also — 
he is dismissing fancy in favour of fact. In both cases the fancy 

_and the real picture have some traits in common. Here there isa 
distant analogy between the state of the infant whose yvwpy has 
not yet developed, and that of the God, who has lost it; in both 
cases too there is a possession which leads to gesticulations and 
cries. eS 

c4, rav paivera, “is quite mad”; way is not, as Stallb. says, a 
mere repetition of that at cl (wav (wov).—érav axrawdoyn éavTd 
‘Tax.oTa, “as soon as ever he gets on his legs.” 

c 6. yupvacrixns—not, so far, mentioned by name, in spite of 
the é«payev—is here used probably in the limited sense of the 
part of xopeia which consists of bodily movement—at all ev-ats it 
refers mainly to the bodily training which this demands. 

_ adi. Cp. 654a7 and 665a6.—The use of évdedwxévar, “ yield,” 
geests the view that the instinctive motion is the sozl, so to 

in which the sense grows, which is to reduce dragia to 

_ a2. The MS. OcGv, which with difficulty could be made to 
an “from among gods,” is very awkward, and I have followed 

This may be taken to refer in particular to pvOpos and appovia, 
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or (better) generally to the course of events, or process, just 
described. Ritter, reminding us that at 653cd we were told 
that the gods had appointed the Muses and Apollo and Dionysus 
to share men’s feasts, proposes to read trd Geov—F.H.D. would 
read peta Geov—but the sentence wants tovtwv. 

d5. xat 6) kal... ioxvos, “so it comes to this, it seems: 
while the other people’s story has it that wine has been given out 
of spite towards mankind, to make us mad, the account we have 
now given represents it as a specific given in quite the opposite 
spirit—as a means whereby our souls may win modesty, and our 
bodies health and vigour.”—“ An excellent summary of our 
discourse,” says Cleinias. 

eS ff 6An pev... hovas kivyows: Ath. “We said above,” 
(65449) “did we not, that yopeta as a whole was nothing more 
nor less than zaidevors, and further, that one half of yopeta, that 
which concerns the voice, was a matter of puOpot and dppoviat ?” 

OL Ves? . 
Ath. “And we found that pv@uds was not confined to the 

movement of the voice (up and down) but was shared by the 
movement of the body, though oyxjpa (gesture and posture) 
belonged to bodily action alone; while in the other part the 
movement of the voice is tune.”—-In other words, there is a clear 
analogy between the two halves of the subject, inasmuch as more 
than one of the same terms have to be applied to both. 

673a3f. I have unhesitatingly followed Burnet in adopting 
Ritter’s emendation of the MS. mpos daperys waideiav into mpods 
apeTiv madeias: in that case THs of course belongs to maudeias. 
Not only, as Ritter says, do we thereby get a real antithesis to the 
following péype THs Tov cwparos apeTns, but 643e Tv pds 
apeTnv é€k maidwv matdetav furnishes us with a confirmatory 
parallel. 

a4, ov« 08’ é6vtiva Tpdérov is a kind of apologetic qualification 
of the term applied—as we might say, “ for want of a better term ” ; 
lit. we used the term “in a sense.” 

a7. a ralovTwy opxnow eiropev, “which we termed sportive 
dancing.” 

a9. evrexvov aywyiv emi: here we have the Greek for 
“technical education.”—émt Td tTotovrov avtov, “towards such a 
condition of it” (i.e. of the body). 

a10. Schanz follows Bekker, Ast, and the Ziirich editors in 
adopting from some inferior MSS. rpoceiropev. Except at 672 ¢ 
the word yupvaortKy has not been used in this connexion. The 
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subjunctive means “I propose to call,” and may well be right 
here. 

b2. kai viv ovTws cipjoOw is equivalent to “and this I would 
now repeat.” 

b7. morepov ior, “either the one or the other of us”; cp. 
vikynodvtwy dé wotépwv at 628 b 7. 

dl1ff. The same metaphor of parentage runs through the 
account of both origins. The animal instinct of movement, 
impregnated by the human sense of measure, conceives and gives 
birth to dpxynots as their offspring. Again, when song awakens 

_ the sense of rhythm, their union produces “all the delights of 
 Xopeia (xopeiav Kal madudv is a hendiadys—A2 has ravdeiar, 
_ which squares with 672e5, but—pace Ritter—is out of place 
here); KowwGévr’ then agrees with pedos and fprvOyds. (Ast, 

followed by Schanz, alters the text to 7d 5€ péAos . . . Tov pvOpod 
_ on the ground that Plato must have meant, after saying that the 

sense of puvOuds had produced dpyxyots, to say that the same 
pvOpos ‘(“ saltationis lex”) had produced song, or tune, and then that 

the two iogether had produced yopeéa. Bnt this is dictating to 
_ Plato’s fancy. He does not choose to describe the birth of péAos, 
and if he had wished to do so, he would hardly have used the 
words vropupvyoKery and ¢eyetpecv—words which imply that their 
object had been born already.) 

—-@ 3. ws ovons orovdjs, “as if it were a matter of public 
interest” ; the words are opposed to ws wacdéua at e 8. 

_  @5,. i have followed Burnet and Schanz in adopting Eusebius’s 
reading pedéry for the MS. pedAérys. pedrery Xpopery) is a 

iphrasis for peder wood, and corresponds to pnxavapéevn in e 7. 
The simple ypwpévy subordinated to ypyoerar would be very 
dald.—xKat tov dAdAwv yoovev pa ape~etar woadttws: this is an 
important and significant addition. It reveals the author’s view 

that for the purpose of his treatise it is enough to take one 
wmstance as an illustration of a principle. This he develops in 
detail, and is content to omit the others, with the indication that 
their treatment would be analogous. Here e.g. he goes on to say 
that the same line of treatment will show that a state ought to 
employ the same treatment to all the other tempting pleasures 
see above on 632¢ and 672 e). 
67421. pet” exit Oevpdtwv wvtiwwvovy a\Awv, “and add to 

his any other indulgences” (Jowett). This must be the meaning 
f these words, though they can hardly make good their position 

a strict logic. The fact that a state allows proceedings which 
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encourage other kinds of vice is no reason why pen should be 
banished ; the full statement, of which this sort of parenthesis is 
a hint, would be: “and if any other practices are treated in the 

same loose way, I should equally vote against them.” | 
a3. ete padrrov tis Kp. kat Aak. xpetas, “ going even beyond 

the Cretan and Lacedemonian usage.” 
a4. With zpoo@eiunv Ast and Stallb. understand tv yydov 

from above, and all interpreters follow them. But I cannot help 
thinking that we ought to take rpooOeiunv av To vopuw exactly as 
we must take kai rpooriOnpui ye To vou at Rep. 468 b, ie. “to the 
Carthaginian law that on campaign nobody is ever to taste this 
drink, but (that men) must during all such period be water- 
drinkers, I would add, not only that at home too no slave, male 
or female, should ever taste wine but, that even the magistrates, 
ete.” For one thing, I think that just after ruWeiuny av tadtyv 
tThv Wipov, if he had meant to recall the phrase, he would not 
have used the compound with wpoo- but the simple verb ; but my 
main reason for preferring this interpretation is that it suits the 
context far better than the other. 

a5. Kapynédoviwy: Bruns (p. 51) finds in this a direct con- 
tradiction of what was said about Carthaginian drunkenness at 
637d. But surely it is just the drunken nation which would find 
such a regulation imperative in war time, E.g. the vodka pro- 
hibition in Russia in 1914. 

b 2. evepyows ovras, “when on duty.” 
b 4. «i wy) cwpackias 7 voowv evexa: Le. “unless by trainer’s 

or doctor’s orders.” i 
cl. Eusebius’s auaeAwvwv is an improvement on the apredwv 

of the MSS. and Stobaeus. 
c2. ovd aru: for doris in the sense of dorurovy (after a 

negative) cp. Hipp. Mat. 282d rovtwv & éxatepos rA€ov apyvpiov 
amd codpias eipyarta: 7 &AAos Sypwovpyds ad Aotivos Téxvns 
(where there is a virtual negative)—raxra d€ xrA.: ie, among 
other ordinances for regulating agriculture would be one for con- 
fining wine-growing within very modest limits. 

APPENDIX A 

671a1-4. As I have said above, in a note on the Analysis 
of Bk. I., I regard the disquisition on péOy in that book as 
a general introduction to the subject of education, and the 
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moral effects of 7d0v7 and Avan. After the nature of the educa- 
tional process has been clearly described at the beginning of 
Bk. II. (653 a—e), Plato proceeds to deal specially with povovky, 
and the relation to it of the gift of Dionysus. Among the young, 
we had been told, the benefit of the gift might be found in a 
properly conducted symposium ; among the mature and elderly, it 
is to be found in the Choir of Dionysus. After describing the 
constitution of the latter, he now, at 671a, turns to consider its 
applicability to the work of education, and in so doing he recalls 
(671a—672d10) the main points of the former disquisition on 
peOn as a possible erutydevpa aperis. 

We may well fancy that when Plato wrote 643.4 4—7, .the 
words péxpumrep av mpos Tov Gedv adixynrar had for him a double 
meaning : that, to the Athenian’s hearers the word Oedés merely 
stood—and was meant to stand—for ofvos; but that the author 

had in mind the subject of the third chorus. Whether this was 
so or not, the words express so well what I conceive to be the plan 
of the division of the subject that I will quote them in full. 
They are: mp@rov 61) obv mpds Tdv Adyov dpirdpeOa madeiav Ti 
mot éotiv kal tiva Sdvapiv exer* dua yap tavtyns papev iréov 
civat TOV TpoKEXELpLpevov Ev TH VV Adyov bP HUdY, pExXpLTEpP 
dy mpos Tov Gedv adixnrat. Dr. Ivo Bruns (Plato’s Gesetze vor 
und nach ihrer Herausgabe durch Philippos von Opus) holds that 
the tractate in Bk. I. on the possible use of wéOy as an érirydevpa 
aidovs (646 a—649 c), and the suggestion of a Chorus of Dionysus, 
with all the discussion of zacdeta and povoxy preliminary to it, 
were written at different times, and with totally different views: 
—that they can never have been intended by their author to form 
parts of the same treatise—that indeed they contradict each other 

in several important points. Also that the section of Bk. II. from 
671 a4 ckorwpefa to 672d is a clumsy attempt on the part of an 
editor to bring the two discussions into harmony; and that all 

_ references, in the second book, to the treatment of »é6y in the 
first (e g. 666 ¢ Kai otrws . . . ev 5%, 659 ¢ Tpitov 1) TéTapTov) as 
well as all passages in Bk. I. which might seem to look forward to, 

or lead up to the main discussion of Bk. II., were inserted into 
the text by the same editor—equally clumsily. Bruns’s examina- 
tion of these and other parts of the Laws is very searching, and is 
written with great ability, and is indeed a very helpful guide to 
the understanding of many parts of the treatise. His arguments 
oh powerful, and both the destructive and the constructive! parts 
_ 1 E.g. his view that the bulk of Bk. IT. originally formed part of Bk. VII. 
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of his book, if they are to be satisfactorily confuted, would need 
answers far too long to be given here. I can only say here that 
I am not convinced by them, and that I think the general line of 
the defence against his criticisms is this: ie. that the train of 
thought in Plato’s dialogues often winds about in such unexpected 
ways, that different readers arrive at quite different views as to 
the importance to be assigned to different sections, and as to the 
way in which each section was intended by its author to serve as a 
contribution to the main argument. Often indeed it is impossible 
to secure agreement as to What the main argument was intended to 
be. Ou these grounds I do not accept as final Bruns’s statements 
that the author of such and such a passage evidently meant to go 
on in a different way from that in which the treatise proceeds, or 
that it is logically impossible that Plato could have taken subjects 
in the order in which he seems to have arranged them. Also 
there seem to me to be analogous points in the two €07 discussions 
to which Bruns is blind. . 

APPENDIX B 

672e1—673e2. The subject of xopecta falls into two halves : 
(1) the training of the (ear and) voice, and (2) the training of the 
body in rhythmic movement. The first part Plato here calls 
povotky, giving the word a more restricted sense than usual; the 
second he calls yupvacrixy, though he does not imply thereby 
that the sole object of yupvacrixy is the training for yopeia. 
The first half of the subject, he says, has been fully dealt with : 
of the second, though it has not been left out of sight, the treat- 
ment has been incomplete; shall he complete it now? Are we, 
Le, to have, side by side with the description of the évtexvos 
aywy?) ért povotkyv, a companion picture of the technical training 
best adapted for the bodily half ?—sepavovpev, 7) Kat edooper ; 
.. . A€ywpev, 7) TOS Kal THY ToLnTEov ; What old blue gets tired 
of boating “shop”? There is nothing the two Dorians would © 
like better than a long talk about gymnastic training, but the 
Athenian—or at all events Plato—does not mean to indulge 
them. In acceding to their request he tells them they know it 
all already, and then he begins the subject in such a way as to 
hint that his treatment of it is to follow the lines of the discussion 
of the training in povo.xy. Then, with a repeated promise to 
go on hardly out of his mouth (7d d€ reipaodpeBa ebeEns 
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dveAGciv), he abruptly breaks off; if they do not mind, he says, he 
will first dismiss the subject of lawful én by a final recapitula- 
tion. To the subject of gymnastic training he does not return 
until the seventh and eighth Books. Ritter agrees with Bruns 
that the explanation of this silence is that the treatise is here 
incomplete, though he does not follow Bruns in his theory of an 
editorial dislocation of Plato’s arrangement. Stallbaum, on the 
other hand, iv spite of the following respurdpeba eheEns SuedOetv, 
holds that in 673c¢9-d5 we have the promised disquisition on 
gymnastic training. I would suggest that the best explanation 
of Plato’s silence is that he never intended to write this dis- 
quisition at all. At 632e he told us that the treatment of the 
exitnoevpata which would foster one virtue would serve as a 
mapdseryua for the treatment of those belonging to other virtues, 
and then he stopped in his career after one virtue had been 
discussed. In the same way here he makes the conversation turn 
from the subject proposed when enough has been said to show 
that there is no need to pursue it further. 

BOOK III 

In Books I. and II. we have been considering, under various 
guises, the relation of Law to the Individual—how it acquires 
authority, and how it helps to discipline the character through the 
action of pleasure and pain, desire and fear. We now pass abruptly 
to the political frame-work within which, and upon which Law 
acts. 

676a1-c8. Ath. “ Now that we have settled that question, I 
should like to ask what is the most elementary form of a state ?— 
The easiest and best way to discover this is to examine the 
question in the same way as we examine a state to see whether 
its progress is towards perfection or towards ruin.” 
_ Cl. “How is that?” 

Ath. “Why, by taking an immensely long period of time, and 
observing the changes that take place in it.” 
_ Cl. “ What do you mean exactly ?” 
_ Ath. “You see, states have existed, and men have lived as 
members of them for a quite incalculable length of time—You 
can say how long?” 
— Cl. “I cannot.” 
_ Ath. “You may call it an unlimited time?” 
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Cl. “ Youniay.” 
Ath. “Don’t you think myriads on myriads of states have 

come into being during this time? and, whatever the amount, 
have not an equal number of states ceased to be? Have they not 
severally exhausted all kinds of constitution many times over ? 
Have they not sometimes grown from small to big, and sometimes 
sunk from big to small ?—changed too from good to bad, and 
from bad to good ?” 

Cl. “It must have been so.” 
Ath. “Now I want, if I can, to. get hold of the thing that 

caused all this transformation ; for I expect that would reveal to 
us the secret of the birth and change of states.” 

al. Cp. Plut. Demosth. ch. 4 kat ravra pev tat’ty, Kara. 
TlAdtwva.—roXireias apxyjv: for this expression he substitutes 
at ¢8 tHv TpwTnv (Tov ToALTELoV) yeveow Kal petdBacry : the 
object of his search is what perhaps in modern phrase we might 
call “ the secret of political vitality.” 

a6. peraPaivovoav : many editors have been inclined to think 
Boeckh right in reading petaBavovedv.—Badham wrote it so 
independently. Ast and Schanz adopt the change. Perhaps, 
though, Plato preferred the rhythm of the slightly irregular 
expression. After all it is not straining language much to talk of 
the advance of a state being transformed in the direction of perfec- 
tion, instead of saying that the advancing state is so transformed. 

a8. That is, the point of view from which we must examine 
the question must be one which takes in an immense expanse of 
time, and all the transformations which occur in it.—pyxovs Te 
kal amevpias : a hendiadys for azeipov pyKovs. 

b 7. I think the rotro ye in the next line shows that Stallbaum 
is right in taking 7d d€ ye «7A. to mean, “but you can be sure of 
this much (can’t you), that it must be a hopelessly immeasurable 
time”? He makes 76 the article to the os clause. Hermann, 
Schneider, Schanz, and Burnet rightly make the sentence a 
question. Ast and Heindorf take ws as “perquam,” as in ws apd 
at Orat. 395 b.—Schanz preserves the dzeipov of A as against 
the aGmAerov of L, O, and most modern editors. 

el. For macas, “all kinds of”. cp. 637a3 dvoia mdon, 
688 ¢c6 racy Kakia. 

c6. wepi: Ast on this passage, and Heindorf on Phaedr. 270 ¢, 
have collected instances of the “redundant” zepi, where the 
simple gen. might have stood. It is especially frequent with 
aitia, Op. also 664a tovrov de répi Tacav phxaviy evpioKeLy, 
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and 678a3,—«i dvvaineGa: less confident than iv duvwpeba, 
almost wistful in tone. The line of thought here followed is this : 
if we can find what is the cause and nature of the true develop- 
ment of a state, i.e. of its progress towards perfection, we shall learn 
what is the first principle or vital force which brought it into 

being. A practical application of this knowledge is described at 
- 683b; it will enable us to decide what laws are suitable for a state, 

c9. With rpodupeioGar aropatvopevov we may usefully com- 
: pare ovvreivar weipipevov SyAOoat in a very similar sentence in 
 641e; it is a more direct expression than the mpoOupeiobat 

aropaiver Oa which seems more natural to us. 
67745. Among many passages from ancient writers which 

speak of wholesale destruction of life by some physical catastrophe 
Ast cps. Polit. 270¢11 $0opat roivuy €€ dvdykns TéTe peywrrat 
ovpBaivover tov te GAAwY (dwv, Kal dy Kal Td TOV avOpdrwV 
yévos oXiyov te wapadeirerar. There is no need, with Boeckh, 
to put in 7d before trav avOpdrwv in the present passage. Among 
other slight variations between the two passages, in the Pol. he 
says “the human race survives in a mere fragment”; whereas 
here he says, “only a very few representatives of mankind sur- 
vive.” Cp. Rep. 363d matdas yap mraidwy pact Kal yévos 
Katorurbev Acirer Oat Tov doiov Kat evdpKov. 

a8. vojnowpev: voew does not (as in Ep. viii. 352¢ vonoare de 
_ & A€yw viv) mean turn one’s attention to, ponder, think about, but is 

“let us suppose.” I have therefore put a (—) after yevouerny ; i.e. 
the speaker meant to add a secondary predicate to ravtnv, perhaps 
in the form of a 6tu or ws clause. The interruption of Cleinias’s 
question enables him to change the subject of the ws clause from 
avn (n pOopa) to ot Tote TepipvydvTes. 
~ b2. 1 think we may include év xopvdais in the picture 
suggested by (wpa, as well as in the statement of fact about the 
surviving herdsmen; the speaker is thinking, perhaps, of the 
seemingly tiny flashes from heath or forest fires seen on distant 
mountains. There is moreover a special appropriateness in the 
metaphor, since water puts out fire, and water was the destroying 
medium in the catastrophe. 
 b5ff. “To say nothing of the other resources of civilization, of 
course such men as these can know nothing of all the tricks devised 

y dwellers in cities to over-reach or eclipse or otherwise damage 
ach other.” The trav before €v toils doreot is nasc.—otherwise 

the rpds GAAHAovs and the érwootcw would be harsh : pynyavdv 
as to do without an article, for, if it had one, t@v would occur 
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too often.—It is even possible that the first Tov is mase.— Wagner 

suggested that we ought to read Goroto. for doTeot.—Stallb. and 

Herm. both inserted the usual re after the first tov, thus adding 

emphasis to the pnxavov ; Wagner and Schanz agree.—Cobet 

alters eis to ex; but «is, ‘in the matter of” (cp. 774 b4, 809 e7, 

860d 1), suits the context better, and it provides a good construc- 

tion for the antecedent of Sada. Cobet cps. Symp. 188 b, and 

takes els Te WA. K. Pua. with the words which follow, not with 

rexvov and pnxavov. — ot zy trols dotece is equivalent to 

“ ejvilized beings.” 

cl. Ocpev; “may we take it 2” So 860c ds A€yorTa TiOeTe. 

(Schanz would substitute dopev for Oupev here and at c3, 

unnecessarily.) 

62. dpa ‘jv A corrected by A3 to dpdyv, which is the reading 

of L, O and Eus.; an instructive mistake on the part of A. Cod. 

Voss. also read dpa 2v- 

ec 4-7. “We shall suppose, shall we not, all implements to be 

destroyed and all serviceable contrivances of statesmen or other 

experts to disappear entirely at that juncture?” It is hard to 

say whether texv7s OF copias is to be joined in thought with 

moAuTiKys ; in either case the meaning is much the same.—In 

crovdatws we have the notion of professional or purposeful activity ; 

cp. 656 a 4. 

c7-d6. Burnet has followed O. Immisch (ut supra, pp- 60 ff.) 

in attributing Tos .- - ériocv to the Ath. I. says the Armenian 

translation, Ficinus, and L confirm this division. B. has also 

placed the rooro, which follows éruocy in A (and which, from 

MS. days downwards, has been either omitted or changed) at the 

head of Cleinias’s answer. The only change | would make in 

Burnet’s reading of the passage is that I follow Herm. in rejecting 

the first yeyovev. But it is not only the reading and division of 

this difficult passage that have been disputed. Interpretations have 

varied at many points; e.g. as to whether érn or Tae (understood) 

is the subj. of dueAdvOaver, whether (rovs) TOTe means after or 

before the flood, and whether AaddA (and the other datives) 

means (revealed) by D. (Ast), or to D. Indeed the whole drift of 

the passage seems to have been differently understood by ever
y inter- 

preter. I would suggest as a translation of mas yap .- - yeyovorTa : 

Ath. “If the world was without interruption furnished with all 

the advantages 1t now possesses, what room was there for any new 

invention whatever?” Cl. “ It comes to this, that we shall have to 

suppose (dpa) that during myriads of myriads of years, the men 
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then living” (ie. after the flood) “ knew nothing of them ” (i.e. were 
uncivilized}, “‘and that, one or two thousand years ago—a mere 
yesterday, you may say—this discovery was revealed to Daedalus, 
that to Orpheus, etc.” 

dl. rovro: for a somewhat similar use of a neuter demon- 
strative cp. the adverbial use of rovro “in that case” at 684c¢1 
and tatra at 700d 1. 

dad 5. H. W. Moss, in an article on the use of ws éos eizrety, 
pointed out that the phrase here qualifies mayaoAXa, and that, 
consequently, the comma which has hitherto stood alter that 
word ought to come after eizetv. 

a7. dpwr ... dre wapedures, “it is very nice” (ie. modest) 
“of you to leave out...” A and O read dp’ tor’, which most 
editors content themselves with altering to dp oic@’. From the 
margin of Cod. Voss. is reported apuor’. There seems no other 
way of accounting for dp’ iar’ except by supposing, as Burnet does, 
that dpurr’ was the original reading. 

d9. For Epimenides’ date cp. on 642 d. 
el. tpiv: ethic dative—ro pynxavijpute ... amerédecev: a 

comparison of the Schol. on Hes. Op. et Di. 40f., and Plutarch, 
Conv. Sept. Sap. 157 e (ch. 14) shows that Plato here refers to the 
belief that Hesiod’s words about the virtue of ‘‘mallow and 
asphodel” set Epimenides on the track of sovereign herbal 
medicaments. 

e10. kai tavra: ie. there was an epyyia of animals as well as 
of mankind.—o7dva . .. veuovow ... (qv, “few for their 
pasturers to live on”; so few that the men who grazed them had 
difficulty in supporting life. The inf. with owdvios is of the same 
construction as that with its opposite ixavds. So at Rep. 373d 
ikavi) Tpéperv Tos TOTE 7) XWpa eorat.—The eivar goes with all 
the accusatives, beginning with é€pnpyiav. (This seems better than 
to take «vas as equivalent to e€eivar, as at Theaet. 207b4; in that 
case BovxdAra, yévos and tavra would be governed by venovcw.) 

678a1. 70, tore MSS.: the repetition of rdére after that 
at e 6 seems strange. I think that we ought to read 7d kar’ dpxds 
here; cp. 679 a1 «i pH Titv Kat’ apxas ivus. 

a3. dv: for the objective gen. with Adyos in the sense of 
t something Stallb. cps. Apol. 26 b .. . Gedy dv viv Adyos 

iv, and Soph. Ant. 11 ptOos pidrov “tidings about friends.”— 
or epi c. gen. instead of the simple gen. cp. on 676 ¢ 6. 
a4. ws éros cizeiv: this qualifies 76 rapdrav. 
a9. The vice and virtue spoken of are those of men, not those of 
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institutions referred to at 676a5 and c3 and 683b. He means, 

as he explains immediately, that virtue and vice, like* the details 
of civilization, take time to develop, and can only develop in 
their company. How this applies to vice is explained at e 6 ff. 
He does not give a corresponding explanation of the rise of virtue, 
because a virtuous development (the emidoois eis apeTHv) is 
natural. 'The object of the whole treatise is to show how to avoid 
and obviate the accidents which give rise to vice. 

b 3. O has 7) kai for 7. 
b6. The w of pov being in an erasure in A, Schanz con- 

jectures 7iv.—etis 7. kTX., “the world came to be what the world 
is,” Jowett. 

b9. Kata opixpov at Prot. 338 e, Soph. 217d, Rep. 344a and 
401 c means “in little bits”; here it is “little by little,” as at 
Rep. 407d, Phaedr. 262a, Theaet. 180 ¢, Theag. 130c. At Soph. 
241¢ Kat Kata opixpdov, like the following xai xara Ppaxt, 
means “ever so little.” © 

cl. mpérer: cp. Phaedo 114d 5 rovro . . . mpemew poe Soxei. 
The sense of “to be likely” is not common for rpézeuy. 

c3. ‘"Evavdos eleganter dicitur tam de sermone, quo adhuc 
aures personant, quam de re qualibet, cujus adhuc recens est 
memoria,” Ruhnken, 72m. 

c5. For éavrovs in the sense of dAAjAovs ep. Lysis 215), 
Parm. 1338 e. 

C6. €v Tots mepi exeivov Tov xpovov: this has generally, and 
rightly, been taken as an expansion of such a phrase as Ta voy, 
on the lines of local expressions like (és) ta émi Odrepa, Ta ém” 
éxeiva, (els) TO em exeiva, TS emt TddE, Eis TA TOV GdEAHOU TOD 
euov (Lysias xii. 12). Schanz, however, marks év tois as corrupt, 
and Badham introduces xatpots after ypovov. (Rather than this 
I would take rots as masc.)—Steph. altered the MS. zopeia into 
mopeta, and, as there is a gap two letters long in A before the 
word, Schanz admirably conjectured ra wopeia. The ta goes well 
with the rdavra in c 8. 

c7. The rére, to which Boeckh took exception, has the effect 
of making the wore clause (which Boeckh rejected) the most 
significant part of the complex sentence. It is as if Plato said, 
“They could not travel to each other as yet, either by land or 
sea, because all kinds of vehicles had been destroyed.” — ovv 
Tals Texvaus: ie. “fas well as the arts necessary for their con- 
struction.” 

d1. peradAcia for peraAda: Lobeck, Paralipp. iv. 10, gives 
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many instances of nouns and -adjectives in -os, -n, -a, or -ov 
which have alternative forms in -evos, -eva, or -evov, and mentions 
this case in that connexion.—ovyKexvpeva: ie. “filled up with 
mud,” like the “‘nine men’s morris.” 

d2. avaxabaiperOar: used, not, as some take it, of clearing 
out the mines, but in its technical sense of extracting metal from 
the ore; cp. on 642a. There could of course be no possibility of 
doing this if the mines were not accessible. 

43. dpvoropias: abstract for concrete; “timber,” not merely, 
as L. & S., “firewood.” (Not ‘they (had) no means of felling 
timber,” as Jowett, but “they were consequently badly off for 
timber.”)—A. has zov, O wov tT, Vulg. Ti ov. 

d7. A has dv with 67 as an alternative, and O 67 with av 
as alternative. 

d8. tov? ovtws yeyovevar: ie. that the miners’ art revived. 
e2. A has Aéyovra: with Séovras as an alternative, O déovrar 

with Aéyovras as alternative. 
e6. The change in the matters spoken about is not so abrupt 

as at first it seems: there was no ordots, because dopevor eavTovs 
ewpwv du dAvyotyTa; no war (partly) because there was a dearth 
of weapons. Still, the author wishes to add a further result of 
the épypia, ie. that. there was enough for all ; also to hint what 
were the chief curses of civilized societies, i.e. money, and lves— 
the unnatural appetite for accumulated wealth, and the loss of 
faith and truth which comes in the train of selfishness. 

679 a1. vouys: the following 7 d:é(wv shows that this is not 
to be restricted to the literal sense of pasturage, but, as in the case 
of Spvoropia at 678 d 3, stands for the resulting product, ie. flocks 
and herds; so, at Xen. Anab, iii. 5. 2 (vopal roAXat Booknpatwv 
SiaBiBalopevar cis Td Tepay TOD ToTapod KaTeAnPOnoav), vopat 
means pasturing herds. 

a7. ovde €v: this adverbial use of the emphatic form is 
uncommon, 

bl. Perhaps it is better to say that the clause rovrw T@ Téxva 
ropifew Tatra is the direct object of édwxe, than to take Tw TExva 
as the direct object, and explain (as Stallb.) ropife.w to be = wore 
mroptcety. 

b2. rovatrnv dropiav seems to refer definitely to the lack of 
iron, rather than to general distress, such as that caused by the 
flood. (Jowett trans. “when reduced to their last extremity.”) 
—Prdernv Kai eridoow: BAdorn here perhaps means sprouting 
or birth; at Phaedr. 251d it means a nascent germ, or sprout; at 
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Prot. 334 a, all that sprouts above ground from a root; Sophocles 
uses PAdorae of birth, O.T. 717, Trach. 382, and at 0.0. 972 of 
conception. In that case the two words would exactly correspond 
to the yéveorwy kai peraPaow of 676 ¢ 8. 

b 3. dua 76 Tovovrov, “that being so.” 
b6. 0 Tore ev exeivors Tapyv: Ficinus in his trans. omits these 

words. Wagner concludes that they were absent from some MSS., 
and that the scribe who restored them put them in the wrong 
place. He would place them after yiyvour av. Ast puts a full stop 
at ovtes, and only a comma after wapynv. Cornarius makes these 
words mean ‘‘. . . (were without the gold) which was then among 
them.” Some of the difficulty is removed if, with Stallb., we take 
what precedes to be, like the following one, a general statement ; 
not “ they would not have been rich,” but “men were never made 
rich (who had no gold and silver, and that was the men’s condition).” 
(Ritter takes rote and éxeivous to refer to the period and the men 
of the earlier civilization.before the flood ; but this does not help.) 

b7. 7 8 av xrA., “if a community is to breed the best natures, 
it must admit neither poverty nor wealth: without them no 
blatant oppression can gain a footing, or jealous envy.” 

cl. Stallb. has collected many examples of the way in which 
variety is secured by the substitution of te . . . ov for a second or 
third ovre; this is a step towards the not infrequent ovre . . . Te. 

C2 ff. ayaGoi pev ... dueAnrAVOaper, “last, but not least, among 
good influences was their so-called simplicity. What they heard 
called fair or foul, they were so ‘simple’ as to think rightly 
named, and believe really to be so. No one was ‘clever’ enough 
to suspect a lie, as do our wiseacres of to-day. What they were 
told about gods and men, they took for true, and lived by it, and 
that is how they came to be just the kind of men we have above 
described.” 

d2. cizwyev A (and Land O?); Vat. 1029 reads etropev; so 
Ficinus and Cornarius, who trans. dizimus; so Ast conjectured, 
and so Schanz reads. The substance of this paragraph is almost 
entirely recapitulatory, so that the indic. may well be right—in 
spite of the peAXAovery efvae ‘are bound to be.” The only novelty 
is the mention of many generations, but this is implied in the 1000 
years of 677 d. 

d6. xara wow podvov adtovd: if povoy adrovd is sound, the 
avTov seems to have been added to the xara oA with the same 
effect as in é€v@a6" aitrov and similar, mostly Homeric, expressions ; 
cp. our “within there,” “without there” in Shakespeare. (Ast 
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and Stallb. put the comma before avrov instead of after it, and 
construe it (still with a local meaning) with Aeyopuevar. Bdh. reads 
ovopare for povov avrov, also taking it with Aeyoueva. Ritter 
proposes avrov (i.e. piineredhy texvov) for avrov, H. Richards at: 
of the emendations I prefer the last.) 

e2. The three comparatives which follow evnféorepor contain 
the only fresh points in this paragraph. They come in as an 
expansion of the praise implied in the €(wv kata tavra in ¢ 7. 

e6. AcAExPw Oy) . . . avrois, “let what we have said, and all 
the deductions we make from it, be regarded as a means of 
ascertaining how the men of that time came to want laws, and who 
their lawgiver was.” 

680a4. 7d rowodrov: not “such a thing as a lawyer,” but 
“such a thing as a law.”—-For the plur. xpdvovs cp. below on 

| 769 ¢ 5. 
a6. wepiddov: the cycle that elapses between one natural 

convulsion and another. Plato seems to assume that such con- 
vulsions only occur at great intervals of time.—éOeou Kal Tots 
Aeyopevors matpiows vopows: we see from 793a f. that these 
aypada vouipa or TaTptoe voor are indispensable to a community 
even after written laws have been introduced. The tots Aeyopevous 
(and the ovs dvopdfovow at 793 a) show that mwdrpios is to be 
taken as a technical term, in the sense of tradztional. 

a9. “Herein we have already a form of polity ”—if we may 
use the word polity in Hooker’s sense of political organization. 

b2. dvvacreiav: patriarchy is what we should call this 
particular form of “authority,” though Plato hesitates to coin the 
word zatpiapxia. The important point in his eyes seems to have 
been the fact that authority (Svvacreia) should attach to any 
position ; hence the term chosen. The leading idea connected 
with the word (cp. Rep. 544d, Arist. Pol. 1292b) seems that of 
personal authority Kat viv ére. . . Kal ev "EXA. Kat xara Bap.: 
this must mean that this personal inherited authority existed in 

some Greek states; not that they were altogether in the same 
primitive condition as to polity as the Cyclopes. 

b3. Aeyar olknow, “Homer, you remember, says it 
was to be found in n the way in which the Cy clopes lived.” otkyots 
is not “government,” as Stallb. translates it, but it would be hard 
to find a single English word for it here. 

c 2. Xapiers, “a pretty poet,” in the old phrase. 
d2. 75 dpxaiov aitav ext thy aypidtynta dua pvOodo0yias 

eTAVEVEYKOV, “when, in his poem, he ascribes their primitive ways 
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to their wild life”; ie. Homer, like the Athenian, tells of units 
of population scattered among the hill-tops, and points to the 
necessary consequences of such isolation. 

a7. otknow: here the concrete ‘‘ household.” 
a8. yévos: the “family”; not yet the clan into which the 

household grows.—xata yeévos, “in separate families.” —vmd ar. 
kTX. gives the reason for dvecrappévwv, daopia, “ dearth,” not of 
men, but of possessions and implements. 

el. ev ais: the antecedent to this relative is, of course, not (as 
Stallb.) @@opais, though it immediately precedes, but woAuretau. 
The Ath. does not think it necessary to repeat the words tovatrac 
moAutetat yiyvovrat, but they are carried on in sense from his last 
speech. (Ast, followed by Wagner, Hermann, the Ziir. edd., 
Schanz and Ritter read ev ois.)—In this paragraph we pass from 
the single family with the father at the head, to the next genera- 
tion, when the eldest brother takes his father’s place and, as it were, 
acts as the “ father” of his younger brothers and their families, as 
well as of his own. 

e2. watpos Kat pyntpos: I imagine kai to mean or, and that 
Plato is thinking of cases where authority and property descended 
through the mother. The same interpretation is possible at 
690 a 3. 

e 3. watpovopovpevor: Timaeus, Lex., gives two explanations of 
this word : (1) ot tots yovexots (ie. handed down from father to 
son) vopors Xpwpevor, and (2) id Tov TaTEepwv apxdpevot. The 
latter is most likely the right one, at least for this passage (in 
spite of 680a6); only the ‘‘ father” is the father of the tribe, who 
inherits his position from the original father of the family—We 
may translate the whole paragraph: “And so do there not arise, 
out of these single households and families, whom the dearth 
consequent on the cataclysms keeps in isolation, communities in 
which the eldest rule because they inherit the authority from 
father or mother, and the people follow them, and are soon to be 
found forming one flock, like so many birds, ruled by paternal 
authority, the justest of all titles to royal rank?”—This is the 
fully developed patriarchy. 

e6. “Yes, and next, larger numbers (rAciovs subj.) join 
together to form greater communities such as we may term 
mwoXes.” The word ‘réAes seems strangely used of these 
primitive communities. Naber conjectures eravAes. If roAes is 
correct, it must be used proleptically. F.H.D. conj. that moAeus 
is a mistake for otkjoers due to the adjacent 7Aéiovs. 
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e7. yewpyias : as we use the words “ planting ” or “ plantation ” 
for a planted space, so “cultivation” is used here for cultivated 
spaces. 

681 a2. Tevyov epvpara, “as walls of defence.”—olkiav: he 
uses the word o/xéa, figuratively, for what he has just called a 
modus. Ata7 he calls it an olknous. 

a8. wapeivar . . . €xovcay, “should bring with it.” 
bl. otxetv: the subj. to this verb is really the éxdorovs, 

which is not definitely expressed till b5.—érepa af’ érépwv 
ovrwv ..., “(each) a distinct set, derived from a distinct set 
of ...” €érepa is governed by an imaginary €yovTas, agreeing 
with the same exdorovs understood. 

b3. Kkoopuwtépwv . . . avdpuxdtepa, “the more orderly or 
spirited the forbears, the more orderly and spirited would be the 
dispositions of the descendants they had brought up.” I think 
koopuwrépwv and avdpixov are under the government of an 
imaginary a70, repeated from dd’ before érépwv. (Boeckh un- 
necessarily proposes avdpixwrépwv for dvdpiKov.) 

b4. xara tpdrov here seems to mean “duly,” “as was to be 
expected.”—ovrws, “in this manner,” ie. by descent and training. 
(Or ought we to take ovrws as “merely,” “just,” with Kata 
Tpomov, as in arA@s ovtws? In such an idiomatic phrase it is 
hard for us to be certain; “just in the same way” would fit in 
well here.) 

b 5. arorurovpevovs av, “ready to imprint,” or “likely to 
imprint.” Not only would each contingent bring its own 
traditional manners and dispositions, but it would be sure to 
perpetuate its own preferences in its descendants.—It is surprising 
what a light is let in upon the sentence by Schneider’s dy aipécess 
for the MS. ava:péoers. Burnet adopts it; so do Herm. and 
Wagner, though they are probably wrong in taking av with 
qKew ; it goes much better with droturovpévovs. Ast saw part 
of the truth when he proposed to read aipeveis (so Schanz), instead 
of avaiperers.—Ast also proposed avevpécers, and Winckelmann 
avevpyoes, Orelli det aipeoers. Stallb. actually retains avacpécecs 
and translates it “ea quae susceperint.” 

el. Schanz says that A has avT@v. 
¢2. With torepovs we must supply dapeoKxew. This added 

clause (rods d¢ . . . torépovs), which Schanz would eject from 
the text, gives the whole sentence the same effect it would have 
had if zpwrovs had been put in (predicatively) with vojovs, and 
the second clause omitted.—This is exactly the informal way in 
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which thoughts drop out in conversation. It says, in effect, ‘I 
don’t mean that other people’s laws will be positively displeasing 
to them; only that they will like their own best.” (H. Steph. 
wanted to insert the mpwrovs.) 

c4. apyy .. . ws €ovxey: in other words, “is not this, after 
all, how a definite enactment of laws came about ?”—i.e. from the 
necessity of choosing, for the united community, the best out of 
the laws of the clan-units out of which it was formed. If this 
is the right interpretation of these words, it follows that the next 
speech of the Ath. is a development of this idea; and this view 
is supported by the explanatory yotv added to the adverbial 7d 
peT a. TAUTG. 

c7. 7d yovv . .. éavTov, “it is clear that, when the separate 
families had once united to form one community, they ” (could not 
go on with different notions in their minds as to what was per- 
missible and what not, but) “would have to choose certain repre- 
sentatives of their whole body,” ete. 

c8. These xo.voi, or public representatives, would have a 
double task: (1) that of selecting the best from the laws of the 
several tribes, and (2) that of selecting the best from among the 
rulers of the several clans, to serve for the united state. 

C9. avTov: Le. TOY vopipwv.—eis 7d Kowvov (“for the use of 
the community ”) goes with what follows. 

10. ofov BaotAetor, “with king-like power.” (There is no 
need, with Hug, to reject these words.) 

d1. favepa deiEavres : havepa is proleptic, “indicate clearly” 
—not, as Schneider and Jowett, “publicly present.”—edérOar Te 
doves, “propose for their acceptance”—rather than “give them 
the choice of them,” Jowett—implying that it had been settled 
that whatever the kouvoi chose would be accepted. 

2. rovs d€: ie. the syenoves ; Gpxovras is predicative. 
3. 7) Kat twa Baordcav, “or perhaps monarchy,” Jowett. 
d4. ev tavty tH petaBoAn THs woAtteias oikjoovow: the 

subject to the verb is still of, i.e. the cowvol, and it is apparently 
used absolutely, “will direct affairs during this change of 
constitution.” Cp. 779¢6 Kat dca évrds woXews . . . Tperov ay 
otxeiv etn. (Most interpreters take the verb to mean “ will live,” 
ie. they suppose the, subject somehow changed to “the whole 
community.” Apart from this change of subject, what a feeble 
end to the paragraph! ‘And in this altered state of the govern- 
ment they will live,” Jowett.) 

d6. edefis, “step by step”; cp, Polit. 281d tv’ efeéjs jpiv o 
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Aoyos ty.—The subj. to y’yvoito may be petaoAr}, but perhaps 
it is only “things would come about.”—Stallb. points out that 
the formula o¥tTw (re) Kat tavTy recurs at 714d 9, and 947d 5, and 
eps. TavTy Kal Kata TavTa 929c, and 889c (where ovrws is 
added). | 

a7. tpitov roivuy . . . yliyverOu, “we have yet to mention 
the rise of a third kind of polity; and at this stage both the 
polities and the cities themselves display complete variety of form 
and history,” ie. the full development of the city in the plain 
brings with it all kinds of activities for its inhabitants, and offers 
facilities of intercourse with the outside world. As a consequence, 
not only do the relations of classes in the city change, but it is 
entangled in conflicts with other cities—sometimes with disastrous 
results. The eid) refer mainly to the roAcreov, the raOjpara 
to the wéXeus. 

682a1. Aeyer . . . TavTa . . . eipnpeva: such a form of 
expression as kal tavta éywv opBas av tis A€you is common. 
This is a variety of it. An intermediate form would be kat ratra 
dv A€you Tis OpOas A€ywv. Ast cps. 689 e 1. 

a2. Kata Gedy rws eipnpéva kal kata pio : so we might say 
of a biblical story, “It’s holy scripture, and, what’s more, it’s 
human nature.” | 

a3 ff. Gciov yap... exdorore, “for poets too, being a heaven- 
born race—a race (specially) inspired at their times of singing,— 
helped by many a Grace and Muse, often reveal the secrets of 
nature” (lit. “seize in many cases on the way in which things 
really happen”). The general sense of this passage is clear, but 
the reading and the exact inter-relation of the words are doubtful. 
Proclus quotes it four times in his commentaries on Plato; on 
Rep. 393, Rep. 368, Tim. 20, and Rep. 401. The quotations 
respectively are: Oeiov yap obv 8 Kal 7d rountiKdy dv yévos, 
Oetov 7d rountixdy yévos aroKadav, Oeiov yap otv 8) Kal 7d 
TowtiKov exru yévos, and 6 pev yap Ociov pyot Kat Td ToutiKdv 
evOcartixdy dv yévos tpvpdovv. Boeckh, followed by Stallb., 
Herm., Wagner, and Schanz, rejects evOeacrikdv as a marginal 
explanation of Getov by a late commentator (Stallb. suggests by 
Proclus himself), partly, too, because the word évOeacriKds is not 
recorded elsewhere from Plato or any author of his time. As to the 
latter point, Hdt. i. 63 uses evOed(w, therefore we may conclude 

that evOearrixds would be perfectly intelligible to Plato’s readers ; 
also, perhaps, evfovovactixos (which Winckelmann proposes to 
read here) had to his mind a slightly derogatory suggestion of 
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“possession” and “excitement,” and this may have made him 
choose a less familiar form. (tpvwdéw also does not occur elsewhere 
in Plato.) As to the former point I think it is best to suppose 
that Proclus only quoted the evOeaotiKdv when he meant to bring 
in the tpvmdotv as well—and this gives us a, hint how to take 
bpvodovv.—The other three quotations are not verbal, and the 
point of them lies in the Geiov. Heindorf and Badham (who also 
alters tyvwdovv to vtuvmdev) take the xaé as connecting Oetoy and 
evOcactixov, and suggest (the former as an alternative to another 
arrangement) that 7d wovntikdv is the “gloss” that should be 
rejected. But Proclus’s quotations seem to establish too (i.e. as 
well as other classes of Gefou avdpes) as the meaning of Kai, and 
moreover vuvmdovy, which is rather a difficulty any way, becomes 
more difficult if kai is and. 

a7. Tov vuv ereAOovtos piv piOov, “in the imaginary history 
which has now occupied our attention.” 

a8. Taxa yap .. © BovArjcews, “it may perhaps give (you) an 
insight into my meaning.” (Generally interpreted ‘tell us some- 
thing about our object”; ie. the discovery of the origin of law.) 
Cp. 6688. 

b 4. €xovra: loosely used for “in the neighbourhood of.” 
b 7. For ev with a measure of time, in the sense of after, cp. 

Phaedo 107 e aXdXos Sevpo radi yyepov Kopifer ev roAAais xpovov 
Kal pakpats TepLodots. 

b10. your, “what I mean is”; cp. 681 7. 
cl. For tro c. acc. meaning (to put or go) “close up to” 

(something above) cp. Rep. 496d id revxiov droords, Lysis 203 a 
bm avTo 7d Telxos. The mountain streams are naturally supposed 
to be felt as coming down from above. 

c3. Addors: the change to the plural after the Addov at b3 
seems merely due to a desire to vary the expression. 

c 4. Stephanus’s emendation of the MS. ru to ruva is a certain 
one. The loss of va was doubtless due to the following pa, and 
the preceding zoAAois' tut ypdovos gives the pattern—a very 
common one—for the expression. 

c6. KatwKovv : probably here, if not in katouxovytas (677 ¢ 2), 
and katwxkioOy (682 b 2), the xara- has the meaning of down into 
the plain. 

d6. The 7a marks the xaxa as historical. 
a7. ordoes: this word introduces us to the stage of violent 

revolution, foreshadowed perhaps in the word ra@jpara at 681d 8, 

and marking a new age, ,, 
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el. aX’ éore: used somewhat loosely, like our “instead of 
that,” with a change of subject. 

e2. ot, “and these exiles”; for, as at e4, duyas is used for 
gvyddas.—Ritter is possibly right in taking raAcv with carp Oov, 
but if it be taken with exrecdvres it need not mean “ banished 
a second time,” but merely ‘“‘sent away again”; cp. Hdt. v. 72 
where raAw e€erirrte is said of Cleomenes, when, after occupying 
the Acropolis, he was forced to relinquish it again. (Stallb. takes 
the duyds to be the exile of the veterans from Troy, and the o/ to 
be the véo. who were driven out in their turn (rdAwv); but this 
interpretation of the second o/ is very harsh.) 

e4. ras tore fvyds: abstract for concrete, ie. tods TdrTeE 
gvyddas, which is actually the reading of O. So at 680e7 
yewpytas stands for dypovs. Stallb. quotes Thom. Mag. p. 902 
puyy* Kai ot puyddes* Oovkvdidyns ev tH oyddy [Vili. 64], Kat 
yap kat pvyi) aitav é€w jv. Cp. also our “ flights” of birds.— 
TavTa ... wavTa ... TavTevOev, “all the subsequent course of 
these events”—“the rest of the story” (Jowett)—The tyets is 
emphatic: “ you Lacedaemonians” are the people to tell that; ie. 
“it is part of Lacedaemonian history.” 

e8. Though in grammatical structure kat’ apyxas goes closely 
with e£erparoueGa, in idea it belongs to the subordinate participle 
SiaXeyopevor (not “we turned aside at the beginning while 
discussing,” but “we turned aside at the beginning of our dis- 
cussion ”).—The difference of tense between the two subordinate 
participles, dcaAeyopuevor and repimeodvres, indicates that it is the 
second participle which goes specially with the main verb—and 
further defines the action it describes ; for the main verb is also an 
aorist.—epirecovtes has very much the same meaning as 7ept- 
Tuxdovres at 683 e5—used of chance subjects encountered in a 
discourse or a mental survey. 

€10. déoep kata Gedy, “ providentially ” (Jowett). 
“ell. AaB drodidworv: ace. to the scholiast on Rep. 544b 

(tiv airiv AaBiv rapexe), AaBH (or AaBat, cp. Phaedr. 236) 
means the hold or grip which wrestlers get of each other; so that 
AaPihy rapexerv or dzodidovar is “to allow your antagonist to get 
hold, to get to grips.” The application of the metaphor is plain. 
The two antagonists are the personified Adyos and the Athenian 
—or perhaps the three of them—and they are this time going to 
discuss seriously and exclusively the origin and character of Dorian 
institutions. 

683a1. It is perhaps permissible to wonder whether adrijv is 
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not a mistake for at.—op6s goes with katouKxeloOat.—egare : 
e.g. 626 c, 637 a.—Kato.xeto Oar: Ast is possibly right in thinking 
that this is a mistake for xatwxio@a. A and one or two early 
edd. did make the mistake of substituting katotxynow for katToikicwy. 
Still xatovxetoOar is possible here, if we suppose it said of the 
concrete “settlement,” i.e. state of Lacedaemon, which is implied 
in the words katotkicw eis Aakedaivova; the kat Kpyrny 
facilitates the supposition. 

a2. The relation of the added clause cai Kp. xtX. is best 
expressed. by putting a (—) before it. It does not all of it belong to 
the relative sentence ; though efate opOas KatouxeioOar has to 
be supplied with it, the ws adeAdots véuous has nothing to do 
with the 7v. (Ast and Schneider take adeAgois kai as equivalent 
to dpoiots Kai, “with the same sort of laws as Crete.”) 

a 4. PeeeNObuaes limits the meaning of rAdvyn (TOU Abyou) 
to the part of it concerned with the imaginary history.—The 
explanatory asyndeton (eQcacdpeOa x7A.) is common in Plato; 
cp. 684a2, Menex. 239d 1. 

a7. terapty: the fourth representative polity does not present 
any marked development or alteration of internal constitution, as 
compared with the third. The difference is mostly one of size. 
It is a nation of three cities. Also, what is very important for 
the argument, the polity is a real, not an imaginary one. 

a8. KaTouxi(dpevov TE mote Kal VOY KaTwKLTpEvov: ie, not 
only does history show us the formation stage, but we can use 
our own eyes, so to speak, because the foundation has endured 
to the present day.—A and the margin of O have zpd voy 
for viv; perhaps they did not understand katwxicpevov.. L has 
vov alone. : 

bl. ¢e€ év axdvrwv: I think it is better to take these words 
with ti—“ what out of all these (political) arrangements,” rather 
than “as the result of all this history, or description.” For one 
reason, this interpretation provides a natural explanation of avrwr. 
—This involves taking xatwkio@y in the sense of established, 
settled, arranged—of a part of the civic establishment. Cp. Tim. 
24c, (C. Ritter suggests that perhaps Lacedaemon is the subject of 
KatwKtoOn.)—L has ei te kal, A and O omit cai: it adds a useful 
emphasis to Svvdmefa, and is more likely to have been omitted 
than inserted, so I restore it. 

b 5. This sentence and the following one gain greatly in point 
if, with OC. Ritter, we read taira for the MS. ravra—but not with 
his explanation. He takes tavra Aexréov to mean “we must now 
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go over the same ground, in examining historical fact, which we 
have gone over before, when we were imagining what was /kely 
to happen”; and in the following sentence he finds a caution that 
perhaps history may contradict their theoretical hypothesis. 
What tavra ofov «£ dpyns Aexréov means is “(if it is within our 
power to find out something definite about the effect of laws) we 
must go over the same grownd again pretty much from the beginning 
(as the logos seems to suggest that we should).” That is, we shall 
have to ask much the same question that was asked at the 
beginning; ie. “‘ Are the Dorian Laws perfect?” Only then we 
asked ‘‘can they be defended in theory?” now we ask “have 
they worked well in practice ?” . 

b 6. €yxaAovpev is most likely fut. The Ath. does not 
want to press the discussion on his hearers unless they express 
themselves as satisfied with what was said before on the same 
topic. 

682 e 8—683b6. ‘‘There is a providence in it; here we are 
back: again at the same point from which we diverged, near the 
beginning of our talk about laws, when we fell upon the subject 
of Music and drinking-bouts. Here is the argument offering us to 
begin over again, ‘as we were’; for it has come round to that 
same foundation of the Lacedaemonian state, which you both 
claimed to be correctly ordered—that and Crete, whose laws are 
akin to the: Spartan. Something certainly we have gained from 
the round-about track of the argument, from that part of it, that 
is, in which we reviewed several polities and state-foundations. 
We examined a primitive, a more advanced, and a yet further 
advanced community, following upon each other, as we conceive, 
in order of establishment, through countless ages of time; and 
here now a fourth state, or perhaps you would prefer to call it a 
nation, presents itself, in the process of acquiring a civic existence 
which has continued to the present day. And if we can get to 
see, not only what of all these arrangements was rightly or 
wrongly established; but also, what kind of laws and customs 
they are which keep alive the parts of the polities which 
survive intact, and to what kind of laws and customs ruin is 
due when it comes; and again, what changes in these laws and 
customs would be salutary to the state -—if we can do this, 
my Megillus and Cleinias, it is worth while to (take the argu- 
ment’s offer and) treat the same subject pretty much all over 
again—unless (of course) we have some fault to find with what 
has gone before.” 
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(Bruns pp. 163 ff. holds, naturally, that all in this passage that 
points back to anything in Bks. I. or II. is a forgery of the editor ; 
consequently whatever he cannot interpret as a reference to a 
previous part of Bk. III. he rejects.) 

c2. ov xeipous ovd’ eXdtTovs, “as good, aye, and as long.” 
c4. oxedov (a favourite form of qualification in the Laws), “if 

I am not mistaken” (it is Midsummer Day). 
c8. yevwpeba tais dvavoiais: a bold phrase; “let us put 

ourselves in thought.” Stallb. cps. Menex. 239d ev exeiv 
TO Xpovyy yevopevov Adyw. 

c9. By Ta pera tovTwv he probably means the territories of 
these three states, including the towns dependent on each. 

dl. ixav@s: its position suggests that this word rather 
qualifies than strengthens vmroyeipia; ie. that it means not 
thoroughly, but virtually. 

d2. ds ye A€yerar 75 TOU piOov: “significat ipse Plato, se in 
his enarrandis incertes sequi fontes. Quod profecto dignum est 
animadversione, quandoquidem in iis, quae deinceps exponit, 
aliquoties discessit ab iis quae ab Herodoto, Xenophonte, aliisque 
scriptoribus de iis rebus memoriae prodita sunt,” Stallb. We cannot 
help suspecting that Plato is here continuing to some extent 
the invention of history in which he has been recently engaged. 

G10. wavres ot tore: all the inhabitants of those three states 
—the kings included.—rovrois and airwy refer to the kings. 
The oaths are repeated below in detail, when the position of the 
djpor is defined. 

e1-3. diapGeipy . . . kataAdverar: in both these remarks the 
Ath. seems to be contemplating the overthrow of a form of govern- 
ment by a force within the state, not, as at 709 a 3, the conquest 
by another state, and consequent subjection of the inhabitants, or 
even such interference of one state with the constitution of 
another as was common at the time of the Peloponnesian War.— 
For the omission to repeat the preposition i76 before opov avTov 
cp. 685e and 685b. 

e 5. vuvdy pev: “here,” says Bruns, “is conclusive proof that 
the part of the treatise which preceded Bk. III. was not,—or, at 
least, not merely—Bks. I. and II.” If we follow Bruns we get 
into trouble with his “ Redaktor.” What editor who could insert 
so many forged references, would fail to expunge one which 
evidently stultified his arrangement ?—Badham and Cobet are 
clear that oAiyov é€umpooGev is a wrongly inserted marginal 
explanation of vuvd7. If so, it must have been a very early 
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insertion, for Photius quotes this passage as it stands (s.vv. viv 67, 
though he omits the pev, and says it is from Bk. IV.; the next 
quotation he gives—Eur. Hipp. 233—has, like our present passage, 
vuvdr ev followed, after an interval, by viv de). Besides, both 
phrases have their own work to do in the sentence. vvvdi) pév is 
contrasted with viv 6 in e6, while oA. éuz. specifies the time 
ot the action of wepiTvxovres: ‘fa little time back, when we 
* happened, the other day, on this subject in our conversation.” It 
seems to me that it is the least extravagant of all the assumptions 
necessitated by this passage, to suppose it to refer to a previous 
discussion—either an imaginary discussion, or one recorded in a 
lost dialogue! There is nothing at the beginning of Bk. I. to 
suggest that this is the first meeting of the three interlocutors. 
The sentiment is entirely im harmony with Plato’s views as 
expressed in the Laws and elsewhere as to the perfect self- 
sufficiency of apet7), whether of men or of political organizations. 
Besides, it is a well-known Platonic doctrine that “nothing that 
is can be destroyed, except by its own proper and specific evil” 
(A. E. Taylor, Plato, p. 87). Cp. Rep. 609 a 9 7d wipdvtTov 
dpa KaKOV ExdoTOV Kal 7) Tovynpia exacTov aToAAvo, 7) €t pI) TOUTO 
amoXe, ovk adv aAAo ye adto eri Siadbetperev. But nowhere 
in the Laws is there (pace Ritter) anything to justify the very 
specific reference in the text—nowhere such a statement as e.g. we 
find at Arist. Pol. 1312b38 Baovreia & ird pev tov e&wbev 

| nKurra pOeiperas, 510 Kal roAvxpdvids eotw* e€ aitas 8 ai 
: trciotat POopat cvpPBaivovoew. Whereas, however, Aristotle in 

this passage merely says “revolution comes, as a rule, from within 
the state,” what Plato means, I take it, is that “revolution is the 
government’s or king’s own fault ;” i.e. I take opov aitor to refer, 
not to the people of the state concerned but, to its government. 

e9. Epyos yevopevors: ie. the ascertained subsequent history 
of the three kingdoms, contrasted with which not only the 
description of the first three polities, but even the traditional and 
varying accounts of the first Dorian establishment are Kevov 7. 
(Some interpreters have thought that xevov te refers to pure 
theory, apart from facts.) 

e210. Adyov: almost doctrine, view. 
68441. Badham is doubtless right in excluding from the text 

the second tov avrdv Adyov. It disturbs the construction, and 
looks like a mere accidental repetition—dAvjOeav, “reality.” 

aS Se es Oe Sh 

= 

? F.H.D. thinks the reference is to the disastrous result of 7d jrraoOac 
abrov bp éavrod at 626 e 3. 
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a3. tpittais: not merely a variety for tpioi; each time the 

oath was taken three kings or three communities were addressed. 
a4. The gen. of the inf. indicates the purpose of the common 

laws of the three states, and goes closely with eGevro: they were 
the laws, i.e, which regulated the mutual relation of kings and 
subjects—the ot pev and the ot d€ respectively of the oath. 

a6. For euzeddw in the sense of keep an oath cp. Eur. I.7. 790. 
Tov & dpKov Ov Katdépoo” eureddcoper. 

b 2. An ungrammatical corrector of A altered djpy01 to djpov. 
b5. 76 ye peywrtov . . . vrnpxev .. . Totov; Td BonOovs ye 

etvat KT. This use of 76 ye is the same as in the parallel 
expression at Huthyd. 291 a, where the best MSS. have 76 ye «0 ofda 
ote ovTE EvOvdnpos tv ktA. There Bernhardy altered 76 to rdde 
(as Badham does here). A MS. variant of 7d de (not 7d de ye) for 
Té ye gave some confirmation to Bernhardy’s conjecture, and 
Burnet adopts it in the text. But he does not even mention 
Badham’s correction of. this passage. I think the text ought to 
stand at both places—7é does not go closely with peywrov as an 
attribute: it is an independent demonstrative; cp. 807a6 
ovKovv TO ye Sikatdv papev,—‘ was not that point of the greatest 
importance to the political arrangements?” (Lit. “to the 
establishments of polities, as by law established, in the three 
states.”) 

b 7. «ire xtX.: this clause seems added by way of implication 
that the agreement was not more in the kings’ interest than in 
that of the peoples. 

b9f. Here we have the principle of our “ League of Nations” 
proposals. 

cl. The following little apology for the use of a certain 
amount of force was thought so inapposite by Zeller and Stallb. 
that they reject from kat pav to ti phv; at c10, and Schanz 
follows them. The connexion of ideas from e1 to e5 may be thus 
expressed: although the Dorian body politic could not dispense 
altogether with the surgeon’s knife, it had at all events this 
advantage, that it was free from the diseases of millionaires and 
of debt; it is true that it was necessary to encounter the popular 
prejudice against the use of force, but its rulers and guides were 
not hampered by the conservative cry “ pa) Kuveitv TA aKivnta” 
(i.e. ‘* vested interests ”). 

c 3. For xaOdrep av «i cp. below 872 ¢ 4. 
c7. ro de y': cp. Apol. 23.5, Rep. 340d 7 (‘ whereas, in point 

of fact,” Adam), Laws 69146, 731e3. “For all that (one must 
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often be satisfied, ete.).”— For éotiv ayamntov ... € Kai TUS 
. dbvairo cp. Thue. ii. 39 €¢ €O€Aoupev Kivduveverv, TeprylyveTat 

“piv .. . py) Tpokapverv, where Dion. Hal. Pape Oouk. usparos 
xii. 1: finds fault, with Thucydides’ grammar :  éyrav0a yep TO 
pev eGeAoupev pijpa TOU peddovres,€ éote xpovov OnAwrikdyv, TO be 
mepiylyveTaL Tov TapOvTos, > and editors emend to eGé oper, and 
ep. Rep. 435d, where it is made clear that dyamnrov (eoruv) can 
be TOU péddovros xpovov dnrAwtikdy, by the substitution of it for 
ixavos av éxou, and é£apxeoe. So that here we must take eoriv 
a. 7. to mean “we may often have to be satisfied.” (Cp. Goodwin, 
M. and T. 500.) ° 
5. attois: Ast calls this “redundant.” Now in the passages 

he—on 625a3 (cp. Heindorf on Gorg. 482d 1)—cites for the 
redundant avrds, the noun or pronoun thus resumed in the avtds 
has been partially lost sight of, owing either to a turn in the con- 
struction, or the length of the intervening part of the sentence ; 
whereas here there is no such reason for the renaming of the person 
spoken of. Wagner proposes dorois for avrois; Schneider, read- 
ing avrois, takes it to refer to the citizens. This last is the best 
way out of the difficulty.—jrep . . . yiyveras, “and that is just 
the reproach which 7s made.” 

a6. A, Land O have dAAnAais vopoberovpévats. All the edd. 
follow the marginal reading of Cod. Voss., and two inferior MSS., 
in reading GAAats vou. I conjecture the original reading to have 
been GAAy vopoberovpevars, and that an early corrector wrote 
-Aais over -Ay, with the result that this was subsequently read as 
dAXjAavs.—“ In many cities whose laws were formed under other 
circumstances” gives a more apposite sense here than “quae multis 
aliis in civitatibus, cum leges accipiunt, usu venit ” (Schneider). 

a7. It is better to take Sudhucvy as governed by (ry, than 
(supposing a zeugma) by xuveiv.—opov ws, “from a perception that.” 

8. dved TOUTWY, “fating such measures,” “on any other 
terms.” —ws, “ because.” 

el. For the proverbial px) kweiv Ta dkivnta cp. Schol. on 
Theaet, 181 a. 

e2. The MSS. have cionyovpevov. I have adopted H. Richards’s 
suggestion that we ought to read cionyoupevm. There is no 
other instance, I believe, of erapacOa: with the acc. of the person 
denounced, and the analogy of similar compounds is against it. 
Burnet suggests (privately) that probably we ought to read 
cio youpeve. 

e3. mavr avdpa, “any lawgiver” (however able). At Prot. 
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323 a ravta avdpa means “any man” (however unskilled).—xat 
Tov?’ . . . vrnpxev, “had this advantage as well” (as that spoken 
of above at b 5 ff). 

e 4. ovrws, “as it was.” —Kadd@s Kal avenerntus, “whereby 
they escaped all painful animosities.”—The re and xai mark that 
the advantage consisted in two facts: (1) there could, from the 
nature of the case, be no disputes about anybody’s share of land, 
and (2) no one had to be relieved of debt: dvavénerOar is pass.— 
The change in construction is a marked instance of the tendency 
to vary the form of expression. 

e 8. “Katoikurs scr. rec. : Katoiknors A LO,” Burnet. 
685a1. atrev probably refers to the adrois of the previous 

question: “what point in their conduct?” Megillus does not like 
hearing “ Dorian institutions” and “failure” connected. (Another 
alternative is to suppose avr@v to refer to the katoikucis and 
vopoGecia: the answer to the question rather makes for the former 
interpretation.) 

a2. As Stallb. says, otkynots is the right word here. Cp. 681a7. 
a6 ff. avd pv . . . Tropeter Oar, “easy or not, we have got to 

consider and investigate this point now or else relinquish our old 
men’s sober pastime of law-hunting, with which we promised 
ourselves on starting to sweeten the toil of our journey.”—-The 
explanation of the Cretan at the end of this book changes the 
Tavdud into orovdy.—aXimws recalls the ov ands of 625a6 and 
the peta paordvns of b7.— Ritter cps. Phaedr. 276d where 
Socrates speaks of writing a book as being the preparation of a 
pastime for old age; ep. also Parm. 137) 2, and below 712 b 2. 

a8. codpova: H. Steph., followed by Ast, inserted a kat before 
this word ; Wagner would reject it as a marginal interpretation of 
mperPutiknv; Schanz reads cwdpdvws. No change is needed. 
Stallb. aptly cps. 769 a 7) tpexBuTav eudppwv radia ; ep. also Tim. 
59d perpiov av ev to Biw radidv Kai ppdvipoy rovotro, where 
Plato is speaking of philosophic theorizing.—Burnet has cleared 
up a good deal of the difficulty of the passage by putting the 
comma after e£erafovras instead of after voszwv.—The participles 
oKxor. Kat e&, which both govern rovto, though grammatically 
subordinate to dveAGeiv, really contain the main idea of the 
sentence. It reads as if, when he began it, he meant it to be 
merely Of . . . yas TovTo ok. Kal é&, mw. v. Tatler mad. mp. 
co., but changed it, as the further thought occurred, to raifovtas 
dueAGetv KTA. 

b 4. For the omission of epi before trovTwv ep. 635 a 7.—With 
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tavras supply woXevs (rather than oikjevs), and so with érépas 
two lines below.—o? . . . dsaxexoopyjxaow : the tense of the verb 
helps the quasi-personifivation of vouor, and is decidedly against 
taking rovrwy as referring to persons; and the word might have 
been so taken without changing vouwv to vopoberov, as Badham 
does (and tiv’ to tivwv), simply by supposing 7) Tovrwy to stand for 
7] Tept TOV VOpwv TO’TwY (TOV avOpuTwr). 

b 5. evdoxipwrépwr and pei(dvwv both qualify réAcwv, and repé 
(so Ast for the MS. wépx) governs karouxioewv (on which wodAewv 
depends).—For the plur. katouxioewv cp. Tats Katactdcecw TOY 
mrohite@v at 684 b 5.—Steph. first corrected the MS. katouxjoewv 
to katotkioewv. Ast and Stallb. take car. woX. closely together, 
Ast translating the two words by “Staatsverfassungen.” A com- 
parison of Rep. 497 b, pndeuiav af€iay etvar Tov viv KaTdoTacwW 
ToAews pirocdpov picews, might seem to suggest that Katouxioewv 
70Aewv here are treated as a single noun, and that the adjj. agree 
with them both, not with 7éAewv alone; Adam in ‘his note cps. 
Prot. 319d and Pol. 296 e (6pO7s roAews Stotxjoews). 

b 6. As Ast says, avri here means in preference to, as at Phaedr. 
232 a (with aipeioGar); ep. also Tim. 26e1 7) tiv’ er GAAov ayvti 
tovtov (yTyntéov, and Gorg. 526e ov eyo dyue avti mavTwv Tov 
evOdde aywvev eivar. 

b 7-e 4. At 684 a attention was called to the measures adopted 
by the Dorian states to secure internal stability ; here we are con- 
cerned with their defence against a possible attack from without. 
_b7. There is no d€ corresponding to this pév, only the resuming 

67 in rpds 8) tav7’ in d 2. 
e2f. ot repi rd "IAtov oikotvtes, and TH. . . Suvdper TH wept 

Nivov yevopévy: we saw on 676c6 that epi c. gen, when 
joined to such words as aitia, pnxavy, pv7jn—i.e. such words as 
naturally take a dependent gen.—often stands in the place of a 
simple gen. Plato moreover often uses 7epi c. acc. as a substitute 
for the simple gen. after other kinds of noun. In other words 
jepi c. gen. represents our objective, mepi c. acc. (generally) a 
possessive gen. In the two phrases given above we have a 
transitional stage, in which a participle is added to the repi; ry 
wept Nivov yevopévy is hardly to be distinguished in sense from T7 
tov Nivov. Cp. below 69046 ot mepi re "Apyos kat Meoorjvny 
BactX<is. A similar periphrastic use of kara may be observed in 
Kata yypas and xara yévos at 692a1, which stand for subjective 
genitives. 

c4. Opacvvdpevor tiv TOAEHOV yetpay Tov él Tpotay, “by 
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their insolent behaviour provoked the (Greek) expedition against 
Troy.” 

c 5. ox7pa here used in the sense of dignity, glory; a poetical 
use, which is only general in late prose authors. 

ie TO TwpCopevov, “while it lasted,” lit. “which still lasted.” 

— Ka darep VOVIGH.\. Kobo wonet dS ad. illustrandam sententiam 
superiorem quae afferuntur per comparationem, ea ao vvOeTws 

accedere solere non uno loco ostendimus: v. ad Gorg. 448 e, Rep. 
497b, 577 c, Crat. 433a, Theaet. 173d, Phaedon. 61a, Legg. 628 d, 
659e” [as Stallb. stops the passage], “ Pol. 296 e,” Stallb.—who 
compares the “apposition ” of the explanatory comparing clause to 
the apposition of single nouns. It is like the direct answer to a 
question, which needs no connecting link (cp. e.g. 685 a 2). 

c7. éxelvnvy THv cvotabeicay cvvTagiv, “the united Assyrian 
Empire,” Jowett. The selection of an expression, which would 
apply to the Dorian federation as well, suggests an equality of 
power on both sides. 

e8f. peya... eyeyover, “for the fact that Troy had again 
been captured was a strong ground of complaint against the 
Greeks.” The story of the first capture is told at Jl. v. 640 ff. 
The analogy of éyxAnpata mpos adAjAovs at Rep. 464d, and 
Laws 737 b shows that pds c. acc. denotes not the people appealed 
to (here the Assyrians), but those appealed against. Even éyxaAeciv 
can have mpds c. acc. instead of the ordinary dat.; cp. Demod. 
384 Towra éyKadovow mpds GAAjAovs. 

dl. ris dpxns . . . popuov: “hoc unde Plato hauserit, 
incertum,” Stallb. ; 

2. mpos 5) tavta ravra, “ propter haec omnia,” Ast; better 
“‘to meet all these perils,” “in the face of all this.”— “ravr’ jv 
Schneider [and Hermann]; tavtnv ALO; tatra vulg.” Burnet, 
If it were not for the zavra and the ws after xadds in d 5, it 
would be simpler (omitting wavra and ws) to adopt the MS. 
tavTnv. The ws may plausibly be ousted, as Steph. suggested, 
and as Ficinus seems to have read; and ‘though mavra might 
conceivably be a mistake for a tavra which had been written 
in the margin as a variant for tavrynv, such a variant was not 
likely to be suggested unless the mavta had been already in the 
tect. As the wavra is there, and as Ast is no donbt right in 
denying that it can be construed with avnupnpévn Kal Kat. as 
omni ex parte, Schneider and Hermann’s emendation must be 
regarded as certain. 

d4. The pia and the adeApov bring into prominence the 
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cohesion that ought to have continued among the forces of the 
Dorians. 

46. The diadepdvrws was probably not felt to be, like KaAds, 
a qualification of dvyvpyyévyn and Kataxexoopnpevy, but, like the 
petpiws in od ravu petpiws ylyverac at Rep. 504, to have, with 
the jv, the force of an adjective: “and the force had the 
advantage over that which went against Troy.”—The point of 
the sentence is that the defensive arrangements were admirably 
devised, and calculated to impose on an opponent. 

a7. The amyovvro (‘people thought ”) resumes the ws €OdKet. 
a8. dpydvrwy adpxovras: as we might say “general for 

general, the French had the advantage,” only in Greek the quasi- 
absolute expression fits more compactly into the syntax. 

e2. Stallb. takes tovrouvs to be rd emi Tpoiav adixdpevov 
otpatoredov ; but this means that the same people are referred 
to as éxeivovs, in the same breath. Ritter is no doubt right in 
holding (on 682 de) that both vevixnxéevae and yrrjoOar refer to 
the ‘same victory, and that rovrovs and tovrwy are the Dorians, 
and éxeivovs the Achaeans. There is no need to suppose that 
either side was identical with the Trojan veterans ; the exreodvrtes 
of 682e2 may have included both véo. and survivors of the 
Trojan expedition. It was the name of the Achaeans only that 
was identified with the Trojan expedition. Under the new name 
of Dorians and with Heraclid leaders the returned exiles showed 
by their victory that they were better men than those who had 
retained the old name.—As in the case of Epimenides at 642d, 
Plato treats history very carelessly. It is only at this second 
reference to the events that the Heracleidae are mentioned at all. 
He must have known the common account, which represented the 
Dorians as foreigners who came under the Heraclid (i.e. Achaean) 
leadership, eighty years after the Trojan war, to settle in the 
Peloponnese. His view seems to be, that about these prehistoric 
times, one story was as good as another. (Cp. Thuc. i. 12, where 
the author gets into difficulties in trying to reconcile tradition 
with the Iliad.)—+j)rrG0601; the MS. reading, if correct, must 
stand as a historic present. Boeckh was BrObnry right, however, 
in emending it to arrje Gas, 

e3. tive Suavoia tatry is the original MS. reading (so Burnet ; 
Schanz gives tiv. 5. tovavry), but it was early altered, either to 
7H 6. tavry, or tie 8. Toraity. obrds Tis is used as a variety 
for rowotrdés tis; cp. obros for Tovwotros at Pind. 0. iv. 38 obros 
éy® raxtrari, and below ratra for rovaira at 706 c 7. 
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e 6. The order of the words in this sentence is peculiar. (For 
the 76 which goes with oteoOau cp. Rep. 498d 6 7d pevrou pr) 
teiPerOar Tois Aeyopévois Tovs ToOAXAOVS Oadpa oddev.)’ “Is it 
not also likely that they should think that the arrangement 
would be a stable one, and would be likely to last?” (Badham’s 
alteration of the first kat to dua does not give the right sense.) 

686a1. airovs: i. the of rote of 685b7 (and e4), the 
Dorians of the time.—7ra0v@’: the Dorian federation or empire. 

a3. A has dvaxexoopyo Ga: and this is given as a variant in O, 
though O and L read dvaxexoopnpéevovs. A break in the construc- 
tion, which goes on as if an ‘‘and they reflected ” had been inter- 
posed before this and the following inf. xeypnuevovs etvar, is a 
quite natural method of varying a chain of participles. Those 
who read dvaxexoopypevovs have to do something with the eivac 
ina4. Badham, followed by Schanz, strikes it out; Apelt, p. 5, 
would read ofuar for it, Madvig aet.—The three things that made 
it reasonable to expect. that the Dorian federation would be firm 
and lasting were: (1) the memory of common exploits, (2) the 
kinship of their rulers, and (3) the fact that they were assured, 
by the oracles that they had consulted, of the blessing of Heaven. 
And yet, as we learn from the following paragraphs, these glorious 
prospects soon vanished. Sparta alone maintained the Dorian 
tradition, and that was weakened by constant conflict with the 
two other members of the Confederacy. 

b2. pexpe Ta voy: the ta is supported by all MSS., and by 
a marginal note in O stating that it existed “in all copies.” 
Steph. corrected it to tov, and Schanz followed him.—ezei, “and 
yet,” “though”; cp. above on 669)b 6, and 875 c¢3. 

b 3. yevopevyn ye 7) TOTe Sudvowa, “if the plan had been carried 
out.”—Kal cvuppwvicaca eis ev, “and if the confederacy had been 
unanimous.” There is a slight zeugma here; the plan was that 
of a confederacy, and the carrying out of the plan involves the 
existence of the confederacy, and it is with this that, in sense, 
cuppwovycaca agrees. 

b 8. There is much to be said for Ast’s (and Badham’s) a\Aoce 
for the MS. aAAo; “by looking elsewhere” fits in much better 
with the rest of the sentence than “by looking at anything else,” 
or “at any other otornya”; and the omission of the ce is a 
likely mistake.—The &AAas, and the dweAjoere TovTwy are both 
redundant.—Is it not possible that the words aAXo<ce ocKorav 
were not written by Plato, but by a commentator ? 

cl. cw(otcas: the Ath. (speaking from the general Hellenic 
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point of view) thinks of what Hellas had Jost in being disappointed 
of a powerful champion ; the Spartan, on the other hand, thinks 
more of the cada Kai peyaAa rpdypata—the great tradition, that 
his own state had kept alive; and so he puts this consideration 
first. 

c4. rovro: adverbial, “in this case, here.” Cp. 677d1, 
ravra at 700d 1, and kai rovro at Apol. 29 b (where Burnet how- 
ever follows Eusebius in reading xairoe against the MSS. and 
Stobaeus). 

c7ff. dp otv .. . diavonfoow, “my good sir, can it be that 
we have fallen unawares into a common mistake? Everybody, 
when he contemplates some event or production that has excited 
his admiration, thinks ‘what a good thing! it might have pro- 
duced marvellous results, if people had only known how to take a 
proper advantage of it!’ Is it not possible that, on this occasion, 
we tmaay form wrong and untrue ideas about this very subject ?— 
just as any men may on any other subject, about which they 
should think as I have above described ?”—Instead of directly 
continuing this “satisfactory ” investigation into the mistakes in 
the Dorian laws and constitution, the Ath. here interposes a 
caution—which he dramatically confesses (at d 7 f.) that he needs 
himself—against being dazzled by mere power or force—as if it 
were the great object, with the state or man, to be strong enough 
to do as he likes in the world. It is not enough to be strong 
enough to defy the Persians; you must be wise as well. Even 
if the Dorians had known how to maintain their empire, it might 
not have been for their own or their neighbours’ good. This 
protest is, as he says, quite on the same lines as the deprecation 
of the cultivation of mere bravery in Bk. I.—The construction, 
as in a 3, is broken in the middle; the d€ in d1 corresponds to 
the pev after oiduevor, but it introduces, not a participle, as we 
should expect, but a finite verb. 

dil. Cobet would reject kaA@s and tuva, but this impoverishes 
the clause: xard twa tporov implies “in a way which the 
(imagined) speaker could specify”; the apa in c 9 “imagines” the 
speaker.—ro is best taken with vvv, and not adverbially with 6¢, 
as Stallb. 

d3. ovre xara dioww, “and against the natural course of 
things,” “contrary to the law of the universe.” Cp. 682a2, 
642 a 3 4 Kata dicw aitod dipOwors. 

a5. Naturally Megillus takes some time to see what the Ath. 
is driving at. 
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d7. For the tense of xateyélaca cp. euvnoOnv 688 a 3. 
8. droPrAelas yap . . . edo€€ por: a typical conversational 

irregularity ; cep. 811¢7.—o7rdXos here, like otpatdredov below 
at 687 a5, seems used, not merely of the Dorian army but, of the 
Dorian nation, and the terms are chosen because the nation had a 
military organization ; cp. 666 e 1 orpatorédov yap ToXiteiay exere. 

d9. I strongly suspect that we ought to insert av somewhere ; 
probably after @avyacrdv. If we do not, we must supply, in 
sense, after “EAAnoww : “or would have been.” 

e2. Megillus is still quite in the dark. “What,” he says, 
“wasn’t there sense in all we have been saying?” “Maybe,” 
answers the Ath. 

e 5. eraGe: a gnomic aorist in a dependent sentence is a rarity.— 
eraGe TovTo, ws: the brachylogy is less remarkable in English 
if we translate eraGe “feels.” It is, at any rate, far less irregular 
than the passage in Phaedo 75 b—exeioe avoioesy, OTe tpoOvpetrar 
«TA.—with which Stailb., after Heindorf, compares it. 

e8. The word evdarpovol (cp. the use of evdainwv above at 
662d 4) first gives the key to the ground of the Ath.’s objection. 
He has called a halt, because they were in danger of thinking 
that the lost opportunity necessarily meant the loss of national 
‘‘happiness.” There were other ways of missing that, besides not 
being strong enough. 

687a1. Still Megillus does not see. “What is the harm of 
that ?” he says. 

a2 ff. The question now started is: “what are the limits to 
the advantages to be derived from mere power and force ?”—zrot 
Brerwov ... opOds A€yer: ie. “by what prospects is the praise 
justified?” This question is not directly answered. Indirectly 
Megillus (at e 5 ff.) is brought to see the answer. 

a4. kata tpdrov: cp. 635d 7. 
a4f. wos... Tov Kaipod mws av ervxov; “how, exactly, 

would they have made the best they could out of the situation.” 
Winckelmann’s 7@s av érvyov goes very well by itself, but not 
after the preceding 7@s; nor does Hermann establish the second 
wos by reading the first as an enclitic, and taking it with 
Aeyopuévov : the subject has not been encountered by chance. (He 
translates : “de ipso cujus nescio quomodo nunc mentio incidit.”) 
On the other hand the enclitic (pace Badham) is very much in 
place where it stands. It gives just the general significance to 
TOU Katpov av érvxov which shows us that we are not to apply 
these words merely to the utilizing of the opportunity spoken of - 
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above at c9 and e6. It gives the preceding interrogative the 
meaning “to what extent?” or/‘in what respect?” Jowett and 
others take the question to mean merely “what would have been 
the way in which they would have gone to work in order to 
be successful ?”—But what follows is not “would it not be by 
taking such and such steps, and securing such and such results ?” 
but ‘‘wouwld not men praise them, supposing such (necessary) 
steps had been taken, and such results secured ?”—A1]] this assumes 
the correctness of Ast’s startingly enlightening emendation of 
ériOvpoiev in b 2 to eracvotev. 

a5. orpatémedov: cp. above on otdAov d8.—rTov Kaipod 
tuxetiv occurs at Alc. IJ. 14846 in the sense of “to make the best 
use of an opportunity.” 

a6. The dp ov« is resumed and explained by the pov od xr. 
in b2, which shows that the Ath. is asking whether the world 
in general, would not be satisfied with the result described.— 
cuvectncav . . . aopadrds avto, “had bound them firmly 
togetlier.”—The change to the impf. in dvéow(ov marks the endur- 
ing wconsequence, as compared with the initial act described in 
oe vvEer THTAV. 

b 2. ercOvpotev MSS., exarvotev shaths Badham (reading eriOv- 
potev) would reject the question altogether. But the very weakness 
of émtOvpotev forbids us to suppose that anyone could have inserted 
a sentence including it. Even if it could mean: “are not those 
the things which would make them covet power?” it is out of 
place ; but the previous érv@vpotev prevents us from thus supply- 
ing the missing object to erv@vpotev here. But with emauvoiev 
(for which the other word is, in the circumstances, a very likely 
error) the sentence aptly resumes the reference to rdv érawvov 
tovrov in a2. The question then means: “if such a result as I 
have described were achieved, you would think people’s praise 
justified, wouldn’t you?” — With eérawotev we must supply of 
avOpwrot as subj., as at 685d 7 with yyovvrro. 

b4. The question : “what would it all amount to?” which we 
expect, is not put yet. Instead, we have another picture of 
coveted worldly distinction. “It is the same,” he says, “ with 
every kind of coveted position : a man praises it because he thinks 

it gives the power to do as one likes—and, after all, what does that 
amount to by itself?” 

b5. tipds yevovs: ie. “distinction conferred by noble ancestry.” 
(Wagner takes yévovs as an objective gen. : “honours paid to his 
race.”) 
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b6. efzvev: another gnomic aorist.—2pods tovto BAérwv eirev, 
“the prospect which makes him say so is. . .”—s .. . yevnoopeva 

. mavTa : a clear instance of an acc. absolute—attracted perhaps 
into the case of Tovro. 

cl. Ast writes eoru. 
c2. I quite agree with Stallbaum that the words os avrds 

gyno oO Adyos would be better away; they must be due to a 
commentator, who put them in, either as an explanation, or as 
a parallel passage-—ev t.= “definite.” I would translate: “all 
men have in common, as a definite object of desire, that which 
the argument has just brought out.” 

cll. edyxoiueba dvayxaiws A, evyduefa avayxaiws LO, and 
this was long the vulgate ; the restoration of the lost av between 
the two words of A is due to a marginal note of Cod. Voss., and 
was first printed by Bekker. 

dl. rots ye ido: it is here ingeniously hinted that, 
though each of us may think it an admirable thing for ourselves 
to be able to do as we like, we may yet see clearly that it is not 
always good for our friends to have this power. For instance, 
fathers would not grant it to their sons, nor, e.g., would a son in 
Hippolytus’s position grant it to his father. This suggestion 
completely opens Megillus’s eyes, and he sees the Ath.’s drift ; he 
was beginning to see it at d9.—ratvra: ‘“‘acute demonstravit 
Boeckhius tavra non esse in tavTa commutandum,” Stallb. 
“Tatra flagitat canon Cobetianus,” Schanz; but he reads tavra. 

d2. It is curious to note that A reads éavroiow, but L and O 
avtots, though O mentions the former as a variant. 

d4. zais ov avdpi, “though one is a boy and the other a 
man.” 

d 9. For the parenthetical Aéyers, “you mean,” or “you would 
say,” cp. Crat. 421¢7, and Philebus 49 a9. 

d10. It is impossible to give the force of these words in the 
absence of an English word which, like veavias, means both young 
and hot-headed. The éru véos (dv) is, by implication, “ because he 
is too young,” so the yépwv oy is “ because he is too old,” and so 
Jowett’s ‘in the dotage of age, or the heat of youth” comes near 
to the Greek.—1) kai, “or perhaps.” 

el. pydev tov Kaddv kat tdv Sixaiwy yryvdoKwv, “ quite 
blind to the right and justice of the case”; and at e3 6 de ais 
y-yvooky is, “while the son is not blind.”—As is usual with Plato’s 
illustrations, there is a special appositeness in Theseus’s case, for 
it was by a wish that the fatal result was produced. 
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e2. I think ra6jpacrv is used here, as at 681d 8, and 695e 8, 
in the sense of “‘circwmstances,” “ plight,” though the analogy of 
812¢3 ev Tots Tabijpacw dtrav pox yeyyyras tells in favour 
of the meaning “emotions”: ois yevopevors Onoet mpos.. . 
‘ImméXvurov is more naturally taken as “which befel Th, in 
relation to Hipp.,” than “which overcame Th. in reference to 
Hippolytus.” 

e7. The utmost apparently that can be got out of the MS. 
reading tiv BovAnow Se pydev padrdrov 7. «& ¢d. is “without 
praying that his desire should any the more be in accordance with 
his own reason.” (Jowett’s “for his wish may be at variance 
with his reason” cannot be got out of any of the readings.) As, 
however, A LO all give woAv as a variant for pydev, and as in A 
there is a gap before dev which may well have held zoAv, we 
may perhaps (with Schanz and Burnet) substitute roAv for pndev, 
and thus obtain a more natural meaning. At the same time the 
question must be faced: how did pydev come there if it was not 
what Plato wrote? Also tovro dé looks like the main antithesis 
to ov Tovro in e5 f,, and perhaps with pydev padrAov we might 
translate, “unless at the same time he prays that his desire should 
be in accordance with his own reason.” 

e8. The following words do more than repeat what has just 
been said if we read woAv; having said that it is far more 
desirable that the wish should harmonize with wisdom, he now 
adds that the one thing we ought to pray for—whether for men 
or for states—is that our wisdom may be great.—deiv omevdery (as 
active) corresponds precisely to eweixTéov eri (as passive). 

688 a1. avdpa vopobernv: for the simple vopoerny, like 
aOXynrot avdpés at Rep. 620b7. Ast unnecessarily inserted kai 
before voyu., and Schanz, equally unnecessarily, rejected the word 
altogether.—It is best to take the ws clause not as dependent on 
a Aeyew supplied from the above Aéyew doxeis but on the 
following ¢uvjcOyv; 1 would therefore put no comma at vdpur, 
but would insert one after euvjoOnv, to mark that Kal tas 
eravapupyyoKw has the dre clause (in a4) as object : “I not only 
am reminded myself that a statesmanlike lawgiver ought always 
ete. . . . but I would further (e7-) remind you,” etc. 

a2. tovro: ie. the need for, and the need for encouraging, 
vovs or ppdvyais. 

a3. For the tense of euvijoOnv cp. kateyeAaca 68607. Neil 
on Ar. Hq. 696 says aorists of instantaneous action are almost 
confined to the dramatists.—xat dpyds ... exOevTa is 
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parenthetical, and should be so marked—He uses the Ist pers. 
because it is a reminder to them all. 

a4. 7d pev ofov .. . Tapaxeevya: for the gen. taking the 
place of a possessive pron. cp. 631a2 cov tiv pev Eercyxeipyowy, 
and 822d 8 apov eurertuxev Tois Adyous. 

a6. 7d dé eudy eAeyov: in a note on 643a3 Ast classes 
together cases in which, as there, the neuter possessive pron. has 
its verb in the 3rd pers. (cg. 723 b, 778 e, Rep. 533 a, Lach. 188 ¢, 
Ar. Eccl. 393) with those in which, as here, and at 860c, and 
Theaet. 161 e, the verb is in the same person as that of the pronoun. 
He lays it down that in all these cases the neut. poss. is a peri- 
phrasis for the personal pronoun. I suggest that it is better to take 
the neut. poss, in the latter class of cases as adverbial—‘‘ as for me,” 
“for my part.” (Stallb. says that we ought to supply rapaxeXevpa 
with 75 éuov—‘‘ while I uttered my injunction.”)—rotro pev : 
possibly adverbial (cp. 686 c 4, 677d 1, 700 c¢ 8), possibly agreeing 
with wapaxeXevya understood—which anyhow is the subject to 
KeXevou. 

b1f. pddrwcta b€ Kai rpds mparynv, “but most of all and 
first of all he should have in mind” ete. Stobaeus, apparently 
quoting from memory, omits kat and writes kai in the place of 
the tiv. 

b2. cuprdons nyeuova aperns: cp. 631¢6, 963 a 8. 
b 3. dd€a per’ Epwrds Te Kat ercOvpias TovToLs Eropevyns: these 

words are best understood through a comparison of the contrasted 
state of mind described at 689 b 5 ff. oxdrav Kadoi ev Wuyn Adyor 
evovtes pndev mowmow wXeov. The right view must be accom- 
panied by a passionate desire to see it acted on and enforced. 

b4. The asyndeton is of the explanatory kind; ep. on 685c 6. 
“The fact is that.’—It is instructive to note that there was a 
variant 0 ¢Aeyov ey, mentioned and condemned by O, for 6 Aéywv 
ey#—He means that he affirms as strongly as ever the need 
of vous. 

b6. «¢ 5 is Boeckh’s incontestably right correction of the 
MS. «i@. For the sense cp. 636c1 Kal «ite raifovtu «ire 
orovod(ovra evvoeiy det Ta To.adTa. In both cases he means that 
it is with him more than a mere “academic” opinion—such, e.g., 
as he would uphold in the course of their zadua rpeoBevtixr 
coppwv (685a7); he is strongly impressed with the necessity of 
carrying it out in practice. In other words, the notion is one 
which would stand the test of practical experience. We may well 
suppose that the Ath.’s earnestness here suggested to one of his 
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hearers the advisability of getting his advice in the circumstances 
explained at the end of the book—For zaifeww and wasdud used 
of mere philosophical speculation cp. Parm. 137b1 7 BovrA«co Oe, 
erevdnmrep Sokel Tpaypatewdy TaLdiav Talley, ar E“wavToOU apLwpar, 
(Ritter, pp. 17 and 19, who suggests by the way that perhaps we 
ought to discard the words «i 8 os orovdafwv, and would doubt- 
less, with Ast, put only a comma after y’yverOu1, takes the whole 
to mean: “it may sound like a joke, but I mean it.”)—6ri 64 
pnpt, “I go so far as to say that” etc. What follows is an 
extreme statement of the Ath.’s belief—previously expressed— 
that povynots is indispensable. We are not to conclude from the 
tore that exactly this extreme statement was made before—though 
at 662a1 ff. he says something like it. 0X xpi Oat KT. : Cp. 
Gorg. 466 e 9 d-yabov ody ole, €dv TLS TOW TatTa a av doKy aiTe 
BéAriora civar vovv pr €xov ; 

b 7. If we accept, as we ought, I think, the traditional inter- 
pretation of <dx7 xpjoGoa as “to obtain one’s request,” we must, 
in order to explain the following aAAd, regard odadepdv as a 
sort of contradiction of the idea of evyyn xpyoGa1.—almost as if he 
had said : “to succeed in his prayer is a failure,” ie. “is not to 
succeed, but” etc. At 662a7 we have been told that 7d ((hv) 
andas Kal pi) cupdhepdvTws avTw is a necessary consequence of 
wrongdoing. Perhaps some will, with Schanz, prefer to adopt 
Badham’s aAX’ 7 for aXAd; in which case the whole passage will 
mean, ‘‘that it is dangerous (for such a man) to pray, unless he 
prays that the opposite of what he wants may happen.” Ritter 
well points out that the use of BovAyjcecr in this passage quite 

_ accords with the distinction drawn in the above-quoted passage in the 
Gorgias (466 e ff.), where Socrates distinguishes between & doxe? aire, 
ie. the means a man chooses to adopt, and a BovAerat, the object 
he wishes to secure ; ignorance, he says, of the effect of the means 
may make the man miss his ultimate object ; see especially 468 d. 
Now Badham’s interpretation of our present passage ignores this 
distinction. 

cl. I think it possible that orovdafovra S ... tifetre was 
originally a commentator’s explanation of «i 8’ ws orovdd(wv ; it 
serves that purpose admirably, and does not do much good where 
it stands. The following remarks merely emphasize the import- 

_ ance of vovs and the dangers of apuaOia. 
2. 6 Ady: ie. the historical investigation, interrupted at 

686c¢7, and soon to be renewed; so that t@ Adyw éx. does not 
mean, « if you attend to what was said then,” but ‘if you attend 
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to the argument as it proceeds,” “if you let the Adyos guide you 
(in the future)”; cp. d 4. 

c 3. If BaorA€wv is correct, Popas must be taken in a general 
sense, as downfall, not in the special sense of death. Very likely, 
though, Boeckh was right in altering Baovdéwv to Bacrredy ; 
cp. 684 a 2. 

c4. duavonuatos: called at 686b3 % rdte duavoia, “the 
(imperial) idea,” or “scheme.” 

c5. Ta wept Tov 7oAcuov : cp. on 685 2 ff., also below c¢ 7. 
c6. All modern editors adopt a late MS. (Ven. Marc. 184) 

reading tpooyxev for the clumsy zpooxxewv of the best MSS.—r7 
Aouryn S€ racy Kakia, “but by their manifold faults of another 
kind” ; for racy ep. 637a 3, 676 1. 

c7. dvepOappeva agrees with tovs BacrXeis (or Tas BacrXcias) 
and 76 dvavonpa understood. 

d2. <i rov: for the ellipsis of the yiyverau cp. Rep. 497¢ 2 
ov Td py BortrAcrOar, av & eyo, GAN elrep, Td pry SbvacOar 
SuakwrArctoes, and Arist. Nub. 226 f. reir’ ard tappov tods Oeods 
brepppoveis, GAN ovK aro THS yHs, etrep. There is no need, 
with Bekker, to read ef rou yiyverat, yiyverat. Op. the similar, 
but more remarkable, ellipsis of yevoyevas at Phaedr. 26742 
dmodicarbat duaBords GOev 57) Kpatirros. 

a5. ws otow didrous, “for the friendship I bear you.” 
6. érayOéorepov, ‘would be distasteful to you” (and there- 

fore we won’t do it). 
d8. év ois: quite general; “and that is where,” ie. in 

conduct rather than in words.—I have adopted Ast’s eAcevGépws 
for the MS. €Ae’Gepos, not merely because the sentence runs better 
so, but because it gives us a better sense: “if you compare words 
with actions, you will soon see which praise is of the highest 
quality,” comes in better here than: “the man of right feeling is 
never shown in his true character more clearly than by whether, 
in such circumstances, he praises or does not praise.” Nor can we 
get a better sense by taking Kal yu) with €devOepos. 

e 3. Stobaeus, in quoting this passage, has de before 07, but the 
asyndeton is more impressive. 

e5. tavrov TovTo mepuKevar rroveiv, “must inevitably produce 
the same effect.”—rdv ye vouobérnv: Ast on 643a 6, and Heindorf 
on Phaedr. 272 e have collected many instances of this. “‘ Attic,” 
and,f#as Heindorf says, peculiarly ‘‘ Platonic” acc. with verbals 
in -réov. 

e7. dvowayv: another name for duafia. Boeckh, on the 
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grounds (1) that Ficinus translates the word here, and at 689 b 3, 
and 691d 1, by ignorantiam, and (2) that Plato elsewhere couples 
ayvou. with auabia (Lysis 218 a, Soph. 229 c, Theaet. 176 c, Prot. 
360 b, Alc. I. 118 a), concludes that ayvovav was what Plato wrote 
here. But, of the passages quoted, those from the Sophist and the 
Theaetetus do not support the view that in his later writings 
Plato used dyvo.a and ayafia as synonymous. In these two 
passages he denotes a special kind of dyvo.. by the name of 
dpaGia, distinctly adding, in the former passage, that there are 
other kinds of dyvo.a which could not be so called. Moreover, 
one of the arguments by which Ast supports Boeckh’s view is that 
Plato opposes dvoua to vows, and apafia to ppdvnois. This does 
not sever avova from dpafia here; for, just above, vots and 
ppovnois have themselves been used as synonymous (688 b 2). 
Again, the definition of dpafia given in 689 a corresponds much 
better with the general meaning of advo. than with that of 
dyvova, however likely may be restitution of the latter word in 
some passages; e.g. (?) Laws 819d 2, Phil. 38a, and 48c, where 
Burnet prints it against MS. authority.—For the use of davova cp. 
Theaet. 176e5 td HAHWTHTOS Te Kal THS EeTXaTHS Gvolas 
AavOdvover TH pev dporotpevor Sia Tas adixovs mpd&ers, TE Se 
Gvopmotovpevot. 

a5. The tv goes with the sentence érav . . . domd(nrat, 
which is felt to be in apposition to dyafiav and so to be the 
equivalent of a noun.—ddfav: this may well have been (Schanz 
says was) the original reading of A; but it was altered in that 
MS. to d0£y, which is the reading of L and O and Stobaeus. 
Some late MSS., however, recovered the correct reading. The 
absolute neut. part. is necessary to the sense of the sentence. 

a7. The dvapwvia is not, of course, between pleasure and 
pain, but between these two sensations, and rational (or philo- 
sophical) opinion. It is the opposite of the cvydwvia spoken of 
at d 5. - 

a9. peyiorny Sé, dt Tov TAHOovs eori THs Wvy7s, “and it is 
of very wide extent, because it resides in the main division of the 
soul,” 

bl. drep Sypos te Kal rANPos dreds eot, “corresponds to 
the commons, or multitude in a city.” 
 b2. brav . . . » Wvyx7: when, that is, in the soul, viewed as 
a sort of community, power gets into’ the hands of the multitude, 
instead of into those of the men who are fit to rule. 

b4. In form the re after réXews connects Oeiny dv with 
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Tpocayopevw ; in reality the second statement is not so much an 
addition to, as an amplification of, the first. 

b 5. tavrov: this is used adverbially, in the sense of dravT@s— 
“equally in the case of a city and in the case of a single man.” 
(O omits the xat before 67), which shows that the writer did not 
understand tavrév ; xat is added in the margin of O, and is found 
in A and Eus. and Stob.—Badham would reject 7» Yvx7 in b 3.) 

b 7. tatras, if singular, would probably have been neuter ; 
cp. above TovTO avotay tpowayopet. 

cl. ddd’ ov tras tov Syprovpyorv : ie. “I should not call the 
apadia of a hand-worker the worst kind of dya@ia.” In other 
words, it is a far worse evil for an unwise man to have his way as 
against the rulers of the state, than for a cobbler to mend 
shoes badly. Cp. what is said below at d3 about the relative 
unimportance of the inability to read or swim. 

c6. rotro . . . Aeyouevov, “this much then we are clear 
about, and will constantly affirm.” The perf. part. expresses the 
making up of the mind once for all; the pres. Aeyoyevov the 
readiness to declare the opinion whenever it should be necessary. 
(Badham would read AeAeypevov, Schanz brackets Kal Aeydpmevov 
because Theodoret omits it, and Eusebius puts it after €ydopevov.) 

c7. A L and O and all other MSS. of Plato have tatra 
pav@dvovor. Eusebius, in his quotation of the passage, preserved 
nearly the right reading—he has ravra apafaivovar—which is 
found first in a late hand in the margin of A and some other MSS. 
Stobaeus quotes it as eis Tatra dpavOdavovar (see below d 9)— 
eis also Boeckh, as a conjecture——For the acc. of the inner object 
tavTa (“in these respects”) cp. Soph. 228b3 ev YoXH bofas 
erOupiats Kat Oupdv moovais Kal Aoyov Nbrats Kal wavTa 
aX An dors - Tavta Tov pAraipws €xovTwY OVK poeple Suadepopeva ; 
where Tatra duadepomeva means “ thus differing ” (wdvra does not 
go with tavra). Ast cps. 700d ratr’ ody ottw TeTaypevus 7)0edrev 
apxerOat TOV ToALT@V Td TANOOs. 

c 8. I think it is better to put a comma after éxdpevor, so that 
dv kat «TX. may refer specially to ws dpabéow oveduoréov. (So 
at d2 ff. the commendation of wisdom goes with the absence of 
intellectual qualification.) 

c9. wavu AoywrtiKot : what we should call “senior wranglers.” 
d1. dvarerovnpéevor (or) is best taken as middle, governing 

both zavra 7a Kopwa and aravta boa mpds TaXos THS Wvx7s 
mepukota (eori)—‘“and have perfected themselves in all the 
accomplishments and dexterities of which the mind is capable.” 
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(Theodoret, perhaps quoting from memory, has ayvoovow for 
duaGéow, and the more matter-of-fact av€yv or av€yow for 
taXxos.—This passage, so much quoted by the early fathers, 
doubtless reminded them of the 13th chap. of the lst Ep. to the 
Corinthians.) 

2. rods d€ rovvavtiov éxyovTas TovTwv: i.e those in whom there 
was no dsadwvia (a 7) between their likes and their judgement. For 
tovrwy (dependent on rovvavtiov) which is probably neuter, and 
may be said to be the gen. of the ratvra at c7, Eusebius has 
Tovtots, which might be either neut. or masc., and Theodoret has 
TovTovs. €xovtas is probably intransitive. 

da 3. Stallb. and Ziirr. wrongly write émucrovra: for éeriotwvtar; 
ep. 934d 1. 

d4. ws éudpoow, “on account of their wisdom.” Cp. above 
at 654c4ff., the comparison between the education of the taste, 
and that of the mere executive powers in Music. 

a5. dvev cupdwvias: it would come far short of Plato’s 
meaning merely to explain that both state and man are hopelessly 
inefficient, if. the executive is at variance with the legislative 
element. True wisdom, according to him, consists not in the 
doing what is right but in lzking to do it. The choice of a musical 
term, denoting the harmony ordained by Nature between certain 
sounds, suggests that the same Nature is violated by discord in 
the soul, as is violated by discord in the physical world of sound. 
This way of considering the matter is well illustrated by Tun. 
47d 7 de dppovia, avy yevets: €xovra popas Tais ev npiv TIS 
Wux7s Tepiddois, TO peta. vou ™ poo Xpnpevyp Motcais, ovK ep’ 
qdovnv ddoyov, kaBdrep vov €ivat doxel XPyoYWL0s arn’ emi THY 

yeyovviay év ipiv avdppoorov Wuy7s wepiodoy €is Kataxdopyoiv 
Te Kal cupdwviav éavty cvppaxos t7d Movody dédorar. Cp. 

also Rep. 591d GAN dei tiv ev TH THpate appoviay THs ev TH 
Wx &vexa Tvpdhwvias dppottopevos paveirat, where, as at 430 e, 
and 443d (an elaborate musical analogy), cwdpocivyn is spoken 
of as a cupdwvia Yvyijs; also Phaedo 93cff., where the soul 

itself and virtue are both spoken of as a dppovia., The same 
analogy between the physical and moral world is claimed by 
Wordsworth when, in his Ode to Duty, he says: 

Thou dost preserve the stars from wrong : 
__ And the most ancient heavens through thee are fresh and strong. 

—kai 7d) opixpdrarov eidos: as we should say, “not the ghost » 
‘the shadow of.” 
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a6. We should not be far wrong in saying that here, as in the 
passages of the Republic cited above, the ovypwvia spoken of is 
what Plato elsewhere calls cwdpocivyn. He definitely explains 
that it consists of a state of mind, not in the character of a man’s 
deeds, which might be rightly done from a wrong motive. 

a8. 6 d€ droXdemopevos: sc. THS Topias (not, as Jowett, Tov 
Adyov; he translates “ he who is devoid of reason ”).—zept modu : 
a variety for 7oAews, which admits of being joined to apaGaivwv 
in sense, as well as to ow77p. 

d9. wav rovvavriov, “far from it!” The contrast between 
cuoTnp and dpyafatvwy is not that of logical opposites, but of 
incongruities—eis tavtTa must mean the same as the tavra at 
c7; ie. “in this respect.” 

e2. NeAcypéeva TeOjTw Tavty: AeAeypeva here corresponds to 
and sums up the dedoypevov Kat Aeyopuevov above, as the teOATw 
corresponds to the keto Gu. 

e 4. We now pass toa different subject ; ie. the various “ titles,” 
as a lawyer would call them, by which rule is exercised. The de 
(for which A first wrote re, and afterwards corrected it to de, which 
is what Stobaeus has) marks the thought which serves to pass 
from one subject to the other: ie. “men without codia must not 
rule, but rulers we must have, all the same.” 

690a1. ad£uipara ... Tov TE dpxew kal apxerGar: aiwpa is 
used from the point of view of the ruler. It is his title, or clavm 
to the position; so that the addition of apyer@ar constitutes a 
zeugma, The claim is that he should rule and others should be 
ruled. Hence we may translate: ‘titles to rule and obedience,” 
or “claims to rule and to be obeyed.” This furnishes a better 
explanation of the genitives watpds and pytpds than if we took 
me tOpe to mean ratio, with Ast, who translates “ratio de patre et 
matre.’ (So Jowett, who translates it “ mrinciple.” —Ficinus seems 
to have read Tarepa Te kal pytepa, and Badham ses adage. 
TATEPAS TE Kal pynTepas.) 

a2. The connecting links need attention. The te after the 
first év does not go with the next «ai, which means or, but with the 
te after the second ev. The te in 70 Te, again, does not go with 
the xaé next to it (which possibly also means or—see above on 
680 e 2), but with the cat before éXus. 

a4. The second of the two statements thus connected by Te 
and «ai is almost a repetition of the first ; yoveas puts ratpds kal 
peytpos in a slightly more general form, and exydvwv suggests a 
second or even a third generation as added to those who are to obey. 
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b6. Cl. “A most compelling kind of rule, that” (ie, “superior 
strength is indeed an unanswerable claim ”). 

Ath. “Yes, and all over the animal kingdom it is the 
commonest kind of rule, and Pindar tells us that it is so ordained 
by Nature.” 

b 8. Pindar’s words, as quoted at Gorg. 484b (where see 
Thompson’s note)—and referred to at Gorg. 488b and Laws 714e 
and 890 a—do not contain the words kata dicowy or pices, though 
there, c 1, in expounding them, Plato uses the word dices, and at 
488b 7d Kata dicw. Also, as Boeckh says, Hesychius has Népos 
mravrwv 6 Baotreds Kuta THV dio.v. All these references point 
to the fact that Pindar spoke of “club-law” as “ Natures” law— 
in Wordsworth’s words, ‘‘ the good old rule ”—and make it extremely 
likely that Boeckh (p. 178) was right in supposing that xara 
giow had dropped out at Gorg. 484b6 after dyciv. (Ast, 
agreeing with de Geer in thinking that xara dic is too prosaic 
an expression to have occurred in Pindar, conjectures that pices 
is what. has fallen out.)—Both here and at 890a, it will be seen 
that Plato is not content with Pindar’s dictum.—7d 6€... 
mepuxviav, “but there is a sixth title to rule which is the greatest 
of all; that which ordains that the ignorant must follow, and the 
wise must lead and direct. And yet in this case (rotro), O most 
sapient poet, I would venture to affirm that that which is really 
(zepuxviav) the rule of law over willing subjects, where no com- 
pulsion is necessary, is not against Nature; it is Nature’s own 
arrangement.” 

cl. rovro is probably adverbial; cp. 677d 1 and 686¢ 4: liter- 
ally, “‘in the case of,” or “‘about this title.” The rule of law must 
always be, if the law is rightly made (by the common sense of 
the community—éexdvrwv), the rule of wisdom (cp. below, 714 a 2 
Ti Tod vov Sitavopijv erovopdfovtas vopov), and the excellence of 
the governed is to acquiesce in it; and excellence in man or 
community is, of course, what Nature demands. 

¢3. The words aA’ ov Piatov mark the contrast with the rule 
of force described above. (Stallb. takes rijv . . . dpx7jv as in apposi- 
tion to dio; explaining that it is nature’s law, not force that 
makes the ignorant obey the wise. But it is impossible so to 
explain away 17)v Tov vouov apyyv. It is possible, with Ast, to 
take tovro and tiv Tov vopov dpxjv to be in apposition.)—Cp. 
Hdt. iii. 38 ops por doxéer [livdapos roujoa: vopov mavTwv 
Bacrréa pioas civan. 

c 5. The seventh title to rule, which depends on the decision 
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of the lot, is QeoptAjs, because the lot is believed to be the pro- 
nouncement of the divine will. The ruler too, himself, may be 
supposed to be the favourite of heaven. Cp. Phil. 39e10 Sixatos 
avnp evoeByns Kat ayabds ravTws ap ov DeodiArns eotwy ; 

c6. eis KAnpov tiva mpodyopev: the words are difficult. I 
think they mean, “we bring (the seventh kind of ruler) before 
the tribunal of the lot in some form.” Cp. 741b5 6 veipas 
KAnpos Ov Geds. 

c7. amiuvra apxerOa, “to take his place among the 
governed.”—For the article with d:Kaidtatov ep. 624 a 3. 

diff. “From all this,” the Ath. proceeds, “we may see that 
the right to govern is not so simple as a man might think, and 
that there are so many kinds of claims to be a governor, that 

_ there may well arise discord in a state from their conflict. How- 
ever, our immediate business is to see what was the rock on which 
the governors of our primitive Dorian community split.” 

d2. waifovres mpos, “addressing our speculations to”; ep. 
on vaifw and wadua above on 685a6f. The idea is that of 
“joining in the game” with the constitution-mongers. 

d 3. mpds dpxovras : rpds is difficult ; apparently it is “ which 
apply to” or “belong to, rulers,” a rather curious variety of 
expression for the (d€wpata) Tov Te apxetw Kai apxyerOau of al. 
(Madvig would read zepi for wpds, and Schanz follows him ; but 
all difficulty does not vanish then.)—6ér.: an adverbial neuter ; 
“in what respect,” ie. “how inconsistent they all are with each 
other.” And he goes on to say that his light-hearted framer of 
schemes of government will find these conflicting claims very hard 
to reconcile. 

a5. Oeparevevy is probably a medical metaphor : “ treat.” 
G6. 70s Te Kai Ti Tapa TavTa dpapTovTes : i.e. which of these 

rights were outraged, or strained, by the kings of Argos and 
Messene.—For zrepi c. acc. in place of a gen. cp. above on 685 c 2 
and 688c¢c5. We thus get back to the question which was put 
in 684e7, and again at 686b6, though here the scope is 
narrowed. 

e1ff. We have here an example of the nice applicability of 
Plato’s illustrations. It is precisely the halving of the whole power 
that saves the Lacedaemonian dynasty. His readers, too, may well 
have remembered that’ BacrAjas Swpoddyovs are mentioned in 
the immediately preceding lines of Hesiod—Op. et D. 38f. (And 
yet Zeller could say that the quotation was not an apt one here !) 

e2. ayvojyravres answers in proper form the question t/é 
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dpaptovtes ;—“ because they were blind to the fact that...” 

Cp. the way in which Plato introduces this favourite quotation 

at Rep. 466c¢ (where he is talking of the (possible) mistaken 

desire for self-aggrandizement on the part of the dvAakes) 
yvooerar Tov “Hoiodov dri tH dvte Fv Todds A€ywv . . . 

e4. pérpiov is here used in two different senses: (1) that of 

“ sufficient” (cp. Phaedo 117 b—of the dose of hemlock), and (2) 

that of “moderate.”—For the explanatory asyndeton introduced 
by 6rdrav cp. on 685c6. Hermann rightly brackets ororav .. . 
x«lpovos as a scholiast’s “languida dicti Hesiodei interpretatio,” 
and Schanz follows him. 

e7. éyyiyverOar wept Baorréas is “to arise in connexion 
with one of the kings”; éyy/yverOau ev Trois dijpous is simply 
“to have its rise among the populaces.” 

e8. The zpdrepov is an important part of the question, and 
this part of it is answered by the rporov in 691 a3. 

691 a1. ro pev ecixds Kal 7d ort, “to judge by probability 
and, experience.” For the 76 cp. on 690e7 and 624a3. 
(Badham would read éore for kat.) | 

a2. In voonpa we have more distinctly the medical metaphor 
suggested at 690d 5. It is very apt here, inasmuch as physical 
Tpvdy is a natural source of bodily disease. 

a3ff. ovxotvy ... duedOepev; “clearly the kings of that age 
were the first to be infected with the vice of self-aggrandizement 
at the expense of the laws of the land. Where they had promised, 
and even sworn, there they broke with themselves, and the dis- 
cord in them, being, as we have explained, most grievous folly, 
for all its apparent wisdom—that was what ruined the whole 
Dorian community by its distressing untuneful dissonance.” 

a4. eoxov: the natural tense to denote the catching of a 
disease.—6, which I have translated by “where,” is adverbial ; lit. 

“in respect of that which they agreed to.” 
a7. tAnupérXeca: the musical metaphor is preserved here ; 

ie. the word means a dissonance, not an error in conduct. So at 
_ Rep. 349 e the idea of +Acovegia is (by implication) pronounced to 

be repugnant to the mind of a povoixds avjp. Td TAcovenTEtv TOV 
teHévtwv vopwv is what these kings are accused of. By such 

- conduct they rudely break the harmony of their being, and so are 
guilty of the peyiorn apaia described at 689 a. 
_b2. For the arrangement of the two genitives and epi ep. 

640 b 6 ov otparrorédov Tept A€yopev ApEovTos. 
b7. For eis with xariddvra—“ by taking a look at ”—cp. Hdt. 
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v. 35. 10 KerXeveww “Apurtayopnvy Evpjoavtad puv tas Tpixas 
Kater Oat €s THY Kepadrv.—piv: because he included Megillus’s 
fellow-countrymen ; ‘‘what was done among you Spartans.”—It is 
better to take padvov with eoruv, than to take the latter word to 
mean “it is possible,” and supply another eoré with padiov. 

b1l. 75 cadéotarov: the same use of the article as at 690 7. 
So we might say ‘‘that is what is certain,” instead of “that is 
certain.” 

cl. Nearly all modern editors agree with Stallb. in rejecting 
Svvapuv, which all MSS. have after eAdrroo.; “manifestum illud 
crammatici interpolamentum, qui pet(ova neutrum pluralis esse 
nollet,” Herm. 

c2. A first wrote zapvets, but corrected it to aapets, which is 
the reading of O and Stobaeus.—zapeis TO pétpiov, “paying no 
regard to proportion.” Cp. Phil. 64d 9 pétpov kat ths cvppéetpov 
picews. There is the same quasi-moral significance attaching to 
the word petpuos (whether used in the sense of “not excessive in 
either direction,” or in that. of ‘suited to,” “ proportioned to,” i.g. 
TUPLPETPOS, which again is used occasionally in the first sense of 
HET pL0s) as there is to cuppovia ; oP. Phal. 64e6 peTpLorns yap 
Kat CUPPET pla KaAAos dyrov Kat G.peT?) TAVTAXOV cup Paiver 

yeyver Gat. 
ci: dvarpemeras TOVTO.: not “ complete ruin results,” but “ruin 

results im every case’ ’; +a pev is, in effect, “in the case of the over- 
fed body,” and 7a dé “in the’ .casd} Of the! ayuhalemend pux7.” 
(Cp. Julius Caesar, 11. i. 18, “The abuse of greatness is, when 
it disjoins Remorse from power.”)— With MTEL oe used 
metaphorically of bodily disorder cp. our “proud” flesh. We 
might perhaps translate: “breaking out here in rank flesh, and 
there in rank insolence (with its offspring outrage).” 

c4. With tBpews exyovoy adixiav cp. Soph. 0.T. 873 tfpus 
puteves Tipavvov, which very likely was in the writer’s mind.— 
wimres is given in the margin of A as a variant for Oe?, and may 
even have once stood in the text. (Oe? seems to be a metaphor 
from the race-course, and not merely an application of the idea 
of swift movement, as is probably the case in the English 
expressions run to seed, run riot.) 

c7. kai is or; ie. both experience and a sense of responsibility 
are necessary, if disaster is to be avoided. 

dl. Gore pa)... didwv, “without getting its faculties 
thoroughly infected with the deadly disease of folly, and (thus) 
alienating its closest friends.”—aAnpwOeioa : in connexion with 
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vocov this word probably has soniething of the meaning of infect, 
which belongs to avamiprAnpu and avarAews: cp. Rep. 496d opav 
tovs aAXovs Kataripmrapevovs avopias.—As to its case, the infin. 
with ove, like other infins., has its subject in the nom. where 
it is identical with the subj. of the verb on which the infin. 
depends, Cp. Xen. Hell. iv. 8. 32’AvagéiBuos pévror pidwv atte 
yevopevor Tov epdpwr, Suerpd£ato bate avTos ExTACVoaL ApyLoaTi)s 
eis "A Bvdov. ; 

a2. airyns: ie. THs Wvyx7s.—Sudvora is the intelligence, or 
thinking power of the man; ¥vy7 being used something in the 
way in which we say ‘soul’ for ‘man,’ when we say “there was 
not a sowl there.” (Badham would read avrjyv 8.’ avovay.) 

43. duepOerpev: gnomic aorist.—avrjv : ie. THY Ovntns Puxjs 
pic. 

d4. rovro .. . vopoberav, “it would take a great lawgiver 
so to be inspired with a sense of fitness as to guard against this.” 
At b1 ri (with edAaBnOjva1) was the ace. of the inner object ; here 
tovro (with evAaBynOjvar) is ace. of thing guarded againsi. 

a5. ws otv .. . 7d & €ovxey efvac: I have adopted Burnet’s 
stopping and arrangement of this passage (he puts a comma after 
yevopevov, a colon after tordcat, reads 76 6’ for 766’ and puts a 
— after efvar), and take yevduevov to be an absolute construction, 
and ws... yevdpuevov as dependent on tordca:, in the same way 
that at 624a7 ws tot Mivw dorravros depends on Aé€yeis: “we 
can at the present day form a reasonable conjecture that this end 
was then secured” (ie. that the danger was guarded against). 
“But in point of fact, there seems to have been—” Cl. “ What?” 
Ath. “a special providence watching over you,” etc. For the 7d 8 
ep. 684¢7, 731e3, Apol. 23a, Rep. 340d 7. (It seems to me that 
the passage would gain in directness if we read yevoyéevwv: “that 
there were great lawgivers at that day we have now every reason 
to conjecture ; but no legislator could have arranged for the birth 
of twins.”) (Ast put in 70 before rére; all the early printed 
texts from Ald. to Stallb. (except Bekker) had ofywax for the second 
eivat. This necessitated the supplying, in thought, of éor: with 
Geds tus ; Schanz substitutes ei av for efvac.) 

el. ex povoyevors, “instead of a single born king,” as there 
had been before. This seems better than to take ék as merely 
“from,” ie. “born from.”—els Td pétpiov parrov cuvecrerrc, 
“brought them within a more reasonable compass,” i.e. by halving 
the kingly power. 

2. peperypevyn cia tivi Suvvdper: this probably refers to the 
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direction Lycurgus was supposed to have received from Apollo’s 
oracle at Delphi (cp. 624 a 5). 

e3. petyvvow: cp. Plut. Lye ch. v. wAewvwv dé Kawvo- 
TOPO UPLEVOOV vd Tov AvKovpyou ™ porov Hv Kal peyiotov 7 
Kar ao rar us TOV YEpOVTwV* IV pnw o 0 TAdrov TH TOV Pardewy 
apXi preyparvovoy puxOeioay, Kal yevouevnv iodynpov eis TO 
pey ora, THTnplav dys Kat copporvyny TO pao YX ELV. 

692a1. For kata yjpas and Kara yévos cp. above on 685 ¢ 2. 
a3. 6 d€ tpitos cwryp: Plutarch (Lyc. ch. vii.), in quoting 

a good deal of this passage, attributes the institution of the 
ephorate to the men of a period a hundred and thirty years later 
than Lycurgus. At Epistle viii. 354b both the senate of old 
men, and the ephorate, are attributed to Lycurgus; as also they 
are by Herodotus (i. 65). Aristotle, Pol. v. 9. 1, says Theopompus 
established the ephorate, and he would seem to be the tpiros 
awtip spoken of here by Plato. (For further references see Ast’s 
and Stallb.’s notes. —The words tpitos owrjp recall the 7d tpirov 
TO GwtTynpt—the third cup in honour of Zeds LwrHp (ep. Phil. 
66d, and see Heindorf’s note on Charm. 167 a 9). 

a5. eyyts .. . dvvapews: Aristotle, Pol. ii. 6. 16, speaks of 
the ephors as dvtes of TvxXOvTes, and says that the method of their 
election was zadapuidns Aiav, so that Plato’s words here in 
describing the ephors as “as good as elected by lot,” are justified 
(cp. Grote li. ch. 6).—The five-fold repetition of the word 
dtvaps in this passage, like the repeated érs in the early part of 
it, are marks of rapid and unrevised writing. Plato takes 
very little pains about the statement of historical facts. It is 
the point they are to illustrate that is important. Hence the 
polishing of such a passage as this was naturally left till the last 
—and was never done. 

a7. e€ dv ee; we might almost say that afvwparwy may be 
supplied, in thought, with ov: the reference to the lot, and to 
birth, and to the wisdom of the old men recalls the previous list 
of d€iipata ToD apxew Kat apxer Oar, 

a8. pérpov exovoa, “being duly regulated” or “limited.” 
Cp. above eis TO pétpiov avvéerterrde.—tTols dAXors : i.e. the rest of 
Hellas. 

bl. eri ye Typevy, Kat Kpeopovry, “if it had been in the 
hands of Temenus and Cresphontes.” 

b 2. 7 “Apirrodjpov pepis : i.e. Lancair 
b 4. cyeddv yap xTA., “else they would hardly have imagined 

that they sufficiently curbed by (coronation) oaths a youthful 
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disposition, on its accession to a power which might easily 
degenerate into a despotism.” It is difficult to be sure of the 
exact force of @iOncav dv petpidca: I think the choice lies 
between ‘“‘would have imagined they moderated,” and ‘‘ would 
have imagined it proper to moderate,” i.e. that it was the right 
thing to moderate. ofa deity is so common a phrase that the 
deity may be omitted ; cp. Gorg. 472¢ where ov eyw at oipar is 
replaced at 474a by ofov ey® otuar deity eivar. (There is no 
indication that ofwac with an inf. ever had the meaning expect (to 
do), which the Eng. think (to do) sometimes has, and which would 
suit this passage exactly—“I did not think to draw my sword 
*gainst Pompey” Ant. and Cle. 1. ii. 158.— Cornarius’s trans- 
lation, which Ast quotes with approval, is “alioqui nunquam 
putavissent se redacturos esse.” At Ale. I. 126 e oiuar A€yeww may 
mean “I mean,” or “wish to say,” but most likely it is “I think 
that I mean.”—H. Richards would boldly read petpracas av, or 
petpidcev. See below on 812b5, and ep. Goodwin, M. and T. 
§ 127.) 

b7. A, L and O have pev otocav; a late hand in A, and 
Boeckh, suggested pévovoav ; Ven. 184 (Bekker’s 3) has pevovoar, 
which is doubtless right. 

cl. viv pev yevopevov: the emphasis is on the vvv, “arrived 
at now”—“the recognition of this truth by us now implies no 
special wisdom.”—¢pumpooGev : i.e. at 691 b 8. 

-¢3. Here the emphasis is on the rére. 
c4. plav ex Tpiov [i.e. dpyov] mounoo: the three are not, I 

believe, the three states of Sparta, Argos, and Messene, but the 
three elements of power contained in the Throne, the Gerousia, 
and the Ephorate. The only unity of states which seems to be 
in the author’s mind here is that of Hellas as a whole—the pov 
of c7; also, the close connexion of the words piav ék tp.ov 
Toujoat with petpiicar Tas apxas suggests that they refer to the 
mutual checks exercised by the three above-mentioned authorities 
at Sparta, which resulted in the moderation of power desired. 

c5. ta vonfevra Kada tote: ie. that excellent (mixed) form 
of government. If legislators had been wise enough to see all 
this, the right constitution would have been set up in all 

three states. As it was, it was not legislators’ wisdom but the 
providential birth of twins in the royal house which set Sparta 
in the right way. (Ast, in a note on ctppetxtos yevopevy at a7, 
quotes passages from many ancient authors dealing with. the 
combination of several elements of power in a government.) 
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c7. Heindorf, on Soph. 242¢ dinyeioOar rawiv ws ovo 
nptv, collects the following instances of a like arrangement of 
words: Laws 645 b, Polit. 260 c, Phil. 18 d. 

G4 ff 15 mpotov pev ... Kata Kpatos: a puzzling passage. 
Notwithstanding its curious position, the péev with its d¢ has 
nothing to contrast but piav and r® dvo. dptvar seems to mean 
“to take up arms,” ezaptverv, “to arrive on the field of battle.” 
TO mp@Tov: ie. in the Marathonian war. 

a6. dé “while,” or “and moreover.” — dvepOappeva: it is 
noticeable that the same sort of term is applied to the corruption 
of the body politic, as would be applied to moral corruption in - 
a single man. (See above 689a7.) The sin of the two recreant 
cities is want of internal ovpdwvia, and this is accurately re- 
produced, on a larger scale, by the hostility shown by them to 
Sparta and the whole of Hellas, respectively. 

7. woA\euotoa : as we have-seen before, Plato is not writing 
history ; he uses his memory of history, or even, perhaps, his 
conception of what the course of history might have been, to 
furnish illustrations of his argument. It seems certain that 
there was not war between Sparta and Messene at the time of 
Mardonius’s invasion, though the two states were old antagonists. 
Possibly the misstatement has here a dramatic reason: the 
Athenian may well be supposed reluctant to recall the real 
behaviour of Sparta at the time, to the mind of Megillus. Below, 
at 698 e, it is suggested that there may have been another reason 
for the Spartan inaction. 

el. For zepi (bis) cp. above 685¢ 4 and 688¢5. 
e2. ov imjKxovoev ovT uvvev: we have here a suggestion 

that Sparta did all it could in responding (tmakoverv) to the 
summons of Hellas, and promising assistance. Argos did not even 
do that; it was philo-Persian. (I see no reason for Ritter’s pro- 
posed insertion of avr1) before juvvev.)—moAAad de xrtX., “besides 
that (d€), if a man were to relate the history of that time, he 
would find many hard things to say about the conduct of Hellas 
in the ‘Persian war.” There are several other ways in which the 
words of this passage might be taken. Ast, Schneider, and Burnet 
take mepi ex. T. TOAeuov With yevopeva. But, with this arrange- 
ment, tore and epi ex. T. 7m. are oppressively tautological. 
Though strictly, I think, Aeyov only governs Ta TOTE yevopeva, 
its position suggests that it is to be supplied, in idea, with 
katTnyopot, in the form of “in the course of his story.” 

e4. ovd’ at xrX., “in fact, he could not (properly) say that 
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Hellas did defend itself at all. No: if the allied Athenians and 
Lacedaemonians had not repelled the threatened slavery, the Greek 
races would by this time” (have lost their individuality, and 
would have sunk to the grievous plight of the isolated Greek 
cities within the Persian dominions). 

e6. Ko? Siavonpua, “unanimity”; almost a compound verbal 
noun, formed from xowy7 SiavoeioPat. So, in English, we might 
occasionally make an adverbial phrase qualify a verbal noun, and, 
e.g., from ‘all but explode” form “an all but explosion.” (Cp. 
Tennyson’s ‘‘Sweet Catullus’s all-but island” in “Frater ave 
atque vale.”) ‘ 

69343. xa@drep . . . Katouxeirar: the antecedent to’ dv 
may be yévy, or “EAAnves, or even avOpwror. 

a4. dvarepopnpeva refers to the dispersion of the inhabitants 
of eg. Greek states, cvprrehopnpeva to their incorporation into 
communities of BapBapo.. Cp. Grote, ch. xxxiii. p. 162, “the 
empire of the Great King was then an aggregate of heterogeneous 
elements, cemented together by no tie except that of common fear 
and subjection—no way coherent nor self-supporting, nor pervaded 
by any common system or spirit of nationality.” And later, p. 177, 
“wholesale translations of inhabitants from one place to another 
were familiar to the mind of a Persian satrap.”—It is very 
tempting to adopt Cobet’s belief that eorappeva is a marginal 
explanation of dvaredopynyéva which has no right to a place in 
the text. In that case xak@s Katovxeitar is “lead a miserable 
existence.” If the word be retained, it will be “lead a miserable 
sporadic existence,” eomappéva being joined adverbially to 
Katowketrat, and Kkakos qualifying both words. 

a5. tavr €xopev erityav, “these faults I will venture to find 
with .. .”; an answer to Megillus’s question at 685a1 as 63) 
Kat Ti pepdhopevos avtov AéEyets ; 

a6. Aeyopévois is a slight apology for the use of the term 
moAtiKkots. ' 

a7. In adding kai trois viv he probably has in mind the 
contemporary Persian despotism into which their dpecxtos apx7y 
had degenerated.—iva . . . dAAo, “and my reason for finding 
fault is this: I hope, by investigating the causes of the errors, 
to discover what course, different from that which was taken, 
ought to have been taken.”—-Ritter, unlike all other interpreters, 
takes avradv to be masc., and rds airias to mean the charges 
(brought against them)—a suggestion not to be lightly rejected ; 
but (1) it seems better to take ratra (a5), avrdv (a7), and Tatra 
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(b 1) all to refer to the same thing—i.e. the legislators’ errors; (2) 
the desired discovery of the right course (avevpicxwyev KTA.) is 
more likely to follow an investigation of causes than of charges ; 
and (3) the gen. avr@y in that sense would be unusual. 

b 2. 70 wapov = vivdy, and is so fixed by the tense of eizopev. 
Cp. Rep. 487¢4 Aeyw & eis TO rapdv aroBAapas (of the discussion 
so far as it had gone),—dpa is the equivalent of modern quotation 
marks, and the ov de? . . . vosoGerety is clearly the recapitulation 
of the results previously arrived at in the discussion, but it is not 
made clear whether the following three grounds for the said 
conclusions are stated as self-evident truths, or whether they are 
statements, in a new form, of points previously brought out in 
the argument. The latter, I think, is the case; inasmuch as (1) 
despotism, (2) folly, and (3) unpatriotic dislike (691d 2) of one’s 
fellow citizens and failure to help one’s allies—three faults which 
he has enlarged on—are respectively inconsistent with the (1) 
freedom, (2) wisdom and (3) fellow-feeling here desiderated ; for (3) 
cp. 628a3 andc10. The following words seem prompted by a 
feeling that the reference to his previous views has not been quite 
explicit enough. 

b6. zoAAdkus, “ perhaps.” 
c2. mpds TO) cwdpovetv: Badham says the whole argument is 

spoilt, unless we read mpds 76 €Ae’Pepov here; Schanz would 
reject the three words (partly because as originally written the 
text of A omitted the 7 before zpds in c3, as also did O).—If 
we retain the MS. text we must assume that drav dopev does not 
mean ‘‘when we say, as we do now,” but introduces a general 
instance of different ways of putting the same thing, and not 
a repetition of the instance that has just occurred—cwdpocivy 
being substituted for eAevGepia, because it does not admit of 
excess. The best illustration of the identification of cwppocivy 
with pdvnots and true public spirit is the passage in the 
Republic which deals with cwppootvyn as the virtue of a state— 
430d—432a. Plato there likens it to a appovia (431e), and 
further, at 432a6, calls it a 6povora, and a xeipovds te Kal 
dpelvovos Kata diow ovppwvia, defining it at 431d 7 as the 
condition when 2) ait1 d0€a éverts Tots TE GpPXOVTL Kal ApXopevors 
Teplt Tov ovotivas det apxewv. (The Ppdvycts or vovs of a state is 
thus distinguished from the co¢ia which is the virtue peculiar to 
the dpxovtes, and is described at Rep. 428 f—429 a.)—Bruns 
(p. 170) regards this explanation as too simple (“naiv”) and self- 
evident a piece of botcher’s work to need a refutation. 
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c4f. cal dAAa 8) roAXG xTAr.: ie. “many other expressions, 
which would mean the same thing.”—I cannot help wondering 
whether we ought not to read <aro>pypata for piyyara here. 

c6. weipacopeOa: the fut, which A’s scribe corrected to 
the subj., is the better reading. Cleinias says they will try and 
reconcile the different parts of the argument in the way suggested. 
—éravivtes Tovs Adyovus, “going back (in our minds) over the 
previous course of our discussion.” 

c8. Badham rejects BovAdpevos, calling it a putidwm emblema, 
and Schanz agrees. Without PovdAdpevos the sentence means: 
“(with regard to ¢., pp. and eA. tell us) at what you were going to 
say that the legislator ought to aim”; with BovAopevos, though 
difficult, it may mean: “(tell us) at what you meant the legislator 
ought to aim when you were about to speak (about those things).” 
Bovddpevos ewedXes A€yewv is equivalent to €BovrAov A€éyewv, peAAwv 
Aéyerv, the A€yeww doing duty twice—a natural conversational 
irregularity. There is perhaps a reference to the BovAdpevos in 
the BovAerar at el. (I cannot imagine any reader putting in 
BovAdpevos. Ritter would prefer, of the two, to reject detv rather 
than PovAdpevos; rightly, I think—Apelt, p. 6, comparing 
eruxeipov eyerw at 780d, suggests that ¢euedAAes means 
“ cunctabaris ”—i.e. “ you wanted to say, but it did not come out.”) 

a2. dxovoov &) vvv: the main subject of Book III.—the 
elementary form of a state—the roA:teias apx% spoken of in the 
first line of the book—now comes more clearly into view. What 
has been said before enables us to understand the principles on 
which the following judgements are pronounced, and, e.g. the 
meaning of sanity (cwppoovvy), and its opposite insanity (avo.a), 
as applied to the mutual relations of the members of a political 
community. 

a5. dxpov exew: with this we must supply Aeywv av tis 
6pOas A€you. The sentence means: “the former polity has reached 
its fullest development among the Persians; the latter among 
ourselves.” 

a6. xaOdrep cirov I take to refer to the immediately preced- 
ing €£ Gv tas dAXAas yeyovevae krA. Stallb. thinks there is a 
reference to the necessity of pettus spoken of at 691 de and 692a. 

G7. dvarerorxitApévar: the metaphor is from the blending of 
colours in a woven cloth; cp. below 863a6, where the word is 
used to describe the mixing up of two distinct questions. 

d8. Both elements are necessary. Untempered freedom—the 
absence of all authority—means that each man does what he likes. 
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No concerted action of any kind is possible in the state. Un- 
tempered, irresponsible autocracy means that, though the state acts 
as one man, Le. possesses unity, and though, possibly, its actions 
may be guided by dpounocs, there is no ¢iAia.—Aristotle at Pol. 
1266a1 speaks as if Plato had wanted to mix the two elements 
when at their worst, instead of letting them modify each other. 
Authority in any form—eg. in that of aidds, 698 b 5—is, in a 
sense, €k Tupavvidos (uovapxias) yeyovds. 

el. diria pera Ppovirews: as at b4 and c3 the two go 
together. Concerted action is not enough, unless there is wisdom to 
direct it. (But it is not to be imagined, he would doubtless add, 
that ppdvyors could accompany unadulterated é€AcvGepia.) Ritter 
reminds us that at 628 be the danger of oracus is mentioned, and 
the necessity of etpyvn mpds dAAHAOvs apa Kat diloppocivy ; also 
that at 640¢9 a dpovipos apywy was said to be as necessary for a 
guvovoia cuproTay as for an army.—0o 67) BovAerar piv 6 Adyos 
mpootatrev: this does not mean that the logos has proved it 
already. The Ath. foretells that this conclusion is inevitable. As 
explained at a7, he investigates failure in the hope that if its 
causes are discovered, the wanderer may be put in the right path. 
Thus at e9 he says, “ we must point out the causes.” 

e6. perCovws 7) edeu povov, “overmuch, and to the exclusion of 
the other.”—ra pétpia tovtwv, “the right measure of the two 
elements.” 

e 8. ovrw 7ws, ‘succeeded more or less in doing the same,” ie. 
in achieving a proper combination of the two elements. 

69441. Ta aitia (see above on e1): ie. the causes of their 
later degeneracy. 

a3. TO péecov ... Hyov: iyov is used, as is ayayovtwv below 
at ‘701 e 6 (and perhaps ayovres below 1. 7), in the sense of to take a 
certain course. I have followed Schanz in adopting Hertlein’s 
pecov for the MS. pérpiov, mainly because, though it is natural 
enough that Plato should describe the Persians and Cyrus as in a 
state midway between slavery and freedom, it is not natural that he 
should say they had the right amount of slavery; he would have 
found a less obnoxious word than dovA«ia to describe the opposite 
of eAevGepia, when urging the necessity of a certain amount of it. 
—paXXov means “ more than at a later time.” 

a5. erecta 5€ GAAwY aoAAGv Seordrar: as immediately 
explained, this circumstance gives a larger scope to the liberality of 
their disposition. 

a6. dpxovres, peradiddvres, wyovTes: inasmuch as Pidou Hoav 
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has otpati@ras for subject, we must regard these nominatives as 
absolute (cp. Jebb’s note on Soph. Ant. 260, where he says that. 
pvrAa€é eXéeyxov PidAaxa is virtually equivalent to a gen. abs.).—In 
the parallel sentence that follows at b2 we have the gen. abs. in 
the corresponding place. No doubt the variety of construction 
was intentional.—dapyovres may mean the ruling class among the 
Persians, or the Persians proper, regarded as the rulers of the 
subject nations just referred to. 

b4. e’s te: Burnet’s note is: “eis ts LO? (7 s.v.); e610; TrA 
(sed et s.v. A2).” I have adopted Burnet’s solution of this interest- 
ing puzzle, rather than Schanz’s (who prints 7: with A), mainly 
because “able to advise about any matter” makes so much better 
sense here than “at all able to advise.” «is may well have been 
omitted by mistake after rots, though it is difficult to see where 
ei came from. Perhaps A corrected his tT to et te from a com- 
parison of O or its like, and we must then also suppose that O 
merely omitted the s by mistake. It is curious that in some 
inferior MSS. the s was transposed to the second word, et tTus.— 
Kowv7v KTA.: ‘what wisdom there was in individuals was thus 
available for the community. Cp. vot ko.vwviav below.—These 
counsellors furnish an informal counterpart to the Spartan Senate 
of old men.—éerédwxev is Steph.’s manifestly right correction of the 
MS. aédwxev. 

c2. pavreia xpwpeOa: a playfully grandiloquent phrase for 
what we should call “‘ making a shrewd guess.” 

c4. The MS. rovro, if correct, is not the antecedent of dzep, 
but the subj. of féper; it can hardly be both. It is generally 
interpreted : “this (explanation) at all events brings our investiga- 
tion to the goal for which we started.” But surely for this we 
ought to have thy oxéycv, and the tovrto is awkward. Stallb. 
translates pépex qpiv oxeyiv perducit nobis considerationem ; but the 
rest does not fit in easily. Badham ingeniously suggested tov for 
TovtTo, “it helps us to consider the thing we started to find.” 
Schanz adopts this, and I follow him. For the tov before a 
relative clause cp. Phaedo 75b1 opéyerat Tov 6 ear ioov; so in 
Homer B 841 rav of Adpwayv epiBdrAaKxa varetdac Kor. 

€5. pavrevouar: cp. above on ¢2.—Ast is perhaps riage in 
preferring 67) vuv to 57) vov. 

c6, Athenaeus, who quotes this passage (xi. 505 a) to show that 
Plato had a spite against Xenophon, has, besides some minor variants, 
tAdrovov for prrdroduy. Stallb. eps. Apol. 24b MéAnrov rov 
ayabov re kai pidrdrodw ws pyow. For otparnyds certainly ¢rA0- 
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Tovos seems a more suitable epithet ; for all that it may not be what 
Plato wrote. Athenaeus, in his coarse abuse of the great philosopher, 
is not likely to have been very careful to quote him exactly.—Plato 
doubtless had in mind here the author of the Cyropaedia and the 
Oeconomicus, and meant this, as Ritter says, as a deliberate protest 
against the system of education described in the former book. 

c7. }p0ac: cp. our conversational use of “tackle” (a subject) ; 
it denotes a mere dealing with the subject, not a devoted study of it. 
Hence Ast’s ovdé for ovdév is out of place, ie. there could be no 
heightening of the force of the negative.—It is possible that we 
ought to read for ovdev tov vody, ovd’ yrvodv; Ath. has ov 6% 
TLVL OUV. 

d2. evdaipovas . . . Kal pakxapiovs: the two words occur 
together at Rep. 354a; here they mean “ fortune’s favourites ”— 
specially gifted and guided by a higher power. 

a3. 76n, “from their birth.” 
d 4, tovrwr (ovdevog érideeis): this word, which Badham would 

reject, must refer to the advantages implied in the application of 
the words evdainovas and paxapiovs, “rolling in luxury,” as we 
should say. Cp. 715b8, where tov tovovrwy refers to what is 
implied in the previous rAoveuds Tes. 

6. erawveiv te dvayKdfoveat KTA,: a classical example of such 
conduct in modern literature is furnished by Countess Gruffanuff’s 
educational methods with the Princess Angelica.—The break in the 
construction, which leaves the pjre ‘‘in the air,” is in the familiar 
conversational style. 

47. tovovtovs tivds: Le. “in complete licence.” 
el. yuvaixeiay pev otvy xtA., “what could you expect of a 

bringing up by women—women of the royal seraglio—new to their 
high station, with never a man to advise them ?” 

e6. avtois ad . . . exTato, “was all the time acquiring for 
them.”—But with the “flocks” he did not secure for them the 
shepherd’s training ; a literary conceit. 

695a2. Ast rejected the words Ilepouxyy . . . to exydvwy asa 
manifestly alienwm additamentum, and Schanz follows him. The 
passage certainly reads on admirably if oxAnpay follows otcayv, but 
there is this special reason, noticed by Stallb., for thinking Ilepouxjv 
genuine, that Mydivxjv at a7 gains special point as a contrast to 
Ilepovxyjv ; so that I should only agree to Ast’s rejection, if t7v 
Mnéixjv were rejected as well. I cannot believe Stallb. is right in 
rejecting only Ilepouxyjv. The separation of otcay from its predicate 
oxAnpayv (in that case) by the circumstantial absolute clause seems 
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impossibly awkward. The best way out of the difficulty seems 
to be furnished by Burnet’s insertion of two parenthesis marks, one 
after Ileporxyv, and the other after exydvwv ; oxAnpav xtX. then 
reads as an epexegetical apposition to Ilepaxyy. 

a6. tis Aceyopevns evdaovias: almost “their boasted pre- 
ciousness,” i.e. the notion that, not being “common human clay,” 
they must be subject to no such restraint or correction as ordinary 
boys receive.—The sentence is very complex: te does not connect 
diePOappevny with radevOevtas—in that case we should have 
had tv wawWetav—but te and Kai connect yuvackov with evvodyxuy ; 
maweiav is “acc. of inner object” to wadevOevras; the first 
trod clause depends on dvePOappéevnv (which is merely attributive 
to wawdeiav), the second on raidevbevtas ; Tv Mydikiv is epexegetic 
to (SuePOappevnv) wadeiav. It was not that the Median way of 
education was ruined, but that the education, ruined as aforesaid, 
was a genuine Medan one. 

bl. ofovs jv atrovs cikds yeveoOar: much the same in effect 
as the TovovTous Tivas at 694d 7. 

b 2. For the absolue use of tapaAaPovres—cep. our absolute use 
_ of “to succeed ”—Ast cps. Critias 109d 3 dia tas TOV TapadrapPa- 
vovtwv POopas; so too tots tapaAapPBdvovor at Ar. Pol. 1285 b 8. 

b 3. peoroi goes adverbially with tapadaBovres— succeeding in 
a state of complete and unbridled self-indulgence.” (Badham says 
Tap. cannot stand without Tv dpxijv, and peorot wants a participle, 
e.g. yevouevot, and marks a lacuna after Kvpov.) 

b6, dwadevoias: a telling substitute here for dyvofas or 
apadias. 

b7. tov Aeyopevov Tore evvodxov: it is not known on what 
authority the Magian pretender is so described. So at Epvst. vii. 
332 a korvwvois Se povov THs TOU Mijdov Te Kal evvobxov Xeipwoews. 
—katadpovioavros agrees in sense with M7ydwv as well as with 
evvovxou; so at c 4 Aapeiov kal rav éxra are not to be separated : 
D. was one of the seven. (Valckenaer on Hat. iii. 86 proposed to 
read €£ for erra here.) 

c6. to Adyw: not story, but the same personified Adyos last 
referred to at 693e1. “Let us see” he says, in effect, “ what the 
Adyos has to teach us by the course of events.” Cp. belowe 6 as 
6 €uds Adyos.—A reference to the above-quoted passage from Ep. 
vii—edevgév re [Aapeios] rapdderypa ofov xpi Tov vopobérny Kal 
Baciréa tiv dyady yiyverGa.—and a comparison of the descrip- 
tion (at 691 e ff.) of the wise measures adopted for consolidating the 
Spartan constitution, show us that the Ath. is here bringing forward 
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proofs of Darius’s political wisdom ; he shared his own power with 
others, and made his people one in spirit. Like Cyrus, he was 
piroroXts. 

c8. H. Richards would add airds to €Bdopuos, but it is hard to 
see how such a natural addition should have dropped out; and 
€Bdopmos by itself emphasizes more the fact that D. associated six 
others with himself in the government.—The same division into 
seven satrapies is mentioned at Hp. vii. le. MHdt. iii. 89 says D. 
divided his kingdom into twenty satrapies. 

c10. Kai vopovs . .. otxetv, “and set himself to govern by laws 
of his own making” (whereby he gave his people egalité). 

d2. cis Tov vopuov evéder, “regulated by fixed decree.” The 
context (on both sides) shows that D., instead of keeping the tribute 
paid by the subject races, divided it among his Persian subjects ; 
another abandonment of arbitrary power. 

d7. & Aapete . . . KapBionv: Burnet follows Stallb. in 
marking off this passage as an animated—one might almost say 
an agitated—parenthesis; and this is the best way out of the 
difficulty.—o d€ resumes the thread of the interrupted sentence, 
of which Hép£ys is the subject, very naturally.—Stallb. compares 
aptly such “tragic” adjurations as that which begins Euripides’s 
Alcestis—@ Sopar’ “Aduyre’ ev ois xtA.. where the relative 
sentence contains all that is said about the vocative—We might 
paraphrase here: “To think that you should have been blind to 
Cyrus’s blunders !” 

a8. iows is a sort of apology for the strangeness of the 
adjuration—something like an “JI think you will admit.” (Steph. 
would read an exclamatory s for 6s; Ast would reject os; 
Herm. brackets the whole passage—but Hep&ns badly wants a 
verb, especially with o 6é¢ following; Peipers, Quaest. Crit. de 
Pl. Legg. p. 81, accepts Hermann’s athetesis and rejects 6 d¢ as 
well ; Badham marks a lacuna after Bép£ys, and Schanz follows 
him.) E , 

e2.66€... raOjpacw, “ Xerxes, I say, being a product of 
the same kind of education, duly reproduced Cambyses’ career.” 
(Ast, Lex, gives ameréXeoev the meaning passus est.) 

e4. &k ye Tocovrov, “ever since,” “from that day to this.” 
e5. wAnv ye ovopare: this, coming after adAn9ds, is tauto- 

logical, but apparently Plato could not resist the temptation to 
play with the word peyas. (It is possible that it is not Plato, 
who says it, but a commentator, making explicit the hint which 
already lay in the aAn6os.) 
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e6. For the MS. réxyns Steph. Ast, Herm., and Schanz read 
Tvxy. But similar genitives occur at Antiphon, De ,caede Herodis 
§92 7d péev yap axovo.ov apdptypa, @ avdpes, THs TiXNS €oTI, 
To 8€ Exovovov THs yvwpys, and at Thue, i. 142. 9 7d d€ vavTuKov 
réxvns eoriv; the gen. is equal to an adjective: “the cause is 
no accidental one.” It is explained, 696a2f., that the same 
effect always follows; and we must supply aitwy eotw with 
6 Kakds Bios.—ws 6 eos Adyos: cp. above on c 6. 

alf This xai means and, but those in a2 mean or. The 
father must be excessively rich, and also possess unrestricted sway 
over his fellows. Even then the ra 7oAAd allows exceptions ; but 
of the bringing up is the averizAnktos tpopy above described, 
excellence is out of the question. 

a2. “Boy or man, however long he live,” i.e. the effect of the 
bad education will last a lifetime. 

a3. TE vopobéry oKerréov, kal ypiv dé ev TO vov TapovTt: 
the lawgiver, for practical purposes, we, at present, for theoretical. 
Such a‘ remark as this prepares the ground for the dramatic fiction 
of a new Cretan Colony, which serves to mark the transition at 
the beginning of the fourth book from the purely theoretical to 
the practical part of the treatise. 

a6f. All the xai’s in these two lines are or; if the conjunction 
before tpodjy had stood alone, it would probably have been ovde. 
—revia, xTX., “whether to rich or poor, subject or prince.” 

a7. tpopyv: Boeckh, in confuting Cornarius’s plausible substi- 
tution of apxjv for this word, quotes Ar. Pol. 1294b22 opoiws 
yap ot tov mAovoiwy tpépovtar tots Tov TevyTwv (of the 
Lacedaemonians). He also says: “Td car apxas Oetov est Lycurgus, 
ptois avOpwrivyn, peprypevn Oeia tii Suvdper (p. 691 e).”—As 
Ritter says, Aristotle has, at Pol. 1313 a 25 ff. adopted Plato’s 
view of the reason for the durability of the Spartan constitution, 
ie. the division, and other restrictions of personal power. 

b 3. ézei odd dtu Taxis, “any more, of course, than because he 
is a fast runner.” 

b4. With dperjs must be supplied tias de? efvar drepexovoas 
—‘‘even virtue must not be highly honoured if unaccompanied by 
copportyn.” 

b8. tov Adyov axovcas: we should say, ina similar case, 
“when you have heard my reasons,” but the Greek still refers to 
the logos as having an external reality and convincing power. 

c2 and 8. These two instances may be regarded as cases of 
the virtue of ¢pdvycts, the former being of an inferior kind to 
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the latter. In the case of the clever artist apety is excellence, 
rather than virtue. 

c5. This argument involves the assumption that where 
duxavocvvyn is absent, adukia must be present; the neutral state 
as to dex. is put out of consideration. Here swppootvn is shown 
in what we should call consideration for others. The clever man 
(in any line) might easily take an unfair advantage of his neigh- 
bour, but a sense of justice makes him hold his hand. 

c8. obd€ pny Ktr.: ie. ovde pv 6 addos PveTar ywpis TOD 
cwpovetv. 

dl. rotat ... exaorote does not explain what is meant by 
700e, but it explains the point of view from which ai ev tais 
Toco Tusnoers are to be discussed : “ There is a further question 
which arises, when we are considering the principles on which 
civic honours ought to be bestowed.”—We have been told above 
that cwodpootvyn is a necessary adjunct to all virtue; now we 
are asked, for the purposes of the lawgiver, to appraise this adjunct 
on its own account. 

d4ff. Ath. “Suppose cwhpoctvy to exist in a man’s soul by 
itself, unaccompanied by any virtue besides; would it have any 
claim to honour or not ?” 

Meg. “I cannot tell.” 
Ath. “A very proper answer ; for really, if you said yes to 

either of my alternatives, I should think it a mistake.” 
Meg. “It’s just as well then that I answered as I did.” 
Ath. “Quite so: the fact is that what is a (mere) adjunct to the 

things which deserve civic recognition or disapproval, is not of a 
nature to detain us; for the purposes of our argument we may 
neglect it.” 

Meg. “The adjunct you mean being cwhpoctvy ?” 
Ath. “Yes. What is important is that whatever, of the things 

outside it, does us, with its help, the most service, that thing 
should be most highly honoured, and what comes next in usefulness 
next. In this way every quality, all down the list, would get its 
due meed of honour in its turn.” As King Lear said to his youngest 
daughter, “Let it be so: thy truth then be thy dower.” But 
though cwdpoctvyn is to get no more praise from the public 
than Cordelia gave herself, this does not mean that it is worthless. 
We learnt in Bk. I. that éritndevpara cwdpootvyns are of great 
importance, and now we see that no virtue can be operative with- 
out it. As a personal virtue, it seems to involve a good deal of 
what we call self-respect. Notwithstanding the colourlessness which 
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the words aAdyouv crys seem to imply, we shall be wrong if we 
attach a merely negative significance to the word. The cwdpwv 
Wux7s ets (631 ¢ 7) means more than the power of stopping at the 
right place.—At 710a we shall see that Plato speaks of two kinds 
of cwppocivy, a higher and a lower, an instinctive, and a philoso- 
phical one. 

a9. rapa pédos: cp. Phil. 28 b 9, tva pydev . . . eLapapra- 
vovtes mapa pérXos PbeyEWpeOa 71, Ath. 687b Ilappacwos & 6 
(wypados, kairep Tapa péos brép THY EavTOD TeXVIV TPUPHcas. 

dll. dy is omitted in O (though inserted in the margin); 
Boeckh segms to have been the first of the moderns to put it into 
the text, though it stands in A and Cod. Voss.—We must not press 
the addition kai atipiac so as to make it imply that some dishonour- 
able things need this adjunct in order to be truly dishonourable, 
nor even that he has in mind any similar adjunct of dishonourable 
things; probably he only means, “and which lack honour in its 
absence.” 

a2. vouolerov . . . tavta duavéverv: it will be re- 
membered that in the short sketch of the lawgiver’s work given at 
631d6 ff, great stress is laid on the Weyer te opOds Kai era.veiv 
du abrav vopwy (632 a2—cp. also 631e2 Tipovta opOas .. . Kal 
adriyafovra). The great thing for the state, as for the man, is that 
it should like and dislike the right things. 

a5ff. Leaving to the practical lawgiver the arrangement of 
detail, we will content ourselves with dividing the objects of public 
recognition into three main classes, in descending order of merit. 

a7. émeidi) . . . eriOvpnrai: i.e. we, as theorizers, shall not be 
content without arriving at some positive conclusion about the 
laws (therefore we will go so far as to classify them roughly, by 
merit).—As Stallb. says, the words dvaTepety . . . Tpita are 
epexegetic of tpry7 dueAciv. 

a10. A has Aéywpev, L, O, and Stobaeus Aéyoper. 
bl. For the conjunction of tenses in ow(eo@ai Te kai evdaipo- 

vinoewv Boeckh eps. Ar. Pol. 1331625 tiv pedAAovoav everOar 
Todw pakapiav Kai toATever Oar KaXdos. 

b 2. eorey dé 6pOas: Boeckh cps. Euthyphr. 2d opOas yap éort, 
Hipparchus 22741 op0ds & éori, Orat. 388¢5 Karas 8 eoriv, 

- where, as here, an expression has to be supplied from the 
immediately antecedent words: “what I mean by doing this in 
the right way is... ” 

b3. This threefold division of good things, which has been 
largely adopted by later moralists (eg. Arist. Eth. Nic. 1098b13; 
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and Cic. De off. ili. 6. 28, “quam omnia incommoda subire, vel 
externa, vel corporis, vel etiam ipsius animi,” where the contrasted 
evils are given just as at Gorg. 477 b—ovxotv ypynpdtwv Kai 
gwpatos Kal Wuxns TplOv OvTwY, TpITTAaS cipnKas ToVvypias, 
Teviav, VOroV, a0uKiay ;), is said to have been Pythagorean in origin. 
The Aeyopeva at b 6 isa hint that some part at least of the definition 
of the classes is not the speaker’s own. 

b 4. xetrGar: as often, the passive of rufévac—this time, of 
tuGevac in the sense of reckon as. 

b 6. tovtwv extds Paiverv, ‘to overstep the limits imposed by 
this scheme”; tovtwv here stands vaguely for something in the 
context, as at 694d 4. 

b7. €is Tyas .. . Xpypata tpodyovca: it would appear from 
this that material wealth is at least not to be honoured ; it is even 

conceivable that the author meant it to be a disgrace. At 741e7 
it is laid down that no citizen is to possess any money. At b2 
above atiiar are spoken of as well as tiyai, and the word may 
mean disgrace, though it may perhaps mean merely the absence of 
honour. (At 83lal Kai Tots peév Timds, Tots d€ atipias Siavewwv 
opOas, it clearly means positive disgrace.) In either case we might 
translate this passage: ‘‘either by promoting wealth to be a 
recipient of honour, or by raising, through honours, any member 
of the inferior classes of goods into a class above.” (Jowett takes 
els TYLasS Tpodyovta to mean putting first; he translates, “by 
giving money the place of honour.”) 

cl. ov@ écvov ovte woAtTiKOv, “as bad in statecraft as it is in 
morality.” 

c6. Schanz recurs to the old accentuation in Ilepoa@y zeépu, 
taking wépe to govern Ilepo@v only, and not, as Ast says, THs 
toXiteias. Ilepo@v répe would thus=Ilepouxys. But the analogy 
of 676c6 ravtns 8) wept AdBwper, ci SvvaipeOa, THS peTaBoArARNs 
tiv aitiav, and 691b2 rovrov repi Tov rdOous THs yeverews, are 
in favour of taking the construction here to be 7 dudoKeyus rept 
Ts Ilepoav roXiteias. Cp. above on 685 ¢ 2. 

c7. A has emi ei éru; the scribe himself seems to have thought 
that the ézé had been doubled by mistake, for he put dots under 
the first, and a line under the second. (At the same time he did 
not venture to erase either.) Burnet apparently accepts this view, 
and mentions Schneider’s ert érn as a possible emendation of ext 
ért. To this Apelt, p. 6, objects forcibly that the Persian decline 
was not steady “from year to year”; there were ups and downs. 
He prefers to regard A’s reading as a defaced form of three words, 
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and these he suggests were ée: eireiv evi: “to put it shortly” 
comes in very well after “has led us to make a long disquisition ” 
(c5). He eps. Hdt. iii. 82 Gi S€ ered ravra ovAAaPovrta eireiv, 
Laws 718¢ év évi weptAaPovra eimety adta ofdv tive Tporw, and 
81la9 ri 3) wept ToiTtwv evi Adyw Ppa lwv ciroiw’ av ikavov ; 
Whatever view be taken of this dark passage, er. must be wrong. 
The state of the Persian constitution is not represented as being bad 
to begin with. The only proposed emendation which would keep it 
is Ast’s ért Hep£ou eri, but that gives a sense unsatisfactory on 
other grounds. We want here a general summing up of the result 
of the discussion, not a repetition of a single incident of it. I 
venture to print Apelt’s suggestion in preference to any other. 

c8. ro eAXeVOepov . . . woXAev: that is, they (the Persians) 
acted in direct violation of the directions given to the lawgiver 
in 693b3 ff. dre woAw éXevOepav te eivar Sei, Kal Eudpova Kat 
éavTy pidnv. Cp. also 695d 2 ff. (of Cyrus) fidiav ropifwv Kat 
Kowoviav tacw Lépoats. 

d 1—698a3. As Stallb. says, it is the te after drav in d6 
which corresponds to 0v@’ in d2; the first part deals with the 
conduct of the potentates, the second (Grav re xrA.) with that of 
the people.—aAX’ évexa Tis attav dpyjs goes with BovAcderan ; 
the subj. to #y@vrat is apyovres, supplied from 7) TOV apxdvTw 
Bovdry ; pidra goes in sense with wéXevs as well as with €0vy; 
the re after €yOpas is “and in consequence.”—For pucovvtes 
puucovvrat cp. Rep. 417b pucodvres S€ 8) Kal pucodvpevor, and 
below 763a5 dcaxovodyrés Te Kai dtaxovovpevor, and Soph. Aj. 
1134 with Lobeck’s note. (I see no reason to follow Schanz in 
making a lacuna after dpyx7js, and rejecting the forcible pucodvrau. 
At most I would put a (—) after dpyx7s and another after xatadJ. 
to mark the looseness of the construction. After purodvtes there 
is an erasure in A of something (? 6rav), and the last eight letters 
of pucovvra: Stay extend beyond the line into the margin. This 
looks as if A at first omitted pucotvra.—a natural blunder. 
Hug would excise from zvpi to pucovvtes.\—We may translate : 
“Patriotism has vanished. On the one hand the mind of the 
potentates does not think of the good of their subjects and the 
people, but only of the establishment of their own authority, so 
that, if they imagine it will do themselves the least good, when 
occasion occurs, they overturn and burn with fire cities and tribes 
of friendly people, and, in consequence, hate and are hated with a 
deadly and pitiless hatred. On the other hand, when they come 
to want the common people to fight in their defence, they find 
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there is no sort of union among them, and no zeal to make them 
risk their persons in battle. Masters of countless millions, they 
cannot command a single soldier. They hire outsiders, as if they 
had no subjects of their own, and actually fancy that strangers 
and hirelings will be their salvation. Besides all this, there is 
a folly which they cannot avoid, for they proclaim by their 
actions on each occasion that whatever counts in the state as 
honourable and precious is as nothing in comparison with gold 
and silver.” 

698 a9. The older MSS. all have epi tiv trys “Artixns at 
moAureias, and so Burnet prints it. If Plato wrote this he must 
have intended to put in €AevGepiav, but, as he puts in eAevepia 
in another construction, it seems the best thing to omit the 
THv. Late MSS. and all edd. but Burnet alter zoActeias to 
ToXuTelav. 

a10. Though at a5df. ra wepi ye Ilepomv seems to be the 
subject of rtédAos exyerw, and ws otk opOds dtorkeirar to be 
epexegetic of ta, it seems better here to take duefeAGety (“to set 
forth ”) as governing the following ws clause directly, and to take 
ta wept Attuxns moActeias as adverbial— with respect to the 
Athenian constitution.” 

bil. Here we have two prepositional phrases depending on 
nouns: dd tacov dpxov on e€Aevbepia, and vd €eTepwv on 
apxyns. In the latter case, as Stallb. says, a simple gen. would 
have left it doubtful whether it was subjective or objective; the 
expression used leaves no doubt that government by, not 
government of, is meant. The quasi-compound adjective pérpov 
€xovons adds to the effect of complexity given by the sentence. 
(Ast ingeniously, but wrongly, proposed to read tmerepas for tf’ 
ETEPWV.) 

b3. For the dat. governed by the verbal noun ewi@eows cp. 
on 633 ¢ 2. 

b5. ex tTiysnpatrwv ... TeTTApwv: we must not press this 
é« to mean that officials of any kind might come from any of the 
four classes of Solon’s timocracy. Members of the fourth class were 
members of the electing assembly, but might not be elected them- 
selves to any office, while some high offices were confined to 
members of the highest class. ex then means “on a basis of,” and, 
to those who knew, the mention of dpyaé in this connexion would 
convey the notion that in some way certain offices were confined 
to certain classes; ep. Rep. 553a é€k Tiynpdtwv exovea Tovs 
apxovras.—kat Seawdtis évnv tis aidws: a practical expression, 
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“besides, we had a conscience ; we were still the thralls of shame.” 
(“ Reverence still held sway in our hearts.”) 

“b8. yevopevov: the hugeness is spoken of as making itself 
apparent on sea and land.—dazopor, ‘‘helpless”; a case of the 
transference of a characteristic proper to a person to something in 
connexion with that person. So at 873¢ an aicyxvvy is spoken of 
as dmopos Kat aos; so we talk of “hopeless despondency,” or a 
“hopeless malady.” Here, and below 699 b 4, desperate will trans- 

. late it. Some inferior MSS. have azeipov. (Ast is not far wrong, 
pace Stallbaum, in explaining it to mean invincible.) 

clf. The greatness of the fear made the people humble, and 
so law-abiding, and dependent on the wisdom of their rulers, 
besides cementing the ties of a common citizenship. 

c3. oddpa diria: cp. above 639 b ofddpa yuvarxov, 791 ¢ 5 
tTavTeAos taidwv, Rep. 434¢ padAwwra Kaxovpyia, and Rep, 564a 
dyav dovAeciav. Schanz follows Ald. in reading the adj. opodpa. 

dl. pupidor cvyvais: rather a dat. of effective accompaniment 
than a dat. of the instrument; “at the head of his countless 
myriads,” 

_ a4. For dpa, ‘ actually,” following yap cp. Prot. 315c¢8 
exednper yap apa Kat IIpdduxos 6 Keios. (It is the same apa 
which an old-fashioned Homeric scholar is said to have insisted 
on translating as “God help them!” in the phrase Tpwes pa; a 
-parenthetic “bless us!” though too conversational, would render 
it here.)—caynvevoatev : Goodwin, M. and T. § 675, “an indirect 
quotation with or. or ws and the opt. is sometimes followed by an 
independent opt. (generally introduced by ydp), which continues 
the quotation as if it were itself dependent on the dre or ds.” 
Cp. Phil. 58b; at Phaedo 96b an opt. is so used when giving 
somebody else’s opinion, though no dtu or ws clause has gone 
before it. 

-@5. Hermann would read és for the simple article, and thus 
Temove the asyndeton. | 
G6. «ite Kai dry adixeto: a euphemism for cire Pevdiis. 

el. ovdeis: Hdt. (vi. 108) says the Plataeans joined the Ath. 
in full force. 

e2. Cp. above 692d 6. 
€3. ov yap iopev Acyopuevov : apparently “for I am not aware 

that the cause is stated.” 
4, & otv, “be that as it may,” “for whatever reason.”—<As at 

_ 707 ¢2 Schanz rejects the év before Mapadov.. | 
e5. I think Aeydpevor goes with dretAai as well as with 
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Tapackevat ; **reports kept reaching us of immense preparations and 
never-ceasing threats on the part of the great king.” 

e7. veos (de) kai oodpos 6 vds avrov, “his son, with all the 
fire of youth”; the adjs. are predicative. 

69925. ovre yap BonOjoev avtots ovdeva: this odre corre- 
sponds to the kat before kata OdéXattTav inbi. He has just said 
the Athenians saw no way of avoiding destruction, whether they 
stayed on land, or took to the sea. Then he enlarges on these two 
points: (1) if they stood their ground they would get no help, and - 
(2) if they tried to sail away they would be intercepted. There is 
a break in the construction after ovdeva: peuvnpeévoe goes back to 
the ayjoavto, to which, in sense, BonOyjoew is subordinate. 
Schanz and Burnet mark this by parenthesis marks before 
pepvynpevoe and after yqv in b 1, 

bl. 76 ye kata ynv: the ye gives the effect of “so much for 
their chances by land.” 

b 4. azopov, “desperate” ; cp. above 698 b 8. 
b 5. ws e€ aropwv kal tore épaiveto yeverOar TS viKHTaL paXo- 

pevous, “and remembered how desperate the chances of success in 
the field had looked then”; epaivero, in quasi-reported speech, 
refers to a time previous to that of ovvevdovv, and must therefore 
be rendered in English by a pluperfect.—e€ a. . . . ed. yev.: lit. 
‘“how victory in fight had seemed to emerge from a hopeless state 
of things”; ie. e€ drdépwv is merely a variety of expression for 
GTopov. 

b6. emi dé rs EArridos 6xXovpevor Tatrns : “ Oppetv sive Oxeir Aan 
ert aykvpas dicunt Graeci, ut in notissima Demosthenis sententia 
OvK ert THS aVTHS Oppel Tots ToXdXois, ubi subaudiendum ayKxvpas 
monet Harpocration. Et cum spes aptissime per ancoram 
significetur, facillima translatione dicunt, é’ éAzidos dyeioOar, 
unde in proverbium abiit.” Porson on Orest. 68, who cites Ar. 
Hq. 1244 and this passage, and Plut. Non posse suad. ch. 26. 6 
(Wyttenb. p. 505e) kairo. ves pev exrerwv eriBarns diadrvOeions 
<ér’> éAridos oyxeital Tivos, as yn mporéfwv Td Toya Kal 
Siavn€dpevos. Neil on Eq. 1244 agrees with Casaubon that in 
the phrase er’ eAridos oxetoOat the metaphor is of a man on a 
raft, and he cps. Phaedo 85d éxi tottov dxotpevos worep Eri 
oxedias. Certainly Plutarch did not use the metaphor with the 
consciousness of its coming from the use of an anchor; a ship- 
wrecked swimmer would not fare any better for being anchored. 
Still I can hardly believe Porson to have been wrong in such a 
matter. 
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c2f. The noms. 6 doBos 6 rapwov ... OTE... yeyovws are 
in explanatory apposition to tatta mdvra. Both kinds of fear 
helped to unite the populace. F.H.D. suggests that ov. . 
exexT vo is a “ gloss,” SovAevovres being taken from the foll. dovAe- 
ve_v. Badham rejects the words €x Tov vopwv Tov. They involve 
a tautology, but it is difficult to see who could have inserted them. 
An author does sometimes say the same thing twice over, in slightly 

_ different language, if he wants to lay special stress on the idea 
conveyed. Certainly there is no idea in the Laws to which Plato 
attaches such importance as to this, ie. that loyalty to good laws 
begets a good character. It was this loyalty, he says, to the laws 
and institutions of a better time that made the Athenians of that 
day what they were. 

c5. Cp. 647a8f. vowoberns . . . tovtov tov PdBov ev Tin 
peyiotn véBer.—Cp. the scriptural use of the word fear, eg. 
“the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.” 

c6. is 6 devAds eAe’Hepos Kai apoBos* dv «i TdTE pr) Séos 
eAaPev, ovk av rote cvveAPwv nyivaro, “from which (kind of fear) 
the timorous man is (by nature) free and immune; and yet, had it 
not been for his seizure by a fear on that occasion, the timorous 
man would never have joined the army, and repelled the foe.” 
For ad¢ofos with a cognate gen. cp. 647¢3 adoBov ... ddBwv 
tmoAXov tiwev.—dv: the rel. clause has here, I think, an 
adversative force.—déos ¢AaPev: used with the consciousness that 
it was an epic phrase (cp. the Hom. déos efAev), and, moreover, 
that déos had a literary connexion with aidws. Cp. O 657 
ioxe yap aidas kal déos, the verse from the Cypria quoted at 
Euthyphro 12b1 iva yap S€0s évOa Kai aides, and Soph. Aj. 1073- 
1083, the passage which begins ov ydp wot’ ovr’ ay ev moAcu voor 
kadas hepowrT av évOa pn KabertHKy S€os, and associates déos with 
aicxtvn.—tThe idea of the fight with fear—which here results in 
the mastering of the first kind of fear by the second—has occurred 
above at 647¢10 rH pev dechia tH ev aitM TpoTpaxdpevov Kal 
vikOvtTa aitiy Sei TéeAcov otTw yliyver Oar pds avdpeiav.—After a 
careful consideration of the ten or more emendations proposed in 
various parts of this passage, | have come to the conclusion that 
they all present difficulties at least as great as those in the text ; 
and so, I am glad to see, has O. Apelt (p. 6); only he accepts 
Schanz’s statement that A has 7 6 deAds, and he proposes to read 
9 © derrds dX. Kai ad. But Burnet, who comes after Schanz, 
assures us that A, like all the other MSS., reads 7js. (The chief 
emendations are: js 6 SotAos Heindorf and Ast, is 6 Sjos Herm., 
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<to> tore Heind., djyos for déos Badham, pydets for pr dé€os 
Stallb., 7) 0 duos Schanz, 6 for dv Ritter; Schmidt would reject 
Kat apoBos and cvved Bur.) 

d2. pov €xaoros: if Sjpos had been the true reading at 
either place above, it would not have been necessary to alter the 
subject to nuov exacros here. 

d3-e6. Meg. “ What you say is not only very true, but hess 
is also a special fitness in its being said by you as an Athenian.” 
Ath. “There zs a special fitness about my words, Megillus; I 
mean that it is right to tell that story to you, born as you are to 
an inheritance in your ancestors’ character. Moreover, I want you 
and Cleinias to consider what my story has to do with law- 
making” (lit. “if I am saying what has in any degree ”—7.—“ an 
appropriateness to vowolecia”). “ For my disquisition is not made 
for the story’s sake, but for the reason I mention” (i.e. to help us 
to understand the right principles of voyobecia). ‘It is interest- 
ing: (lit. “just look!”) just as, in a way, our fate was the same as 
that of the Persians, though they reduced the populace to absolute 
slavery, and we, on the other hand, drove our masses towards 
absolute freedom, so our discourse of a little time back turns out 
in a way very useful (towards deciding) how and what ought to be 
said next.” 

d6. Ast would read kow.wwvov 5) tov Tatpiwv yeyovdta pices 
He was partly led to this by the fact that ratpw@wv (for ratTépwv) 
was (apparently) the only MS. reading he knew. 

a8. H. Steph. alters ri to 7a, Schanz rejects it; Wagner reads 
tpoonkov for tpooyjKovta—all quite unnecessary changes. 

el. Most interpreters take of eyo evexa to mean “with a 
view to the object of our discussion.” It seems more ae to 
take (robrov) 0 A€yw to mean “what I mentioned just now.” 

e2. taitdv wafos: ie. national deterioration and decay.— 
The plpf. cvpP_eByxKec—in which Schanz may well be right in 
introducing the augment—does not imply that the process of 
deterioration took place at Athens sooner than in Persia; it marks 
the time of the events as previous to that of the verb eipypevor cio. 

e 3. For A’s ayovor, L and O have ayayotou. 
e5. The chief difficulty in this passage is in the apparent 

inadequacy of kaA@s eipnyéevoe as an introduction to the sub- 
ordinate 7@s Aéywpev. All through the paragraph the idea of 
jitness and correspondence has been prominent: this may incline us 
to read into kaAds the notion “aptly,” i.e. in this case, “so as to 
give an indication.” (Ficinus puts in “demonstrant.”) This is 
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better than, with Schanz, to suppose a lacuna after rovvrevOev (to 
which he affixes a mark of interrogation, having previously made 
od Aéyw evexa depend on dpare, and accepted Badham’s ov yap ; 
for yap before éevd)).—Hug proposed 7 ydp; Ritter ri yap; Ast 
at one time was for rejecting ms . . . TovvtevOev ; Wagner sus- 
pected oi mpoy. . . . etpypevor. 

700a 4, Tivwv KUptos: as we might say, “master of the 

situation” ; twvwy is neuter—The tpdrov tiva apologizes for the 
apparent contradiction in exov edovAevoe. (Some take tivwy to 
be masc., and supply vopwv.) 

a7. wept tiv povoixyv: cp. above on 685¢c2, The danger 
of innovations in music is described in much the same way at Rep. 
424 bcd.—-zpdrov: he is here answering the question “what laws 
have you in your mind?” not “what laws were they slaves to?” so 
that rp@rov gives the logical and not the temporal order, “in the 
first place.” Though the so-called slavery did not begin with 
the music, the first indication of the lawless temperament was, he 
says, visible in this domain. How significant and how important 
a tendency to lawlessness in music is, can be seen by readers of 
Book II. and of the above-cited passage of the Republic, where 
Plato emphasizes its importance as a main element in the influences 
formative of character and disposition. But there was more in it 
than that, as we shall see at 701a: along with and as the result 
of the presumption of the uneducated mob to disregard the 
established rules and criteria of musical art, the mob grew conceited, 
and this conceit, politically speaking, poisoned their freedom, and 
made democracy dangerous. Men no longer had a proper respect 
for the judgement of their superiors. . 

a9-c7. Sinpnpevyn . . . eytyvero, “our music in those days 
was divided into definite kinds and styles; one kind of song was 
used to address the gods, and was called tpuvor; as a counterpart 
to this came a different kind of song, which might well have been 
called Op7jvor; ofa third kind were raiwves; still another—so-called, 
I take it, because describing the birth of Dionysus—was named 
SiGbpapBos. And they used this very word voor to describe a 
fifth kind: these they further distinguished as xiOapwd:koi (for 
the lyre). Now these distinctions of kind, and others like them, 
were binding; you could not set any song to any kind of tune 
which did not belong to it. Moreover the authority to take 
cognizance of these rules, to pronounce judgement in accordance 
with them, and punish those who offended against them, was not 
the catcall, or the discordant outcries of the gallery, as it is now, 
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nor the clapping of hands either, to signify applause. No: the 
educated part of the audience had made it a rule, as far as they 
were concerned, to listen in silence throughout a performance, 
and there was the reminder of the official’s rod to keep order 
among the children and flunkeys (their attendants) and the mass 
of the populace.” 

b 1. «id7 and ocyxjpara here seem used in the same sense as 
eidos and tpdmo. at Rep. 424¢ ecidos yap Kawdov povoikns 
petaPaAdXeuw evrAaBnréov WS €v drAw KLVOUVEVOVTG." ova pov yap 

KLVOUVTQL JLOUTLKIS TpOTrot avev ToAtTLUK@V VOpwy pEeyioTov. 

b2. Of the two readings troir» A and rovro L and O, the 
former is manifestly the correct one——On the other hand I think 
a corrector of O was right in changing the addo after e€nv into 
&dAXw at b7. The original scribe was misled by familiarity with 
the phrase GAAo eis GAAO “indiscriminately.” If A L and O— 
and dAa 7a avTiypada, ace. to the scribe of O—are right, wa 
must suppose Plato to have been guilty of a vulgar error. (So 
also in the case of Aristotle, De part. anim. 663 b 31.) 

b 3. av exarAeoev and perhaps padcora imply that the term 
Opyvo., as thus applied, did not date from these early times. 

b5. The ofuas possibly does not imply doubt in the speaker’s 
mind as to the subject, but as to the reason for the name 
5OtpayBos. The apposition is a strange one, anyhow. (Can 
yéveots possibly be used in the sense of “a production ”—“a 
Dionysiac product” ?)—vdpovs : the so-called Nomes must have 
been, as Wagner and Apelt say, something like the German 
Chorale, and, from their solemn character were necessarily accom- 
panied by the lyre——This use of the term Jaw in music seems to 
Plato, in a way, to clinch his argument; cp. below 722e1 and 
799e10 ff., Plut. De mus. 1133b¢.—The applicability of words 
denoting fixed standards or rules to music is evident in many 
languages. E.g. our canon (Gr. xavwv) denotes a composition 
written strictly according to rule. (Grove’s Dict. of Music, s.v. 
canon.) It is amusing to read at Arist. Probl. 19. 28 (919 b 38) 
that the véuou which were sung were so called because, in illiterate 
ages and peoples, actual laws were sung—like versified Latin 
gender rules. ; Ho 

b6. Gd bs Tia ETepav, “regarding them” (i.e. the Nomes) 
“as a special kind of song”; merely a variety of the previous 
@ons €Tepov eidos, (Ritter pronounces ws, and Apelt érépay, as 
inexplicable, and the latter proposes to read tepay for erépayr.) 

b 7. See above on b 2. 
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cl. tovtwy depends on xtpos; Ast well compares a similar 
gen. and infin. with xipios at Dem. Adv. Aristocr. 689 (sub fin.) 
T) Kupiw Tov Pdpwv yevoyevyw TA£a1.-—I have thought it well to 
put a comma after tovtwv. For the loosely connected epexegetic 
infins. cp. below 790 c¢ 3, Rep. 416 a6 (with Adam’s note), 443 b 8, 
Gorg. 513 e (with Thompson’s note), Tim. 33.4, Phaedr. 242 b. 

c5. tois pev yeyovoo. wept raidevowv: a vague phrase for 
what we should call “the cultured classes ”—“ those who moved 
in educated circles.”—yeyovevas repi=the Lat. versari in; for a 
similar phrase cp. Phil. 33c¢5 Kal pay TO ye étepov eidos Tov 
noovav Oo THs PuxNs avTAs epapev eivar dud pvnpns wav eoTL 
yeyoves, so Theag. 130b du’ aarexOeias eyeydver. (Ast and others 
take the words to mean the body of teachers and educational officials 
—“those engaged in education.”)—For zaidevors in the sense of 
culture cp. Prot. 349a3 raideioews Kat apetns diddoKadov, Tim. 
532 éemei petéexeTe TOV KATA TaidevoL dav. 

¢6. atirots: emphatic, “with their own ears.” Riddell however, 
Digest § 222, takes it as a mere “ pronominal resumption.”—zaii 

. OxAw: cp. Rep. 397 d 7. 
G1. ravr’: adverbial, ‘in these respects”; it goes with 

apxerOat.—ovTw tetaypévws, “so strictly.” (If any alteration 
of the text is to be proposed, I should venture to suggest rd7’ 
for Tavr’.) 

d4. dice . . . xO0vns, “ignorant, in spite of all their 
poetical gifts, of what is right and proper in the Muses’ domain, 
frenzied victims of an unhappy itch for pleasure.” This censure 
applies to both words and tune. Aristoxenus, as quoted by 
Athenaeus (xiv. 632), echoes it thus: kai ta Oéatpa éxBeBap- 
Bdpwrat Kat cis peyaAnv diapOopav rpoedndrAvOev 1) Tavdnpos 
avtTyn povoixy. See also the quotation from the same author 
made by Plut. De mus. 1142 b, where Telesias of Thebes is said 
to have forsaken the old school of Pindar and others for that of 
Philoxenus and Timotheus, with disastrous effects. 

6. kepavvivtes xtA.: cp. Plut. De mus. 1133 b od yap e€jv 7d 
Tadady oitw Toreia Gar Tas K’Bapwdias ws viv, oVSE peTaEeperV TAS 
appovias kat Tovs puOpors. 

el. povoixns . . . opOdrnra, “without intending it, they 
were guilty of so far slandering their art as to assert, in their 
folly, that there was no such thing as right or wrong in music: 
the one proper criterion was the pleasure of the hearer, be he 
gentle or simple.” 

e3. cite BeAtiwv cite xelpwv av ein tis: the syntax is 
- 409 
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peculiar; dv e’j seems to be the reported-speech form of the 
iterative av tiv :—o kpivwv av iv BeAtiwv tes, “the arbiter would 
be (on occasion) a man of some consideration”; this, quoted from 
somebody else’s mouth, might be (67) or (et) BeATiwv tis ein av 6 
kpivwv. It is not parallel to the eirep .. . mevfoipnv av at 
Prot. 329 b (which is itself not free from suspicion), for that is in 
direct speech, and the main verb is a present (Goodwin, M. and T. 
§ 506). | 

e4. It is clear from the context that roirai and roujpara 
are here used of musical composers and compositions in the first 
place, though the same artist “sets” (€riAéyer), to the hetero- 
geneous musical medley, words of an equally extravagant kind 
(rovovTouvs). 

e5. wapavopiav: at the same time that these lawless poets 
gave the mob (ot zoAXot) an unfounded conceit in their own 
judgement, they discredited the principles on which alone a true 
judgement could be passed. . 

701 a3. Geatpoxparia: as» we might say, “Tom, Dick, and 
Harry usurped the critic’s chair.” Cp. Hamlet tt. ii. 26 “the: bf ] P 
censure of the which one” (ie. “the judicious”) “must in your 
allowance o’erweigh a whole theatre of others.”—“ 6 O et s.v. A?: 
av A,” Burnet. 

a 3-a 7. “For even though a democracy had arisen, if confined 
to music (ev avt7 povov), and to properly educated men, it would 
have done no great harm; but, as it was, it did not stop at 
-music, and the notion that every man was an authority on every 
subject, and was above all rules, this was the notion which got 
the upper hand among us, and Education had to give way 
to it.”—For this sense of ovvedeometo cp. 690b8f. erecOar 
pev Tov averiotypova .. . Tov de PpovodvTa wyyeirGai Te Kal 
OpPX ELV. 

a4. “airy L (ut vid.): eavty A O,” Burnet.—Again at a5 
A and O have tpiv,a manifest error for #uiv, but no good MS. 
has the latter, and some omit the pronoun altogether. 

a7. adpoBo.: without the right kind of fear, that is, of which 
we heard so much at the end of Bk. I. Pope expresses a good 
deal of the same idea when he says “For fools rush in where 
Angels fear to tread.” 

a8. 7d yap xrA., “for what is it but shocking impudence, 
when a man disregards the opinion of his betters out of a self- 
conceit that is begotten of liberty grown over-bold ?” 

b 2. dmroteroApnpevns: Ast eps. Plut. Galba 1064 (ch. 25) 
410 : 
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dua tiv OAvyotyTa TOV amroTeToApnpevwv (of men engaged in a 
desperate venture). 

b6. eropévn tavTy pevyew: for éeropevyn taity y €AevOepia 
Tov devyerv; a remarkable instance of the power of leaving out 
words recently uttered in a parallel construction. 

b7. L (and two minor MSS.) have vovOérnoww here for the 
vopobernow of the rest. Badham restored vovOéryow as a 
conjecture. (The same restoration may probably be made at 
Plutarch, Galba, ch. 18, where we read éddxee yap ovK avrds 
drow repetv povos dAXAa vopobereitv Kat diddoKew Tors pel” avTiv 
avToKpaTopas. ) 

b8f. eyyts Tod TéXovs obo, and rpds avTo 715 TO TéEAEL are 
metaphors from the stadium. Freedom is running a race to 
perdition, and the two stages described are the semi-final, and the 
final. 

c1lff. mpos . . . kaxov, “in their final stage they are con- 
temners of oaths, and pledges and of everything sacred and divine, 
and they present (to the world) the spectacle of the Titanic nature 
of which the old stories tell us—how they had to return to their 
old quarters, and pass a cruel time of unending woe.”—Or, if 
erel emt be read, “for they had to return etc.” (H. Steph. puts 
in wore before éri ; Ast said bore should be supplied in thought ; 
Stallb. said it was not needed at all; Schanz writes adixopévors, 
but all, apparently, take the words to refer to the degenerate 
“liberals.” The only possible explanation of the wdAuy (in that 
case) that occurs to me is to suppose Plato to share the view 
expressed by Dio Chrys. xxx. p. 550 dre tov tov Titdvev 
aipatos erpev ayes amavtes of avOpwrou (whence the enmity of 
Heaven).)—ri)v Aeyopuevny is “as related in the old stories,” and I 
believe eri ra avTa . . . xaxov to refer to the ‘Titans, and to 
depend on something to be supplied in thought from Aeyopevyy. 
In the form of the story here referred to the Titans were punished 
for some offence by being sent to Tartarus. They escaped, fought 
with the Olympian Gods (their superiors), were beaten, and sent 
back to Tartarus (or worse), to stay. It is a state of eternal 

| punishment like this to which those who abuse their liberty are 
condemned. «Kat pipovpevors then means, by implication, “and 
giving a representation of their fate.” (Possibly an ewe’ has been 
lost before emi ; ef. Prot. 353 a 2.) ) 

c3. €. Kal pupovpévors: these datives like ovow go with 
yiyvour ay, but would sound like absolute datives.' 

— €6. Exdorote dvaAapBdavew =“ constantly pull up.” 
411 
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c7. Kextnuevov and depdpevov agree with the subject to 
avaapPaverv, ie. “oneself,” and the ordua is one’s own mouth 
which speaks the Adyos (Stallb. takes ax. 73 or. to be “unbridled in 
mouth,” and to refer to the Adyov)—with a glance at the previous 
metaphor—, then directly, the Adyos itself is pictured again as a 
runaway horse. Cp. Prot. 338a edetvar kal yaddoar Tas vias 
tots Adyous, Eur. Bacch. 385 axaXrivwv cropdtwv avopov T adpo- 
aivas To TéXos Svorvyxia, Aristoph. Ran. 838 axaAwwov crdpa ; so 
we talk of “letting one’s tongue run away with one.” 

dl. azr6 twos dvov meceiv: probably no more than a 
picturesque and familiar expression for “get a fall.” Some 
commentators take the proverb to imply clumsiness, others blindness 
to one’s own advantages (cf. Ar. Nub. 1274). A Land O have voi, 
O? ovov. The mistake was probably not accidental, but due to a 
misunderstanding of some grammarian’s note to the effect that 
often—e.g. in the passage from the Clouds—a7’ ovov was meant to 
be heard as azo vov. 

d2. xdpw évexa: a clear case of conflation. I should follow 
Vat. 177, Schanz, and others in rejecting evexa. Boeckh p. 197 
says: “Illud autem cognoyi, numquam iungi duas praepositiones 
ex tapaAXAyjAov, nisi quarum alterutra possit absque casu scribi, 
ita ut adverbii teneat locum.” (The passages cited by Stallb, in 
defence of the text admit either of special explanation, or of a 
likely emendation.) 

a7. eAeEavev: 693b3. Of the three objects, the first two 
correspond accurately enough to the Liberté and Fraternité of the 
early French Republicans ; but the mind in Plato’s state is shown 
chiefly in the renouncement on the part of the multitude of any 
claim to intellectual Egalité See especially 689b2f., where the 
absence of the disposition to obey the wise is called dvova, 
693c¢ and Rep. 431d ff. 

el. tovtwv evexa 57, “it is to secure these objects that, etc.” 
—The acc. pl. zodurefas has, in the place of the dvo or ditras 
which we should expect, tiv te 65. kai tHv EA. in semi-agreement 
with it. Ficinus translates “duas gubernationum species,” and 
somewhat so, to preserve the order and emphasis, must we trans- 
late in English. But this does not prove that Boeckh (p. 197) is 
right in holding that Plato must have written dvo €idy roAuteias. 
There is no need, indeed, of the passages he quotes (e.g. below 735 a 5) 
to prove that such words would be correct and natural Greek. 
But no one has a right to forbid such a construction as that in 
the text. There is nothing more illogical in it than in, eg. Tov 
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Te O€€0s dpa Kat Bapéos cvyKepavyvpevov at 665a1; still closer 
parallels are Oavyafovres dAXos GAAw EAeyov (Symp. 220 ¢ 6), and 
Kat at dAAaL Tacas oiTws Td abTHs ExdoTn Epyov epyd eras (Rep. 
346 d 5). 

e 3-8. AaPovres xTr.: Exatépas is gen. sing.; Tov pev is “in 
the case of the Persians,” rov dé “in the case of the Athenians.”— 
AaPovres is subordinate to kateiSopev; “we perceived that, when 
we found” or “got” (in either the one or the other, etc.) ; Tore 
resumes the participial clause.—éeAevOepid(ew is used, as at Ar. 
Pol. 131428, of a self-assertive, pushing sense of freedom.— 
Ritter appositely compares Ep. viii. 354 e dovAcia yap kat €AevOepia 
vrepBdrAovea pév Exatépa TayKakov, eupeTpos Se otra Tavdyabov, 
‘and reminds us how near the two passages come to the Aristotelian 
doctrine of the right mean. 

e6. ayayovtwy (so L, O and the margin of A) is intrans. ; 
“when they marched, moved, pushed on”—a military term. A! 
and the margin of O have ayadv tov, from which Schanz con- 
jectures the original reading to have been dyav tévtwv. Many 
other alterations have been proposed of this passage, as may be 
seen from Schanz’s critical note. 

e7. ovte Tois ove Tois : cp. 721b3 XPpare pev ToTols Kal 
TOTOLS, u kal TH Oe atypia, Rep. 546 ¢ iropay) pev TH, Xen. fiep. 
Ath. 2. TOUTO pev €k THs, ToUTo be ex THs, Theaet. 167¢ ev 
pev To... ev d€ 7. The pure demonstrative use of the article 
is unusual outside Homer and the tragedians (e.g, Aesch. Suppl. 
439 7) Toiow 7 Tots TOAEHOV uiper Oar peyar). 

70242. avT@v: its position, and the y’ both help to make 
this word emphatic; “and that’s the reason why.” 

a6. Adyous, zeugma; we must supply from éOeacdpeOa a 
verb to fit it. 

a8. modis ... kai idia: in the first two books we were 
dealing with the latter subject—ie. the way laws can help to 
make a good man—and in the third book with the former—the 
right way to ordain the constitution of a state. The mention of 
this subject is a dramatic introduction to Cleinias’s subsequent 
communication. The following question clinches the matter ; for 
‘the Ath. asks if there is any test to be applied which would gauge 
the success of their attempts, and the soundness of their theories. 

b4. xara tiyxnv T.va: in the same sense Kara Gedy is used at 
682e10 and at Huthyd. 272e1 Kara Gedy yap Twa €TVXOV 
Kaipevos evravda ; so at b7 xara twa ab KaLpov. 

c2. Kal mpds adv.) : cp. Laws 746d 8 kai rpds ye Tas moXe- 
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pukas Tages, Gorg. 469b1 kal éAcevov ye mpos, 513 D6 Kal v. p. 
A. 7@ IlvptAdprovs ye zpds, Rep. 328 a6 Kai rpds ye mavvvyida 
Tooovgtv, 466 e Kai mpos ye G€ovor Twv maidwy eis Tov roAEpoV 
doo. ddpol, 559a2 Kat rpds ovdev ayabdyv evortoar Spor, Euthyd. 
294a Kat ot ye mpds, Men. 90e kai dpabia ye zpos, Prot. 321d 
mpos Oe kai at Aws dvAakxat poBepai Foav, Soph. 234 a dypi, kat 
mpos ye Oaddrrns, Menex. 249 e kal mpds ye &AAwyv (-o1s) ToAAGY 
(-ots) xapuv €xw. It will be seen that only three of these passages 
have no ye. In other authors the ye is left out as often as not. 

c8. eyoi re Kal tiv: the advantage to the three speculators 
would be—ultimately perhaps—the opportunity of putting their 
views to the test of experience (see Timaeus 19), but, at all 
events, immediately the opportunity of seeing the general prin- 
ciples, above arrived at, applied to concrete instances, and embodied 
in actual laws. In either case they would be putting their 
theories to the test. ; 

dl. ex Tov cipnygvwv: possibly this refers only to the con- 
versation which had already taken place—possibly to the whole 
of the conversation on the subject on which they were then 
engaged. The former explanation suits the context better, but 
the word exAe€avres is in favour of the latter—ro Adyw, “in 
imagination.” 

d 2. ofov “imagining ourselves to be.” | 
3. ériocxeis, inspection, ecamination, as at 849 a, rather than 

umquiry, as at Rep. 456c¢; “we shall be able to look at what we 
want ”—1.e. a test of their theories. 

d6. ov woAeuov ye exayyéAAes: “idem proverbium habes 
Phaedr. 242 B ubi schol. ert tov dya0a dyyeAXOvtwv, EeuvyjcOy 
TavTHS Kal ev TE Tpit TOV Nopwv, dein mpocarTes est i. g. andes 
ut interpretatur Hesych.” (Stallb.) 

BOOK 1V 

704a1, “Well, what are we to understand that your city is 
going to be?” (“I don’t mean,” he goes on, “ what it is called 
now, or what name is going to be given it, but, is it going to be 
a coast town, or an inland town ?”) 

a4. kal 6 Katoxurpos avTys, “the mere circumstances of its 
founding ;” e.g. who founded it ? or how was it done? Plato later 
speaks of this imaginary city as 7) Mayvjtwv rodis 8606, 
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946 b6,969a5. Thenames Bipoa and NedroXrs and KAa(opevai 
would fall under this head. 

a5. motapov tuvos .. . erwvupia, “a name taken from some 
river.” Cp, 62604 tis Geod erwvupias agcvos. 

bl. zpocGein Hv aitov dyynv ... rode, “will confer on 
the new-born city the sacred sound by which they themselves are 
called ”—almost ‘‘ their own special associations”; pin, in such 
a connexion, has a flavour of sanctity.—As I think that atrov 
refers only to rotapés, kpjvy, and Oeoi, and not to Katoixicpos 
and toros, I would remove the comma which Burnet puts after 
Tom. We can get an imaginary doim for Kkatotxurpos and 
Toros out of mpooGein.—(Apelt, Eisenach prog. 1901, would read 
yevvopevn for yevouevy, an attractive suggestion which removes 

704a 

all difficulties in the construction ; tpooGe’n would govern TovTo — 
and yevv. would govern dijynv. H. Steph. would put in doim (Fic. 
“ dabit ”), Hug zovoin, after toros ; Schanz would reject tv atrov 
oypynv—all alterations for the worse.) 

b6. xara tatvra avrys, “on that side of it,” ie. at the point 
of the coast which i 18 nearest to it; this kata tatvra is represented 
in the answer by tavrp. 

_ ¢l. epi attri: cp. above on 685 c 2,—-From this sentence, and 
that at ¢ 8 below, we see that r/ dé; (“ what about ?”) may be used 
with a variety of constructions. Cp. Gorg. 509d, Rep. 470a, 
Phaedo 78d.—Atc8 Schanz follows Schneider in reading ri 6¢ ; 
70. 

c5. It is clear from the context that od wavv is here an un- 
qualified negative ; “ None whatever” (Jowett). 

¢10. 6A», Eusebius’s reading, is much better than the 6A7 of 
the MSS. It is the fact that Crete as a whole is mountainous 
which is in point here. This statement does not exclude the 
possibility of there being some level spaces in the territory. To 
say that “every yard” of the new territory is like Crete would 
be nonsense—as if Cretan soil had a colour or texture of its own. 

dl. The fem. adj. may be meant to agree with ywpav (under- 
stood), see c 6, or possibly with dio from the previous line. 

a3. ov... dviatos ... mpds: lit. “not hopeless for,” i.e. “not 
unfavourable to.” For the same use of zpos cp. Rep. 433d 
évdutAXov (rH copic) mpos apeTnv ToAews, and Symp. 179 a évOcov 

: mpos a G.peTnV. 
4. ci... duedrcev civac: lit. “if it had been going to be,” ie. 

“if we had had to face the prospect of legislating for a sea-port 
(it would have been beyond human powers).” Below, at d7, 
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et pin) . . . GueArXev . . . eLerv means “otherwise it must have 
acquired,” lit. “if it was not to acquire.” The latter use is a 
quasi-auxiliary one (Goodwin, M. and T. 428 a); in the former the 
verb is more alive—has more of its own proper meaning. 

a5. For ee: without av cp. Goodwin, M. and T. 415 fi. 
d6. toA\Ad . . . 70 Kat roxita Kat daddrAa: lit. “many 

ways as bad as they are refined ”—“ many dangerous refinements ” ; 
wotkiAos here, like rovkiAAw at Eur. Cycl. 339, has the notion of 
“ over-civilized,” “ over-complicated,” ‘‘over-refined ” (not “ dis- 
cordant ” as Jowett). Cp. rep. 557 ¢ merouxtApevn racw 7Oecrv. 

d7. towitn pioe. yevouevn, “in consequence of its natural 
position”; we should merely say ‘in consequence.” The 
redundancy is quite in Plato’s style. Cp. eg. Rep. 505b 7 ravra 
TaAAa povety avev Tov ayabod, Kaddv de Kai ayabdy pdev 
ppoveiy ; 

d8. rapaptGvov exe, “ there is comfort in” (Jowett).—Stallb. 
well cps. Cicero, De rep. 11, 3 and 4, where he talks of the corruptela 
ac demutatio morum in maritime cities, and praises Romulus for 
putting Rome away from the coast. 

705al1. dcov evrApevwréepav: cp. above b8. The better the 
harbour, the more dangerous it was.—dpuws de xtX., ‘however, 
we will make shift to do with it as it is” Ast and Wagner 
wrongly take these words to mean, “so much the better that it is 
(removed from the sea)” but this entirely neglects the dpuus dé. 
This clause is almost parenthetic—“not that I insist on any 
alteration” ;—the yap in the following sentence goes back to the 
eyyttepov tov déovros THs OaArAdoons, the danger of proximity to 
the sea. 

a2. 7d pev map exdotynv tpéepay 7606: spoken probably not, 
as the modern reader would be inclined to take it, of the visible 
charm of the sea, but of the convenience to daily life of a varied 
and well-stocked market. Cp. Modern Painters, pt. iv. ch. xiii. 
SS 17 ff. 

a3. dvrws= “in a deeper sense than the superficial meaning of 
the words”; i.e. there is something morally as well as physically 
distasteful about the sea. The words addpupdv 76 yerrovnpa occur, 
we are told, in a poem of Aleman. 

a4. dua xarnAeias does not go closely with eumiprddaoa, but 
is a quasi-adjectival adjunct probably to xpywatupov alone ; cp. 
Rep. 371 d and Soph. 223 d, where é€yzropou are distinguished from 
kémnAou: the former travel with their goods (and probably sell 
wholesale) ; the latter iSptpevor ev dyopd .. . (7xddv Te ot doOever- 
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TUTOL TA THpaTa Kal ayxpeiot Te AAXAO Epyov mpdrrewv), buy from 
importers, and sell, retail, to natives. — 
a5. 70n radipBora kai aruwra, “shifty and dishonourable 

ways,” “trickery and cheating.” The word zaAiuPoAos, which 
seems to have obtained considerable currency in later Greek, is 
explained by Ruhnken (Tim. p. 148), following Harpocration, 
as originally applied to something thrown back on one’s hands— 
particularly a slave. Dio Chrys. xxxi, 321d couples the word 
with raAiumparos. Here Dio seems to use the word in the sense 
of “ good-for-nothing ” (cp. our phrase “an old shop-keeper,” and 
Uncle Remus’s “the same old two-and-sixpence” ), but previously 
on the same page he says a healthy nature has nothing raAiuPoAov 
or Suoyepés about it, where the words evidently mean shifty and 
spiteful respectively, as the following words identify the char- 
acteristics with dadty and sovnpia. The meaning shifty is 
vouched for by Timaeus’s interpretations roAvperaBords te Kat 
ert pud yvopun pr): péevov. Both meanings are well attested by 
Ruhnkén’s quotations. mdAvy in composition, like our back-, has 
often a sinister significance (cp. taduwtpuBys at Soph. Phil. 448, 
tariyyAwooos Pind. N. i. 88, radtyxotos,—backword, backfriend, 
backslide, backbite. Dio in the above passage may well have had 
Plato’s words in mind: he says, dAAa tods pev KarijAovs Tovs 
€v Tois péTpois KakovpyovvTas, ofs 6 Bios early aitdev, amd 
ainxpoKkepdeias, puceite Kat Kodd(ere (?d7d aicypoKepdeias 
spurious). 

a8. wapapvG.ov ... mpds tadta: probably not “an assuage- 
ment of these fears of ours,” but ‘‘an abatement of these dangers.” 
Cp. Thue. y. 103 €Amis dé kwdtvy rapaptOvov otoa, and Plato, 
Critias 115 b mapapt6.a tAnocpovns. The word is used at 773 e, 
and elsewhere in the Laws, in the sense of ‘‘incitement to,” and so 
Athenaeus 640e uses it when he misquotes Plato’s mrapapsO va 
trAncpovns as mapaptOua dovns—Kat 7d mapcpopos evar, “the 
very fact that (it) produces all kinds of crops.” | 

bl. Schanz’s faith in A is here justified. Its original iading 
was undoubtedly djA0v ws ovx av roAvdopos apa, and so Schanz, 
rightly, as I think. L O, Eus., and Stob. follow a text which reads 
djAov @s odk av twoAvdopds Te €in Kal mdpdopos dua, and a 
corrector of A (so Schanz), or (as Burnet) the original writer, has 
altered the shorter into the longer form—changing roAvdopos to 
woppopos, and adding the missing words in the margin, so as to 
come before that word. (Stob. has tus for te.) The opuovoréAcvrov 
provides a likely explanation of the omission, but the shorter form. 
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gains so much in lucidity as to make it preferable. For the 
omission of ei) cp. Rep. 371a1 Gv av avrois ypeta. 

b 4. kaxov goes with eis yev. kat dix. 7O0v KTHowv, much as 
aviatos was used with rpds apetns KTjoww at 704 d.—av@ evds ev: 
cp. Rep. 331 b, Phil. 63 c. This phrase, though often used with 
superlatives, or expressions equivalent to superlatives, does not in 
itself mean “prae ceteris” (Ast), or “above all” (L. & S.)—here, 
for instance, it could not be so translated—but it is like our 
“taking one thing with another,” “taking it all round.” The 
similar eis rpds eva, however, at Laws 788 e and Epin. 976 e, has 
acquired (from its constant use in comparison) just this sense of 
“above all.” Cp. 647 b, 738 e. 

b6. ev Tots tpdcGev Adyous: at 696 a ov yap pH ToTE yEevynTat 
Tais Kal avynp Kal yépwv ex Tattys THS Tpopys, Siahepwv mpds 
apetynv, Where the tpody referred to is the kaxds Bios ov ot Tov 
Siadhepovtws tAoveiwy Kal Tupdvvev maides TA TOAAG COOL. 

c 5. mpds ta Tov’ evtds TOV TAOiwv pepy: there is a slight 
redundance here. Badh, insists on correcting to mpds TavTds, and 
Schanz follows him. But why might not Plato say “for the parts 
of the ships’ interiors,” instead of ‘‘ for the parts inside the ships,” 
or “for the inside parts of the ships”? Cp. Prot. 334 b, where 
Ta e€wGev and Ta evTds TOU THpaTos are used for the exterior and 
the interior of the body, and Phaedr. 247 ¢ ai 5é Oewpotor ta €Ew 
Tov ovpavov (not “the things beyond the ovpavés,” but “the 
outside of the odpavds ”). 

c6. There is a Platonic redundance also about the éexdorote 
(“always”) following on avayKaiov (err). 

C7. kal tavtTa ... THS pioews, “that natural feature of the 
country also is a good one.” 

c 8. ti 67; “how so ?” 
c9. ‘It is well that a city should find it difficult to follow its 

enemies’ example to its cost.’—For the double acc. cp. below on 
742 e 3. 

a2. Schanz says that A reads 67 71, and this seems to me to 
lead up to the Ath’s. answer better than the usually received 5: ri. 
It is “ Have you anything that has been said, in your mind, when 
you say that?” To which the Ath. answers, in effect: “Yes; but 
it is something that was said some time ago.” 

d 3. What he means by @vAarré pe is further defined at e 1 ff., 
ie. “take care that I do not fall into (1) the error of putting 
something else before virtue, or (2) that of exalting one kind of 
virtue at the expense of the rest.”—I. Bruns, p. 170, of course 
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regards this reference to Bk. I. as the work of his ‘ Redaktor.” 
The mention of Crete which follows suggested the interpolation 
to him, he says, and he further remarks that, inasmuch as dvdpeia 
alone suffered as the result of the “bad imitation” in question, 
the interpolation ‘does not. fit.” But, though exclusive care 
for one virtue is wrong in a legislator, it must surely be right 
for him to oppose the stifling of any one virtue, when it is 
threatened. Thereby he is avoiding the first of the two dangers 
mentioned above, ie. that of setting something else higher than 
virtue. The following words tovrov yap... Tov mpoeipnpéevorv 
—which Bruns apparently does not include in the “ interpolation ” 
—show that Plato is here thinking of that first danger. 

a5. éAcyérnv: for the termination cf. Curtius, Gk. Verb i. 80 
(p. 54 Eng. trans.). 

d8. 7d d€: adverbial, “whereas”; cp. 642a 3. 
706a1. dtp dv... pov: this sentence was a puzzle to the 

scribes of our earliest MSS. and is a puzzle still. A originally 
wrote TovTwv, kaAav and povw, Land O originally wrote rovrTwv, 
and xaddv, and O wrote povwv. In A and O rovrwr is corrected 
to Tov Tov, and a late hand in A gives roy alone; O corrects 
povwv to pov, and A pdovm to pdver, and a late hand in A has 
povov. One way out of the difficulty is, with Schneider and 
Schanz, to write (67 dv ovvex@s) TOV del KadOv TL ovvernTaL 
povov. Stallb., the Ziirich edd., and Wagner read rovrwv trav det 
kaAav (the two latter read pdvov for povw). Burnet is the first 
to print L’s and O’s caddy. (Ast commends xaAdédv in his note, but 
does not print it in his text.) This, I think, with A’s original 
TovTwy and pov, gives the best reading of the passage. The 
awkward tovrwv, which depends on édTw pov, is used generally of 
objects of legislation; étw, with which pov agrees, is dat. after 
ovverntrat, We may translate: “only at that among the objects 
of legislation which is attended throughout its whole operation, and 
on every occasion, by some laudable result.”—I believe, with Ast, 
that the mparov Wevdos was the conversion of KaAdv to Kaddv. 
The case seems to demonstrate the independent value of L and O, 
(Ritter, accepting Hermann’s ingenious tov étw av o. Tov adel 

_ kadoy, reads povov for povw; F.H.D. prefers Hermann’s solution.) 
—For the Sixnv To€drov cp. 934 b Xp?) . . » TOds Vopous Togorou 
pn KaKOU otToxd(erOar Sixnv Tov Te peyebous KkTA.—We find det 
guvex@s together at 807 e (and Hat. i. 67)—hence Winckelmann 
would read here TUVEX OS del TOV KaAOY. 

a2ffi ra adAAa otipravra are ‘all the other Shjecta of 
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legislation,” and tov mpoeipnuevwv at a4 are “the aforesaid 
objects,” i.e. that the law should promote (1) virtue, and (2) virtue 
in general. 

a4. Ov Tvyxdvy: a very vague expression. So we might say 
“is to be got by it.”—r)v dé 6 . . . yiyverOou, “the dangerous 
imitation of one’s enemies, to which I referred, arises in the 
following way.” 

a7. After the apologetic parenthesis the €Aeyov yiyver Oar 
construction is abandoned, and direct narrative is substituted. 

a8. yap 57 like (the suggested) 51) ydép at 638 a 7, “ for instance,” 
“in fact.” 

b7. dv... cvvyveyxev: so put because the Athenians did not 
then become a sea power. The difficulty with Minos and the 
Minotaur was got over in another way. (Plato mentions the 
story also at Phaedo 58ab.) The ydp before ay, to which Stallb. 
takes exception, explains and justifies the application of the adj. 
Kakyv to pipnow in ad. 

cl. poviuwv is in strong contrast to the following ruxva 
amomndavras (“making constant starts”), dpopux@s ... aroxwpeiy, 
and pi) ToApavtas aroOvycKew pevovtas. Plutarch twice quotes 
Plato’s poviwwv orAitov: at Themist. ch. 4, and at Philopoemen ch. 14. 

c2. dpopuxds Tax, “as fast as their legs would carry them.” 
e3f. doxety is in direct, eixvias avtots yiyver Pou rpopdces in 

loose dependence on the eOwOjvar in c 2. 
c6. Both the 67 and the tuvas are scornful.—ovK aioyxpds, ds 

pac, puyds: perhaps Plato had in mind Archilochus’s aozis 
exelvn éppetw* e€avtTis KTHToMaL ov Kakiw (Bergk, Anth. Lyr., 
Archil. fr. ; ep. also similar confessions in fragments of Alcaeus and 
Anacreon, and in Hor. Od. ii. 7. 10). 

c 6-8. What is wanting to make this passage intelligible is 
(1) the discovery of a poem (such as those referred to in the last 
note) in which the words ov« aicypas gvyds occurred, and (2) 
another poem in which the words of the author of the first one 
were spoken as “worthy of infinite praise” (eg. afc’ erasvetr Pau 
puptoprupiakts). As it stands it seems remarkable that so much 
should be made of phrases or expressions applied to the conduct just 
described. (Does p. mean “words of command”? F.H.D.). If, 
with Schanz, we reject pyjyara, our mind is naturally fixed, all 
through, mainly on the conduct and habits (eOu@jvar ¢2, €On 
eOifew d 1) of those who use a navy. On the other hand it is 
hard to see what could have induced any scribe to put in pyyara 
if it wasn’t there, while the elaborate pefwous of ovK af... . 
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Tovvavriov is almost equally out of place. Another correction of 
the passage which is attractive—especially if para be retained 
—is that made by “Coraés ad Plutarch. Vol. i. 208. 20” (Stallb.) 
of ravra to rowatra. Stallb. defends ravra by referring to Phil, 
16¢ ravtHv pjynv rapédocav, and—for the absence of the art.— 
Phil. 6547 and Laws 702d 1 (so too 685e4). (If the suggestion 
that we are here dealing with a poetical quotation be accepted, 
perhaps the poetical Avjuata—as F.H.D. suggests—was what Plato 
wrote.) 

¢8. Ast is probably right in writing toAAakwpvpiwv as one 
word ; cp. Theat. 175 a4. 

d2. 76 tév woditav BeATIcTOV pepos: the assumption that 
soldiers are the aristocracy of a state is more explicitly made in 
the Republic. 

d4. av7o: a kind of “ethic” dat.=“in his” (ie. Homer’s 
“representation,” “according to Homer”; cp. Rep. 389e oia kai 
“Opape Avopndns Eyer, and Ar. Poet. 1456 a 27, and Pol. 1339 b 8. 

a5. xatexouevwv, “hard pressed”; cp. Xen. Cyn. 9. 20 
pirtovat dé kat eis Tv OdAatray éav KaTéeXwvTau. 

elff. 5 96-102. The chief difference between Plato’s quota- 
tion and our Homeric text is that he has roAéuov (e 5) in the 
place of our woAcuov. If Plato wrote the gen. he must have 
meant “lay hold on,” “take earnestly to,” fighting. At the 
same time Thue. at i, 112 uses éoyov tov woA€uov in the sense 
of “stopped” fighting.— Other variations are é«voeApovs for 
evooéApous, éAxew for EAKxépev, éeASopevorsr for erikparéovor, 
and of’ dyopevers for dpxape Aady. In all points, I think, our 
Homeric text is better than Plato’s, 

70725. The MSS. read dua owrnpia tyas, Badham would 
read cwrnpias, taking apa adverbially with zpos tovrous, and 
Sehanz and Apelt follow him. Although dpa cwrypia tysds may 
be possible Greek for “ honours conferred in the hour of deliver- 
ance,” yiyvouevns in b1 must go with owrtypias expressed or 
supplied—it cannot, as Stallb. wants, go with ¢eperuxnjs—and 
Tiuds in the sense of price takes a genitive naturally; also the 
temptatation to a scribe to put a dat. after awa is a strong one. 
On these grounds I accept Badham’s emendation—The dpa, 

_ though perhaps improving the rhythm of the sentence, seems 
somewhat redundant ; but ofwo1, which Apelt would substitute for 
it, is out of place in such a decided expression of opinion—We 
may translate: “Again, cities which owe their power to their 

navies do not confer the reward for their deliverance upon the 
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heroes of the fight. The victory is won by the arts of the pilot, 
the boatswain and the rower, and by a miscellaneous and dis- 
reputable crowd (who exercise these arts), and there can be no 
proper bestowal of honours upon individuals.” 

a6. To KadXiorw TOV ToAEuLKOV: TE KaAA. is neut., and TOV 
oA. mase. ; lit. “ the noblest element among the fighters.” For the 
generalizing use of the neut. cp. 73le tudAovra: yap wept 7d 
diAovpevoy 6 pir@v. (Tots kaAXiorous here would have sounded 
like “ the handsomest.”’) 

bl. ravrodarov Kal ov ravu orovdaiwy avOpdérwv : Heindorf 
on Phaedr. 243c has collected passages. from Greek and Latin 
authors where “sailors” is used as a term of abuse.—The kai 
before zavrodamov, which is in all the MSS., was omitted from 
all printed texts before Stallbaum’s, and is again rejected by 
Schanz. Ast omitted the dia before kvBepyynrixjs and put it in 
the place of the kai before wavrodarav. This greatly simplifies 
the construction, but impoverishes the sense.—The extraordinary 
epetpixys of the MSS. was corrected by Ald. 

b 3. The importance of bestowing public distinction has often 
been urged already—e.g. at 63le tTiuavrTa opOas . . . Kai aripd- 
(ovra, and 632¢ Kal Tias dotivas avTois amroveuewy Set, and more 
particularly at 697 ab mow ... . THY peddovoay ogifer Oat Te kal 
evdarpovno ery eis Ovvapuv avOpwrivnv det Kat dvaryKaiov Temas TE 
Kat dr ysias Suave perv bps. Cf. Dio Chrys. xxxi. 321 ti ydp 
eoTiv lepwrepov Tins 7 XAplTos ; occurring in a passage where a 
corrupt distribution of public distinctions is denounced as a 
“‘ debasing of the moral currency.” 

cl. The Ath. does not say that Artemisium and Salamis had no 
part in the deliverance of the Greeks from Persian despotism, but 
that they did not either begin or complete that deliverance. After 
all, he adds, mere preservation is, from our present point of view, 
not nearly so important as the effect of one or the other style of 
fighting upon the character of the citizens. 

c2. As at 698e 4, Schanz rejects the év before Mapadvu. 
7. cou (dat. ethicus) indicates that the fresh point is in 

Cleinias’s favour. 
dl. adwoBrérovres . . . yotvpevor: the participles here, as 

often, contain the main ideas: “The truth is, our object in 
these inquiries, whether into the nature of the country or its 
institutions, is to secure the right sort of constitution, for 
we don’t think, as most men do. . .”—zoA:teias diner: not 
as Stallb. “ civitatis virtutem”—that point comes in later with 
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ws BeAtiorovs yiyverOar—but “the excellence of its political 
arrangements.” 

d 3. povov, “above all other things,” “ of all things the (most 
valuable).” 

d4, yiyverOai re kal eivar balances the op(erOai te kai eivar 
of d2f., just as ydpas Piow is balanced by vouwv tau. 

a5. In effect the same lesson was taught at 687, where 
national preservation and independence is declared not to be 
enough to ensure real happiness to a state. Cp. also 628¢6 dpa 
Oty Ov TOU apiorov évexa TavTa dv TA vopupa Tein ras ;—The 
whole of this noble utterance is clothed in carefully chosen and 
marshalled words (cp. Gorg. 512 d). 

d8. rijv avriv: the same, ie. as was advocated ev Tois rpdaGev. 
—For the metaphor Stallb. well compares Soph. 237b rodv de 
Aéyov, 9} BerATiora Si€Levot, cKoTOV adTds Te LOL Kape KATO TAVTHV 
Thy oddv aye, and Polit. 268d Sei xa? Erépay dddv ropevOjvai 
Twa. 

a9.’ xatotxioewv (for which L and O have xatouxjoewv) and 
vowo8ecwv correspond more or less to xwpas ptow and vopwv 
Tagw respectively at d2; cp. also xarouxiferOai te Kal vopo- 
Gereio Oar at 708 ¢ 1. 

G1l. kai roAv ye: sc. BeAtiorny. 
e4. 7) xara: it is curious that both Ficinus and Cornarius 

should have missed the force of these words and taken 7 as or 
(with wérepov). 

e5. tiv... eis THv Xdpay Katoxirpéevors, “ have settled in 
your country”; in viv he includes the rest of the Cretans—not 

_ Megillus. 
; 708 al. 7d S &)... Ta viv; “but pray whence do you 
_ expect to draw the troop of citizens with whom we have to deal 
on the present occasion ?” (“the recruits for your present enter- 
| prise” Jowett). 17d mapdv qualifies orpatdredov, and Tra viv 

qualifies rapév. If 7d wapév be taken adverbially, ra viv is 
superfluous, and the article is wanted with orpardéredov—which is 
used as an alternative for the Aews of e2 above. Cp. 687a5 

_ where the word stands for the whole Dorian population.—piv 
4 goes better with wapdv than with Aéye; perhaps it is as well to 

mark this, as Schneider does, by putting commas on each side of 
Aeye. Burnet is right anyway in rejecting the single comma 
after Aéye which stands in all editions except Schneider's. 
a3. Ais clearly right in reading yevjoerOa1, where L and O 
have yiyverOar. Atad all the MSS. have rpoode£acGu1, which 
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Ald, altered to the fut. (and so Schanz). Here, however, the aor. 
is probably correct. It may be used, without av, of the moment 
when the colonists, or rather their leaders, “made up their minds 
to welcome” Peloponnesian comrades; but, more probably, we 
ought to read paAwr* dv pou in a4. 

a6. ws e€”"Apyous ciciv, “that there are (some colonists) from 
Argos (in Crete).” 

a7. With 7d Doprvvixoy (yéevos) we must supply in thought 
“is from those parts.” The Peloponnesian Gortys seems to have 
been in Arcadia, not in Argos. 

a8. travtys: cp. Rep. 544¢ 4 Kpynrixy re kat Aakwvexy airy, 
and Gorg. 472b rovto TO Kaddv avabynpa; “the distinguished 
city of Gortyn.” In classical times, however, the Cretan Gortyn 
or Gortys was better known than the Arcadian one. - It is men- 
tioned at B 646 and y 294. 

b2f. dray pay... ylyvntar... otxi(yrac: Stallb. cites 
a parallel from Gorg 505e to this ‘‘explanatory” asyndeton : 
iva, wow TO TOU Emixdppov yéevntat, & mpd Tov Svo avdpes cAeyov, 
eis Ov tkavos yevwuat In both instances we may think (very 
likely wrongly) that the sentences would have run better if 
yiyrvntat and yevntas respectively had been absent. 

b4. For moAvopkety in the figurative sense of ‘‘ hem in,” 
“bring pressure to bear on” cp. Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 13 and 17, 
and Alc. II. 142a. 

b 8. apdnv kpeittove kpatyGeioa toAeum : KpeitTovs agrees with 
toAéuw (not, as Schneider, Wagner, and Jowett, “ conquered by a 
superior power in war ”), but it may be doubted whether Plato meant 
“(completely overpowered) im an unequal contest,” or “by an 
irresistible attack ”; I think the latter—Cp. Milton, Par. Lost, vi. 
454 “ Against unequal arms to fight in pain.” 

cl. Ty pev, ‘in some respects,” Ty O€, “in other respects.” 
c3. éxer: the “pregnant” use of €yeu in the sense of rapéxer ; 

cp. Thue. ii. 61. 2 7d pev Avmody exes On THY aicOnow ExdoTy. 
—kowwvov tepov dv: there is an anacoluthon here; ov must 
agree with yévos, which is acc., but it may be doubted whether if 
a fem. noun had been in the place of yévos we should have had 
otoav here; ov (and avéyetar) proceed as if yevos had been the 
subject of a previous direct statement ; ov is “since it is.” 

ce 4. For das with a gen. of comparison cp. Gorg. 512d dpa 
pay) GAAO te TO yevvaiov Kal Td -ayabov 7 Tov Twev TE Kat 
ower Oat. 

c5. The & is adversative to evaeT@s dvéxetas, “instead of — 
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that the disaffected body, whose withdrawal is sometimes due to 
bad laws, and which wants to go on living in the same ways which 
were fatal to it before, because it is used to them, etc.” This 
is better than to take 7d 6’ adverbially. It is wrong to supply 
yévos with éoraciaxds, I think. 

di—7. “On the other hand, while a miscellaneous con- 
glomeration of colonists has not, as a body, prejudices which 
hamper the lawgiver, it takes a long time and great effort to 
bring about true union in such a case,” The & in d 1 corresponds 
to the péev in c2. Then follows a consideration on the other 
side: “after all, we must face the (last mentioned) difficulty, re- 
membering that the work of a lawgiver and founder must im any 
case demand exceptional ability and virtue.” 

d3, cupmrvevoa, “coalesce.” So Ar. Pol. v. 3 cracwtikdv 
d€ Kal 7d pr) OpodvAov, éws av cuprvetdon—exactly the same 
observation as that in the text. 

d4, The MSS. have xa? @va eis... For caf eva Stallb. 
would read xa’ ev, and Herm. (pref. to vol. vi.) kaGévta. I suspect 
that the correct reading is xa@’ éva eis, with commas before and 
after,— man by man ”—a phrase similar in form to av’ evds év 
at 705 b, and zpos eva eis at Demosth. 0. Mid. p. 557. The case 
of <is is a difficulty, at first sight a fatal one; but perhaps the 
cacophony of xa” éva éva led the writer to proceed as if the 
sentence, like the preceding one, had a finite verb. No els is 
wanted with tavrov cvpdvojoat (“to pipe the same tune ”). 

46. dvrws (the reading of the text of A and of the margin of 
L and O)—“in the nature of the case ””—is better than L and O’s 
épos— “after all”—but the latter would give a tolerable sense, 
which ovtws, the third MS. variant, would not. 

d7. If the MS, reXcdrarov is correct, the meaning is that 
“law-giving and city-founding is a sovereign specific for manly 
excellence.” (Cp. Oritias 106b ¢dppaxov ... TeAewratov Kai 
Gpirtov papydKwv, eriotypnv.) This leaves dvdpov in an 
adjectival relation to aperjv; but why should “ manly” excellence 
be specified, and what connexion has such a statement with what 
has gone before? I think Badham was right in reading TeAcw- 
tatwv, but I would not, with him, read eorw and take the 
sentence to be a question.—For the connexion with what has gone 
before see above ond 1-7. (If it were a question I should prefer 
the MS. reAcwrarov—‘is it such a specific as we assume ?”)— 
For mpos in the sense of “(to be good) at,” or “in reference 
to,” ep. Ale. I, 120e teAeovs ... mpds apetiv, Prot. 318¢ 
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BeAtiw rpds ypadixynv, Phaedr. 263d reyvixwrepos . . . pods 
Aoyous. 

d8 ff. “1 don’t doubt it,” says Cleinias, “but I don’t quite see 
why you say so just now.” Then the Ath. pulls himself up short, 
—much as he did in Bk. III. at 686c¢7,—as if suddenly struck 
by a consideration which would modify his previous statement. 
This dramatic device would not be necessary if his two interlocutors 
had been men of greater intellectual power than they are repre- 
sented to be.—F. Doering (p. 17) argues that the whole passage 
from eikds to paxp@ at 712a7 is an interpolation—written at an 
earlier time while Plato still held the views maintained in the 
Republic. Zeller held that the passage was not Plato’s at all, but 
a hash-up of the passages in the Republic where Plato says his ideal 
state can only come into being if either philosophers become kings, 
or kings philosophers. He relies much on the occurrence of the 
words pvijpwr, evuabys and peyadorperys in 709 e, as compared 
with Rep. 487a. But’ the idea of the passage in the Laws is not 
the same, but one more in keeping with the practical tone of the 
treatise. He does not suggest, as he did in the Rep.—473 b ff. and 
elsewhere—, that philosophers should be made kings, or kings 
philosophers, but that a well-endowed and well-disposed despot 
might be so fortunate as to secure the services of a voyoerns 
agévos eraivov (710 ¢ 8). 

What the Ath. says in this passage is: ‘* After all, are we not 
in danger of expecting too much of, and of attributing too much 
to even such Geto. avdpes as we have postulated?”  Cleinias’s 
question has made the Ath. pause, and “go back on”—eravudy— 
the subject of the legislator ; and he is suddenly impressed with 
the view expressed later by Dr. Johnson, as to the “small part” 
played by “laws” in curing the “ills that human hearts endure.” 
We may imagine a short interval of silence after Cleinias’s question. 
Then the Ath. says: “I fancy the result of my reconsideration of 
the matter of the vouoférar will be that I shall say something 
actually (kat) derogatory to them as well (aya). But if my remark 
is at all apposite, no harm will be done. After all, why should I 
mind? It is pretty much the same with all things human.” 

el. It was perhaps the contrast between this remark and the 
high compliment just paid to lawgivers that led to O’s variant of 
érawvav for éraviwr. , ; 

e2. mpds Katpov Tuva, like eis Twa... Katpov at 926e9, 
‘not unseasonably,” “to the point.”—Ritter takes the whole 
passage quite differently ; i.c. “I think I am going to point out a 
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practical difficulty (rz pavAov); but if we develop our theory in 
view of its application at the right moment”—i.e. the katpds 
referred to at 709b7 as the right moment for the application of 
skill. But Aéywyev here must refer to €petv.—Stallb. takes 71 
pavrov to mean “admodum vulgare quiddam.” 

e3. For ovéev rpaypya (cori) cf. 794 e6, and Heindorf’s note on 
Hipp. Ma. 291 a.—dvoxepaivw is indicative ; cp. Eur. Med. 873. 

709a7. A probably read dxarpiat, though the last letter is 
erased ; the vox nihili oxewpiar which occurs in its place in one 
MS. of Stobaeus, Hcl.a mistake, as Meineke says, for the late 
oKawwpiac—confirms this. Following on Aowov te eururrov- 
Twv, akatpias makes an impossibly harsh anacoluthon, and we 
must either, with Ast, reject the re or, with Stallb., read axaupias. 
I prefer the latter. At Symp. 188b Plato says that Aoipot and 
many other diseases of different kinds are engendered by unseason- 
able weather. Ast’s rejection of re would make it appear that the 
Aowwot had caused the dxaupias as well as the vécou.—ypovov eri 
modtv ‘and moAAdkis are almost adjectival=‘“‘lasting,” and 
“frequent.” —éviavtov rodXAdv, “recurring year after year.”— 
TavTa . . . TavTa Tpoidwy, “in view of all these possibilities.” 

a8. afeev dv eiretv: perhaps “would venture to say” (Fic. 
has “non verebitur exclamare” ); but the expression is peculiar. 
Stob. has dpgevev, Stallb. conj. dfudceev ; Heindorf thought the 
error lay in eireiv, and would substitute eirwv for it. Ovytor, 
the variant in L for @vyrdv, is probably the genuine reading. 
Fic. has ‘‘mortalium neminem.” 

b2ff. 70 8 corw ... av Ocinv. » ros; “But the fact is 
(rd 8’), while one may say all this with apparent truth about 
seamanship and navigation and medicine and generalship, there is 
at the same time something else which may be equally well said 
on the very same subject.” 

Cl. “ What is that ?” 
Ath. “That everything is (not Chance but) God, and that God 

has two auxiliaries by which all human affairs are managed, 
Chance, and Fit Occasion. That with these, however, we must 
not forget that there is associated a third, of a gentler nature, 
namely Skill. I call it a great advantage that skill in navigation, 
rather than the opposite (7) y)) should co-operate with the ripening 
of the occasion in a storm.” 

Stallb. takes +6 in b 2 to be the obj. of eirévra and to mean 
“this,” and mavta tavta to be “per asyndeton additum” to the 
previous words, comparing eg. Rep. 598b oxvtotdpov TéxTova, 
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Tovds dAXAovs Sypsovpyovs. It seems better to take 76 adverbially, 
particularly because ravta tavra seems, from its position, meant 
to be the obj. of eirévra.—éorw in both sentences stands for 
ELEOTLV. 

b 7. I take Qeds (wev) ravra (eor’) to be a doctrine opposed 
to that expressed at bl, tixas & eivar oyeddv aravta. Cp. 
Aesch. Frag. 65a Dind. Zeds ror ta mwavra. It is usual to take 
Jeds as one of the subjects to dvaxvBepvaor, and to identify tix7 
and kxavpds as the second guiding agency. (Badham alters ravta 
to mp@ros and Oeod to Oedv—naturally enough, if the usual 
view is correct.) But Luck and Fit Occasion are two distinct 
influences. 

b 8. 1)epdérepov: here too I would desert the ordinary inter- 
pretation, which supplies «ori with iuepirepov, and makes 
cvyxXwpjoat depend on it—“mitius est concedere,” Stallb, I 
believe that, by a very mild anacoluthon, the construction (after 
Aeyev) is varied from s with indice. to an inf, (d¢iv). To 
describe the admission as 7jmepov is so extraordinary that Badham 
would read petpwirepov. But, used as an adj. describing the 
nature of réyvy, as contrasted with the two other agencies, it is 
apt, and recalls the contrast described at Rep. 410d f. between 
the oxAnporys of the nature whose body only has been developed, 
and the 1epdrns of the grrdoodos pious. Téxvy then represents 
man’s share in the work of the universe; luck and “ ripeness” are 
not in his hands, but skell is. I would therefore put a comma or 
colon after rdvta, remove the comma after xaspds, and substitute 
a colon for the full stop after o’paavta.— Dans les champs de 
Yobservation le hasard ne favorise que les esprits préparés,” 
Pasteur, Vie p. 88. 

cl. kaip® yewsOvos cannot (pace the dictionaries and the 
translators) stand either for “in a time of storm,” or “on the 
occasion of a storm,” or (as Stallb.) “at the exigency of a storm ” 
(quum tempestas exigit atque postulat), nor even “at the critical 
moment in a storm.” All these usages would demand, in classical 
Greek, a preposition with caip@. As at p. 752a1, cvAAaPerGar 
(used absolutely) means “to co-operate,” and it naturally takes a 
dat. of the person helped. Here the third agency (réxvy) is 
represented as helping the second (kaupds). We could get on 
without yeovos (“in a storm”), and 7 pa) (conversationally 
added to xuPepvyntixyy in the sense of “rather than the opposite” 
—this is perhaps better than to take 7 pa with ovAAaBeoOan, 
ie. “rather than that it should not”), but an Englishman’s fancy — 
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is hardly enough authority in such a case. Badham rejects both 
xetuovos and 7 7) and Schanz follows him. That one version of 
Stobaeus apparently omits 44) does not give much support to the 
latter omission. (L. & S. actually take xv. as the obj. of ovAd.) 
[F.H.D. would read ev xap@ and trans, “to intervene in a storm 
at the right moment.” ] 

c5. I strongly suspect that xara tov avtdv ay €xou Adyoy is 
a commentator’s amplification which has wrongly found its way 
into the text. If this was so, Ast’s kal év tots GAAow and 
Schanz’s kav rots aAAovs are unnecessary. 

¢ 6. tavrdv Tovro: ie. the péya wXeovextynpa just spoken of. 
In other words, “law-making as much as any task needs skill.” 

¢7. The asyndeton is of the usual “explanatory” kind.— 
ei péAXor: most editors (including Schanz) follow Stobaeus in 
accepting the easier reading «i weAAeu here, though A and O and 
some inferior MSS. have «i weAAor. The opt. should be retained ; 
it carries back the mind to the mention of other favourable 
circumstances—of position and soil—made at 704 a ff.—“ which 
ought, as we saw above, to be enjoyed by a city, if it is ever to 
be a prosperous one.” At Rep. 490a there isa similar opt. in a 
67e clause dependent on aroAoynodpuePa—ori . . . wepukas ely 

. « Kal ovK émripévot, where Adam says the opt. represents the 
“philosophic imperfect” in direct speech—“ was,” i.e. “is, as we 
saw” and where Ast and Madvig change aroAoynodpefa into a 
past tense. Adam also cps. Charm, 156 b 8, where Madvig emends 
a similar opt. by inserting an av. 

¢8. adnGeias éxdpevov: for dAnOH, a form of periphrasis often 
occurring in the Laws; e.g. 677 ¢ 5 rexvys exopevoy for TexviKov. 
It probably goes predicatively with rapazeceiv. 

c9. detv is used much as at ¢1; we may supply in thought, 
“we must allow” before it, from doréov. 

d2. The MS. reading is apparently 6p0as 71, rapdv, and so the 
early editions. Correctors of A, L, and O give a variant zap 
for rapov. Boeckh first put a comma after dp0Gs, and wrote ti 
for tv, and all recent edd. except Schanz follow him. But the 

_ words will not bear Boeckh’s translation of ti mapdv ait@ ba 
_ tvxns—“ea quae modo contigerint fortuna...” The utmost 
_ we can make of them is to suppose a “double-barrelled ” question ; 
eg. “they would be justified in praying, wouldn’t they, for what 
_ particular thing would it be, the presence of which would render 
nothing further necessary except their skill?” avv pev ody 
_ answers the first question only, but KeAcvomevor . . . eireiv in 
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d5 seems to refer to the second. H. Steph. gets the requisite 
sense by reading dp0as tu 0 wapdv, and so does Wagner's 6, te for 
tui; but Schanz’s reading does this with less alteration of the text. 
Heindorf had already objected to the MS. évdééou as an impersonal, 
and Schanz reads er.deov (leaving opOas tT as in the MSS.). We 
may translate this: “ would be justified, wouldn’t he, in praying for 
something put in his hand by chance (and) likely to need nothing 
but his skill besides.” Ritter well reminds us that 6p6ds carries 
us in thought to the ill-advised prayers spoken of at 688b 6. 

d6. mv atrav evxiv etizeiv, “to say what it was they 
prayed for.” 

ad 8. Stallb. says we may supply av with dpacevev from the 
Ath.’s previous sentence. Better than this is to suppose, with 
Schanz, that 67) is a scribe’s misreading of adv, or—better still— 
that Spdoes is what Plato wrote, the final ev being due to the 
following ey. 

d10. ri is governed of course by d@pev, not by exouvcar. 
el. ék tov Aowrov: perhaps “ with your remaining resources” ; 

cp. 710al1 tov dAXAwv irapxovTwy dpeAos eivai Tt. For this use 
of é€x cp. Rep. 365d cvvwpooias . . . cvvd£opev, eioiv Te wevHovs 
Siddokador. .. €€ Gv TA pev Teicopev, Ta S5€ BracdpeOa; Ast 
however says it means “henceforward”—as it apparently does at 
Ep. 316 d 8—and he is possibly right. 

e 3-6. Ritter’s arrangement of this passage, which Burnet has 
adopted, not only involves less change in the words than any— 
except Hermann’s—but gives the most natural continuation of the 
dialogue. The MSS. make ¢épe . . . 7) yap; a continuous speech 
of the Athenian’s: to this Cl. answers Naé, and the Ath. goes 
on again with rode. Besides giving the question ti pera tTovr 
KTA. to CL, Ritter, following Schramm, alters ; dpa to dpa; (apa 
is the reading of L). (Schanz adopts Stallb.’s alteration of 4 yap 
to ti yap—which he gives to Cl., and with him rejects Nai To 
this Ritter properly objects that 76 wotov; and not ti yap; is 
always used in the Laws in such a case. Besides, Stallb.’s ri yap ; 
is—as he himself says of Schramm’s ingenious tiv vopobernv ;— 
“justo audacius.” To Hermann’s arrangement, which gives Tov 
vou. ...% yap; to Cl, and begins the Ath.’s answer Nai 
700e; the objection is that Nai answers one question, and 7déd¢ 
another. ) 

e4. Burnet differs from most recent edd. in adopting A”s 
correction of fpdfwuev to the more suitable dpdfowev. “In 
saying this we are speaking for the lJawgiver, are we not?” 
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(Stallb,—reading ppd(wuev—takes this question to mean: “ Shall 
we give this answer on the part of the lawgiver ?”) 

e6 ff. See note on 735d 3. 
e 7. véos: youth is not one of the requisites in the case of 

the philosopher-king postulated at Rep. 487a. It is necessary 
here. An older man would not readily accept the philosophic 
lawgiver’s guidance. 

e8. év Trois tpocGev : ie. at 696b4,d,ande. The cwfpooivyn 
he speaks of here—as there—is the gentlemanly self-control and 
self-respect, without which any great powers of body and mind—or 
even character—might be felt as oppressive by the rest of the 
world. 

710a1. The MSS. have ry tupavvoupévy Yoxy. I have no 
doubt that Dr. Hagenbutte was right in substituting tupadvvov for 
Tupavvovpevy. “The scribe doubtless had in mind the previous 
Tupavvovpevnv oAtv, and the quite different rupavvovpevn Yiyy 
of Rep. 577. Ast says tupavvovpevy is middle, but even if the 
middle were ever used—which apparently it is not—Plato would 
not use four lines below the same participle in a passive sense. 
Stallb. says tupavvovpéevy =tvpavvixy ; it certainly has not this 
meaning at Rep. 577d, and the meaning is not apt here—éayv 
2. eval Tly “if any good is to come of his possession of the 
other virtues.” (This is better than to take ¥exn as the subj. of 
péAAy, and tov GAA. wz. as a gen. abs.) 
- aS8f. “I think it is cwdpocivyn, Megillus, which the Ath. 
says must be accessory.” —7 yap ; is addressed to the Ath. 

a5. “Not the philosopher’s cwfpooivn” the Ath. answers, 
“ but the cwdpocivy of daily life.” Cp. below 968 a 1 and Phaedo 
82a11 ff. with Archer Hind’s Appendix 1 to his edition of the 
Phaedo on Snpotixy Kai roArtixy dper).—Cp. also the distinction 
at Phaedo 61a between the popular idea of povo.xy and the 
philosophic one.—In disclaiming here the higher and “ forced ” 
significance of the word, Plato is not rejecting the view of any 
other philosopher, but is claiming the right to define a word 
specially, when the argument has a special object in view. He 
withdraws ie. from the position adopted by himself e.g. at Rep. 

_ 430d ff, and, implicitly, even above in the Laws at 689aff. For 
the iindiovia there called the highest codia (16) is the agree- 
ment, between the different elements in man, as to what is best 
and most desirable, and that is much the same as the cwppootvy 
of Rep. 430 f. 

a7. Tois pev axparas €xew mpds Tas HOovas ... Tols de 
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éykpar@s: a similar notional anacoluthon may be seen in the 
addition of te kat atupias at 696d 11, and of 7 pa at 709c 2. 
In all three cases it is necessary to picture to oneself both opposites 
in order to understand the nature of one, and the distinction is 
loosely spoken of as if it was the distinguishing mark of one 
member of the pair. In much the same way we use the word 
distinction in the sense of distinguishing mark. (Schanz would 
reject the rots pev and roils d¢ clauses as a commentator’s explana- 
tion, and Badham would change tots pév into rov pa and reject 
the tofs d€ clause; but this might be taken to imply that all 
children and animals were temperate, and this, no doubt, Plato 
wanted to avoid.) 

bil. éfapev—at 696 e 1.—For povovc@a. with a gen. cp. Tim. 
46 e povwleica: ppovyceus. 

b4. rairnv thy piow: Le. THY coppova picw (Polit. 307 c). 
b5. For the plural dicecw Stallb. (as against Zeller, who 

finds fault with it) dps. Rep. 410e rovtTw to dice, and 4244 
pioers ayabas €prrovel. 

b 6. Badham supposes that apucta is a misreading of pawra. 
The latter, besides getting support from the pgord te kal TAxurTa. 
at d8, and from taxos Kat paotoévn at 711a2, may be thought 
more significant and expressive; but the dpeivwy in b 8 seems to 
me to put dpiora beyond a doubt. 

b 8. duaBecrs, “ process of settlement.” Verbal derivatives in 
Greek retain the power of representing the imperfect as well as 
the perfect and momentary tenses of the verbs from which they 
are derived. 

clf. Cl. “ How, or by what arguments, could a man ever get 
people to believe that ?” 

Ath. “ Why, it is easy to see that it is in the nature of things 
that that should be so.” 

c5. H. Steph. restored «i tipavvos ... evtvxyns from the 
Ath., to whom the MSS. give it, to Cleinias, and Ast saw that St. 
had gone a word too far, and correctly gave evruxys back to the 
Athenian. 

c7. The xata which, logically speaking, should be repeated 
before 7d yevéer Oar is canatted fap thythm’s sake.—For this use of 
kara Stallb. eps. Phaedr. 229d od mavu edtuxots avdpos Kat’ ado 
pev ovdev, OTe 0 

di. I think Stallb., the Ziir. edd. and Schanz are right in 
adopting Ald.’s emendation of the MS. airé to attdé.—rdvra 
oxeddv KTX., “ what more could God do for a city ?” 
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a3. Sevrepov, “second best”; for “best of all” had been 
implied in the preceding dvadepdvTws.—tuves answers to an English 
“ say.” 

d4. tpitovS’ ad... évavriov: wcavTws seems to go with Kara. 
Adyov, and not to stand for the demonstrative toooiTw, which is 
omitted with yaderdrepov, as at Lysis 206a ovKovy dow av 
peyaAavxorepot Gow, SvcadrAwtdtepo. yiyvovta:; ‘It would be 
third best, and so on in proportion—more difficult, the more rulers 
there were, and vice versa.” 

a6. dpiorny .. . wodAw, “the best kind of state”; an ex- 
pression more natural in Cleinias’s mouth than the more technical 
moATeiav. 

a7. pera... ye, “with the help, of course, of” ; for pera thus 
used cp. 720 d 7, 738d 7, 791 a 7,862 d 5. 

8. <is TovUTO: i.e. eis THY apiorny oALW. 
@1. devrepov: not, as above at d 3, “ the second best thing,” 

but adverbial—“ in the second degree,” agree with Hermann in 
thinking that kai 7d tpirov ex Snpokparias is not from Plato’s 
hand. (1) m@s Aeyers comes more naturally as the end of 
Cleinias’s speech than as a parenthesis ; (2) an indication that the 
words did not stand in the original is to be found in the tuvos 
in e 4, which is a sort of apology for the introduction of a new 
element into the consideration. (3) ovdapds is too strong a negative 
for the cireumstances ; for according to the text the second of the 
three polities enumerated is the only one that the Athenian alters. 

e3. mporov : adverbial, like Sedrepov above; “in the highest 
degree,” i.e. “most (easily and quickly).” 

e4, BacidArxjs: it has been explained in Bk. III. that the 
best form of hereditary kingship is that where, as at Sparta, there 
were two kings at a time. 

e5, For variety’s sake the form of the expression is changed, 
and 7d tréraprov, like Se’repov at d 3, is “the fourth best thing.” 
—Burnet does well to put a comma after oAvyapyia as well as 
before it.—rov Tovovrov = “the best form of state.” 

+ @6. mrrcioro. . . . Suvdorar: for the leaders of the demo- 
cracy are not only less numerous, but less secure in their position 

as Suvdorat, than the members of an oligarchical class. 
; e@7. o is almost “remember.’—ratra is the tov torotrov of 
 e@ 5, Le. papiorn woXureia. 

e8f. dice as we should say “ providentially.” (Wagner takes 
it closely with dA7O7s, but it goes better with yévntar).—Kowy— 
so Ald. for the MS. xowvy—goes closely with mpds in the next 
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line: “a kind of force which he shares with the holders of supreme 
power.”—The tvs helps to express that the kind of force is unique, 
and not to be confounded with mere station and dignity—and is 
against Badham’s rather attractive substitution of yvopn for pop. 
(rus would then be “more or less.”) 

IIlal. rovro: an extreme instance of the boldness with 
which Plato uses neuter pronouns. It stands for ot ev rH oA 
pariora Svvapevor, “this element.” 

a4. wos; does not ask for the grounds of the opinion just 
expressed. It is: “What do you say? I can’t take it in.” 
“And yet I have said it often enough,” answers the Athenian. 
“Tt is because you don’t realize what rupavvis is.” “No,” says 
Cl., “and I don’t want to either.” There is a little impatience 
in ‘hie first part of the Ath’s. answer—caused perhaps by the tone 
of the question at 710 cl1f. 

bil. “Can’t you see that the facility I pointed out is involved 
in the notion of a despotism ?” 

b7. Burnet, by putting commas after émityndevpara and 
toAiras, shows that it is unnecessary with Stallb. to supply eGeAjnon 
with zporpererOar—the two edv Te clauses being amplificatory to 
Orynmep, and divided, to balance the sentence properly, by 
mpotperer Oat Tovs ToXiras, 

b 8. troypadovra TH mpdtrev: “metaphora ab iis repetita 
qui pueris ductus literarum praescribunt” Stallb., who eps. for 
the whole passage Claudian’s “regis ad exemplum totus com- 
ponitur orbis” (De qu. cons. Hon. 299), and Cic. Legg. iii. 14.— 
ee ancients had not formulated the idea of the sovereignty of 
“ public opinion.” 

Cl. érawovvra and TiywvTa are, in idea, subordinate to 
mpotperer Oar, but the syntactical construction is of the loose order 
common in the long and somewhat straggling sentences of the 
Laws—the intervening wroypdfovra being explanatory of 
topeveo Bar 

c3. Kal ras oidpeOa . . .; we should say: “ But what makes 
you think that .. ?” A and O originally wrote oiépea, but it 
is corrected by the first hand to oidue#a. Schneider reads kai 
Tws oidueOa, “et putamus fere”; Badham goes still further, and 
by reading 7@s <ovx> oidueOa makes the sentence into an emphatic 
assent. So does Apelt (p. 7), who would read kai apds (adv.). 
But the reading of the text best fits the course of the conversation. 
The emphatic word in the question is tax’. The conservative 
Dorian cannot easily imagine any change of view as rapid. The 
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Athenian contents himself with answering that, at any rate, there 
is no other way half so rapid as the way he has pointed out ;. and 
then—to familiarize his hearers with his views—he states the same 
thing again in slightly different words. 

It seems clear that Plato means to represent his two minor 
interlocutors as unconvinced at this point. It will be remembered 
that Socrates’s young companions in the Republic felt that the 

possibility of ever establishing the ideal constitution was the doubt- 
ful point. The Laws sketches a less “ideal” state—one which 

_ deviates less than that of the Republic from ordinary conditions, 
But in any change a dead weight of prejudice has to be overcome, 
and a Dorian conservative is a natural mouthpiece for the 
expression of such a prejudice, 

dl. adda 168 Eori 76 yxaderdv yeverOou, “but here is where 
the difficulty ies.” For the inf. cp. Rep. 521 a eore cou dvyary 
yever Pau moALs €b olKouper). 

d 2. ohiyov ... €& TO TOAAD Xpove, “rare in history.”— 
Td yeyovds seems natural enough after yevopevov av and yaAerdov 

_yeverGat; Schanz thinks it comes from a later hand than Plato’s, 
a6 ff. Cp. Rep. 499 be... Tov viv ev Svvacteias 7 

| Bacrrciais dvtwv béowv 7) adrois €x Tivos Oeias exumvoias aAnOuv7s 
_pirocodias adn Ouvos € Epws eprrery. 
— 48. Kara riottwv irepoyxas Sicheposirars 4  yevov: the geni- 

_ tives are best taken as genitives of definition. The “distinction ” 
_ which gives the authorities a commanding position is one either of 
wealth, or birth. If, with L. & S., we translate kar’ ta. 7X. as 
“(distinguished by) excess of wealth,” the zeugma involved in the 
addition of yevov is very harsh. 
el. tiv Neoropos .. . diow, and tH Tov Agvet popn: the 
weapon of the demagogue, among other “ powers,” is to be pressed 
into the good cause. Naturally it must be wielded by one whose 
temper is the opposite of the demagogue’s. This reference to 
Nestor takes the place, in the enumeration of “powers,” of 
emocracy. 
64. ef’ jpov be ovdapirs : this may well be understood as 

4 Reached for—like the ei Tpotas yéyovev—by the common voice 
(és act), not as Plato’s own statement. The positive, as well as 
the pmegative, view thus expressed is left open by the next sentence 

nning «i & otv. 

mouth ; would tis mean “one of the present generation ” but “ one 
0} the present company,” and holds that, as we cannot credit his 
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modesty with the latter meaning, he must have said ef’ pov 
here. I suspect that what Plato wrote was iv, and that the 
scribe’s eye was caught by the 7uov in the preceding line—R. 
Hackforth, The Authorship of the Platonic Epistles, p. 153, 
surmises that Plato here has in mind the young Hipparinus, the 
son of Dion. This conjecture, he says, if correct, would fix the date 
of the composition of Bk. IV. at 354-3 B.c. 

e8. cuprdons Suvdépews . . . wépu: ie, “whatever the form of 
the government be,” or “in whosesoever hand the supreme 
power may lie.” 

e8ff orav . . . cupréon, “quando aliquo in homine 
prudentiae et temperantiae conjuncta fuerit potentia summa ” 
(Schneider). The ¢povetv indicates especially the part which 
might be played by the ideal lawgiver. (In the very similar 
passage in Rep. 473d2 I would suggest that the comma be 
removed after ovpréoy and the difficult rotro be taken adverbially, 
“in this way”: Kat’tovro eis TavTov cupréeoy Sivapls Te TOALTLKT, 
Kal perro odia.) 

71243. tov TowotTwr: Le. TOV apicTwv. 
a4, Tatra pev otv... paxp@: cf.on 7386b6 below. “ Fancy 

that in this oracular deliverance of mine you have been listening 
to a story when I declare that, whereas in general” (lit. “ one way ”) 
“it is\hard for a city to get good laws, yet, if only things happened 
as I say, it would be the simplest thing in the world.”—xai, I 
think, does not put a fresh point, but is explanatory of Kkexpnopw- 
5700. I have removed the comma between the two imperatives. 
—kalarepet does not, like xkaOazep, go closely with the adjacent 
noun or adj., but with the verb, ie. with the whole sentence ; 
here we may translate it “fancy that . . .”—pvOds Tis: cp. 
841c¢c6. According to Plato, conviction does not follow only 
from logical proof; the mind may accept truth “embodied in a 
tale,” or delivered as an oracle. Stallb. eps. Phal. 44c, Polit. 
304 cd. 

a8. The connexion of thought is very hard to trace, but 
I do not think it is absolutely necessary to suppose a lacuna 
here, or to accept Susemihl’s alteration of rws; to kaAds. This 
remedy, as Susemihl himself felt, renders the zeupwpeOa too 
abrupt, and he was obliged to put in 6) after that word. ds; 
does not refer to the three preceding lines, which need no explana- _ 
tion, but to Tatra . . . KexpyopwdicOw which does. The Ath. has 
said, in effect: “a truce to exact arguments, and historical 
parallels; fancy that what I have laid down is a story, told by 
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the mouth of an oracle.” ‘‘ Why?” says Cleinias. Then, with 
a natural explanatory asyndeton, the Ath. answers: ‘‘ Because 

‘I want to bring your city, Cleinias, into the story, and like 
three grey-bearded children as we are, to make up its imaginary 
laws.” 

bl. I take it that we must supply pvOov in thought with 
TpowapmoTrovres.—Adyw—)( épyw—has also the vos in mind : 
the laws are not to be real ones; zAdrrevy is also chosen as being 
a word associated with fiction. 

b 2. The zatéa of L and O and the earlier edd. must have been 
written by someone who had in mind the passage at 789 e, where 
the physical moulding of the still “soft” infant is recommended, 
Stallb..was the first to recall the reading of A on Bekker’s and 
Bast’s testimony. He rightly explains the “childishness” of the 

. proposal to lie, not, as Hermann held, in the comparison, suggested 
by wAarrewy, to children’s wax modelling, but in the make-believe 
that they are real lawgivers. (Herm.’s ref. to 746 a8—though 
throwing light on our passage—does not prove his point.) 

b 5. Burnet’s suggested eraxovcas is certainly an improvement 
on Land O’s traxotvcas. Cp. Thompson’s note on Gorg. 487 ¢ 5. 

b 8. After the solemn invocation, which seems to promise a 
real start, comes another digression: on the applicability of the 
ordinary classification of polities. None of the names—Democracy, 
Oligarchy, Aristocracy, and Monarchy—seems fully to describe any 
existing polity, and, what is more, it would be a bad thing for it 

_ if they did, for they all denote the preponderance of one element 
in the state, to the detriment of the others. Nomarchy or—since 
all good laws are inspired by Heaven—Theocracy would best denote 
the perfect roA:teia. Thus the digression brings us round to the 
spirit of the Invocation, and the place of Religion in the state is 
defined, and its importance explained.—roXureiav: already, at 
a2, roX:reia and vdpor have been placed side by side as objects of 
inyestigation, and although the whole work is styled Noo, as 
contrasted with the earlier work IloAureéa, the two subjects are 
felt to be closely connected. In the present work, however, it is 
naturally | the dpurTot vopor that are the main subject. 
_ ©€2, oiov 8) ti Evers BovAnBeis; “In what sense do you 

an your question to be taken ?”—The repeated ofov in the next 
question would in English be: “Do you mean, is it to be... ?” 

43. otrws, “straight off,” “on the spur of the moment”; 
lified below at e3 into has eLaidyns. 
d4. kai yap rupavvid.: the cai reminds us that tvpavvis had 
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been expressly excluded by Cleinias. Even that element is to be 
found in the Spartan constitution. 

d5. Gavpacrov ws MSS. As Plato elsewhere says dpi- 
Xavov ocoy, avparrsy dcov, but dpnXaves « ws and Oavpacras ws, 
and the like, Schanz is probably right in reading Javparris here. 
Gavparra ws occurs in Soph. fr. 963 (Dind.), and in a probably 
spurious line in Eur. [ph. Aul. 943; but even supposing this to 
be natural Greek in Plato’s time, it would not legitimize Gavpacrov 
ws, for Gavpacra is used as an adv., Oavpacrdv never. 

d6. kai tis... haiverar . . . Sypoxparovpevn €otkévar : 
seeing that all the MSS. give dnuoxparovpery, it is very tempting 
to adopt H. Stephanus’s alteration of the MS. kai tis to kairo, 
especially as (1) Heindorf and Cobet disbelieve in éovxev ‘(in the 
sense of videtur) with a participle; and (2) daiverau eovKevar 
involves in that case what seems to us an awkward redundancy. 
It must be recognized on the other hand (1) that, if xairou had 
been written, it is almost impossible to explain its alteration to 
Kal TUS, whereas (2) the alteration of dynpoxparovpevyn to the dat., 
in the neighbourhood of é€ovxévat, is readily conceivable. As i 
the objection taken to cove with a nom. participle, though at Crat. 
419 ¢ (bis) many editors, including Burnet, have followed Heindorf’s 
suggestion and altered kexAnpévyn eouxev to KexAnpevy eotxev, and 
though, at Politicus 277d, one MS. reads €ouxa .. . Kivqjoas for 
€ouKa . . . Kivyoas (so Burnet), at Crat. 408e all MSS. and all 
editors read €ouxe . . . KatddnAov yevopuevov av. The reading in 
the text was suggested by Winckelmann in his edition of the 
Euthydemus p. 74, and adopted by Stallbaum. Cp. also below 
948b7 covey . . . dtavoovmevos.—Aristotle, at Pol. 1265 b 33, 
seems to be quoting this passage along with some comments on it. 
—Immediately afterwards Aristotle refers to the opinion expressed 
at 693d as to the desirability of mixing despotism and democracy 
to form a proper polity ; a subject cognate to our present one. © 

e4. I think Madvig is right in reading Gvepiore Pets for the 
av ep. of the MSS. 

e6. Hermann’s kayo daivouar for the MS. xaradaivopar is 
attractive, but not necessarily right. 

€7. dopo is here used as at Polit. 262e for od Sévapar, and 
with the same construction. There is no need, with Schanz, to 
suppose that we ought perhaps to read riva . .. etrw (or to- 
suppose det to have fallen out between riva and Suc yupi(spevov). 

e8. For eizeiv in the sense of call, pronounce to be, ep. Soph. 
225a12 ri tis... aXXo eitry TAH apps ByTyTLKOV ; 
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e9. dvrws ydp «tX., “that is because,” with a bow 
(® apwrror), “you really live under constitutions. None of the 
arrangements we have just named are constitutions. They are city 
settlements in which one component part rules, and the rest are 
slaves. ‘The name specifies the ruling part in each case. If you 
had to name your community on that principle” (lit. “after any- 
thing of that kind”), “the right thing was for its name to 
designate the only real master of rational beings, and that is their 
God.” In other words, ‘‘if it was to be a ‘-cracy,’ at all, it 
must be a ‘ Theocracy.’ ” 

71343. A has rd rovotrov, and Schneider and Schanz are 
content with this. Stallb. (in his notes) will have nothing but 7d 
Tov ToLovTov, which is in O and some minor MSS. In both cases 
76 would have to be taken to mean 70 ovoya, and this assumption is 
a violent one. L has eirep tov tovovrov—the gen. of that after 

\ whach a thing is named; this is better, but Burnet’s elTep TOV 
To.ovrov is much better still, and gives just the sense we want. 
Possibly the reading 75 Tov either got in by mistake, from the 76 
Tov Seordrov just above, or was a deliberate adaptation to the ro 
Tov dAnOas below ; and A’s reading may well have been a correc- 
tion of that.—Perhaps xpjv and <de: are “ philosophic imperfect,” 
as Adam calls it on Rep. 490 a 7, and if so, they should be translated 
by presents—I think Ritter (D. des Inhalts p. 31, ep. Comm. 
p- 110) puts too much into t7v dA when he translates it “den 
Musterstaat.” dX.v is used loosely in the place of roActeiav,— 
L and the margin of O have adAnOots for aAn@os—an ecclesi- 
astically minded correction. 

a4. I have no doubt Ast was right in rejecting the tov which 
_ comes in the MSS. before vovdv. Stallb. defends it as meaning 
_ (mentem) ad eam rem necessarvam. 

a5. tis & 6 Geos; the question, one may fancy, of a religious 
_ partizan. The Athenian avoids answering it directly. As Ritter 
‘says (p. 110), the real answer would have been 6 vépos, but the 

Cretan was not ripe for such an answer; and there were modifica- 
tions to be made. éypeAGs tus hints that the subject is one 
which needs careful handling. 
a6. In the pv» and the er (if genuine) and the zpoo- we 
_-may see a further reference to the 006s tus Aex Geis at 712 a 4.— 
Schanz says A has ye tu (for y’ €rz) ; at all events at 684d 1 the € 
of ye is not elided before éru. 
_ a8. Wagner, Schanz, and Burnet are probably right in adopt- 
ng Schneider’s distribution of this difficult passage between KA. 
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and AO. The MSS. give ovxoty ... dpav to the Ath, and 
mavu pev ovv to Cleinias. Herm. transposes the two passages, 
making ovKovv . . . dpav (not as a question) the beginning of the 
Ath.’s next speech. But ravv pev ody is not apposite in Cl.’s 
mouth. He cannot be expected to see at once that a pvOos will 
help them. But it is likely that he should be rather puzzled by 
the suggestion, and ask : “Is that the way we have to proceed ?” 

a9. éumrpooGe: ie. in Bk. III. 678 ff. 
b1. The place of rovrwv makes it clear to the ear that roXewv 

is governed by the comparative zportépa. 
b 3. It would be interesting to learn the origin of L and O’s 

strange variant of apiotoxparetras for A’s apiora oikeirar—which 
L and O have in the margin.—ijs pipnpua exovea: ep. Eur. Hel. 
74 dcov pipnp exes EXevys. 

b 5. Cl. is reassured by this orthodox allusion to the good old 
times of Cronos’s reign. 

b8. kat tov Ens mepaivwv av pvOor, “yes, and if you tell the 
story right through...” 6 és pos, which, in most con- 
nexions, would mean “the next story,” here must be taken to 
mean “the whole story from point to point,” not merely some 
incidents in it. Cp. Gorg. 454¢ tov Ens evexa repaiver Oar Tdv 
Aéyov, where e€js wepaiverGar means “to be brought duly to its 
conclusion,” no step being omitted—The older edd. give this 
speech to Megillus. H. Steph. so assigned the previous speech 
(at b 5) as well. 

c5. Kkadamep npets SveAnrAVOapev: ie. at 69165 ff. ovK cor 
. npavirey avTns ; 
c6 ff. txav7) . . . dvotxovoa avtoxpdtwp rdvta, pa ovx UP. 

Te kal ao. pertovoOar: the participle is here felt to be the 
principal verb. It would be hard to find a ease of a bare txkavds 
pun) Tovetv in the sense of “able to avoid doing.” 

¢8. The MSS. have éfiornro: the last syllable of this 
enormity may here be explained by the assumption that ediory 
rote, as Julian quotes it, was the original reading—just as at d7 
A (ace. to Schanz) has épiarnzo tov for é¢. 76 Tov. Hermann first 
put Tore in the text. 

d3. roupviou is, in effect, still under the government of 
éhiorn, for which dpamev is a substitute. —ov Bods xrd.: the 
asyndeton is of the ordinary explanatory kind. 

a5. ravrov, like tovro at 686c¢4, trav? at 700d 1, ravrov at 
Phil. 37d and Polit. 308 e, is adverbial: “im like manner.” 

d6. One MS. and some early editions read tavTdv dpa Kat 6 
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Oeds 8. This mistake perhaps led, by imperfect correction, to 
the apa xali which the best MSS.—but not Julian—place before 
diAdvOpwros. Assuming, with Hermann and Schanz, that 
Julian’s text was correct, I conjecture (1) that someone wrote o 
Geds apa because of 6 Kpdvos dpa at c5, (2) that someone else 
transposed apa and 67—either inadvertently, or on purpose, and 
(3) that some hasty corrector of this transposition brought along 
the kai as well as the apa.—Schramm ingeniously suggested that 
apa. Kat stood for édpa cai, but such a superfluity of expression is 
unlikely.—Stallb. first rejected the xat (before gA.), but afterwards 
defended both dpa and xai.—He was very possibly right in 
rejecting the following r6—for which Herm. substitutes tdre 
as at c 8. 

a7. pactévys: a kind of zeugma; with avrois it means 
“ease,” and with 7puiv ‘ comfort” or “relief ”—as at 779 a. 

| el. With aida .. . wapexdpevoy Stallb. well cps. Prot. 322 ¢, 
_ where Plato calls aidws (mercy) and din Kdapor te Kal deopol 
— dudias cvvaywyoi. 

e2. After aid Julian has cal 67) apOoviav; A has kal eivopiav 
kat apGoviav, éAevOepiav, a well-vouched variant for edvopiav 
(L, O and A? in margin), looks like a deliberate alteration of 
Plato’s text.—Stallb. thought the alteration due'to the mistaken 
idea that there was a tautology in evvopiav kai dpOoviav dixns.— 
Inasmuch as Plato afterwards represents good laws as taking the 
place of these divine rulers, it is natural that he should give a 
hint of this beforehand in mentioning their benignant action in 
this direction. c«vvoyiav and doraciacra are the two most 
important words in this description. They represent severally 
the two branches of the inquiry which have been kept constantly 
before us, ie. voyolecia and woXsteia, The inevitability of 
ordots in a false roArreia, with the wrong sort of laws, is explained 
below at 715ab. 

.e3. With eyes 51) Kat vuV OvTOS O déyos, én Bela. XPOLEvosS 

begins the practical application of the pvOos. The moral is: (1) 
that the only possible ruler of a community is the Deity, and (2) 
that law, the modern substitute for the daiuoves of the Golden 
Age, is also of divine origin.—Julian has dvwv . . . dpye, and, 
in e6, avdyvéus. 

—  FIAal. THY Tod vod Sicavopjv erovopdfovtas vopov: whereas, 
of old, obedience was paid to the Deity in the person of his 
ministers, the daipoves, it is now due to the “immortal,” i.e. the 

_ divine in us, and that is the intellect, represented in the person of 
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its ministers. These ministers we may call not daipovas but 
vov Suavopas, “the arrangements” or “appointments made by the 
intellect,’ and to which we give the name of laws. For the divinity 
of vovs ep. Rep. 501 b with Adam’s note; also 7im..90a where he 
calls the vots a daivwv. I take tov vod to be not an objective 
gen. denoting the thing distributed but a subjective gen. denot- 
ing the maker of the arrangement, which arrangement is the law. 
Not only is véuos connected with the idea of véwev, but I think 
Plato’s fancy played with the verbal assonance between daipovas 
and dvavoyas. (It will be remembered that at.Aesch. Hum. 727 
the former word got into the text by mistake for the latter.) 
vovs in its highest form—the trained philosophic intellect—is thus 
enthroned as the supreme authority in politics and law.—Cp. Cie. 
De legg.i.§ 17; penitus ex intuma philosophia hauriendam wuris dis- 
ciplinam, though Cicero’s philosophy is not the same as Plato’s, 
when he goes on to say (§ 18) est ratio summa insita in natura, quae 
dubet ea quae facienda sunt, prohrbetque contraria. Hadem ratio 
cum est in hominis mente confirmata et confecta, lex est. When 

Cicero connects the Gk. véuos with véuewv, as being so called “a 
suum cuique tribuendo,” he is very possibly thinking of Plato’s 
association here of dvavoyiy with vouos, but he leaves Plato’s tov 
vov out of sight—Below, at 715 cd, Plato almost in the same 
breath speaks of magistrates as being vrnpéra Tots vopous, and 
of their service as being 7)v Tov Oeay vrnpeciay, and calls special 
attention to the fact that serving the laws and serving the Gods is 
the same thing. For the fancied na sr connexion of vous 
and vomos cp. below 957 ¢ 6. 

a2. avOpwros (as contrasted with avyp) points the distinction 
between human and divine leadership. ~ 

a3. ndovev Kai ervOvprov: a hendiadys = ‘coveted delights.” 
a5. oreyouray dé ovdev: cp. Gorg. 493b ff., Rep. 586 b.—If 

arAnot» voojpat. had been the original text, no one could have 
thought (pace Ast) of putting in kax@—or, as Heindorf conjectures, 
kako@v—between the two words—as if there could be an arAnotov 
voonpa which was not kaxov !—but if Pl. wrote arAjorw Kako 
cuvexopuevnv, it is quite conceivable that a commentator should 
remark that by kax@ he meant vooypari, and that, after the two 
words had become rivals for the place, both should be included in 
the text. Hence I feel sure that Herm. is right in rejecting 
the latter word. Stallb. well cps. Gorg. 507e, where the same 
selfish indulgence is called dvjvuTov Kkaxdv. (Ast doubtfully, 
and Stallb. confidently, take voojpar. to be “per appositionem 
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additum” =ws voojpatet. Cp. 717 ¢ below drorivovta Savetopara 
eripeeias.) 

a6. roAews 7 Tivos idwrov: this selfish, masterful spirit. 
may he shown either in pyblic or in private life. 

a 7. 0 vuven éheyoper : 1, OvK EOTL cwTnpias pnxavn is 

another way of saying ovx ¢oTw Kak@v aitois ovde roveV 
avadvéis—some confirmation, as Stallb. says, of the reading 
avadvéis. 

b 3. A possible objection is here raised—Ritter suggests that it 
may well have been raised by some contemporary whom Plato is 
here confuting—that there are laws and laws, that laws are any- 
thing that states like to make them, and that law is merely an 
instrument to secure to the ruler his power and ascendancy, and 
that the sanction of law is merely its adaptability to this end. 
Those who hold this view make right and wrong depend on 
positive law, instead of judging law by a separate standard of 
right and wrong (c3 kai Tov dice . . . ovTw). 

b7. waXvv: though the following words prove that there is 
a reference to the early part of their conversation, no doubt Plato 
was thinking of the constant recurrence in his writings of the 
great question as to the nature of right and wrong, and the 
sanction of morality, which had been introduced e.g. in much 
the same terms in Bk. I. of the Rep.—The repetition of 7d in 
L and O before aé:xov is the mark of an inferior text. 

b8. wpos roAcuov: in other words wpds avdpeiav. The 
reference to so recent a conversation is legitimately vague— 
The reason why this question is so important (repi 6€ Tov 
peyiorov) is that our opponents not only deny that laws have 
anything to do with virtue, but declare that what we call virtue 
‘is only legality—i.e. the interest of the stronger. 
-¢2. Schneider’s rairy ideiv, for the MS. ratty Sefv, is a 

highly illuminating emendation. avr is not an adverb, but a 
dat. governed by ovpdepov; for ideiv in the sense of “look to,” 
“make it our object,” cf. Aesch. Hum. 540 képdos idwv. The 
‘tense perhaps signifies habit. (Cp. Goodwin, M. and T. § 159.) 
‘It was possibly because a pres. would seem more natural to us 

here that Schanz preferred his palaeographically more remote 
_ typeiv for deity. (Stallb. is quite satisfied with the MS. detv, and 

would supply 6Aérevv with it ; Herm. strongly supports Schneider’s 
_ emendation, and Badham appears to have made it independently. 
Herm. eps. Soph. Aj. 1165 ometoov xoiAnv Kametov tw idetv 
7@8, where idciy means “to provide”; as however ideiv takes 
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the place of the preceding (Aerewv, the slightly different ‘look 
to” suits this passage better.}—We must repeat deity with tetv, 
“that they have got to have in view the interest of that form 
of government, and to secure its permanence and integrity.”—The 
dws clause is exegetical to cupdéepor, and sounds the more natural 
because it might itself depend on defy, if necessary. It is 
repeated in another form below at d 3. 

c3. Tov dice Gpov Tov dukaiov: though at b6 7d Sdixacoy 
kat adukov may have been meant to include positively enacted right 
and wrong, these words show that the larger question of right 
and wrong in the abstract, as we should say, is the main subject 
of the audicPitnows. “And they say that these words best 
define justice as it exists in nature,” ie. that outside positively 
enacted law, right and wrong do not exist. 

a3. “Genitivus tis apx7js e voce cvpdéepov pendet, ut dativus 
éavT® pro genitivo positus sit” Ast—rov péveuv, “with a view 
to its continuance.” » Cp. 876e3 tov pHmote Baivery eEw THs 
Sikns, Gorg. 457¢5 Tov katapaves yeverOau. 

a6. ravr is taken by Wagner to mean “ this course of action,” 
ie. the punishment of the law-breaker. But clearly tatr’ is ratra 
Ta TeOevra, and “ using the term rightful for them ” is an amplifica- 
tion of ws aduxovvra, which gives the justification of the punish- 
ment. 

d9. It seems equally clear that here too tatr’ means “ these 
enactments.” Ast and Stallb. take it as adverbial: the former 
translates it by “ propterea, zdcirco,” the latter says it means the same 
as ovTw Kat Tavty. The sense which they and all other inter- 
preters appear to get out of the sentence is: “ that is how it will 
always be with justice.” But the Ath. could never say that, and 
it by no means agrees with what precedes and follows. What we 
want, and what he says, is: ‘* These positive enactments will 
always claim the merit of rightfulness, and that is how they will 
do it” (ie. by penal enforcement)—For ottw Kal tavry ep. 
681d 6.—For the art. with dixavov cf. 680d 9, 659 b 3. 

11. rovro is the superior strength of the maker of these laws. 
They are made by 70 xparovv (above c 9) and superior strength was 
one of the déudpata tov Te apyew Kal apxerOar of 690 a.— 
Schulthess’s a€wwudtwv is evidently right; the MS. adiucnparwv 
is a careless misreading. 

e3. For tov 4 cp. below 871e3 and 866d 7. 
e6. éuaddua erepa erépowrr: a repetition of 690d3 Kat ore 

mepukota mpos dAAnAG evavTiws. The mention of a€ipata as 
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possible eurddia is a subtle way. of discrediting the particular 
é€iwya immediately referred to. 

715alf. kal efpapéev rov. . . ws fava, “and we said, I 
think, that Pindar would have it to be by nature, (thus) legalizing 
extreme violence, to use his own words.” The assertion made at 
690b8 was that Pindar said that “ club-law” was “ according to 
nature.” From the fuller quotation at Gorg. 484b, we can see 
that Pindar used the word aye: of the action of that “ Law which 
none can gainsay” (voyos 6 mdvtwv BactXrevs). Probably it 
means there ‘‘ takes” (in the sense of “ that those should take who 
have the power”); here Plato uses it in another sense of “ takes,” 
suggestive of forcible wresting of the truth. So he applies to Pindar 
himself his own words dixavov 7d Biawtatov.—os pavar: ep. the 
ws daiverOar in a similar position at Rep. 359d 7; Goodwin, M. 
and T.§ 755. “ As we are told that he said.” (Badham rewrites 
the passage.) 
+ a4, morépous tii, “to which side”; ie. to those who hold 
that vdjos depends on force, and act on this belief, or to those 
who believe in tiv tod voyov Exdvtwy apxiv aXN ov Piouov 
mepuxviav 690¢3. As the Athenian puts it towards the end of 
his next speech, the two classes are (1) those who hold that men 
are above laws, and (2) those who hold that laws are above men. 

714e 

a8 ff. “Where office is a thing to fight for, the winners get | 
the government so absolutely in their own hands as not to leave a 
serap of power with the losers, in this generation or the next ; 
and moreover” (re... 8€, cp. 649b5) “both sides watch each 
other constantly, to make sure that no man shall come to power 
who will raise a hand against them to avenge former wrongs. 
What I say is, that is not a polity, and no laws are proper laws 
which are not made in the interest of the whole community. 

_ When laws are made in the interest of part of the populace, I 
: call those people not citizens but schismatics, and I call their 
claim to have right on their side a lie.” 
| For the general sense of the passage cp. 875a 5-8, and the 

éavtn pirnv of 693 b 3. 
all. rapadvAdrrovres: ie. each party, as its turn comes. 
bl. ddixdpevos: the participle, as often, contains the main 

_ idea in the sentence. The “rising against” the party in power 
would not be serious unless a position of power had first been 
obtained. 

b2. ratvras, “such combinations.” 
b 4. ereOnoay, like eodetépirav at a9, I take to be a gnomic 
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aor.—For dco. pa cupmrdons tr. cp. Rep. 420b od pv mpds 
tovto BAErovres THy TOALW oikifoper, Orws ev TL piv EOvos ExraL 
StadhepovTws evdarpov, GAN drws dtu paddvora GAH 7 TOALs. 

b5. I do not see that anything is gained by the Aldine 
otacwwteias and woAuteias for the MS. oracuitas and oXitas. 
—Cp. 832¢2 tovtwv yap 51) mwoditeia pev ovdenia, cTarwretar 
de wacat A€youvt’ dv opOdrara.—Whether, with Ald. we take 
Tovtovs to refer to vdpuovs, or, with the MSS., to tvvwy, there is 
something of a zapa mpocdoxiav about the sentence. Again, 
whether tovrwv in b6 be taken to refer to vdmox or not, at all 
events gac.v mnst have a personal subject, and that with any 
reading will have to be got out of tuvwv. Besides, I do not think 
Tovtouvs in b5 would have been put in at all unless it were to 
call attention to the change in the object of the verb, and show 
that the speaker is now talking of the twvwyv, not of the vopuovs. 

b 7. t7 o7 7oA« is a genitival dat. 
cl. icyiv xrA.: the usual explanatory asyndeton. 
c2. tots rePeio. vopors: it is significant that in the Laws 

prominence is given to positive enactment when the author is 
speaking of the principles on which rulers are to be selected. Cp. 
Rep. 412 d exAextéov . . . TowovTovs avdpas of av oKorovcw 
yp poarwora halvevtar rapa ravra Tov Biov, o pev av TH TOAEL 
NYjITwvTar cvppEepery, Tay TpoOvpia Toreiv, 0 S av pH, pydevi 
Tporw mpagat av eOedewv. 

c3. vixa: a reference to the ot vixnoavres at a8; there is a 
victory to be won by prospective rulers; to gain this prize they 
must excel in submissiveness to the laws. 

c4. tiv tov Oedv imnpeciav: I agree with Ritter that 
Schulthess’s véuwv (so Ast and Schanz), and Orelli’s Gecpov (so 
Wagner and Stallb.) for Oe@v are mistaken. There is an un- 
Platonic poverty of thought in such a statement as: “The man 
who obeys the laws best is to be made chief servant of the laws.” 
At 762 e we are told that the highest distinction falls to the man 
who well serves the laws ws tatvrnv tots Peois otoav dovAciav. At 
713 e we were told that no city is safe under any other rule than 
the divine. Laws are the modern representatives of the daipoves 
of the Golden Age: they derive their authority from the divine 
element in us; obedience to them is therefore obedience to the 
Gods. I see nothing ‘to invalidate this explanation in the fact 
that, immediately below, he says he has called the magistrates 
binpetas Tots vouors. He has just explained that the two terms 
“servants of the laws” and “servants of the Gods” are 
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synonymous. (Bury would read. refévtwy for Geav.)—doréov 
civat: Badham says this was put in because it was felt to be 
confusing to have to wait so long for the azodoréov «ivas at the 
end. No doubt; but it is more likely that Plato put it in than 
Bdh.’s “ librarius.” 

c5. TO Ta dedtepa xparovvts: a reference to the “victory” 
spoken of at c3; “to him who bears the second palm,” Jowett. 

c6ff. “But I do not now call men who are entitled rulers the 
servants of the laws because I want to say something striking: I 
believe the safety or ruin of a state depends on whether they are 
this or not.”—Ritter thinks there is an indication here that the 
expression had been publicly criticized. 

4. dcomdrys: Stallb. cps. Hdt. vii. 104 eAcdOepor yap eovres 
ov mavTa €AeVOepor ciciv: exeote yap ou Seardtys vopmos, TOV 
brodemaivover TOAAG Ete padrXov 7 ot Gol oe. 
a7 Cl “You are right there! You have an old man’s 

penetrating vision.” 
Ath. “Yes; men are at their blindest in such matters when 

they are young, and wide awake when they are old.” 
Cl. “Very true.” 
Ath. “What next? May we not imagine the colonists 

assembled in presence before us, to hear the rest from our lips?” 
Cl. “ By all means.” 
Ath. “‘Friends,.I would say to them, ‘as has been said of 

old, God, who holds the beginning, the end, and the middle of all 
existence in his hand, through all the revolutions of nature goes 
straight to his end.’” 

(Possibly an echo from this much quoted passage was in 
_ Cowper’s mind when he wrote: ‘‘God moves in a mysterious way, 
_ His wonders to perform.” 

e8. 6 madaids Adyos: the Scholiast on this passage says : 
i wadaiy d¢ Adyov AEyer TOV “Opduxdv, bs extiv odtos* Zevs apxy, 

Zevs pécoa, Aws & ex mévta rétutat, Zeds tvOpajyy yains Te Kat 
ovpavovd dotepdevtos. Eusebius, P.L. xiii. 12 has preserved 
another Orphic fragment to the same effect: dpyyv avtTos éxwv 
kal péeroatov Oe TeAcvTHV. 
716a1. The Scholiast says that evHeig (which is well 

established, as against the variant ev@eiay in some of the quota- 
tions, and the early editions) means xara Siknv, and that repuro- 
pevopevos means “moving in a circle,” and so atwviws—the circle 
being a type of immortality. It is a dark saying; no doubt 
ev0eia symbolically contains the notion of moral rectitude, but if 
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it is merely an alternative for xara dixnv, Plato would hardly have 
added rw d€ det avveretar Sikn KTA. TeEpuropevdpevos (cp. Tim. 
33d tf) is probably meant to, bring before our minds the revolu- 
tions of the heavenly bodies. The apparent irreconcilability of 
the two truths is meant to have the form of a paradox, a divine 
mystery. In the Aristotelian treatise Ilept xéopov 401b this 
passage is quoted with zopevopevos, but all other quotations and 
all MSS. give the compound verb.—For the numerous quotations 
of this passage see Stallb.’s note.—zrepaivew is used absolutely ; its 
opposite is ovdev mepaivovow Rep. 426a; so mepaiver 8 ovdev 
9 mpoOvpia Eur. Phoen. 589. 

a2ff. ro d€ det x7X., “and Justice always goes along with Him 
and punishes those who forsake the divine law ; and any man for 
whom good fortune is in store follows Justice in close attendance, 
modest and sedate in mien; but any man who is puffed up with 
pride—whether he be big with the sense of wealth or rank, or 
foolishly vain of youthful beauty—and kindles in his soul the flame 
of wanton wickedness, claiming to be above all rule and guidance, 
and fit to rule others instead,—such a man is abandoned by God ; 
and in this lost state he takes to himself yet other abandoned men, 
and with mad antics sets himself to work a general havoc. Many 
men make a hero of him, but before long Justice visits him with a 
full retribution, and he involves in his own downfall the utter 
ruin of his house and country.”—r@ de .. . tTywpds: Stallb. 
shows by many quotations from ancient commentators that Plato 
is still following the Orphie line of thought as expressed 28 in 
mapedpos yap © vopos Tov Avs, and 1 din extiv oradds Tov Auds. 

a 3. AS... €xOmevos cuvererou: the repetition of the word 
cuvererar suggests the thought that the company of Justice means | 
the company of God, whereas he who abandons Justice kara- 
Nelrrerat Epnpos Peov (b 1). 

a4. Because Eusebius has no kai before kexoopnpevos, and 
because in A xal kexoopnpevos is written in the margin, Schanz 
regards kek. as a gloss on tazewds, and excludes it.—o d€ Tus: 
so all MSS. and some quotations. Theodoret, Cedrenus, and some 
MSS. of Eusebius have et d€ tus. Plutarch, De Is. et Os. p. 477 has 
a modification rather than a quotation of the passage, which 
begins ei d€ tuves. Boeckh, Ast, Stallb, Herm. and Schanz adopt 
et 6€ Tus. It is evident that this suits the passage; xataAéirerar 
in b 1 is the main verb, and the pAéyerau clause is a dependent 
one. The explanation of the MS. reading seems to be that Plato 
is archaizing here on purpose, and uses 6 tts, the Epic form of 
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dors (ep. in Agamemnon’s solemn appeal to the avengers of perjury 
at I 279 rivvoOov étis x’ exiopxov 6udcon—a passage which 
may well have been in Plato’s mind at the time) ; so that 6 d€ Tus 
(as it should be written) stands for dX’ bores (or dotis S€é, which 
Badham would write here).—-Plutarch further modifies PA€éyerau 
into PAeydopevor, which suits the rest of his passage. (H. Steph. 
altered dréyerar to Prcydpevos.) 

a5. I think it is best to take 7) xpypacw .. . avoig as sub- 
ordinate in sense to €fapeis id peyadavxias; they are illustra- 
tions of the various forms which peyaAavyia may take. 

| b 2. The same idea lurks in the metaphorical oxipr¢ that is to 
be found in the modern English slang term “a bounder.” 

b3. cdofev and éeroincev are gnomic aorists. 
b 5. mpos tatr’ obv ottw duateraypéva, “in the face then of 

this dispensation.” 
b6. dSpav 7 dvavocioPar: the answer Se? duavonOjvar ws 

evopevov . . . would correspond more exactly to the question, as 
Badham would write it, with the 7 omitted, but the more inexact 

_ correspondence is quite Platonic. (Bdh. would also reject de? 
— StavonPjvar in b9.) Schanz rejects both 7 and diavoeio Bau. 

b 8. Madvig (followed by Schanz) would remove the emphatic 
asyndeton by reading dri ws, This spoils the sentence; even 
Heindorf’s Setv for Se? weakens it. 

clff. pia xrX., “there is only one, and it finds its only 
_ expression in the old saying that like will love like,—if it is itself 
within the proper bounds; things that know no bounds love 
neither each other nor those which do. Some men say ‘man is 
the measure of all things’; in a far truer sense it is God who 
really sets the bounds by which all things human (iv) are 
measured and judged.” 

_ ¢i1. The selection of the word dxéAovOos suggests the same 
metaphor as was presented by éydmevos cuvererar, and by Tov 
FuvakoAovOncdvrwv. Company in a journey implies unanimity. 

_ ¢3. The addition of the words dvtu petpim shows that the 
speaker is not so much adapting the old proverb as limiting its 
scope. It always has been applied freely to the association of the 
wicked (e.g. Od. xvii. 218, and Arist. N.E. ix. 3. 3); Plato says the 
natural liking of each other is confined to the good. He uses for 
good the word pérpios, which suggests “within certain limits,” and 
this suggestion helps the further deductions of his argument.— 
Whereas Aristotle (J.c.) warns us of the evil results of loving a bad 
man—i.e. the becoming like him—Plato holds that not even when 
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you have become like a bad man can you love him. All wicked- 
ness is represented as ayetpia, “extravagance” or “excess,” which 
must arouse universal dislike. At Polit. 284 e, after defining the 
two criteria of size, ie. (1) the relative, and (2) the absolute, Plato 
paraphrases Td petprov by Kat Td mperov, kal Tdv Katpov, Kal Td 
Sedov, kal tav@ ordca eis TS perov armKicOn Tov érxaTov. 

c4, mdvtwv ypyyatwv perpov: “Tangitur effatum illad 
Protagorae . . . de quo v. Cratyl. 385e, Theaet. 152a” Stallb. 

c6. TovovTw is equivalent to “the author of limitation,” and 
the following tovotrov to “one who puts a limitation on his own 
conduct and behaviour.”’—eis dvvayuv ote pddurra: so at 771e 
OTe padwora .. . Kata TO Sivarov, Rep. 458e, Polit. 279 ¢ kata 
Stvapuv ore pariora dia Bpdyewv. A similar redundancy occurs at 
Rep. 427 e eis Sbvapiy ravte tporw, Phaedr. 257 a eis apetepav 
Svvapuv OTe KaAAioTy, and 273 e rpatreayv Td wav eis Svvapev. 

G1. 6 pev codpwv pov: codpoctvn is the virtue most 
clearly to be identified with euperpia. 

d3. kai aducos MSS. There is no point in adding aéuxos to 
the two preceding predicates, and Burnet has adopted Ritter’s 
insertion of 6 before it. To make it clearer that kai 6 adsxos and 
kal Ta GAX’ stand for the rest of the vices, I have put a comma after 
duddopos (which, as above at 679b, means “hostile”). Schanz 
rejects kat aduxos. Faehse reads kat aOeos, and Stallb. suggested 
Kat adtAos for it. 

d5. The addition of aAnGeorartov signifies that Plato is not so 
much gloating over the confusion of the wrongdoers, as expressing 
delight in the grandeur and beauty of the philosophical truth, and 
the ennobling of religion above the position which it held in 
popular notions. 

a6. Burnet rightly adopts Schanz’s det for the MS. de?, which 
Stallb. rejects and most edd. turn into 67. 

e2. toitwv tavavtia répuxev : i.e, not only is a knave’s offering 
an abomination (and his selfish prayer an outrage) but it will be 
the worse for him that he has offered it. Stallb. has collected, in 
his note on the following words, many similar passages from 
ancient authors. 

717a1. For the 76 with opGov cp. above 714 d 9, and 630 d 9, 
659 b and 691b 11. 

a3. Suidas, in quoting this passage (s.v. papa Kedar), has 
evkatpotatos for the MS. éyxaipdtatos. Cp. Phaedo 78 a (ovK eorw 
els 6 Te ay edxatporepoy [v.L dvayKatdrepov] dvadioKo.Te Xpyparta) ; 
probably in both places a profitable expenditure is being spoken of. 
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This meaning is perhaps more likely to attach to evxa:pos than to 
eykatpos. I think we should read the former. 

a4. aitov, “which belong to it,’ ie. “which would be used 
to hit it.” Stallb. eps. Phaedr. 230 d rs euns e£ddov 7d pdppakov 
(so too 274 e prjpns te Kal codias dappakov), where the gen. 
stands for the advantage secwred by the drug. The meaning is here 
helped out by the immediately previous gen. with croxdfer Oar. 
Ast says avrov depends (only) on edecis (the aiming at it), by 
“trajectio verborum.” This is mere hocus-pocus ; standing where 
it does airod must go with BéAn. (It is conceivable that we ought 
to supply it again with efeors, but I think it is better not to do 
so.—Badham, followed by Schanz, would read at for avrot.) 

a5. tois BéAcou: a genitival dative. Plato is fond of such 
datives; here there is the special reason for it that a gen. with 
edeois commonly denotes the object aimed at. Here it means 
“the means of discharge suitable to the missiles.” (Ast takes the 
dat. to be an instrumental one.)—rd oi’ dv Aeyopeva opHdrara 
deport av; lit. “the called what (missiles and engines) most 
rightly would be carried?” i.e. ‘‘What shall we name as the 
weapons (most proper) to be carried?” The principal verb is, as 
often, in the participle.-—époiro continues the metaphor of féXn. 
—rd, which, in idea, includes épecis as well as BeAn, does not go 
closely with wota, which is predicate to Aeydpeva. As, eg., at 
Polit. 282 e 5 we have Aéyopuev eivar kdtaypd Te in the sense of 
“we use the term xdtayya to denote .. .,” so here Aeyopeva, 
which is equal in effect to A€younev av, means “ what names shall 
We give to...?” Schanz’s qepdmeva for Aeydpeva, which 
simplifies the sentence, impoverishes it, and lays too much stress 
on the metaphorical fépovro.—The same objection holds against 
Richards’s yryvopeva and Bury’s rewvdpeva, for Aeyopeva.—opOdrara 
goes with féporto, not with Acyopeva. 

a6 ff. rparov pév,. . . vuvd%: this, for us, too succinct account of 
the various ritual by which the different divinities are to be 
worshipped presents many difficulties, and has been, in several 
details, variously interpreted. All editors but Schneider and 
Burnet adopt the Aldine alteration of the MS. ra 8€ in b 1 to 
ois 6¢. Familiarity with the phrase of avwev Oeoi led to this 
change, and those who make it take trois eumpoobev pnOeciow as 
neuter and governed by avtidwva. But the passage in Plut. De 

Is. et Os. cited by Ast and Burnet gives unmistakable support to 
e MS. reading. Plutarch says ra 8 avtidwva toitwv Saipooww 

arodiéwow ; both dvwHev and avtidwva are sometimes found with 
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gen. in the place of the commoner dat. Light is thrown on the 
subject by Porphyr. Vit. Pythag. p. 197 cited by Ast: Kal rots 
pev ovpaviors Beois repitta Ovewv, Tots d€ YOoviors aptva.—Ald.’s 
other change of the MS. dpwreta to dpurrepa is confirmed by 
O and has been universally adopted. Further, at b1 Burnet 
rejects Ta mepitTd as a very natural commentator’s explanation of 
Ta TOUTWY AdvwOev, Which was enough for Plutarch. With Plutarch 
the two kinds of offering are, for the higher gods ra defid Kal 
mepittd, and for the lower—whom he wrongly calls daipoves, 
instead of x@dvior Geoi—ra avtidwva rovtwv: I should like to 
see a further advance on these lines in the rejection of cat devTepa 
(in a 8). This seems to me just as likely to be a commentator’s 
addition. It still remains a puzzle why Plato should have so very 
markedly (rp@rov pev) put the inferior honours of the second 
class of deities in the forefront of his enumeration. It looks as 
if he were condemning a tendency to put the y@dv.o1 Oeoi first. 

a7. tovs THY TOALW €xovtTas Heods: apparently the patron god 
of the city, even if not one of the ‘‘Olympians,” was put into the 
same class with them as far as ritual went. 

a8. apria [Kat devTepa] Kai apiotepa: Ast says Tiyuds in a 6 
is in apposition to these words, Stallb. that these words are in 
apposition to tyuds. I incline to Ast’s view; apria xX. are the 
emphatic words: “ As for the honours which, next to the Olympian 
and city-patron deities, you pay to the gods of the world below, 
you will be acting correctly if you give them the inferior honours, 
and the former: the superior.” (Schneider seems to make a fresh 
sentence begin with ra d€ tovTwy avwOev, and to treat Ta mepiTTa 
kTA. as its predicate. I do not think defid in Plutarch and 
dpurtepd here are used in the sense of “of good” or “evil 
omen” (Jowett), but literally, like apria and zepitra, the 
symbolism being in both cases implied. 

b 2. Here we have another instance of the redundancy observed 
above at 716c7. It seems unnecessary, with Bdh. and Schanz, to 
reject €umpooOev; he says ‘‘ just above” instead of “above.” Cp. 
however 683e5, 861 a8. 

b 3. dpysd(our : the act. opyid(w at Phaedr. 250 c, Laws 910c¢ © 
(I think), and in Plutarch, Nwma ch, 8, means (like teActv) perform, 
celebrate (reAeTHVY, Ovoias, Topmds, xopeias); at Phaedr. 252d and 
Eur. Bacch. 415 it is used absolutely, without an object, in the 
sense given in Suidas s.v. dpyeaves* dpytdfew S€ éore TA TOV Ded 
opyva teAciv. (So too Photius and Gramm., Bek. Anecd. i. p. 
287.) Thompson on Phaedr. 252d says “ opysdferv Oew is the 
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usual construction,” but I have not been able to find any instances 
of it, unless Ast’s dpyidéfo. be adopted here. At b4 tdpipara 
opya(oveva implies a transitive use in the sense of “serve” (a 
shrine), or ‘‘ worship” (a statue). In late Greek (Plutarch and 
Lucian) there are two transitive uses of the word, (1) “ worship ” 
(a god), and (2) “initiate” (a worshipper). Schanz follows Ast in 

___ reading dpyzdfor, but in the case of a word with such various uses 
and constructions we have no right to do this, and a middle 

opytafer Oar with a dative of the deity honoured may well take 
rank among the rest of them. 

b4. éraxoAovOo?: this is the reading of all the MSS. but 
one (Bekker’s v), which has éraxoAovOeiv with -of over it. 

The earlier edd. inchfding Ast and Stallb. unwarrantably altered 
this to éraxoXovet. Either the author, or a transcriber, thought 
another ay unnecessary after that with the immediately preceding 
verb; it can hardly be an independent wish.—avrois: it is 
hard to say whether this is masc. or neut.—idptpara: if avtois 
is masc. this would most naturally mean statues (as at 93le. So 
Schneider); if neuter, “those observances,” idpvpata would 
mean shrines.—‘‘ Next after these deities will come the statues 
of each man’s household gods” (ie. his dead ancestors) “ the 
worship of whom is to conform to the (public) regulations.” Cp. 
910¢, 

b6. The form of the sentence is changed; instead of yoveis 
(OvrTes Tiysmpevor we have yovewy Tipal (wvTwv. It is assumed 
that parents stand to their offspring in a quasi-divine relationship. 
—ws Oéuis MSS. Ficinus in his translation. begins this sentence 
“ guibus fas est,” and I think Hermann argues rightly that ois 
and not ws ought to stand here. It is more natural to leave out 
the <ori with Oéuis if we have ois, than if we have ws in the 
sense of nam; in other words Oéuis, standing where it does, needs 
the support of a more emphatic word than as. 

b8. Like the Latin antiquior, the comp. and sup. of rpéeoPus 
are used of superior obligations; there seems to be the same kind 

_ of punning use of zpéo Pus here that there is in the case of taAatds 
at c5.—vopife d€: 5€ without any clause before it to which 

it is adversative is here “moreover,” as in kal... 6é—It is 
easy to supply “he ought” from the preceding Oéuis (err), 
though the ois belongs only to the previous clause. (Ast 
apparently felt that the ofs ought to be carried on in thought as 
well, and therefore preferred ws.)—‘‘ He should consider, more- 
over, that all he has in his possession belongs to those who gave 
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him birth and nurture, and should make his property minister 
to his parents’ service to the utmost of his power, whether of 
purse or person, or mind, and thereby repay the debt of cares 
and pains which they have bestowed upon him—an expenditure 
made of old for his youthful development, which moreover the son 
repays to the old when age has brought them to need the repay- 
ment sorely.” | 

c2. Both exeivois and xara dvvapiv racav go with trnpeciay, 
not mapexerv. For the dat. St. cps. 631d, 633c, Crat. 437, 
Parm. 128 ¢. 

c 3, devrepa and tpita are governed by wapéxew: the clause 
explains that mavta a KexTnTat Kat exer includes all powers of 
body and mind, as well as external propertye 

c4. daveiopara is in apposition to emripeAcias and divas. | 
c5. wadauis . . . tadavots: there seems to be an intentional 

repetition of this word: the debts are of old standing, and the 
creditors are old whén they are repaid. Under these cireum- 
stances the unusual and poetical radaids in the sense of aged (so 
at Tim. 22 b, and Symp. 182) does not seem out of place—There 
is a further verbal] antithesis in the conjunction raXauas eri véous. 
veois, I think, is neut., and refers to the acquired possessions and 
powers of which mention has just been made: ‘loans granted of 
old on the security of what was young.” The man who has 
incurred the debt is all through spoken of in the singular. 
(Ast translates “ pueris mutuos datos,” Stallb. “pueris tanquam 
impensas,”’ Wagner “wegen der Kinder erlitten,’ Schneider “in 
parvulis elocatas,” Jowett “in the days of his infancy.”)—The de, 
which Ast and Apelt object to, seems to present no greater 
difficulty than that after vouifev in b8, and it has much 
the same meaning here. (Objecting to this d€ and the 
unusual sense of raXdaois, Apelt conjectures durAaciws for de 
taXatots ; but when a man has been told that his whole possessions 
must go in payment, “twice the debt” seems a limitation. A 
modern actuary would think “twice the loan” a poor return 
after thirty years.) 

c7. Kal exrxnkevar, “and always to have had”; the addition 
of the perf. expresses the abiding effect of a transgression, even in 
word, against filial piety. 

di. There is a similar conceit to those noticed above in the 
use of mpéo Bus, véos, and wadavds, in the juxtaposition of kovpwv 
and Paputdrn; cp. 935a ex Adywv, Kovpov mpdypartos, epyw 
plon Te Kal €xOpar Baptratat yiyvovrat. Plutarch, quoting Plato 
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at De garr. 505c, and De ira cohtb. 456d, and Conviv. disp. 634 f 
and De cap. ex in. ut. 90 c, mixes up the two passages. 

d3 ff. Ovpovpevors . . . Siadhepdvtws, “therefore a son should 
bow before a parent’s anger, even when vented in resentful word 
or deed, and should make allowance for the special provocation 
there must be in the (mere) thought that a son should have done 
the wrong.” 

a8. pare trepaipovta ... ériPecav: Herm., Schneider, the 
Ziir. edd. and Burnet, are the only edd. who have left this passage 
as it is in the MSS.—barring the alteration of yevvijras to 
yevvyntas.—Stobaeus has rdv «ifuwpevov dyxov: Ficinus, “con- 
suetam magnitudinem excedere”—if this was the right reading 
vrepaipovra was used transitively in the sense of exaggerate, but it 
seems best to follow the MSS. and take trepaipovra intransitively 
in the sense of eaceed.—The acc. part. supposes cwppoveorata 

— « Odarrew KadAXAorov éote to have gone before. 
el. dv=Totrwy (i.e. TOV dyKwv) ois (instrumental dat.) ; so at 

Prot. 361e2 dv evtvyxavw stands for tovrwv ots evrvyxava, and 
below at 721d 4 tipov dy stands for tiuov ais.—riOnp, as at 
947 e and Menez. 242 ¢ 2, is used in the sense of “bury.” (Ficinus 
translates “ quae maiores genitoribus suis struebant.”—Apelt would 
read ériunoav for érifecav ; the tense is against this.) (Badham, 
followed by Schanz, reads trav ciPicpevwv dyxov, and Tois yevvntais 
—only he did not correct the accent of yevv7jrass.—Cod. Voss. and 
H. Steph., followed by Ast and Stallb., put in eis before rovs, 
and Ficinus’s translation supports this.) Care, he says, should be 
taken that family traditions in such matters should be upheld ; 
otherwise the later members of the family would feel themselves 
slighted. 

e2. kat éviavTdv is a quasi-adjectival qualification of ém- 
peAcias—attentions paid to them on the anniversary of their death 
—or possibly of their birth. 

e3f. rq de pa rapadeirew ... tmapexdpevov: we should 
have expected pxdev instead of py, but apparently rapadeirev 
is here used, like exXcivrevv, intransitively, and with a participle 

_ agreeing with its*subject; cp. Menex. 249b 7 wéAus Tovs TeA€ev- 
THTaVTAS Tyo OvdEeroTE ExAcireL. 
718 a3. veuovra—tlike wapeydpevov—is subordinate to raupa- 
Xeirew. “Above all honour them constantly by diligently keeping 
their memory fresh, and grudging the dead nothing of the proper 
expenditure which fortune has put it in your power to bestow.” 
‘Badham reads 70 for 7, and rovro for rovTw, and follows Stobaeus 
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best explanation of this difficult passage is to suppose it to be a 
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and Ast in omitting te after dardvys. Stallb. and Schanz agree 
in the latter point. This makes a weak conclusion. What the 
MSS. say is: “ Above all, never forget them, and don’t grudge a 
penny you fittingly spend in their honour ;” the other is: “ Above 
all show that you never forget them by spending a proper sum in 
their honour.” 

a4. Stobaeus omits the ay after a€iav. 
a6. Here ends the imaginary exhortation, and the description 

of the “armoury” of ceremonies by which the favour of all 
superior beings is to be propitiated. For the right behaviour 
towards equals and inferiors we are referred to the laws themselves. 
—The antecedent which has to be supplied to & is an adverbial 
acc. Tavta, qualifying 7 dueEodos ... tiv mwodw ... pakapiav 

. awoteAei ; “as regards those things.” (Schneider takes this 
Tavta to be governed by weiMovca.) a and dca are themselves 
governed by azoteAovvra, which is subordinate to padpuvdpevor, 
which in its turn is subordinate to koopetv, 

a7. mpos Geav, which Ast would reject, means, as Stallb. says, 
divinitus constituta ; cp. Od. ¢ 207 wpds yap Atds eiow amravres 
Eeivoi Te TTWXOL TE. 

a8. kai outAias stands for a more regular kat d0as opidrias 
—“ (what) relations with all of these.” 

bl. dadpuvdpevov .. . Koopetv: ie. the fulfilment of these 
various social obligations will give his life orderliness and charm. 

b2. Tov vopwv avtav 9 déEodos amroreAc? is apparently 
equivalent to of vouor adtol dueEeAOdvres arotreXovar (cp. below 
768d 5).—Ficinus translates “legum ipsarwm tractatio demon- 
strabit.” This suggests to Ast that perhaps de/£er kal has fallen 
out after d.éfodos.—As Ritter says, the meifovca here does not 
refer to the prefaces spoken of below. This class of laws requires 
no preface. 

b 7. Soke? por... apxerOar: I agree with Apelt (p. 8) in 
thinking that it is too much to expect that this can mean “it 
seems to me the right thing for him . . . to begin,” and accept his 
suggestion that detv has fallen out, before detypa—rovtwv mépe: 
this I take to be a variety of expression for a simple gen. Cp. on 
6766. 

cl. 7a Aowra wrdvra cis Siva SueEeAPOvTa: it will be 
noticed that the subjects of how to behave to (1) children, (2) 
relatives, (3) friends, (4) fellow-citizens, and (5) €evou are all dealt 
with in this order below at 729a—730a. It seems then that the 
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statement of the author’s intention of dealing with these subjects, 
here (718a6 ff.) postponed, later on in the general preface, before 
coming to the actual legislation about them. 

c4. I think we ought to follow Ast in assigning this question 
to Cleinias. The Ath. has said that such a discourse must not be 
€v oXHpate vowov; it is natural then that Cl. should ask “what is 
the proper form for it?” If with other editors we take it asa 
“rhetorical” question and put it in the Athenian’s mouth, we are 
met by the difficulty.that in all other such questions as are cited by 
Stallb.—Symp. 178d, below 720a6, 722d, and 723 b—the verb 
is in the first person. 

c6 ff. “It is by no means easy to confine its delivery within the 
bounds of what you may call a single pattern; but let us look at 
it somehow in this way, and see if we cannot get a definite notion 
about it.” 

¢9. TO mwotov refers in grammar to te in c7, but the Ath.’s 
following disquisition is rather an explanation of ovtwai tiva 
Tporov, Which = ottwot Tus. 

c10. avrovs: Wagner says, either we must suppose aitovs to 
refer to tovs vopovs, and give evrefeatdrovs an active sense, or 
take avrovs to be a scribe’s mistake for dorovs. He is not right, 
however, in saying that the people have not been referred to. At 
¢1 we had éxeivois ois vouoberioe, and Tov vépwv only came two 
lines later. That evzevOxjs should be act. is very unlikely, as it has 
recently (715 ¢ 2) occurred in a passive sense.—aorovs makes good 
sense, but it would want an article before it. 

ell. rovro wovetv, “to produce this result”; ie. “to incline 
them,” or perhaps “to persuade them towards virtue.” - 

d2. ra... &) AexGevra: not, I think, (as the Scholiast) “the 
speech just delivered ”—i.e. that beginning at 715 e '7—but “just 
what I mentioned ”—i.e. at 718 b 5.—édo€£ev is a “ conversational ” 
aorist, which we should translate by a present. 

d4. The first thing to note about this perplexing passage is 
_ that the vulgate AaBdpeva, padXAov & has no MS. authority. In 
_ A we have padAov«+* 6’, the & in an erasure, and in both A and 
_ O AaBopeva is given in the margin, clearly as an alternative to 
 paddov &. Burnet adopts the alternative, and this gives a 

construction, though a harsh one: «is 76 goes with axovewv, and 
_ there is a threefold change of “ person” within the three clauses ; 
_ the subj. of rapaivy is (I think) 6 vopobérns, AaBopeva agrees with 
_ the antecedent to wepi Gv; the subject to dxovew is the man to 
whom the vouoGérns is speaking. O. Apelt (p. 8) takes a similar 
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course in reading petaAaPovra (‘getting hold of”), which he 
thinks more likely than AaPdpeva to have been corrupted into 
parXrov &. (This I doubt; AaBou. might very well have been 
so written in early cursive as to be read as waAAov—sauop—and 
the three letters replaced by «*6’ might well have been eva.)— 
We may translate: ‘It seems to me, then, that just the discourse 
I spoke of would do something towards making a man listen in a 
civil and even kindly mood to the subject of the lawgiver’s 
exhortations,” i.e. the actual enactments, “as they would fall on a 
mind not altogether unprepared.” (Madvig, followed by Schanz, 
writes opi YX» paddov 5, Badham AaPopeva paddov 88 
TT paeias, TPE POTEpOV TE dpa mice Stallb. would insert wepaiveuy 
(to go with eis 7d) after rapaivy, Ritter contents himself with 
altering 76 in d3 to ra.)—ooTe KTA., “in fact it will be a very 
welcome result, if he brings his audience, by making them, as I 
say, more kindly, into a more docile frame of mind, however 
little he may do in that direction.” 

d5. Vermehren is doubtless right in reading fyi for the MS. 
gnoi: the repetition of evdueveorepov is marked, and ézep pyvi is 
very otiose. 

a6. Badham’s zavv for the MS. way is right here, I think 
(the case at 801 b 10 is different).—Cp. 723a4 dua tv evpeverav 
evpadeorepov ; in both places it is implied that goodwill towards 
instruction conduces to receptivity, and should precede it. It 
is just this inclination which the following words describe as 
wanting. The reason is that heaven has ordained that the “ first 
step” in the road to virtue shall be a hard one. Hence the 
special need that the benefits to follow on this step should be 
clearly set forth. 

e2. Both at Rep. 364cd, where the passage (Hes, Op. et D. 
287 ff.) is quoted, and here, there are variants from our text of 
Hesiod. For odiyn pev 58és Plato has at Rep. 364 dein pev 000s, 
and here 7) 660s Aéia, a great improvement, as oA‘yy only says the 
same things as the following words—which are here paraphrased 
by paAa Bpaxeta otoa. So too is tknat for iknrat, of which the — 
subject is not clear. Even the fépeuy (for réAecy) in v. 292, in the 
sense of “ (easy) to endure,” may be correct. The two last variants 
are not supported, as A«y is, by the quotation at Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 
20. It was a favourite passage with Plato; cp Prot. 340d and 
Phaedr. 272 ¢. 

719a5. avTd MSS. ; for this Bdh. proposed at (and so Schanz). 
O. Apelt (p. 9) thinks it more likely that at should have become i 
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adtd if riGévae followed it rather than Oetvai, especially as riOec 
immediately follows. But I think Burnet is right in leaving 
avrd unaltered. tovro would be quite regular: avro is slightly 
anacoluthic ; it implies a causal force in the preceding clause, 
something like “since this is the effect which the previous 
argument has produced upon me, I should like to lay it before 
you.” av is certainly not wanted. 

b 4. Because the first hand of A has not pév (before 52)) Schanz 
omits it; L and O both have it—opixpo... tpdaGev: i.e, 656 c. 

b 6. wovety in the technical sense of, “utter as poetry”; Land 
O have A€yeww for it.—ov yap av etdeteyv: Ast would remove the 
av; either, he says, we ought to have eidévar, or—dr. being 
supplied in thought—eidetev. But this very passage shows us 
that there is a third alternative: asin ws... de’, we may have 
the tense used by the original speaker; here this was ov« av 
etdetev, “ they would not be likely to know”; ov yap eidévar or ov 
yap «idetev would be “because they did not know.”—ti mot’ 
evavTiov Tois vomors av Aéyovtes: here the part. A€yovres is the 
more important verb, “for they would have no idea what of their 
utterances would be against the law and do harm to the state.” 
This is better than to make ri ror’ go with BAdrroev av. It 
is the ignorance of the nature of their own utterances, rather than 
the ignorance of their effect, which makes the poets dangerous. 

b9 ff It is a rich piece of Platonic humour which gives the 
much decried and dangerous poet the task of teaching the vowoGerns 
his duty. ‘‘ We poor poets,’ he is made to say, “have to suit 
our words to the chance ideas of our characters; you lawgivers 
have to be quite sure what is right, and why: if you are not, you 
have no right to dictate to others.”—All through this speech the 
Ath. is speaking on behalf of the poets (irép tov rointor), and 
at times he assumes the person of a poet; so at cl avToy apov 
means ‘‘by us poets ourselves,” and at d7 eyw means “I, the 
poet.” —The poet, as the master of the way of saying things, is the 
natural adviser of the lawgiver in the matter of the wise and 
conciliatory representation of his laws to the minds of his subjects. 
Plato shows by his frequent quotations from poets how much he 
values their power of expression. 

c6. zo.v : again used in the technical sense. 
d2. dvo wepi evds; ie. dv0 Adyovs, in explanatory apposition to 

tovto. Ast rejects rovro in d 1, which Ficinus does not translate, 
d4. vvvdy: the reference is to 717d 7, where the vopoerns 

had stipulated for a petpia rad. 
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d6. wpoordarreis used of the legislator’s constant injunction, 
eryveras “timeless” (aor.) of his arguments in its support. 

A7. «i pev yuvy por... etn, “if one of my characters was 
a woman of great wealth.” 

d8. év 7@ woujpate: this goes with ein almost as directly as 
with dsvaxeAcvourro. Ficinus takes it only with the following 
eratvoinv, and so does the MS. of Stobaeus. Many wrong- 
headed alterations of zovjpars have been made, eg. ypdppate 
Ast, eruotipate Winckelmann, pvjpare Stallb., voojpare Haupt, 
TpoonkovTe pvyjpate Richards, (rw) otkjpar. Apelt —by editors 
who failed to see that the ‘‘poet” is speaking here of what his 
character in his poem would say. 

el. In exacvoinv the poet speaks as if it were he who expressed 
the opinions of his characters—while the following eraivéoau, like 
duaxeAcvouto, fixes the responsibility on the character in his poem 
—conscious all the time that the former view is the correct one. 

e 3. Tov atrév: this may be correct—ie. Tov avtov TH vopobE- 
Ty, “the same kind of tomb that you, the lawgiver, would enjoin ” ; 
but I am much disposed to accept H. Richards’s suggestion that 
we ought to read tovovrov here.—The MSS. and that of Stobaeus 
have éravvéoou ; Bekker was most likely right in reading the now 
discredited form érawwéoa (cp. 773¢8). Bdh. proposed era:voin 
oot, which would help to explain tév avrév.—vovy is evidently 
used in the sense of vvvdy, which Schanz suggests for it. 

e5. Le. as a lawgiver you have no right to use the term perpiov 
unless you define it. 

e7 ff. Having established the fact that the vouoGerns is able to 
recommend the law by argument and persuasion, he now proceeds 
to explain the best way of doing it. This speech is very conversa- 
tional in style, but quite clear. Stallb. is right in marking a 
break, and a fresh start, after Qcparevewv. “I ask then, is our 
dispenser of laws to put no such preface in the forefront of his 
ordinances? Must he say straight off what has to be done or not 
done, name the penalty attached to transgression, and pass on to 
the next law without adding to his enactments a single bit of © 
conciliation or persuasion? Why, just as doctors for instance are 
in the habit of treating us, one this way, and one that, when we 
are ill (Eexdorote)—just call the two styles to mind, and then we 
can appeal to the law-maker—just as children would appeal to the 
doctor to be as nice to them as possible. Give you an instance? 
What I mean is, there are doctors and doctors’ men, who bear the — 
name, you know, of doctors themselves.” “They do.” ‘“ And they — 
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are all so called whether they are free men, or slaves who pick up 
their skill by listening to their masters’ directions and watching 
their proceedings, learning by rote and not by principle, which is 
the way the free-born doctors themselves learn, and the way they 
teach the members of their school. You grant the existence of 
these two kinds of doctors?” “Certainly.” 

e8. For mpoayopety O has -ever and A? -evou; in O -eu is 
corrected to -y and there is a marginal note saying “all copies 
have the subjunctive”; in ¢pd(y and tpérnrar both A and O 
have the subj., which A corrects to opt. and O (in pay only) to 
the pres. ind. — Ast, not recognizing that the subjunctives are 
deliberative, reads opt. and puts in av. 

20a1. rots vouoberoupévois: the expression 1) vopoGeroupevyn 

woAus at 701 d 8, and still more rods viv vopoberoupévovs at 857 ¢ 6 
prove that the part. here may be masc., and denote the people for 
whom the laws are made (so Jowett), ih I think Wagner is right 
in taking it to be neuter, and to mean “enactments,” as at 785 a. 
The latter meaning fits in with the zpoo- in rpoa6.66 better than 
the former. 

b 2. I believe that all commentators and translators are in error 
in thinking that Plato admits the possibility of the empirics being 
free citizens. From kat’ erita€w to dé py applies solely to SodAou ; 
the previous words mean: “ Yes, (we call the whole lot “ doctors ”) 
whether they belong to the free-citizen kind, or the slave kind ”— 
then follows a description of the slave kind. This is also clear 
from b 4 and b 5, as also below at 857 cd. 

b 5. ovrw seems to us pleonastic; it serves to give a unity and 
emphasis to the part of the sentence containing peuabjKaor and 
duddoKkovor.. The course of learning and teaching systematically 

_ (kara diovv) in medical schools is opposed to the random picking 
up by their slave assistants of bits of doctors’ skill—With rovs 

 avTov maidas Stallb. cps. of (wypaduv maides 769b1. Cp. Rep. 
— 408b6 wavy Kopwors, edn, A€yers "AckAnmiod raidas, “quite 

philosophic practitioners you make them out to be!” where there 
is a slight pun, as Machaon was really Asclepius’s son, L. & S. 
s.v. I. 3 and the biblical phrase “the sons of the prophets.” 

¢2. «kai: we should say “or.” 
g ¢ 3,4. Schanz says one €xadorov must go. But if the second be 

omitted the sentence runs awkwardly : if the first was not t originally 
! there, who would think of putting it in? éxdorov todv oikeTOv 
4 bears a very relevant sense. The slaves were not treated as 

individuals, but in the lump. 
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c5. ovd amodéxerar: ie. he would cut his patient very short 
if he showed a disposition to explain his case or to ask for an 
explanation. 

c7. I cannot but think that Plato wrote av@d8ys here, and 
that some early scribe wrote -@s because he had so recently had 
three consecutive words ending in -ws. If the MS. text be 
retained, it might be as well to put a comma after tipavvos, to 
show that av@adas goes with mpoordfas. ‘He writes him a 
second-hand prescription, with a cock-sure air, issuing his orders 
like a tyrant whose will is law, and then rushes off to the next 
slave-patient.” (av@adms will hardly bear the meaning “with 
the absolute air of a tyrant”; Jowett takes av@. with olyerar— 
‘“‘rushes off with equal assurance.’’) 

c8. Kat pactoévyv xtX., “and by so doing lightens his master’s 
professional labours ”—i.e, by relieving him of his slave-patients. 
(Jowett unaccountably translates: “and so relieves the master of 
the house of the care of his invalid slaves.”) 

1. ws eri rd rAciorov leaves it open to us to suppose that a 
physician now and then treated the case of a slave. 

d3. eEerdlwv ar apyns Kai kata pio: terms which suggest 
a philosophical, systematic investigation ; for the latter cp. above 
b4.—rw kdpvovte Kowvotpevos KTX., “taking the patient, and his 
friends as well, into his confidence.” 

a5. tov vocovvtwy: a curious change of number. 
d6. exéra£ev : gnomic aor. 
a7. For pera “by the help of” cp. Rep. 560d trepopifover . . . 

peta ToAA@Y Kal dvodeAov eriOvpsov, and ep. Theaet. 180 ¢ 8 and 
above 710d 7, 738d 7, 791a7. 

el. doreXeiv seems by all interpreters to have been taken 
absolutely, in the sense of “make (him) whole,” or “complete (the 
cure).” I do not believe this use to have been possible. The 
analogy of 767a9 wep av Kpivwv THY dikny aroteAp suggests 
that amoreXciv could be used with a participle in the sense of 
“finish doing, succeed in doing”; I would therefore remove the 
comma which all texts insert before azoteAetv—“ does his best to 
restore him to complete health”—lit. “to succeed in bringing 
him to health.” 

e2f. re... kal yupvacris yvpvafwv: the suggestion of 
another analogy, which the reader is left to work out for himself. 

e3. dixy7 . . . awepyafopevos; “(would you prefer that he 
should) perform his one function in two methods, or confine himself 
to the worse method of the two, and make his patient hate him ?” 
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ellff. dp ov... rafeow;  Badham, in rewriting this 
sentence—from rv to ta€eo.v—changes half the words and puts 
in two fresh ones. Ritter also would rewrite it, though less 
drastically ; leaving us the alternative of keeping the MS. text, 
if we will supply, in thought, tdégiv with tiv. None of these 
courses are necessary if we recognize (1) that rpwrTnv is not the 
attribute of apyx7v, but, like the zpwrov in the previous sentence, 
the rpwrot below at a6, and the zpwrov at a9, is predicative, and 
goes with the verb; and (2) that wepic. gen. is, as Ast says on 
676 ¢ 6, “ genitevt circumlocutio.” ‘Will it not be natural that he 
should first regulate by his ordinances the first stage of production 
in civic communities ?”—7)v epi yeverews apyiv TpwTHV TOAEwWY 
wept is expressed in the next speech of the Ath. as dpyi tav 
yeverewv Tdcas TOAco1.—the dat. being another “ circumlocution ” 
for the gen. 

721a6. “We may conclude then that in every state, if it is 
to be well regulated, legislation should begin with the subject of 
marriage.” 

bi. tpudéxovra: the chief point emphasized in the specimen 
preface which follows at b 6 is the necessity that by thirty-five every 
man should have taken to himself a wife. Where the marriage- 
law occurs in its place among the other laws (772 e ff.), the chief 
point dwelt on in the preface is the need of circumspection, on the 
part of the man, in choosing the family to which he is to ally 
himself. In neither case is any fear expressed that marriage may 
take place too early. Thus it will not be felt to be a very 
important inconsistency that, although here, and at 785b, he 
names 30 as the earliest age at which a man should marry, at 
772 e he would allow a young man to begin to consider the question 
at 25. There is a similar inconsistency between Rep. 460e, 
where the time when a woman’s child-bearing is to begin is fixed 
at 20, and Laws 785), where he allows a girl to be married as 
early as 16.—Thirty was the usual age for a man to marry 
according to Greek ideas, though Aristotle advised him to wait till 
37 (Pol. 1335 a 29). 

b3. The reading in the text is that of Land O; A has ride 
kat tH5e; Ast read tyde Sé€ Kat rHde, Heindorf, followed by 
Schanz, t7 S€ xai ry. This last may seem to us more natural, 
but the very peculiarity of L and O’s reading marks it as genuine. 
It was likely to be corrected, and is quite unlike a correction of 
anything else. 

b8. Schanz holds that dice: tivé is spurious, being originally 
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a commentator’s explanation of éotwv 7; but the two phrases do 
not mean the same thing: “There is a sense in which mankind 
is by nature partaker of immortality,” i.e. “ Mankind enjoys by 
its nature a kind of immortality.” 

cl. wacav, “of every kind,” a not unusual use of was; cp. 
723d 1.—The kind spoken of in the Phaedo is for the time left 
out of sight. One of the kinds of this desire is, he goes on to 
say, the wish to know that one’s name will not be unheard after 
one’s death. A desire for fame is thus seen to be a kind of desire 
for immortality. A further motive is adduced at 773e (where 
the thought of this passage recurs), ie. the individual’s part in 
the service of heaven does not lapse, if he leaves children to 
represent him. 

c2. yévos otv dv@pwrwv: Plato speaks of mankind as if the 
race had a sort of collective consciousness of the possibilities open 
to it, and as if it had what in an individual we should call an 
instinctive desire to prolong its existence. There is a sense in 
which every parent of a living child shares in the race’s im- 
mortality. Cp. Symp. 206c6 and e8, 207d 1, 208b5, Aristotle, 
De anima 415a 26 ff. 

3. Te cupdves TOU TavTds xpovov: a marvellous phrase, in 
which the unusual gen, suggests a specially close relationship 
between time and the human race; some such a relationship we 
may fancy to have been in Plato’s mind as that between space 
and the material world unfolded in the Timaeus.—Cp. also Tim. 
37d-38b, where Time is called ‘‘a moving image of eternity 
that abides in unity.” 

c6. yeveoer: an instrumental dat. Reproduction is the means 
by the help of which the race secures the blessing of immortality. 
(Schneider’s “ortu” is insufficient.)\—‘‘So the race of man is 
time’s coeval twin, bound to it in a fellowship which will never 
be dissolved. The fashion of mankind’s lasting is this: it attains 
to immortality by a reproduction of itself; for, as generation 
succeeds to generation, the race is one and the same throughout 
the ages. From this succession it is impious for any man to cut 
himself off, and that is what that man deliberately does who 
neglects to surround himself with wife and children.” 

d4. A good instance of kai... 6¢ “and besides,” ‘and 
moreover.” A omitted the xaé at first writing, L and O have it. 

a5. év Ty w6Aes, “in public.” 
d8. avrovs: ie. laws (in general).—ovrw is explained by the 

following d1a. 73 we(Bew KX. 
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el. 7d opixpdrarov, “at the very least,” qualifies dirXovs. 
Ast and Stallb., by putting a comma after y/yverOa1, obscure the 
fact that T@ _pajKet also goes with durAovs. (Schanz would reject 
To panKer T) gp.ixpotarov, and others would emend it.) The 
added trois pyjkeovv rounds off the sentence and helps to show how 
T® pyKet is to be taken. 

e5. ypdupara is here used in the sense of statutes, written 
laws ; so below 823a1, 858e4, 92244, Polit. 302 e 10. 

e 7. pou seems best taken as an ethic dative. 
722a1. «i yiyvoiro exdtepa: apparently “if both sorts were 

in existence,” ie. “ were possible.” did0tro would seem the natural 
verb here. 

a2. All the early MSS. wrote épofynv for aipotynv.—od prj 
aA\Ad «TA.: ie. “after all, what is important is that Cleinias 
here should approve of the legislation now produced; for it is 
his city that is now contemplating the task of putting such laws 
into practice.” 

a4. tois Tovotrors vopous, “such laws as we make,” not “such 
laws as you have described as preferable.”—I cannot help thinking 
that vouors ought not to be in the text. It is not “‘ laws of sucha 
kind” that the new Colony was thinking of profiting by, but merely 
laws of some kind or other. This Megillus would naturally denote 
by Tovovrous, i.e. yeypappevous, TePepevors vdpors, “legislation.” 
Some commentator perhaps put in vdyors at the side to explain 
ToovTous, and it got into the text by mistake. 

a6. These words, I think, not only convey Cleinias’s thanks, 
but his approval of ‘Megillus’s choice of the longer form of law. 
“ You are right, Megillus, and I thank you.” Cp. 723¢1 Kadds 

. Soxeis prow TO ye TooovTov éyerv, 
a7. ypaypdarwv: not, as Ast, Lex, in the same sense as above 

at e 5, but simply in that of “written matter.” It is “too foolish” 
to “take account of” the mere length of a law—‘ length,” says 
the parenthesis, “is in itself neither a vice nor,a virtue.” 

bil. ra & xrdA.: this dé corresponds to the pev in a 7. Ta 
there, though not in the previous parenthesis, should, I think, 
have ypdupara supplied in thought. The written matter of the 
longer of the two kinds of laws, which was to be “at least twice 
as long” as the shorter one, is of more than twice its practical 
utility. In fact the case is analogous to that of the two kinds of 
physician above mentioned. In that case the superiority of the 
better one was “great” (720 e 6). 

b2. diadopa cis dperiv THs xpeias (cp.969¢3 mpds dpeTiv 
VOL. I 465 2H 
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cwTnptas), lit. (pace Ritter) “superior in the matter of the excellence 
of their usefulness.” Cp. Gorg. 480a1 ris 7) peyaAn xpela eori 
THS pyTopikys ; (Ritter says it means: “the one class exceeds in 
excellence by more than twice the usefulness of the other class ”— 
a very roundabout way of saying that one class was more than 
three times as useful as the other.) 

b 4. zpos rovro dé, “yet in the face of this,” “yet for all this” 
so L and O. pds rovrw, the reading of A and the margin of 
L and O, is out of place ; what follows is in no sense an additional 
povnt. 

b5. e€6v: the participle contains the main idea of the 
sentence. It does not seem ever to have occurred to any of the 
lawgivers that, all the time during which they have been em- 
ploying nothing but force, there was another course open to them; 
ie. “as far as the uneducated state of the masses would permit,” 
they might use persuasion. (Wagner must be wrong in taking the 
kal’ ocov clause with what follows.) } 

cl. I am inclined to adopt Ast’s emendation of avayxnv for 
the MS. paynv; if the initial a were faint, » might easily be 
read as wt, and ayk be read as ax. The only defence of the 
MS. reading that seems possible is the assumption that zesfot 
KEpavVOVTES | paxnv is a poetical quotation. Bdh. and Stallb. 
suggest apXnY; and this Schanz adopts. 

c6. voy: I do not feel sure about Schanz’s alteration 
of the MS. viv to vuvd). The following 65:- may well have 
helped a -6x) to disappear, but voy is not out of place. The 
reference is not to any recent part of the discussion about laws, but 
to the whole discussion. In English we should say “to-day,” or 
‘on the present occasion,” not “just now” in such a case. . Cp. 
below e 4 1) voy duatpiB1 yeyovvia.—kara Pedy trva: Porson (on 
Eur. [.A. 411, Adversaria p. 251) pointed out that Oe@v tus and 
not Geds Tus was usual in tragedy, but it is not so in Plato. For 
the phrase kata Oedv cp. above 682 e 10, where it is also used 
of a felicitous turn of the conversation. 

c7. yeyovds is not (as Jowett) “which comes into my mind,” 
but “which has been brought out,—emerged.” The three old 
men have talked through four books before making any laws. 
This means (e 5) that, before making a law, we must be clear 
about the principles on which it is to be made. The further 
analogy of musical vduor, which has been before us already, 
suggests that some science (evrexvov d 5) must go to the fitting of 
the prelude to the piece proper. The style and tone of the prelude 
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to one law is as different from that to another as the two styles of 
the two physicians described above.—oyeddv yap... apxerOan, 
“since the time when we began our discussion about laws, 
dawn has passed to noon, and here we are in this delightful 
resting-place, (still) uninterruptedly (ovdev aA’ 7) discussing laws, 
and yet it is only just now, I believe, that we have begun to mention 
any laws.” 

e 8. €€ ewfivod is not, as Stallb. says, epexegetic of é€ dcov; 
it is literally “from (being) early morning (it has turned to 
noon).” 

c9. ovdev GAA’: Schanz says A has GA’. Even eg. at 
Phaedo 76a6, and Soph. 226a1, where most editors read 
aX’ 7, Burnet reads add’ 7. 

d3. If, with Ast, we were to transpose rdvtwy and kal, it 
would make the construction much more straightforward, but it 
would leave out of sight the fact that Adyou, like rowjpara, are of 
various kinds—epideictic, forensic, etc. We may repeat the 
mavtwv in thought before dcwv. 

d4. cyeddv ofdv twes dvaxiwijoes: Stallb, thinks that these 
words mean ‘“‘ what you may call stirrings-up of the audience,” but 
the ofoy points to a more special metaphor and it is better, with 
Ast and L. & S., to translate “a kind of preliminary sparring” 
(a metaphor from pugilistic encounters). The point about the 
mpootpia on which Plato enlarges here is that they are designed to 
bring the audience into the required frame of mind, and so secure 
a welcome for the law which is to follow; and he says this de- 
finitely in the following words éyovoa: xrX. 

d 5. €xovoa: . . . repaiver Oar, “bringing to bear a systematic 
method of procedure, auxiliary to the ensuing performance.” 
évrexvov emcx.: lit. “a way of setting to work according to the 
rules of the art.”—-Adam on Rep. 532a3 notes that repaivewy is 
the regular word for “to perform,” specially of music. Here it is 
used of other ‘‘ performances” as well. 

d6. The analogy is here extended from Adyou and zojpara 
to the realm of music, and again, as above at 700 b (and below at 
799 e) Plato takes advantage of the musical use of the word vopor 
to illustrate his point. Cp. Ar. Rhet. 1414b19 érep ev mounoes 
mpoAoyos Kal év avAjoe. mpoavAwv. The whole chapter is 
illustrative of our present passage. | 

a7. rdons povons, “all kinds of musical compositions ”—i.e, 
not vdpor only. 

e2. oir ciré te . . . pis, “has either named such a thing as 
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a mpooim.ov, or taken the trouble to compose and produce one.” 
auvGerns implies careful composition. For e€jveyxev eis TO pos 
see below on 781a 1. ; 

e4. 7 vov diatpiB7) . . . onpaiver: see above on ¢ 6 f. 
e5. At e3 Cod. Voss. has év for dvros and so Bdh. conjectured 

here. The construction of ws dvtos is, as Ast says, precisely 
similar to that noticed on 624a7. The adoption of this con- 
struction heightens the force of the contradiction of ws odK« dvTos 
dices at e 3.—Bdh. would reject ye and Schanz follows him. 

e6. With efvar we must supply doxovor from ds enol doxel at 
e4.—ovk ... Ourdoti: ie. it is not the same thing twice over. 

e7. 0 5)... Tovr etvas: the asyndeton is of the explanatory 
kind. 

e8. arecxacGev eppyOy: the participle contains the more 
important verb ;‘‘ whose pronouncement was likened . . .” 

723a1. «ivas still depends on the imaginary doxovox supplied 
at e 6. 

a2. urd rovde: as Ritter says, this in the Laws would 
naturally mean “by that one of the two Dorians who had not 
spoken last,” ie. in this case “ by Megillus.” M. has nowhere called 
the mpooiuiov meotixdv. Perhaps the best way out of the 
difficulty is to suppose an imperfect recollection on Plato’s part 
of what had been the actual terms of Megillus’s declaration (at 
721e4 ff.) of a preference for the law plus the preface. Schanz 
suspects the words. Ast would take them to mean “on that 
account,” propterea.—Ritter mentions the possibility of taking 
tovee to refer to the speaker himself, as at Laches 180d 7, but 
follows Schanz in rejecting the words. Apelt, Hzs. Prog. 1901, 
suggests ad Tovde, “ henceforward.” 

a3. pv is a strong dé to the previous pev.—mept Adyous (at 
which Ritter stumbles) is ‘‘rhetorical” ; ie. by the rules of art it 
is as necessary for a law to have a mpooipwov as it is for a speech 
(of any kind) to have one. 

a4f. iva... eipevos... deEnrar: again the function of 
the mpooiusov is insisted on. It is to produce a receptive frame 
of mind in the hearer. This is what it does in rhetoric, in poetry, 
and in music; and we must recognize that in a law too the 
Tpooimtov is not merely persuasive. It has an artistic, or stylistic 
function ; it strikes the key-note (as Aristotle says of the rhetorical 
mpooiptov, at Rhet. 1414 b 25) of what is to follow. The addition 
of this “artistic” aid is the tpirov ylyveoOau Séov of 722 ¢ 2. 

a5. eritagu, like eritaypa, is a natural word for a doctor’s 
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prescription, which corresponds to the law proper.* The neuter 
6 is quite natural here; there is no need for Bdh.’s of. 

a6. xarepavyn and eirev are not gnomic aorists, but refer to 
the model rpooimuov given at 721 bff. It is possible though that 
katepavy is used colloquially of a discovery recently made: “I 
see that .. .” Cp. 718d 2 and 6po at 722 c3, and c6. 

bi. Adyos is here, and below at c4, used in the sense of 
“text” or “body” of the law, as opposed to introductory 
matter. 

b2. For the eivas with rpocayopetew cp. Phil. 18b5 and 
Prot. 325 a2. 

b3f. ws Tdv vomobernv . . . Sunveykdryy: in interpreting this 
difficult and awkward sentence we must start from the con- 
trasted mpd mavtwy Tov vopwv and kal’ éxaotov. Apparently 
there is to be a general introduction to the body of laws as a 
whole, and separate preambles, which are to be prefixed to 
individual laws, “in which way,” ie. “in virtue of which they 
will surpass their former selves as much as the double law above 
given surpassed its former self” (i.e. the so-called simple, and double 
laws of 721 bff). The awkwardness arises from the fact that p17 
Gpoipovs avTods Tpoowpiwv ovetvy, which would suit both cases, 
comes after the injunction to supply a general preamble to the 
whole. This difficulty would be removed if kai xa0’ éxaorov had 
immediately followed ypedv eortv. But on the other hand there 
seems a fitness in putting xa@’ exacrov immediately before 7 
Swoicovew éavtov. A revision on the part of the author would 
doubtless have removed the awkwardness, but not as Stallb. 
suggests, by substituting wpooipia rapatiOévar for pay dp. adr. 
Tp. Tovetv. 

b7. With 76 y’ éyov for eyd cp. ta tyérepa for tpeis at 
643 a2, and 76 7pérepov for nets at 778 e 1. 

cl. “So far, Cleinias, I think you are right, when you admit 
that all laws have preambles belonging to them, and that when 
beginning any piece of legislation one ought to put at the head 
of each law the preamble that suits the whole text of the law— 
for it is no unimportant pronouncement that is to follow, and it 
will make a great difference whether or not the Jaws are distinctly 
retained in the memory—still we should not be right in laying it 
down that a preface is as necessary for what we call small laws as 
for great ones. You ought not to make such a rule in the case of 
all kinds of songs or speeches either—and yet there is a natural 
preface to them all, but you need not use all the prefaces. No; 
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you must leave it to the orator, or the musician, or the lawgiver, 
to deal with each case as he thinks fit.” 

c2. Cleinias may perhaps have been surprised to find his 
expression of agreement expanded into what follows, but it is 
nothing but a repetition of some points in the Ath.’s last speech. 

c3. mpotilévar . . . exdorous: there is much difficulty 
here. L. & S., Schneider, and Wagner take zw. +. Ady. with 
mpoTiOévat, and exaorous with repukds (“ conveniens natura singulis 
prooemium,” “ den fiir die einzelnen geeigneten Eingang”). This must 
be wrong. Whenever zpotiGévar means prefix A to B, B is in 
the dat.; besides, what sense does it make to say that when a 
man starts to legislate, he must put at the head of the whole 
body of law “the preamble that suits the separate individuals” ? 
At least we ought to have had zpooiyia. Clearly rporievar 
goes with exdorous, and zavTos ... mpooturov means “ the 
proper preamble belonging to the whole teat”—Adyos used as 
at b 1—zavrds tov Adyov suggests a long law, and this prepares 
us for the statement that in the case of slight enactments the 
preamble may be omitted. (F.H.D. would reject rov.)—Ast 
and Stallb. are doubtless right in taking apxdmevov as agreeing 
with tuvd understood. (Jowett apparently takes it as neut. 
agreeing with apootpuov.) 

c5. capas . . . pvynpovevterOar recalls the evpabeorrepov of 
a5; pv. (pass.) does not mean “to be recorded” (Ast, Lex.) but 
“to be remembered.” 

c6. aira: the plural of what was just spoken of as 7d 
pnOnoopevor, ie. the laws. 

c7. Aeyouévwv: almost “so-called.” —dpoiws: the context 
(kairo... . admacvv) shows that this word does not mean “to 
an equal extent” or “(by preambles) of equal length,” but 
“equally,” “ invariably.” 

G1. 7d rovwtrov dpav: not “to make such a rule,” but ‘ to 
do such a thing” (as to make prologues). The genitives gdapatos 
and Adsyou suppose some such construction as mpootuta rovetv, for 
which this is a substitute. The anacoluthon is as harsh as that 
noticed at b5. H. Steph. held that emi had fallen out before 
dopatos, and Ast and Stallb. agrees with him. (Cp. Riddell, 
Dag. § 17.) 

d6. tHs peAArjoews is a gen. of defile “Jet us make no 
more hesitating delay, but let us retrace our steps and start, if 
you do not mind, from those things you said above when you 
were not avowedly prologizing. Let us hope, as they say at 
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games, to have ‘ better luck next time’ (with our second attempt), 
and go over the ground again, conscious that we are no longer 
arguing on chance lines, but preludizing in due form; let us, I 
say, start on our subject with an avowed preamble.” 

a7. dm exeivwy: i.e. the speech begun at 715e 7. 
el. devTépwv GPELVOVOV" Tapo.pia Aeyopevn pev emt TOV 

Ovopévwv ex Sevtépov, TOv mpoTépwv amaiciwv opOevtwv SyrAadH° 
pernKtas O€ ex TovTwv Kal eri Tov Aeyopevwr SedTEpov TOV avTOV, 
OrdTav pH KaTa yvounv jpetepay mpoBy Ta mpdtepa. The 
Scholiast ignores Plato’s application of the phrase to what we 
should call the “second shot” in a game. 

e4. 7a pev epi, “as regards,” 
e5. kai ta vuvdy AexOevra, “just what you said above.”—. 

7a. & e€js: i.e. finish the preface so as to include admonition on 
the subjects cognate to the religious duties enumerated above ; 
not, to finish a preface which is to stand before all the laws 
which are to be made on different subjects. The procedure 
followed in the rest of the treatise is to divide laws into chapters, 
according to subject, each chapter having a preface prefixed. The 
Ath.’ recalls Cleinias’s request at 772 e 3. 

724a1. trav peta Oeovs: cp. 717b2 peta Oeods dé tovode 
Kal tois Saiwoow Oo ye eudpwv opyiafoir av, jnpwow dé pera 
TOUTOUS. 

a3. ws viv Aé€youey refers, I think, to ixavds, not (as 
Schneider and Wagner, apparently) to the use of the term 
tpooimiater Par; in other words, ‘‘ we will all agree” to let that 
count as a sufficient preface. 

a4. Tov towtrov: ie. of such a preface.—=mpds 7d dds 
eravayew: used naturally of something that has been left in 
obscurity, and here the obscurity is suggested by amroAcuropevov. 
—rpds Td pis, cis 7d his, cis Pos Efeveyxeiv is used much like 
our “bring to light,” in the sense of ‘‘ produce,” “ expose.”—The 
otov here betrays a sense that it was still a metaphor. 

a7ff. After religion comes the subject of education or the 
moulding of the disposition. Both the lawgiver and his “ public” 
must master this subject by ‘‘ruminating on the measure and 
limits of the energy to be devoted by men to the interests of 
their souls, of their bodies, and of their property.” (Cp. below 
726—732)—The zaideia here spoken of is not only that of 
children ; cp. 730b6. The kai dvecews suggests that duty may 
often enjoin the forbearance to persevere in an effort of soul or 
body, or to press for our own interests. (Jowett’s “‘as regards 
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both their occupations and amusements” is, I think, far too 
limited.) 

bl. kat xoworarov, “and to their most mutual advantage” ; 
“communiterque omnium interest,” Stallb. (Stallb. takes A€yovra 
of the Ath., and rovs axovovras of his two hearers.) 

b4. ovrws emphasizes the necessity expressed in the following 
verbal adjectives—*“ undoubtedly.” 

BOOK V. 

7261. axovor ras xtX. : with the exception of a few lines at 
the end, the whole of this book is addressed to the same imaginary 
audience who were instructed above at 716 and 717 on the duties 
to Gods and parents, 

3. [wera Geovs]: below at 727a1 and b 4 these words are quite 
in place as a qualification of devrépav, but I cannot believe that 
the author put them in here. They involve the twofold absurdity 
of implying that the Gods are (1) possessed by mankind, and (2) 
godlike. Ritter was the first to call attention to the difficulty. 
The former absurdity was lessened by Stobaeus, who substituted 
Tov €v TO Piw for Tov avTov. He, apparently, found peta Oeovs 
already inserted.—oixeiorarov dv, “sein eigenstes Eigenthum ” 
(Wagner).— irra ravT eott rac: an elegant variety of rayrd- 
trac. OitTd eoTt, ie. “all, in all cases” =“ unquestionably.” The 
Louvain edition has durra eore ravtdracu.—lIt is tempting, with 
Iamblichus, to omit ody and put merely a comma after zaour. 

727a1. dvras Searoras: anecho of derrd(ovra above ; natural 
supremacy is the title to honour which ennobles both the Gods 
and our souls.—[Commas after yYuvxjv, éropevovs (as well as 
after Sevrépav) make the sentence clearer. J.B.M.]—rovs tovrous 
eropevous: ep. 717 b 2 ff. 

a2. Sevrépav goes closely with peta Oeovs, as at, b 4.—The 
object to be supplied in thought with tig is tiv adtov Yuxjv.— 
For the idea cp. Tennyson’s “ Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self- 
control” (Oenone). 

a3. Ociov yap ayabov rov tiysn, Tov dé Kaxav ovdev Tipnor, 
‘‘honour, you know, is a priceless benefit ; if a thing harms you, 
it cannot bring you honour.” ‘There are, Plato says, many ways, 
which we are all prone to take, of honouring our own souls, “as 
we think,” which do it no honour at all. The only way to honour 
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our souls is to make them better. Instead of which, much of the 
conduct whereby we think to honour them, does them harm. 
Apparently Plato nowhere else uses Tiysos in an active sense, but 
I think he makes it clear by the context that it is active here. 
If we understand him to say that honour cannot be paid to any- 
thing bad—especially if we go so far as to accept Stallbaum’s 
emendation Qeiwy yap ayafav, which accentuates that idea— 
this clashes with the statement that every honouring of the soul 
BeAriw éx Xelpovos damepyaterat. The modest confession with 
which Plato begins at a2, as well as much of the subsequent 
exhortation, shows that he starts with the assumption that there 
is much in every Yvyx7 that needs amendment. We are not to wait 
till this imperfection is removed, to honour the soul. [St. Peter tells 
us to “honour all men.” J.B.M.] Every step we take towards its 
removal is an honour paid to it. Honour then can be paid to 
something that is imperfect, and consequently bad. I agree with 
Ritter in taking dya@dv to mean “something beneficial,” and 
kakov “something harmful,” but I do not see that he gains any- 
thing by reading Geréoy for Geiov. The latter word, besides being 
a high commendation, adds the implication that since the Gods 
receive honour and glory, it must be a good, and therefore a 
beneficial thing. Schanz’s ~vyx7 for ty seems to go still further 
from the context—ignoring, as it does, the contrast between 
ayaGov and kakov. All the above-mentioned objections also apply 
to Susemihl’s suggestion to bracket ayafdv as a “gloss” on Oeiov. 
—For the active use of tiwsos cf. Aesch. Hum. 853 ovrippewv yap 
TLMLOTEPOS Xpovos eaTat ToXitats Toiade, and Tipov edpav in the 
next line. Plato uses aruos both in the sense of bringing disgrace 
(Gorg. 527d 1) and suffering disgrace (Gorg. 486 c 2). [F.H.D., J.B.M., 

and A.M.A. take rtipuov as passive, and incline to Stallbaum’s 
Geiwy yap dyabav.] 

a5. Adyous 7 Swpois 7 vrei~eow: three headings under which 
fall the various kiGdnAor tipai (728d 5) enumerated below. It 
should be noticed that he does not say that words, eg., or gifts, or 
even shirkings or compliances cannot honour the soul, but only 
such words, gifts or compliances as fail to do it good.—(1) Self- 
confidence and self-praise, and (2) self-excuse, fall under the head 
of Adyous; (3) self-indulgence, and (5) the preferring beauty to 
goodness, and (7) the preference of wealth to virtue, fall under the 
head of dwpors, while (4) the shrinking from toil, and (5) the 
shrinking from death fall under that of ire/£ecn. 

a7. avtixa, “for instance.” Op. Ruhnken, Tim. s.v.—zais 
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evOds yevopevos, [a man is hardly in his teens before . . .,” 
J.B.M.]. ; 

b1. zpoOvpotpevos erirperet, ‘eagerly encourages it.” 
b 2. 70 de viv Aeyopevov eore: a variety of odros 6 Adyos pyot ; 

below at 746b4 76 viv Aeyouevor is personified, and is subject to 
the verb dueLepyerau. 

b 7. e€apy Stob., e£aipy MSS. Cp. Heindorf on Theaet. 162 e: 
“vulgatum ¢faipw mutavi in e€aip@, velut ubique scribendum ubi 
exvmendi significatum verbum hoc habet.” 

c2. rapa Adyov tov Tod vopobeTov Kat eraivoy, “in the 
face of the lawgiver’s exhortation and eulogium.’-—[Adyoyv is the 
lawgiver’s speech recommending the law. J.B.M.] érauvovpévous 
in ¢4 again introduces in another connexion the consideration 
of the lawgiver’s praise, which is a kind of tiuH, the great agency 
for the encouragement of moral conduct. (Schanz would change 
Aéyov to Yoyov, and reject Kal eravvov.) 

c3. kakov: as at b6, not only suffering, but damage (to the 
soul), 

c7. dpav Ta TowwtrTa ctpravta: i.e. when guilty of that, or 
any other, shirking of a hard duty. Wagner suggests <ov> dpov, 
applying 7a Tovatta ocvpaavta to the duties shirked. [J.B.M. 
suggests that the ov before tia really belongs here. ] 

dl. rdvrws, “under any circumstances,” goes with ayafov.— 
For the sense cp. Apol. 29a 7, 37b7 and 42. 

d3. kal ovk avtureiver SiddoKwv te Kal eheyywv ws. .., 
“instead of combating, the notion by convincing demonstration 
that...” For the time, vovs and Yvyy are taking opposite 
sides. Stobaeus’s 7yovpevos in d 2 spoils the passage. 

d5. ta wept rovs Oeovs: for the more usual Ta TOV DeOy ; cp. 
above on 690d 6. We may translate “the kingdom of the Gods 
below.” 

d7. ovx €repov 7: a variety of ovdey aXXo 7; elsewhere in 
Plato érepos in the sense of different is followed by a gen. 

dg. All the later edd., except Stallb., Schneider, and the Ziir. 
edd., have a comma after efvar; but it seems best, since the next 
sentence gives a proof of the statement contained in Wevddpevos, 
to omit the comma and to take Wevddpevos pyoi closely together— 
“is wrong in saying” (“for this reckoning, which makes more of 
the body than of the soul, is a false one”). 

e 2. Burnet does well to eject the comma which most edd. have 
after ayvoet.—There is much variety among the interpretations 
given of ws: Wagner translates it by a simple that (dass), Jowett 
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by “ how greatly,” Schneider makes it qualify Gavyaorov—* quam 
admirabilem hanc possessionem negligat.” This last is nearly 
right, but does not quite reproduce the relation of the Greek 
words. I think @avpacrot xtjpatos is predicative to tovtov: 
“how precious a possession this is which he so despises.” The 
attraction of the pronoun denoting the soul is not unusual.—To 
arrive at Jowett’s translation we should have to suppose that Plato 
wrote ws Gavyacrds, and perhaps tovrov Tov KTHpaTOSs. 

728 al. 7 pi Svoxepos pépy KTwpevos: the two evil 
alternatives presented by the text as we have it are (1) the desire 
for unlawful or dishonourable gains, and (2) the absence of com- 
punction or dissatisfaction in their acquisition. If we adopt 
Badham’s view that, by a slight dislocation of the text, the 4 has 
been shifted from its proper place before krwpevos, the second 
alternative is: the dissatisfaction felt by the man who does not get 
that kind of wealth. In either case we must supply p17) Kadds 
with xrwpevos. At first sight Badham’s two alternatives seem to 
fit the argument better than the former two; but a consideration 
of the ensuing context shows that they do not. The man who is 
dissatisfied because he is poor, could not be thought by anyone to 
be “honouring his soul by gifts.”—apa answers to the as 51) doxe? of 
b 7 above. 

a2. wavtds ... Aetrex corresponds to the roAAov dei at cl 
above.—Cp. Aesch. P.V. 961 woAAov ye kat Tod ravrds €AXcirw. 
—* He is, on the contrary, as far from it as can be.” This is best 
marked, as Burnet marks it, as a parenthesis. In A zavrtds (so O 
and Stob.) which appears to be a correction of the first hand, was 
apparently zavrTws at first ; so too Cornarius—by conjecture—who 
further ventured to emend Acie: into Avrei, without knowing, 
apparently, that the same emendation had been suggested in O. 
Respect (apparently) for the original reading of A (manifestly a 
mistake) has induced Schanz, like Herm. and Wagner, to follow 
Cornarius. But Avzei is quite out of place here. Whatever the 
after effects might be, it is assumed that the misguided soul 
delights in ill-gotten wealth at the time. There is no suggestion 

either of a grieved conscience. As in the case of the fear of death, 
the soul itself is represented as sharing in the mistake. 

a3. 7d avris tipsov: Schanz says A has airps—as if pry, 
and not its owner, were the subject of the sentence. As the main 
idea of the sentence is bartering and price, I think these words 
mean “the soul’s treasure” rather than “the soul’s good name.” 
[J.B.M. dissents.]|—Schneider and Schanz keep A’s ypvoov instead 
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of the ypvaiov of O and Stobaeus, and rightly, I think. It is not 
a question of a small “ piece of money” (Jowett), or small swm of 
money, but of an amownt of gold, small in comparison with “all the 
gold on the earth and in the earth,” of which we hear immediately. 
So, at the end of the Phaedrus, Socrates wishes for a certain 
xpvrot mwAnGos. [Clem. Al. Strom. vii. § 78, p. 879 quotes 
Xpvoov pev mdvTa Tov ert yHs Kat v7d ynv. J.B.M.] 

a5. What was hinted above at ¢2, is here expressly set forth : 
that, for the citizen, the (ideal) lawgiver’s enactment is the 
ultimate canon of morality. 

a6. dvapiOpovpevos tarry, “sets down in his list.” 
a7. It is better to suppose that e6€Ay may, under the circum- 

stances, dispense with av—os av azep av would sound awkward— 
than to read eGeXAes with Peipers. Cp. 920d 3 with Stallb.’s note. 
Of the passages cited there 873e3 rAjv tov doa... dpaoy 
is almost parallel with this. 

a8. ovk oidev . . . duatufeis, “without knowing it, the man, 
whoever he be, is bringing hideous disgrace upon the majesty of 
his soul.”—ovx ofdev, a repetition of dyvoet at e2, and ds 51) Soxe? 

at b 7 above, is below expanded and explained by ovdels ws ézos 
eiretv Aoyiferar KTX. 

b2. Aeyopevnv, “so-called,” qualifies the word déxcnv alone— 
cp. 695a6 wtrd THs Aeyopevns evdaipovias, and 747¢2 tv 
kaAoupevny tavouvpyiav; so too I believe we ought to explain 
Aeyopevnv at Lp. 335 b 4, connecting Aeyopevnv ovK opOGs 7boviv. 
—What he means by “so-called” he explains below at c2 ff. 
The ordinary translation—*“ what is said to be the heaviest penalty 
for wrong-doing ”—involves a contradiction of what follows. If it 
is generally said to be so, how is it that “no one takes it into 
account ”’ ? 

b6. Kata Tas cvvovaias goes closely with mpooxoAAdc Oa: ; 
lit. “by way of their companionships,” ie. “in intimate com- 
munion.” Schneider wrongly takes it with dvox«ovra—“istorum 
sectans consuetudinem”; and so Wagner, and (in effect) Jowett. 
An examination of the two contrasted clauses shows that drocyé- 
(erOar is balanced by mpooxorAdAGcbar, hetyew by dudKovra, 
(ayaOovs) avdpas by rots dé; we cannot, therefore, help feeling, as 
we read, that kata Tas ovvovoias is put in to balance Adyous : it 
is in talk that communion mainly consists. (Hence I think Schanz 
wrong in rejecting kai Aéyewv in ¢ 1.) 

c2f. When we call this consequence déxn, we give it too good 
a name, for déky is the right treatment of an offender, with a view 
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to his reformation—iatpixi) yiyvetar movnpias 1 Sikn Gorg. 478d 
—in a passage where the whole theory of what we may call official 
punishment is explained on the same lines as here. Plato feels 
that the Greek language cannot easily express what he means; the 
nearest he can get to a bad name for punishment is tTipwpia. 
Perhaps he chooses this because it has in it the suggestion of anger, 
which the just judge never feels. At Gorg. 525b and at Prot. 
324 a tiwwpia is used in a neutral sense, but in both passages we 
are told that there is a right and a wrong kind of tipwpia—in the 
former we read that if a man is dp0a@s Tipwpotpevos it has a 
beneficial effect; in the latter, of the man who punishes out of 
revenge for the crime, it is said @omep Onpiov dAoyiotws Tipo- 
petrat. On the other hand, at Theaet. 177 a2, the wrong form of 
Tipwpia is spoken of as dixn. 

3. adixias dxoXovbos raGy, “a painful consequence of wrong- 
doing ” (Jowett). 

c4, 6 Te TUXOV Kai py TYyXGvwV: for the remarkable conjunc- 
tion of the aor. and impf. participles in apparently the same sense 
cp. below 782 e 1 du’ Gv dpery Te adtois dyopévois OpOds Kat Tovvav- 
tiov amoPaives Kakds axeiow.—dabALos: at Rep. 380b Plato 
explains that’a man is never 4OAvos as the result of duly ordained 
dixn: @s Se GOAt0« pev ot Sikynv diddvtes, Hv 5é 6 Spov TavTa eds, 
ovK éatéov eye Tdv TounTny ; at Gorg. 472e 6 ddiKwOV TE Kal 
6 ddtKos TavTws pev GOALOS, GOAWTEpos peVTOL eay pH didw 
dixnv; this tipwpia however does leave a man aOAuos, so it 
cannot be diky.—6 pev ovk iatpevopevos, 0 Sé, iva. ETEpor 
TodAot ow lwvtat, aroAXAvpevos: the worst penalty that can 
be incurred by the wrong-doer is that he is cut off from the 
society of the good and incorporated in that of the bad and com- 
pletely assimilated to them. If he is not so cut off and so 
incorporated, he is still aOAcos, for the good, among whom he still 
lives, are likely to get rid of him as an incorrigible villain ; this 
is 6 pa) Tvyxdvwv whose fate is likely to be “destruction,” as an 
example to others (cp. below 854e7). On the other hand 6 
tux@v is GPAvos because he does not get the only treatment that 
would cure him, which is proper punishment. (This interpretation 
of a most perplexing passage I owe to the late Prof. J. B. Mayor. 
F.H.D. also takes 6 pi) Tvyxdvwv to be the man who is put to 
death (aroXAXvpevos), but assumes the words to mean that he is 
put to death by the law for his crimes; and that the only way a 
man can avoid the above described penalty is by disappearing from 
the world. Prof. H. Jackson, on the other hand, holds that the 
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arrangement is chiastic (and so Ficinus), and that O pa) TLYXaVOV 
(rywpias) is the man who is said not to be cured “because he 
does not get the treatment he wants,”—if he does not get the 
Tiwpia, a fortiori he does not get Sip that aroAXAdpevos 
only means that such a man goes hopelessly to the bad, and is a 
lesson to the rest of the world.) 

c 6. piv is a genitival dative, “our glory.” [Dat. of reference, 
“in our judgement,” J.B.M. and "AM. A.] 

C7. TovT avTd ws apicta aroteXciv, “to accomplish this very 
result” (ie. TO BeAtiw yever Oar) “as well as we can.” In short, 
man’s true glory consists in choosing the good, and in doing his 
best to remedy all remediable evil. 

C9. ovK evpverrepoy eis kTA.: it is the soul’s natural affinity 
with the Good that gives it the value as a xrjya claimed for it at 
7262 and 727e1. This is implied in the statement just made, 
that the true glory of the soul is the pursuit of the Good, and the 
rejection of evil. 

d3. dedrepov: next, that is, to the Good—r6 ravtwv apurrov. 
€Tax On may be gnomic, or may refer to the fact that the order of 
merit was given on the preceding page ; more likely the latter. 
The Aldine ty for the MS. t1y) must be right (unless some 
words are lost, e.g. <> Tu <Tovde>).—Burnet is the first among 
modern editors to print ras . .. vojoevev as a parenthesis—like that 
at el below. (There are difficulties both ways, but perhaps the 
harshness of taking tovré ye as a restatement of 7d rtpitov is the 
greater evil.) [J.B.M. dissents, translating “as for the third, every 
one would consider that this was etc.”] 

d4. I think it is best to take eivas to depend on vojceev ay, 
repeated in thought; so that in effect the sentence is equivalent 
to: “everybody will recognize that the natural ‘sine proper) 
honour ga to the body comes third in importance.”—é ai, 
“here again.” 

a5. dca. implies that the xi@dnAou are more numerous than 
the adnfeis Tipai. 

a6. pyview 5 por paiverac: this curious phrase seems to 
mean: “as I imagine, he distinguishes them (as follows).” 
Explanatory asyndeton; as also is the case with the sentence 
beginning Tiuwov efvar; but this is so regular after dd¢ and rowcde 
that it is hardly noticeable. 

e2. Ta 8 ev to peow . . . pakpo, “but that those bodies which 
possess all these qualities” (lit. “the whole of this condition”) “ to 
an extent half-way between these two extremes [“are in the 
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mean, being in contact with the whole category” J.B.M.]—are the 
most self-respecting, and also the safest by far.” (Against 
H. Steph.’s cwppoveorrepa and dodaXeotepa, which Schanz adopts, 
it should be noticed that there are three things compared, ie. the 
two extremes, and the mean.) 

e4. ra still, I think, means the (two kinds of) bodies, not 
qualities—For the doctrine cp. Rep. 410c-e. [ra=“ these bodily 
conditions” J.B.M.}—xavvous, “ puffed up,” “conceited.” 

e6. The second xat connects woattws and t. Kata T. av. p. 
“It is the same way with the possession of money and goods, and 
it falls under the same scale of valuation.” The tipjoews 
repeats the notion of the tiwwov of d7. (We could have dispensed 
with this kai; Cornarius and Ast actually venture to reject it.)— 
Tiysnoews depends rather on pvOudv than (as Stallb.) on the whole 
phrase x. T. av. p. €x. (Ast makes it depend on woatrws, Ficinus 
and Jowett [and J.B.M.] on xrjous—“et census,” and “and 
distinction.”) 

729 a1. €xOpas Kai oracers ... Tais moAcow Kai idia. 
chiasmus; oTdces applies to rodeo. and éxOpas to the 
individual citizens; SovAefas in the next line would apply 
equally to both. oraou.s would arise between the moneyed class 
and the poor (ef. below 744d 3 ff.) ; hatred would be felt by a very 
poor man foravery richone. Again, both astate with no resources, 
and a man with no property, would be liable to be brought into 
subjection. Cp. Rep. 373d. [J.B.M. contrasts Phaedo 66c... 
ordoets ovdev GAA Tapéexet 7) TO THpa Kal ai TovTov éerOvpiar | 
But at Phaedo 66c he goes on dia ypynpdtwv KTjow TavTes ot 
moAeuou yiyvovtar, Ta S€ XpHpata avayKka(oueOa KtacOar dia 
To copa. 

a2. yy Oo) tis: the asyndeton apes the form of a legal 
enactment.—For the selection of topics now to be treated—down 
to 730 a 9—see the note on 718c¢1 above. 

a4. There is the same reference to the double effect of 
great wealth—that on the state, and that on the individual— 
as at al. 

a5. axoAdxevtos: i.e. so moderate as not to attract flatterers 
to its possessor; a bold and significant expression, but hard to 
translate (?‘‘not buzzed about”). There is a similar boldness 
shown above at 728 e 3 in the application of the adj. cwppovéorara 
to the moderately endowed bodies, and in that of the adj. wovoixwrarn 
in the next line to ovwia. oityga 

a6. povoikwrdty: the metaphor in this word is continued 
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in the ouudwvotoa and oavvappdtrovea which follow; the 
word means something like ‘ harmonious.”—zpiv is an ethic 
dative. 

a7. «is amavta, “generally,” i. in the case of men of all 
stations ; to be taken with the two preceding participles. [J.B.M. 
and A.M.A. take it with aAvzov.] 

bil. aid® zoAXAjv, 0} xpvodv: this remark forms a neat 
transition to what may be regarded as a true member of the 
series now before us (see on 718c1). We are concerned with 
objects of honour and respect ; there is a true sense, he goes on (b 6) 
to tell us, in which children, who are always being told to pay 
respect to others, are deserving of respect themselves. (The 
remarks are not made “per occasionem,” as Stallb. would have 
us believe.) 

b 3. 76 has a stronger demonstrative force than usual here. 
Cp. 730¢4.—<eorw yvyvopuevov is a sententious periphrasis for 
yiyverar: “We fancy that we are going to secure this legacy to 
them by scolding them when they show a lack of it. But 
modesty is not created by the admonition which people nowadays 
address to the young, when they tell them that it is the duty of 
one who is young to show respect to everybody.” 

b5. wavra: masc. (So Ritter: Schneider transl. ‘ omnia.”) 
It is the obj. of aioxtver Oat, not an attribute of Tov veov. 

b 8. airov: not the eudpwv vopoberns, of course, but the 
elder to whom the lawgiver gives the advice. The change of 
number in such a case is not uncommon in Plato. Stallb. cps. 
Prot. 324 a,—Cp. Juv. xiv. 47, with Mayor’s note. 

c3. dua Kal avrov, “ simul atque ipsorwm” Schneider. 
C5. ojoyviwy OeOv Kowwviav macav xtA.: Ruhnken, sv. 

opoyveot Beot, quotes from Pollux iii. 5 a description of relations 
as Oe@v Opoyviwy Kowwwvol Kal THs atTns eotias perdxor. The 
following tavTov ¢. at. éxovoayv obliges us to take the abstract 
noun to stand for the concrete in translation: “all the members 
who share the worship of the family gods, and who have the 
same blood in their veins” (lit. “ the same natural blood ”). 

c 7. Ruhnken was the first to point out that Stobaeus had in 
yeveOXiouvs preserved for us the true reading for the curiously 
perverse yevéoOar ots of the MSS. and early editions. The 
corruption is readily explicable palaeographically. 

dl. The subtlety of this wise counsel of humility consists in 
the selection of the man’s own state of mind, and not in his 
outward expressions, as the determining cause of his popularity. 
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If he really thinks his friend’s services to him of more worth and 
importance than what he does for them, his behaviour to them 
cannot fail to be conciliatory and void of offence.—evpeveis, the 
MS. reading, has been unnecessarily altered by H. Steph., Ast, 
Bekker, and the Ziirich edd. to evyeves, which Stobaeus also has. 
Stallb. refers to 657d above, and Phil. 45e, and Schramm also 
to Rep. 563, passages which show that such a phrase as Td ye 
dirwv Kai éraipwv is regarded as quite equivalent to tovs ye 
dirovs Kal éeTaipovs. 

a3. 7) ’Keivor: se. yyotvTa.. 
d4. aitév trav dirwv te Kal éraipwv: as far as grammar 

goes, this gen. might stand either for 7 avrol of piAou diavoovvrat 
(so Schneider and Wagner), or, by brachylogy, for 7 tas avrov 
tov piwv xadpitas (Jowett); but the sense of the sentence points 
to the former interpretation. A is to set a higher value on B’s 
services to him than B himself sets on them, and is also to set a 
lower value on his own services to B than B sets on them. There 
is no question of a comparison of service with service. 

5. rod Odvpriacw: with rot we must supply é&ywvos from 
the following aywvwv.— In preference to the Olympian or other 
contests” is, by brachylogy, for “in preference to conquering at 
the Olympian, ete.” 

a7. d6f): “Ruhm” (Wagner) is nearer than opinione 
(Schneider). Plato suggests that glory may be gained by pre- 
eminence in more lines than one.—The Ws ianpetnkas .. . 
év tT® Bin, which explains d0€y trypecias seems a rather clumsy 
addition. Can it be due to a commentator who took ddéy to be 
merely (as Schneider) “in a reputation for” ?—It is perhaps not 
fanciful to see a link between this and the preceding recommenda- 
tion in the fact that the value of a irnpecia is considered in both. 

e2. dyuitatra dvra, “ have a special sacredness.” 
e3. tov fevwv: if the reading kai «is rt. €ev. is sound, 

although the rest of the passage dealing with £évoi treats only of 
offences committed against them, it is better to take févwv here 
as a subjective gen. than to make it synonymous with the 
following «is tovs févovs. Schn., Wagn. and Jowett can hardly 
be right in translating tavta 7a TOV Eévwv as “all that concerns 
strangers.” In that case the ra4 would surely have to be repeated 
before duaprijpara to make this clear. Besides, ra tov Eévwv, in 
this sense, is not “ inseparable from heaven’s vengeance.” I think 
it best though to follow F.H.D. who would bracket kat ets rods 

£évovs as a marginal gloss on the objective gen. evo. 
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e 4, apa goes closely with the following padAov; cp. 747b5 
Tapa THY avTOD pvov emdidovTa. 

e7. For paddAov heightening the force of a comparative cp. 
below 781a3, and Gorg. 487b. Here too it repeats the sownd of 
the previous Tiywwpdv padrdrov, [J.B.M. takes padAov with 
Suvdevos here and with tiywwpdov above atc 5.] 

730a1. o Eevios € exdotwv KTA.: ie. whether it were a daipwv 
or a Oeds who in any particular case had the f€vos under his 
protection, they were all ministers of Zeds £€vios, 

a4. mpds TO TéXos av. Top.: cp. Rep. 330d 4 ffi.—£evixov kat 
er. ap. We have the same bold use of these adjectives below at 
b2 in evixd Te kal extxwpia OptAjpara, 

a7. érvxev MSS., but in A there are two marks before the 
word standing for two missing letters. Badham ingeniously 
suggested that amérvyev was the original reading. (So Schanz.) 
dmérvxev op. would mean, I think, not “failed to secure the 
fulfilment of a promise of safety,” but simply “failed to secure” 
such a promise. This directly states the offence which brings 
down the God’s vengeance, and directly explains the fate of the 
suppliant. The reading ervyev op. leaves it to be inferred that 
the promise was broken, and seems, in so far, inferior, as a direct 
representation of what happened. 

b1. Possibly in this enumeration of the subjects just dealt 
with, Ta epi é€avrdv refers to the honouring of the soul, and 
Ta Tept Ta eavTov to the proper regard to be had to one’s body, 
and one’s property. Ritter holds that ra wept eavrdy includes 
the body as well as the soul.—It seems better to take the ra at 
the beginning of b1—which also goes with wept modu Te Kat 
fb. k. ovy. and with fevixd te Kal éxvx.—with dprdjpara, than to 
make ou. agree only with fevixd te kai er. Cp. above 718 a 8, where 
Geparetvpara went with mpods exyovovs KTA. as well as with f£evixd. 
The position of 6j1Ajpara is also in favour of so taking it. 

b 3. zoids tis Ov atrés: as Ritter says, there is a want of 
clearness in the arrangement of the subject matter here. This 
passage, down to 732d 7, might well be described as directions 
for the real honouring of the soul, and would seem to be more in 
place after the description of the kinds of false honouring of the 
soul given in 727f. or as an amplification of the tots apetvoow 
ererOac in 728c6. The ostensible ground of the division is 
that the qualities here praised depend not on law, but on public — 
opinion for their sanction. Also the virtues here to be described 
are spontaneous—not the result of external restriction. 7 
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b5. 60 av... arepyaferar MSS., 60° ody . . . da. Stobaeus. 
The early edd. read éo° av oty ... amepyd(etar, Ast makes 
two suggestions: (1) to read do” av dmepyd(nra., and (2) dca .. . 
dmepydterat. Most recent edd. adopt (1), Schanz and Burnet 
rightly adopt (2). Stobaeus’s ody is doubtless due to a wish to 
remove the asyndeton, which is of the ordinary explanatory kind. 
The dv of the MSS. is most likely due to the a of 60a coming 
before a p, which might well be mistaken for a p, and, by a 
further mistake, read twice. Ritter suggests that perhaps dcwv 
pay vowos (€or) was the original reading. Schmidt’s do’, dv pi) 
vouos, which Hermann adopts, does not give the right sense at 
all. It is here pointed out that the matters now dealt.with are 
such as do not fall to the law, but to the preface—Cp. above 
728d 6—and av pa) voyos throws this idea into the background. 
—The salutary and educative force of public opinion, as directed 
by the wise lawgiver’s apportionment of praise and blame, has 
been repeatedly appealed to. Cp. eg. 727 ¢, 631 e. 

b6. For evynviovs (MSS.) the early edd. have evvoikods, “ mani- 
festum germanae lectionis glossema,” Stallb. 

b 7. pera TovTo: a repetition of the érdpevov rovrw in b. 4, 
cl. dAjfea . . . avOperos: this oft-quoted utterance— 

which may well stand beside Achilles’s grand words at Jl. ix. 
312 f.—is said to have been borrowed from the Pythagoreans. Cf. 
Porphyr. Vit. Pyth. p. 41 rovatra rapyver, padiora 8 adnbeverv: 
ToOUTO yap povov divacGat Tovs avOpwrovs Torety Bew TapamrAyciovs. 

c3. «in: like dxovo. at 726 a1, an independent optative of 
exhortation; cp. also 871b4 and 917a1. It gives an antique 
form to the expression. d:a(vo7 is opt. by attraction. Both opta- 
tives find analogies in Ar. Vesp. 1431 €pdou tis jv exacrtos €idotn 
Téxvnv. (Ast would insert av here.) 

c4. 6 d€: the article has a strong demonstrative force, like 
the 76 at 729b3. “That man is untrustworthy, to whom, ete.” 
The conjunction of wuordés and dmriotos makes it read as if 6 peév 
yap moTos had preceded. 

c5. étw Sé dxovovov (Weddos Pidov éoriv): i.e. the man who 
does not mind (or who cannot help) being mistaken—who would 
as soon hold a false opinion as not. For the distinction between 
TO ws GAnOGs Yevdos—the lie in the mind and the spoken lie, see 
Rep. 382aff.. Cf. also Hipp. Min. 372 ff.—davovs, duals, dvova, 
apaGia are used by Plato very much as fool and folly are used in 
our version of the Psalms and Proverbs; there is moral as 

_ well as intellectual condemnation in the words. Cp. e.g. 689a 
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and b, Soph. 228d 4, Wvyx7v apa avdntov aicxpay Kal dpetpov 
Oereov. 

c 6. Schanz is, I think, right in adopting Hermann’s te for ye. 
The same man is not supposed to have both faults, and both are 
declared to be prejudicial. 

c 8. racav, “complete”; so duouTnTa . . . tacav at Phaedr. 
253¢1, rdoyn amopia at Soph. 250d. This comes very near the 
use noticed on 637a3, and elsewhere, for “all kinds of.”— 
KATETKEVATATO : gnomic. 

d1. cyeddy opoiws: ie. he has estranged his friends, and even 
his children—if he has any—and it is all one to him whether 
they are_alive or not; he is absolutely alone. 

d2. Next in honour to regard for truth, as a necessary social 
characteristic, comes eagerness for public service—an active, or 
aggressive form of virtue—first as shown in combating adédvxia. 
diuxacoovvy is eminently a social virtue; but, as we read at el ff., 
even cwppoctvyn and Ppdovycis have their social aspects, inasmuch 
as they can be communicated to others, 

d4. exeivov: we have a similar gen. after durAdcwos below 
at 743a6; only here it is by brachylogy for tis exetvov Tyys. 
—roAA@v avtagios erépwv : as we have seen above, this Homeric 
phrase is a favourite with Plato. Here he means that the 
righteous man multiplies the value of his own righteousness 
every time he helps to make another man righteous by checking 
him in wrongdoing. 

a5. pnviwv: Stallb. quotes (from Stob. xliv. 40), from the so- 
called rpooiuia vouwv of Charondas, a similar injunction. 

d6. cvyxoAd(wy: this active co-operation with the magis- 
trate is the crowning development of soctal duxavootvn.—o péyas 
avyjp: for the article with a predicative adj. cp. Menex. 248a 4 
obTOs ert 6 aHdppwv Kal obTos 6 avdpeios Kal Ppovipos, and 
Aeschin. [epi rapamrpeoBeias 267 kai tov Kaddv otpatwwrny epe 
ovopacev. It has almost the force of putting the adjective into 
the superlative. Cp. below 732a2 rév ye peyav avdpa eoopevor. 
Cp. St. Matthew v. 19. 

d7. Schanz aud Burnet rightly put a comma after réAevos 
(and so Stob. i. 95 ed. Meineke, but not at ix. 55). Other editors 
either put no comma, or else put one after advayopever@w.—The 
Emperor Julian, in quoting this passage, has aperys. This is, no 
doubt, a possible construction, and the gen. is analogous to that 
after vixknTypia pepeev—e.g. at 964b4—and Schanz adopts it in 
his text. At 953d 5 we have tov vixnpopwv tivds ex apery, and 
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Ast puts in éw here. But the simple dat. of all the MSS. is also 
a possible construction, on the analogy of the dat. with veKav— 
856¢8 tiv TAHOE viKdocav, Menex. 247a av pev viK@pev vpas 
d.peT?. 

e2. xéxtntat: Schanz, in his preface, expresses his belief that, 
though good MSS. vary on the point, the reduplicated form was 
never used by Plato except after a word ending in a vowel (cp. 
Lach. 192e mAéov éexrjoerai—so Burnet with B and W for T’s 
1 EovEKTIOETAL). 

e 3.. duvara pi) povov avtdv exe GAAG Kal GAXous peradidovat, 
“which admit, not only of a man’s having them himself, but of 
his imparting them to others.” An extraordinary “stretch” of 
the application of dvvards, due to the Greek preference for the 
personal rather than the impersonal construction. Cp. Rep. 521a 
eats cou Suvari yever Gar moXus €b olKoupern, Phaedo 90 ¢ Adyou 

dvvatov KATAVOTT aL, Xen. Anab. iv. 1. 24 avrds & Eby 
Sanfeneo Ons Suvativ Kal trofvyiow mopeverOar oddv. There is a 
similar stretch, and personification in our familiar “ easy to read,” 
“good to eat.” Cp. above on 663e1 for a similar “ pregnant” 
use of divacGar. (There is not the slightest ground for emending, 
with Schanz, to 60a... tus Stvatar ... adrds éxeuv, or with 
Apelt, Eis. Prog. 1910, to change duvara to déov avrd.) 

e4ff. rov pev ... Yeyev: it is easier to picture to ourselves 
the three types of men here described in the case of dpdvyots than 
in that of cwhpoctvy. It is hard to imagine a man who would 
grudge to others the possession of the latter characteristic, while 
having it himself—{J.B.M. suggests that a man who prides himself 
on his good manners, and wishes to keep them for his own set, is a 
case in point.] All this disquisition on social duty is an explana- 
tion of what was meant at 701d9 by saying that a community 
ought to be Pid eavTy. 

e5. Ast would read eGéAovra de dpav, Sevrepov ; Stallb., keeping 
the MS. reading, says we ought to supply tipav after eav. It is 
best to keep cay devrepov, and to translate “leave him in the 
second class ”; adxkpos is “first-class,” cp. Polit. 292e dkpot 
TETTEVTAL. 

731a2. atiydfe: depreciation of the “precious jewel” 
savours of the ill-nature which makes “the toad ugly and 
venomous.” 

a3. addOovws: the desire to rise by the detraction of others 
(a 5) not only takes away all merit from the “informer,” but 
vitiates all the efforts he may make towards excellence himself. 
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We may notice that it is implied that such a desire is ey to 
prompt false accusations (a8 Tw adikws Weyer Oa1). 

a6. deity olduevos irepexerv, “faneying that he is gaining 
credit.” ofuar dety evar, from meaning ‘‘I think it must be,” 
passes to the meaning “I fancy that it is.” Cp. Rep. 535a9, and 
Ale. II. 1444 8, 146 b 5, where (7) oiy@jvar Setv yas eidevac is 
replaced at 146b9 by (& Tus ofdev 7) Soxe? eidévar. In other words 
deity is becoming redundant. Cp. below on d 5. [J.B.M. interprets 
it—“fancying that his only way to win is by running down 
others,” ie. that 5. of, 0. means “thinking that he has got to.”] 

bl. dytpvacrov rowv = “ crippling.” 
b 2. [To eavTov pépos, “as far as he is concerned” J.B.M.] 
b4. ws dtu padvcra emphasizes the injunction to mercy, as 

being the more necessary one-—yaAera, “ dangerous.” 
b6. paxdpevov and ayuvvouevov are subordinate to viKwvra. 

Cp. above 638d 5 tovs pi) xXpwpevovs avT@ OpOpev ViKoVTAS 
paxomevous, 699 b6 7d viKjoat paxomevouvs.—TO pndev avrevar = 
“ inflexibly.” 

cl. rad’: sc, dduxjpata, This is an adverbial neut. acc.; “as 
to the sins of all those who, etc.”—r@v dco: of this demonstrative 
use of the article when followed by a relative Ast gives, besides 
ten instances from the subsequent books of the Laws, others from 
Epin. 974, Phil. 21¢, Prot. 320d, Soph. 241e, Rep. 469 b, 510 a, 
cf. also Theaet. 168a. Except at Theaet. 168a and Laws 76le 
and 871e the relative is always écos or 67éc0s.—For at tov Stob. 
and A have avr@y (ace. to Burnet)—Schanz says A has att@v—a 
curious mistake which the other MSS. seem all to have escaped.— 
tard is acc. with advcovou understood. 

c2. exwv, “deliberately,” or “with his eyes open”; ie. he fails 
to see the intrinsic connexion between misery and wrongdoing. 
This, in effect, was called at 689 a 7) evyarn apabia. So at 663 df. 
the error of thinking that ro 74% can ever be separated from 710 
dikacov is partly explained and clearly condemned. ‘There, and at 
Rep. 589 d, this doctrine—the Kern des Socratismus, as Gomperz calls 
it (Gk. Denk. ii. 53)—is defended on the ground that no man who 
thoroughly understood where his own interest lay could possibly 
be persuaded to go in any other direction ; and so it is defended here. 

c4. xexty70: though A? added an iota above the line to the 
of A’s kéxtyTo, all the other MSS. and Stob. and all the editions 
up to Ast have xéxtynTo. Ast notices the mistake in his note— 
probably after reading Elmsley on Eur. Heracl. 283. 

c6. The omission of the seventeen letters -rov év obv TH TYstwTa- 
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in A is a striking instance of a common transcriber’s error; from 
one Tiuwra- his eye strayed to the other. 

e7f adAda.. . €ywv, “you are bound to pity the wrongdoer 
just as much as any other sufferer.” An idiomatic use of ye... 
kai; cp. above on 730 c6. 

dl. éyxwpe?: this way of putting it suggests that the right- 
minded man will want to pardon all wrongdoers. 

d2. kai pi)... duareAciv, “instead of storming away like an 
angry woman”; axpaxoAovvra is subordinate to miKpa.vopevov 

and yvvatkeiws qualifies the latter. 
d3. dxpdrws, “thoroughly,” rather than “immoderately” as 

Wagner (masslos), though at 773a, and Phil. 64e the contrast 
With 1d ovppetpov gives axparos the meaning of excessive, 
immoderate. There is no reason, with Ast, to emend to avidtus, 
which would be merely a repetition of what has been said before: 
“thoroughly and incorrigibly disorderly and vicious.” 

ad4f. H. Steph. would reject either rpérewv or detv. Ast, in his 
note, would read ei mpémeu for tpérerv—this would make éxdorote 
superfluous—but he takes the right view in his Lex. when he says 
that defy is redundant, as it is below at e 3 after dpOas éxer and at 
Rep. 473 a, 486d, and 535 a—oiov deiv exAexrtéas etvar. (Stallb. 
here, and Adam at Rep. 535a, hold that both the detv and the 
other expression have their full force.) The redundancy is con- 
versational, and similar to the slovenly English “I should have 
liked to have seen.” [J.B.M. would prefer to omit efvas, and take 
mpérevv to mean “ to be conspicuous as.’’] 

a5. éxdorore: the distributive use, “as occasion demands” ; 
so at 801a6 Tots Oeots ois Ovopev Exdorore. 

d6-e5. mavtwy .. . exdororte, “but there is a fault of the soul 
more serious than any other—one which most men are born with, 
which nobody thinks so seriously of as to try to get rid of it; and 
that is that which people mean when they say that everybody is 
naturally dear to himself, and that this [law of nature] is quite 
right. Whereas it is in reality the source of all kinds of sins that 
men commit from time to time, just because they are too proud of 
their own selves.” Plutarch paraphrases this whole passage at the 
beginning of his treatise Quomodo Adulator, etc. Wyttenbach, 
in his commentary on Plutarch, suggests that Plato had in mind 
Eur. Fr. 460 (Nauck) éxeivo yap wérov’ Orep raves PBpotoi: 
dirav pddior’ evavtdv ovK aicxtvouar. (Cp. also Cyclops 334.) 
Cp. Arist. Rhet. i. 1371b19 dvdyxn wdvras gidadttovs eivae 7 
padXov 7 Arrov, and Ar. Pol. ii. 1263b2 7d dé Pidravroyv etva 
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Weyerar Suxaiws ; where Ar. explains that it is the excess of self- 
love that is bad. 

e 3. For the redundant defy see above ond 5. (Ast and Stallb. 
say that ro dety stands for “the saying that it ought” or “ the idea 
that it ought”; and H. Steph. actually proposes to insert A€éyeuv 
after T6.—J.B.M. translates the detv by the words given above 
on a6, (Ought we possibly to read 766’ efvas for Td deity ecvar ?) 
—rd d€: possibly ‘“ whereas ”—the adverbial use; cp. on 630d 8, 
and Apol. 23a, where rw ovte follows 7 de just as aAqOeia does 
here; ep. also above 642a3. But perhaps it is better to take 70 
as a demonstrative as J.B.M. suggests.—The words dia tiv oddpa 
eavtov iAiav are added pleonastically. There is a conversational 
confusion between “it is at the bottom of all kinds of faults,” and 
“all kinds of faults occur because of it.’ (This is perhaps better 
than to suppose these words spurious, though they do look rather 
like a marginal explanation.) 

e 5. This is a neat application of the proverb “ Love is blind ” ; 
—“no love,” he hints, “is so blind as self-love.” 

732a1. 7d avrov is vaguer than any corresponding English 
expression ; it stands for “what he himself has, or is, or does, or 
says.’—apod Tov aAnOots: ie. he does not ask first what is the real 
nature of a thing, but whether it is his or not. He feels bound to 
respect anything that is his own, more than “the real thing,” as 
we might say. 

a2. Tov peyav avdpa: cf. 730d 6. 
a6. d0ev xrX., “and in consequence of this notion, when we 

know little or nothing we think we know everything, and, instead 
of getting others to do things which we can’t do, we incur inevitable 
disaster by trying to do them ourselves.” 

b3. Tov éavrTov BeATiw dSidkewv: a similar precept to that 
which tells us, at 728 ¢, Tots dpeivoow erecOa. Cp. Theaet. 168 a 
kat oe pev diudovrar Kal prAjcovow, avtovs d€ pLoncovow Kal 
hevfovTar ad eavtov eis Prrocodiav. Schanz (followed by Burnet) 
is doubtless right in adopting the reading det for det; Stob. i. 95 
has dei, though at xxiii. 18 he has de? in quoting the same passage. 

b4. pydepiav aicyivnv ... mpocbev movovpevov: cp. 648d 
TO THS alaxvyys erimpooOev rovovpevos. He must not let shame 
come between him and his purpose. To be ashamed of inferiority 
is one of the consequences of excessive love of self.—emi + TovotT 
may mean “ (shame) at such a course,” ie at the accepting an 
inferior position, or “at such a fact,” ie. that he ds inferior. 

b6. The parallelism between opexpdtepa pev totvTwy and 
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xpyoya de tovtTwv ox TTov forbids us to follow Stallb. in 
removing the comma after 77Tov and placing it after a—Aéyew 
EavTov avapupvyoKovTa, “repeat by way of reminding oneself of 
them.” (The ‘‘Vere de Vere repose” is only to be secured by 
constant self-reminders.) 

b7. tovvavtiov =“ by a movement in the opposite direction” ; 
not, as Wagner, “auf der entgegengesetzten Seite.”—The subj. to 
éruppetv would be avd, supplied from tvvos.—Plato here, using 
language especially suggestive of the ebb and flow of the tide, 
appeals to the law of Nature expounded at Phaedo 72 ab, according 
to which (yévecrs being always from opposite to opposite) all change 
“goes in a circle,” now this way, now that. Cp. what he says 
about action and reaction at 676 b9-c4, and at Rep. 563e8; cp. 
also the avaxvxAnovs spoken of at Pol. 269 e. 

b7ff. This passage should, I think, be stopped with a full stop 
after avapwpvyoKovta, and colons (or possibly commas) after 
eruppetv and doXeurotons, to mark avapv. . . . aod, as a paren- 
thesis. The domep does not go naturally with the gen. abs. The 
construction is like that at Rep. 330c damep yap... ayardour, 
Tavtn Te O17). . . crovddfovow.—éd.0 8) ypy—a conversational 
brachylogy (so Stallb.) for “and that is why I say (everybody) 
ought ”—‘‘ resumes” @omep yap... det, and 6 introduces what 
we may call the second premiss of the argument. He founds the 
need of his injunction upon the natural law of “action and 
reaction,” as exemplified in avépvyors (for which cf. Phil. 34 b). 

c2. rapayyéAXew must have an object inf. supplied: “urge 
everybody else so to do.” Badham’s é6Anv <méAvv> and Schanz’s 
Tacav Kat dAnv meptxdpevay alter the construction and make 
teipacGac depend on wapayyéAAew ; this arrangement, though it 
gets rid of a slight difficulty—that of the want of an obj. to 
mapayyé\Xecv—does more harm by obliterating the correspondence 
between yeAdrwv te cipyerOar and kat OA. Teptx. amroKp, evox. 
meipao Oat, ie. between the particular and the general repression 
of emotion. 

c4ff. xatd te... tpd€eory, ‘whether each man’s destiny is 
steady and fair” (lit. “established in prosperity”), “‘or it chance 
that men’s destinies find themselves face to face with certain 
undertakings as with a high steep hill.” te... kalissive... 
siwe—For éxdotov cf. Phaedo 107d 6 exéorov daipwv, and Rep. 
620d exaorw ov eiAcTo Saipova.—kara Tbxas is “in the course of 
Fortune’s changes.”—The contrast is between a steady run of good 
fortune, and a period of strenuous fighting with obstacles. Most 
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interpreters take dayyovwv to denote an external opposing foree— 
as if a man’s Genius sometimes helped, and sometimes hindered 
him. It seems better to suppose the Genius to be so closely 
identified with the man as to share his difficulties, as well as his 
good fortune. At Tim. 90a Plato calls each man’s soul his daiuwv. 
The language in both cases is poetical and, to a certain extent, 
metaphorical The change to the plur. (daiudvwv), after éxdorov, 
is a quite common variety of expression. (tvxas may mean fate in 
a sinister sense, but not, by itself, mzsfortune. This is against 
Zeller’s proposal to translate x. 7. by “auf die Seite des Ungliicks,”’ 
and omit ofov ... mpafeow as a “Glossem.” Schanz adopts 
Zeller’s aférnows, avoiding the above-mentioned diffieulty by 
reading, with Badham, kar’ drvyxios.—Badham further remodels 
the passage by excluding daiyovwy and reading avOurdpevov.— 
It is a hard passage. [J.B.M. inclines to Badh.’s kar’ atvyias.]) 

C6 ff. trois... dyafoiou .. . eharrovs Toujoery, “will alleviate 
(the toils) by the blessings.” (Schneider cannot be right in making 
ayaGoio. masc., and translating 4 dwpetrar “per ea quae largitur.”) 

di. I think tov rapdvrTwv is neut., “their present lot ”— 
so Ficinus praesentia; most interpreters supply wovwv with 
TapovTwv. 

d2. With petaPoAds we must supply roujoew from the pre- 
ceding clause.—zepi d€ ta ayada .. . tvxys, “while as for their 
good things, they must hope that, by God’s good help, entirely the 
opposite of this (diminution) will always happen to them.”—The 
change from the singular (daroxpurropevov) to the plur. (avTois) 
was really made when dapovwr in ¢ 6 was substituted for daipovos. 
(ra e€vavTia tTovtTwy is generally taken to be in apposition to 
Ta ayaba; but this—as Peipers (p. 100) says—is a very weak 
addition ; besides, ra evavria mavta makes a much better subject 
to tapayevnoeor Oat than wayra referring back to wept ta adyaba.— 
ravTa Ta evavtia is a plural variety of rav tovvavtiov.—The first 
of these objections to the ordinary interpretation would be obviated 
if, with Peipers, we rejected ta ayaOd, or placed it after wapa- 
yevnoer Go1.—but not the latter.) 

d4. ravrais rats eArviow and tats vropvioect 7. T. T. may be 
described as “datives of effective accompaniment”; Tatras goes 
with both. 

d5. pydey dedopevoy, “without any relaxation of effort.”— 
Kata Te TavdLas Kal orovodds, “ whether in work or play.” 

46. dvapipvycKovta erepdv Te Kal EavTdv capes is a repetition 
of cavr. dvapy. at b6 and rapayyeAXew b€ ravtTi ravT avdoa at 
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c2. In general! these recommendations are an injunction to have 
faith in the beneficence of Providence—“ pr) pepipvare.” 

d8f. The eritydedpara are those described from 726 to 73049. 
The woiov twa xpewv efvar has been dealt with from 730b 1 to 
732d 7. 

e1. Hermann rightly altered the MS. atrov to avrov. 
e2. The arguments used to recommend certain conduct under 

both heads are described as Oeta because the religious motive and 
the religious sanction have been appealed to throughout. What 
follows (ra avOpériva) is an appeal to a man’s own interests. 

e5. e€ dv... peyiorais, “to which you may say no single 
mortal creature can help being bound by ties of closest and 
most complete dependence.” ozovdais denotes, not the “eager 
interest ” (Jowett) which we take in these matters, but the serious, 
vital nature of their influence on us. 

e7. 6T1 TO oXHpate Kpate? mpds evdogiav: ie. such high 
ground as this is what we have been taking in discussing the 
religious aspects of conduct; the motives now appealed to are 
lower, and concern, not our reputation, but our comfort. 

73241. For os “on the ground that,” “because of” cp. Gorg. 
509e2, 512c2, Tim. 58b2. There is no need, with Stallb., to 
say that it is used “ perinde ac si Aéyevv antegressum sit.” 

a2. véos wv: this is a hint that. youth is the time when 
we are most in danger of being blind to the advantages of a 
virtuous life. Like the Preacher’s “in the days of thy youth,” 
too, it implies that devotion to virtue is more valuable and 
efficacious then, than at a later time. 

a6ff. The words from the first cxozety to the second oKo7etv 
—«iTe . . . okomeiv—were omitted in the first four printed 
editions, though Ficinus translated them. They were first 

printed by Stephanus. Probably he read them in the Venice 
MS. #, for this MS. seems to be the only one which has his d¢ 
after the first Biov in a8. This d¢, which remained in Ast, 
Herm. and the Ziir. ed., led to the placing of a full stop after 
rapa pic, and this punctuation survived the expulsion of the 
d¢. Burnet was the first to substitute a comma for this full stop ; 
and he also placed a colon after the first oxoweiv, where previous 
edd, had either put a comma, or no stop at all. Burnet’s reading 
may be rendered, ‘‘but what is the right way to appreciate it? 
That is what the Argument has now got to teach us to see: we 
must compare one life with another, the more pleasant with the 
more painful, and ask, in the following way, whether in such and 
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such a case (ovTws) it” (i.e. the léfe) “suits our nature, or, in another 
case (4AAws) it does not suit it.” The investigation that follows 
reaches the converse of the conclusion stated at Tim. 8le: wav 
yap To pev rapa diow adyewor, 7d 8 yf repuKe yryvopevov 78%, 
(Ritter’s objections to tapa dia seem to me to be invalidated 
by taking—as above—eite . . . cite as dependent on oxomeiv— 
cp. Phaedr. 275¢ ov yap €xeivo povov okorels, eiTe OUTWS €iTE 
aA\Aws exec—and by taking Bios as the subj. of reduce. He 
treats ovrws and aAAws as the emphatic words, and xara dicuv as 
a colourless amplification of réuxe ; also, I conclude that he, and 
former interpreters, either take zwépuxe as impersonal, or make 
7 opGdrns its subject.) 

bl. 7d pnderepov, “what is neither pleasure nor pain.” (This, 
acc. to Epicurus, is “ the chief good.”) 

b2 ff. From 7dov7s to the second peffovos was omitted in the 
first four printed editions (but again not by Ficinus), but 
Cornarius, whose translation appeared with the fourth of them 
(Basil. 2) discovered the omission. 

b5f ica... duacadeiv, “we could give no positive reason for 
desiring a mixture in which both these two ingredients were in 
equal quantity.” No doubt, however, if it were a question of 
choosing this mixture in place of one where Airy predominated, 
there would be a reason for so choosing it—just as Td punderepov 
was declared above to be preferable to Avan. This is in fact 
stated below at c 6 ff. 

b6-cl. Ast objects that mpds PBovAnow and pds aiperw 
say the same thing twice over, and holds that the words zpds 
aiperiv exadoTwv were originally placed either before or after 
e€ avdykys in the next sentence. Schanz would reject mpds 
BotAnow. Burnet, by putting a comma after BotAnow—i.e. 
taking the words with evavtia—provides them with a con- 
struction. At b1 we had a distinction made between aipovpea 
and PovdducOa, and at 734c¢1 BovtAnous and alpeois are both 
used. Here, indeed, both are needed for the sense, which is, that 
what incites or repels desire, decides the choice. We may translate 
“all these objects of choice are either preferable or not” (lit. “are 
superior or not in respect to the choice of each several object”), “in 
virtue of frequency, of amount, of intensity, or again of equality 
of composition, or in virtue of qualities which are the opposite 
to such as I have named in their appeal to desire” (ie. by being 
few, small, or feeble). Ast is right, I think, in saying that 
Ta pndev Suadépovra are—not objects of dislike, but—what 
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Aristotle would have called ta aduadopa. Plato means that 
while desire may be excited by strong motives or by weak—if the 
objects of desire and repulsion are equally mixed in any life, or in 
any object of choice, such an object will not be chosen. 

c 1-6. We have not yet come to the consideration of the case 
where a neutral object is placed side by side with a positively 
repulsive one (for that cf. c 8 ff.). We are now dealing with the 
measurable amount of pleasure or pain; and he goes on to remind 
us that when a life contains amounts of both, we must decide by 
the preponderance of one or the other. And so he leads up to the 
pronouncement that, though e.g. the vehemence of a pleasurable 
emotion is in itself desirable, a situation, or a life, in which 
pleasure is feeble, is preferable to one in which the pleasure is 
intense, if in the latter case the pleasure is overbalanced by con- 
comitant pain, whereas the feeble pleasure is not so overbalanced. 

e7. xadamep ev Tois po Gev : i.e. just as we did above (at b 1) 
in considering the case of TO pnderepov. 

c8. It seems clear to me that Ritter is right in reading 
trepPaAXovra here. (Ast had suggested tov pev trepBadrXovta 
.. Tov & av.) Plato says: “The life of equipoise, as sur- 

passing the one class—i.e. those lives where pain predominates— 
in the possession of what we like, we desire; but, as surpassing 
the other class in what we dislike, we do not desire it.” E.g. where 
pain is 5 and pleasure 5, there is, in effect, more pain than 
where pain is 5 and pleasure 6, and also more pleasure than 
where pain is 6 and pleasure 5. 

(Prof. Burnet, for reasons which he has kindly communicated 
to me, prefers to retain the MS. trepBadAdvrwv. He finds in 
the npiv Kata pio and rapa diow of a7 f., and specially below 
in the 7d diAov aya kai 76% of e 1, a suggested distinction between 
what is 750 generally, and what is 74 to the individual by being 
specially adaptable to his nature. Thus there may be, he holds, a 
kind of trepGoA7 even in the tadpporos Bios. He construes (c 8 ff.) 
os Tov pev (sc. TOV HdEwv) TH Hilw Hiv trepBadAdvTur, .. . 
tov 8 ad (sc. Tov AvTNpGY) Tots ExOpois (jpiv brepBadrddvTwv).) 

a2. ev rovros evdedenevor (repixaciv), “are shut up (by 
nature) to these alternatives”; a repetition, in other words, of 
ovTw . . . TovTwy €€ avdyKys SiaKkekoopynpevor c 1 f. 

a3. Stallb. proposes to reject de? duavocioGar at ¢7. It does 
seem out of place here. I suspect, though, that we ought not 
simply to dismiss it, but to substitute for it dvarpeto Pau, or possibly 
Se? StarpetioGar: “we have got to explain (on these principles) 
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which lives nature bids us desire.” For this use of dvaupeto Oar 
ep. 647 ¢ 1. 

d4. By ratra he means the same limits or conditions as by 
rovrots in d3ff. If, that is, we say that we are guided in our 
desires by any other consideration than that of the preponder- 
ance of pleasure, it must be because we know nothing of the 
world. 

a7 ff. I follow all editors but Badham and Schanz in adopting 
the first-hand correction of A’s évrep to Ov wép.; it is a correc- 
tion evidently made from A’s original, and not out of the scribe’s 
head.—I also accept Burnet’s sagacious abérnous of Eéxovovov 
aBovtAnrov te kat; it looks exactly as if some presumptuous 
scribe had doubted the possibility of using axotov.v as the 
opposite of PotAnrov; besides, it greatly overweights the 
article 76. — The accumulation of participles — mpoeAdpevor, 
iddvta, Ta€dpevov, eAdopevov—makes the sentence clumsy, as read. 
The intonation of the speaker is wanted, to put each into its place 
The participles i6dvra and rafapevov convey the main ideas ; i.e. 
it is they which depend on det. “What lives, and how many 
lives are there, between which when a man selects, on a review of 
the desirable and the undesirable, he ought to make this considera- 
tion into a law for himself, and so, picking out what not only he 
likes, and finds pleasant, but also is best and noblest, lives the 
happiest life he possibly can ?” 

el. I am strongly inclined to accept Badham’s ingenious téu6v 
twa for iddvra; it relieves us of one participle, and makes an 
apposite qualification of vowov. (Against his rewriting of the 
previous words—@vrep Se? mpoeAopevov tov BovAnrdév te Kal 
Exovovov aBovrAjtwv Te Kal akovoiwv—it is to be urged that all 
along it is the particular thing an the life, not the lefe itself that 
has been spoken of as the object of desire; here, in particular, we 
are said to make ourselves a law out of such preferences as will 
guide us in the choice of a life.)—7d iAov dpa Kat 750 I take to 
be a sort of explanation and resumption of the phrase 7 diAov 
nptv used at d 1. 

e3. avOpwrov MSS. I feel sure that Plato wrote dvOpdrwv 
here.—Cp. 637a1 KkédAAor avOpérwv and 729e1 mavTwv 
KéAdor avOpwrwv.—The mpoeAduevov in d7, to which we 
naturally supply teva, is not helped by the distant avOpwzov. 

e 6. cédpova pev odv . . . tavta, “anyone who is familiar 
with the discreet life will set it down as mild in every respect.” 

734a4. The re after erifvpias should be rejected, I think. 
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It may be due to the confusion between dé and re after spodpas. 
(See Burnet’s note.) . 

a7. For Plato’s arguments in support of this cf. Gorg. 493 f. 
a8. muxkvotnow: to find the meaning of this word here we 

must consider it in relation (1) to its neighbours peyéeer and 
tAnGe, (2) to rpodpdtycw at 733b7, and (3) to pavdrepa below 
at c6. All the translations I know, except Jowett’s, take it to 
mean frequency of occurrence. If so, in order to fit it in with its 
neighbours, we must suppose 7A7jOe. to refer to the large number 
of different pleasurable or painful sensations, and rvkvornow to 
the frequent recurrence of the same. Sometimes number and 
frequency mean the same thing. <A large number of sensations, 

- which only occur at long intervals, would have much the same 
effect on us as a small number. This consideration no doubt 
made Jowett translate it here by the same word he used for 
apodpotnctv at 733b 7, ie. intensity. On the other hand, it was 
not very clear how we ought to distinguish between opodpornowy 
and peyéOe. at 733 b 7, and below we shall find a similar difficulty 
with either éAdtroow or opixpétepa and pavdrepa—according as 

7344 

we take the latter word. Therefore, though muxvdés and pavds , 
may, as at Tim. 53a, mean solid and flimsy respectively, it is 
better to recognize that, in all three of our enumerations, the 
members are not very sharply defined—that two out of each three 
mean very much the same thing—and hence I would accept the 
more ordinary meanings of frequency for muxvdryoww here and 
rarer for pavotepa at c6. (At Rep. 573e€ ruKvos is apparently 
distinguished from oodpds.) 

b6. évdens dv, “when it lacks”; Plato does not mean that 
all mankind always live without restraint, but.that when any man 
lacks it, the reasons are what he describes. “There's not a man 
living, whose self-indulgence is not due, either to ignorance, or to 
lack of self-control.” 

el. 7 PovAnors tis atpérews, “ (our) intention in choosing.” 
c 3. In this formal statement—the ¢atwev av marks it as such 

—Plato repeats the conclusion already arrived at, before adding 
the two new ones which rely on the same sort of arguments ; each 
analogous case supports the other. There is no reason to follow 
Cornarius, Ast, and Wagner, in rejecting 6 6)... dxoAdorov, 
By a similar irregularity the pair of lives tyrervds and vorwdns 
only takes its place in the last of this series of enumerations. The 
grouping, as always with Plato, is picturesque ; the order is not 
that of parade. 
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c5. 6 THs avdpeias (Bios): this expression, so natural in 
English of a formal style, whether of poetry or prose, was a poetical 
one in Greek. Stallb. cps. Eur. Bacch. 388 6 ras novyxtas Bioros, 
Phaedr. 276d eis t5 AHOns yhpas edv tkynrat, where Heindorf’s 
comment is “ verba autem haec poetam sapiunt.” (Zeller adds this 
to his list of faulty phrases from the Laws.) 

c6. pavdtepa: cp. above on a8.—ry Tov 7dovev, “on the 
score of pleasure.” Lobeck, Paral. p. 363, is indignant that the 
neuter article or adjective should “adminiculo egere nullo” in 
expressing an abstract notion, while a feminine must always be 
supposed to have an attendant in the background. It is not 
necessary to “supply” anything here with ty. (irepBodn, pepidu, 
taoe. have been suggested.)—éxarepos exdtrepov: it is absurd of | 
Ast—in his anxiety to support his aBérynous of 6 . . . dkoAaoTov—to 
say that these words could only be used of two pairs of lives. 
Strictly they only apply to a single pair—6 dvdpeios and 6 SdetAds, 
because the last mentioned; but in sense exdrepos goes with all 
the subjects of vixdo1, and éxdrepov with all its objects. He 
might have said exdrepow exatépovs vrepPadAovres as far as the 
meaning of exatepos goes.—apuorepa: i.e. both pleasurable and 
painful sensations. 

c7. éxeivov vrepPadXovrwr : an adversative clause, subordinate 
to Exdtepos . . . vrepBadrdXov. 

di. There is a break here, and the place of the subject is 
resumed by 6 pev avdpetos. (Peipers, p. 97 note, goes further than 
Cornarius and Ast, for he would reject the whole passage from o 67) 
coidpwv to vikoat, on the ground (1) that it repeats what was said 
before, (2) that ‘ua construction is a tangled one, and (3) coat the 
meaning of several words is obscure.) 

d4. There is a triumphant exuberance about the emphatic 
summing up of the often argued cause.—I fancy that a final 
revision would not have left two wore clauses so near each other as 
those at d2 and d 7. 

d5. kata copa 7 kat Kata Wuyi, “whether it be in body or 
in soul”; the implication is that, though it is easier to see in the 
case of the body, the truth is just as undoubted in the case of the 
soul. (Schanz follows H. Miiller in rejecting the 7.) 

d6. tots aAAous: ie. in other respects besides being more 
enjoyable ; the following datives are in explanatory apposition to 
tots aAAous. 

el. arepydfer Oar hasaov éXovra ... (pv as its object: “secures 
that its possessor lives, ete.’ (It is anyhow an awkward construc- 
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tion; is the (mv possibly spurious ?)—evdapmoverrepov is adj., 
not adv. 

e 3-735.a6. “So far the preface to our laws, and there it ends. 
After the ‘prelude’ it is right and proper that a ‘tune’ should 
follow, and this is really the place for a general outline of civic 
institutions. Now just as, in the case of a web or woven structure 
of any description, you cannot make both woof and warp of the 
same kinds of thread, but the substance of the warp must be of a 
superior nature to that of the woof—for the former is strong and 
endowed with a character of firmness, while the latter is softer and 
is bound to yield—from this comparison we may conclude it to be 
reasonable that the men who are destined for rule in our cities 
should in each case be set apart in some such way (as the warp 
threads are) from those whose temper has been tried by only a 
slight education. For (you must know that) there are two 
branches of civic organization, the one being the conferring of 
office on individuals, the other the providing your officers with (a 
code of) laws (to administer).” 

e4f. The use of the singular shows that vouos—and con- 
sequently mpooiuuov too—are used in the technical musical sense 
(as at Rep. 531d, Tim. 29d), to which there is a punning 
reference in the subsequent vdszovs. Cp. Jowett, Introd. p. 76, 
though in his, and all other translations or commentaries that I 
know, the musical sense is ignored here. 

e6. vroypadev: the “outline” of the subject, for which he 
selects this place in the treatise, is the division of the politician’s 
domain into two branches, defined at 735 a5 f.,—(1) the (training 
and) selection of magistrates, and (2) the provision of laws 
for them to execute. This division corresponds in spirit to 
the disposition of the subject matter throughout the Laws. 
Roughly speaking, two thirds of the treatise deal with the 
“personnel” of the citizens of all ranks—their selection, their 
training, and their enlightenment by means of zpootpua, and the 
way they can be influenced generally; the other third consists 
of statutes. Naturally the character of the magistrates is more 
important than that of any other citizen.—ovvvdjv: this and 
its fellow accusatives have no verb to govern them; they are 
“dropped ” with the modification of the structure of the sentence. 

73541. Ast would read ev tais otpopais for év tots Tpdross, 
but such a general word as Tpomos is quite in place, | and is useful 
in the metaphor. Cp. Hat. iv. 28 KEXWpurrat dé obros 6 XEypov 
Tovs TpOTovs TacL TOIT. ev GAANOL KwpHTL yevopevours XELaT. 
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a2. o0ev 6): another conversational break in the form of the 
sentence. After kafarep odv at e6 we should expect “acavrus 
kat vel simile quid” (Ast). He goes on as if the simile had been 
fully drawn out, instead of hinted at.—rovbs tas dpxds... 
ap£ovras: this is the reading of L and O—the reading which 
Ficinus translated—“ qui magistratus in civitate gesturi sunt,’— 
and to which Aristotle refers when he says (Pol. ii. 1265 b 18) 
eAAEAerrtau 5€ Tots vouors TovTOLS Kal Ta Tepl TOS ApxoVTas THs 
exovTat Siahepovtes TOV Apxopevuv. pyot yap Seiv bomep e& ETEPOV 
TO OTNMOVLOV Epiov yiveTar THS KPOKNS, OVTW Kal TOvs ApYoVTAs 
Exe deiv Tpds Tods apyopevous. A has peydAas for ras, and so 
a marginal variant of O. For a long time the reading in printed 
edd. was Tovs Tas peydAas . . . ap£ovtas—though the first four 
edd. had dpfavras. Schanz adopts A’s peyddas for ras, and, 
further, Biicheler’s alteration of opixpa in a4 to opuKxpas (so too 
Bruns). (Schanz and Burnet say Stob. has tovs tas apxas, but in 
Meineke’s ed. vol. ii. p. 194 the text is tods tas peyddas apyxas.) 
Apart from authority, the passage becomes comparatively meaning- 
less if we assume that the comparison is between the superior 
“srit”—to use another metaphor—of the greater magistrates, as 
compared with the lesser ones. The stouter threads are clearly 
magistrates—of all orders—-who execute the laws, and the 
“‘ vielding,” weaker ones the general populace who have to obey 
them. It is hard to account for the peyaAas; possibly it was 
due to a commentator’s suggestion of peyaAn for opixpa, made 
under the impression that tovs ... mawWeia BacavirGevras was 
a further description of the magistrates themselves, and their class. 

a3. Twa tTporov TavTy: a variety for TovodTw Tiwi TpdTY. 
a4. BacavicGevras : this word suggests, on the one hand, the 

teasing and twisting of the thread, and, on the other, the “severity ” 
and ‘‘thoroughness” of the educative and testing process.— 
exaotote: almost our “respectively.” —Stobaeus inserts Kal 
before kata Adyov.—There is a surprising variety in the interpre- 
tation—as well as in the reading—of this whole passage: eg. 
Ast finds in it a comparison between warp and the harsh power 
of the ruler, and beween the woof and the milder action of the 
legislator. Stallb. says the woof typifies the laws. 

a5. yap 6), “nam profecto,” “for I must tell you.” The 
clause throws a fresh light on the subject just discovered, reveal- 
ing the important part played by the election of magistrates in 
the organization of a state, and providing us, in so doing, with 
the vroypapy we have been promised above at. e 6.—Bruns 
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(p. 191 note) pronounces this sentence “inept” ; the ydp, he says, 
is only explicable on the assumption that the method of selecting 
and appointing magistrates was immediately to follow.—See also 
on 751a4 below.—dvo roAX:teias cidy: this phrase is repeated in 
the same sense at 751 a—6vo cidn Tatra epi toduteias Kédopov 
yryvopeva tuyxave.—The «idn wohiterv at 681d and 714b 
means something quite different. 

a7. 7d S€ rpd TovTwv ardvrwv : neither of the above-mentioned 
branches is considered until the beginning of Bk. VI. The rest 
of this book deals with the preliminary conditions of citizenship— 
6 &) Aayay Kextir Ow, paper, rv KAfpov emi toUTots ofs elpykapev 
744 a 8—which are mainly these: (1) The government is to have 
the power of rejection and expulsion of citizens—whose numbers 
are to be limited ; (2) Property, though allowed, is to be by all 
possible means kept in the background, and kept equal. 

b2. zapadAa Pov goes with all three nominatives.—L and O have 
ervxeipnoet, A (and L?, O? and Stob.) has ercxerpjoys, but the 
last two letters have been altered from something else. The first 
six printed edd. read eM LX ELPH|TELE. (Cp. Goodwin, M. and T. § 295.) 
~ b3. xaOappdv xaOape?: the religious associations of these 
words seem to add a sanction to this purging process, 

b4. xaOdpn MSS., xafapet Ast. It is curious that the 
manifestly incorrect form—possibly subj. of the late first aor. 
éxaQapa, but most probably a mere copyist’s error—should have 
held its ground longer than the quite possible ervyerpijon above ; 
even Schneider keeps xafapy (but not emvyespjoy), Ziirr. and 
Herm. keep both subjunctives. It is posgible that the first 
mistake was the earlier, and drew the other in its train.—r7 
cvvoikynoe : at first sight these words seem unnecessary, and we 

could easily supply dyéAy with exdory. Possibly it was put in 
to improve the rhythm of the sentence, and suggest the human 
community to which the ayéAy or ovvoixnors is being likened. 

b5. ra pev xrA.: ep. Rep. 410a1 rods pev evpreis TA Twpara 
Kal Tas Yuxds Oeparevicover, Tods Sé pH, boot pev KATA Opa TOLOd- 
To, aToOvycKew edcovo., Tors 6 Kata THY WuXIV KaKodvets Kat 
“dvidrovs aitol droxtevovc.v.—Plato uses his favourite chiasmus 
there. (Wagner thinks there is no chiasmus, but that the good are 
sent away, and the bad retained for medical treatment. But 

weverv is much more likely to be used—as in the Republic 
just quoted, and as at Gorg. 516 e—of the training of the 

good, than of the curing of the bad. Expulsion and not cure is 
hat he contemplates in the case of the bad citizen. 
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b6 ff. dtavoovpevos . . . duakabaipyras, “for he will reflect how 
vain and endless must be the pains he will have to take with | 
the animals’ bodies or with their souls if he does not purge his 
herds by discriminating selection, since either natural depravity 
or evil nurture, not content with ruining its victims, spreads the 
fatal taint to tempers and bodies, of one beast after another, which 
were hitherto sound and uncontaminated.” 

b 7. For avivutos rovos ep. avnvitw kat atAjotw Kako 714 a, 
avyvuTa tovovow Rep. 531 a, avyvuTov Kaxov Gorg. 507 e. 

c3. xTnydtwv: as Stallb. says, here, and at Gorg. 484¢ Bovs 
kat TaAAG KTyjpara, and possibly at Laws 902 b 8, xtypara seems 
to be used for xt7v7. 

c4. trav GAAwv (wwv depends on ra pev, not on oovdy 
(Stobaeus has ¢Adrtw te omovdy). In all three sentences éoré 
has to be supplied. 

e6. The infins. diepevvacOar and ppdfew are epexegetical to 
oTrovons THS peyioTys, and the te, possibly for rhythm’s sake, has 
been put earlier than its natural place, which is after duepevvac Ba ; 
Stobaeus has ye for it. 

c7. TO tpoojKov éExaorous, “ the treatthent proper to each case.” 
dl. zpd£ewv, “dealings with them, measures, treatment 

generally ”—-“‘and the whole of the rest of their treatment.”— 
avtixa ydp, “to begin with,” “for instance.” 

d3. tupavvos pev ov Kal vouoberns 6 avtds: F. Doering 
(p. 14) is mistaken in saying that 709e5—712a7 is the only 
passage in the Laws in which Plato admits that a tépavvos may 
be useful to a state. In both cases there is a big af in the back- 
ground. The possifility of the existence of a xéapuos TUpavvos 
(710d 7) or another Nestor (711le) is spoken of as contrary to 
experience (ep nudv dé ovdapuds 711 e 4), so that Doering exaggerates 
when he says that it is impossible that 709eff., 691c¢6 ff. and 
7136 ff. could have been originally written as parts of the same 
book. There is not much difference between saying that an 
occurrence is extremely rare, and contrary to experience, and say- 
ing that you must act on the assumption that it is impossible. 

a7. dyarrwvrws, the reading of A and Stobaeus, is mentioned 
as a variant in the margin of L and O, which have ayaryrdas, 
which is also given as a variant in the margin of A. Probably 
the former was early altered to dyamyt@s, a word which was used 
in the sense of “with difficulty”; for this meaning admirably 
suits this passage. It is found at Critias 106a, Lys. 218 c¢, and 
possibly at Lysias, C. Andoc. p. 107 § 45.—(“ You must be content 
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with that ””—cp. 684 c 7—is not far from “it is much if you get 
that.”) dyamrdvrws does not seem to occur elsewhere; it is in 

formation like 6poAoyoupévws, which is common in Plato, and it 
possibly meant here “ he would be quite content to do merely that.” 

e 1. tipwpia is not here used in the sinister sense which it bears 
above at 728 c.—The whole expression seems strangely pleonastic. 

e2. Odvarov .. . emiriOeis, “ exacting the penalty of death or 
exile ”—(lit. “making death or exile the accomplishment of the 
penalty ”). 

e6ff. dco... . ereo Our, “all citizens who, in the struggle for 
existence” (lit. “ owing to scarcity of food”), “let it be known that 
they have made themselves ready, in their poverty, to follow their 
leaders in an attack on the property of the wealthy.” 

736a1. rovrous is governed by tiféuevos: drahAayjv may be 
in apposition to dmotxiay, “ while calling these people a colony— 
a method of banishment which brings no disgrace”—but it is 
better, as suggested by Burnet’s comma after aradAayny to see in 
the word the peculiarly Euripidean acc. in apposition to the 
action of the verb (eerepiparo). So Riddell, Idioms § 13. Cf. 
Gorg. 507 e tavras erixeipotvta tAnpody, avivuTov Kakdv. (The 
early printed editions read 6.’ evpynpiav aradAayis, with no MS. 
authority. Ast suggests araAAayy ; but this leaves rovrous un- 
accounted for. Wagner would reject araAAayjv ; Stallb. suggests 
dvt dmaAdAayns. <Apelt (p. 9) would read traddAayev dvopya: 
ingenious, but the text seems more natural.) 

a3. evpevds ote parwora, “hurting their feelings as little as 
possible.”—sravri . . . dpaoxréov, “everybody who undertakes to 
frame a constitution must start by getting rid of undesirables 
somehow.” Then he goes on to say that for their new settlement 
they will not be obliged to ‘‘ plan (to send away) a colony, or 
select a method of purgation”; all they will have to do is to 
admit none but such as they approve among the applicants. This 
is described by the MSS. as ére dromdrepa than all the caappoi 
that have been previously described, whether aAyewvoi or rpadrepo.. 
It is clear that Ritter’s axorwrepa, which Burnet accepts, fits 
this statement exactly, while it is most remarkable that all previ- 
ous translators or commentators should have been content with 

_ the MS. reading. (Jowett neglects the éru and translates “Our 
present case, however, is peculiar.”) 
— a6. odr’ exAoyHv Tia Kabdpoews: all translations apparently 

take ka@dpoews to be a gen. of definition; Schn. “ delectum 
aliquem purgantem,” Wagn. “irgend eine Auswahl fiir die 
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Reinigung.”—I would suggest that it is more natural to take. it, 
as at 872e10 ovx civar kafapow GAAnv, to mean method or 
process of purgation, and to translate pnxavacbar exAoynv tia 
xa0., “contrive a selection of a purgative process.” exAoy7 is 
almost always used of selecting something you want, and would 
sound strange as applied to the process of picking (or casting) out 
the bad citizens. “Our task,” he goes on to say, “is to see that 
none but the good are admitted.” 

a7. Madvig is right, I think, in rejecting ex. If it be retained 
we must, I suppose, supply vdatrwv with roAXoy, or else with 
cuppeovTwv. (Wagner transl. “von vielen Orten her,” Schn. “ ex 
multts locis.”) 

bil. ra pev mynyov: we are to understand, I think, that the 
spring water is what we want in our reservoir, and the muddy 
mountain torrent what we wish to avoid; and it seems that 
e€avtAotvtas in b3 describes the drawing off of the spring 
water into the reservoir (Aiuvy) and the two following participles 
—both compounded with ard—the various ways of preventing 
the mountain torrents from joining the spring water. ovppedvTwv 
will then be conative. In the natural course of things they would 
have flowed into the same Aipvy as the rnyai. 

b4. “Clearly no political machinery can secure us from 
trouble and risk. True (ye); but as in our present attempt at 
constitution-making we can arrange our facts to fit our theory, we 
will suppose the gathering of the citizens complete, and its select 
character duly secured. To do this last we must refuse admittance 
to the bad ones among the applicants for citizenship, after we have 
plied them with all good advice and allowed a sufficient time for 
a thorough appreciation of their character, while we muss do all 
we can by kind and gracious treatment to win the good ones to 
our Side.” 

b6. 7a (in 7a 5’) has a demonstrative force, and is the subject 
of éotiv mpattopeva, and ra viv is an adverb of time; lit. 
“but since these attempts (of ours) are being made now in (the 
world of) theory and not in (that of stern) fact.” The early 
editions—even Ast’s—have aAX for 7a 6’, on no MS. authority ; 
they apparently took either Ta viv or Ta viv mparrdopeva as the 
subject. The MSS. of Plato all have rad’, though there seems to 
have been some hint of ra 6’ in O. Those of Stobaeus have ra 6’, 
which is clearly right.. In A an o is written over the tr. This is 
difficult to interpret ; for though 7d 6 (adverbial) might begin the 
sentence as well at least as aAA’, it is hard to make anything of 768’. 
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b7. werepdvOw te... kal...) KaOaporns eoTw cvpBeBynkvia: 
so, in the analogous passage at 712a, we had two imperatives, 
KexpynopmdncOw and eridedeixOw. The substance of both passages 
is the same; ie. (1) the claim that the political theorist should 
should not be expected to obviate, by his arrangements, all possible 
difficulties, and (2) the admission that there must be a certain 
amount of assumption and “ make-believe” in the foundations of 
his structure. He admits this, as we see here, even in framing 
the laws for the actual community of Magnesia which is now in 
prospect. He can only legislate for that on the assumption that 
certain conditions are fulfilled. It is a mistake to suppose that 
Plato had in view (1) some theoretical conditions of city-founding, 
and (2) the actual conditions of the founding of Magnesia, as two 
distinct cases, and is talking sometimes about one and sometimes 
about the other. As Ritter says (p. 143), there is a constant 
intermingling throughout the Laws of fundamental principle and 
positive enactment. (See below on 739 b ff.) 

¢ 2. Schneider and Wagner take zevot rdoy (as instrumental) 
with dcaxwAvowpev; it is better (as Jowett) to take it with 
SiaBacravicavres: persuasion, and good advice, are not efficient 
means of exclusion, but it is reasonable that none should be finally 
condemned who have not had a good opportunity of knowing and 
choosing the right way. (Badham says ze0ot is a mistake for 
metpa, and Schanz agrees with him. But 7evot fits the circum- 
stances best. The object aimed at is not to discover the bad— 
they are under suspicion, I take it, from the first—but to find 
which of them are curable.) 

c3. cis divapiv seems to qualify evpevets (Ae Te rather than 

736 b 

mpooaywuela. “Do all we can to win them” would leave the — 
method to us, but, as the method is suggested, the qualifying 
words must apply to that. 

C6 ff cvtvxetv, ws . . . efepvyev, “was lucky in having 
escaped.” Ficinus translates ws ¢€€ by quum effugit; Stallb. and 
Wagn. and Jowett take ws as an otiose repetition of é6r1—as at 
Rep. 470d, Hdt. iii. 71 and ix. 6. Such a repetition, though not 
in Plato’s style, is possible, but Stallb. has no warrant for intro- 
ducing civitas nostra as the subj. of efépuyev. It is best to sup- 
pose that the sentence started, as anybody can see, with the 
intention of finishing with “so it is with us”; but lost itself in a 
description of the disadvantages of a state in which it was other- 
wise. Sixteen lines lower down (737 a2) he says: “and this (dis- 
advantage) I maintain that we escape”; and this somewhat lamely 
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fills the gap. Ficinus filled it boldly by inserting after tpdzov 
(in d 2) “ata ferme et nobis accidisse videtur.” * (Miller omitted 
KkaGarep, and took dre to be the neut. of doris. Schanz also 
prints 6, tT, but keeps xa@dzep. Both these readings put too 
much weight on yvyvopuevov, and even so do not straighten out 
the construction.) 

c7. vous refers to the distribution of money as well as of 
land: “ dissension about land, about the cancelling of debts, and 
about the distribution of property.” (Wagner believes that vop7s 
means pasture here; most interpreters take it to apply to yjs 
only.) 

c 8. 7v: although in grammar this probably agrees with épuv, 
it is really the subject of dispute rather than the dispute itself 
about which the city is called upon to legislate—either in a con- 
servative, or a liberal spirit. jv is governed both by vopobereio Bar, 
and by eav, and Kuiveiv.—avayKkacGeion : the compelling cause is 
the discord between the “ haves” and the “ have-nots.” 

dl. woAe Tov dpxaiwy, “any old-established state” ; so Ficinus 
and Schneider. The earlier editors, on no MS. authority, inserted 
ovdeév, after axivntov, for TOv apxaiwv to depend on.  Stallb., 
though abandoning the ovéér, still takes Tov apxaiwy as a partitive 
gen. with “anything” understood—as at Rep. 445 e—governed by 
eav and xuvetv, and he may be right. [A.M.A. suggests that 
TOV apxaiwy may mean “any of the capital.”] 

A2 ff. «dx de... de, “little but an impossible aspiration 
remains, and a slow and cautious change, advancing at long 
intervals by imperceptible degrees, in the following manner.” 
evxy, as at 841¢7, Rep. 450d, and elsewhere, is what we might 
call a “Utopian ideal”—-in German “ein frommer Wiinsch ” 
(Stallb.).—The petaPiBafovor.v, and the xivotvvrwy in the next 
sentence, are the same people. 

d4. ade: the MSS. and almost all editors, write 7 de, and 
begin the next pSlteiaeis with it. Burnet rightly adopts Bekker’s 
addition of it, as de, to the previous sentence,—marking it more 
clearly by altering the comma which Bekker placed after it into a 
colon, and putting a comma before it. 

d 5. The early editions, again on no MS. authority, read 
brdpxer—and so Stallb. and Herm.—as verb to 7) 6€. Tov KevotvTwY 
del. . . vrdpyev means “(all that remains is) that there should 
be a supply of reformers from time to time (men who, etc.).” Tov 
KiwovvTwy is a partitive gen., like that after aAus. ‘Achording to 
Porson, who reads o’kots for oixos at Aesch. Ag. 961, we have 
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there irdpye: TOvde in the same sense: “there is a store of those 
things.” For the gen. cp. Aristoph. Ach, 184 cvvedéyovto Tav 
AiPwv. (Badham suggests altering irdpyew into am’ apy7s.) 

d6. Stallb. rightly points out that todrwy does not agree with 
eOcAdvtwy, but is a part. gen. depending on Tots dropouvpévors. It 
is the specially distressed among their debtors who excite the pity 
of the liberal-minded rich. 

e2. vewouevovs: the middle voice is peculiar. At 739e8 
veaoOwv, and at 740a2 veyerOwv are used of the community 
dividing up its own property among its own members: here it 
seems to mean “sharing their property with them.” (Badham 
suggests that we ought to read Grr OVE LOMEVOLS : the middle of this 
‘compound is used at Epinomis 991 b in an active sense.)—The four 
ace. participles are quite in order, as agreeing with the subject to 
Kotvwvetv—which is used absolutely. —Plato’s favourite chiasmus 
again: Ta pev ad. refers to the debts, ra S€ vey. to the gift of land ; 
these two subjects were mentioned in the reverse order at d 5. 
—ipy yé TH... Yyoupevovs, “they manage to show regard for 
moderation, and act from a conviction that poverty consists . . .” 
Cp. Arist. Pol. ii. 1266b29 padrdAov yap dei Tas emiOupias 

opaXifew 7 Tas ovcias, ToUTO 8’ ovK eoTL pi) TaLdevOpMEVOLS iKaVaS 
bro TOV vopwr. 

e4. cwrnpias apy?) TéAcws peyiory, “the surest source of civic 
well-being.” 

e5. avrn: ie. the true estimate of property—especially the 
repression of aAnoria—not necessarily petpidtys, though it would 
come to much the same. 

e7. Ty Totty Katacrdce : i.e. “for conditions so desirable as 
those above described.” 

73741. The words tis petaBdoews Tinea given much 
difficulty. Ficinus boldly translates taivrys tr. p. by hoc funda- 
mento, and Herm. (De vestig. p. 27) concluded that Ficinus had 
read and Plato written Pdoews, and not petaBdoews (Schanz 
accepts this). Ficinus’s translation, however, does not prove either 
that he read ris Bdoews, or that he translated petraBarews by 

_fundamento. He may have read simply tavrys d€ cabpas ovens, 
and supplied kpyztdos in thought from the context. The scribe of 
A may well have had two readings before him, for before pera- 
Baoews there is a gap filled with two dummy letters. I would 
‘suggest that Plato wrote the simple tavrys, and that this was 
interpreted by one commentator to stand for xatacrdcews (and 
rightly so); and by another for xpymidos, for which he substituted 
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the to him more familiar word Bacews; this last was, owing to a 
remembrance of what was said at d 3, corrected to petaBaceus. 
It is to be noticed that 7v in a2, “the thing which we (in 
Magnesia) are escaping,” fits in better as referring to an unsound 
political condition, than as to a rotten political foundation ; tavtys 
then would refer to xatactdcews. (Schneider, Stallb., Wagn., and 
Jowett make the best they can of peraBdaoews in the sense of 
change—“ laborante hoc transitu,” etc.—the “change” being, acc. to 
Ritter, that from inequality of possessions to equality.)\—ovx 
eUTopos 7) ToAuTiKn mpagis yiyvorr’ av, “the statesman’s course 
will be full of difficulty.” 

a2. pera TavTa: ie. after an wnsound condition has been 
established. — Most editors now adopt Bekker’s ovdewua for the 
MS. ovde pia. 

a3. nv TA. : see above on e7 and c6.—dpws 6€... hvyjy, 
“for all that, it is just as well to have it explained how we should 
have contrived to escape it, if we had not been so fortunate.” 

a5. Many recent editors rightly adopt Ast’s 67 vvv for the 
MS. 6) vov; for viv is unnatural when introducing a recapitulation. 
—The MS. reading 61a tov pa) piAoxpnpareiv pera Sixns may 
quite well stand for “‘by means of absence of avarice, combined 
with justice,” and it has this advantage over the (easier) reading 
iA. pet’ adixias, suggested by Heindorf, and adopted by Schanz, 
that—as below at 747 b 7, and as implied above at 736 e—avarice is 
thus by itself declared to be a danger, whether satisfied justly or not. 
Heindorf’s reading would confine the blame to unjust gains; and 
so would have the same effect as the eixy added by later hands to 
St. Matth. v. 22 was 6 dpyufépevos TH adeAGw adTov evoxos exTat 
TH Kpioer; in both cases the commentator seeks to modify the moral 
censure of what is an ordinary state of mind.—The sentence intro- 
duced by etpjaOw 54 vuv is recapitulatory : he restates (1) the vital 
importance of peTpidtys in the words pera Sixys, and (2) the deadly 
danger of arAyoria rAovrov in the words 61a Tot pa) prloxpypa- 
teiv. So too at b2 he restates the impossibility of going further in 
the lawgiver’s work until this danger has been removed (see e 5 
above). 

a6. aAAyn .. . duadvy7, “and there is no other way of 
escape, broad or narrow, than such a plan as that.” As dvyzv 
avTns has occurred in the previous sentence, there is no need here 
to specify what the escape is from. Badham maintains that Plato 
must have written pnyav7 dvuapvyns—and Schanz agrees—but to 
say, as he does, that a pyxav7) can be described as “ broad or 
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narrow ” because it is equivalent to dds, is only less preposterous 
than to hold, with Ast, that by pnxavis duadvyy Plato meant us 
to wnderstand pynxavy Siapvyns. (Stallb. takes ris tovwwtrys 
pnxavyns as a gen. of definition with diadvy7: “effugium quod 
tali machina effici possit.”) Plato often makes aAAos govern 
a gen. 

bl. €pya, “prop,” varies the metaphor used above in kpy7idos. 
O has preserved for us the reading de?, though the scribe altered 
it to 67. On Schanz’s theory that O is merely a copy of A, 
we should have to suppose, not only that the scribe of O hit 
on the right reading by mistake, but also recognized it as a 
mistake. Ficinus’s oportet shows that he too read det. 

b2. dAAyjAovs is said of the possessors who are implied in 
ovaias; a characteristic boldness of expression. 

b3ff. 7) pa)... pery: in this rather confused sentence I adopt 
_ Ast’s exévras for the MS. éxdévra, the universally accepted 7 of the 
early editions for the MS. 7, after ofs, and (like Burnet) follow 

. Ritter in rejecting the cat before é6aous, which was first questioned 
by Stallb.—‘‘ Otherwise all men of any sense will refuse to go 
forward with the arrangement of the constitution for citizens who 
have long-standing disputes with each other (about property).” 

b4. The gen. xatacxevyjs depends on «is tovpmpooGev as in 
toppw copias at Euthyd. 294e—For the poetical rel. with bare 
subj. cf. Goodwin, M. and T. § 540. Ast, followed by Schanz, 
inserts dv before 7, but not before per7—as doo1s and ois have 
different antecedents, it is hard to see why not. 

b5. The xai before 6001s may well have been due to the idea 
that the two relatives had the same antecedent. 

b7f. aAAjAovs is used of the whole population of Magnesia, 
including the three (self-constituted) legislators ; tovtovs, like ois 
and 7uiv in b5, of the three legislators alone. For one reason, 
oixifey is much more naturally used of the founding authority, 
than of the populace of the colony. Where that is spoken of— 
as it is at 708 b 3—the middle otkifer Oar is used. 

b 9. Ie. “no human being could be at once so mad and bad as 
_ that” or “no human being, however vile, could be guilty of 

such folly as that ”—i.e. as to stir up strife, where it did not exist, 
by dividing land unfairly. In other words, even the most incom- 
petent and misanthropical of legislators would never make arrange- 

- ments which would be sure to cause dissension. 

c2. A’s atrav here, like the avdrots of all MSS. at c 4 (which 
was probably meant to go with dvoyoAoynréov) assumes that 
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arrangements are to be made by the whole populace, instead of 
by the three lawgivers now consulting. .Boeckh corrected the 
first error, and Herm. the second. (The avrov of L and O is 
merely a copyist’s error of a very ordinary kind.)—oykov Tov 
dptOpor, “ numerical amount,” like d6yxos rA7jGOovs at c 6. 

c5. For evi c. acc. describing distribution among cp. Od. r 385 
Saccdpevoe Kata potpay ep yeas, and Prot. 322d 7) ert rdvras 
veiuw; similarly at Tim. 23b dpurtov (yévos) ex avOpdrovs 
means “noblest among men.” So we speak of spreading a gift, or 
a charge, over a number of people. 

c6. dyxos 6) KTA.: the two points to be taken into account 
in fixing the number of heads of families are (1) the size of the 
territory, and (2) the necessity of having a population large enough 
to take its place among the surrounding states. The latter con- 
sideration fixes the limit downwards, the former upwards. But 
instead of saying, as we should expect: ‘‘ you must not have a 
larger population than your territory will support,” he says, in 
effect, ‘“‘ you must remember (when you are estimating the capacity 
of your territory) that only enough need be allowed to each man 
to satisfy moderate desires.” 

As to this sentence I thoroughly agree with Stephanus in two 
important points: (1) that wocovs is the indeterminate pron. 
(like zorépwv at 628b 7), and (2) that the sense demands that 
det should be supplied mentally from zpoode?. Those who accent 
mooovs, and make the question a double one,—“ how much land 
will support how many ?”—imply that the amount and the nature 
of the territory available is yet to be ascertained ; while mAciovos 

. wpoodet sinks into a mere parenthesis. But the previous 
sentence implies just the opposite of this: i.e. that our decision as 
to the number of the people must depend on the size of the land. 
It is as if a man, after saying, “‘ you must cut your coat according 
to your cloth,” went on to say, “we must calculate how much 
cloth will make a decent coat.” (Ficinus read aogovs, for he 
translates “ut tot moderatis hominibus sufficiat.” So too Jowett.) 
—As to the second point, I would (mentally) add de? even if 
reading y7 with A or y7 with Schneider and Burnet and L and O, 
ie. I would supply ravrns ris yns (Sec) as an antecedent to 
oréon. I think, however, that the Aldine correction of yj—or 
yn as A—to yjs gives us the true reading. This brings it into 
line with rA7jOovs dé\at d2, with which we must supply de? also. 
—Possibly the t in A’s yj is a mistake for «. 

Between wéXes and ys pev I can see no gap in the sense such 
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as Badham discerns—only the ordinary explanatory asyndeton.— 
(At Aristotle, Pol. ii. 1265 a 18 ff., where he seems to be referring to 
Plato’s two considerations as here given, I suspect we ought to 
read mpds Te THY XWpav Kal Tos <yeLTVLOVTAS> aVOpurovs ; for he 
proceeds to suggest as an addition to what Plato had said, Kat 
Mpos Tovs yeTvi@vTas Tétrous, i.e. he thinks Plato ought to have 
considered the kind of country the neighbours inhabited, as well as 
(the numbers and character of) the neighbours themselves.) 

c7. AexGeis here and A€éywuev at 738a2 have the meaning 
“choose” (pace L. & S. s.v. A€yw B). 

d6. epyw xai Adyous: ie. we shall not only make such 
settlements as to number and size of lot as the circumstances 
warrant, but we shall give the reasons for them.—vvv d€ kTA., “on 
the present occasion (when we have none of the necessary details) 
all we can do is to complete the outline of the legislator’s task.” 
I do not think he means here (as Wagner), “ we will leave this 
subject in outline and proceed to the task of making laws so as 
to complete our discourse.” iva wepaivynras belongs, I take it, to 
TXHp. &v. kK. vroypadis, and I would take away the comma 
which separates them in all editions. The subj. of ep. is 
vopobecia, not Adyos.—For the ox7patos and the iroypadys Ast 
well cps. Rep. 548 cf. ds Adyw oxjpa woditelas broypawavta pA 
akprBa@s drepydoac Bau. 

el-—e7. “Let there (be assumed to) be—to choose a convenient 
number—5040 landholders—men ready to fight for their land. 
Likewise let the land and dwelling-places be divided so as to 
make the same number,—man and portion of land making a pair. 
First then let the whole number be divided by two, and next by 
three ; in fact (yap) the number admits of divisions by four, and 
five, and all numbers up to ten without a break.” 

e3. ra avta pépy, like térrapa and zévte (pépy) at e 6, are 
acc., while the Sto pépy in e 4 and the tp/a in e 5 are nom. 

e4. cvvvopy, the MS. reading, seems to mean a lot which 
counts as one single division ; here it is “a pair.” Ast’s suggested 
civvopua, the adj., would give the same sense, but would not be 
quite so explicit ; yevopneva oivvopa would be “counting together.” 
—wWhat follows seems to be merely advice to the lawgiver to 
familiarize himself with the various groups into wield his whole 
number may be divided. 

e6. I would, with Schanz, adopt Stephanus’s correction of 
the MS. rdv airdv into tov atrov, so as to retain the same 
construction for rpia as for dvo0; for if rdv avrdy is right, 
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aptOpov, and not Adyov, as Ast suggests, must be supplied with 
it.—(Ritter thinks that the divisions by two and three are 
laid down as imperative, whatever whole number be selected by 
the lawgiver, and he translates veunO7j7Tw “must be obtainable 
by division ”—where he takes the répuxe yap xrX. to apply only 
to the 5040. He gives as his reason the frequent occurrence in 
the subsequent civic arrangements of divisions into twelve and 
groups of twelfths. To this division he thinks that by two and 
then by three—i.e. into six—is intended to lead up.) 

738 a 2. Alay 57—so A, O?, and Ficinus’s dicamus—is “let 
us choose etc.” ; A€yopev S420 L and O—“ we choose etc.” 

a4. 0 mas Hepedenss) here is evidently not the same as Tov 
TravTds apiOuov at e5 above—for that is 5040, and this is 
contrasted with 5040—pbut ‘“‘the complete number,” Ficinus’s 
“universus numerus,” perhaps we might say “the ideal whole 
number ” [number in general,” F.H.D.], “the unlimited numerical 
series” [“infinity” A.M.A.], “totam numerorum seriem,” Ast. 
This is’ obviously impossible. He will have to content himself 
with one which admits of “no more than fifty-nine different 
factorizations” (which, I am told, is the case with 5040. It is 
also pointed out to me that 5040=1x2x3x4x5x6x 7). 
The od mwXeiovs in a7 accounts for the adversative d€ in 
a4, and is manifestly inconsistent with the absurd correction of 
the first 6 in a4 to ov, which is adopted by Boeckh, Ast, 
Wagner, Hermann and Schanz. (Grynaeus in his “correction” 
of Ficinus’s version translates as if he read ov peév 8) in a 4, and it 
is curious to read in Serranus’s translation, side by side with 
Stephanus’s Greek text 6 prev 52) was, “neque enim omnis numerus.” 
(Boeckh, p. 54, to support the neg., quotes from the ‘corrected ” 
Ficinus.)—els mdavra, “for all purposes”; so eis moAeuov Kal 
doa kTA. in the next line. Cornarius unaccountably translates it 
as masc., “in quemvis” (? nwmerum). 

a6. mpds dmravta Ta ovpPdrAata Kal Kotvwvypata: these 
words come in very awkwardly after 60a kat eipnvnv. I suspect 
they were the marginal comment of someone who was thinking 
of the necessity of arithmetic for business purposes. “ Business 
engagements and dealings” are not spheres in which the multiple 
divisibility of men’s total number—i.e, varied grouping—is of 
special importance. But it is of great importance in arranging 
(1) an army and (2) the collection of taxes or the distribution 
(Stavoy.v) of state allowances. (Cobet rejected Kal Kowwvijpara, 
thinking x. a gloss on cvy3.—Cp. Rep. 333 a ovpPdrara dé A€yers 
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Kowwvypata, 7) Te &AAo.—Ficinus for rpds aravra (ra) has “ad 
contraria omnia”; can he have read mpos tavavria mdvra, of 
which our text is an explanation? Of. Xen. Mem. iii. 12. 4 rdévra 
ye Tavavria cupPaiver.). 

b 2. “These numerical relations must be seriously studied and 
clearly comprehended by men whose business it is to do so—they 
will find it just as I say—moreover the founder of a city needs to 
have his attention called to them, and I will tell you why.” The 
reason is then explained to be that it is of the highest importance 
—to put it into modern language—that the number of parishes 
should coincide with the actual number of patron saints already 
venerated by the people, and that every opportunity be taken to 
localize and keep alive religious sentiment, The number 12 
which he recommends below at 771b for the tribes, is chosen 
ostensibly because the Olympian deities were twelve in number ; 
but Plato may well have had in mind the thought that it was 
perhaps some wise old arithmetician who fixed on 12 for the 
number of the deities, because it was such a convenient number 
for human divisions. Number was itself, in a way, a sacred thing 
to Plato.—xai emphasizes kata oxoAjv.—For BeBaiws AaPeiv cf. 
Xen. Oyr. iii. 3. 51 AaBetv S ev rais yvdpais BeBalws rodro. 

b3. exer yap odv ovK GAAws 7 TatTy: these words should be 
marked off, as by Stallb., as a- parenthesis ; ic. the comma, which 
Schn. and Burnet put after ravry, should be a colon. Cf. 771¢5 
wos 8 eoriv tavra adnBds dvta, Kata TXoAV ovK dv ToXds ért- 
Sei€evev 4000s, where, as here, we are assured that study will prove 
the truth of what has been said. 

b 4. The following S¢ is not violently adversative ; the contrast 
is between the study of the facts by the proper. officials, and the 
recognition of them necessary on the part of the city-founder. (I 
see no need to assume any lacuna in this passage, as has been done 
by Badham, Bruns, and Schanz.) Further on, b 5-c7 enjoins on 
the vouolérns the supreme importance of preserving every avail- 
able feeling of veneration existing in his citizens, no matter whence 
obtained, and this injunction is summed up in the words rovrwv . .. 
ovdevy Kivntéeov at c7. Then with Trois pépecw éxdoros the 
arithmetic is brought into connexion with religion. Each tribe 
must be provided with a patron deity, and a “God’s acre” of its 
Own, to serve as a centre and type of its corporate and social life. 

738 a 

b7. dvrivwv erovoyda(er Gar eGv : Theseus’s promise to Heracles © 
at Eur. H.7. 1329 furnishes an example both of the relation 
described and of the grammatical] construction : tatr’ érwvopacpéva 
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oéev, 7d ourdv ex Ppotov KexAjoeTar, only there ravra is 
Tewevn instead of tepd, as here.—iédpvoGac applies to the case of a 
newly founded city ; érovouderOar to that of a regenerated old one. 

cl. dou ex AeAhov xrA.: it seems best to take 60a as governed 
by ereirev 6 Beds to be supplied from the following érewayv. 

c2. ond) .. . Oewv, “in whatever way they persuaded people 
—whether telling of visions of the Gods which had appeared, or of 
an inspired message delivered from heaven.” 

c3. AexGcions: not “qui dicitur” Stallb., angebliche (Wagn.), 
or “reputed ” (Jowett), but “ reported.” Oedv helongs to both clauses ; 
either the Gods themselves appeared on the spot where they wished 
a temple to be built, or they inspired a man with the knowledge 
of their preference, and he “reported” it. (Herm. unnecessarily 
rejects metoavtes in c2,—and so Schanz.)—With weicavres d€ the 
subject changes from the old-time storzes, to the old-time men 
(veteres Fic.), who told them. So, as Stallb. points out, at 761 be, 
the subject changes from vomrai to av@pwro., Saouals thexelthe 
gender of the participles in agreement with the different subjects 
gives an indication of the change. (I do not see why Stallb. 
postpones this change of subject to xaOtépwoav instead of making it 
begin at once with xateotyjaavTo.) 

c5. kabiépwoav dé: d€ is not adversative, but introduces an 
amplification of the preceding statement.—“ And moreover, by such 
stories they gave sanctity to oracles, and images, and altars, and 
shrines, and provided each of these with a piece of consecrated 
ground.” For din in the sense of seat of an oracle cp. Eur. Hel. 
820 pin Tis oikwv ev puxots LOpupevn. 

a3. zpwros: ie. before any portions of land are assigned to 
human occupants. 

d 6. €ls TE TOS Xpetas EKAO TAS EVLA PELAV eT as 

the subject of rapac. is not the same as that of the next verb, it is 
better to put a comma after it. These words are generally taken 
to mean “may provide opportunity for the satisfaction of all kinds 
of needs,” but Ficinus took them to mean “ may provide opportunity 
for the discharge of all the services they can render (et facultatem sur 
facikius ad quoslibet usus exhibeant”).—Is it possible that the words 
mean “(not only) provide facilities for the several religious 
functions”? [“ No.” F.H.D.] 

a7. diAodpovevra: : again there is a (slight) change of subject, 
from the meetings to the citizens engaging in them. —pera Ouovwv, 
“thanks to the sacrifices”; for this use of pera see above on 
720d 7. (“Vermégen der Opfer.” Wagn.).— oikewvTat Kal — 
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yvwpifwow : hendiadys, “become intimately acquainted with one 
another.” Cp. 95347 exipeAcioOar kai ThpeXeiv. 

el. of peifov ovdev . . . 7: “ Frequens hic Graecis est mos post 
genitivum comparativo junctum 7 inferendi” (Heindorf on Gorg. 
500c, where he quotes, among this and other passages, Dem. 
Phil. i. p. 43 ti yap av yévoiro tovtov Kawvorepov 7) Makedav 
avip KatatoAcwov Tv “KAXdéa. ;) 

e 5. ev mpos ev tovto, “this among all objects”; litotes for 
“this above everything.” Cp. above 647 b, and 705 b. 

739 a-e. To understand this very difficult passage it will help 
us if we go back to 737a, where we were told that it is 
“ 6p06repov”—here, at a6, it is d6p0édratov—to consider the 
possibilities under less favourable circumstances than those actually 
to be enjoyed by Cleinias’s prospective fellow-citizens. The tpirn 
moAuretia (as he here calls it) is a general name for all such inferior 
arrangements as either the invincible conservatism of a lawgiver, 
or the unfavourable circumstances of a community may render 
necessary. The devtépa woAuteia marks the first, and a moderate, 
deviation, in the same direction, from the perfection of the ideal 
state. Generally: speaking, we shall find that Cleinias’s new city 
will be in a condition to adopt this second best constitution (cp. 
below 807 be), but the Athenian will not dogmatize ; he will have 
done his duty when he has laid all the possibilities before Cleinias, 
and left him to choose between them. 

a-bl. “The next move that I am going to make in my 
process of lawgiving—a move like that of the desperate draught- 
player who has to abandon his “sacred” line—is of an unusual 
kind, and may cause surprise at the first hearing. Still, reflection 
and experience will make it clear that a city is likely (av) to attain 
to (only) a second-best constitution. Possibly people whose only 
conception of a lawgiver is that of an arbitrary dictator, will say 
I ought to have given them something better. No; the right 
course is to set forth the best constitution, the second-best and the 
third-best, and leave the choice between them to the authority 
who is responsible for the community in question.” 

a1. The dopa—the “move” for which he apologizes—is the 
abandonment of ideal perfection, and is well typified by the 
draughtman’s abandonment of the “sacred” middle line on the 
board. | 

a3. I would put a full stop at zoujoesev. 
a 4. Attention must be paid to the av with oixeio Oar: he does 

not say, “it will appear that a 7éAxcs is being constituted,” but “is 
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in danger of being constituted,” “‘7s likely to be constituted” (cp. 
790a5 mpos TO pH eOerewy av weiHer Oar). All translators and 
commentators ignore the av, except Stallb. who translates by a 
fut. infin. He takes the sentence to mean: “apparebit secundo 
loco conditam civitatem conditum iri ita ut ad id quod est optimum 
temperetur et conformetur;” in other words, “that the second- 
best” will turn out the best; which is too paradoxical—spds 76 
BéAtwrov is best taken as a ‘qualification and explanation of 
Sevrépws ; cp. d 4 trepBorAyn mpds dperhv.—(Badham’s ovy €répws 
for devrépws simplifies the immediate context at the expense of the 
general sense of the passage; avryv in the next sentence would 
then have nothing to stand for but “a well-constructed state,” and 
this is not what we want.) 

a5. At first sight it seems more natural to take dua 7d py 
acvvnbes to mean “owing to the unsuitability (of the second con- 
stitution) to a lawgiver who is not absolute”; but the pi) cbvnGes 
recalls the a7@ns otcoa of a 2, and suggests that (as the tvs here is 
the same person as the dxovovta there), it may mean, “owing to 
the want of familiarity (on the part of tus) with a lawgiver who 
leaves anything to a people’s choice.” This second interpretation 
suits the general idea of the passage better. Ficinus takes it so: 
“quia consuetus non fuerit cum legumlatore more tyrannico in- 
ferendis legibus non utenti.” 

b3. These are not the headings of separate divisions of the 
succeeding portion of the work. The author here gives us to 
expect that, with a view to the practical utility of the work, he 
will often give alternative enactments on the same subject. Ritter 
(p. 146) has collected several instances of such alternatives. Cp. 
especially the alternatives at 740 ef. 

b 4. I have adopted Burnet’s correction of the MS. av eizore 
to det morte. 

b5. kata tov éavtov tporov .. . marpidos, “to choose in 
accordance with his own disposition such of his native institutions 
as are to his taste.” In other words, familiarity will sometimes 
count more than abstract excellence. 

b 8 f£ What Plato here says is this: “‘ Although the gdopa ap 
iepov has been made—although it has been admitted that some of 
the enactments now to be suggested are incompatible with the 
ideal constitution described in the Republic—for all that, the only 
proper test .of the excellency of any provision or enactment will be 
this: how nearly does tt approach that ideal?” The vigorous 
denunciation of selfishness in all its forms which we have already 
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had at 731 d 6—732 b 4 is quite in the same tone.—The practical 
result of the dopa here is that Cleinias is to be allowed to retain 
the institutions of (1) the family, and (2) private property—though 
with limitations. 

cl. The mention of the proverb (see Rep. 424a and 449) 
makes it quite clear that Plato is here explaining the relation of 
his present disquisition to the Republic, and the theories there 
propounded, ‘The old theory is here reaffirmed in the most im- 
pressive manner, but I think we should not be wrong in reading 
between the lines an indication of the different circumstances 
under which the two treatises were conceived. The Republic was 
more than half philosophical speculation: the Laws has a practical 
object, ie. (1) the suggsetion of a polity such as might be adopted 
by a new state under favourable circumstances, and (2) the reforma- 
tion of existing laws. 

c2. Aéyerar Se ws, “the saying is that . . .”—dvtws is the 
philosopher’s addition to the proverb: there is a deeper meaning 
in it, he implies, than people suspect. 

c3. tovr otv xrA.: the resumption of this which begins at d 6 
—<«itemov .. = , and the conclusion there—suggest that he began 
this sentence with the intention of saying: ‘This state of things, 
whether possible or not, is the true way to happiness.” But the 
details of the ideal scheme made him forget the form in which the 
sentence began, and he finishes by saying that the laws (d 3) which 
breathe this same spirit are only excellent in so far as they do so. 

| c4, The ace. c. inf. clauses—eivar goes in sense with the first 
and third as well—are in apposition to totro. Burnet, by 

_ marking off xowds . . . ovpravta as a parenthesis, makes it 
quite unnecessary, with Steph. and Stallb., to change the indica- 

tives in ¢6 into infinitives; these verbs must have e/ supplied 
_ with them from the previous ceive . . . €iTe. 

c5 ff. “ And if all means have been taken to eradicate utterly, 
from all sides of our life, what we mean by calling a thing one’s 
own, and if meang have been devised to secure that, as far as possible, 
even what nature has made our own should somehow become common 
property—I mean that our very eyes and ears and hands should 
seem to see, hear, and act as if they belonged not to us alone but 
to all of us—and if again we have all been brought to praise and 
blame, as far as possible, in unison, and to be pleased or pained at 

the same things on the same occasions.” 
e7f. The infins. yeyovevas, doxety, éra.veiv, and Wéeyeww depend 

on peunxavyntat 
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c 8. Kowa, ‘‘communem in usum” (Fic.). 
d3. kai is denique (Ficinus and Stallb.).—xara dvvapwv 

67. padiora: the usual pleonasm. 
d5. adAov: ie. “no one will find any other criterion of superior 

excellence for laws (rovrwv)” than the knowledge how far they 
serve the purpose of binding the community together by a common 
interest. (There is much that is attractive in Ficinus’s way of 
taking tovrwv as dependent on 4AAov-—“ any definition of perfect 
excellence other than (all) this” —‘ this” being its doing away with 
iduov, and putting Kkovvov in its place——But then he has to “go 
round ” the ofruves voou clause, which he translates: “ac denique 
(si) pro viribus sub his legibus vivant quae unam quam maxime 
civitatem efficiunt”; the “vivant” is not in Plato.—Badham’s 

(nrovvtas, which he imagines to have fallen out after arepyd(ovras, 
provides a construction for olives voor KTA., but introduces a 
foreign element into the passage. tovrwv then for him, as for 
Ficinus, will be “ all’ these conditions”—“ all this unity.” He 
would also read trepBoAns for vrepBorAn; I imagine he made 
tovtwv depend on aAXov and vrepBoAns on Gpov. I see no reason 
for the latter change, but (jrovvras—after -(ovrar—should be 
carefully considered. On the whole, I prefer the MS. text. 

d6. woArs is left “ pendens.” (Badham would reduce this to 
order by reading «i for 177, and then é€o7u mov, Oeoi 8, for eire ov 
Geot.)—For 7) after «ite cp. below 862d 4 etre epyous 7) Adyous. 

a7. [wAciouvs evds]: apparently, as we should say, “two or 
more,” “a few,”—for there must be at least two to form a com- 
munity—but it is a strange phrase.—Possibly oikovou means not 
inhabit, but manage. If so we must supply “tts citizens” with 
duafovres. Anyhow we are meant to infer that swperhwman con- 
ditions may be necessary for the realization of the perfect polity. 
I think that the aAéeiovs €vds,—which also agrees with zaides 
understood—in 740¢3, has got in here by mistake. It is not 
unlikely that in some MS. the two passages were the length of a 
column apart, and so might have stood side by side on a page. 

el. aAXAy, “ alibi” (Fic.). 
e4. dOavacias eyyttata Kai 7 pia Sevtépws: so the MSS.; 

we may well believe, he has suggested, that only divine natures 
could support the perfect polity. ‘‘The polity which we have 
now set ourselves to evolve in our conversation is the nearest 
approach we can get to the divine conditions, and is (only) in the 
second degree the (really) one state we spoke of ”—‘“ si non primo, 
certe secundo loco erit wna” (Fic). It must be admitted that, in 
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spite of the apparent reference to the pay of d3 above, the 
utmost significance to be got out of 7 pia is small. (Can it 
mean “a united state” ?) Perhaps Apelt’s suggestion (p. 10), to 
read tuia for it, gives us what Plato wrote. (Heindorf removes 
the comma before <i’) and puts one after av, reading ein ye ay, in 
the sense of ‘‘is a possible one.” Schanz supposes 7 pia to bea 
mistaken interpretation of a”, ic. mpwrns, which he actually 
prints: ‘next nearest to the divine and the first polity.”) 

e5. This must not be taken, I think, to mean that the author 
proposes to furnish a complete polity and set of laws for the con- 
ditions which admit of only the ‘‘ third-best” polity—He does 
not definitely propose that, even for the “second-best” conditions. 
—The word Svarepaivery (without some such word as tavted@s) 
does not always mean to complete; eg. at Tim. 89e ro 8 ev 
mapepyw ... Suamepdvarr av is opposed to d. axpiPeias .. . 
SeAGeiv ; at Gorg. 451a tiv aroxpicw iv Hpdopnv Siarépavov only 
means “favour me with the answer to my question.” Cp. also 
790¢3 below. (For wepaivey, ‘ perform,” of music, or a dramatic 
representation, see Adam on Hep. 532a; used of a speech it is 
“ deliver,” cf. Plut. Mor. 130a.) What he here contemplates is 
the furnishing his hearers, when the opportunity occurs, With speci- 
mens of such legislation as will be wisest in conditions still further 
removed than the “second-best” from “the ideal.” (See above 
on 739b8.) 

e6. tavrnv is the “second-best” polity—riva ... Kal ms 
yevopevynv av tovattyv recalls the introductions to the descrip- 
tions in the Republic of the oligarchical and other constitutions and 
characters ; Rep. 548 d 6. ris . +. TOS Te yevopevos and 553a3 
ws Te ylyverat, olds Te yevouevos EoTLV. | 

740a1. peifov 7) Kata... eipynrar: not “has been declared 
to be too great a task for” but “is a proposal which is too big 
for””—“‘ majus sonat” (Schneider). So at Soph. 226¢3 Suaipetixa 
mov Ta AexOevta cipyntar is not “have been declared to be con- 
cerned with division,’ but “are uttered as terms denoting 
division.” 

a2. yéverwv kai tpodijv kal maidevo.: ie. the citizens are 
not a picked “strain,” like the dvAaxes of the Republic, nor has 
their early nurture or subsequent training fitted them for the 
“ideal” conditions. 

a4. Kowiny aitiv THs ToAews cvpyrdons: to this funda- 
mental principle of ancient and modern law Plato adds two con- 
siderations designed (1) to endear, and (2) to dignify the possession 
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of land. (1) He appeals to patriotic sentiment :—“ The country 
of which it is a piece is your native land”; and (2) he reminds 
his hearers of the fact that the Earth, of which it was also a piece 
—which, at Tim. 40be, he calls yay de Tpopov pev PET Epav 

. TpoTnv Kal TperPuTarny Geav ooou €VTOS ovpavov yeyovact 

—claims allegiance and honour from all mortals. Cp. 877d 5 ff. 
a5. Neither the aivt#jv nor the de? are necessary to the sense, 

but their repetition gives clearness and importance to the following 
clauses. I would therefore neither expel de? with Stallb., nor 
change it to de¢ with Schanz. 

a6. 7 Kal... yeyovévac: this awkward addition means 
apparently “all the more (ought we to cherish it) because, being 
itself a goddess, it is the mistress of such as are mortal,” 

a7. raita .. . daiuovas: though in form this is a command 
to extend these sentiments of reverence to all the supernatural 
beings who haunt the country, in effect it serves to bind all such 
religions up into a mutually supporting whole. (I therefore see 
no reason with Usener to reject this passage.) 

b3. A! wrote eore for éoriat; mistakes like this, and 
vrepPaAAev (for tapeuPadAdAev) at 741a 3, shake one’s confidence 
in the scribe of A. 

b5. Schanz adopts the Aldine @ & for the MS. 68, with a 
comma after 7oAuv. 

b7. eva povov kAnpovopov: Herm. (De vestigiis ete. p. 23). 
says it is probable that Attic law attempted to restrict the number 
of families to a fixed number, but did not interfere with the size 
of the families. Plato sees that, to do the first, it is necessary to 
do the second as well. ‘ 

cl. Gewv . . . yevous: ie. his ancestors, called at 717b5 
Tratpwwv Oewov. I take kal (yév.)... Kat (76X.) to be “both 

. . and,” and yévovs and wdAews to depend on Gedv. Those 
who take the xai before wéAcws as “and” (Wagn. and Jow.) 
saddle the heir with a great responsibility ; how is he to be the 
Geparevtys “of the city and of all the dead and living citizens” ? 
It is not clear how Fic, and Schneider take it.—rov te (wvTwv 
Kat doovs kTA.: a comparison of 717b5 shows that this 
means all the inheritor’s own ancestors, including his parents. 
Apparently the new xAnpovomos is to enter upon his office 
during his father’s lifetime, and «is tov Tote xpovoy (“up to that 
time”) would then be the date of his installation. At 775e5 ff. 
we are told that the heir when he marries is to occupy the 
second family residence, ie. that away from the city. 
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c 2. rovs de GAXAoys raidas: instead of some verb meaning “ to 
dispose of,” which we expect to govern the accusatives, we have 
only the two infins. which indicate the special ways in which 
the two sexes are severally disposed of. These infins, replace the 
imperative xataXevrerw. It is not easy to say whether they 
would be felt as imperatives, or whether a de? was imagined as 
preceding. 

c 4. vouov : probably that as to the age of marriage; cp. 772 de. 
c5. <AXciry: at 844b2 we have a similar impersonal 

eAXeirer c. gen., Kal eAAciwe. TOV avayKaiwy TwpdTwv, and 
Stallb. cps. Dem. De cor. p. 326. 20 dv & evédiwe TH TOAKL, TaVTA 
mpooGeivar. Ast adopts Steph.’s insertion of ra before ris 
yeveoews, and remarks, with a curious self-contradiction, that 
“when this verb is used impersonally, it must have a subject in 
the nominative.” 

c6. xara xapiv: ie. “among friends,’—to such as would be 
glad to have them on personal grounds, (This refers, I think, 
both to the marriage of daughters and the giving away of sons.) 
eav O€ tis €AXcirwow xapiTes will mean “those who have no 
such personal friends” (among the marriageable or the childless), 
The expressions include the notion of a possible personal inclina- 
tion on the part of the daughter or the son.—1 mAciovs eriyovor 
KTA.: ie. if there is a large family of younger children, whether 
girls or boys, it is too much to expect the parents to find new 
homes for them all. 

c8. tovvavtiov drav éAddtTovs dow, “when there is a 
deficiency ” (lit. “‘ when there are too few children of any parents ”). 
This covers the case of those who had only one child, as well as 
that of those who had none. 

a1. révrwv roitwv depends on pnxaviv in d 3.—dpyjv: if 
this word had come third in its clause instead of first, no one 
would have wanted to change it to the nom. (as Schanz does). 
Its position emphasizes it ; calling special attention to the inter- 
vention of the civic magistrate. As a nom. it would not be so 
emphatic, because its position would be an ordinary one. 

3. 7) trois eAXeirovor: this “bull” is a sacrifice to the desire 
to balance both parts of a sentence against each other, and to the 
preference for the concrete. The Ath. is talking here of the 

superfluity and deficiency in particular families, not (as Ast) in 
_ the state as a whole.—zopiférw xri.: cf. Rep. 460a2 iv’ as 

— pahiora Svardlwor Tov adtov dpiOpov tov avdpav. 
6 ff. ois, “(to be applied) in the case of those who.” (As 
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this word was omitted by the first hand in A, Schanz omits it.) 
—kal tTovvavtiov ... 0 Aeéyowev: I do not think that any 
alteration of the MS. reading is necessary here; but I agree with 
Burnet that, of the many suggested emendations, Winckelmann’s 
insertion of ui before dvvavras is the best. But why not take 
te after tuyats not as both but as and—connecting eioiv and 
Svvavras ’—eripeAerar kal orovdai form a hendiadys—“ deliberate 
encouragements.”—aravT@oar is a difficulty. It seems to be 
used in the same sense as at 83045 els avrov ay aravTopev TOV 
ayava, ie. that of “take the field”—here, more particularly, 
“ operate,” —tipais and the other datives being instrumental. Both 
exit yeoers and exipéAccat, not the latter alone, are the subjects of 
dvvavTat; wept véous is the equivalent of an objective gen. The 
meaning we may thus get from the MS. reading is: “And on 
the other hand (there are) deliberate encouragements of larger 
families, and (both of these), operating [through the voice of warn- 
ing] by means of honour and disgrace, and the admonition given 
by the old to the young, are able to secure the object above- 
mentioned.” The chief awkwardness in this sentence seems to 
me the repetition of the idea of vovOerjoeor in dud Adywv 
vovGerntiKov. Is not the latter a marginal comment? I have 
inserted a comma after etoiv and bracketed dud Adywv vovOeTrnTiKOY. 
(aravTwoat is certainly not “respond to”; there is no notion of 
concord in the Greek amavray, as there is in the English meet.— 
Ast turns tipats «TA. to noms, Herm. rejects eiciv, Badham 
turns it into tui, Schneider reads dvvarai (for dvvavras), Schramm 
amavTwMoas, and Schanz dzravras at dtvavrat.) 

e 2 ff. In case of the failure of all possible methods for keeping 
the numbers down, we must send out a colony.—zaca, “ complete,” 
as in the common vaca avayxn. 

e 6. vTap X et, “is at their command.” 
e7. ov: dependent on aorxiov, “consisting of such people 

as...” The Ald. ed. emended Gy to oi, which Schanz adopts ; 
but this substitutes a less important for a more important 
consideration. 

e8. edv 7... ereXOy Tote Ktpa KatakAvopov pépov otro, 
“and if ever a flood of disease comes surging upon them.” We 
have a like metaphorical use of xtpa (and KaraKr0(w) at Tim, 43 b, 
and at Rep. 473. (Cornarius puts in 4 before vocwyv, and takes 
Kkvpa and xataxAvopov literally. Ast, comparing 677a, 
approves.) 

741a3. vo0y wadeia: stronger than the opixpa rawdeia of 
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735a4,. There, the education referred to was less stringent and 
complete: here it is “a base imitation” of the education of the 
higher classes.—exdvras, “if they can possibly help it.’—For 
TapeuSdArAXewv see above on 740 b 3. 

a4. Cp. 818d 8, Prot. 345d, Simonides, Fr. 5.—The string of 
alternatives here concluded furnishes a striking instance of the 
feature of the Laws mentioned on 739 b 3. 

a5. vov=vovdy. — ddpev: almost “let us imagine.” — piv 
belongs, as Stallb. says, to tov Aeydpevov Adyov. Asa rule it is 
taken with wapacvetv.—Here the Adyos personified appeals—not, 
I think, to the three, nor to the three plus an imaginary group of 
colonists, but—to the imaginary assembly of the new colonists, in 
the same strain as that of the prelude at the beginning of the book. 
I think the speech is supposed to finish at cadets in 745) 1. 
Though some new regulations are introduced at 741e7, the whole 
passage consists mainly of arguments and explanations designed to 
secure compliance with the regulations as to property. At 744a8 
there is a repetition of what was said at 741b7f., which suggests 
that the speaker is still the same. 

a6 ff. Tv opodrynta . . . tpaypdtwv, “never cease to follow 
Nature in honouring conformity, and equality, and identity, and 
correspondence, whether in number or in any (other) influence 
productive of fair and noble things.”—d6poXdoyotpevov is middle, 
“that which agrees”; ep. 746c8. I agree with Ritter (p. 147) 
that the genitive is objective, and that we are meant to infer that 
apwOuos is a Sbvapus TOV KaAOV Kayabav Tpaypatuv. 

b4. peérpiov is not merely “mediocre” (Fic.), or “modest” 
(Jow.); it has the notion of symmetry and suitability. He speaks 
as if the amount were a statue of which they are begged “not to 
spoil the true proportions,” by adding to or detracting from them 

__ by trafficking in tt. 
b5. «Ajpos: this was the reading of the first hand in A, and 

O. In both MSS. there is a suggested correction, possibly by the 
original hand, to ckAjpov, v being written over the s. In A the 

sis in an erasure. This suggests that the writer was at first in 
doubt as to which was right. Ficinus’s “neque deus ipse dis- 
tributor ” leaves us in doubt as to his reading. He may well have 
been in doubt himself. I cannot think that if the original 
reading had been xAjpov, anyone would have altered it to 
the nom.; but the very recent use of the word in the sense of 
portion of ground may well have led to the reverse change. At 
690¢5 Plato speaks of the ruler chosen by lot as GeofirAy. This 
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is quite in accordance with the description of the lot as a minister 
of heaven, and so a @eds. Hermann cps. the deification of “Opkos 
at Hes. Theog. 231. The addition of the ov marks the word as in 
need of an explanation or reminder. The reminder that the lot is 
divine is in place, but not so the reminder that the previously 
mentioned “distributor” was a God. Evidently «Ajpos is right. 
—Burnet marks off ovre yap .. . voyodérns as a parenthesis. 
This abruptness makes it a little easier to dispense with the some- 
what complicated verbal notion “will (help you) if you do”; but 
it obscures the connexion with what follows. The law (b 7) and 
the religious considerations (c2) definitely refer—in the usual 
chiastic order-—to the vopoGerns and the Geds of Burnet’s 
parenthesis; so, too, at d3 dpa vouw kai TO Oew. I would 
therefore mark the passage off with colons only. 

b 6 ff. What follows is involved in structure, and consequently 
obscure. mpotov (in b6) seems to correspond with the pos 
tovTo.s 6° ére at c8; the second rp@rov (at ¢ 1) with eira at ¢ 2. 
To confirm what he has said of the antagonism of the God, and the 
Law to the recalcitrant citizen, he adds: (1) (b6ff.) that the law 
enjoins further that—as he took his land knowing beforehand that 
it was already sacred to the gods, and that it was going to have this 
sacredness ceremonially confirmed — punishment must follow the 
infringement of the original arrangement; and (2) (c8 ff.) that 
there was to be constituted a special machinery for inflicting this 
punishment where it was due. 

cl. 7) py KAnpotoOar: this depends on zpoeurwv. The law 
had warned this man (who is now unwilling to obey it) that his land 
must either be taken on these particular terms, or let alone. (There 

is therefore no such “bull” here as Stallb. discerns.) 
c4,. Tov rpidpevov ... maoxevv does duty both as the direct object 

of rpooratre: in b7 andas an expression of the substance of the prayers 
mentioned in ¢3; in the latter case it is “will pray that the 
sentence may be duly executed.” (Stallb. takes it as dependent 
only on edxas Tovncopévwy, and translates mpoordtTe: mpoeurav 
—tregardless of the difference in tense—by ‘‘ita praescribet ut .. . 
moneat”; Schneider finds an object for mpoorarres by putting in 
“ obedienteam (injungit).” 

c6. ypayavres—anyhow a break in the construction—must 
agree with the subj. of kataotjaovew as well as that of Ojcovcr, 
and therefore I think it describes not the priests, but the legal 
authorities; this is confirmed by the vow in d 3.—{Longinus] — 
Ilept tous § 4 rebukes Plato for fantastically calling deArovs 
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Kurapittivas pvypas. He might well have blamed him for the 
obscurity of the whole passage. 

c 8. pudakri pra ToUTwV, OTws av ylyvyTat, kaTarrirour 

ev ..., “will give the duty of seeing the punishment enacted 
ae 

d2. The use of rapaywyy for transgression is peculiar. 
d3. avrovs, like the subj. of @jcover and xaraocrt., is the 

legal awthorities—The iva clauses, coming after drws av yiyvyntat, 
are somewhat tautological.—Truly 6 @eios IlAdrwv, as Longinus 
calls him, has given us an obscure piece of writing to decipher 
here. | 

d4-e6. dcov yap 5)... xpipara, “how great a boon the en- 
forcement of this policy confers on states which accept it—given an 
organization to correspond—no one can know, as the old saying is, 
while he is unregenerate. He must find it out by a course of train- 
ing in good habits. In a state organized on this model there are 
no great fortunes to be made—a society in which it is natural that 
men should find it not only unnecessary, but illegal to make money 
by any vulgar trade—witness the way in which a liberal soul 
shrinks from the reproach implied in the terms “ mercenary,” and 
“mechanical.” He would as soon think of flying as of amassing 
wealth by such means.”—The yap 67 introduces a reason for the 
course just prescribed. 

a5. tv eropevny katackevnv tpocAa Pov : for the permanence 
and success of the equality arrangement, certain conditions are 
necessary. The repetition of the word xatackevy at e2 shows 
that what he means by it here is the organization of society in 
such a way as to relieve the fully educated classes from all ‘‘ illiberal ” 
employment or pursuit. 

d 7. KOKOS ov: the “ saying ” must have den something like 
ovdels cioetar dmepos wv or experientia docet.— As Ritter 
(p. 148) says, this thought is akin to that of 733al1ff. If 
we shirk the necessary training, we shall never have our eyes 
opened to the glory and advantage of what is good. Somewhat 
in the same strain is Wordsworth’s “and you must love him, ere 
to you he will seem worthy of your love” (‘A Poet’s Epitaph”), and, 
on the positive side, the Gospel saying éav tus GeAn 7d OéAnpa 

 avTov Toveiv, yvwioerar wept THs Siday7s. Cp. also 968d 6 ff. 

| 

—<Geor goes, I think, with both eyreipos and émeckyjs: habit 
is the essence of the training, and also of the resulting virtue. 
el. oir .. . odddpa: litotes, as sometimes in the case of ov 
4, 

Wav. 
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e4. Bavavoia: cf. Ar. Pol. 1837b8 Bavavoov eS Epyov elvat 
det TOUTO vopicery Kal TEXYNY TabTaY Kat pabnor, ¢ Ooat 7 pos TAS 

XPITELS Kal Tas mpagkers Tas THs GpETHS aXpyorov amepyafovTas 
Td copa Tov eLevBepwv 7) THY Yuxhv 7 THY Sudvotay, and see 
Adam’s note on Rep. 495 e 2. 

e7. mpds tovros 6° . . . tovrous, “there is besides yet another 
law which goes with all these ordinances.” (It is unusual to find 
a phrase repeated so soon in Plato; cp. ¢8 where also we have 
mpos TovTos O° ETL.) 

742a2. iduwiry: it is explained at b2 why the community 
needs money. The community’s money would doubtless be of 
gold or silver, whereas the daily uses of internal traffic would be 
served, it is implied, by an inferior currency. 

a 2-5. I can find no complete explanation of this very difficult 
passage. Some light is shed on it by Rep. 371 b3-e5, where 
Plato explains why coined money is needed within the state itself. 
He there says (1) the dyucovpyot want it to facilitate their buying 
and selling intercourse with each other, and (2) it is needed for the 
payment of diaxovor; he does not say (in the Republic) whether 
these are paid by pvAaxes, or by Synpsovpyot. Inasmuch as the 
former are forbidden to have any private property whatever (416 d), 
it is probable that the currency was only to be touched by the 
Snpwovpyot and puoOwrot. So in our passage the dAAayy which 
necessitates a currency is spoken of as taking place (1) between the 
dyprovpyoi, and (2) between raccv «tA. (whoever they are). This 
last point is made clear by the te ... «ai, and is, [I think, 
generally ignored. Ast alters orécwv to od7dco.s, and translates 
“(et omnibus) quibus illo opus est ut mercedem .. . solvant”; 
TGV ToLovTwY, he says, means money. Stallbaum says Gis. 
TOLOVTWY stands, by attraction, for macw tTovotTrous Ordcwv yxpeia 

(€oriv), and means “(quam facere fere necessarium est eee ue) 
atque omnibus isttusmodi hominibus quorum opera utimur.” Ficinus 
—like the early editors, who put a full stop at ié.ry—did not, 
like the modern editions, take vouiopa to be governed by e€etvar 
kexTjo O01 understood. His translation though could hardly have 
been made from our text; it is: “sed quia nummis opus est 
quotidianae commutationis gratia, quae inter artifices et huiusmodt 
ferme est necessarium, cwm mercenariis et servis et colonis merces 
aliqua debeatur, iccireo nummos habere concedimus ete.”——-Badham 
cuts out aAXAatrrec Gar, and Tov TovotTwv pucOor’s; but then he ~ 
has to take 7v, ie. dAAayjv, as the object of aorivew, and this 
does not help us. Schanz, so far, has the last word in saying 
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“locus haud dubie corruptus.” If driven to translate the text I 
would suggest, for kai ragw . .-. dmortivey, “Sand for all men 
whose function it is to pay, to hired slaves or aliens, wages for 
services of such a kind ”—the “ services” being spoken of as the 
equivalent of the work produced by other artificers. In this way 
the paying wages for services would be represented as a kind of 
barter. F.H.D. suggests that tov rovwttwv picfois = “wages in 
money ”—consisting in voyxucpa (as opposed to wages in kind): 
A.M.A. would reject tov tovtTwv. 

a6. avrois . . . dddxipov, “current at home, but worthless 
abroad.” 

a7-b2. The occasions which take representatives of the state 
abroad are divided into (1) military, and (2) peaceful missions. 
The second class may either go as negotiators (rpeoPeus) or mere 
state-messengers (kjpuxes). At 950d 8 a third class of mission is 
added—xypvéw 7 mperPelars 7 Kai Tict Gewpois. 

bil. The first five editions omit all the words between this 
7) woAc and that in the next line. Steph. discovered the omission 
too late to include the words in his text. 

b3. vouiucpa “EAAnvixdv: this addition is grammatically 
otiose, but welcome in the interests of clearness. Ast rejects it.— 
iduiTy S€: the position of the private traveller is not explicitly 
defined on all points. (1) We may tonclude, I think, from what 
goes before, that he had to get leave from the authorities, not only 
to travel, but to employ some of the state fund of Greek currency 
for the purpose. (2) The next question, which is at first sight 
obscure, is what is the vousopa €evixdv which is (possibly) left in 
his pocket on his return? Is it some money current only in a 
foreign state, or is it some of the aforesaid vopioepa “EAA nvixov, or 
is it perhaps some “barbarous” coinage? The answer is, I think, 
that the term evcxdv would apply to all three cases and is meant 
here to doso. (3) We may again conclude, I think, that, though 
we are not told of the transaction, the returned traveller gives 

back, as a matter of course, all he had not spent of the state 
money. But if, over and above this (repvyevopevov), he has in his 
possession some foreign money—either given him by a foreigner, 
or made by him in trade—he must not keep tt in this form, but 
must change it into the home (i.e. brass, or copper) currency. This 
regulation might be partly prompted by a fear that the travelled 

_ citizen might have entered into secret compact with some foreign 
_ power, for the purposes of which compact the possession of foreign 
currency would be useful. The words do not warrant Ficinus’s 
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interpretation that the traveller first changed his foreign money 
and then deposited it in the state treasury. It is to be noticed that 
the penalty of concealment is (b 8) confiscation. This would be no 
penalty if the money was the state’s by rights already. 

b4. The first five printed edd.—and some edd. of Stobaeus, 
apparently—forsake all the Plato MSS. in reading rapattnodpevos 
for wapéuevos. There could hardly be a better instance of the 
way in which a marginal interpretation makes its way into the- 
text. 

b6. mpds Aodyov: apparently in the sense of the more usual 
ava Adyov; cf. Dem. Pro Phorm. 954. 19 apds péepos and Gorg. 
464 ¢ mpds TO BeATioTOV. 

b7. The object of idvovpevos is not “anything ”—e.g. any part 
of the sum of state money borrowed—but the sum of foreign 
money in question. This is made clear by the fact that the fine 
to be paid by the man with the guilty knowledge is to be “not 
less than the sum of the foreign money brought back.” 

b8. dpa kai oveider, “ exsecratione et infamia ” (Schneider) ; the 
former religious, the latter social. 

c2. Perhaps the author here imagines himself to be asked : 
“How is a man to marry his daughters if he has no property ?—or 
get security for money lent, if his debtor has no money, or, for 
that matter, how can he lend money at all? The answer is: 
“The Law will give you no help in either of these latter trans- 
actions ; and it forbids dowries altogether.”—The usual chiasmus, 

c3. The Law wishes to make trade impossible, and therefore 
will not recognize credit. It is suggested at Rep. 556a that 
that is the best way. to prevent the creation of debt in a state: 
eipyovres Ta GUTOU O7N TUS Povrerau T perme. Cp. also Stob. Flor. 
44, 22 7) worep Xapwvdas Kal [Agro ; obTou yap Tapa Xxpipa 

KeAEevouct bidovae Kab AapPavew, sapling Tis TITTWOH pi) €ivar 
dikny, avTov yap alTvov evar TIS ddSuxias. Cf. also below 849 e 8 
6 de T pOkpPEVOS WS TuTTEvOV, €av TE KopionTar Kat av ph, oTEpyeTw 

ws ovKete Sikns ovtons TOV ToLovTwv Tept cuvaAAd~ewv, and 
915 e2 ff.—As to usury cf. below 921 d.—As to dowries, at 774 cd 
Plato gives reasons for this law, and penalties for its infringement. 
This was apparently the law in Sparta “teste Aelian. V.H. vi. 6, 
Hermann, De vestig.” Stallb. 

wT: ererpBet are : used in the neutral sense of habit, rather 
than practice. 

dl. éravadépwv xtX. explains Gde.—rHV apxnv . .. Kal THY 
Botd\now: we may translate the words as a hendiadys, “the 
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fundamental intention.” dpyx% is used in the sense of “ first 
principle” much as at Tim. 48 (b, c,)e2 7 8 odv abOis dpyx7 
Teplt TOU TavTOs EoTH perCovws THS TpdTHeV SinpypEvy. 

d 3. All the edd. which I have examined—except the Louvain 
ed. (1531), which has a comma after vowoférnv—put a comma after 
daiev; Steph. and Ast put a comma after voyobérny as well. 
The latter comma seems to me right, the former wrong. This 
was Ficinus’s view, for he translates “quam in legumlatore 
optimo esse debere multi affirmant” ; Schneider also translates as 
if there were no comma after daiev. detv, which is anyhow rather 
redundant (see above on 731d 5), is less so if taken to depend 
directly on qdaiev av.—Those who adopted O’s BovAcver Gar for 
BovAer Pax would naturally put a comma after daiev. 

d4. vodv eb=evvovs wy, as far as construction goes, but the 
former has a suggestion of good sense, as well as benevolence; cp. 
692c5 7a... vonOevta cada. 

a5. vopolero?: if the “reported speech” had depended upon 
a primary tense, this would have been (7) dv (vodv €b) vopobéry ; 
after a secondary tense, any dependent clause’s av c. subj. becomes, 
in the reported form, optative, e.g. Huthydem. 276e dmeKxpivato 

742d 

a 4 c / a > > / A ” E 

6tt pavOavorev ot pavOavovtes 4 ovK eriotawrTo. Here datev av 
has the same effect as a secondary tense. So in English we say: 
“JT should say that it was” but “I say that it as”; ie. I should 
say has the effect of a secondary tense. 

a6. Burnet was the first to print the correct MS. reading 
xpvoeva and dpyvpe. Even Schanz prints xpiov. and apyipia 

without comment. 
| a7. zpocGeciev 5’ av, “I dare say they will add.”—It will 
: be remembered that the doctrine here taught has been put forward 

before at 687f., where it was explained (688b6) edyy xpnoOau 
odaXepdy <ivat voov pi KexTnpevov. 

e3. ra dé px Svvara ovr’ av BovAotto pataias BovAjoess ovr’ 
dv emuxerpot: it is true that this sentence would be clear and 
grammatical without pataias Bovdyoes, but I find it much 

harder to imagine (as Schanz does) that anyone would complicate 
the construction by inserting these two words, than to explain 
them as they stand. Occupying, as they do, the same relation to 
Ta py Suvatad as BovAo.r’ av in the previous sentence does to Ta 
Svvard—and standing side by side with ervyerpot ay, which also 
"governs TO py) Suvard—the words dv BovAoito pataias BovAjces 
are enabled to govern TO [1 Suvard directly. So above at 705c9, 
in pupjoers Tovnpas pipetoOou rovs roXAepiovs, and at Eur. L.A. 
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1181 o €y@ Kat waides SeEdpeba Sew Hv ce S€EacAar ypedv, verbs 
with acc. of the inner object are enabled to govern a direct object 
as well. At Symp, 222a tiv eirov a pe UBpirev the pe is in a 
similar position. (Ast says par. Pov. are “epexegetic” to Ta py 
duvatd, Stallb. that ra px dvvara are ‘absolute posita ”—* quod 
vero pertinet ad ea quae non possunt fieri” ; the objection to this is 
that ertxyerpot wants a direct object.)—“ He will send no vain 
wishes in the direction of the impossible, any more than he will 
try to attain to it.” 

e4f. cyeddv . . . yiyverOar: ie. they could hardly be one 
without being the other as well. 

e7. os ye 5) wX. of roAXoi Karadéyovor: Ritter (p. 148) 
reminds us that it follows from the definition of poverty given 
above at 736e2f. that Plato would call rich the man who is 
abstemious and independent of external possessions. 

e8. ev oXiyos Tov avOpmérwv: a variety of odddpa, or 
Suadepovtws. Stallb. well cps. the Lat. “homo in paucis doctus.” 

e9. d kal Kakés Tis KextTyT av: I think this means “and 
that is just what a bad man would be likely to acquire.” But all 
previous interpreters take it to mean “and that is what even a 
bad man might possess.” If they are right, the argument halts. 
Plato has previously said—mnot that it is not necessary for great 
riches and great goodness to be united—but that it is impossible. 
The ordinary interpretation would be a good proof of the former, 
but it is superfluous after the latter. Moreover, as he has just 
said that a very rich man cannot be very good, why should he here 
state it merely as a possibility that the great fortune should be in 
the hands of a bad man ? 

743a1. The argument then proceeds to deduce from the 
previous statement (at e5) that goodness and happiness must 
always go together, that the very rich cannot be happy either.— 
avtots is ot roXAot, who are assumed to hold that great riches are 
necessary to happiness. 

a3f. ayafdv dé... addvvarov: this is a simple restatement of 
what he said above ate 6f. Its repetition is not necessary to the 
argument. Probably it was put in to make it clear that this is 
what the following arguments are destined to prove.—It is notice- 
able that Stobaeus (flor. 93. 26), in quoting this passage, reverses 
the order in which the two forms of the statement occur; ayafdv 

dé dvta Svaddpws . . . comes before tAoveiovs 6 at opddpa. . . 
—Not only nearly all Plato MSS., but the MSS. of Stobaeus and 
Origen who quote this passage, read dvaddpws in a3. Elsewhere 
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Plato always uses this word in the sense of differently. Ast, Herm., 
Ziirr., Stallb., and Schanz read dvadepovtws. I think Burnet is right 
in following the MSS. For variety’s sake Plato used the word in 
an unusual sense, trusting to the following dsadepdvTws, in a 
similar position, to define it. 

a5. 7 Te €x Stkaiov kal adixov ktyjois: Stallb. says the te goes 
with the cai. He compares Crito 43b4 ev tocairn Te aypuTvio, 
kat Avy, and Phaedo 86 c¢ ai tr’ ev trois POdyyous Kat [at] ev Tots 
tov Snprovpyov éepyous. May be; but I am inclined in this 
instance to think that 4 Te . . . xTjous was meant to go entirely 
with ta te dvaAwpata. (So Schneider.) 

a6. wAéov 7) durAacia: this implies the belief that more than 
half the money made in trade or other intercourse is made by 
asking too much for one’s goods or services.—ta Te . . . avadioke- 
oOo, “the expenditures, which” (in the case of the bad man) 
“shrink from being made equally when it is right to spend and 
when it is disgraceful to do so.” The negatives go in sense with 
é0éXovra, which is used with a curious “personification” of the 
expenditures. Stallb. cps. Rep. 370b10, where also the subj. of 
eOcAei is inanimate. In both cases eOéAevv seems to be used as a 
semi-auxtliary—like our own “ will.” 

a8. tov... daravacOa, “which are rightful and are ready 
to be incurred on rightful objects.,.—The xadov kai eis Kara 
balances pyre kadas pate aicxpos in sound, but not in sense, as it 
only deals with one sort of expenditure.—éirAaciw eAdtrova: this 
time it is not mdéov 7 SirAaciy, i.e. the necessary expenditure of 

_ both men is assumed to be about equal to what the good man spends 
_ on charity and the like; eg. A spends £100 on necessary objects, 

and £100 on charity and the like, while B only spends £100 
altogether. In the subsequent calculation both expenditure and 
saving are spoken of as if they were in the relation of 2 to 1 and 
1 to 2 respectively. 

b1f. tov (masce.) is gen. after tAovewTepos. With tov ex we 
must supply something like wparrdévtwv, as suggested by the 

_ following rpatrwv ; tovrwy (neut.) is the getting twice as much and 
the spending twice as little. 

b4. 6 d€ ov Kaxds Grav 7 pedwrds: the miserliness of the bad 
man keeps him in a neutral state as far as regards expenditure on 

disgraceful objects ; though it does not make him good, it keeps him 
from being bad in a particular direction.—The less well attested 
reading ovx dyads (for od kakds) comes to the same thing, i.e. 
“the other (the bad man) is not good when he forbears to spend on 
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bad objects—only miserly” ; but ov kakdés goes much better with 
the next line (ayaOds dé xrA.).—Early edd., e.g. Louv. and Steph., 
have tote; so Ast, who points out that, as at A 63, tore dé is used 
without the usual tore pev preceding it. So Stallb. and Burnet. 
Other recent edd. read tote, which would mean “when he ‘7s 
miserly.” The words rote 5€ wore mean “though on occasion ” ; 
ie. When it is a question not of spending, but of making money. 
Then the bad man’s actions are positively—even superlatively— 
bad. (A’s rayxados is clearly a mistake.) 

b 5. dep eipnra Ta viv is equivalent toa geometrical Q.E.D.— 
For “The Philosopher Leo” or “The Great Leo” mentioned in 
Burnet’s note to this passage as here ceasing to correct the text 
see Gibbon ch. liu. (vol. vi. p. 104 Bury’s ed.). 

b7. drav kat... wevys, “provided that he is at the same 
time of a niggardly nature, though in fact the superlatively bad 
man is very poor, because he is generally a profligate spender.” 
—Granting, as everybody seems disposed to do, that wayxadAos 
(b 4) in A is a writer’s slip for rdayxakos, the text appears quite 
sound, and needs none of the alterations great or small proposed 
by Madvig, Badham, and Schanz. Plato treats the situation 
thoroughly—turns it inside out. He then turns to consider the 
way in which men become very poor. Here, too, the very bad 
have the pre-eminence ; indeed it is only the vice of niggardliness 
which keeps a few very bad men at the other end of the scale. 

c 3. Again “Q.E.D.” 
c 5. Above at 718a6—b5 we have been told that the details of 

our code will teach us what behaviour to our fellows mv méAwv 
npety, ovpPovrevOevTwv Gear, poaKkapiav ee Kat evdaipova amroTeX el. 

Again, at 693 b 4 we read wéAw é€AevOepav te eivae Set kal euhpova 
kat €QuTy pirny, Kat TOV vopoberovvra ™ pos TAVTG. BrEerovra Yan 

vomobereiv. At the same time, 7) TOV vopwv trdbecrs evraviu 
éBXexev does not, I think, refer to any definite statement in an 
earlier part of the work, but i is a completion of the statement begun 
just above at 742d 2 ft. There he tells us what the statesmanlike 
lawgiver would not make his object in framing his laws. Hence I 
would translate: “The object of our laws (which I was explaining) 
is.’ The imperfect is what Goodwin, M. and T. § 40, and Adam 
on Rep. 490 a, call the “ philosophic imperfect ”—‘‘was ” being equal 
to “is, as we saw.” 

d2. Aéyouev 57; the asyndeton emphasizes the statement.— 
detv: in O efvas is written before ypvodv, but is marked as 
doubtful. This means that the writer—or corrector—knew of a 
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text in which there was no «ivat. Stobaeus also has eivac before 
xpvoov. Schanz’s note—“ at cf. Theaet. 176 d”—reminds us that, 
as there in oiovs det ev 77) TOAEL TOs TWOyTOpEVoUs, so here in detv 
év tH 76Aet we have a—probably conversational—use of detv in the 
sense of “to be proper,” “to be of the right sort.” We get 
the same use in the absolute ééov and in (e.g. mpwiairepov) Tod 
déovTos. 

d4. pde Booknudtwv aicypov: this expression is a puzzling 
one. Ficinus translates as if the right reading were aicypos (for 
aisypov)—“nec ex pecoribus turpiter.” So Stallb. “ Videtur 
intelligi turpe Iucrum ex re_ pecuaria,” Wagner “ (durch) 
schimpfliche Viehzucht.” Schneider translates baldly “nec 
questum multum artibus exercendum sordidis et fenore aut 
turpibus pecoribus” ; Jowett has “or rearing the meaner kinds of 
live stock.” Susemihl asks if Mooxyjpata could possibly mean 
“slaves”? Ritter thinks that what is forbidden is (1) the 
rearing of beasts for sport (cp. 789bf.), and especially (2) the 
fattening up of beasts to serve as delicacies for the table, and that 
the term aicypov is used because animals so fattened are generally 
castrated. Ritter rightly points out that he cannot mean to 
forbid all rearing of stock, as that is allowed at 849c1. I would 
suggest that in Booxnpatwyv Plato is merely carrying on and 
enlarging the metaphor contained in rdxos, and that aicxpov 
belongs to both nouns. I would translate: ‘‘ And we will have 
no great money-making out of base trade, or vile money-breeding 
—or money-feeding either.” The capitalist is represented as not 
only “ breeding” from his money, but as rearing—‘“ nursing ”— 
his stock so bred. 

| d4f. 600, and oroca (“such only as”) are “vi deminuendi 
 posita” (Stallb., who eps. Soph. 217e and Phaedo 83b). So at Ar. 

Nub. 434 GAN 60° enavtd orpeWodixjoa, and at Aesch. Septem 
732 xO6va vaiew SuamjAas érdécav Kal POiwpéevowww Karexerv. 

d6. Money, he goes on to say, is only needed to supply human 
wants, and the first of these is a proper training for soul and 

body. If xpypyarwpds bulks too large in the state, it will not 
only take up time and energy which is necessary for education, 
but it will make men forget the need for education. 

el. tis aAAns maidecas, “the corresponding (mental and 
moral) training.” (The usual chiastic arrangement.)—ovx ... 
G&a Adyov, “ will never be anything but poor things.” 

@5. dp0as, like doa and 6réca above, is used in a limiting 
Pudhae, 
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e7. ovrw: ie. in accordance with the order of importance just 
given. 

e 8. vouoetrat, the reading of O!, is doubtless a writer’s slip 
for vopoeretrat, which is the reading of Stobaeus. The perf. 
(as A), thoughsless natural after « tarreras, is more significant : 
‘‘we have been right in the laws we have made;” ie. the fact 
that the right qualities are held in the highest honour is a proof 
that the legislation has been right.—oi atr66. mpooratTopevor 
vopot are “any laws which may hereafter be made in the colony,” 
ie. ‘and the same test will be applicable to all future legislation.” 
744 a 3. emurnpaiver Gat, “make it clear to himself.” 
a4. ei... 4: as erionpaiverOar is equivalent to “ask him- 

self the question,” this question can be treated as if it were an 
indirect one. If it were put directly, the two alternatives would 
be introduced by worepov ... 4; “The lawgiver, I tell you, 
must often ask himself these two questions: first, ‘What am I 
aiming at?’ and secondly, ‘Am I hitting the mark, or missing 
it?’ In this way, and this only, he may possibly so discharge his 
task as to leave nothing for others to do after him.” (Schanz 
marks a lacuna after oKozov.) 

bl. Fv Kaddv: so Sixadrarov jv at 869b6. See Goodwin, 
M. and T. § 416. 

b3. xpijpata: though we are not told so, we must assume 
that this portable property was not allowed to remain in the 
form of money—for the possession of gold and silver was forbidden 
(742 a)—but was exchanged for land which was added to the. 
original xAjpos.—The xAjpos was doubtless given by the state, 
so that a citizen, who arrived with only enough money to enable 
him to work it, could take his place among the rest.—The 
property qualifications for the four classes would probably be 
estimated not in (acres of) land, but in (bushels: of) produce. 

b4ff. The difficulties in this passage—and they are great— 
fortunately do not obscure its main point, which is contained in 
the words de? 6)... Tyjpata avira yeverOar.—* It would 
have been more convenient,” we are told, “if each colonist had 
brought the same amount of property with him, but they have 
not.” It being so, it is best (for certain reasons) for the state to 
recognize this inequality, and to make it the basis of a classifica- 
tion of the citizens into four divisions.—The difficulties concern 
the reasons for this, proceeding.—Ritter (p. 149 ff.) has a helpful 
discussion of the passage. I follow him generally—except in 
what he says at the end about the readings—and more particularly 
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in taking the €vexa clauses to furnish the grounds for the classifi- 
cation, not the purposes which it.was meant to serve.—de? &) . 
iaotTyntos €vexa: ToAAWY . . . Te ison the model of dAAws Te... 
kai. He will not go into all his reasons, but only mentions one 
—i.e. the promotion of internal peace by allowing its due weight 
to wealth. We may translate: ‘‘ especially as the state allows all 
a fair chance.” 

b5ff. tva xrX.: I prefer to regard this final clause as con- 
taining a rather gross zeugma, than as either deficient, or redun- 
dant. (Steph. would remedy its supposed deficiencies by adding 
kata before tHv in b6 and yiyvwvrae (or Kabioravra) before Tas 
Tipas, and putting de (for re) after it—Ritter accepts the xara, 
and would reject dpyai .. . dtavoyat. Ast—followed by Schanz 
—would reject from dpyai to tiv, and the latter also brackets 
iaoTntos évexa.)—I imagine that, when the speaker begins iva 
... Tv... Tysnv he personifies the occasions of election and 
tax-fixing, and has in mind some such expression as “ may take 
account of,” “ may estimate,” to govern ti7v—“ the price of each 
man’s value,” and, when all that does follow is droAapPdvovres— 
agreeing with. a different subject—and diadépwvtar, he has a 
vague notion that enough may be got thence to fill the gap. 
(Stallb., with a quite different explanation, adds re to todrnrds.) 
The only change I would make in Burnet’s text is to reject the 
comma after duavopyat. 

b6. diavouai: in the case of distributions I imagine that the 
_ lower classes would receive more, while of ciodopai they would 

‘pay less. 
: b7. wy)... povov ... dAAad Kai: he does not say that birth 

and personal distinction of mind or body are not to weigh with 
those who appoint, but that the size of a man’s estate ought to be 
considered as well. 

e1. All editors agree in reading pnde with O! for A’s pire. 
¢2. xpyow and zeviav are the MS, readings (though O! has 

mevias). If the simpler xrjovv (Ast) had stood for the former, it 
is hard to see how the more out-of-the-way xpyjovww came to be 
substituted for it.—With tas tyuds te we must suppose the subject 
to change and become “men,” ie. the men mentioned in éxaorous. 
—os ivaitata TO avicw cuppetpw Sé: how real equality can be 
ensured by an award which though unequal is proportional to 

_ some recognized standard, is explained—as Ritter says—below at 
_ 757 ab, where we are told, however, that the true standard can 
only be discerned by the divine intelligence—I would translate 
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(iva .. . Stabepwvrar): “that all occasions of election to offices 
or fixing of taxes or bounties (nay estimate) each man’s real worth 
not merely by his own or his ancestors’ virtues, nor yet by their 
bodily strength or attractiveness, but also by his enjoyment of or 
his lack of wealth, and that men may be endowed with dignities 
and responsibilities on so fair a principle of proportional, though 
unequal, distribution, that no quarrels may disturb their peace.” 

c 4. peyefer: an instrumental dative with tiujpata roreic Oar, 
which is equivalent to tiuacGar: “arrange by size of property in 
four classes.” Ficinus translates peyeer THs ovoias “ magnitudine 
differentes bonorum.” 

c7. drav Te... Kal dOrav: with rpooayopevopevovs; ie. in 
any event the names (and property qualifications) of the classes 
will remain the same, whether the individual members change or 
not.—O’s correction of its tAovovwTepor to tAovo1dtaTo.—which 
is the reading of A—suggests that the latter was not a mere 
copyist’s mistake on the part of the scribe of A (see below on 
d 4) but an old variant. 

d2. rdde . . . vouov 7xHpa = vopov TXHpaTos TOVOE. 
d4. The scribe of A seems to have been under some disturbing 

influence about this time. Not only does he make such a careless 
mistake as vouiocpatos here for vooyjpatos and 67 for de at el, 
but he omitted altogether, at the first writing, a long passage from 
745a2 (Beots) to c4 (d€).—o0 . . . KexAnjoOa1, “which may more 
rightly be said to be disintegration than discord.” Cp. Arist. Pol. 
iv. 1296a8 drov yap todd TO dua perov, HKUcTa oTdTELS Kal 
diuactdces ylyvovta. Tov rodite@v. (Some translators—Fic., 
Serr., Wagn.—take 7) to be or.) 

d6. With zAovrov we are meant to supply some “strong” 
epithet equivalent to xaAerjv. 

d7. tavta dudotepa: ie. oTdow Kat dudotacw. Here we 
may call them class-division and class-discord. (Ritter says that, 
as these are only two names for the same thing, duddrepa should 
be rejected.)—The persistence of the reading auddrepa for apdo- 
tépwv in d 6—so A, O, Stob.—gives weight to Wagner’s suggestion 
that it is the second dudorepa in A and O which ought to be 
altered to the gen. So Schanz, but Burnet prefers the authority 
of L which alters the first. —éxatépov: Le. mevias Kat rAovrov. 

el. dpxwv ovdeis . . . Tov Te GAXAwY ovdels KTA., “NO magis- 
trate, and no good citizen.” 

e5. kal pexpe tetparAaciov: Aristotle, Pol. 1265 b 23, says 
Tiv Tacav ovolav edinor yiverBar pexpe mevtamAacias; he 
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evidently took xtao@ac to mean “acquire in addition to the 
KAnpos.”—Xeiova, like tovrwv. and Ta repryvyvdpeva, is neut. 
pl. ; hence dofévrwyv and ipicea. 

745a4. haved... npioerry, “it will be open to anybody to 
get half by disclosing the fact.”—6 d5€ o6@Awv : if convicted, the 
culprit will lose an amount of his lawful property equal to that 
of the surplus which he had held unlawfully. 

a6. ra 8 apices tov Gedy: it would thus appear that the 
informer and the Gods would together get an amount equal to the 
illegal surplus.—Below at 754ef. the penalty for holding too 
much property is different: the culprit is to be excluded from the 
benefit of any future distribution (of land) and to bear publicly 
the reproach of aio ypoxepdeta.—The addition of raca facilitates 
the omission of the art. before ywpis; possibly it is best to take 
xwpis closely with yeypépOw. Perhaps there would be two 
records: one giving the name (or number) and position of each 
kAnpos, under the owner’s name, and the other registering only 
each man’s surplus holdings. These need not be near either half 
of the original kAjpos, and so would go best in a separate register. 
Such a register would give the courts sure ground (cp. cade?s in 
b 1) to go on. 

a7. pirAakw dpxovow: the former word seems to be ex- 
planatory of the latter, so that the two words might be rendered 
“in charge of the magistrates.” 

bi. I would adopt H. Steph.’s 60a for daa, The difficulty of 
_ the MS. reading is the only reason for thinking it genuine: “so 
___as to simplify legal actions as far as property is concerned.” 
: b2. idptoGar: lit. “to have (his city) placed” (middle); ep. 

Symp. 195 e tiv oikynow idpytat. (Ast, Lew. calls it pass.) 
b3f. cai... exAcEdpevor, “after he (the legislator) has chosen 

a spot possessing besides all the qualities advantageous to a city.” 
Badham “requires” tardpyxovr é€xovra. It looks as if it was to 
avoid this jingle that Plato chose the more long-winded dca .. . 
Tov vrapxdvTwY. Tov trapxXdvTwy is “the attendant circum- 
stances.” (Ast makes it masc.—sc. tO7wv—and translates ‘‘ ex 
iis locis qui praesto sunt.”) 

b7. iepdv: this has been variously interpreted: (1) as= 
Téeuevos ; so Ficinus—he understands it to be the first of the twelve 

_ divisions—zporov being mp@rov pépos ; (2) as = templum—one for 
all three deities (Jowett); (3) as one temple apiece for the three 
deities (Wagner). I believe (1) is right, but that the sacred 
dxporoXs is independent of the twelve divisions—aq¢’ 06: from 
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the Acropolis, as from a centre, are to radiate the dividing lines 
of the districts. (Ficinus takes af ot to be “starting from 
which”; another meaning which might be given to it is “apart 
from which.”)—This central portion is particularly suitable for 
Hestia; cp. Phaedrus 247 a with Thompson’s note. 

cl. ra dédexa: the art. here and in the next line is not merely 
“the just-mentioned”; it suggests that the number is the 
rational one. At 771b Plato justifies the selection of the number 
twelve—a division, he says, eropevyny Tots pyoly Kal TH TOU TaVvTOS 
7ep.oow.—It is clear that the dividing lines are to radiate from 
the central enclosure because each division is to contain part of 
the city proper. 

c 2. toa: the equality, he explains, is not to be reckoned by 
size, but by the productivity of the divisions. 

c 3. dyabns yns and xeipovos are genitives of material. 
c 5. kat ovykAnpooca . . . exatepov, “and to join together 

as a lot two pieces of land partnered each with its near piece or 
with its far piece,” i.e. each piece will have a fellow, the “‘ far” one 
a “near” fellow, and the “near” onea “far” fellow. So I under- 
stand Peipers (Quaestiones Or. p. 96) to take the passage, and though 
the use of peréyecv—“ hold on to a partner”—is extraordinary, 
it seems better so to take it than to alter exdtepoy to exarépov 
(Ast) or éxatépwHev, either of which would be superfluous, or even 
to éxdotote (Schanz), “in the case of each xAnpos,” which would 
be equally superfluous—and, besides, tov te... peTexovTa 
would then seem a very complicated expression for 7d pev eyyvs, 
Td d€ Téppw. 

c7. «is xkAjpos: again I would follow Peipers (p. 97) in 
rejecting eis kAjpos as an intruder from the margin. The only 
possible way of explaining it, if it be retained, seems to be 
to supply cvykAnpwljcrerar in thought from the previous 
ovykAnpocat. Ast’s extw would not account for the datives. 
On the other hand, if only a comma be placed after exarepov, and 
eis KAnpos be omitted, the next two clauses fall quite smoothly 
into their places. 

d2. pnxavacba. dé... duavouys, “likewise in arranging 
the separate halves we must regulate the proportion of poor soil 
to rich, of which we spoke just now, using differences of size to 
produce equality ”—i.e. the poverty and richness of the soil must 
vary inversely as the size. Not that each half xAjpos must be 
equal to its fellow half, but that the near halves should be equal, 
and the far halves too. 7d davAdrntdés Te Kal apeTHs xwpas is 
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“the matter of the poverty etc. of the land,” and, by a natural, 
though apparently unexampled expansion of this idiom, Plato 
makes vuvd7) Aeyopuevov agree with the 7d. Ast and Schanzdo not 
believe this expansion possible, and insert tepi—Ast before davd. 
and Schanz after ywpas. Stallb. makes the gen. by itself equal to 
the gen. with epi, comparing Rep. 5764.7. But this does not 
mean the same thing; it is not “what he said above,” but the 
“matter” itself, which is the object of pnxavac0a1.—The ex- 
pression is like 7d tHs tTExvys at Gorg. 450 c. The article is 
probably left out here because, if put with one of the three nouns, 
it must have been put with all. At Eur. Phoen. 403, in a similar 
expression, we have ra ¢iAwv for ra tov dirdwy, and at Here. 
Fur. 633 ravOpérwv for ta tov dvOpdrwv.—bixa tyjpacr is 
equivalent to a compound. (Ought we possibly to read 
duXoTpHpace ?) 

a5. The MS. veiyacGoa.—Fic. “dividere” —would have to 
‘usurp the sense of the act. here, “we must divide the men too 
into twelve bodies”; if not, how is cvvragédpevov to be explained ? 
Schanz holds that there is a lacuna after pépy. I believe that 
Plato wrote vetwau—As at el above the MSS. vary between 6) 
and de?; this time A is right, and O wrong.—r7jv: with this I 
think we are meant to supply d:avoyjv, as suggested by davopjs 
and vetyar just before. (Ast would supply xrjow, or, in prefer- 
ence, change tiv into Ta.)—dAXys, “superfluous,” ie. over and 
above the kAjpos. 

6. <is ioa 7a dWdexa pépn, “(arranging the distribution) so as 
to make the twelve tribes equal (in wealth).” (No need with 
Schanz to reject ra.)—This division would spread the rich men 
equally throughout the twelve tribes. 

d 8. The twelve Gods are to have their yoann as well as the 
citizens. This assigning of each territorial division to a patron 
deity would foster tribal patriotism, and prevent separate coalitions 
amongst either the rich or the poor throughout the state. 

el. Aaxov: see L. & S. sv. § V. 
e4. veyerOar exacrov: there is a change of subject here. 

_ “Each citizen is to possess two houses.” 
e 5. All edd. now adopt Boeckh’s correction of the MS. 

Katoiknow to katoikwiv. Cp. above 683 a 1 and a 6. 
e 7. éx mavrds Tpdrov: Stallb. eps. Huthyd. 282 a. 
e 8. Ta viv cipnyeva wdvra krA., “all the arrangements sug- 

gested above are not likely ever to find just the conditions which 
will ensure that they should all be carried out quite literally.” 
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e9. o'tw (“quite”) goes with xara Adyov—as in the 
phrase arAds oiirws at 633 ¢ 9. 

746a1. dvdpas re here, and ers d€ xwpas. . . peadtynTds Te 
Kal... olknoess at a 6 introduce the two main divisions into which 
the above-mentioned “arrangements” fall—the accusatives being in 
each case in apposition to ovpravra. (Stallb. takes eo. and oik. 
to be governed by €xovTes.) 

a4f. ypvoov: here regarded as an ornament.—The two clauses 
which express what the “men” will not submit to have—limited 
money, and limited families—are balanced by two clauses which 
express what the men will not submit to be deprived of—i.e. 
decorative gold, and other luxuries which the legislator will 
evidently forbid.—mpooragwv is rather strangely used for “add 
to the list of things forbidden.” (Badham proposes to read 
érepa d, regarding it as the second out of three things which are not 
likely cvpravra cvpPjvar yevopueva, ie. (1) avdpas te KrX., (2) 
kat €repa and (8) Te de xwpas kTA. But things a d7A0s 6 vopoberns 
Tpoortagwv are not of the nature of things which may be expected not 
to happen. They are within the power of the legislator, to ordain 
or not as he sees fit. 

a6. Here we have the usual chiasmus: it is the city which is 
to be in the middle, in the ideally arranged state, and it is to have 
dwellings arranged ‘all over the country” round it. The plural 
peroTyTas is chosen perhaps to balance the plural oixyjoess, and 
to avoid the two short syllables at the end of perdrnra re, and, 
though strange, it can be explained as “central positions for all 
states which have a city.” (I think it is possible though that we 
ought to read perdryta Tte.— Wagner would read peratdras, in 
agreement with otxjoers ; the superlative seems hardly natural.) 

a7. oiov dvetpata A€éywr, 7) TAGTTWV KaOdzep Ex Kypod : Stallb. 
aptly cps. Rep. 471¢, where Socrates is said to have forgotten to 
show os Suvari) atrn 1) wodureia yeveo Oat, kat tiva tpdrov Tore 
duvary.—Burnet has rightly gone back to the arrangement of the 
older interpreters—e.g. Ficinus and Ast—in putting the comma 
after wavry instead of before it. 

b1lf xp 6 ... Ta Tordde, “he” (the legislator) “must go 
over his ground again in the following manner.”—It looks as if 
this and the following sentence were two alternative ways of say- 
ing the same thing. Plato can hardly have meant both to stand 
as they are. (Schneider, Wagner, Stallb., and Schanz prefer the de 
mavTa AapPBaverv of A to the eravaAapPaveww of Land O. Schneider 
translates : “sed opus est ut quisque haec secum reputet.” In so 
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doing he ignores the fact that ta towdde, especially coming, as it 
does, so soon after ta Tovatra, must mean “what follows. Pe ih ip 
hard to say what Ficinus read ; his translation of ypi) . . . 76de 
is: “sed ea quoque narranda quae legislator adversus diceret. 5 

b 2. radu pate: repeats the notion of éravadayBaverv. What 
follows is, in effect, a “repetition” of what we read at p. 739 
about the degrees by which a state may fall off from perfection. 
What is here “the model is (as Ritter says, p. 154), what was spoken 
of above as the devtepa 7dAus. 

b4f. The subject of dueLépyeras is rd viv Acyopevov—see above 
on 727b2; Burnet therefore does well to reject the comma after 
Aeyopuevov. (Winckelmann would read rov for 75 ; but no “man” 
has so far been mentioned.) 

b 5. ev exdoros tov peAAdvTwv ever Gar: ie. “ whenever there 
is contemplated any future course or performance.” 

b 6. O has here the correct rode as against the rovde of A, L 
and O?; cp. below 967 d 1 where also O preserves the right reading. 

b8. 6: masc. (Ast would like to read wy for tc inc 1, and take 
as neut.), 

c2. tov Aor : i.e. “among possibilities ””—what are left over 
after impossibilities have been “ruled out.” 

c3. cvyyeveotatov . . . mparTev, “is most akin to what it 
is good to do”—i.e. to the perfect institutions of the ‘‘ pattern.” 

c4. For diapnxavaoGar cf. Rep. 518 d. 
c5. teAos . . . BovdAjoe: ie. “to make his rapdderypa as 

perfect as his heart could wish.” Not only must the colonists’ 
representative (ie. Cleinias) do his utmost to carry all that is 
practicable in the pattern into effect, but, before deciding what is 
practicable or not, he must let the lawgiver (ie. the Athenian) 
finish his description of the “ best possible.’ 

c7. Tov eipnuevwv (which depends on dt), and tis vopoberias 
(which depends on ri) both describe the lawgiver’s proposals as 
conveyed in the rapddeypa, and cupdeper and mpdcavtes (eoTi) 
are used absolutely. (Ficinus, and apparently Wagner, translate 
THS vopobecias as if it were a dative governed by mpdcavtes : 
“ quidve ferendis legibus adversetur ”—“ und was der Gesetzgebung 
Feindseliges angefiihrt worden.”) 

C8. ouodoyovpevoy avtd aiTw: this refers to cvppéper. An 
instance of inconsistency would be the placing the city in the 
middle of the country, when there was a manifestly better site for 
it elsewhere. “Self-consistency ” is also the subject of the follow- 
ing passage about numerical arrangements. 
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d 3-e 3. I think the key to the explanation of this very difficult 
passage is to be found in Stallbaum’s suggestion that tovr avré 
in d3 is TO opodoyotpevov avtd avtm—or rather “the need for 
self-consistency ” ; but he did not follow out this idea far enough. He 
stopped at the word wevraxirytAiwyv, whereas the reference to this 
self-consistency is not made clear until we get to the words €uperpa, 
and adAAnAows cipdwva, ate 2. The main part of the sentence I 
take to be this: wpoOvpynréov tdetv tiva tpdrov mavTa TavTa 
eppeTpa Kat aXAjXAows cippwva det TOY vomov TaTTEV. WavTa 
TavTa “resumes” Ta dwWdexa pépyn Kal Ta TovTOLS TvVETdopeva 
(including the peétpa etc.)—dfev . . . oraOud being, as Burnet 
marks it, a parenthesis—I believe that for the MS. tiv dda 
THs we ought to read t7s S0€a0ns—pera would then mean “in 
conjunction with” instead of “in sequence to.”—6d7Xov I take to 
agree with tpozov.—avrov, if genuine, must be the adverb (as in 
eva’ avtov, Kat’ oikovs avtov), but I prefer to accept Stall- 
baum’s suggestion that it is a mistake for at. We may translate : 
“That very self-consistency we must now do our best to consider 
in conjunction with the proposed division of the state into twelve 
parts, inquiring in what conspicuous way the twelve parts, which 
in their turn admit of being divided in very many ways,— 
these and their immediate subdivisions, and those which spring 
from them, until we get down to the 5040 individual citizens— 
and such divisions will give you your ¢patpia:, your djpou, and 
your k@mat, and besides these, your military divisions, whether 
for battle or the march, yes, and your money-values and your 
measures, whether of solids, liquids, or weights—how all these, I 
say, are so to be fixed by law as to harmonize with and to fit in 
with each other.” 

Hermann proposes a very ingenious emendation of djAov 4), 
i.e. SueAccr Se? ; and upon this Wagner founds a still more ingenious 
explanation, which some may prefer to that given above. It is 
that the original text ran: 7d Tiva tpdémov SteXeiv Set Ta SHdeKa 
pepyn. SyAov 6) Kata pépn Tov evTds KTX., and that, owing to 
the similarity of the two clauses, dueAety . . . pep was accidentally 
omitted. (He does not explain how xara then became Ta dwWéexa.) 
He then takes wAeioras as a true superlative: “clearly you will 
split them up into the parts which have the greatest number of 
divisions ”—he accepts Ast’s avt@v for avtov.—This explanation 
is more natural (than that given above) so far, but it does not 
accommodate itself so well to what follows.—As to Acioras 
duavouds in d5, 420 (;4, of 5040) is divisible by 1, 2, 3, 4, 
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5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 14, 15, 20, and 21, to say nothing of larger 
numbers. 

——— ts 

a7. pparpias Kai Sjpovs cai Kwpas: the first, as in Athens, 
would be a personal division, founded on blood-relationship ; the 
last two are local ones. Herm. De vest., in commenting on the 
adoption of these familiar terms, reminds us that Aristotle, Poet. 
1448 a 35, says that xwpy is the Spartan word for what the 
Athenians called dj0s. On this passage of Ar. Bywater quotes 
Isocr. 149 a SueAdpevor THY pev TOAW KATA Kwpas, THY dE KWpaV 
kata Sjpovs. This does not seem to have been Plato’s idea, for 
below at 848 ¢ the dwéexa k@par are evidently in the country. 

e1. A? made a bad suggestion in changing aywyds to ayovas. 
Cp. 819 ¢4 eis Te Tas THY oOTpaToTébwy Taets Kai aywyds. The 
arrangement of an army on the march differs from the battle order. 

e 3. O? makes a natural but quite unnecessary suggestion that 
for vouov we ought to read vopobernv. 

e4. deicavra follows the construction noticed above on 6434 6, 
and 688 e 5, of the acc. of the agent after a verbal adj. in -reov.— 
thv ddgacav av yiyverOar optxpodoyiav, “what might appear 
to be a peddling minuteness.” 

e6. The standardizing of the parts of machinery, due largely 
to Sir Joseph Whitworth, has conferred incalculable benefits on 
modern mechanical engineering. (We want a _ world-lawgiver 
to-day, to ordain a metric system on a duodecimal basis.)—xKai kowv@ 
Aoy@ vopioavra: advantage is taken of the fact that defcavra 
has preceded, and the construction is continued; but the con- 
nexion with the main verb (doByréa eori) is not the same. In 
translating we must begin afresh, as Ficinus does—“ Et com- 
munt ratione censeat, etc..—Schanz would slightly mitigate the 
avakoAovfov by omitting rdvra in e 5. . 

74742. doa ev éavtois: ie. pure arithmetic; dca ev pyKeoe 
kai €v Babeor: plane and solid geometry. Then follow the 
numerical aspects of the sciences of harmony and kinetics. 

a5. mpds tavra ravra BAefavra: i.e. in view of this general 
applicability (pds wdvta ypnoipovs a1) the lawgiver must insist 
on the importance of this standardizing (cvvtagews). The reason 

is that men’s minds will be accustomed to think of each number 

as having certain relations to other numbers. 
b1 ff. “For home life, for public life, for all kinds of arts and 

crafts, the most efficacious branch of education is mathematics. 
But the great point is that it wakes up the sleepy and stupid 
nature, and makes it quick, and mindful, and shrewd; the 
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improvement upon its original self is miraculous.” For the use- 
fulness and intellectual effect of mathematics cf. below 819¢6 
KAL TAVTWS XPNTYWLWTEPOVS AVTOVS aTOLS Kal eypynyopdTas paAAov 
Tovs avOpwrovs amepyaterar. Cp. also Rep. 522c, 525c, and 
526 a 8. 

b5. The use of tapa is much the same as above at 693b1 ri 
Tupa TavTa eer mpattew aAXo, and grows out of the meaning 
im comparison with which is often found in wap GAAndAa, eg. 
Rep. 435 a; cp. above 729e4. (Wagner translates: “indem er, 
vermogen dieser gottlichen Kunst, gegen seine Natur Fortschritte 
macht.”) 

b 6. GAAors is almost our “ further.” 
D frrig:y course yeu., 
b 8. aira is, of course, mathematical proficiency. 
c2. tiv Kadovupevny av Tis Tavoupyiav avti codias arepyacd- 

pevos AdBou, “ you would find, to your surprise, that you had made 
a regular rogue of him, instead of a philosopher.” tv kaAovpevnv 
= “regular,” “ professional.” 

c5. dAdwv, as at b6, denotes the rest of the habits and 
influences (besides mathematics) which mould the dispositions of 
these unpopular Semites. Cp. Rep. 486a To iAoxpijpatov o 
Tept Tovs Te Polvixas efvar Kat Tovs Kata Aiyurtov pain Tis av 
OVX KUTTA. 

c6. KTnudtov aveAevdepias is put for prdoxpypatias—“ owing 
to the debasing effect of the rest of their pursuits, and of their 
wealth.” (The Egyptians got no further in their “ geometry’ 
after they had learnt enough to make practical land-surveyors. 
It was the “free” spirit of the Greek which built mathematical 
science on this foundation.) 

c7. Without av this sentence would mean “ whether it was a 
bad lawgiver who did it”; the av makes it “whether it might 
have been a bad lawgiver who did it . . .” (Steph. would change 
the dv to ad, Ast would read e£epydoaito for eEnpydoato, Stallb. 
confines the force of av to yevdpuevos, Schanz changes it to 67.) 

dl. cite kat ficis GAAy Tis ToratTy, “ or even some natural 
influence of such a tendency apart from these.” One such possible 
influence, as he proceeds to say, is that of locality. 

a3. The ovx, which Ast would reject, is established by all 
MSS., and by those of Galen and Stobaeus. Stallb. rightly 
defends it as the same negative which is put in after arapveioc@an, 
and cites similar negatives at Prot. 350d and Philebus 26d, where 
they are inserted after s ovK ops wpoddynoa, and ovK 
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eOvoKkoAaivopey respectively. Here pnde . . . yyas AavOaveTo = 
“let us not be so forgetful as to imagine that...” (Schanz 
follows Ast in deleting ov ; other proposals are to read €otkacty 
(Diibner) or tefvixaciv (Haupt) for ov« eloiv.) 

d6. All editors adopt Ruhnken’s 6 etArjoers for the MS. 
dvecAjoers, though such a word as the latter would be quite 
natural here with ravroias understood.—evaicvos: there is no need 
to alter this word, nor is Stallb. right in assigning a sinister 
meaning to it. The xai in all three cases is or. Different 
neighbourhoods, Plato says, produce dpetvovs Kai yxeipovs—some 
good men, some bad ; and the lawgiver must recognize this. He 
then explains how the effect is produced: differences in the pre- 
vailing winds, and in the amount of sunshine are either prejudicial 
or the reverse (so Wagner), just as the drinking-water and the crops 
impart benefits or evils (apeivw Kat xeipw) to souls as well at bodies. 

a7. Stobaeus’s 6¢ at77)v—so Ast conjectured—for which Galen 
has simply dca (so Schanz), is much more natural than the MS. 
dua. TavTnv.—avadidovcay is transitive. (Fic. makes it intrans.) 

el. For the 6¢ after ov povov cf. above, 667 a 1. 
e 3. For tomo xwpas cp. 760 ¢ 7. 
e4. Ocia emirvoia: cf. below, 811¢9, and Rep. 499 c 1.—The 

notion in daiwovwy Anes is the same that we met at 745d 8, 
where we read of the xAjpou of the Gods.—The special salubrity 
of certain districts is so marked, as only to be explained, he says, 
by some supernatural agency. Cp. Eur. Med. 824 ff.—For the 
tovs of O and L, A has an inexplicable tofs; the scribe’s eye 
must have strayed to a neighbouring ois. 

e 5. ois—for which Ast would read ots—goes with rifévar 
Tovs vopovs. He will make his laws to fit these special local con- 
ditions. 

e8. A strongly marked explanatory asyndeton (rpwrov tperTeov). 

: 
: 
: 

BOOK VI 

751 a4. dvo cidy: we were told above at 735a5 that two main 
divisions of statecraft are (1) the appointment of the executive, 
and (2) the giving of laws. Here the first of these two divisions 
is subdivided into (a) the selection of those who are fittest to be 
magistrates, and (b) the apportioning, among the various offices, 
of the laws which have to be administered.—A and O! have 
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ytyvopevov. Like the rovs in all MSS. at d1, the mistake was 
due to a careless assimilation to a neighbouring word. L has 
yly vopeva. 

b5-c2. The main idea of this difficult paragraph is: “ the 
sharper the instrument, the more dangerous it is in inefficient 
hands.” The main difficulty lies in the infinitive clause Tov... 
vopous, Which depends on ovdev rA€ov av oupPaivor. The con- 
text shows, I think, conclusively that Plato’s general meaning is: 
“no advantage can spring from a well-equipped city’s well-made 
laws, if it appoints incapable magistrates to administer them.” 
The construction is hard to grasp, but I do not think it is 
improved if with Steph. we change tov to ex Tov, or with 
Schramm (who is followed by Hermann, Wagner, and Schanz), 
we change Tov into 7. We may say, I think, that the gen. tov 
ervoTnoat is “ prospectively” or “ proleptically” attracted by 
teOevtwv. Riddell (Dig. § 27) calls it “a genitive placed at the 
beginning of a construction, for the sake of premising mention of it, 
without any grammatical justification of the gen.”——A minor diffi- 
culty arises in connexion with the gen. abs. clause peydAov.. . 
epyov. Wagner translates “inasmuch as” (da),—Jowett, and 
probably the Latin translators, by “although . . . lawgiving is a hard 
task,” or “an important matter.” I think the former is prefer- 
able to the latter, but that, though the syntax would allow 
either, and peya epyov is often thus used, the hint of the « 
Taperkevacpevnv and the emphatic position of peyaAov entitle 
us to translate: “where the product of lawgiving is an elaborate 
one”—the tov belonging to epyouv being left out for rhythm’s 
sake. For peya epyov in the sense of “ grand achievement ” cp. 
Symp. 178d. I would translate the whole clause: “ that, where 
your code of laws is an elaborate one, what follows if a well- 
equipped state sets inefficient officers to administer its well-made 
laws is this: not only does it reap no benefit from their excellence, 
and become a laughing-stock to the world, but you may be pretty 
sure (7xeO0v) that states in such a condition would find such laws 
particularly dangerous and injurious.” (Heindorf’s idea, which 
Ast adopts, that dpyas emirndeiovs éxew has fallen out before 
<éx> Tov is sufficiently refuted by Hermann in his critical note. 
The whole passage is unintelligible if we do not grasp the fact 
that vouobecia and dpyov katacracis are two quite distinct things. — 
—F.H.D. suggests that ed reOevrwv is a “ gloss.”) 

c 4. I think rovro refers back, and means “the danger of having 
incapable magistrates appointed.” 
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c6. Bdoavov .. . eivar Sedwxdras: further references to the 
(Athenian) Soximacia occur at 754d 1 and 755d 6. 

c8. The correction of A’s adrovs to ad rovs was made in some 
MSS., and in all the printed editions—The periphrastic efvac 
Sedwxdras is peculiar. 

c9. Ast suggested that te isa mistake for de@ Schanz held 
that reOpdpOar and re ought both to be rejected; but, though 
there is some tautology in teOpaddOar meraidevpevors, it is awkward 
to suppose the e’va: from ¢8 to be supplied in thought with 
memaidevevovs. Hermann and Burnet think it better, with 
Stallbaum, to bracket only te. It is hard to believe that anyone 
deliberately inserted the re: it must be due to careless writing ; 
either the scribe’s eye was caught by the re in the next line, or he 
unconsciously repeated the first syllable of tetpaddO@ar, which came 
after another -@a:. (Ficinus’s “esse educatos” gives some support 
to Schanz’s view.)—ev 7Ocor vouwv: cp. 62545 éeidy) dé ev 
TotovTos ec. TéOpapGe voputxois ot te Kat dd¢. Good laws 
breed good characters and habits of mind in those who live under 
them. 

dl. For the MS. rots see above on a 4.—xpivew kat a7o- 
kpivew: the usual chiasmus. The latter verb is used in the same 
sense at 961 b6. 

a3. tavra 8€ is adverbial, and seems here to have the meaning 
“but im this case” ; cp. 87343. 

a7. adda yap... daivorro: in other words ‘‘ what we began 
in a speculative, imaginative vein, has turned into reality, and we 
have now gone too far to retreat; your state we must found, under 
whatever disadvantages. Even the imagination too has claims, 
I don’t like to leave my fancy picture unfinished.”—-The omission 
of the ¢aciv in the MSS. was probably due to its similarity to the 
last two syllables of the preceding word ; it was recovered from a 
scholiast’s quotation of this passage in his commentary on Crat. 
421d. 

el. pev dy: “peév balances dé (after €yw), and should not be 
taken with 57) in the ordinary sense of the collocation péev 67.” 
Adam on pev 87 i ina similar passage at Rep. 556 b., 

al. kata tiv Tapotoav jpiv Ta viv pvOoXroyiav : ep. 

above on 712a4, b2, 736b6. Most translators take pvodroyia 
to mean conversation (Ficinus, Schneider, Wagner, and L. & S. 

s.y.), but it is clear that the Ath. regards his function to be that of 
providing the ideal to which the actual is to conform as far as may 
be. His proposal when the conversation began, and as it developed, 
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was to draw a picture of. a perfect polity. At first it was all 
“‘make-believe” and the make-believe is not all to be given up, 
evel now. 

a3. rAavipevos . . . paivoito, “if it went about the world 
without a head, it would look hideous.” For the metaphor ep. 
Gorg. 505 d, Phaedr. 264 ce, Phil. 66 d, Tim. 69 b. The scribe of 
A did not understand this passage ; he put a stop after rAavapevos 
and left out the yép which we owe to L and O. They also 
preserve the reading xataXizroips, which A? altered to cataXelroupu, 
After the av with wAavdpevos and the av in the preceding line it 
is natural that the adv with ¢aivorto should be omitted. Ast (who 
conjectures dv amavra) adds it, and so Cod. Voss. Heindorf’s 
aravtt for aravry is not lightly to be rejected, but mAavepevos 
seems to want an amplification more than daivorro. Herm. would 
reject amdavrn. 

a6. ov povoyv ye adda: for the ellipse Stallb. eps. Phil. 23 b, 
Phaedo 107 b. 

a8. The repetition of this reservation (cp. above 739e5 and 
632 e7), coupled with a reference to the author’s age, is a pathetic 
indication of his fears that he might not live to complete his task 
satisfactorily. 

b2 ff exduevor. xtX., “with his help we will not forget.” 
“What?” “What a bold stroke our present attempt at state- 
founding will prove.” 

b7. wept ti BAerov . .. av7d eipnKkas ; “on what subject are 
you thinking in saying so?” and the ws in the answer depends on 
a supplied BAérov : “(I am thinking) how, ete.” kal rot padwwra 
(CBA€rwv) is “and why do you say so?” Stephanus’s rpds for zepi 
amounts to saying the same thing twice, for rpds ri is here just the 
same as 7o?; Badham’s transposition of kat zot to the place before 
Brérwv (which Schanz adopts) would make it less clear that 
BXérwv has to be supplied in thought with the following és. The 
two questions are answered chiastically: “I say we are venture- 
some because our future citizens will find our laws new and strange, 
and what J am afraid of is that they will reject them.” 

b10. érws de€ovrai wore, “in the hope that they will manage 
to accept.” 

clff. As explained above (751c8 ff.) no elector can choose 
magistrates properly who is not imbued with the spirit of the laws 
they will have to administer. Manifestly this will not be the case 
with the new colonists. There must be an interregnum to allow a 
generation to grow up who have acquired familiarity with the new 
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laws. Thus leavened—thus radaywynGeioa, as Plato says—the 
community may be trusted to elect its magistrates—For the MS, 
mpoodegar0ar the Louvain edition (of 1531) was the first to sub- 
stitute the future. Schneider, Stallb. and the Ziir. edd. retain the 
MS. reading, Stallb. defending it by a comparison of Phaedo 67 b 9, 
where xtjoacGa. follows éAmis (err). Madvig would read y’ ay 
for ye. 

ce 2. «i dé peivarpev ws, “but if we could manage to survive.” — 
Madvig’s emendation of pefvaipev to petvecav, which Schanz adopts 
(so too F.H.D.), would simplify the construction, but.is not necessary. 

c 3. watdes is predicative, “from childhood” (Jowett).—The 
guv- in cvvtpapevtes and cuv7yOers yevouevor couples the two 
expressions so closely that the txavds is felt to qualify them both. 

c4. Ty woAe. réoy: it is difficult to decide whether this (as a 
possessive dative) goes closely with dpyatpecwv, or with Kowwwv%- 
gevav, i.e. whether it means “‘in the election of the whole list 
of state functionaries,” or “share with the whole state.” I incline 
to the former view. 

c6. <izep twit Tpdrm Kal phnxavy yiyvoiro opOds: this (like 
the zrws in c 2) suggests that the temporary arrangement for the 
administration would have to be very carefully devised. 

c7. By rov tote tapovta xpdvoy is meant the period of the 
interregnum—the tovovrov xpédvov of c 2. 

c8. For the use of radaywynbeicav ep. above 641 b 1 and 3 
ovuptocioy d€ opOas mraidaywynGevros, and adds Evds 7) Kal 
Xopovd raidaywynbevtos Karta tpdrov évds. It answers to our 
phrase “to go in leading-strings.” 
4. pr) pdvov adooiwscacbar rept THs ywpas: some emphasis 

should be laid on ywpas—which all translators but Wagner 
ignore; “ought not to restrict themselves to bare ceremonial 
relations with the land (which your colony is occupying) ”—the soil 
Le. as contrasted with the human element in the settlement. 

d5 and 7. L has iv viv xarouxifere, A and O2 Hv voy 
Katoukiferat, which A? corrected by changing jv to 7, and O2 by 
changing -ras to -te. Those who follow A? (Stallb., Schneider, 
Ziirr., Hermann, Wagner, and Schanz) hold that the mparov 
Weddos was the careless addition of v to 7, due to the following 
vov; those who follow O? (Ficinus, the early edd. up to Ast, and 
Burnet) hold it to have been a case of the common mistake of at 
fore. (Stallb. says one of the Flor. MSS. has 7 . . . Karowxifere.) 
The testimony of L seems to me to settle that matter in O’s and 
the vulgate’s favour.—But this reading does not go well with 
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Hermann’s ioraow for the MS. oroow in d7. The subject to 
katoukifere is not “you and Megillus,” for there is no reason to 
regard them apart from the trio, but “you Cretans,” or “you 
Cnossians,” and, as Cleinias is a Cnossian (cp. 702¢ 4), you must 
be supplied as the subject of emriumeAn@jvar. But the subject of 
iotwotv must be they, ic. the Cnossians. A still more decisive 
reason against iotwovv is that the Ath. does not explain until the 
following paragraph who is to appoint the magistrates. It is only 
then that we find that the appointment is to be made by the 
Cnossians alone. Cp. 754. 

d6. Tas mpwétas dpxas: this acc, which furnishes the main 
support of Herm.’s conjecture tot@ovv, is intelligible, I think, 
with orwo.. The construction whereby what should be the 
subj. of a dependent sentence is put in the acc. is a sterotyped 
one, something resembling the ace. c. inf. Cp. Aristoph. Nub. 1148 
kai pow Tov vidv ei pendOnke Tov Adyov exetvoy cif’, and 1115 
Tovs KpiTas & Kepdavovow ... BovdrdperP ypeis ppdoa, where 
Blaydes unnecessarily conjectures rots xpitais.—Along with this 
question we may consider the reading in e1 where A has avpuy, 
and Land O dv piv—and so A2—and the vulgate is 8 av Hiv. 
av has no place here, and Steph. (followed by Ast and Wagner) 
changed it to at, while Herm. (followed by Schanz and Burnet) 
discards it, supposing it to have arisen from a mistaken reading 
of 5. I would suggest that av piv is almost as likely to be a 
mistake for 8’ tyiv as for 6 ypiv, and that the former would suit 
the context better. 

a7. ras aAAas must be supposed to be under the government 
of an atpetoOau. 

el. xai, “merely.”—vopodiAakas: for the functions of the 
Athenian officers of this title cp. Grote, Hist. of Greece, vol. v. (ch. 
xlvi.) p. 226f. One of their chief duties seems to have been to 
keep the ordinary magistrates “up to the mark.” Ritter com- 
pares Epist. viii. 356d where it is proposed to give to thirty-five 
vopoptAakes the decision of war or peace, and of sentences of 
death and exile. Above at 671d, as R. says, it is not an official 
title, but a general description of men who enforce particular laws. 
(The following passage from p. 161 of Lord Acton’s Lectures on the 
French Revolution describes a similar constitutional device to that 
of Plato’s voyodiAakes: “He” (the Abbé Sieyes) “ mitigated 
democracy by another remarkable device. The Americans have 
made the guardians of the law into watchers on the lawgiver, 
giving to the judiciary power to preserve the Constitution against 
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the legislature. Sieyés invented a special body of men for the 
purpose, calling them the Constitutional Jury, and including not 
judges, for he suspected those who had administered the ancient 
law of France, but the élite of veteran politicians.”) Wagner well 
reminds us, in this connexion, of the use of the term dvAakes in 
the Republic—first introduced there at 374e. The vAakes 
mavreAcis of 414b, and the réAcou piAakes of 428d correspond 
to the vouodiAakes of the Laws. . 

e5. tév tod\Adv réAcwv: a remiriscence of éxatopmrodis, the 
Homeric epithet of Kpxjr7. 

e8. Ficinus confirms Steph.’s érouxknodvtwy for the MS. 
érouxnodvtwy, for he translates tov ddixopevwv by “qui 
convenere,” and twv ex. by “qui habitabunt.” I think we should 
follow him.. 

753 a3. Schanz may be right in thinking 77 a mistake for 
tuvt, especially as in A the « of ry is in an erasure; still, Ty per. 
dvyv. might well mean “by means of the power which they are 
entitled to exercise.” 

a6. éxowwvyocdtyv: for the termination see above on 705 d 5. 
a7. péeya povovow: in saying that the enterprise was 

“beneath the dignity” of Athens and Sparta, the Athenian may 
well have meant to hint that the interference of two such great 
powers would be dangerous to the independence of the new state, 
to say nothing of the possible want of harmony between them. 

aQf. cai trois... eydpeva, “and this remark applies 
equally to the other founders, as do the proposals just made about 
yourself,” ie. the nine other Cnossians, mentioned above at 702 
c 5, are also to be induced to become citizens of the new state. 
It is a question whether we ought not to put a comma after €xet. 
Serranus, Schneider and Stallb. are right in taking oikiotais to 
mean conditortbus. Ficinus and other translators take it to mean 
simple ‘‘colonists.” The mistake of A€éyoyev for Acydpeva seems 
to have originated with Ald. No MS. has it, and Ficinus 
translates the true reading. 

b1. Both A and O seem to have copied from a text which had 
pev vov instead of pev otv, but both corrected the error early. 

b 2. eipjoOw (cp. 814 d 8) is equivalent to our “so much 
for...” The question how the “interregnum” vopodiAakes are 
to be elected is re-opened below at d 7. But he considers it 
important to give details of the normal election proceedings first. 

b6. ev tais oderépas adtov ths HAtKias Suvdperwy, “while 
their ages permitted,” ie. the electors are to be all who are serving 
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(Orda tLO@vrar), and all who have served (roAguov KekowvwviKworw), 
as long as their age allowed it. Clearly it would not be intended 
to deprive the veterans of a vote after their retirement. 

b 7. Inasmuch as kowwvotvTwy is equivalent to de? Kot- 
vovetv, ToveioGar and the following infinitives are felt to be 
dependent on a preceding de?; with depéerw at d 4 he returns to 
the imperative. Cp. below 755 d 5. 

c2. Pwpuov: Stallb. refers to Plut. Them. ch. 17 and Pericles 
ch. 32 for instances of votes'being placed on an altar. A corrupt 
vote would thus be sacrilegious. 

c4. Kara TavTa ottws: the ovruws is used as in dAnOGs obrus. 
c 5. oriuep . . . yeypappévov: ie. if any citizen took objection 

to any of the names proposed, he might submit it to publicly 
delivered magisterial decision, Any names to which such 
objections were sustained would be dmoxpibevra. 

c7. wn €Aatrov tpidkovta Hpepov: I think this does not 
mean “for a period of not less than thirty days,” as most trans- 
lators take it—but ‘‘within as much as thirty days.” He is to 
have full thirty days during which he may make his objection.— 
KptOevta, ev mpwtows means the same as the subsequent mpo- 
kpuBevras at d 3, and the xpiGévra implies either that the names 
have not been objected to, or that the objection has not been 
sustained. There is naturally no power of objection at the two 
later stages of the election. 

dl. épevy is used as at 756 c 2—déepevy evevnkovta Povdevtas 
—here in the sense of “vote for,” there in that of “ elect by voting.” 

d4. €k tov exardv goes with ov dy BovAnrat, not with o 
BovAnGeis (as Zeller). 

d 5. dua touiwv ropevouevos: this further religious sanction 
makes the third and definite vote a still more solemn ceremony. 
Stallb. well cites Dem. Contra Aristocr. p. 642 odd€ Tov TYXOvTA 
Ti’ Opkov TovUTOV Tommoe: GAN .. . OTAaS El TOV TOpiwY Karpov 
Kat KpLov Kat Tavpov. 

d6. The subject of drodynvavrwy is ot dpyovtes which we may 
supply from the rovs apxovras at ¢ 8 which is the subject of the 
infinitives det€ac at ¢ 8 and d 3.—Zeller not only makes the “ semi- 
final” hundred elect the thirty-seven (from among themselves), but 
preside at the election as well; ie. he makes them the subject of 
aropynvavtwv. Ficinus goes further and makes the thirty-seven 
the subject of arodnvdvrwv ; i.e. he makes them return themselves. 
It is the absence, in a brand-new state, of proper presiding and 
returning officers which necessitates the arrangements now to be 
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described at d 7—754d4. drodnvavruv is “appoint,” ep. 767 b 3; 
not, as Jowett, “proclaim.” xpivayres here (as Ritter says) = doxipa- 
cwavtes; ep. below 755 d 6. sr) 

ad 7. tives otv: the description given above applies to normal 
elections in the adult state. But “in our state”—1piv ev 7H roAer— 
which is just beginning, there are no &pxovres who can “ publish ” 
names, and of whom it can be said xpivavres arodynvavTwv apxovrTas. 
Some special provision therefore must be made of presiding 
magistrates for the first election of vowopvAakes. 

el. doxiacioy: Ritter aptly cites Deinarchus, Contra Aristog. 
§ 17, where the questions supposed to be asked at a doxipacia are : 
“Ts he a good son? Has he done his military duty? Can he 
show any monuments to his ancestors?” (reading pia) “ Does he 
pay his taxes?” The presiding magistrates’ inquisition however 
would hardly extend, as Ritter thinks, to such questions of 
personal suitability for office as are described above at 689 ¢ d. 

e 2. For zpotov ovrw cp. above on ¢ 4. 
e 4. mpds tacav TOV apxov: these words present great diffi- 

culty. Ficinus translates them ex omnibus magistratibus. But as 
yet there are no magistrates in the newly formed state. That is 
the cause of the difficulty in question. Ast, the Ziirich edd., 
Wagner and Hermann adopt Cornariuss emendation of zpos to 

_ mpd. The words will then mean “before a single magistrate has 
been elected.” This gives a satisfactory sense, but it is hard to 
see how the easy zpo could have been changed into the difficult 
wpos. Schneider's ingenious tpooracav tov apxov (“under the 
presidency of the (proper) magistrates)” is palaeographically more 
likely, but does not give nearly so satisfactory a sense as mpd 
Tacov Tov apxov. Stallbaum keeps zpds racdv Tov apxor, 
translating “von Seiten aller Behérden.” I am inclined to keep 
the MS. wpds and translate “of all conceivable authorities there 
are none to be produced.” (F.H.D. would follow the majority 
of edd. in reading zpé.)—Badham’s rewritten sentence, as so often 
in his case, while making excellent sense, does not fit in with the 
larger context. The following Se? pijv duos yé ws implies 
not a preceding “we must have,” but a “we haven’t.” All 
Bdh. gives us is dvdyxn piv eivai tTivas, oitiwes elev av mpd 
Tacov Tov a4pxwv yeyovores (deleto ovK éoT1).—For ovK eoTW ... 
oirwes cp. Minos 320 a 2 ov« éortuy oitives améxovTat Cupmrociwy. 

e6. I think Naber is right in rejecting the words €v rails 
Tapotmiars as a marginal comment. They are in an awkward 
position in the sentence. ° 
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e8. 70 6: best taken, as eg. at 642 a, adverbially, “ whereas.” 
754al. avro: ie 7d ap£arPa, or thy dpxjv. The two 

stages are distinct, as in the previous statement: “not only is 
any beginning,” he says, “more than half the business, but. a good 
beginning is beyond praise.” Our “well begun is half done” 
modifies this in two directions. Cp. below 775e 2. 

a6. Ast tells us to take eizeiv with evropo (and consequently 
tiv as a preposition, and mpds 76 rapdv closely with avayxaiouv 
kat cupépovtos), and Ast (Lez.) and L. & S. sv. quote Phaedr. 
235 a, as if it were evrop@v woAAa Xéyewv instead of evropav tod 
moAAa Aeyevv, in support of such a construction. It seems better, 
with Steph., to take Av as a conjunction, and eizeiv as dependent 
on dvaykaiov Kal cvppepovtos—evos being governed by evropo. 
(The decision between the two grammatical views is so difficult 
that it is not surprising that Steph. forbears, as he says, to mark 
his own view by the punctuation.) 

bl. woAAai . . . é€viai is something like the conversational 
English “a good few.” It is hard to say whether roAAdkis goes 
closely with eviat, or generally with the verbs of the sentence. 
Ficinus’s simple multas ignores woAAdkis eviae altogether—A 
came to grief both with xatouxurbew av and Katorkuraoass, writ- 
ing first katotxiréwyv, then katouxioGevtwv for the former, and first 
KaToudoais and then katorxnodoas for the latter; L and O? 
wrote the former correctly, L and O have xatouxnodoais for the 
latter. 

b 3. viv py ev to wapdvtTe: the sentence thus begun is never 
finished ; a 61) . . . yeyovdra at b 7 ff. is a substitute for its con- 
clusion; in other words @ &) viv “resumes” viv pay ev TH 
TapoVvTt, 

b4. &v ye TH rapoton matdias azropia, ‘while the helplessness 
of childhood lasts.” I have followed Burnet in reading wavdéas. 
Even if the MS. reading zaide‘as be retained, it must still mean 
childhood (not, as Jowett, “while he isin want of education”). As 
to the form of the word cp. Schneider on Rep. 537 ¢ 1 and below, 
808 e2 and 864d 5. 

b6. dvayxaiovs is the emphatic word, “finds allies solely 
among his own connexions.” Ficinus’s “ad suos semper refugiens 
in his solis praesidium reperit” suggests that possibly otxetovs was 
a marginal interpretation of avayxaiovs. 

b7. a: ie. the mutual affection natural between young children 
and their parents, and the sense of dependence on the latter felt 
by the former.—Kvwoious da tiv emipédevav, “erga curatores eius 
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Gnosios” (Fic.). dua 7. ém. does not (as Jowett) give the ground 
for the assertion ; it is rather “thanks to their care.” 

cl. imdpyxew éroiuws yeyovora: for éroipws where we should 
have expected the adj. cp. 880 b 1. 

¢2. 5%) L and O?, and so Burnet; for this Schneider adopts 
the ye of A and O; all other editors give the d¢ of the early 
printed texts. Ficinus’s igitur justifies Burnet’s choice. 

c4. The construction from rpooeAopévovs to exatov avdpov is 
conversational—almost slipshod.—As this is a repetition of ypyvar 

. TavTnv at 752e4 ff, we are bound to take xouwy to mean 
“in conjunction with the colonista,” for there we read kow 7 pera 
TOV ad. eis t.0. Tt. In other words mpooeX. Tov cis T. ar. aduKo- 
pevwv explains kovv7, and is a loose equivalent for pera Tov ad. 
KTX. at 752e5. (Steph. takes xowvy closely with mpocedopevovs, 
placing the comma before it, instead of after.) 

¢8. The ovy- in the verb marks the contrast with the state 
of things described in d2 ff. Before, and during, the election the 
100 Cnossians and the 100 colonists act together. As.soon as the 
colony’s eneintrates are duly appointed, the alliance ceases. 

d4. tov «.x.7.: for the partitive genitive as the predicate of 
elvar or yiyver Oar Ast eps. 762 € 9, 948b 1 (6 Tov peyiorov Tii- 
patos), 950e2, 951¢7. 

a5. eri toiode: a little more than “for the following 
purposes”; ei has the notion of presiding over a certain province, 

_ asin the phrase tovs émi tois mpdypacw ovtas in Dem. Phil. iii. 
110. 22. 

' 7. Gy, for év ois, is not too “strong” an attraction for the 
conversational style of the present passage.—azo-, “duly.’—rois 
Spxoure too is rather loose for “for the (proper) magistrates to 
keep” ; cp. above 745 a6 4 de KTHOUs Xwpis TOU KAjpov ... EV 
TD Puvepo yerpapo Tapa pudagiw apxouo. 

d 8. may KTA. : the full construction would be ev @ av 
droypayy 0 0 péyerrov tipnpa exwv TO TAOS THs abTOD ovcias 
aijv TetTApwv pvov. No man of the highest class would be held 
guilty of a misdemeanour if he had only understated his property 
by about £20. (Interpreters from Ficinus to Ast were content 
to hold Plato to have meant that the property of a man of the 
highest class was four minae; and that, as Hermann remarks 
(De vest. note 137), though a man of the highest class is said at 
948)b 1 to be liable to a fine of twelve minae for a single offence.) 
In keeping with the loose style of this whole passage is the 
careless arrangement of subject matter, involving a repetition toe 
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Ritter points out) of much that we have had before in Bk. V. at 
pp. 744de, 745a,. (Schanz accepts Badham’s suggestion that 
there is a lacuna after aroypai7.) 

e 4. pds tovTw d€ ktA.: a comparison of 745 a shows us that, 
besides the confiscation of the offending sum, an equal sum was to 
be produced by the offender, half of which was to go to the 
informer, and half to Religion. 

e8. For ev of the tribunal cp. 784d 2 ev dixacrnpiw and Gorg. 
464d (et d€or) ev rai Siaywvifer Oa. 

755a1. At the mention of tov Kowov Kktynwatwv and diavop 
an Athenian citizen would think eg. of the rents of the state 
silver mines, and of the duwfeXia. 

a2. tov kAjpov is not governed by zAjv, but by the notion 
‘* nossessed of” to be supplied from aporpos ; after each distribution 
he is to be left possessed only of his original lot. 

a 7 ff. I believe that ¢@douyKovra should be rejected, as also the 
(after a 4) quite unnecessary and very awkwardly expressed pyKére 
... OvavonFjtw. With wtmepBas we must from a5 and 6 
supply revtijKovta. This provides a natural explanation for the 
apparently tautological azAéov trepBdas; the wAéov is more than 
ten years.—xato TovTov Tov Adyov provides an antecedent to dzrws, 
or, more strictly speaking, the antecedent to dws is contained in 
the rovrov. We should say “and so, in proportion, according as 
the vonodiAag has gone further (than that) beyond (the age of 
fifty)”; e.g. if sixty-two he has only eight years of office before 
him. (There seems no reason, with Hermann, to think odo’ a 
more likely expression here than é7ws.—Apelt (p. 10) would read 
amas for érws, putting a comma after it, and none before it. He 
justly points out that kata Totrov tov Adyov must mean some- 
thing more definite than “for this reason”; it means “in this 
proportion” ; but I cannot follow him in his alteration and inter- 
pretation of the succeeding words. He translates from kata to 
davon. “nach diesem Verhialtniss soll jeder (nicht bloss der 60- 
jahrige), wenn (av) er (beim Antritt des Amtes) schon iiber 60 alt 
die 70 erreicht, nicht langer daran denken, dies Amt zu verwalten.” 
—F.H.D. also holds that rAéov trepBas means “having passed (sixty) 
by more.” Stallb. holds that ozws is “de tempore accipiendum,” 
and translates “atque secundum hance rationem, ubi quis hance 
aetatein transgressus plus septuaginta annos vivat, ne jam cogitato 
etc.”)—As Ritter points out (p. 157), it would not happen that 
exactly thirty-seven vonoptrAakes would have to be chosen at every — 
election, as the time of office would in many cases be shorter than — 
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the maximum twenty years, and vacancies in the body would occur 
at irregular intervals. . 

b3f. ra tTpia wep TOV vonopvAdKwv Tpocray para are, I think: 
(1) They are to have a general surveillance over the laws. 
(2) They are to have the charge of the property-registers. 
(3) They must form a court for the trial of the over-rich. 

b5. €xacros: sc. vduos; each fresh law will give the vopo- 
pvAaxes some fresh work to do. 

cl. The correction by A? and O? of the more “elegant” 
trnpecias to wrnperas was very probably due to a previous 
marginal interpretation. 

¢ 3. otov kai: Badham would change this to «i xai, under the 
impression that the dvoza in question is PvAapxou, and that P. is 
thinking mainly of the first half of the compound. It looks though 
as if he were thinking rather of the second part—the -apyxos. 
We may translate ofs .. . erovoudfovor. “to whom we may 
appropriately give just that sort of title—in fact most people do 
call them tafiapyxo..” Ficinus has “quos merito multorum more 
praefectos ordinum nuncupabimus.”—Plato will not propose quite 
sans phrase to adopt the Athenian titles. 

c5. mpoBadXécOwv: the voyodirAakes are to draw up a pre- 
liminary list, i.e. a list of fit candidates for the office of orpatrnyds. 

_ 2. rotr avré: ie. the fact that he believes him to be the 
better man. 

3. (ordrepos 8’) dv d6€y diaxetporovovpevos, “whichever of 
the two is fixed on by the public vote” (is to be added to the 
nominated list). 
~—s d 6. Soxipacbevrwv: generally (Ast, Wagner, and Stallb.) 
taken to be a gen. abs. without a subject ; “after they have passed 
the scrutiny.” (Cp. below 829d5, Rep. 586d, 590d, Parm. 
—137¢2 dAN €pWTa ws atoKpivapevov.) But it is better to follow 
Ficinus in making tpe?s (nom.) the subj. to the imperative 
SoxiparBevtwv ; TovTous civar . . . 7éAeuov will then depend on 
the immediately preceding words ois .. . yiyvyntas which are 
equivalent to “about whom it is decided.” 
G6 tog... . mpoBddrX\{coOar . . . Suédexa, (Exdoty pvdz 

_tafiapxov): this seems to be a loose expression for “they must 
provide themselves with a candidates list, with a view to the 
election of twelve taxiarchs.” We are distinctly told in the sequel 
that the proceeding is to be identical with that followed in the 
slection of the orpatnyot. There is to be a mpoPodry, an 
opportunity for dvtsrpooAy, an értxeipotovia and a dokipacia 
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(called here xpiors). If, as is usually assumed, the generals are 
only to nominate twelve, the yepotovia would be a farce. (One 
way out of the difficulty would be to suppose that each of the three 
generals is to produce a list of twelve candidates. But there is no 
hint of any limitation of the number of candidates in other cases, 
and the “one for each tribe” could only apply to candidates on the 
further assumption that each general must choose one of his from 
each tribe. F.H.D. proposes to reject tagiapxov; this would give 
us “twelve candidates out of each tribe.”) 

el. exdoryn pvAy is the reading of Land Eus. It is strange 
that both A and O should have the extraordinary exdoTn udakh, 
and that the corrector of A should have got no further than putting 
a “vitii nota” in the margin. 

e2. Madvig was possibly right in inserting 7 before Tov, so as 
to bring the expression into line with that below at 75647. 
Stallb. thinks both expressions allowable. 

e4. rov d€ ciAAoyov xTA.: the assumption that, in ordinary 
circumstances, no popular assembly could be convened except by 
the Povd% and its representative officials shows us Plato here 
writing as an Athenian for Athenians. The dramatic standpoint 

_ is abandoned. Herm. (De vest. p. 39) says that for some points the 
Laws tells us more about Attic arrangements than we can get from 
any other source. 

e8. wav dcov euTodeuov is not, as L. & S., “all who are of 
military age,” but, as 756a3 shows, “all who belong to the forces 
(in any capacity).”—The edeEns tovtors is not local—does not 
qualify ka@ioas, but euwoAgusov, and takes the place of the word 
for “remaining” which we should expect: “all who after the 
cavalry and the hoplites have a claim to belong to the forces.”— 
Xeporovovytwy «xTtrA.: “Unum tantum apud Platonem ab 
Atheniensium usu recedere videtur, quod taxiarchos a solis 
peditibus, hipparchos ab equitibus, inspectante tantum reliquo 
exercitu, creari jubet, quod Athenis ab universo populo factum esse 
constat ” (Herm. De vest. p. 40). 

e 9. immdpxovs mavtes: this seems to be in direct contradiction 
to b1 in the next page, where we are told that the cavalry is to 
elect the tzrmrapyor. Many ways out of the difficulty have been 
suggested. Stallb., Wagn., and Madvig, whom I follow, reject kai 
immapxovus here; Herm. rejects the account, given a few lines below, 
of the election of the hipparchs; Badham would read trdpxovs 
—“ vice-generals””—here. Possibly the fact that the hoplites 
looked on at the election may be thought to justify the mdvres. 
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al. A further difficulty is presented by rovrous. If, like 
the similarly placed datives tovrots (755 b 8), avtoiox (d 7), €avrots 
(75643), it means “in subordination to,” ‘as assistants to,” and 
represents the superior officers, there will be nothing to which this 
tovrots clearly refers—even though we do not remove the kal 
immapxovs with Stallb., Wagn., and Madvig. For this reason 
Madvig (followed by Schanz) proposed to take out the sentence 
our. . . . aipetoOw and put it after immevovTwy (b 3). An argu- 
ment against this is that at a4 Plato seems to imply that the only 
election that had still to be arranged was that of the irapyou, 
whereas, by this arrangement, the @vAapyou are left out as well. 
Of course Hermann’s athetesis of immdpywv .. . immevovrwv, if 
accepted, cuts away the ground for Madvig’s transposition. The 
difficulty is best met, I think, by Ast’s proposal to read avrots for 
a® tovros. (If the MS. text be left unaltered, we must suppose 
that its contradictions and irrelevanciés are due to the absence 
of the author’s final revision —F.H.D. would reject ad rovrous.) 
—(riv dorida) riPeuevor: not, as Ast, for mepuTiBeuevor, “ sili 
induentes,” but the same technical use which occurs above at 
753 b6, i.e. “serving as hoplites.” 

a6. The MSS. and the early printed edd. all cad dvriBodny for 
avtirpoPoAnv, though the early translators got the meaning right. 
Ast was the first to correct the error. 

b5f. If, after the second recount (ie. the third count), the 
decision as to which two candidates had the largest number of 
votes was challenged, the tellers were to settle the matter by 
voting among themselves. The Aldine edition was doubtless right 
in correcting the MS. rodros (assimilated) to tovrovs.—oiomep 
THS XEetpoTovias pétpov EexdorTos ExacTov iv: a strange expression : 
“*to whom severally in each case had fallen the duty of counting 
the hands held up.” pérpov éxew pds at 836a is “to provide 
a curb for,” “to account for,” “to be competent to deal with,” and 

80 pétpov eotiv aire ths xXetpotovias might well mean “it is his 
duty to deal with the votes.” This expression would fit in 
particularly well where the duty was one of couwnting.—éxaorov 
exaoTos might mean that a separate set of tellers were appointed 

_for each count, or merely that separate tellers dealt with separate 
bodies of voters.—If these tellers were merely required to settle 
among themselves what the result of the voting had been, they 
would only be resaying what they had said before. Evidently the 
election was put into their hands by the challenge of the third count. 
(The general view is that the words denote the presiding magistrates.) 
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b8. yiyvowrTo av mpéerovtes Tais diavopais, “will form a con- 
venient number for our subdivisions” (e.g. the mpuTdavets). 

cl. I think Stallb. and all other interpreters (except Ast) are 
wrong in taking tovrvwy to depend on tov dpiOyov, and that it 
depends on peépyn, while rov apiOudv (if genuine) qualifies the 
numeral as at Phil. 17¢12 6roca éort Tov dpiOpov, Ast, quite 
unnecessarily, substitutes otrws for tovtwv, appealing for support 
to Ficinus’s ita ut—“et in quattuor partes per nonaginta dis- 
tribuatur, tta ut a censibus singulis consiliarii nonaginta ferantur.” 
—A change I would suggest is the rejection of the words xara 
evevnkovTa Tov apiOudv. In view of the next sentence they are 
superfluous, and they are awkward. An arithmetically minded 
commentator may well have added the words in the margin. 

c3. peyictwv here, and opixporarov at d1 and d3, refer of 
course, not to the numbers of the classes, but to the amount of the 
property-qualification. We must translate by “highest” and 
“lowest.” He seems to use the plural and singular indifferently 
in the same sense.—daravras: the same as wavta avdpa at e4. 
Apparently the whole community, not only the soldiers, as in the 
case of the election of magistrates (753 b 5).—At the first reading 
it looks as if from each class, on its election-day, ninety senators 
were chosen. But when we come to the fifth day, and the final 
election, we find that it is possible, out of the number voted for 
out of each class, to select 180. The first voting, therefore, must 
have been a zpofoXA7 like the first voting in the case of the 
vopopvAakes described at 753.c, where everybody wrote the name 
of the man he wanted to elect. 

c4. 77 dofdcn fnuia: the same as what, at e 1 and e 5, is called 
» mpaTn Cnuia. (We may guess it to have been three drachmas.) 

c6. kata Taira KaOdrep TH mpdoOev: i.e. on this, as on all 
the days, the whole community voted. At Pol. 1266a14 ff., Aristotle 
describes the arrangement for the election of the BovAy} given in 
Plato’s Laws, At e16 he gives ious (ie. BovAeuvrds) as represent- 
ing this kata taita x.7t.7. Hither, then, Aristotle made the same 
mistake as Muretus, Stallb., and others—i.e. understood the fixed 
number of ninety senators to have been elected on each day—or 
Nickes is right in emending tcovs to tows. (See Susemihl and 
Hicks ad loc.) 

elf. We may conclude that, on the third day, when the 
candidates from the third class were being nominated, a member of 
the third class who failed to vote was fined double the mpary 
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e3. idetv stands for adore ideiv; cp. myepoty 890¢8, also 
759d 8, 857a6, and 917e6., 

e4f. dépev 8 ex tovTwv ad ravta dvdpa: it is not easy to 
see why this second election took place. Why not take from each 
class the 180 who had most votes (i.e. nominations) at the first 
election? Perhaps it was intended to give those citizens who had 
voted for themselves, and saw it was no good, a chance of voting 
for someone else. The only difference between the two elections 
would be that on the fifth day the members of the two lowest 
classes would be compelled to vote, whereas on the third day the 
fourth class,and on the fourth day the third and fourth classes were let 
off, if they liked—the principle being that the classes are to be fined 
which would be most likely to be defaulters. The publication of 
the first list would show who were the likely candidates, and the 
third and fourth classes would, on the fifth day, have the opportunity, 
as Ritter says (p. 159 f.), of upsetting a previous decision of (mainly) 
the two higher classes. Aristotle’s account (e 19 f.) of what happened 
on the fifth day is very inadequate. As to his further conclusion 
that there will be “more,” and “ better,” men from the “highest 
class,” if he means more (definitely elected) senators, he has misread, 
or misremembered Plato’s account. If he means “more” among 
the nominated candidates, it is hard to see, even if it were so, how 
it would much affect the final result ; for each class must have 180 
representatives. S. and Hicks take it to mean “more” voters, 
But is it likely that abstentions would be so frequent in the fourth, 
and far more numerous class, as to reduce the number of voters 
below that of the highest ? 

e5. As at el in the previous page, L alone has the correct 
reading (exAéfavtas where A and O! had exAé£avres). 

e7. dmoxAnpécavtas: the introduction of the lot would 
confound the machinations of such a “caucus” as Aristotle (Pol. 
li. 1266 a 27) deprecates in the election of magistrates, 

10. js det Sei peceverv: cp, above 693d 8 de? dy ody Kat 
advaykatov petadaBeiv aydotv tovrou, eimep eAcvOepia 7 eoTat 
Kat drdia pera ppovicews.—The 7s is a curious case of attraction ; 
in sense it stands for dv, but is attracted into the number of the 
immediately preceding roAteias. 

75742. The MS. diayopevopevor looks like the right word, 
and Stobaeus’s dvayduevor and Boethius’s (Photius and Suidas) 
Siayevouevo. like imperfect recollections of it. It is used, as 
dveureiv often is, in the sense of pronounce—avayopevopevor, which 
Badham proposes to substitute for it here, is announce, proclaam— 
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and with the three preceding words is equivalent to our phrases 
“being placed in the same class,” “being judged to deserve equal 
honour.” We may translate : “slaves and masters will never make 
friends, nor will worthless and worthy to whom equal honour is 
awarded—for equal treatment results in inequality when it is 
given to what is unequal—unless given in a due measure—and 
both those two false relationships are the fruitful sources of civic 
discord.” tots avicous is not, as Wagner takes it, an instrumental 
dative—“durch das Ungleiche”—but a common dative of the 
recipient. 

a3. ef pay) TYyXavoL TOD peTpov: the really equal treatment 
is that which takes cognizance of the inequality of the recipients ; 
so we read above at 744 c¢2 that if honour and power are bestowed 
with discrimination, they are bestowed with real equality (as 
ioaitata). We use the same metaphor, in almost the same 
phrase, when we talk of a man’s being “ equal to” or “ unequal to” 
his position or his task.—Proper weight should be assigned to 
the tvyxavor; the idea of due proportion is contained partly in 
the verb, which means to “ hit the mark.” (Campbell, on Politicus 
284d, says of this passage: “‘ here we seem to find the point of 
transition from the Platonic to the Aristotelian peoorns.”) 

a4. did... duddtepa tatra: not, as Jowett, equality and 
inequality, but, as Ritter (p. 161f.), the two varieties of avicdrys 
which are found, one in the ofddpa dovAcia or Seororteia of 
absolute rule, and the other in the opddpa €AevPepia of complete 
democracy. Both these relationships provoke rebellion in different 
ways. Both are equally unstable political conditions, because 
incompatible with the ¢uAia without which we have often been 
told that no community can cohere. (Cp. 693 b 4, 697¢9, 699 c¢ 1, 
70149, 743¢6.) 

a5-c6. madras . . . Kata Adyov, “There is real philo- 
sophy in the true old saying that equality is the mother of 
friendship, but the ambiguity as to which kind of equality it is 
which has this effect leads to grievous mistakes. There are two 
sorts of equality, which go by the same name, but in action pro- 

duce in many cases virtually opposite results. Any ordinary 
state or lawgiver can employ the one in bestowing dignities. All 
that is necessary is to use the lot, and so distribute them by the 
indiscriminate impartiality of numbers and scale. But the truest 
and best kind of equality is hidden from the ordinary sight. 
None but the divine eye can discern it. Man’s vision cannot 

penetrate far enough to help, him much, but what he can see of 
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it is of priceless value to states and to individuals. To the 
greater it gives more, to the lesser less, adapting its gift in due 
proportion to the nature of each, and when it comes to honours, 
it assigns the higher ones to those’ whose worth is higher, and 
whenever it deals with those who are deficient in disciplined virtue 
it gives them their fit share, all in due proportion” (reading 
exdorore in ¢ 5). 

a5. iodrns piAdtynta amrepydferac: this proverb, says Plato, 
might seem to prove that if men are placed on an equal footing, 
they must thereby be made friends. In effect, he says, this result 
would only follow if they are rightly so placed. In other words, 
the real meaning of the proverb is no more than “like will to 
like.” 

b4. perpw ... Kai orabued Kat dpvOud: what Lord Acton 
_ (Fr. Rev. 161) calls “by coarse and obvious arithmetic.” 

~b6. In just this spirit Sir Henry Taylor’s Philip van Artevelde 
says: “The world knows nothing of its greatest men.” So, too, 
Coleridge : 

**Tt sounds like stories from the land of spirits, 
If any man obtain that which he merits, 

. ; Or any merit that which he obtains.” 

(Cp. Aristotle on 7d dvaveynrixdy Sikaroy in Eth. Nic. v. 1131b 
27.) 

b7. The scholiast on Gorg. 508 a (1) iodrns 7) yewperpixy Kal év 
Geois kal ev dvOpaérois peya Sivarat) says: Tovtertev 4 SiKavorbyn’ 
tavtyv S€ THv yewpetpiKnv avadoyiav Aids kpiow ev Nopous 
exddecev, ws Ov adtns TOV TAaVTHOV KEKpLLEVOV TE Kal WPT pEVvOV.— 
dei is almost “as a matter of fact.” 

b8. The subject of erapxet is not iodrns, nor Aids kpious, but 
iadérntos Kpiots, the power of discerning the true equality, whereby 
each man would be treated proportionally to his merit.— 
Tav Ocov av erapKxecy : lit. “every bit of help it gives.” 

c5. aperns te kal madelas is a kind of hendiadys—“ dis- 
_ciplined virtue”; the great object of all training is dper7. 
—It is quite possible that, in order not to overweight the 
sentence, Plato did not complete the parallel, but left what was 
missing to be extracted from the general summary that follows. 
Steph., however, thought that some words must have fallen out 
after ravdetas, and Ast thinks they were 7rrovs didovca. Schanz 
marks a lacuna after raidefas. Ficinus translates: ‘ minoribus 
autem virtute et disciplina minores.” I suspect that we ought 
to read éxdorore for éxarépois (due to the preceding éxarépw) ; 
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then all is in order. (F.H.D. would keep éxarépous, but put a 
dash after avdetas.)—For xara Adyov see above on 755a7 Kata 
TovTov Tov Adyov. 

c6. eotw yap xrA., “denn es ist doch wohl auch die Staats- 
klugheit fiir uns stets das Recht an sich” (Wagner). Plato will 
not recognize a statecraft that is not founded on just principles. 
—‘ Honesty is the best policy” is another variant of the same 
theme. 

d2. tavréy tovro: i.e. the “just policy” just enunciated as 
such, and expressed in the next line but one by the words 7d 
dikatov.—ckorotpevov mpos is “in the interest of.” 

d3. For the 7... tu cp. above on 643 b 8. 
a4. 7rO kata diow ivov avicos éxdotote doGEv, “the sort 

of equality meted out by Nature’s decree to the unequal”; icov 
here is used in the sense of “‘ fazr.” 

G5 ff. avayxai6v ye pov xrd.: as Ritter says (p. 163), - 
avaykatov here has somewhat the meaning “the best we can 
do”; this use is further discussed in his note on p. 173, where 
he refers, among other passages, to 628d 1, and e6 below.—zdAwv 
amracav: not, I think, as Jowett, “every city,” but as Wagner, 
“der gesammte Staat”; the implication is that the state need hot 
be so precise in its use of terms as the imduidual. We may 
translate: “ When, however, a community as a whole applies 
these terms ”—those of natural equality and civic justice—“ it must 
be content sometimes to use them in a modified sense unless it is 
willing to admit a certain amount of civic discord in its midst— 
(all) equity and indulgence are infractions of the perfect and strict rule 
of justice” —(the last words in italics are Jowett’s). (F.H.D. 
and A.M.A. prefer ‘‘ every state” for 7. az.) 

46. rapwvvupiows: predicative. The relaxation from the true 
sense of the word iodrns is in the direction of the spurious iodrys 
which holds that all men have an equal right to power and 
honour. As explained at 756e5 ff, such an equal chance is to 
be given within a strictly limited area. 

el. ydp is not ‘for,’ but “you know.” Burnet properly 
indicates the relation of this clause to the preceding one by 
marking it as a parenthesis. The reasons why the lot is to be 
introduced into the political machinery are threefold : (1) because 
man’s judgement of character and worth cannot be trusted very 
far (b 7); (2) because, the temper of both rulers and ruled will not 
always stand the strain of the position (e 4); and (3) because, by 
so doing, we invoke the guidance of Heaven (e4f.). Of these 
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reasons the second is explicitly stated, the two others indirectly 
indicated. 

e 3. T@ Tov KAjpov iow: spoken of above at b 4 as the iodrys 
which is pérpw kai orabpu@ Kai aprOu@. (The zpoo- in the verb 
at d6 and e3 possibly implies that where the agency of the lot 
is used, it is an accessory, not the main instrument.) 

e4. Gedv Kai ayabhv rdxnv: it will be remembered that, in 
the enumeration of the afwwpara apyjs, the lot was spoken of 
(at 690 ¢ 5) as GeoduiAns and evtvyys. 

758 a3. tHv péeAAovoav ovlerGar.. . roAw: cp. Rep. 548a1 
TH peAXAotoy akpws oikeiv ToAEL. 

a6. tov aAAwv rodewv: gen. of definition ; the foreign states, 
' with which ours is brought in contact, are represented as so many 
threatening billows on the wide sea of international politics. Of 
the numerous poetical and rhetorical passages which compare the 
st#te to a ship, Aesch. Septem 2 perhaps comes nearest to this in 
combining a reference to the need of sleepless vigilance on the 
part of the authorities : 

batts puAdooe: mpayos év mpvuvy brews 
olaka vwudv Brépapa wh Koiov vrvy. 

—When using kiya in a metaphor (as at Rep. 457 b, 473 ¢ and 
611d, Tim. 43 b, and Laws 740 e 8) Plato thinks of a wave as 
bursting on or flooding the land; xAvdwv represents danger at sea. 
—diayouevn: as Adam says (on Rep. 344 e), this is probably not 
a middle used in the sense of the act. diaywv (intr.), but a passive 
of the active use given at L. & S.s.v. § III The notion is that of 
a wind-driven ship. 

a7. oixeiy is hardly more than live, pass its time (as a city), 
as in the passage quoted above ona3. The ev kAvdwvi diayopuérn, 
oixe?, and dAioKxeo Oar show that Plato was no more averse than 
Shakespeare from a mixture of metaphors. 

a8. cvvarrew is best taken to be intransitive here; otherwise 
we must suppose a very awkward change of subject between ovr- 
datew and Ayyev—which are connected by re. Cp. Ep. 353a6 
cuvarre 6€ det tadara TeAevT? SoKotoa dpx pvopevy ved. 

b2. wAnOos: not the multitude—the common people, as 
opposed to the rulers (as Ast and Wagner)—but a large number 
(of rulers, or counsellors). 

b4. The 64, which Ast and Hermann substitute for 5¢, makes 
an awkward asyndeton. The slight irregularity caused by the 

_ introduction of two consecutive co-ordinate clauses by d€ may be 
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rendered in English by beginning the second with ‘“ No.”—rdv 
wXeiotov Tov xpovov: Burnet is the first editor who has ventured 
to restore the idiomatic tév of A and O for the vulgate 70. 

b6. Though at d 3 he calls this twelfth part of the BovAy 7d 
tpokabyuevov THS mwoAews, he does not until 760b1 use for 
them the Athenian term wpvTavers. 

b7. ev ep evi, “severally (lit. ev pépos ef Evi pnvi). (Fic. 
takes it to mean “one (part) after another.”)—The avrovs which 
Steph. and Ast print for the MS. atrots involves a change of 
subject for the infin., which is the more awkward because veiyavras 
manifestly agrees with the vague “they” or “we” which is the 
subj. of éav. (If not, they ought. to have printed atrdv as well.) 

c1-5. idvre te . . .*Tas admroxpices: Plato’s preference for 
a chiastic arrangement makes it probable that the ayyéAAevv is 
supposed to be the task of the man e€ avtns THs Toews, while 
the rvv@dverOar takes place at the interview with the tdvrue Tivi 
moGev arAoGev. 

c2. éroiuws eritvxetv, “so as to meet at short notice,” is 
epexegetic to mapéxery avtovs pdvAakas. (H. Richards would 
read etoiuous. It is hard to see how so simple a reading as 
that could have been altered to the more difficult—and recherché 
—adverb.) 

di. For padiora pév, “if possible,” ep. 830d 4; literally it 
is “for chotce.”—6tt tdxicTa qualifies aioPouevns; the early 
revelation of a seditious plot is of cardinal importance. 

d2. Winckelmann’s 6’ & explains the MS. dsa—which the vul- 
gate v0 does not—and has been rightly approved by Wagner, and 
adopted by Schanz and Burnet.—ovAdoyav te . . . Kat duadtoewr: 
avAXoyov, as Burnet writes it, is the proper correlative to 
Suadioewv ; i.e. the opposite of a duaAvors is not a abAXoyos but a 
cvAXoy7. The Greeks kept the two senses of our convocation 
distinct. Besides, this correction supplies rpoomimrovewv with 
a second fem. noun to agree with it.—These same presiding 
magistrates—this standing committee of the BovAj—is to have 
the power of convoking and proroguing all state meetings, 
regular, or extraordinary.—It is doubtful whether ras wdAcws 
depends on mpoxa@jpevov, or on ocvdrdrAoyav Kat diadicewv— 
probably on the former, in its technical sense of preside, as at 
Aristot. Pol. vi. 1322 b14 7) rpoxa@nrat Tov tA Oovs, 

e2. yvixa is temporal (“now that,” ‘“‘as soon as ever”), not 
causal, as Ficinus, Serranus, and Jowett. It may be doubted 
whether Plato ever uses nvika in a causal sense; but when used 
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temporally with a perfect tense, as here, it is nearly causal.—We 
shall learn at 760b why the twelvefold division of the country 
and city (cp. above 745 b6 ff.) was an important preliminary to 
the appointment of various magistrates. 

e 4. oixjoewy is “ private houses,” oikodop.ov “ public buildings.” 
As to the former, doubtless no houses could be built in any 
situation or style that was not approved of by the city officials. 
At Pol. vi. 1321 b19 Aristotle speaks of 9 TOV Tept TO Gor 
Syporiwv Kal idiwv (éripérera), Srws edKoopia 7. 

759a1. The usual chiasmus; the subject coming last in the 
previous enumeration is dealt with first.—vewkopovs Te Kal tepéas 
kat tepetas : here the priesthood is supposed to be separate from the 
office of vewkopos ; below at b 3f. the offices are joined. Cp. Arist. 
Pol. vi. 1322 b22 cupBaiver dé rHv emipérXciav tavtyv éviaxov 
pev eivar piav, otov ev tais puxpais roAecwv, eviayod dé rodAAas 
kal Kexwpurpevas THS tepwovtvys, oiov ... vaoptAakas. (There 
is no need to bring the two passages into line by rejecting, with 
Badham and Schanz, the re xaé in a 1.) 

a2. 0d0v: this ‘and the following genitives may be said to 
depend on apxovtwyv («idy) at a6, or to be assimilated to the 
genitives in e5 above. 

a3. Kdcpou Tov mepi Ta, TowwdTa: e.g. at Athens the doruvdpor 
had the superintendence of the scavengers (Boeckh, P.H. p. 204 
Eng. Trans.), though the word kécpos, as at line 8 below, has a much 
wider signification ; in the latter case the officials’ duties extended 
to the regulation of trade. 

a5. kal rpoacreiw: at Athens aorvvopor and ayopavdpou were 
regularly appointed, five for the city, and five for the Piraeus.— 
Ta MpoonKovTa ToAccwv, “the stateliness and decorum of a city.” 

a6. €AéoOar Sef: Stobaeus, whose quotation begins with the 
word €Aéc Oar, puts in a 5é before the dei—evidently to round off 
the quotation. Schanz, however, accepts the dé as part of the 
original, and, like Ast (who rejects deé), founds on it the (not 

unnatural) conclusion that the previous text is deficient. Ast 
supposes that before €AéoOau has fallen out a reference to the duties 
of the dyopavdpor; but this, as Stallb. says, is refuted by the fact 
that 7d vuvd) Aex Ger is declared to belong only to the doruvdpor. 
Tf the text is sound, we must suppose the rpia edn to include the 
temple officials. In that case we have again a reverse chiasmus. 
At a1 ff. the temple officials were named first, and the police last ; 
now the city and market police are dealt with first, and the temple 
officials last. 
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a7. erovopdfovra: the last time we had a participle so 
describing the action of the agent (ve(uavras 758b; cp. also 757e 5 
émikadovpevous) it was in the plural—possibly agreeing with an 
imaginary nas; here, as at b8 and cl below, it is singular— 
used, apparently, of a single vouolérns—or, perhaps, merely tuva 
or ae is to be supplied. 

a8 ff. tepav dé... Tots Geois, “temple priests or priestesses whose 
office is hereditary must not be removed; but if, as may well 
happen with such appointments in the case of newly settled people, 
either no temple or only a few temples (have priesthoods), to any 
which are unprovided with them priests and priestesses must be 
appointed to undertake for the deities the charge of the shrines,” 
With pndevi and tiv oXdtyous we must supply iepwovvar cioiv 
from the previous sentence.—ois py Kka0eoryxKor is literally “to 
any” (? tepots ; Stallb, and F.H.D. say @eois) “ to which appointment 
should not have been made.” Its meaning is made clear by the 
following xatacratéov (iepéas), Kaléornxa is virtually the perf. 
pass. of kafiornpt. It is here used as an impersonal passive like 
merovntat at Phaedr. 232a4 or the Thucydidean (ére.d2) avrois) 
maperkevaoto (i, 46). (Many emendations of the passage have 
been proposed. H. Steph. would read oAvyiorous for oAtyous ofs.— 
I think Ast was the first editor to put a comma after oA‘yous.— 
Ast would read iepwovvyn, O. Apelt ofwar, Wagner ooia tuyu7) for 
ots pw, Orelli dova for ofs, while Schanz rejects ots p2) Kafeory Kor 
altogether. Stallb. and Wagner take pydevi and oAlyous tui to 
be not temples but people (and so F.H.D.), in which case eiciv 
TaTpiat tepwovvat has to be supplied.}—Hermann was the first to 
remove the (.) or (*) from after tepéas in a8 and put it after 
dyopavopous.—matpiat is used in the sense of matpixai (which 
Ast would substitute for it). 

bi. As above at 754b1 and 755e1, L alone seems in ais 
to have preserved the true reading, Schanz does not note the fact 
that A reads ds. 

b4. The sentence tovtwy . .. ein comes almost asa oe 
in the middle of the directions about the priesthood ; hence the 
asyndeton—which Herm. wanted to remove by reading de for 6. 

b6. pecyvivras: there is a double laxity in the use of this 
word : (1) it is plur. whereas the corresponding participles on each 
side of it—érovopd(ovra, émitperovra, and arodudovta—are sing. ; 
and (2) the inf. katagrjoat, with the subj. of which it is supposed 
to agree, is not there, but has to be evolved mentally as the equi- 
valent of é€v tats Kataotacect (cp. below 760 e 6).—éjpov Kati 7 
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Sjpov: the discussion on p. 757 has prepared us to associate the 
lot with kparos Sijpov te (d3). Hence I am inclined to think 
that dios is not a local division here (as Stallb.), nor merely, as 
Ritter (p. 163), F.H.D., and A.M.A., vulgus (Ficinus’s plebs), but 
a democratic form of government, as at Aristot. Pol. iii. 1277 b 3, where 
he talks of 6 exyatos Sjpyos. The word is used almost in this 
sense above at 714d 1 djpov vixijoavra, 4 Tiva ToAuteiav GAXnv. 
In no other way, I think, can its proper meaning be assigned to 
pevyvivras or to py» Syuov.—By mpds qrdrdiav adAAjAow Plato 
signifies that the partial employment of democratic methods would 
please the wA7Gos, and prevent friction between different classes. 
The words in b5 admit of the supposition that, as in the case 
of the Senate’s election, both principles might be combined. Ast 
takes the passage to mean that the Astynomoi and Agoranomoi 
were elected entirely by vote, the priests by lot. 

b7. ev exdoty .. . woAe must mean, in this connexion, in 
each urban division (as opposed to the rural divisions).—The same 
mixed principle | of election is to be applied both in town and 
country. —For ein (Ast would read 4) ep. Goodwin, M. and T. § 330. 
—The MS. dpovody has nothing but djos to agree with it. It 
would avoid a good deal of difficulty if we could read dpovéwy 
(gen. plu. of dudvoos) for duovody, or read dpovodc. instead of 
opovowy ein. Ficinus has “ut maxima sit in omnibus consensio.”— 
Ta. TOV iepewv (= Tos iepéas) is governed by KAnpovv. 

b8. 7O Oem . . . yiyverOou, “leaving it to the god to secure 
that the appointment should be such as to please him” (not 
merely “leaving it to the god himself”). We may conclude from 
this that the lot was to be either the main or the sole agent of the 
priests’ election. 

c 3. oikjoewv: not “ families” (as Jowett), though it comes to 
much the same thing; as at Phaedo 58b the city, and at 947d 
below a funeral ceremony, are said kafapeverv, so here the dwellings 
of the priest’s father’s and mother’s families are considered as 
capable of pollution. 

c4f. d5€-seems here to be used with the force of the not un- 
common é¢ 6); “and in fact he himself, and his father and his 
mother likewise (kata tavtd—cp. 753 a 9)—must have lived free 
from all taint of blood-shedding or any such offence against Heaven.” 

c6. Here again L seems alone to have avoided the extra- 
ordinary blunder of devréepnv for d€ xp2) v6-. 

c 7. As to the office of €£nynr7js—“interpres religionum ”—cp. 
Ruhnk. Tim. s.v. 
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dl. rovrous: ie. Tots vdpors. 
d 2. pa) eAatrov efjxovta: Hermann, De vest. p. 41, says this 

restriction is the only point on which Plato differs from general 
Greek usage in the matter of the priesthood.—The following 
words, especially the txavos, admit of the supposition that there 
might be some younger priests not fully qualified. 

d 5-e 1. Adopting A? and Os correction of tpis for tpeis 
(Ficinus has ‘ ter”) in d 5, we may (freely) translate: “ Four out 
of the twelve tribes are on three (separate) occasions to elect (by 
voting) four men, each from themselves, and after duly examining 
(and thereby definitely appointing) the three (from each lot of 
four) who get most votes, must send (the remaining) nine to 
Delphi (for the oracle) to pronounce for one out of each lot of 
three” (ie. the set elected by each group of four tribes). The 
e€ avtov (d 6) leaves us in doubt whether each voter could only 
vote for men of his own tribe, or for any members of the four 
tribes of which his own was one; probably the former was the 
case.—The association of the tribes into three separate, probably 
territorial, voting-bodies of four tribes each may have been meant 
to secure that the final six should not all come from the same 
part of the country. The doxipacia is to take place in the case 
of these as well, and all vacancies occasioned either by failure to 
pass it, or by death, are to be filled—not by Delphi, but by the 
original voting-bodies—from the same source from which the 
defaulter came (e 1-3). 

d8. aveXciv=aore aveXciv, “oraculo designari” (Ast); the 
technical expression for the pronouncement of the oracle. The 
early printed edd. up to Steph. had adeAciv, but not Stob. or any 
MS.—If this explanation is right the total number of e€yyntaé 
would be six, of whom three only would be chosen by Delphi, 
(Ritter would retain tpeis in d 5 and read terpdxis for térrapas, 
or else thinks that these three latter ones form the whole body, 
and so F.H.D.; but Soxiudoavras is against this, as also the ofs av 
trEiatyn yev. WH pos.) 

el. tov xpdvov THY HAuKiav, “the age-limit.” 
e 2. tov Aurovra (rpoaipeioOucayv), “ (elect) the missing man” ; 

we should say “ fill the vacancy.” The main point is not in the 
word for elect, therefore it seems unnecessary, with Herm., to 
make it more significant and apposite by reading mpoda:peic- 
bwo av. 

e 3. re 6, as O? would write it—probably on some authority— 
seems more appropriate here than de 67. 
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e 5. rovTwy: Le. Tov TevevOv.—Coupled as it is with xaprov, 
pucOdoewv here probably means rents—doubtless grazing rents. 

760a1. tov peyiotov Tiunpdrwv: plur. for sing. as at 763 d 
6 and 756 c 3. 

a 3. xadarep 7 Twv oTpatnyov éyiyveto: cp. above 755 ¢ f. 
a7. For wepi c. gen. as a substitute for an objective gen. see 

above 685 c 2.—For tavry followed by an explanatory clause ep. 
687e8 rovro d€ .. . evyerOar deiv . . . Orws voy Fer. 

b 1. wpuravéwy: see above on 758 b 6. 
b 4. Eusebius has veveyjofw for veveunrar. . Plato doubtless 

wrote the latter. He has twice before mentioned the division of 
the rural territory into twelve equal parts (745 c 1 and 758 e 3). 
An author quoting the passage would be likely to bring this verb 
into line with the imperatives which follow.—dvA1 dé: as at 
Athens, “the tribe, as a whole, did not correspond with any con- 
tinuous portion of the territory ” (Grote, Hist. ch. xxxi. p. 60). The 
assigning of a definite portion of country to a tribe by lot is an 
ad hoc arrangement—for organizing the rural police. Moreover, 
it will be seen that the arrangement only holds for a month. The 
twelvefold division of the land for administrative purposes has 
already been referred to at 745 e1; they were probably wedge- 
shaped districts arranged round the city as a centre—as is implied 
by xixAw at d 1. 

b 5. xar’ éviavrév: either these words are not Plato’s, or they 
were written before he had matured the plan explained at d 2— 
e 3; for they are irreconcilable with that on any interpretation. 
I would therefore bracket them. 

b 6. ofov: this rather strange qualification is perhaps due to 
the fact that the officials have two titles given them.—Hermann’s 
conjecture that the MS. ¢uAdpxovs is a mistake for ppovpapxovs 
is confirmed by.twq MSS. of Eusebius—éeorw: apparently for 
e€eoTtw ; “let it be open to them,” by way of meiosis for “they 
will have to.” Is it possible that we ought to read <év> rovrous 
& éorw, “let it be their duty” ?—The natural order of the 
following words would be exdotw tov mrévte Katarefacbar 
bwdexa €k TOV vewv THS avTwov (or adTov) PAjs. It must have 
been the unusual order which gave rise to the variants dwdexdtw 
and éwééxarov for dHdexa tov. (F.H.D. would bracket tov 
TEVTE.) 

c 2. dtaxAnpwOjtw: the dia- in the verb not only describes 
the original distribution by lot of the twelve pdpia among the 
twelve dvAai, but the subsequent change of distribution described 
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by the words €xagta exdorows Kata pnva; but the subsequent 
changes were decided by a fixed rotation, not by casting lots. In 
other words the kAnpw67w, in its strict meaning, only applies to 
the first distribution, the d.a- to all the subsequent distributions 
as well. 

c 5. ppovpois te kai dpyovow: the usual chiasmus—I think 
we may conclude that both the sixty ¢povpoé and the five dpxovres 
in each tribe were all called aypovdpor. (Cp. 843 d 4 ff, and on 
e 4 below.) 

c6 ff. drws . .. xtixAw: I believe that the difficulties of this 
passage have all arisen from the improper inclusion in the text of 
the words rovs THs ywpas Térovs, which were a marginal inter- 
pretation of 7a pépyn, made by a commentator who feared that 
Ta. pépn might be taken to mean the twelve tribes. The intruding 
words were taken to be the object of weraAAdrrovras, and this 
involved either the change of the earlier edd. (and Stallb.) of 
Tov ens TOTov to TOV E&Ns Tour, or else the insertion (by Schanz) 
of eis; The comma which Burnet puts after tozovs restores Tov 
tomov as the proper obj. of eraAAdrrovras, and brings the four 
offending words into their proper place—i.e. of apposition to Ta 
Hépn—but, at the same time, reveals them as intruders.—d7ws av 
is not temporal— cum primum” (Ficinus)—but describes the posi- 
tions—or order—from which the “changes to the next lot” are to 
be made; “auf welche Weise” (Wagner), “‘ guemadmodum” (Stallb.). 

dl. ewi defi: ie. following the sun, or, as we should say, 
the hands of the clock.—¢vA7y No. I. would spend the twelfth 
month in lot No. XII. and then would begin to retrace its steps, 
beginning with lot XI. The following explanation shows that 
Plato knew of some “observers” who faced the South, and con- 
sequently had the East on their left hand. 

d5. mpds 77 xwpa stands for “besides learning the country.” 
—rTis wpas exaorns (“within the course of each season”) is a 
temporal gen. going with 7d ycyvopevor. 

G7. petaBddrXrew eis rorov means just the same as the 
previous petaAAdtrew Toop. 

e 3. I quite agree with Schanz in rejecting rods . . . emipeAnras. 
It is just such an insertion as tovs THs ywpas Torovs at ¢ 7—a 
marginal explanation that aypovdéuouvs Kal ppovpdpxovs was here 
used, as at b 6, of the five head magistrates, and did not include 
the subordinate sixty (cp. on ¢ 5 above).—It is impossible to suppose 
that the outgoing five are each to choose thirteen successors ; Le. 
that erueAntds is the subject of aipetoOar.  Ficinus’s transla- 
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tion is: “Tertio autem anno quinque alii agrorum et custodiae 
principes a primatibus tribuum deligantur ipsorum duodecim 
curatores.” The words in italics are an explanatory addition of 
the translator’s own ; his separation of the predicative éripeAnrds 
from tovs wévre makes the best that is to be made of the MS. 
text.—Some later translators take ayp. of the sixty subordinates, 
and ¢p. of the head five. Doubtless the sixty were to be renewed 
also, though he thinks it unnecessary to say so. 

e 4. dvatpiP here means “time of office.” It is in the plural 
because they passed separate periods at separate places. As a noun 
containing the notion of a verb, it has the power of governing the 
dat. T@ TOrw ExdoTw (cp. above 631d3 and 715¢7). (It would 
have been awkward to have a second ev in the sentence.) Jowett 
translates, “ while on service at each station.” 

e6. tadpevovras : for the construction cp. 759 b 6. 
e7. drockdmrovras does not seem to be used of a different 

operation from that described in tadpevovras, but amplifies the 
notion by adding, in the azo-, the mention of its purpose. The 
ditches are to serve as impediments to the foe. (Is it possible 
that tadpetdw may also have meant “ raise embankments ” ?)—The 
MS. reading ev otxodopjpacw . . . eipyovres is naturally inter- 
preted by Jowett “confine in fastnesses (the evil-disposed)”— 
though Ficinus avoided this conclusion by a vague “ turribus et 
claustris pro viribus circumductis.” But this notion is quite 
foreign to the passage, which—from e5 to 761a3—is solely 
occupied with precautions against attack by a foreign foe. Also 
such summary imprisonment as these words would describe is not 
likely to have been in the powers of any rural police. Clearly 
Schneider’s evorxodopyjpacw is the right reading ; évocxodopety is 
used, like the Lat. inaedifiewre, for “to block wp.” The noun then 
will mean walls built across ravines to block the way. (Ast and 
Stallb. would take év as denoting the instrument, and oix. to 
mean any structure designed as a fortification.—Herm. proposed 
evorkooopnpaciw independently.) 

761 a2. Tov oixeiwy . . . exAeyopéevors, “avoiding their busy 
times as much as possible”; lit. “picking out their leisures from 
their own work.” The “pregnant” use of leisure for time of leisure 
is like that of eg. aicOnow (with mapéxewv) in the sense of 
opportunity for seeing. 

a8, de 5): summarizing, “and in short.”—I unhesitatingly 
adopt. Burnet’s pév for the MS. ev: (1) év Trois é€xOpois is 
nonsense here, as the scribe of O saw ; (2) we want a peév for the 
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following de; (3) after the final p of zovety an p was likely to 
fall out. As to its position see Burnet, Pref. to vol. v. 

a6. The rain-water is to be diverted from flooding the crops 
and conducted by artificial channels and dykes into reservoirs. 

b 2. eipyovras is subordinate to eripeovpevovs.—tappedpacry : 
not dykes in the sense of embankments, but channels for drawing 
off the water from the reservoirs in the desired directions. 

b 3. xaradexdpevar Kat rivovoat: the former participle refers 
to the water which remains above ground in the kotAas varas and 
which goes off as vapata or rotapoé, the latter to the water which 
the ground absorbs and gives off in springs (kpjva). 

b 5. It is perhaps permissible to wonder whether Plato did not 
write mpovetoat, not rovotoat here.—xal, “ even.” 

b6. rnyata (vdara): this adj. is used to denote the clear water 
from spring or lake, as opposed to the turbid storm-torrent (cp. 
above on 736b)—The language of the whole of this hastily 
written passage (b 6—d 3) more resembles the latter than the former. 

b6f. tad Te wynyaia voara xrXr., “and that, enhancing the 
beauty of the clear water, whether stream or spring, by planta- 
tions and stone structures, and collecting the streams in rock- 
channels, they may ensure abundance, and, by means of artificial 
runnels, should any sacred grove or consecrated enclosure be 
near, may add to their charm by discharging their streams at 
every season of the year into the very interior of the temples of 
the Gods.” 

b 7. koopovrtes: there is a change of subject here, from the 
vara. to the rural engineers. 

c2. adOova wavra seems to have been a common phrase for 
abundance. Cp. Plut. Conv. Disp. iv. 4 (667 .¢) Kai ocvvoveias 
TovovvTar pet GAAHAwWY ev apOdvors Taot.—Kal” ExdoTas Tas 
pas: not “to suit the seasons,” “pro singulis anni tempori- 
bus” (Schn.), “je nach den einzelnen Jahreszeiten ” ae ), but 
simply “at all seasons” (Jowett)—even the driest. 

c3. L again alone has the right reading, aAcos. he and 
probably O, had Sdcos, a mistake easily to be accounted for by 
the similarity between A, A and A.—zepi ravra: ie. in the neigh- 
bourhood of the zorapés or Kpiv7. 

c4. adeevov MSS. ; as dvinys is often used of the consecration 
of men or animals, Ast, followed by all subsequent editors, except 
Winckelmann and Burnet, rightly altered this to dvepevov. It 
is possible that Plato used the more out-of-the-way compound 
on purpose. On the other hand, the occurrence of aduevtes just 
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afterwards in its natural sense is in favour of dvewpévov, and 
provides a possible account of the source of the error.—Schanz 
rightly rejects the difficult 7 in c4. Cp, below 958d 4.—TI 
accept Stallb.’s and Burnet’s punctuation whereby aivra goes closely 
with ra TOv Dedy tepa. 

ce 5. xoopaor: a final revision would scarcely have left this 
word so soon after koopovvtes; its object is dAcos 7) Témevos 
understood.—(The Ziirich edd. adopt the reading wdpeias of the 
Ven. MS. 3, making it the object of rowow, and Madvig would 
insert a te after et in c3.)—yvuvdoww xrX.: since Ficinus all 
translators (as far as I know), in spite of the natural meaning of the 
particles in ¢ 6, treat the gymnasia and the baths as two separate 
institutions—the former for the young men themselves, the latter for 
their elders. Ficinus, however, follows the litera] sense of Plato’s 
words, according to which the young men are to make the gym- 
nasia (¢6) “not only for themselves, but for old men as well,” 
and they are to do this by adding (not only a frigidariwm, which 
all gymnasia would have, but also) a tepidarium. This would 
render the institution a boon to the old and “to the sick and the 
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toil-worn.” I would even insert a comma after yépovor to make 
this plain. 

¢7. Vat. 1029 (Bekker’s Y) omits Qepyd, and Naber would 
reject it—rightly, I think. The mention of the supply of fire- 
wood is enough by itself to show that hot baths are meant. The 
expression yepovtika Aovtpd is quoted by Pollux, Onom. ii. 13, p. 
158.—With the use of the adj. Stallb. cps. that of fevuxad with 
Oeparetpara at 71847, and with duaprijpara at 730 a4. 

dil. Ii is hard to piece together these disjointed jottings. 
ex ovnoe: (“ with a view to their amendment”) seems to go closely 
with dexopéevous edpevas, and te». . Kai to connect KapvovTwv 
vorots (cwpata) and TeTpupeva Tovors TWpaTa. 

d3. de€v: Winckelmann has undoubtedly recovered the 
original word for us in changing the MS. & é£uv to dew. Its 
construction is that of a “‘ cognate” acc. with deyouevovs—as at 
Eur. L.A. 1182 defdpcba deEw jv oe deEacOar xpedv. As to 
iatpov, perhaps it is best, with Stallb., to take it as “nota brevilo- 
quentia dictum pro 7 dé£iv iatpod pi) rdvu oddov.” Another 
possibility is to take ‘arpovd p. m7. a. to stand “ pregnantly” for 
“than treatment by a poor physician.” Ficinus translates: ‘ quae 
sane curatio longe melior est quam medici parum periti medela.” 
We should say: “a visit to the bath is much more efficacious than 
a visit to a poor physician.” 
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d5. pera raw.as ovdayy axapitov: a pregnant use of the 
preposition ; “and will provide the means of delightful recrea- 
tion.”——-The connexion of ideas between zatdud and o7ovdr seems - 
to be this: “ The aypovduou have to provide recreation for them- 
selves and others—but they have also work to do which is no 
play ; they have to risk their lives in our defence.” 

d6. wept tavra is quite general: “(the serious part) of their 
business.” —rovs €€jkovta: the sixty young subordinates from 
each tribe. 

d8. ye:rovwv refers, I think, to neighbouring foreigners, so 
that dAAos aAXov in the following line does not apply to them, 
but only to the natives—rov ddAXAwv woditdv; if this is so, 
ye-rovwv is short for nv tis yertévev adtKy. 

e2. avtovs, “ by themselves.” 
e3. peta tov dWdexa, “cum duodenis” (Schneider); cp. below 

762e9. This must mean that each of the five dpovpapyxor of the 
tribe associated his twelve young subordinates with him to form 
the tribunal ; its numbers would then be sixty-five. The follow- 
ing Tovs ertaxaidexa is doubtless rightly rejected by Hug as a 
hasty comment of someone who simply added together twelve and 
five. There is nothing to make us think that only one lot of twelve 
was thus associated with the five @povpapyo.. The tov with 
5wdexa, implies that the number had been mentioned before. 
This was only done at 760b7, and no subsequent mention has 
been made of any particular twelve. 

e5. duxdfev kat apxew: the arrangement is remarkable, 
because it is not chiastic. 

e6. 7Ajv ... Bacirewv, “except those quasi-regal judges 
whose judgement is final.” For réAos éritiOevac in this sense cf. 
below, 767a 4, and 768 b6 (réXos xpivev), 957 b 4. 

e7. The acc. tovs aypovopouvs has nothing to govern it. He 
starts as if ovesdioréov or deiv overdi¢ery were to follow, and ends 
with oveidn heperOwoay as if a nom. had preceded. 

762a1. AapBavew cai pépew: a variety of adyew Kat pepe. 
At Rep. 574a3 qépecy is used alone in this sense.—tov (partitive) 
is, I think, neut., and refers to the iro(iy.a and oikerat mentioned 
at 760e9. Already there it was intimated that the “commandeer- 
ing” was not to be quite arbitrary. 

a2. edv ... dddvtwv, “if they accept a present offered with 
corrupt motives.” Plato’s custom is to put mapa with the gen. of 
the person from whom a thing is received, but here it would be 
inconvenient to put in wapd, so he takes advantage of the fact 
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that the person is expressed by a participle, which might count as 
a gen. abs., and leaves it out. 

a3. 7) [kal dixas] ddixws Siavépwor: the fact that O gives 7 
adikws as a variant for adi/kws, suggests that there was a MS. read- 
ing which rejected xat déxas, and supplied t from a2 with dua- 
véuwot. This I believe to be the true reading: diaveuev is the 
natural counterpart of déyer Oar, but décas Svaveecy is not a natural 
expression at all—rais péev Owreiats vreixovtes, “if they fall 
victims to corruption.” 

a4. dveidn depeoOwouv: probably this degradation would 
inyolye disqualification as magistrates. Their names would be 
removed from the rolls. 

a6. For the “‘neighbours’” courts see below 766 e 3 ff.and 956 c2. 
a7. exdvres is contrasted with the following édv pi) ’OéAwow 

(uréxev). The smaller suits can only be settled by the rural 
tribunal with the defendant’s consent. 

bl. 76 peOiotacGar ... «is Erepov Térov is not governed by 
mirtevovres, but is dative of instrument with arodevéeio Gar. 

b2. devyovres: as Ast says, this is a pun; ‘while they are 
defendants in the suit” is what the word means technically—as we 
might say, “ hoping that as defendants they may defend themselves 
successfully.” 

b3. A alone gives tovrw mepirayydvev for tottwv répe X., 
and it is uncorrected.—Aayxaverv, “must proceed”; infinitives 
alternate with imperatives in much the same sense. 

b4. I agree with Burnet that L (again) with A? and O? 
preserves in dixas the right reading, and that A and O, and the 
edd. who follow them (Herm., Ziirr., Wagner, and Schanz) go 
wrong in reading dixas. dikas or dixnv may easily have been 
left out by the author after Aayxdverv here—in spite of the fact 
that A. is not used elsewhere without dc«nv in this sense in Plato 
—seeing that év tais . . . dixars follows.—The xowal Sixau were 
presumably the city courts. 

b6. ra dvo ern, “during their two years (of office).” 
b 7. ka? Exdorovs Tovs TOrovs : this leaves it vague whether there 

was one “mess” for each local division, or more than one. It is 
conceivable that each of the five leaders, with his twelve subordinates, 
formed a separate mess, but, as Tov apxdvTwy, and not Tov apxov- 
Tos, are spoken of, in the next line but one, as having power to 
dispense with attendance, or make other arrangements, it is more 
probable that the sixty-five messed together. 

c4. édy drofijvwow airév, “if they take cognizance of his 
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offence” ; arodaivew is used as “to name” is used as a technical 
term in the House of Commons. The following words describe 
the process by which this is done. It is implied that the five 
might overlook an offence in one of the sixty, though, as we see 
below, the juniors were to show the seniors no mercy. (Ficinus 
translates aropijvwotv by damnent.) 

c5. “ And post him in the Agora as a deserter.” 
c6. 7d eavTov pépos, ‘quantum in se sit” (Fic.). 
d1. dtipwpytws qualifies coAaferGw, not KoAdfev.—If Plato 

meant both the avrov of the MSS. and airés to stand—which is 
doubtful—his object was to emphasize the fact that in the case of 
the apyovres there was no one whose orders or permission could 
excuse absence ; avTds would then be “on his own authority, 
ultro.”——Probably avr@v is a mistake for a?. 

d 2. There isa delicate pefwous about eripeAcio Oar, “attend to.” 
d4. (ui) eweEvwv is subordinate to the preceding participles : 

“he who notices or hears of it without indicting the offender.” 
a5. wepi x7A.: a striking instance of an explanatory asyndeton. 

It tells us what “the severer (zAeiove) penalty ” was. 
d 6. 7Tuudc8w MSS. Schanz is very likely right in substituting 

for this the more technical 7TiudaOw (cp. Rep. 553 b td cvKodar- 
TOV 7) aroGavovTa 7 exrecdvTa 7) atTyswhevta). The offender is 
to be disqualified from ever again holding office over any of the young 
aypovopwo.—rtovTwv:; neuter; “the vowoptvAakes mustpay strict 
attention to such lapses. If they can’t prevent them, they must 
at least be sure that they are duly punished.” Then follows a 
most valuable little rpoofusov on the philosophy of authority and 
government in general. The asyndeton makes it the more im- 
pressive. (Stobaeus’s d€, which Ast adopts, is a natural error.) 
“ Believe me—I wish everybody would believe me—that there is 
not a man living who will ever make a good master without being 
a servant first ; and no success as a ruler can bring a man so much 
honour and credit as loyal service, first of all to the laws,—for 
therein he serves the gods—and next, while he is young, to all 
elders and superiors.” | 

e5. as tavtnv Tots Oeois otcav dovAciayv: this construction 
is here felt to be an expansion of the simple dovAciay used as the 
“ace. of the inner object” with SovAetew; ws with a noun and 
participle in the acc. can, however, by itself be used in the sense 
of “under the idea that.” So at Phaedo 109d ws... Ta doTpa 
xwpovvra, and Rep. 345e dAAa po Ody airodow ws ovxi avToiowy 
opeAtav éoopevnv €k TOU Gpxewv GAA Tois apxXopeévors.—For the — 
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dat. tots Oeots, depending directly on the noun dovAéiayv, cp. above 
on 760e4. For the statement itself cp. on 715 ¢ 4 ff. 

e6. kal evtiuws BeBiwxdor: as Wordsworth says, “we live 
by admiration.” The veneration felt by the young “ squire” for 
the distinguished veteran who commands him is half his training. 
—Burnet preserves the letters of the MS. erecta ef in writing 
ére:it det; Stobaeus has ézecra det, and so Schanz. All edd. 
before Schanz print évecra alone. 

e 7. Schanz would follow Ast in rejecting tots véovs, but 
though. unnecessary it comes in quite naturally as the (super- 
fluous) correlative of rots per Putépous. 

e8. The MS. reading amdpov, if right, means “ poverty- 
stricken,” “scanty,” “ penurious”; at 680d 8 we had azopia in 
the sense of dearth. But, though I do not think amdpov im- 
possible here, I believe O. Apelt (p. 11) is right in reading azvpov 
for it. Plutarch (Bellone an pace etc. ch. vi. p. 349 A) uses arvpa 
citia of the meagre fare of soldiers on a campaign, as contrasted 
with the rich diet allowed to a chorus in training. This meaning 
exactly suits our present passage—For yeyevyevov eivar as a 
substitute for yeyedoOa cp. Brerovoas efvar at 63143, and 
Brérovr’ eivat at 963a3, for Berev.—For Tov Tov aypovopwv 
yeyovora cp. on 754d 4. 

e9. ot dHdexa: ie. the five lots of twelve each—“ duodent” 
(Schneider) ; the same who are called rovs e€jKovta at d 3 above. 
(Cp. on 761 e 3.) 

€10. BovrcverOucay ds... ovx eEovory, “they must reckon 
on not having.” 

763a1. ofdvrep, like ofov at Charm. 153 a 2, and ofa at Critias 
113e 3, is utpote—“cum famuli sint” (Schneider). 

a2. ex is lit. “from among”—“and they must not (seek aid) 
from the neighbouring farmers and villagers, and use their 
slaves, etc.” 

a4. dca cis ta Syyoova stands for ert tocatta doa eis Ta 
Sypboid erry (banpetipata).—ra & aAAa: other tanperjpara, 
that is, than those done for the sake of the public. To mark 
this I have changed the colon before ta to a comma. dAda is 
governed by Staxovovytés 7. k. 6. 

a6. I have ventured to bracket eavrois. There is nothing in 
it which has not already been expressed by aivroi 6c atrov. For 
the collocation of act. and pass. cp. 69746 pucovytes pucovvrar, 
I have also marked the fact that dvefepevvwipevor brings a change 
of subject matter by putting a dash instead of a comma before pds. 
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b2. ovdevds €Aarrov, “as important as any”; he is, doubt- 
less, not thinking here of the educational value of the study— 
as he was in his panegyric of mathematics at 747 b—but only 
of the value of the information itself. 

b5. aAAns, “attendant”; we must supply xdpiv from b3, 
with the genitives. 

b7f. cite Tus... TOVTO tpocayopevur, “ while calling them xp. 
or ay., or whatever he likes ” ; i.e. “ under whatever name he prefers, 
let each man do his best to protect his country.” With tovro 
Tporayopevwv %, calling them by that name ”) Stallb. eps. Symp. 
212c TovTov otv Tov Adyov .. . OTe Kab Ory Xaipers ovopatwy, 
rovro ovopate. (Though éritndevérw governs 7d emirydevpa, 
supplied from b6, Ast is wrong in saying that tovro refers to 
éruTnoevpa.) As the Spartan xpvumreta, mentioned above at 
633 b9, was a similar kind of service to that of the aypovopor, 
it is natural to refer to it here. As the exhortation seems to be 
specially addressed to the rank and file of the aypovépor, it is not 
likely that, as Orelli suggests, Timaeus’s (and Photius’s) trmaypéras 
ought to be substituted for xpumrovs, for that word is said (by 
Tim.) to be the title of a (probably) high official. 

c3. 7d dé peta TovTO... Hv éemdpevov, “next in our 
election of magistrates came that of the Agoranomoi and Asty- 
nomoi.” aipesews depends on peta tovto; ep. Symp, 217e1 
PEX pL devpo TOU Adyov, and similar genitives with évrava. 
dyopavopov méps and aor. wéps are periphrases for the simple 
gen. (cp. above on 685 2), so that 76 d-yopavopioy mépu stands for 
7) TOV ayopavépwv, and is the subj. to jv exduevov. (Possibly 
the 76 was, by a slovenly conversational laxity of construction, 
allowed to do double duty: (1) to form the adverbial 7d peta 
rovro, and (2) to go, as above explained, with dyopavopwv répu.) 
—As to the reading, I believe Burnet’s is the right solution of 
the difficulty. All other MSS. but A, and all the printed edd. 
have aotuvipwv iv npiv eropevov, but in A Hv is in an erasure 
which is too big for it. In the margin stands tpecy (“ cum vitii 
nota,” Schanz). Burnet naturally supposes that rpew originally 
stood in A where now 7v stands, and further conjectures that it 
was a clumsy scribe’s version of an indistinetly written wept hv. 
—The 7jv refers to 760 b 1. 

c 5. Bekker substituted ye for the MS. re, which is certainly 
wrong; Ast would simply reject it. We may conjecture that 
the insertion of ye after dypovouors improved the rhythm of the 
sentence; it is hard to see how it improved its meaning.—It is 
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strange that the three aorvvdpuor should be said to correspond in 
function to the sixty subordinate aypovdyuor of each tribe, rather 
than to the five fpovpapyo.. They, like the five, were elected, 
while the sixty were selected by their superiors. We are not 
told that they had any subordinates, nor what was the length of 
their period of office. We may conclude from 760a6f. that the 
military officials undertook the defence of the city; so that the 
dorvvopot would be relieved of the military part of the duties of 
the dypovopo.. 

c7. émipeXovpevor is subordinate to prpotpevor. It explains 
_ wherein the resemblance lies—tov kata Td dotv: ie. those main 

and cross streets which lay wholly within the city, while those 
next mentioned are the “extensions” (rerapevwv) within the 
city of the main thoroughfares converging from different parts 
of the country. 

dl. kara vopovs: the city was not to be allowed to build 
itself anyhow. 

43. teGeparevpeva: the same care which the dypovopor 
(ot hpovpovyres) bestowed on the quality and conduct of the water 
outside the city walls, will be expected from the dorvvdmou within 
the city. 

a4. xoopy: cp. above 761¢5 Kxoopdo., of the decorative 
effect of fountains and streams and pools.—xai tovtous: a 
reference to the importance of the office of aypovduol, implied 
above in cl f. 

a5. dvvarovs: not, I think, as Ast, Schneider, and Wagner 
(and F.H.D.), divites, proceres, but, as Jowett, “men of ability.” 

“It does not follow that because, as e.g. at Thucyd. viii. 21, ot 
duvatot could be used to denote “the rich,” ‘‘the upper class,” 
Suvarés by itself could mean “rich.” As is explained by Plato 
at Prot. 351a1ff., a man becomes duvards partly by training; 
the requisite training, and the “leisure” would be more likely 
to be found in men of the highest class, hence the 6 in d6. 
Besides, the xai before tovirovs would then mean that the 
povpapxor were to come from the highest class. Fic. does not 
take dvvarovs absolutely, but joins it, like oyoAd(ovras, with 
emtpeXdcio Oat, and he is very likely right. 

d6. A comparison of e4f. shows that the plur. ryujpara is 
here used (as at 756c 3 and 760a 1) as a variant for the singular 
—and shows also that it is the aarvvopor, and not their proposers, 
who are to come exclusively from the highest property class,— 
mwas avip=6 PovAdcuevos. 
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A7f. diaxepotovnfervtwv . . . yiyvwvtat, “when a show of 
hands has decided between the candidates, and you have found 
the six who have most votes.” I think duayxep. is gen. abs. 
with the subj. left out, and that kai is explanatory—i.e. intro- 
duces a more detailed account of the same process described by 
Suaxerp. The subj. to adixopevwv is the antecedent to ois. 
Where the Greek says when those who have most votes 
(xetpotovias has to be supplied with aAeciorar) “ come to sia,” 
we should say “ when you come to the six, etc.” In both cases 
the coming is metaphorical. (It would spoil the sentence to put 
in xpiow, with MHeindorf, or—rather better—eféeracw with 
Winckelmann, after eis.) 

e2. ois rtottwy émieAés: probably, as Ritter says, the 
mpttavers. R. cps. 758d 2 ff. aud 755 e 4. 

e 3. Here again, in avrots L alone among our MSS. preserves 
the right reading; A and O have avrovs. 

e6 ff. deka... aropnvac: Aldus’s insertion of ex before 
tov GAAwv, adopted by all editors, leaves the main difficulty 
of this passage untouched. After the preceding words no descrip- 
tion of the process of the election of the Agoranomoi is needed ; 
if given, it should repeat the substance of d 7 ff. duaxyerporovnbev- 
Tov... eriwedes. But our text, in reading XevporovylerTas, 
introduces an unheard-of novelty. It makes the elected ten 
themselves select by lot five from among their number, and 
proclaim their appointment. Ficinus has: “quippe de decem qui 
ceteros suffragio superarint quinque sorte designentur, et com- 
probati magistratus declarentur.” This suggests a reading déxa 
tov adXAwv mpoxetpotovnfevtwy (or mpokpiOevtwv). The view 
that dAAwy is governed by a word denoting preference is sup- 
ported by the reading of L and O (which is also that of A2) 7 
Tov dAdwv. This variant I take to be due to a marginal 7% oi. 
dAXou, intended to explain tov dAAwv. I think the best course 
here is to bracket dexa . . . aropnvar; the next best merely to 
read déxa TOv GAAwY TpoxXEeLpoTovnFEvTwY, in either case rejecting 
Aldus’s ék. | 

e8. yeupotoveirw dé mas mdavta: these words are difficult. 
If we apply them to the election of the Agoranomoi they intro- 
duce a further contradiction of yiyv. tiv aiperw Kabdrep 1) TOV 
dotuvopwv. Besides, what can be the result of an election where 
“every voter votes for every candidate”? The only way out of 
this difficulty is to suppose that every member of the voting 
assembly was bound, under penalty, to lift up his hand ether for 
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or against each of the wpoBadAdpevor. But we have no other 
reason to assume that there was any such process as voting against 
a candidate. I therefore think the words mean that every 
member of the voting assembly is to vote at the election of every 
official; ie. whether it be for Agronomoi, or Astynomoi, or 
Agoranomoi. It will be observed that the risk of having to pay 
the large fine of fifty drachmas need not be run by any member 
of the two lower classes, for he may absent himself from the 
assembly with impunity (764a3 ff.). (Ficinus translates rdvta 
by quemlibet. Jowett takes ravra to be “all the ten.” Ritter 
mentions—to reject it—the possibility that the following 6 pj 
*PéXwv means “the (elected candidate) who refuses to serve.”) 

76443. «is exxkAnoiav Kai tov Kowdv ctAXoyov: this seems 
to be a general direction applying to deliberative as well as voting 
assemblies; and this gives some support to the assumption just 
made that the yep. as tavra was of general application, and did 
not refer to one election alone. 

a7. tT. may perhaps have arisen from dittography of the follow- 
ing 7, and Schanz rejects it. If genuine, it is an adverbial acc. 
of inner object—“ unless the magistrates issue some sort of order.” 

b 1. rods dé 87) dyopavépovs, “to go back to the Agoranomoi.” 
Se dy recognizes that there has been a digression. 

b7. avtois, “by themselves,” as at ¢ 3 below. 
c 6. exarépwv depends, I think, not on dpxovras (“of each of 

the two subjects”), but on ditrovs (“two sets of each kind of 
official”); there would thus be four kinds altogether. 

¢7. avrwv, if correct, must mean “in the subjects”; i.e. music 
and ‘gymnastic. avrjs, which is the reading of L and which 
Ed. Lov. and Steph. print, seems to mean “ (of education) proper,” 
as distinguished from the public contests which tested it. It 
would be interesting to know where a’rav came from; its only 
warrant to us is Cod. Voss., a late hand in A, and a somewhat 
earlier one in O. I believe L again is right. For this use of 
avrns cf. b7 andc3. [F.H.D. prefers airdy as the more difficult 
reading. |—The fact that raidefas . . . aywviotikns was omitted 
beth in O and in A is prima facie evidence that one of the two 
MSS. was copied from the other. But (1) they may both have 
been copied from the same original, or (2) from MSS. which 
shared the omission, or (3) the omission, of which the cause is 
patent, might have been made independently by the scribes of 
both.—With the second racde‘as, as with dywvias in d 3, we ought, 
I think, to supply apxovras from the preceding sentence, 
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c8 ff. yupvaciwv Kat diWackadeiwv éemipeAntdas: these words 
count as a titular designation, and kdapov . . . Kopov are loosely 
tacked on to part of it, ie. to érueAnras: “by superintendents 
of education the Law means overseers of gymnasia and schools, to 
look after both their outward seemliness and the instruction given 
in them, and the regulation of these matters, and to regulate the 
attendance and residence of boys and girls.” (Stallb. would 
make yvpv. and dudacx. depend on the genitives which depend on 
exyseAntds.)—Stephanus’s correction of the MS. ddacKxadvov 
to diudacxareiwy (cp. 804¢3) is supported by the reading 
didacKkaXriwv in Vat. 1029. 

dil. xocpov is used, I think, of the dignity and beauty of the 
buildings and other surroundings of the places of education. It 
will be remembered that at Rep. 401) ff. Plato attaches great 
importance to the beauty of the surroundings in which a child 
learns. (F.H.D. prefers arrangement, Jowett “ order.”) 

d 2. otxjoewv: not, I think, as Jowett, “lodging,” ie. home 
accommodation ; this would hardly fall within the sphere of the 
Education Authority. Its connexion with ¢o:tjcewy suggests 
that it means that the education official should assign pupils to the 
several schools according to residence—should see, in other words, 
that each child went to the school nearest its home, and that 
there was a school within easy reach of every home. Hermann’s 
ackynoewy which Schanz adopts, denotes a part of the subject 
which has been already mentioned—i.e. the raiSevors itsel{—and 
does not come well in connexion with “the going to and from 
school.” 

3. dywvias: both A and O first wrote dyavas here. Such 
a mistake could hardly be made independently. It seems to have 
been corrected early in both MSS., and probably existed in the 
MS. or MSS. from which they were copied.—This branch of the 
fovouKhsS Kal yupvartiKns apxovres might incidentally serve as 
“examiners” of the schools and superintendents of their public 
displays, but their main duty was with adults. The word aywvia 
is here used generally of all public contests, though at d 5 (if the 
reading is correct) it is used, as at Meno 94), of gymnastic contests 
only. On the other hand a@Anrais in d4 is rather unusually 
applied to competitors in “musical” dy@ves as well as to those 
in gymnastic ¢ontests. 

d5. Stallbaum suggested that we ought to read aya@vas for 
aywviav here, The suggestion gets some little support from the 
mistaken aywvas at d 3, but still leaves the sharp contrast between 
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the restricted meaning of dywviay in d 5 and the general meaning 
of dywvias in d3. I am more inclined to bracket epi p. 
adAXovs as a (quite unnecessary) marginal comment. The words 
add nothing to what was said at d3f. &y tre . . . aOAnrais. 

a6. avOpmérwv te kai imrwv: Ast notices that Plutarch 
(Symp. Probl. ii. 5, 639¥) remarks that the horse is the only 
animal which can share with man the distinction won in athletic 
contests, because he alone shares in the discipline and danger of 
the soldier. (Plutarch is arguing that the true significance of all 
games is that they are pipjpata Twv ToAEULKOV.) 

a7. rots mepi povwdiav te Kal pupntixyny, “artists who 
perform by themselves”; povwdiav is the emphatic word. 
Dramatic representations are not mentioned ; probably because, 

for reasons given in the Republic, they were to be prohibited. 
e2. The loose style of this classification, and its minuteness, 

are characteristic of the Laws, The author's first object is not to 
settle precisely the divisions of povovxy or yupvactiKy, but to 
give a gas indication of the duties of the ‘Ministry of 
Education.” Hence he resumes what he had begun to say at d7 
by an unnecessary repetition of erépovs. At first sight Stallbaum’s 
rejection of this second érépovs—he thinks it was a gloss on 
aAXovs—seems to regularize the sentence completely ; but then it 
is discovered that pawwdav, and the four other genitives with it, 
are left rather awkwardly stranded, because we are then obliged 
to take a@AoGéras (as a secondary pred.) with tods avtovs in d6 
as well as with erépovs in d7, whereas with the second erepovs 
the informal “ resumption” serves to show what had been left out 
in the previous expression, without putting it all into grammatical 
order. 

e3. The arrangement of subjects is chiastic as usual. 
e4f. waidudv: we have no word for this display of a delighted 

and delightful activity, in which the delight is heightened by the 
restraints imposed by the artistic sense. With us a game implies 
skill, and therefore practice and training, but not necessarily that 
satisfaction of the artistic instincts which was associated with the 
Greek wasdud as here used.—ev opyjoece . . . provorxy): I follow 
Ficinus in taking this prepositional adjunct to be a qualification 
of watduav; this would be made quite clear if, as I think we 
ought, we read ytyvopuevynv for the hardly construable yryvopevy 
ine5. (Wagner and Jowett take the words with apyxovtas.) 
Fic. has ‘‘Primum igitur in chori ludo, ubi viri pueri et puellae 
tripudio ceterisque musicae modis exercentur, principes eligendi.” 
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—rdfis is “system,” “systematic arrangement,” what we should 
call the rules of the Musician’s art, not merely (as Wagner and 
Jowett) the ordering and arrangement of the performance by the 
apxovtes. (Reading yuyvouevnv), we may translate: “as dis- 
played in dancing and the whole round of artistic manifestation.” 
—rovs dapxovras: the plural is quite general, “the authority.” 
It is necessary to use the plural as long as the number is not 
definitely ascertained, even though it may turn out to be only one. 

e6. The mistake of ixavas for ixavds must have been an early 
one; A Land O all three have it; only A corrected it. Schanz 
believes that A had ixavds to begin with, though he admits some 
disturbance in the MS. at the syllable -ds. (Possibly the text once 
was ixavos de exe.) 

765a2. 4: at 721b1 émeddv éerav W Tis TpidkovTa shows 
that tpiakovta yeyovas etov would be good Greek. There is 
therefore no necessity with Ast (and Schanz) to reject the 7 here. 
—eicaywyevs: this title denotes the official as the man to whom 
all intending competitors must apply; who would certify their 
right to compete, and assign them their order (cp. diafetnpa 
below), as well as decide the result (rjv dudkpiow diddvaz). 

a4, It would have seemed simpler to us if he had said etcayw- 
yevs Te eivat kal . . . amodiddva; as it is we must take Te Kai as 
coupling eicay. and drodidots, and take eivae with them both.— 
diaernpa: this title cannot be supposed to imply any placing of 
the members of the chorus in a proper position—that duty would 
fall to the Choragus. 

a5. doou pev pirodpovus ery yKaot rept Ta TovavTa, “ quicum- 
que haec studia adamarunt” (Schneider); ie. “devote themselves 
to the subject.” Ficinus has “qui huic rei vacant.” Is it possible 
that he read cxoAd(over, and that our drAoppoves exx Kao was 
originally a marginal interpretation of it? At b1 these musical 
devotees are called ot ezrevpou. 

a8. Kai tiv mpoBoAry di) Tdv atpovpevoy Ex TOV EpTreipuv 
mounteov, “in proposing a name too, the elector must take one 
from the class of musicians.” 

bl. & te... Greipos 6 Aaxwv: I think the dictionaries are 
wrong in assigning to katnydépypya here the meaning objection, and 
to arnydpnua the meaning “defence.” Katnyopeiv is used by Plato 
in the sense of assert, declare, while the force of dz- is constantly 
that of rejection. The author’s decided fondness for chiasmus too 
is an argument on the same side. twv pév are the challengers, 
Tov O€ the defenders. Ficinus has: “una haec approbatio repro- 
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batioque habeatur” (though he alters the order of the subsequent 
clause because the chiasmus does not suit the Latin idiom). 

b 4. The sole result aimed at by the doximacia is to get the 
best musician of the ten selected candidates. I would therefore, 
retaining Stephanus’s comma, which Burnet has reinserted after 
SoxipacGeis, reject (Ast’s) comma before it. In Adyy Soxpacbets 
the participle is as significant as Adyy, and the words mean 
“succeeds in passing the examination and (so) gets the appointment.” 
Otherwise ds av Adyy is a lame repetition of the information 
conveyed by 6 Aaxwv in b3. (Heindorf thinks twy has fallen out 
before déxa; on the other hand Hermann, at c6 below, would 
remove the twv which the text has there. If either change be 
thought necessary, I should prefer Hermann’s.—F.H.D. thinks 
doxipacGeis a gloss.) 

b5. xara taira 6¢. . . 6 Aayov Ti Kpiow : two controversies 
divide interpreters of this passage. (1) In the first place it is 
disputed whether (a) dpyérw governs povwdiov Te kal cvvavALov— 
as it does the corresponding twv xopwv in the preceding sentence ; 
or whether (6) pov. and ovvavAiwv depend on the preceding 
Kpio.v—in other words whether tov adixopevwv eis Kpiow refers 
(a) to the candidates who are “examined” for the office of dpywv 
or aOAoGEerns povmdidy, or (b) to the competitors in musical ayoves. 
Ficinus, Ast,and Stallbaum take the former view; Wagner, Schneider, 
and Ritter the latter. The previous tov xopdv apyxétw, the 
importance attached in the case of the corresponding election to 
the doxipacia, the kpiovv in d 1, the tense of adixopevwv and the 
number of pov. and cvvavAvwv are all arguments in favour of (a), 
The main reasons against (a) are that the final words «is... 
6 Aaxov Tv Kpiow are tautological and somewhat otiose ; also the 
position of rdv éviavTdv éxetvov is peculiar, and the meaning of 
Aayov strained. Whichever view be taken, no great harm is done 
to the general tenor of the passage.—But (2) those who in the 
second controversy hold, with Stallbaum, Susemihl and Jowett, 
that eis robs Kpitas arod.ibovs . .. Tv Kpiow means that the aXo- 
Gerns povwdidv is not to decide between competitors, but to refer 
the decision to another body, stultify the whole description of these 
elections, The one most important function of all these Presidents 
is undoubtedly to judge at the contests (see e.g. 76543). The 
term a6XoGérns itself proves it. Wagner gets out of the difficulty 
by rejecting eis tods . . . 6 Aaxev THY Kpiow, and Schanz follows 
him. Ficinus, Ast, Schneider, Wagner, and Ritter refer the words, 
as undoubtedly they ought to be referred, to the doxipacia to be 
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passed by each of the ten selected candidates, and as such, though 
somewhat tautological, they are, considering the importance attached 
to the doxipacia, not out of place—We may infer that ot kpitac 
were the special body of musical experts chosen (by the vouodiAakes 
—see above a 7) to conduct the doxiacia. We may translate : 
“that man among the candidates for examination who is appointed 
(Aaxwv) by proceedings just like these, for that year, shall be 
president of solo-performances and concerted pieces; and each 
man” (of the ten) “drawn by lot must” (as described in connexion 
with the previous election) “submit to the decision of the jury (of 
musicians).”—(Ast, followed by Stallb., may be right in thinking 
6 Aaywv in ¢1 an explanatory comment. If so, it is a correct 
comment. It is almost “(each of the ten) when his turn comes.” 

b 7. cvvavAia: probably a piece of music in the performance of 
which the flute alternated with the lyre. See Athenaeus 617 f. and 
618a, and the commentators on Hor. Odes iv. 1. 22, and Epod. 
9. 5. (Some think that the two instruments sounded together.) 

c3. ék Tov Tpitwy Te Kal ere Tov SevTépwv TLunpdtov : the 
musical and literary critics might apparently belong to any property 
class, even the highest. (Nowadays these would mostly come from 
the two middle classes, while the best judges of horseflesh or 
athletics would belong either to the richest class, or to the poorest.) 

c 5, It is hard to see how the xaié arose, which A, L and O have 
after tpiziv. No printed edition has it, I think. A*s substitu- 
tion of tpici for tpwciv Kat seems to suggest that Kat arose from 
a misreading of v. 

c6. Aayetv is here used, as at b 4 and b6, in the sense of “ to be 
definitely appointed.” 

c8. tov doxipafdvrwy: i. a jury of experts—corresponding 
to the kpitas of cl. The word dos suggests that there might 
be differences of opinion among the jury, and that a majority 
carried the day. 

dl. dpyns Ang kal kpiow: a hendiadys; almost “appoint- 
ment to an office by examination.” The two processes are closely 
connected, as in the words Adxy SoxipacGeis at b 4. The caf 
nvTiaovv seems to make the application general to all the kinds 
of official whose election has been mentioned since 764d 5. These 
final words are meant to emphasize the importance of the 
Sokipacia. 

4. epi ra tpoeipnpeva = TOV Tpoeipynuevory, i.e. wovTtKHs Kal 
yupvaortiKys (764 ¢ 5). 

d7. For the 7 cp. above on a 2.—The’ age limit is established 
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independently by the fact that this official was to be chosen from 
among the vozodiAakes, who must all be over fifty. 

a8. @drepa: a curious adverbial neuter; “(he must be the 
father of children) of one sex or the other.” 

el. 6 zpoxpivwv: this does not mean, any more than Tov 
aipovpevov at b1 meant, that this official is to be appointed by one 
man; the words would apply to anyone who took part in the 
appointment—either as nominator, voter, or doxiua¢wv.—For the 
@s with the ace. part. cp. on 643d 8 and 762¢e 5. 

e2. The zadovduz0s whom Lycurgus put in charge of the 
Spartan boys was to be elected e€ Gvrep ai péyirtar apxat 
kaGioravrat (Xen. Rep. Lac. 2. 2). 

e3. mavrds ... yi, “whatever the creature—whether plant 
or animal, tame or wild [or man ]—if its early growth makes a good 
start, that is the most important step towards the happy con- 
summation of the excellence of which its nature is capable. Now 
man we hold to be a tame animal; all the same, while with correct 
training, and a happy disposition, he will turn into the most 
divine and gentlest of creatures, if reared carelessly or ill, he is the 
fiercest creature upon earth.”—-The comma which Burnet inserts 
after opynGcioa guards against the error into which Ficinus, 
Serranus, and Jowett have fallen of connecting mpds apetjv with 
oppnGeioa instead of with xvpwrdrn. (Cp. below 93le zpos 
GeopirAH potpay kupwwrata, Tim. 84 ¢ kupwirata pos Gavarov, and 
Ale. I. 120e teAéovs yiyver Oar rpds aperyv.) 

e5. The rdv in Hermann’s and Burnet’s original text is of 
course a misprint for Tov. 

76641. I cannot help suspecting kai dv@pérwv to be a (very 
early) commentator’s addition. The enumeration is complete 
without it. In grammatical form it is awkward; the te and kai 
best suit a pair, and the absence of trav with avOpwrwv increases 
the awkwardness. (Stobaeus’s re after 7épwv mends matters a 
little.) The case of the man is quite sufficiently introduced and 
considered in the following clause. Further, as they stand, the 

_ words imply that there are tame and wild men, as well as tame and 
_ wild beasts, and so anticipate what is given as a piece of fresh 
information in the following sentences.—Ast well cps. Aristotle, 

Pol. i. 2, 1253431, who doubtless had this passage in mind when 

a4. F. A. Wolf's conjecture that tov has fallen out after 
ayp.wrartov is a very likely one——So too Ast, independently. 

a6ff mporov dé. . . éripeAnthv: this difficult sentence has 
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suffered from many misapprehensions. To begin with, Ald. altered 
the MS. rpoorarrew eriedAntrhy into mportdtny Kat exypedAntiy, 
a mistake which even: Ritter has perpetuated; Hermann, to 
simplify the construction, rejected the important atpeOjvat, taking 
Tov péXAXovTa av. eripeAjoerOar to be the vouoberys ; Stallb. and 
Schanz follow him; Schneider and Wagner translate dpfacGar 
atpeOnvas by “auctorem fieri ut eligatur,” “veranlassen dass ... . 
gewihlt werde,” also understanding, as do Stallb. and Apelt, roy 
péAAovra «TA. to be the vopoerns instead of the director of 
Education ; these latter interpreters also make an awkward break 
in the sense after 7, and separate tovrov, the manifest antecedent 
of os av, from its relative; further, Ritter unaccountably makes 
Tov év TH TOA depend on rporov instead of on apurros, But it 
is Ritter who has shown us the right way out of the difficulty ; and 
that is to take ypewv as an “accusativus absolutus,” as at Thue. iii. 
40,4: “but inasmuch as the right choice of the man who is to have 
charge of them (zaidwv) is bound to come first: and foremost, (he 
must) do his utmost to appoint and make their Director that man 
who out of all in the state is in every respect the best man.”—Both 
avTov in aT and avrots in b1 refer to the children—With tov 
ev... cp. below 878a2 yévos érmep av 4 Tov ev TH TOAEL 
EVOOKLLOTATOV TMpds apeTHV.—With mpoordatrewv we must supply 
dé from a5. (Jowett slurs over the difficulty by putting for 
apgar0at ypeov . . . aipePnvat, “he should begin by taking care 
that he is elected who etc.” ; otherwise he follows Schneider and 
Wagner.—I do not think that anything is gained by Apelt’s 
ingenious substitution of ev€ac0ar for ap£arGa:, though it makes 
that part of the sentence easier from his point. of view. 

b2. wAnv BovAjs x. 7: the inclusion of the 360 BovAevrai 
would have made the electing body unwieldy.—rd tod ’Aw6AAwvos 
tepov: a place peculiarly suitable for deciding a matter connected 
with HoveeKi). 

b 3. It is interesting to note that though all “tlie bites piacbens 
and editors before Bekker took. t@v vopopvAdkwy to be governed 
by kpvBdnv, the Louvain editor (Rutger Ressen), while keeping the 
comma after vouopvAdkwv, shows, by putting a comma also before 
it, that he sees the right way to take the words.—epovTwv 
veel ... Ovte’ dv ex. ny.: if wHpov had been omitted, the 
antecedent to be supplied in thought with évrwa would have been — 
ToUTov (cp. above on 753d 1) ; as it is we must supply TOUTE. 

b5. The addition of yevouevwy to tTwv (neut.) rept raiSelav | 
is strange, and Hug would reject it; but it would be stranger if — 
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any commentator or scribe put it in when it was not there to 
begin with. The reason for its insertion was probably rhythmical. 
Plato would hardly end a sentence with five consecutive long 
syllables. 

b 7. rArjv vopodvAdkwv : we are left to conjecture the reason 
for this exclusion. Could such great and wise men be suspected 
of jealousy ? cn says “yes”—“by others than the electing 
body. “1 

c2. piv... 7pepov: in other words, ‘‘ while there is more 
than a month of his time left to run,” - 

c 5. From Steph. onwards all edd. have pédAov, which was the 
reading of A and O. This was thoughtlessly corrected in A and O 
to pedAov, probably the mistaken reading of some other MS. 

c 6. of rpoojxKorTes : i.e. of the dpdpavol, not of the exitporos.— 
kal emidnpovrres : i.e. only those who lived within reach of the 
home circle. 

c7. pexpe aveviov raidwv: this definition of relations who are 
to count legally occurs below at 877 d 1 and 878d 7; at Dem. C. 
Macart. p. 1067 we have péxpt dveyiddwv [raidwv]. The same 
grade of relationship is expressed at 925 a6 by péxpe mrdmmov 
taidwv (vudav): the grandchildren of the children of one’s’ grand- 
father are one’s own first cousins one remove.—The only 
connexion between these two injunctions -is that both are cases 
of substitution. A final revision would hardly have left them 
as they stand. 

ad 3 ff. Before describing the appointment of this next kind 
of officials, ie. the judges, Plato introduces a short preface in 
which the two main points are: (1) the judges must be men of 
superior intellect, and (2) the machinery for giving legal decisions 
must be such as will favour (a) clear presentment of cases, and (b) 
due deliberation. 

a4. For xara’ rpdérov see above on 635 d 7.—adwvos: below 
2 8766 he talks of dixaorjpia patAa Kai adwva, which give 
their decisions by ballot. A true judge, Plato implies, ought to be 
able to throw light on the principles of justice which underlie the 
statutes, and not content himself with a safe map yes or no, like a 
mere arbitrator: 

5. py tAciw tOv avriWikwv év tails avaxpioeor: the pre- 
liminary procedure for legitimizing the position of the two parties 
to the trial was naturally mostly formal. 
7. ovre toAAots dvras: there are two reasons for this: (1) 

_ a large bench of judges could not all give reasoned judgements ; 
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it must be a question of voting yes or no; and (2) the number of 
superior intellects is necessarily small. The tribunal must be both 
small and good. 

el. wap’ éxatépwv goes closely with 16 dudioByntovpevor ; 
“what the contention of each side is.” 

e2. kai 7d Bpadd 76 Te woAAGKIS dvakpivev : in effect ex- 
planatory of what is meant by 6 xpovos; ‘‘ tempus autem et mora, 
frequensque inquisitio ad aperiendam controversiam conferunt” 
(Fic.). 

767a7. ovk adpywov ... ylyverat, “while not a ruling official 
has yet a very high authority.” The «ai emphasizes. 

a9. kpivov ... amotedy, “finally decides.” Cp. on 720e 1. 
bl. ay eiev rperovres stands for rpérovev ay in the sense of 

“would be the right ones,” ie. “ ought to be appointed.” 
b 2. tivwv and éxacrov are both neuter, and so too Tov Aowrov 

b 4. — xupwwtatov: with this word obscurity begins. At first 
sight the words seem to be reintroducing us to the three tribunals 
mentioned at 766 e 3 ff.: (1) that of neighbours and friends; (2) 
the first court of appeal; and (3) the final court of appeal. But, if 
KupLwoTatov means, as Ficinus thinks, “ augustissimum ” (Schneider’s 
“summa dignitate praeditum”), the epithet can hardly apply to a 
court composed of arbitrators informally appointed by the litigants 
themselves. (Below, at 915¢6 the ‘‘neighbours’” court, and the 
aipeTot Sikagtas are spoken of as two distinct courts.) Ritter 
thinks kvpwwtatov means “ most competent” (“ befugtest”). Even so, 
it would seem to exclude the notion of an appeal from it. 
Susemihl thought it a mistake for 76 mp@rov—and it may perhaps 
be worth considering whether mporov at c 2 and kupudtarov here 
may not, by some accident, have changed places. Some difficulties, 
but not all, would disappear if this transposition were made. I 
think Plato means that <f both sides agree to the court, the decision 
is to be final—_As we proceed, we find, instead of the two appeal 
courts, two courts for the trial of different kinds of suits: (1) b 5, 
those suits in which one private citizen has a grievance against 
another : (2) b7, those in which the alleged offence is one com- 
mitted against the state—Still more puzzling is the question, 
what relation does the next court mentioned—that introduced at 
c 2—hbear to any or all of those just described? The words ro 
Tpitov dudiaPyTovow seem to mark it as the third court (of appeal) 
mentioned above at a2 f., and the words tduwrats mpds aAAHAOovs 
exclude the supposition that it is the court which is cognisant of 
offences against the state—that mentioned at b7. If, however, 
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at cl, we follow Burnet—alone among editors—in adopting the 
uncorrected reading of the MSS., and read Aexréov orolou, putting, 
with him, only a comma after BonO«iv, we are driven to identify 
the Treason Court with the Court of final Appeal; for we must 

767 b 

translate: “but as for that (court) when someone thinks the state _ 
wronged by a citizen, we must say of what kind and who the 
judges (in that court) are”; and then follows the method of 
election of the judges of the Appeal Oourt. I think, as to this, 
that we cannot avoid taking O”’s correction, and reading Aextéov 8, 
with a fullstop after BonOciv. It might be thought that the two- 
fold division mentioned at b 4 (dvo &) xrA.) is to extend to both 
appeal courts; that, perhaps, i.e. there were to be parallel courts— 
(1) second and third appeal courts for “Common Pleas,” and (2) 
second and third for state trials; but such a supposition does not 
agree with what we read at e 9 ff.—Plato, by calling this account 
of the courts a repiypady at 768 c 5, shows that he is conscious 
of the “sketchy” nature of this description. See below on 
768 b 4. 

¢2. mporov (if correct, and it most likely is) is adverbial, 
“ first of all” (we must set up the third Appeal Court). 

c 4. mdoas Tas dpyds, as shown when the subject to cvveAGeiv 
is resumed at c 8, is used in the sense of ravtas Tovs apxovTas. 

c6f. éeredav .. . mpdaGev, “on the day before that on which 
the New Year is about to begin with the (new) moon that follows 
the summer solstice.” 

di. All MSS. seem to have had 6vopdcavras—a thoughtless 
mistake due to the dittography of the last syllable of @edv.— 
dmdpéac Oar is used as a transitive verb governing éva duxacriy, 
in the sense of “offer as first-fruits” or perhaps “as a ceremonial 
dedication ”—and so “consecrate.”—mdons apyns éva, “one from 
each body of magistrates.” The gen. is governed by the azo in the 
verb; dpx7, as in the following line, is used as a collective noun. 

d2. dv... duaxpivery is “to be likely to decide” Cp. 
769b1 ov« av mote Soxet matcacGar Koopotca.—Wagner’s sug- 
gestion that we should read dvaxpivetv—like Heindorf’s at Euth. 
287d to read dmoxpiet for aroxpivy—gratuitously adds one to 
the small list of doubtful cases of adv with the fut. Out of the 
list given by Adam on Rep. 492c, and Goodwin, M. and T. 197, 
those at Orito 53d, Crat. 391d, and Phaedr. 227b have only 
partial MS. support, while that at Huth. 287d has no MS. 

_ support at all. The only instance left by Burnet in his text is 
Rep, 615d ov8 dv 7§eu Sevpo. 
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d3. avr: a possessive dat., used as a variety for avrov. 
a5. avrots is probably the right reading, though the Cod. 

Voss, avTov points to a quite possible variant avto’s (ATTOTCAN 
being read ATTOTEAN). 

d7. tots TaAAa Sixacrypia puyovar: possibly petyewy was a 
technical term used of those who “had recourse to” a higher 
court; the notion being that the highest court was a place of 
refuge. Cp. Eur. Hipp. 1076 eis rods dpdvovs paptupas pevyets ; 

e2. rovs eAopevovs avtot’s: as Ritter points out, this would 
not be true of all individuals, only of the different magisterial 
bodies, each as a class. By that time many of the individuals 
who served in the previous year would have been replaced. 

e 3. éav O€ Tis kTA.: this enactment may well apply, as Ritter 
thinks (p. 168), to all courts. 

e 5. trexérw, “let him be under an obligation.” 
e6. Td jpiov: so the MSS.; Ritter, comparing 846 b 3—royv 

Sirraciwv vrdduKos eotw TO BAapOevtt.—thinks this a mistake 
for 7d SurAdovov ; although it is only a minimum penalty, it may 
be all the injured man will get; for acc. to e 8f. anything beyond 
this is to be paid to the state and 7@ thy dikny dixacapeva, 
and he might be an informer. Wherever 7ucv comes from it is 
clearly a mistake. [F.H.D. suggests that the mistake arises from 
a misreading of a numerical expression. | 

e 8. All editors but Wagner have adopted the Ald. rovrw for 
the MS. ro’twyv; zpos tovtwv would involve a feeble tautology. 
—“the judges are to decide what penalty they are to suffer at 
their” (i.e. “ the judges’”) “ hand.” 

e9. wept d€ TOV Snpociwy eyKAnpdatwv: here we go back to 
the court first referred to at b 7, for the trial of offences against 
the state. In this the public is to take an important part. 
Whereas, in the tribal courts for trying suits between private 
citizens, the public is only represented by a section of itself, 
elected by lot, in state trials the jury, as we should call it, is 
to be the whole 6740s—the Public Assembly of all the citizens. 

768 a1—5. Burnet has made the connexion of ideas clearer by 
marking off ot yap... duaxpicewv as a parenthesis. This 
parenthesis gives the reason for the arrangement outlined in the 
main sentence, which is as follows: “(It is necessary) in the first 
place to admit the public to a share in the trial (of state offences) 

. but, while the inception, and the final decision of such a 
suit. must lie with the whole body of citizens, still the investiga- 
tion must be conducted by such three of the highest order of 
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magistrates as the defendant and plaintiff shall agree on.” ‘To 
the pev in al corresponds the aAX’ in a4, which is ‘resumed ” 
by the d€ in a5; apxnv te... drodwWopevnv is a concessive 
clause. 

a 3. ev dixy, “justly” (‘and they would justly resent being 
exvluded from all share in such decisions ”). 

a5. «v is technically used of the court before which a case is 
tried.—Apparently then the Public Assembly had to give leave to 
prosecute, and to acquit or condemn (and assess the penalty), on 
a report from a competent legal tribunal who had investigated the 
case. It is to be noticed that this leaves no room for the influence 
of rhetoric on the susceptible public. 

a8. L, and several other MSS., for avroi—which is clearly 
right—read avrots; this reading occurs as a marginal variant in 
O, and was printed in the four first edd. Ficinus would seem 
to have read avrjv, as he translates “ consilium ipsum electionem 
utriusque cognoscat et judicet.” (Possibly a scribe in whose ears 
avrot and avr sounded alike, wrote the latter by mistake; this 
then became avrjv in one MS. and avrjs in another, this last 
changing back to adrois by the converse of the original error. 
There is no trace of a reading avtw.)—émixpivey avtTov THY 
aiperiv éxaTépov: avTo@v probably depends on éxatépov-— the 
choice of each of them,” not “the choice of them (i.e. judges) 
made by each.” Most likely each litigant chose one judge; the 
difficulty would be to agree on the third. If each persisted in 
his own choice for the third judge, the BovAy would have to 
select one of the two. It would therefore be manifestly unwise 
for either of the litigants to choose a decided partisan.—By 
BovAy we ought perhaps to understand the rpuraves, who were 
a standing committee of the BovAy.—The ém-'in érixpivey seems 
to mark the action of a superior authority. 

b 2. 6 yap dxowovyntos . . . eivar, “no man can feel himself 
a true citizen, who does not share the right of pronouncing 
judgement on his fellows.” This little piece of political wisdom 
helps to form a true conception of the state, and citizenship. It 
may rank with another enlightening little sentence at 740 a 2-4, 
which reminds us that the land which belongs to a citizen also 
belongs to the state. 
~b4. The «ai marks the ¢vAetixd Sixaorypia as a fresh 

tribunal, and yet at b7 below they seem to belong to the class 
of courts of first appeal mentioned above at 767a2 (aAAo 
8ixaorr}piov). Stallbaum is inclined to regard them as alternatives 
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to the court of neighbours and friends; but in that case there 
would be only one appeal court, and it is clearly laid down at 
767a3 that there are to be two. See also 915c5f. which 
distinctly speaks of the neighbours’ courts as distinct from and 
inferior to the dvAetixal dikar. The truth seems to be that in 
this repuypady (¢ 5) Plato did not attempt to give us a complete 
plan of courts as they might be arranged in detail, but only to 
enumerate certain leading principles of such an arrangement ; e.g. 
(1) that there must be separate courts for state and private 
trials ; (2) that there must be a second and a final court of 
appeal; (3) that this final court must be carefully constituted. 

b5. €k Tov mapaypnya: these words mark the contrast 
between the elaborate constitution of the final appeal court and 
the haphazard choice, for the tribal courts, of the first citizens at 
hand, as occasion demanded. Probably it was not contemplated 
that the whole tribe should be assembled for their election.—It 
seems to be hinted by the coupling together of the three points of 
(1) election by lot, (2) election as occasion demanded—i.e. when 
there was a cause to try—and (3) the inaccessibility to motives of 
personal sympathy, that somehow (3) was more likely to be found 
in conjunction with (1) and (2).—Perhaps these tribal courts were 
conceived as country courts, and the second Appeal Court in the 
city would sit more regularly, and be of a more elaborate constitu- 
tion. — Both xAjpw and éx Tov rapaxpnua logically qualify 
some such word as “be appointed”; this idea is implied in 
sine 

b7. 0 dapev . . . taperxevacGar, “which we assert to have 
been endowed with as complete an ina yepiadity as the wit of man 
could devise.” 

b8. No editors put a comma after rapecxevdcGan ; i.e. they 
all take rots pa) Svvapévors with it, and not with kpivev. I 
prefer, though not very confidently, to take the dat. with kpivev, 
and would therefore insert a comma before tots.—Ficinus for 
papev taperkevacGar has “esse debere diximus,” as if he had 
read rupauckevaoréov.—tots is masc.; Fic. takes it to be neut. 
(“ad eas lites dirimendas ”). ‘ 

cl. The dvAetixa dixacrHpia are mentioned below at 915 5. j 
c2. At 915¢5 dradAdrrecGar, when used in exactly the — 

same connexion as here, is expanded by the addition of zpos 
ad\AnAovs and Tov éyKAnparwov; Ast is therefore probably right 
(Lew. s.v.) in giving to the word in these two passages, not its 
ordinary sense of “get rid of,” “finish with,” but the meaning 
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which is more commonly found for SuaAAdtrecOa, and Katad- 

Adrrer Oa, of “to be reconciled, compound their differences.” 

c6. cipnkev: this rporwrorouia is like that which Plato often 
uses in the case of 6 Adyos; it is still more marked in the TAUTALS 

. eip7oOw two lines below.—ra 8’ daoAcizer: it is possible 
that ra is nom. here, but most likely dwoA«ize: is used, as at Lep. 
603d 9 (6 Tore dweXiropev) in the unusual sense of omit.—This 
use of a qualifying oyeddv is’a mannerism with Plato in his later 
works.—Again L has the best reading, A and O giving dzoXeirou 
(probably meant as an opt. of wish: “some points, however, it 
had perhaps better leave out ”’). 

c7. vouwv Oéors is equivalent to a compound noun, and, as 
such, it and not merely @éovs is coupled with duaipeois as 
the subject of the verb yiyvo.ro, It means regulation, and 
Plato would no doubt have used voyoGecia for it, if he had not 
used that word just before. The two subjects which are best 
reserved for a final chapter are (1) the detailed regulation of 
legal and judicial procedure, and (2) the elaborate distinction 
between the different kinds of suits—and consequently of courts 
to try them in. The aya marks that the dxpiByjs goes with 
both vouwv Oéors and Siaipecrs. (All previous interpreters have 
adopted the view that both Oéous and diaipeors are to be con- 
strued with dicwv vopuwv : “judicialium legum exacta positio atque 
partitio” Fic. Stephanus proposed to read dixavixwv for duxov. 
Bekker would reject vouwv [and so F.H.D.], which is left out in 
one MS. (Vat. 1029), and Orelli would read voycxwv for it.) 

c 8. ravrais xTX., “let these subjects be told to wait till we 
have reached the end ”—lit. “to wait for us at the end.” 

a2. rhv rrAciorny . . . vouobeciay: the contrast with subjects 
said to be half treated shows that this means ‘‘ have received their 
full regulation,” not “have occupied the most of our legislative 
attention ” (Wagner and so Jowett). For the use of rAeiorn for 
complete cf. Rep. 564a dovdcia rAcioryn, Soph. 249e év dyvoig 
TH TAcioTy. 

d3. 7d de dAov . . . cages: like Schanz, I would certainly 
print Ast’s dvoiknow for the MS. diorxjoewv. “ But a complete 
and exact description of every single department of the state 

and of civic administration in general, is impossible ”—(with 
diorvxjoewy: “about every single point in the arrangements of 

_ the state and of the whole civic administration”), Objections to 
¢ 

(ee ee 

ae 

the MS. reading are (1) the two words dvoixjoers and todutiKy 
would both mean the same thing, ie. management, control; (2) the 
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use of zoAuTvKy as an adj. ,is more in accordance with Platonic usage 
than its use as a subst., and when Plato does use it as a subst., 
it is generally—as e.g. at 650 b 9—in the sense of the sctence or 
art of government (Wagner tries, in vain, I think, to fit that sense 
in here); (3) the dependence of rwv Svouxjoewv on the neut. evds 
Te Kal mdavTwv, or on Td dAov Te Kal dxkpi(Bés), though not 
impossible, is awkward. 

a5. For this use of dvefodos in the sense of enumeration, 
account, cp. above 718b2. A sketch of the whole, he says, must 
precede the details of the parts, because in the explanation of 
these details a reference to other departments is often necessary. 
Cp. below 812 a 8. 

d7. Here he goes on to say that we have now reached the 
right (‘kav7) point in our sketch where the subject of the appoint- 
ment of magistrates may end for the present, and the account of 
laws proper begin. Ficinus and Schneider take yevopevns as a 
gen. abs. with ths dvefddov understood—the latter translating it 
by ‘‘quoniam progressa est.” Wagner takes yev. with atpéoews— 
“bis zur erfolgenden Wahl der Obrigkeiten.” The former,is clearly 
the right view. “ You see (voy piv), at this point, now that the 
general outline has been completed as far as the election of 
magistrates, this would be a fit conclusion for the preliminary 
part of our subject.” 

e2. kai connects txavy—which is supposed to be carried on 
to a4px7j—with av. kal dxv. ov. éT Seopevyn ; the failure to see this 
led the first three printed edd. to substitute éori for the MS. eru. 
Though Bas. 2 corrected this error, it reappeared in Steph. 

e 7. dirAiws: what specially pleases the Athenian’s hearers is 
that he has enabled them to see the subject as a whole in its two 
main divisions of (1) Political Machinery, and (2) Legal Enactment. 

769 a1. Above at 685a7 the Ath. says rept vouwv maifovras 
Tawiyv mperButiknvy cwHppova, and at 712b1 wepwpeOa . . ., 
Kab darep maides mperBita, mratrew TH Adyw Tods vopovs. 
There is the same contradiction of terms in Parmenides’s mpay-_ 
parermdn mavuav matfev (Parm. 137b) as in the eudpwov madi 

Suareraurpevn here : avoid involves the notion of a pastime, : 
anil of make-believe ; but there is a method and a meaning in this — 
Tavoud, as is shown. by the words zpayparewwdys and eudpwv. 

a3. This contrast is still further brought out by Cleinias’s 
answer. The connexion between the two remarks is better seen 
when we notice that the first begins with xaA@s and the second 
with xadyv. “A fine game,” the Ath. says: “A fine piece of f 
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work,” Cleinias answers. Notice also the contrast between 
mperBurov and avdpov.—énAody is “set forth,” “display.” The 
“work” is the actual constitution of Cleinias’s new state. 

a7 ff. ot? ore xTX., “just as the artist’s brush, you know, 
seems never to get to the end of its work upon the several figures 
in his picture, but looks as if it were going on everlastingly 
heightening colour or ‘relieving’ it, or whatever the initiated call 
the process,—never reaching the point at which it admits of no 
further increase of beauty or vividness.” (ra yeypappeva comes in 
better earlier in the English sentence.) Ast wished to eject 
ka0dzep, but it is better to suppose a conversational inconsequence 
—* just as the artist’s brush, you know,” standing for ‘‘ you know 
how the artist’s brush”; the xa@drep enables us to put in the 
“how,” and marks the simile. 

a8. (@wv: though (or is used for “ picture” below at c 1 and 5, 
I think Ast and Stallb. are wrong in translating (@wv by 
‘“nictures” here; it is “ figures.” 

a9. droxpaivey: at Arist. De color. 796 224, where, however, 
there is a variant dmroxpaterar, this verb is taken to mean “to 
change the colour of.” If, however, it means here to change, or to 
tone down, or siniply to remove colour, as some have thought, the 
expression is too straightforward to be technical ; and that is what 
the subsequent words proclaim it to have Been, At Rep. 586¢1 
spurious pleasures are said to look like real pleasures because they 
are “thrown into relief” (a7oypacvopevas) by adjacent pains. The 
seuse of “throw up,” “relieve” (by adjacent contrast) also exactly 
suits our present passage. Therefore I think Ast and Stallb. 
right (but see Adam, on the Republic passage) in taking the use 

in the two Platonic passages to be the same. (A.M.A. holds that. 
daroxpaivewy describes removal of colour, the relief being obtained by 
contrast, which normally consists of removal or darkening of 
adjacent colour. The explanation of droypaivew in Tim. Lez. 
—1d Ta xpwoGevta Evorrovetv—does not help us much, unless it 
be thought that ‘‘combinatton” of colours is akin to the bring- 
ing out the force of one colour by the juxtaposition of a contrasted 
one.)—rTov xp. 7) aroxp. and Korpotca both ented in different 
ways, upon. matrag Gat. 

bl. For ot (wypapov matdes ep, above on 720b 5.—av rat- 
oooGar is just like av dvaxpiverv at 767d 2. 

b2. dore: the words ov« av more. . . ravicacGar contain the 
idea “will never reach a particular final point,” and on this idea 

| 

_ depends “such as to admit of no further improvement.” 
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b5. emei, “‘alioqui,” Ast; cp. on 669b6. A clear case of éreé 
“although.” All interpreters but Ast and Jowett seem to have 
taken axovwv as governing tavra, as if Cl. said “listening to your 
words teaches me,” and translate emei by since, or for, as if it 
introduced a reason why it was only by such listening that he 
could learn. This is far-fetched. What Cl. says is: “ZI know pretty 
well from hearsay what you mean, though I am no expert in the 
painter’s craft.’—The xal avros is best translated by emphasizing 
the first I. 

b6ff. “That doesn’t matter; we can easily use the above- 
mentioned fact about it as an illustration.” 

b7. ws is epexegetic of 7d Torovde—“ nempe, scilicet ” (Ast).— 
“Let us put it to the following use—such as to ask . . .” 

cl. (ov: asurvival of the Gk. use of (gov-—* living creature ” 
—for “pieture” may perhaps be seen in the Art term “still life.” 

c 1-8. From Ast downwards, all edd. have adopted Van Heusde’s 
correction of the MS. réws to re ws; but there remain two violent 

breaks in the construction—quite (pace O. Apelt p. 4) beyond the 
range, I think, of Platonic anacolutha. The second is the jump 
from tov éravopOovv Te in ¢4 to oids Te eorat in c6. This is 
entirely obviated by supposing, with Herm., that Plato wrote not 
tov but 6s before éravopOovv. Schanz alone ventures to follow 
Herm. in his text. The re and the xai link the two clauses 
together in a way which is impossible if the text stands as the 
MSS. have it.—The earlier break is in ¢ 1-3 kal Tovr’ ... xpdvov, 
and should be remedied, I think, by inserting <iévai> after aet— 
for which some early copies seem to have had &). If this 67) was 
a true variant, and not a corrector’s guess, it points to some 
confusion in the text at this point; and it does not seem impossible 
that ‘évac—which exactly represents Ficinus’s progrediatur—should 
have been accidentally omitted. Without some such addition I 
think it is impossible to arrive at any of the renderings which 
have been given for the passage. The to before davAdrepoy in 
O2 I take to be a guess, made to bring it into line with 7d PéATuov, 
by a corrector who did not see that the 7d does not go with 
BéArvov but with ioyxecv (intr.). Whether we insert the 7 or not, 
we cannot construe the sentence satisfactorily if we take ioyevy as 
transitive ; nor has ioye.v, however we take it, any satisfactory 

predicate in the received reading. Ficinus’s rendering is: “ quod 
non ad peius sed ad melius futuro tempore progrediatur.” (A.M.A. 
suggests taking tov? to be the subject to toxew in the sense of 
ylyver Gar—ep. BeAtiwv yiyvyntat at e 1.) | 
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c 3. ovvvoeis, ““nonne vides?” Fic. All edd. except Ast print 
the whole sentence as a question. 

c5. (éav te opaAAntar . . .) tro xpdvwv: cp. Tim. 22d dia 
paKkpOv xpdvev yryvonevn TOV ert yHs mupt ToAAW POopd. The 
pl. xpdvor seems to have been a mannerism of Plato’s later style ; 
cp. Laws 850b5, 798b 1, 872e6, 680a4, 738d 5, (Phil. 36 b 6). 

c6. mpds THv TéExVnV goes, not with rapaderpOev, as Schneider 
—* praetermissum ad artem,”—but with ao Qeveias—* wegen seiner 
eigenen Schwiache in der Kunst” (Wagner). Cp. Laws 757¢3 
peifove mods apetiv, Prot. 318 ¢4 mpds ypaperny ( (PeAriw ever bau 
.. . kal erducecv), Phaedr. 263d 5 TEXVIKWTEpAS mpos yous, 
Alc. I. 120e 4 rXeious . . . mpds aperyy. 

c8. All edd. but Herm. follow Steph. in emending the MS. 
Tapapever to Tapapevel. 

dil-el. “Well, don’t you think the lawgiver will want to do 
likewise :—first to frame laws as nearly perfect as may be, and 
then, as time goes on, and he finds how his plans work in practice, 
is there, think you, a lawgiver in creation so foolish as to be blind 
to the fact that there must be numberless details left in a condition 
which will need the attention of a correcting hand, if the 
administrative system of the state he has founded is to go on 
getting more perfect instead of less ?” 

a6. If rapadcireo Oar is right, it ought not to be translated as 
if it were a simple AcierAa1.—‘ be left behind him ”—as do Fic., 
Schn., and Wagn. It must be “that there are many omissions, or 
deficiencies” (for successors to correct). I think it possible, though, 
that the simple A¢cfreo Oar is what Plato wrote. It is like him to 
vary the expression of a corresponding passage; and like a com- 
mentator to make the two passages uniform. As it is, the MS. 
text is somewhat redundant. [F.H.D. thinks Plato meant Tapa- 
XetrerGa.}—We may imagine Plato applying this analogy to a 
philosopher, and the doctrines which he leaves to his school.— 
ovveropevov does not, I think, denote following the lawgiver, but 
attending to the laws—the same notion as is contained in the 
purarrew (Kat éravopOovv) at e 7. 

el. epic. ace, is equal toa possessive genitive. Cp. on 685c2. 
e3. For ras yap ov; inserted in the middle of a sentence 

Heindorf on Gorg. 487b cps. Soph. Electra 1307 aXAX’ oto Oa pev 
tavbevee, TOs yap ov; kAvwv. Steph. was the first to suggest the 
correct punctuation of this passage.—ardvra ovtivovy: I have not 
been able to find another instance of ras éorvo(ovv) declined as if 
it were was Tus. 
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e5 ff. Burnet is clearly right in taking éopyw Kat Aoyous with 
duddgevev Gv rather than with pnxaviyv éxou, though he has only 
Ficinus among previous interpreters on his side.—rtiva tpdmov 6:6. 
dv is a dependent interrogative explaining what tovto is; the 
didakerev av after tiva tpdrov is just like the yiyvour ay after 
orws at 770d 1. As A, ace. to Schanz, has tuva the scribe evidently 
took 616. to be the apodosis to «i €xou—eire pet(ova cite eAatTw : 
some make this agree with érepov (Fic.), some with evvo.ay 
(Schneider, Wagner) ; Jowett takes it with tpérov. The alternatives 
already mentioned admit of six different translations of the passage ; 
and there is further the doubt which has been felt whether zpiv 
ext TeXos eX Gety means (1) “until he has finished his explanation,” 
or (2) ‘‘until he succeeds in his object,” or (3) Stallb. thinks it may 
mean “while life lasts.” (2) is right, I think.—<As to the reading 
in e5, Ald. was no doubt right in correcting the MS. tovrov 
to tovto. Possibly the scribes understood totrov to be Tov 
vopobernv, but more likely the final v was accidental. (I think 
Fic. read tuva, and either read or put in a kat after vouovs; but 
his translation is not literal enough to indicate his reading clearly.) 
We may translate: “ Well, supposing a man discovers a way to 
teach another, however imperfectly, by precept or example, the 
right method of conserving or improving laws, he will persevere, 
won't he, in his explanation of his method, until he succeeds ?” 

770a6. ev dvopais tov Biov: the reading at Arist. Poet. 1457 
b24, which attributes this phrase to Empedocles, rests on inferior 
MS. authority ; but it looks like a sensible correction of Aristotle’s 
text, and may even have had the support of some independent 
tradition unknown to us. 

a8. kal tovrovs, “them too” (as well as ourselves)—-avtovs, 
‘Cat the same time,” goes with the following words. (Schneider’s 
“hos quoque ipsos” is pointless.) 

bil. Cl. “Certainly ; if we can.” 
b5. npets raprov\Aa rapadreipopev, “we lawgivers shall leave 

innumerable deficiencies in each of the subjects about which we 
legislate”; ie. “in every division of our legislation.’—For the 
omission of wepi with dv cp. above 659a7 €x TavTov oTOpaTOS 
otrep Tovs Oeovs erexadeoato, 714d 2 mpds dAXO TL. . . 7) TO 
ovppepov. 

b6 ff. ov pv arr .. . mepunynGev, “at the same time we shall — 
do our best to provide what I may call a sketch of the important. — 
details, and the general outline. This sketch it will be for you to — 

turn into the finished picture.” 
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e2. aira, “what it is”—the guiding principle, ie. indicated 
by the words do. BAérovres. It is the same as Tatra els amrep 
kTX. at ¢5.—The following passage is a reminiscence of 630e 2 
and 631d, which is again recalled below at 963. 3. 

ec 7-e 6. “Our unanimous decision amounted briefly to this: 
in whatsoever way our citizen’s nature, be it of man or woman, 
young or old, was likely to achieve a full measure of the excellence 
of soul of which it is capable, as the result of some occupation, 
some habit, some kind of possession or desire, or opinion, or of 
some mental discipline, towards this same object every nerve shall 
be strained as long as life lasts; nobody in any station must show 
a preference for any kind of thing that thwarts these means (of 
achieving perfection) ; he must sacrifice even the state, if it appears 
necessary that it should be overturned, sooner than see it bow to a 
servile yoke at the bidding of its meaner citizens, or else he must 
give up the state and become an exile. Any such fate must be 
suffered by men sooner than they should accept a régime productive 
of their deterioration.” 

dl. avjp ayabos is predicate, the subject being pious in d4. 
—Fot yiyvo.r’ ay ep. on 769 e6. 

a3. For wows xrijoews Apelt (1901 Prag) would read zor’ 
doKnoews; after emitndedyatos, however, aoxyoews is de trop. 
[F.H.D. “ probably right; see 896 d.”]—The (€x) paOnpdtwv more 
tivwv is a foreshadowing of the axpiPeorépa mad<ia of 965 b 1. 

a5. This é7ws is the indirect form of ws, and introduces the 
gist of the above-mentioned cvyx@pyocs. 

d6. Stephanus’s restoration of terayévy for the MS. retaypevyn 
is confirmed by Ficinus’s “ omni studio tendat.” 

a7. rovros is not (as Ficinus) “this object,” but these émurn- 
Setpata, 4On KTA. 

el. pd’ ootwotv : ie. whether he be an official or a private 
citizen. (Stallb. prefers und otvovy, which occurs in a MS. of no 
authority.)—7eAevrov: so MSS. Here we approach the central 
knot in this bundle of entanglement. I see no way of untying it. 
It has been cut in different ways. From Stallb. I would adopt 
the change of the MS. tropeivaca to vropeivacav, and I would 
put a comma after yiyverOar, and read reAevrav for teAcuvTov, 
taking it with woAews in the sense of “part with the state,” 
“sacrifice the state” (on the analogy of Biov, Adyou teAevTav). It 
seems to me that we want two alternatives of which 7 Acie is 
the second, the infinitives being governed by an imaginary “ but 
must choose” implied, by contrast, in pydev rpotyov. If we 
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have no such infinitive in the place of reAcutwv we are driven (with 
Fic.) to take eOéXew xrX. as the alternative to Aeize.v—i.e. (do 
something) ‘‘sooner than either sit down under the rule of mean 
men, or go into exile”; and it is not clear what the “something” is: 
Ficinus takes it to be ‘‘die for his country.” But even if he could 
get this out of reAcvtdv dé kal woAews, and could fit in éav .. . 
yiyver Oat, the words radvta Ta TovatTa in e4 imply that more 
sacrifices (than that of life alone) have been mentioned. His 
translation is: ‘‘ Pro patria praeterea, si necesse sit, mori paratus 
sit antequam velit aut eversam videre civitatem iugoque servitutis 
subiectam a peioribus gubernari, aut fuga ipsam deserere.”—Of the 
alternatives as I read them, the latter (exile) would only be 
adopted when the “right minded” were too few to make a fight ; 
the former danger (extinction of the state) would result when 
neither side was strong enough to gain the upper hand, and they 
destroyed each other. (Ast would read kai mroAews avaoraros, 
eav av. pb, ylyv., and vropetvas; his two alternatives then are 
(1) banishment, (2) flight.—Stallb. keeps avaorarov, makes 7oXews 
depend on it, reads Uropeivacav, and, like many editors, puts 
only a comma after toAvv. Wagner would read 7d éXews for 
m6Xews ; he supplies, I imagine, eav advaykn daivyrat with Aci- 
mew. With these two interpreters ws in e4 is not for, but that. 
Schanz reads tropeivas with Ast, and rejects 7 with Madvig.) 

e7. vpeis, like the pets at b5, is emphatic: that was “we 
lawgivers”; this is “you vopodvAakes.”—rpuav goes with tovs 
vopous.—The tavra exdtepa (and the ravra in the following line) 
are not, as Ast and Stallb., (1) private, and (2) public, virtue, but 
(1) the encouragement of such pursuits etc. as are helpful to virtue 
(d 2), and (2) the discouragement of d7oca eumrddia Tovrous (d 7). 
—I accept unhesitatingly O. Apelt’s (p. 11) restitution of érdavire 
for the MS. ewauvetre; “pass in review” exactly describes the 
action proper to the voyodtAaxes. Above at 708e1, O and all 
the inferior MSS. had ewacvwv where A alone had preserved 
éravuov. Cp. also 693¢6, Theaet. 186 b 8. 

771 a1. Ficinus puts in eas inquam vituperate after vopovs ; 
acting on this hint, or on one from Cornarius, Steph. silently 
inserts Wéyere pev into the Gk. text at that point. 

a3. tov ayabov Aeyopevwv: the worst of it is that some of 
these éumdd.a—e.g. great wealth—are regarded as legitimate objects 
of ambition. 

a5. apx7 dé... ypypévn, “we must next begin our laws 
somewhat as follows, keeping religion in view from the first.” 
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That is, we must obtain the sanction of religion to our political 
divisions and arrangements. (He has said this before, at 738 b ff., 
with reference to the territorial divisions.) 

a6. dvaAaPeiv is rather more than “call to mind”; at 738b2 
those concerned were bidden “to give their minds to” (AaPeiv) the 
arithmetic of the civic arrangements: here we are told to “give 
our minds to it again,” and in this case to consider the subdwisions 
of 5040. 
“aT. eixev is the “philosophic” imperfect—“how many we 

found that it had.” 
b1. zpooddpovs, ‘‘ convenient.” 
b3. dpOdrara, “exactly.,—In div, Peov Sdpov, and cipdutov 

at b5 and 7 Plato emphasizes the notion that the properties of 
number lie deep in the nature of things. 

b4. exdornv . . . Tv potpav, “each of these twelfths.” 
b 5. tepav: Ficinus’s translation “sacrum esse dei munus,” 

though it fits Steph.’s conjectural tepdv, does not prove that’ he 
had not our MS. text before him. He always allows himself a 
translator’s right to vary modes of expression. The gender of 
eropevny is in favour of iepav.—emopevny, “ corresponding to,” 

b6 ff Ty Tov TavTds Tepiddw : “ haud dubie ad orbem signiferum 
s. zodiacum haec spectant,” Ast.—dud . . . diavopjv, “that is 
just why its instinct sways every city by consecrating these 
divisions, though some (authorities) perhaps make a more exact 
partition and consecrate it with more happy results than others.” 
5.6 is strengthened by kai as at Epist.335a6, and Phaedr. 258 ¢ 4. 

b7. For adyew used in this absolute sense ep. Eur. Hipp. 
1268 od tav Gedy axaprrov Ppéva Kai Bpotady ayes, Kips. 
—Ficinus takes ‘tepotv to be an inf, translating ducit 

. . ad eas sacrandas; though such a statement fits the context 
far better than any translation we can get out of tepovv as a 
participle, ayewv cannot be used in the sense of compels (to do 
something). Is it possible that we ought to read ‘epovocav = 
“leads them along a course of hallowing of the divisions”? (Ast, 
Schneider, and Wagner take racav woAw to be totam civitatem.) 

c4f. ext Odrepa iyuns yiyverar, “you can mend it one way.” 
There are two ways of arriving at an exact multiple of eleven, 
either by addition or subtraction (Wagner). — dar ovepevy does not 
mean exactly “to subtract,” but “to set aside.” This meaning 
comes out clearly when there is no dative of the person or thing 
to which something is assigned; eg. at Polit. 276d tiv 
aroveunOecioay eriyedntixnvy it means “which is made into a 
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special class.” Cp. also Laws 848a7. (Grou conjectured azo- 
TpnGeioaty, and Ast accepted it. Ficinus takes éxt Oarepa with 
amrovepnGeioau, “si... ad alteram partem . . . accesserint.”) 

c7. TH rapotoyn Pyjun Kat Adyw: hendiadys, “the principle 
just enunciated.” 

dl. ratrnv: Schneider, who translates “et distributionem 
hane faciamus,” apparently takes tavtnv to stand for tv diavopyv 
tavtny ; all other interpreters take it to mean Tv roAw or THY yiV. 
Ast reads avryyv for it. Ficinus leaves it out in his translation. * 

d3. ex avrois: i.e. at the altars (Schn. “‘ad eos” ; apparently 
he takes avrots to refer to the patron deities). 

G4. dwoexa pev . . . dtapepiopo: apparently each tribe had 
one rural, and one urban festival every month; the former for 
the tribe as a whole, the latter for that tribe’s division of the city 
proper (cp. above 745 e 2). 

d5. Geov ... Oeods: in the previous exposition of the 
advantages of these religious avvodou. or avAXAoyot at 738d 6, the 
advantages were likewise represented as being of two kinds: (1) 
religious, and (2) social. The second class there corresponds 
almost exactly to the second class here. The first there was 
expressed in the difficult words émws dv... eis Tas xpelas 
EKdTTAS EvpapEeLav TapacKevd(wot. The words which here repre- 
sent the first class I take to mean “to secure the favour of 
heaven and all the heavenly influences,” taking tov. rept Geovs as 
well as GeWv to depend on yadpiros. At 796¢3 we shall find a 
similar difficulty in dealing with the elusive word yaépus—ryv THs 
Geot xdpiv Tiwovras. Here it has generally been interpreted to 
mean either gratitude, or worship (and by some Tov zept Oeods is 
made to depend directly upon é€vexa): “primum quidem diis 
habendae gratiae et rerum divinarum causa” (Schneider)—“ haec 
deorum primo divinorumque colendorum gratia ita fiant” (Ficinus). 
(A.M.A. agrees with this.) - 

a7. ws patvev dv marks the inclusion of the last named object 
as an opinion for which the speaker is personally responsible. 
The necessity of mutual acquaintance to the members of a com- 
munity was enlarged on at 738 e 1 ff. 

el. mpos, “in view of.” 
e2. THv dyvoray .. . exdidwor: Gy, a, and ois are generaliz- 

ing neuters; tovtwy (depending on ayvovav) has to be supplied 
in thought as their antecedent.—rs is almost equal to a plural— 
“ people.” We may translate: “to put an end to ignorance of 
brides’ families and brides themselves, as well as of families into 
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which daughters marry.” For the neut. plur. cp. rperovru at 772 
d 7, and Soph. Ant. 659 «i yap ta y’ eyyevn five dxorpa Opapa, 
KapTa Tovs ew yévovs, and Soph. Phil. 448f. There is no need, 
with Ast, to write 7v for a. 

e5. orovdns . . . maiduas . . . xopevovras: Plato is never 
tired of finding “earnest” in pleasurable sport; cp. 672e5 oAy 
pev mov xopeta OAn raidevors tv Hpiv, and 656 c2 riv wept Tas 
Movoas wawciav te Kat madsudv, and the place assigned to 
pleasure, and festivals in the theory of education as expounded at 
653 ¢ ff. 

772a2. pera... mpoddces: this is not to be done at all 
times, and as a matter of course; a reason must be assigned, and 
a particular age fixed on. Some old story might associate such 
relaxation of ordinary rules with a particular age, and so give it 
a quasi-religious sanction. The tivds is possibly an indication 
that »Avkia is not used in the ordinary sense of time of life, but 
in that of occasion, season; cp., however, Symp. 206 c emewdav €év 
Tie HAtKia. YevwvTa.. 

a3, pexpirep aidots cuddpovos éExdorwv, “ under the restraint 
of a clean-minded shame on the part of all.” A cddpwv aidds 
would admit of greater relaxation than an aidws of the wrong 
sort. Op. Plut. Lyc. ch. xiv. 1) 8¢ yipvwors tOv TrapSévwv ovdev 
aicxpov elyev, aidovs pev Tapotons axpacias § drovans.—exdoTwv 
suggests that there might be some who would not be fit for such 
a function—For the connexion of aidds and cwdpocivy cp. 
Phaedr. 253d tins épacris peta cwodpootvns te Kat atdovs, 
and Charm. 160 ef. 

a5. Tovs Tov yopav apxovTas Kal vopobéras : these would be 
the dywvirtixns a0Aocberat ot repi yopwdiay mentioned above at 
764e2; vopoleras seems used here in the limited sense of 
aOXobEras. 

a6. dcov ay, “wherever,” lit. “to whatever extent.”—The 
Aldine rétrovras looks simpler at first, but tdtrovres goes rather 
better with the neut. sing. dcov. (If ra#rovras be read it would 
seem better to put the comma after vouoberas instead of after 
vopopvAdkwv.) Schneider and Burnet are the only editors retain- 
ing the MS. text. (Schneider, and others, take voyoGéras to be 
predicative, i.e. coupled by xaé with éripeAntds and Koopnrds.)— 
Ald. also changed the MS. écov to éowv, but only the next three 
printed edd. followed him in this—lIs it possible that voyobéras 
is a mistake for d0Ao0eras ? 

a7. Ast would make dca opixpa kal roAAd the direct obj. 
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of exAcirewv, but it is best to take 60a xrX. closely with tovadra 
mavra, and supply “aliquid” (Schn.) with é«Aeérevy, 

b2. xar’ eviavrov, “ quotannis,” strengthened and amplified by 
the det ; “in each succeeding year.” 

b 4. ews av dpos KrX., “until the regulations for such proceed- 
ings shall seem to have been sufficiently defined.” 

b5. The MS. yopds for ypdvos was very likely due to the 
dpos in the preceding line. 

b6. As no MS. has a possible reading, we shall do well to 
follow Schanz and Burnet in adopting what is by far the best 
of the conjectures in place of the dexdtypis of A and O, ie. 
Schneider’s Sexaernpls. This, like the vulgate dexaérnpos, might 
be an adj., in which case the genitives @vovwv and yopewv 
would depend on ep7espias, but it is best to take it as a noun 
on which the two genitives depend directly: “a ten years’ 
cycle of festal sacrifice and dance would be a reasonable and 

_adequate period to assign” (lit. tay@eis is “if assigned”) “ for 
each and all of the details.” (Ast, holding that ravra Kat exaora, 
and the lawgiver’s enactments, both during and after the ypdovos 
tax Geis, refer, not to tepd alone, but to all legislation, would reject 
the words @vo.Wy te Kal yopewyv; but, as Ritter says (p. 171), 
the mention at d 2 of Ge@v pavreias favours the general view that 
the whole passage refers to tepd alone. 

cl. xov.vy: ie. in consultation with the lawgiver. 
c 2. eiopéepery here means “report.” —rHs avtov apx7s, “ within 

the sphere of their office.” 
c 3. exacrov: ie. €k. TO mapaXeurdpevov. 
c4. Tot Karas e£erpydoOar depends on and explains réAos. 
c6. airois: ie. the various officials. 
c7. “xataAapPdvew proprie dicitur quicquid inopinatum et 

repentino quasi impetu nos deprehendit, et in universum quod 
improvisum nobis accidit,” Ast—zdoas . . . éemeAOdvtas: emed- 
Getv is used, I think,—as at 850c2 éreAOov kai meioas tiv 
7oAvv—rather in the sense of consult, lay a matter before, than in 
that of visit ; and so it governs apxds and djpov as well as pavteias. 
The yopov apxovres and the vopodiAaxes are to consult first the 
whole body of state officials, next the public assembly, and thirdly 
all the oracles. A single objection from any of these quarters is 
to be fatal to a project of change. 

d4. For xparety abs. in the sense of “to have the best of it” 
cp. Phaedr. 272b 6 pi) mevOdpuevos Kpatei, and below 839a4 
and 5, Tim. 54a. 
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a5. After this important digression the Ath. resumes the 
thread broken at a4.—Ald. (not Steph., as Stallb. says) altered 
the MS. ozére into 67é60ev—an improvement in every respect ; 
ep. Rep. 362b éreita yapetv ordGev av PovAnrar.—rrevTe Kal 
etkoot. See note on 721b1. 

a6. cKordy Kal cKorovpevos tr adAAwv: the occasion seems 
to be thought of as a quasi-medical examination of candidates for 
matrimony. At the same time in the kata vodv eavt@ we discern 
recognition of the part which personal preference may play in the 
matter. Cp. on 773b 7. 

a7. mpérovra: cp. above on 771e3. (Heindorf quite un- 
necessarily conjectured zpéov T1.) 

el. A has tas for was, and trav for érwv; L and O? 
corrected the first mistake, and A? the second.—rov révte: the 
article implies that this limit has been mentioned before; cp. 
721b1. 

e2. ws, “quo pacto” (Fic.). For the use of (nrety cp. 630e. 
e3. ds dyow KAewwias: cp. above, 723d 5 ff. 
e5. eAaBés te xrA.: it is not clear whether Cleinias means 

that the subject of marriage comes in aptly at the point where the 
Ath. has introduced it, or that marriage is a subject which will 
specially profit by a wise preamble; probably the latter. 

e6. «ai emphasizes pad’ ; so at 773 ¢2 Kal pddvorta. 
773a1. tos... ydpovs, “such marriages as commend them- 

selves to the wise.” This matter is discussed in just the same sense 
at Polit. 310 b ff. 

a3. edv tarda iod(y: ie. if a man is hesitating between two 
choices, the only difference being that there is rather more money 
in one case than in the other, he should choose the poorer.—All 
through this disquisition it is the choice of the family into which 
to marry, rather than the choice of an individual bride which the 
speaker has in view. 

a4. tiwovra: used like our “ prefer,” in the sense of ‘‘ choose.” 
- The participle contains the more significant idea: “ prefer, when 
you marry,” etc. Cp. Hipp. Mai. 303e2 ratras rpd tov adAAwv 
TLLHTAVTES. 

a6. 7d yap opardy ... rpds aperyv, “for homogeneity and 
proportion are far superior to a state of excess.” Here he is think- 
ing, not of the married pair, nor even of the families united 
by the match, but of the effect produced by various kinds of 
marriages on the state of society at large. If men always aim at 
marrying into richer families than their own,.wealth will tend to 
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accumulate in a narrow area, and a similar excess of poverty will 
be found at the other end of the scale. 

a7. In the same way endowments of mind and character must 
be tempered by the admixture of opposites, if the state is to be 
manned in a salutary fashion. (Plato would doubtless, in modern 
times, have counselled alliances between families of opposite 
political views.) 

b 5. pvnoretw yapov sounds like a poetical expression ; possibly 
it is a reminiscence of Eur. [.A. 847 pvyotetw ydpovs ov« dvtas 
ws et€acy. 

b6. déperar € wws xTA.: again it is the family with which 
the alliance is to be made, rather than the positive qualities of the 
particular bride or bridegroom, which are supposed to determine 
the choice. It does not seem to have occurred to Plato that 
personal inclination, if more play were allowed to it, might act in 
the same way as the counsels of ot eudpoves. 

cl. tpdérwv 7Ocow : ep. 968d 2 tpdrwv nOerw Kai Berry. 
c2. piv is emphatic, “to us, the founders of this state,” as 

opposed to tats rAcotats méAEoL.—kai padurta: cp. kai pada at 
772:¢ 6. 

c3. dua Adyov, “expressly” (not “per rationem” as Fic.).— 
vom is an instrumental dat. (not “add to the law” as Jowett). 

c 7. yeAota qualifies the intinitives tpootarrev and avaykda¢erv. 
So at Xen. Mem. iv. 2. 32 kal 7d vysaivery kai Td vooeiv.. . 
ayaGa av ein. 

c8. av éyeipar (Ast) is better than av aveyetpar (Bekker) for 
the MS. «xaveyeipar. Both A and O have a blank space 
between @uvpov and ¢yeipar, which may well have been filled with 
av, due to dittography of the first syllable of the already misread 
dveyeipar. éyeiperv is far commoner in Plato than aveyeipevy, 
more particularly in the figurative sense—cp. Rep. 440¢5 ovx 
éOéXer mpds TOUTOV avTOD eyelperOar 6 Ouuds ;—The rare optative 
form in -ae (cp. above 719 e3) was not so unusual in Homer 
as in Attic prose, and was perhaps adopted here from a vague 
reminiscence of Homer’s Tpwoiv Oupdv eyetpat, though the: latter, 
like the Homeric pévos eyeipevv (with dat.), is used, not in the 
sense of incense, but in that of “‘put heart into.”—-The early 
printed edd. insert kai before Oupdy dveyeipar. 

dl. Sixnv Kpatnpos Kexpapevynv, “mixed after the fashion 
of a drinkers’ bowl.”—ot xtX., “in which the wine, when 
poured in, is hot to madness, but when chastened by another and 
a sober divinity, thanks to good company, yields a wholesome 
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and innucuous beverage.”—pavdpevos is not merely an epithet 
of otvos; it is part of the predicate—At An seni, etc. 792b 
Plutarch paraphrases coda(épevos-by cwdpovifer Oar koAafopevov. 
Plutarch’s comment at De aud. poet. 15e illustrates dyady Kai 
petpiov; it is adaiped yap 1) Kpaous Tov oivov Td PBAdrTov, 
ov wvvaipovoa TO xpyoiov. [F.H.D. eps. also Phil. 61¢6.] To 
Athenaeus this passage is simply a “familiar quotation”; he 
applies it, in a manner quite inconsistent with its context, merely 
to enforce the precept ov xp7 peOvewv. [Longinus] Ilepi ious says 
that in the judgement of many Plato’s own style here needs the 
chastening of a “spirit of soberness”: vidovra yap, pact, Oedv Td 
tdwp A€yewv, KdrAaow 4S Tiv Kpac.v, ToTOD Tivos TH dvTe odxI 
vnpovTds €or. 

d5. eav pev vouw ra Towatra dvayKkaiov: not “the law must 
leave such matters” (Jowett), nor even, as Schneider and Wagner, 
“we must omit such matters in our law”; the following d€ clause 
shows that we ought to supply we:pao@ar from’ it, and translate 
“(the wise man) must give up trying to attain such objects by law.” 

d6. ergdovra reife: so at 664b4 éeradew is used of the 
persuasive power of wovorxy; similarly at 67lal1 erwddv yiy- 
verOar véois mpds dperiv. Stallb. cps. 837e6 éeradwv reiGeuv, 
and 944b3 rowtra rapaprvOovpevos exddev, and Rep. 608a3 
ergbovres Hpiv avtois TovTov Tov Adyov ... Kal tavrnv THY 
er won. 

a7. tHv tov waidwv épaddrnta aitdv abtrois: above at b7 
he said the state would be ill-balanced if some citizens were 
excessively rich while others were excessively poor; here he 
points to the fear that the natures of the offspring would be 
one-sided if the temperaments of the parents both inclined towards 
the same extreme. There he was thinking of the external 
circumstances of the citizens; here of the natures and tempera- 
ments of the children. It is not easy to determine whether oy. 
avr. avt. means that the object which each single father (€xacrov) 
must have in view is (1) the approximation of all citizens to a 
common type, (2) the resemblance of the man’s own children to 
each other—so Wagner—or (3) the ‘ equability ”—so Schneider 
and Jowett—of each child’s own temperament. The emphatic 
avrév inclines me to the third interpretation. Schanz says A has 
avTois. 

el. Steph. was the first editor to print adrAjorov for the 
voz nihili arX«eiorov of the MSS., though A? and O? made the 
correction.—The insatiability of those who desire the wrong sort 
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of “equality ” is, by a rhetorical figure, transferred to the equality 
itself. 

e4. Bvafduevov—which is a variety in expression for Big—is 
antithetic to 6x’ dveidovs; like erddovra in d6 it agrees with 
the subject of weypaoOar, on which amotperev depends. (Schanz 
reads Bidfer Oar; Stallb. says Puafopevov “stands per anacoluthon ” 
for the inf.; while Ast compares it to idiomatic participles after 
verbs of saying and perceiving where we should expect an inf.) 

e6. eumporfe: at 721b6 ff. Here we have a further 
glimpse into Plato’s deepest thoughts on human destiny. There 
we read that yeveovs, the power of reproduction, gives the human 
race a hold on immortality; here he says that yeveous provides 
for the continuous service of 7d mavTwv apirrov (728d 1), the 
supreme object of worship, and implies that only those who serve 
the Highest get into touch with ris devyevots pioews—real, 
indestructible existence. Thus we are led on to that wonderful 
passage at 903 c, where we are told that every yéveous fashions an 
instrument for helping to secure the felicity of the universe, and 
that the great mistake to which each insignificant mortal is liable 
is to fancy that the universe is made for him, and not he for it. 
—With tis devyevots picews avtéxerOar cp. above 721¢6 
aOavacias peterAnpevat, and Aristot. De an. 415a29 iva Tov aei 
Kat Tov Oeiov perexwowy, 9 SbvavTas. 

e7. Steph. first corrected the MS. xaradeizovte to the acc, 
though he left the dat. in his text. 

774.a1. With darn peas av@’ avrov rapadiévac cp. 776b3 
Kadamep Napa dda Tov Piov Trapadwovras aAAos €€ aAAwy, 
Oeparevovras a aet Geods KaTO VOPOUS. , 

a2. os xp yapetv: these words are difficult. Ficinus, misled 
either by his text or by his eye, seems to have joined them to the 
Tept yduwv in 773e5; for there his translation is: “ad nuptias 
igitur, ut decet, celebrandas”; here it is merely “de nuptiis 
ineundis.” Wagner takes ws to be how—going back, i.e., to the 
subject of the sort of marriage which is advisable—a subject 
discussed above at 773. a ff.—he would even read ovs for ws. But 
the following threat of penalties upon obstinate bachelors is in 
favour of Schneider’s and Jowett’s view that ws is that, and that 
the words mean “that marriage is a duty,” and depend rather 
upon mpooimia(duevos than on eizor. I would suggest that it 
may have been a marginal heading which strayed into the text. 
Its place in Ficinus’s translation gives some slight support to this 
view. 
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a3. mpoowwaouevos opOas: not “if he makes a fitting pre- 
face” (as Serranus), but ‘by way of apposite preface.” 

a4. dxow.wdvnrov does not denote merely the absence of the 
marriage tie (“alienus ab hoc consortio” Fic.), but wunsociable 
in character and behaviour; for marriage is a duty to the state. 
The xai after €xn is explanatory. 

a6. exardv dpaypais: Clem. Alex. Strom. ii. 423, in de- 
scribing this law, calls the sum paid tpofyv yvvarkds, and seems 
to say that there were magistrates’ fees to be paid as well. In the 
Times of Nov. 21, 1911 it was stated that the Mecklenburg 
Provincial Diet had resolved to tax all bachelors over thirty who 
had no relatives dependent on them. They were to pay twenty- 
five per cent more than married men. Wives are evidently more 
expensive to keep nowadays than in Plato’s time. 

b 4. was: not, I think, every tapias ths “Hpas (though the 
exaorovs at e3 is somewhat in favour of that view), but every 
citizen. It was incumbent, ie., on every citizen, if questioned at 
the evOvva of the magistrate concerned, to give evidence as to his 
own liability to the tax, and say whether he had paid it or not. 
(Herm: would read +aéo.—in the sense of 7 BovAopevw (peTvévar). 
He truly observes that it is superfluous, after stating the steward’s 
liability, to say it applies to all stewards.)—eis, “in the matter of” ; 
so at 677b7, 775a7, 784b5, and 809e7. 

b 6. éxav here is “if he can help it.” 
b7. BonGeirw Kai ayvverw, “must rise and defend”; Bonbeiv 

is “to take the field,” “to be up in arms,” and not, in itself, “to 
assist,” as the dictionaries say. Cp. Thue. v. 75. 1 tis de payns 
perXovons érerOar. . . . WAeurrodvae. . . BoiOnoe Kal péxpe 
pev Teyéas adixero, tvOdpevos de tHv vikny darexopynoe. No 
doubt, in certain cases, when construed with a personal dat., it 
gets the meaning assist. So “to be owt” for the Pretender is to 
assist the Pretender). 

c 3. mporepov: ie. at 742 ¢ 2. 
c3 ff. cipjyoOw S¢ réAw ws ioa avti iow eotiv 7d pire 

ANapBavovre pHr exdiddvre Sia Xpnpdtwv dropiav ynpdoKev Tovs 
Trévytas: at 733b5 ioa avri iowv was “in a case of equality”; 
here, with éoriv, it is “it is a case of equality,’ ie. (with a 
negative in the following clause) “ there is just as little probability 
one way as another.” The proper object of éxduddv71, and there- 
fore of AapPBavovts also, is a bride, not, as has generally been 
assumed, a dowry; as at d2 and 742 c 2, we should in that case 
have diddvrt. These datives are genitival, and go with dzopiav. 
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The negatives are difficult ; for they do not negative the participles 
so much as yypdoKewv. We may translate: ‘‘ But I would return 
to the subject, and insist that there is no great probability that, on 
account of dearth of money, whether in the case of the bridegroom, 
or in that of the bride’s father, the poor should fail to reach old 
age.” The reason follows: “in our state there is no abject 
poverty.” The early printed edd. turned 76 into 7, and so all 
subsequent edd. except Schanz and Burnet. Another alteration 
of this passage suggested in the margin of O and the Florentine 
MSS. was the substitution of diddécKxew for ynpdoKew. Ficinus 
read ynpdoxew. Ast and Stallb. welcome this change, and take 
diddo Kev as an inf. with an imperative force: “we must teach the 
poor that it is as broad as it is long if a dowry is neither given 
nor received, all being equally poor,” “ propterea quod isto modo 
omnibus sit pecuniarum pecunia” Stallb. The following ydp 
clause does not in the least support a statement of this nature. 
Schneider and Schanz give the passage up and suppose a lacuna 
after exduddvtt. Apelt proposes to read yepaipew for ynpaoxevy, 
retaining the unauthorized 7, and expressing doubt about the 
previous part of the sentence. His idea is that Plato is here 
urging us to pay respect to parents. 

c6. imdpxovrda éeot. stands for imapxe, as at 908c4 7 
vrdpxovoa stands for vrdpyy—The gen. after maou is unusual ; 
Schanz emends it to tots.—It would be better to put a colon after 
moAe; what follows is a distinct reason for dispensing with 
dowries. 

c 7. uBpis: Stallb. ad loc., and Bekker in the Excursus to the 
twelfth chapter of Charicles have collected many passages from 
ancient writers illustrative of the airs and tyranny of the uaxor dotata 
(4Xoxos moAvdwpos) Even Justinian iii, 3 adopts Plato’s 
arguments, speaking of dowries as “frena.” The original reading 
in A and O was vfpes ; the correction made by A? and O? to tBpis 
has been universally adopted. Steph.’s 7jrrwv for #rrov has no 
MS. authority. The adverb fits both clauses better than the 
adj. ; especially as dovAeia has two adjs. already. Ficinus’s minor 
is not conclusive for 7TTwYV, though somewhat in its favour. 

d 2. ev trav KadOv Spey tovT’ av, “will so have one good deed 
to his eredit.”—1 : we should have expected an explanatory Kai 
instead of the first 7. This 7 is not or, but etther, or whether. 
The early printed edd., not seeing this, coolly put in aAA’ before 
it; they also, de suo, changed the 6€ before pyvas to pev. 
Contrary to his usual custom, Plato here begins the enumeration 
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of the four classes at the bottom. The sentence leaves several points 
unexpressed, and to be supplied from the context ; if all were 
there it would run: <é péev> rAéov .. . 6 8& <rAéov > pvas 
<afia> KTA. 

d4. 6 rd péyiorov Tipnua Kextynpéevos: these words might 
well be marked off as a parenthesis. Their addition renders the 
corresponding additions in the previous clauses unnecessary. 
[F.H.D. suggests that the words are a commentator’s “ gloss.” ] 

d 5. cdevrérw pev 7H Synpooiw: so L and O; it is doubtless 
the right reading. The scribes of these MSS., how ever, knew of a 
variant T@ d.i for t~ Sypooiw, which variant is the text reading of 
A, which has the correct reading in a late hand in the margin. A 
further knows of a variant ofAjoe: for oferAerw—The author 
leaves us in some doubt as to the nature of the penalty. It is 
clear that the temple stewards concerned are to confiscate the 
surplus money or goods given with the bride; but it is not stated 
whether one or both of the guilty parties—and if one which—is 
to pay the equivalent fine to the public exchequer. We may 
conclyde that in case of a marriage between members of different 
property-classes the rate of the higher class would fix the amount. 

e2. rap avrov éxdortovs, “each out of his own private store.” 
This payment by the defaulting stewards would apparently go to 
the temple treasuries.—Stallb. cps. Plut. Solon ch. xx. rov © aAdwv 
yap adeire tas hepvas, iwdtia tpia, Kal oKe’y puKpov vopiopa- 
Tos agua KeActoas, ETepov 5€ pndev, eripeper Oar THY yapouvpevny. 
There probably the ¢epv7) was not the dowry in general, but only 
the trousseau. 

e4. eyyinv: Herm. De vest. p. 9 (note 25) notices that the two 
points in which Plato’s law differs from that given at Dem. Contra 
Steph. p. 1134 are (1) that Plato characteristically admits relatives 
on the female side, and (2) mentions the grandfather as coming 
before the brother—Steph. would write tpdérnv for rpotov. The 
ease is like that of #jrrov at c7; he has not here, however, any 
support from Ficinus, who has primum for mp@rov, deinde for 
Sevtépay, tertia for tpirnv. 

e7. L and O do not share A’s mistake of cvpPaiver for 
ocvpBaivy. 

e 8. xupiovs: the adj. can be applied, in a slightly different 
sense of course, to the people who are capable of making a “ valid” 
betrothal. On the yalidity of the betrothal depended the 
legitimacy of the children of the marriage. 

e9. For mporéheva ep. schol. on Aristoph. Thesm. 973 "Hpa reAeia 
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kat Zevs Téevos eTyLOVTO ev TOis ydpors WS TpUTavELs OVTES TOV 
yapov: téAos b€ 6 ydpos. bid kat mpotéera éexadreito » Ovcia 2) 
Tp TOV yaw yryvouevyn. See also Ruhnken, Tim? s.v.—For the 
MS. 7 tus I think we ought to read 7 ris. 6o0a and tis would 
then both introduce interrogative sentences dependent in grammar 
on epwrovrTa. Stallb. wished to read 7 et tus. 

775 a2f. wevPouevov éxeivous iy eo Aa0 TAVTU EAUTM pETPLWS 
y'yverGar, “and be quite satisfied to do as they tell him.”— 
tous e€nyntds: these officials have already been mentioned at 
759 cd. 

a4. For the “absolute” zepé clause Stallb. eps. Phaedr. 250 ¢ 8 
mept de KdAAovs KTA. 

a5. Ficinus unaccountably has ex latere paterno for what in our 
MS. text is exatépwv ; so Serranus ex parte patris. 

a7. eis ypjpata: ep. above on 774b4.—As at 77444, the 
graduated arrangement of property-classes forms a framework 
which renders full expression of the points connected with each 
stage unnecessary ; T@ previo is loose for “the man of the highest 
class.” 

a8. edeEns ottw, kabdzep, “just in series according as... . 
b3. ws dreipoxaddv te dvta Kal adraidevtov TOV Tepl Tas 

vuppikas Movcas vopnwv: for the two ideas ep. Rep. 403 ¢ 1 ydyov 
ameipoxaXrias kat adpovoias bpeEovta.—For epi c. gen. as a variant 
for a simple possessive genitive cp. above on 685¢2. For the genitive 
after amaidevros cp. Rep. 61943 rovwv dyvpvaorovs.—I think 
Jowett is right, as against all other interpreters, in giving vouwv 
its technical musical sense. Laws are not things you are educated 
in; music is. It may be said that “the laws of the hymeneal 
Muses” is itself a figurative expression for “a cultivated, liberal 
state of mind and feeling”; but the Muses are not readily com- 
pared to legislators; and the sense of strains or melodies, or 
harmonies fits the phrase better: “as a vulgar soul that is not 
attuned to the melodies of the Muse of marriage.” 

b 4. The subject of excessive drinking comes in naturally on 
the mention of the wedding feast. | 

b 6. ovd’ drdadés, “besides, it is dangerous.”—ovr odv 87 
(coming after ovte GAA ov) is “above all” (it is.out of place, 
and dangerous).—The MSS. of Athenaeus, who quotes this passage 
at x. 39, have ovd’ aAXAoG, and ots’ acdadés; the Plato MSS. 
have ovte in both places. Dindorf corrected the first ovde in 
Athenaeus, and Bekker the second ore in Plato. 

c2. I am convinced that we ought to put a full stop after 
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petadXAatrovras, and to treat drws yiyvyta: as an independent 
injunction, similar to the prohibitions treated of at Goodwin, 
M. and T. § 283 (Prot. 313 c, Huthyd. 296 a, Charm. 157 b, Aristoph. 
Nub. 824, Dem. iv. 20 (p. 45). If it be held that only a future 
could be used in such a sentence when it is positwe, we must 
suppose the clause to be an abrupt anacoluthon. A colon should 
follow pera Oco0. The whole passage—b 6 ovr’ otv .. . d4m07T 
av—is thus arranged, as to its main ideas: “To drink deep is 
especially wrong at one’s wedding—is to cloud the mind at a crisis 
in one’s life when above all the mind should be clear. Your 
possible offspring too will suffer in mind if your mind is cloudy 
when it is made. And its body will suffer too, from the relaxed 
state of your body. Both body and soul of the drunken man are 
at war each with itself, and offspring then generated will in all 
probability be perverse and crooked in body and mind.” 

c6. ev poipa— uti par est” (Schneider)—seems rather otiose. 
Cornarius—he was a doctor of medicine—plausibly suggests ev 
pytpe for it. 

c7. 6 dé dupvepevos xtX., “why, when a man is in liquor, he 
drives and is himself driven all ways at once; there is war in his 
body and in his soul: a drunken man must be but a staggering and 
fumbling sire, and produce ill-balanced and shifty offspring, whose 
minds are probably as crooked as their bodies.” 

d4f padXov pév introduces the two higher, padurra Sé the 
indispensable lower, and duadepdvtws S€ the lowest possible of the 
requirements. 

8. cLouopyvipevov éxtvrovcGa.: both words are probably 
middie, and have as their object “the faults just spoken of” We 
are told by the scholiast on this passage, and by Timaeus in his 
Lex., that ¢Louopyvipevos has the same meaning as éxparTropevos— 
Tim. adds arotvrotvpevos ; i.e. it probably was used as a technical 
term of the sculptor’s art in the sense of to mould a likeness. At 
Eur. Bacch. 344 pnd eEoudpker pwpiav tHv ov epot; the 
metaphor is still perhaps that of the coming off of colour from one 
contiguous surface to another. Cp. also Aristoph. Ach, 843. 

el. rdvry, “in every respect ”—whether in body or mind.— 
pavArdtepa: not ‘worse than their parents,” but “sadly inferior 
creatures.” 

e2. apy? yap Kal Beds év AvOpurois idpupevy ower TavTa, 
“men recognize in all beginnings a divinity of universal efficacy, 
if ete.” —lit. “ beginning, set up as a very deity among men, makes 
all right.” This is the third handling of this theme in the sixth 
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book. At 753e8 we were told that the proverb apx7 Tpuov 
wavros did not honour apx7% as highly as it deserved, and again at 
765 e 3 the significance and importance of 7) rpéry Bdeeqtess the 
seeds and weak beginnings” Hen. IV. Part 2, iii. 1. 85—was 
eloquently described.—Ast suggests that kai may be a misreading 
of the tachygraphical sign for ws. This would give us an easier 
sentence, but we are not driven to this assumption—still less to 
Schanz’s athetesis of kat Geds : the emphasizing kai and the abrupt 
identification of dpy7 with the divine power seem not out of place 
in such a striking sentence. Probably Schanz, like Stallb., took 
the Geos to be the deity mentioned at c4—pera Jeod. dpyy odler 
mwavrTa was very likely a proverbial saying. (Apelt holds kal Geds 
to be a mistake for kar’ €@os, and translates kat’ €Oos idpupevn, 
“der sich durch Gewohnheit fest eingewurzelt hat.” But does not 
this make the following 7f clause superfluous? apyy cannot gain 
a firm footing unless it is duly honoured.) 

e 3. idpupevn: idptoGar is the regular word for the establish- 
ment of a divinity. 

e 5. ratv oikiaw: the dvo oikjoes belonging to each xAjHpos 
mentioned at 745 e 4. 

776a1. veorrav: there is here none of the disapproval which 
was implied in the use of this metaphor at Rep. 548a, where he 
speaks of wedded homes as dteyvus veottids idias. 

a2. xwpicGevra is the most significant verb in this passage. 
The motive for this separation from the paternal home is explained 
by the following yap clause, and its necessity is again urged at 
a7 ff. vopicavra is subordinate to xwpicGévra; the Te, inserted 
after the latter word in Ald. and the next three printed texts, 
obscures the true significance of xwpicGevra. (Ritter p. 405 
suggests that perhaps vouicavra eivae stands for vopifev.) 

a5. xataxopis b¢... mAnopovns, “while a companionship 
which is too close, and which misses the desire begotten by long 
absence, makes (the same natures) fall apart from sheer satiety (of 
companionship).” 

b 1. Plato does not seem to have used erurkotrety elsewhere in 
the sense of vistt. 

b 3. kaOdrep Aaprdda Tov Biov rapadibdovras adXAous €€ GAXAwv : 
Boeckh p. 140, among other instances in which Lucr. “ colorem 
duxit a Platonicis,’ compares this passage with De rerum 
nat. ii. 78: 

; 

¥ 

; 
; 
1 

Inque brevi spatio mutantur saecla animantum 
Et quasi cursores vitai lampada tradunt. 
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For the Aapradnopia, or Aaprds, as it was also called, cp. Hdt. 
viii. 98, Rep. 328 with Adam’s note. 

b4. With Ocparectvovras det Oeovs cp. above 774a1 ae TH Oew 
drnpetas av@ avTov rapadiddvat 

b 6. All subsequent editors have rightly adopted Ast’s correction 
of the MS. Kkéxrnto to KextjTo.—Td pev otv moda... A€Eyd- 
peva, “Of the majority (of such belongings) it is as easy to 
give an account as to get possession of them; but slaves are 
a difficulty every way” (ie. it is difficult to get possession of them, 
and difficult to give directions about them). “ And the reason is, 
that we say things about slaves which are partly right and partly 
wrong; for we contradict experience of their serviceableness as 
well as follow its teaching in the form which our very language 
takes about them”; in other words, “our very language about 
slaves is inconsistent, and our experience shows a similar diversity 
and contradiction.” This enigmatical sentence naturally brings 
from the downright Megillus a request for further explanation. 
* Do we?” he says; “what do you mean?” At c6ff. the Ath. 
admits the obscurity of his remark, and then explains that he 
meant that about any known system of slave-holding you will 
find a bewildering diversity of opinion; more particularly that, 
though we all know cases where slaves have been more to their 
masters than even brothers or sons, we sometimes talk of them as 
if they were good-for-nothing :—e.g. you find Homer saying that 
by divine ordinance slavery is essentially degrading to the slave. 
(Susemihl takes yxpetar to be “our needs,” and tries to get from 
the words the meaning “sometimes we speak of slaves as if they 
were the reverse of useful to us, and sometimes as if they were 
useful”; but, as Ritter says, even if the words could be made to 
mean this—which they cannot—that would be no reason (aitvov) 
for the difficulty of the subject. Ritter himself construes évavtia 

. kat Ta Aeyoueva “for according to the way we treat them, 
slaves show characteristics that are the opposite of each other, and 
in accordance with the way in which we treat them, we also mould 
our judgement about slaves.” This general conclusion harmonizes 
well with the following remarks of the Ath. about the treatment 
of slaves, but ignores entirely the manifest opposition between 
évavTia Tais xpeiars and Kata tds xpeias.) 

¢3. The ra which was left out in A is supplied by an early 
hand in the margin, and is present in O, though ra Aeydpueva is 
in am erasure; it seems as if in the original of both there was 
some indistinctness about the ra. 
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c7. wavtwv t.“E,: the gen. goes with the superlative rA«iorny, 
and is like that of the idiomatic dvOpérwv—“in the world ”— 
with a superlative. It is equivalent to “throughout the whole of 
Greece”; cp. Prot. 342a7 giAocodia yap éeotw raXdaoratn Te 
kat wretoTn Tov “EAAjvev ev Kpyryn te cat Aaxedaipov, and 
Laches 197 d 4. 

c9. 7 “HpaxXewrav Sovdcia tis tov Mapiavdvvdv Kata- 
dovAwoews, “the slavery-system of Heraclea under which the 
Mariandyni are held in serfdom.” This is (nearly) Stallbaum’s 
interpretation, and is right, I think, as against Ruhnken’s view 
—adopted by Liddell & Scott—that dovAcia is “abstract for 
concrete ”—as in the next case cited—and stands for body of slaves. 
R. is however right, as against Stallb., in taking ckatadovAwcews to 
be a genitive of definition (cp. on 723d 6), rather than a genitive of 
origin.—For the relation of the Mariandyni to the people of Heraclea 
Pontica, Ast and Stallb. refer, among other authors, to Strabo 
xii. 3. 41, p. 817. Athenaeus vi. 263ef. and 264af. gives 
authorities for regarding the servitude of the Mariandyni and 
Penestae as the result of voluntary compacts. 

d4. 6 &) ... rdde eoriv: an abrupt explanatory asyndeton. 
—rapiov TO Adyw, “in the course of my argument ”—lit. “as I 
passed along it in my argument.” 

d5. iopev . .. apiotovs: in other words, we all admit the 
possibility of slaves being capable and well-disposed. The yap in 
d7 is “why!” or “ you know,” rather than “ for.” 

d8. It would be interesting to know whether O has any trace 
of the senseless dislocation of letters by which A arrived at 
yevopevois exw kaowv. (A new collation of the now recovered O 
would be of great value.) 

e4. With todvayriov we must supply either Aéyerat, or topev 
Neyopevov. 

e5. two yéver is sufficiently defined by the dovAys in the pre- 
ceding line. Ast wanted to insert tovtw, and Stallb. rav dovAwy 
before ever. | 

e6. kal dredivaro, “ explicitly declares” ; the kai emphasizes 
the verb. 

77741. For the variety of reading see scholia and notes on 
Od. xvii. 322f. te voov... avdpov sounds more like Homer 
than 7 dperns ... avépos, and gets some confirmation from the 
avOpoérwv ... voov éyvw in a 3.—The first hands in A and O 
thoughtlessly wrote dmape(Berat; L and A? and O? have 
GT a pelpEeTa. 
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a3. tavra 67 diadaBovres Exactor Tots Suavojpaccy, “between 
these two views a man decides for himself.” 

a4. xara d€ Onpiwy piow: “as if they were dealing with 
brute beasts.” 

a5. ov tpls povov dAAa roddaKis ... SovAas: ep. Plut. 
Lye. ch. xxviii. Gore tots Aé€yovtas, ev Aakedaipove Kal Todv 
éXeVepov paduora éhevOepov eivar Kal Tov dovAoV padiora SovAor, 
od pairus TeHewpynKevar TrHV Suachopav. 

b2. xtycews: like xkrjicacGa. at 776b7—which referred 
by implication to slaves—this word denotes not so much the 
acquiring as the form of possession—in other words, the legal 
position of the slave with regard to his master. 

b5f. O. Apelt’s suggestion that we ought to read eori tu 
Opéupa for or. 7d Opéupa seems, at first sight, to improve the 
construction, but if we are to make evxpyortoyv predicate to the 
subject “man,” it will be hard to justify the gender, if av@pwzos 
alone is the subject, whereas it is quite in order if 7d Opéupa 
avOpwros is the subject. I think Burnet is right in leaving the 
MS. reading untouched. Most recent editors (Stallb., Wagner, 

_Giirr., Herm., Schanz) follow Ast in reading ¢OéAa for eOéAcuy, 
and assigning daiverar to Cleinias. This makes Plato say: “ It 
is clear that because man is a ‘difficult creature’ to deal with, 
therefore he is wont to be difficult in a particular case.” The MS. 
reading says: “ because he is difficult (in general), and particularly 
in the relations of master and servant, the servant question is 
bound to be an awkward one.” This suits the argument at least 
as well as the former, to say nothing of the awkwardness of the 
asyndeton after daiveras in the former arrangement.—avayxkaiay, 
“ inevitable.” —Plato is probably not thinking solely of the dzs- 
inclination to serve, but also of the possible failure of the capacity 
to rule. It will be remembered that in the Republic he is anxious 
to provide means for removing from a lower or a higher class in 
the community individual members who were manifestly out of 
place. He hints here, rather than expresses, the view that the 
difficulty has its source in the diversities of a nature which refuses 
to be forced into our artificial categories :—that the source of 
much trouble caused by slave-holding is that some slaves were 
better than their masters, and some masters only fit to be slaves. 

el. The ydp introduces confirmation of the ovdapas evxpyotov 
rather than of the yaAerov. 

c3. €x pas pwrys, “eiusdem linguae,” Ficinus. 
ce 4. If the td, which O alone omits, is correct, it stands for 
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Tept Ta KTA,—the epi being naturally left out in view of 
the wept in the following line; it is easily supplied from the 
preceding wept ras, and wepi ye tas. If the ra be rejected, the 
construction must be kat dva cupPaiver repidivwy ... épya kal 
raOnpata—For mepidivwv (so a late hand in A and O for 
mepioetvwv) the scholiast in A, and Hesych. s.v., give the interpre- 
tation repatov. 

c5f. Athenaeus and Stobaeus have wavtodarav, clearly an 
error.—The MS. xAorwv, which Naber would reject, Burnet 
well emends to kAwrov. In A the o is in an erasure. We may 
translate: “ History has repeatedly shown (how many troubles 
result from this source) in the case of the frequent revolts wont 
to be made by the Messenians, and in that of the states which 
own many dependents of the same race; and again in the case 
of the multifarious robberies and adventures of the so-called 
‘Rovers’ of the Italian shore.” It is implied that these Italian 
pirates had once been held in subjection as slaves. The people in 
that part of the world have always taken naturally to brigandage. 
—Stobaeus has doubtless preserved the correct reading in ay 
mwavra, where all other texts have aravra. Op. Adam on Rep. 
437b: “I have noted the—certain or probable—omission of av 
in all or the best MSS. in Phaedo 62c, 109e, Huthyd. 291 e (2), 
Rep, 457d, 516 e, 558d, where the omission is lipographical ; also 
in Phaedo 72b, EHuthyd. 281c, Crat. 389e, 409a, Ale. I. 132), 
133 e, Soph. 266 a, Phil. 47b, Hipp. Mai. 295 a.”—This sentence 
is a curious—perhaps we may say careless—repetition of the «is a 
kal mavTa Ta ToLavTa BAeavtas KTX. at 776d 2. 

c7. dvo 6) AcirerOov povw pyyxavd, “all I can find to 
recommend by way of policy is these two things.” | 

c8. tovs péAXovtas paov dovrcicesy, “if they are to bear the 
yoke easily.’"—-The Grammarians quoted in Stallb.’s note tell us 
(1) that watpuitns was used in the sense of cvprarpidrys, just 
as moXirns is used for oupmoXirns, and (2) that zodXirns 
would be used for a free Greek, watpuiryns for a slave or a 

barbarian. 
2. pu) povov .. . mpotiuwvras, “ paying them attention, not 

merely on their account, but still more on their own.” mpotipav, 
as at 770d 7, is not used in the sense of prefer, but is merely a 
stronger tyuav. With atvrwv we must supply évexa from the former 
part of the sentence. 

d3. 7 dé tpody trav TowotTwv, “the proper way to treat 
men in that position is . . .” 
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d 4. <i dvvarov marks the statement as something of a paradox ; 
aSuxia, is, of course, never allowable. The following ydp clause sets 
the precept in its right light. The justice which shows itself 
when there is no compulsion, must be genuine, and is therefore 
admirable, 

a7. 6 wept ta Tov SovAwy 70 Kat mpdgers stands for 6 rrepi 
7a Tept TOV SotAwy 7. k. 7. Schneider is, so far as I know, the only 
interpreter who takes these words in the right way; all others 
content themselves with the reproduction of Ficinus’s senseless 
“circa mores actionesque servorum.” 0 Kai mpdges is fairly 
rendered by the English behaviowr—“ the man who shows himself 
free from all taint of wickedness and oppression in his behaviour 
towards his slaves.” 

‘el. omeiper cis dperqs éxpvow (ixaviraros) must be a poetical 
quotation ; “ad producendas virtutis fruges aptissimus” Fic. Cp. 
Cymbeline tv. ii. 180, “valour | that wildly grows in them, but 
yields a crop | as if it had been sow’d.” The poetical dpiavros 
was doubtless part of the same passage. It reads like a bit of 
Pindar. 

e 2, ciety opOas apa éyovra, “to say, and with truth.” 
“Rhetoribus tritum est dicere cireiv éeywv, Eby Tov éywv” 
Lobeck on Soph. Aj. 757. 

e 3. kai is “or,” and racav “any kind of.’—Here, as in the 
injunction at 729b, aicxytverGar tovs véovs, we come very near 
to chivalrous and even Christian sentiment. 

e 4. mpos acO. cav. does not go with dvvarrevovrt.—that would 
be tautological—but with eimetv—*to declare in the case of any 
supericr with reference to his inferior.” Cp. the note on zpds at 
778 a 2. 

e5. The & def of A and Oisa peculiarly senseless reproduction 
of a scribe’s error, due to the dittography of the A of det. If it 
had not been for the quotations in Ath. and Stob. we should no 
doubt have acquiesced in the vulgate aeti—kai pa) xr, “instead 
of debauching them by mere admonitions such as we should use to 
our equals.”—Aristotle at Pol. i. 1260b5 directly contradicts 
Plato on this and the following point. 

778 a1. racayv, “pure and simple.” 
a2. a 64, “whereby”; a curious adverbial neuter plural— 

something like rd d€ used for “whereas.” Nearly the same @ 67 
occurs at Phaedr. 244 d 6 (possibly in a poetic quotation), at Soph, 
Aj.1043 (Lobeck’s note), Dem. Eyist. 1490, and stands for are 
5% or ofa 67.—zpds SovrAovs is the greatest difficulty ; it seems 
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to be used “pregnantly,” in the sense of “in their treatment of 
slaves,” Cp. on 777e4; the sense is helped by the previous mpds 
in mpoo7raifovras. 

a3. The active Opirrovres is manifestly used in the sense of the 
previous Opirreo Gat roveiv, and we must supply avtovs, or, better, 
tov Piov, from the context, as its object. dpyerOar and apxeuw 
are somewhat irregularly epexegetic of yaAerwtepov. (Schneider 
takes a to be directly governed by Opvrrovres—* cujusmodi deliciis 
multi admodum stulte in servos utentes.”) | We may translate : 
“whereby, in their treatment of slaves, many people, most 
unwisely, in bringing over-refinement into their life, make it 
harder both for the slaves as slaves, and for themselves as masters.” 

a7. OTe TiS... KaTETKevaopevos ... Ein ... XpH: an 
unusual construction—the indefinite dre evn for the simple temporal 
éte eoti or dtav 7. It is as if we should say as often as, in the 
place of as soon as ever; the éws ein at Theaet. 155 a4, where the 
apodosis is Pycopev av yever Oar, is somewhat analogous, but less 
extraordinary. I think it possible that Plato wrote ypjv—a 
“philosophic” imperfect ; if so, the opt. would be more regular. 

b2f. riv .. . woAw emipednréov eivat: for the acc. of the 
agent with a neut. verbal adj. cp. 643 a 6 and 688 e 5. 

b 3. epi re tepa Kal tTeiyn: I think interpreters are wrong in 
treating these words as if they were wep Ta Te iepa Kal TA TEeLy7n ; 
ie. Te is not both, but and. epi t. kat 7. are a variety of expression 
for TOv tep@v Kat Teiywv, and as such are coupled by te with 
tovtwy. What Plato says is that the virgin city’s task is to go 
into all details of city architecture, ‘‘and (more particularly) the 
details of the structure of the temples and the city walls.” That 
is to say, he does not here limit the question to the consideration 
of temples and walls alone. It is only at vv dé povoy in ¢ 1 that 
he lets us know that the subject of city architecture is not to be 
treated at length. 

b4. jv: a variety of the “philosophic” imperfect; “ really, 
properly, came before .. .” He goes on to explain that, though 
in reality the houses would have to be built before the family life 
was begun, in a disquisition on the subject we may arrange matters 
in the reverse order, if we like. 

b5. The subject to yiyveras is roAus (understood).—Adyw is a 
repetition of the Ady at a 10.—xal pad’ éyxwpel, “it is perfectly 
legitimate ”—the strengthened pada. 

b7. eav eds eOeXy: as at 632e7 this is added, by way of 
“make-believe,” about a topic which will not be found in the 
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Laws. We never get the details referred t6 as ravta Ta Tovavra. 
—76n Tore, “at last,” for the more usual rore 7dn, as at Theaet. 
165 e3.—e7i, “on the top of,” after.” 

cl. viv 8 povov dcov Twa Tbrov: the adversative dé refers to 
the statement cvprdaons THs oiKkodopuKns eryeAntéov Tiva Tpdrov 
ekaora eet, which has in a way been “resumed” in the words 
TAaGW TOiS TOLOUTOLS. 

c4-d 3. These directions for temple-building are obscure, and 
in parts the text is corrupt. In the first sentence I follow Ast in 
making wépié govern both racav tiv dyopay and tHv wow GAnv : 
the re and kai point to this; besides, the question of the position 
of the city as a whole—which other interpreters suppose here 
indicated—is foreign to our present subject, and has been dealt 
with to some extent at the beginning of Bk. IV. ; moreover, the 
expression pds Tols tWYyAois TOV Térwv denotes not one site, but 
several. The second division of the passage, which is hopeless 
as it stands, I would propose to reconstruct as follows: (1) For 
duxacrnpiov read dixaorypia, and (2) reject the second dukaorHpia 
év ofs—that in d 2—as an accidental repetition of the duckaorhpia 
ev ois'at 7. Possibly it was originally a marginal correction of 
the erroneous dixactynpiwv ev ois; perhaps it caught the scribe’s 
eye in a moment of vacuity. We may translate: “The temples 
we must build not only all round the Agora, but also in all 
directions about the city, on elevated spots, for the sake of both 
security and cleanliness; and adjoining them magistrates’ quarters, 
and courts of law, in which judgements will be pronounced and 
received as on holy ground, partly because they are on solemn 
subjects, partly because the buildings are the abodes of solemn 
deities; and in these buildings trials for murder would fittingly 
be held, and for all such offences as are punishable by death.” 
[F.H.D. would reject kai év tovrous diuxaorypra. | 

e8f ra pev... idpipara: this is difficult. I think we 
should put a colon after ‘Spvmara, and take the full expression 
of the thought to be 7a pev ws doiwv mépi eioiv at Sikar, Ta de Kat 
ws Tovovtwv Oeav idpipard éeortww Ta. tepa. 

d1. tovwitrwv = dciwv. 
a5. The author of Hlepi tious, § 4, who couples this metaphor 

with Kkurapittivas pvjpas (741 ¢), as instances of Td Puxpov, reads 
eraviotacOar; he also has éya a ae av ty Urdpry— 
evidently quoting from memory. 

a6. kadds pev kai 6 TounTiKos Sirép attav Adyos vuvetrat, 
“I quite agree for one thing” (uév) “ with the poet’s often quoted 
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_ words in which he tells us.”—-The author and poem are unknown. 
—Here again Aristotle disputes Plato’s judgement: at Pol. 
1330 b 32 he says Tepi d€ Tevx@v, of pi pdoKovres Setv Exe Tas 
THS dperijs dv TUT oLovpevas odes iav apxaiws vrokapPdvovorv. 
—The pev xai marks the first of the two reasons given as sub- 
ordinate in importance to the second, which is introduced by 
8 aris ne €TL pos TOUTOLS. 

el. yj.va: not necessarily of earth—or even of brick. He 
uses this word rather than Ai@iva because of the previous 
év TH yn Katakeipeva. The substance of the “earth” in Greece is 
rock, and the walls dug out of the earth would be walls of stone. 
Ast quotes the orator Lycurgus (Adv. Leocr. 153) adAG tH pev 
avTov avdpeiav acparertépay pvdakiv eivar vopifovres TOV 
AvGivwv mwepiBdrAwv. Plut. Lyc. ch. xix. represents the legislator 
Lycurgus as saying, “ov« av ein areixurtos Tous aris avdpdce 
Kal ov mXivGous errepdvearat.” Here ™ivOor means blocks of 
stone.—rT6 MpETEpov is a periphrasis for 7 mpeis. 

e 2: TO KAT EVLAUTOV pev EKTEMATELV els THY XOpav TOUS VEous : 

the reference is to the tasks proposed at 760e6ff. for the 
dypovopuor; the pev corresponds to the d€ at e6, where the con- 
struction goes on as if we had et prev exreuroupev here. 

e5. ws di)... od« edoovras eriBaiverv, “ with the manifest 
intention of keeping them out of the country.” 

e6. Steph. would substitute ei for 5€ and Wagner supports 
et by the argument that it is not the mission of the adypovdpmor, 
but the building of the walls that is said to be “ridiculous.” But 
what Plato says is ridiculous is the inconsistency between the two 
actions, and that is exactly expressed by the pev and de. 

e7. Ast is certainly right in taking mpés to be an adverb. 
(Stallb. would have us couple zpds padOakny Ew rovetv in the 
sense of “ conduce to effeminacy.”’) 

e 8. mpoxaXovpevov xtX., “a city-wall incites men to run 
inside it instead of facing the foe, and instead of seeking safety 
by ensuring that some of them are vigilant night and day, to 
fancy that the real way to be safe is to shut oneself up and go 
fast asleep inside walls—as if men were meant for inactivity ! 
Such men don’t know that real ease and rest is what comes after 
tovl:—-what is more, I can tell them that ease and rest of the 
disgraceful kind, which is nothing but laziness, inevitably pro- 
duces toil and trouble in its turn.” 

779 a4. The close coupling of kaetdovras with PpaxGéevras 
by re xaé is a humorous touch, as if not to be wide awake 
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(ppovpeitv vixtwp) but to go fast asleep were the right way to 
protect oneself. 

a6. With rv paorevny os ovtws eoriv ex TOV TOvwY, Where 
the ovtws marks the expression as proverbial, we may compare 
2 Henry IV. v. iv. 28, “ Well, of sufferance comes ease.” 

a7. otuar is a gentle expletive; Wagner's “nach meiner 
Meinung” makes too much of it, and too little of the strength 
of the opinion here expressed.—xai is explanatory. (The early 
printed texts altered fafupias to pabupiar, an erroneous assimila- 
tion like that of dicacripia to dukarTypiwv at 778 c 7.) 

a8. wdAcv: whereas the natural order is from toil and trouble 
to rest, an unnatural propensity to rest first will work the reverse 
way, and lead from rest to toil and trouble-—Jowett’s “a renewal 
of trouble” introduces a wrong notion.—r., “for any reason.” 

b2. BadrAcoGar: used (in the middle) like the Lat. iacere 
(fundamenta, muros). 

b3. ouaddryti te Kal opowryow: instrumental datives 
describing the way in which security was to be gained. The 
houses were to be built on the same plan, and of the same size, 
so that they would fit together and present an impregnable front to 
the outer world. (Ficinus took the two datives with the previous 
clause—as if these characteristics made the city “ one continuous 
wall.”)—«is tas ddovs: this arrangement of the houses was 
apparently not to be confined to those on the edge of the city. 
The 0od0f would cut the town up into blocks enclosed in con- 
tinuous walls. 

b6. duddopos: superior, that is, in safety, to an arrangement 
which would expose each house to be attacked on all sides. 

b7. MSS. éws av pev 7; Schneider corrected pev 7 to pevn, 
but, as Ritter says, ews av peévy is unintelligible. Burnet has 
doubtless restored the correct reading by the suggestion that the 
first letter of the MS. ews is due to dittography of the « of de— 
I think it is possible that we ought to remove the comma after de 
and make rovrwy depend on Ta oixodopnbevra. 

elf. kai, “even to the extent of.” (jp.ovvras is subordinate 
to mporavaykafovras, indicating the means of compulsion. 

c4. trav THs modews . . . ExtAnweras, “encroach on public 
property” (Jowett). It is possible that the words mean “ interfere 
with the plan of the city.” 

c7. oixeiv, as Ast and Stallb. say, is administrare. (Ritter 
follows Susemihl in taking 60a . . . mpémov dy oixetv ein to mean 
“which sites it would be proper to occupy with buildings ”—lit. 
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“inhabit.” His objection that the province of the dorvvdmor did 
not extend outside the city-walls would apply still more to his own 
interpretation. Such matters, however, as e.g. the introduction of 
water-courses, and the places where the country roads were to enter 
the city, were naturally the concern of the city authorities.) 
[F.H.D. and A.M.A. suggest that dca may be dca vdata.|— 
cuvidovTes Tals ypeias: TavTa wavTa is not directly governed by 
cuvidovtes, but by erivopoGerovvTwv ; the dat. ypeiars is governed 
by the ovv- in ovvddvtes, “considering them in the light of 
experience ”—“usu docti” Fic.—“usu cognita” Schn.—There is 
some analogy in construction with 965b10 apis exeivo ovr- 
tagacGa. ravta cvvopovra ; there ravra is directly governed by 
ocvvrdgac Gas. 

d2. 6.’ amopiav: there are many such points which the 
statutory law is incapable of foreseeing.—ére, “now that.” 

d4. wepipever, “are ready for.” ‘ 
a8. coTrwoay yeyovores: so at 736b7 eorw cvpPeByxvia, 

where there was the same invitation to imagine that a certain stage 
had been reached ; cp. too 71244. 

a9. dSiaita: rather vitae spatiwm (Schn.) than vivendi regula 
(Fic.) ; jv in the next line is temporal, like tiv npépav at 780 a 4. 

e2. diahepoton eoouevy: this, and ov diadepwv at 963b 5, 
may, as Stallb. says, be added to Porson’s list in his note on Hee. 
358 beginning “ Rara participii substantivi cum alio participio 
conjunctio.”—Schneider, Ziirr. Herm., Wagner, and Schanz all 
follow Bekker in printing a mark of interrogation after eropévy. 
The early edd. up to Steph. put a full stop after it. Ficinus, 
however, had already seen that tiva tpdrov xpy (nv depends on 
eiretv. Ast (in his text), Stallb., and Burnet rightly follow 
Ficinus, and Burnet makes the construction rather more clear by 
marking off 7d 67 . . . €xopuevov (which Fic. neglects altogether) 
as a parenthesis. This parenthesis means: ‘‘ the natural sequel to 
our previous injunctions”—the injunctions, i.e, given above and 
interrupted at 776 b5, on the subject of choice of a wife, and the 
marriage ceremony. The above-mentioned majority of interpreters 
take Tov viv eipnuévwv to be the immediately preceding words. 
But why should Plato call the problem that faces him one that 
springs from the previous one, when it is the previous one—the 
question, ie, how the married pair are to spend the first year of 
married life ? . 

e4. rowtTwv: ie. SvoxdAwvy or dvoexepov, which is the 
equivalent of the ironical ov rdvtwv evkoAwratov. 
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780 a 2. Fiihse proposed to alter mpdrrovras to tdtrovras ; but 
we want tpdétTovtas to govern Ta Sypdora Kal Kowd more than 
we want something for 77 xp7) (jv to depend on; for this depends 
very easily, as a mpds Td onpavopuevov construction, on mdéAcouy 
amopaiverOar vouovs. Ast finds a reason for tatrovras in the 
fact that ta Syuooia Kai Kove go with (hv below at a6. Rather 
should we see in the explicit construction at a2—as the MSS. 
have it—an excuse for the looser construction when the phrase is 
afterwards repeated. 

a 3. Ast, comparing Phaedo 64e1 Ka’ ocov py ToAAr avayKn 
peTéXew avtov, thinks a px) has fallen out before dvdéyxn here ; 
but this would suggest that the legislator in question did conceive 
that there might be cases where private life ought to be interfered 
with, and that is just what Plato at’a 5 says he does not. Schneider 
takes Ovov avdyxy to be “as far as necessity goes”; his transla- 
tion is “privata vero ab omni necessitate liberanda,” and so 
Wagner—“insoweit die Nothwendigkeit in Betracht komme.”—A 
further difficulty arises about Tov idtwy: does it (as neuter) depend 
on avayky, or is Tov idiwy (véuwyv) governed by defy? I think it 
is best to follow Schneider, and to take the genitive with avdyx7n : “so 
far as compulsion in private life goes.” (Apelt p. 12 would read 
dv &pxy for dvayxyn—“ whatever rules over private life.’—Ast, 
who keeps a store of prepositions up his sleeve for use in such cases, 
says Ta Snpoowa “est” Kata Ta Sypoora, and THv idiwv “est” rept 
tov idiwv.) [F.H.D. would make 7év idiwv (neut.) depend on 
dcov.] 

a4. The defy in a5 goes with e/var as well as with yiyverOau. 
—ravra: i.e. both public and private life. 
a6. Ta ye Kowd Kat Syudora : an irregular sort of acc. of inner 
object. See above on a 2.—eHeAjoew, “will be likely to”; or 
perhaps “will be willing to.” In either case the implication is 
that, if the one province is left unregulated, lawlessness is likely to 
invade the other as well. (Cp. below d7.)—avrovs is the same 
avrovs as at a2, ie. tovs woAXitas. (Schneider takes it to be 
emphatic: “ ipsos sua sponte usuros legibus.”) 

a8. dvadepovtws: Ficinus, Schneider, and Wagner are wrong, 
I think, in taking this to be aliter. Plato seems always to use the 
word in the sense of either “ specially,” or “more,” never in that of 
“ otherwise.” —In the two passages cited in L. & S. for the meaning 
differently from, it certainly means more (than).—Here pndev 
Stadepovrws pydé ArTov is used like our “neither more nor less,” 
in the sense of “just as much.” (Those who make dvadepdsvtws 
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mean aliter do not take it with €v evocurious, only with tHv diavray 
toveia Gat. Besides doing violence to dtadepdvrws, this enlargement 
of the reference to life in general is quite out of place; the following 
context shows that the ovociria alone are in question here.—rovro 
in b 2 is the institution of the evocitia.) 

D2 roy JG Xpovov : by brachylogy for 7) evT@ . . . xpove. 
b 3. Gavpacriy ov: ie. to the rest of Greece. suit Met would 

reject dv as due to dittography of the last syllable of Oavpacrov, 
supplying jv as the verb; but the anacoluthon in the é¢ in b 7 is 
natural in a conversational style.)—Kat’ dpxas tp@tov : a pleonasm 
of the same nature as kata dvvapuv éte padAwTa—rap vpiv: i.e. 
in the countries of both his hearers. 

b 4. vopoGerety: used figuratively, like our “dictate” ; when the 
verb is repeated below at c6 it is used in its natural sense. The 
first institutor was not a real lawgiver, but a special need—at e 2 
he calls it a providential one—the implication being that no 
human lawgiver could have ventured to enforce such a custom. 

b5f. tiv, from b 4, has to be supplied in thought with 
vopobetyoavtos, and with this tpiv exopevois agrees; the words 
ev OAtyavO@pwriats and t76 rodAns azropias describe two attendant 
circumstances which conspired to compel the adoption of avaaitua : 
(1) the population was small, and (2) it was threatened by a 
great danger. (A.M.A. cps. the “National” or “ Communal 
Kitchens ” started during the war.) 

cl. Schanz suggests that possibly we ought to read depevy for 
Stade perv. 

c2. exitydevpa: as at 638 ¢ 2, “ practice.” 
‘¢4-d 1. “What I wanted to explain was, that, though this 

institution was once viewed with amazement, and was one which 
no lawgiver would have dared to impose on people, to-day there 
would be no such difficulty in the way of the lawgiver who wanted 
to enact it. But that which is the logical consequence of this insti- 
tution, a thing which, like the former (re), is by nature adapted 
to succeed if tried, and which, because it is tried nowhere, as good 
as makes the lawgiver, as the saying is, card his wool into the 
fire and lose his labour in countless other such ways—this is one 
which it is neither easy to propose, nor for the proposer to put 
in practice.” 

c7. The re after wef@uxds and that after voy seem right: 
enough, and there is no need to change the second into de with 
Hermann (followed by Stallb., Bdh., Wagn., and Schanz); but I 
think that Badham is certainly right in remoying the comma 
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after the second yryvdpuevov and the re after oA‘yov. It is not 
the institution in question that makes the legislator’s work fruit- 
less, but the fact that the institution is nowhere adopted. The Te 
after viv connects the first yuyvéuevov with rovody, to which the 
second yryvouevov is subordinate.—There are two spheres where 
“Jaw and order” (d 5) ought to be introduced ; its absence in the 
second vitiates its action in the first. This is explained in what 
follows.—Another conjecture I would unhesitatingly accept in 
this passage is Ast’s change of ro.otvta to movovvta. He cps. 
Rep. 486 ¢ avovyra 57) rovev.—aviyvera is an adverb. 

¢8. “The phrase 70 tov ra(dvTwv in Plato seems always to 
mean “as they say in the proverb” or “proverbial saying.” 
Adam on Rep. 422 e. 

a3. droxveiy: this word reminds us of Socrates’s expressions 
of reluctance to deal with the regulation of the position of women 
at the beginning of Bk. V. of the Republic. 

d4. dxovour’ av... parnv, “I will explain, for fear that 
this very subject may involve us in much useless discussion.” 
(Fic., Ast (Lea.), and Schneider take S:atpuB% to be simply delay: 
“ne frustra in- hoc ipso diu vos teneam,” Schneider.) 

a6. tov S€ draxtwv . . . adAXda erepa, “while most of what 
is unregulated or ill-regulated weakens the effect of something 
else that is well regulated.” 

a8. adda érepa, “others besides” ; a tautological expression— 
something like our “safe and sound ”—sufficiently familiar to be 
used where the sense of rhythm demands weight of phrase. Cp. 
Eur. Or. 345 ofkov GAXov éerepov 7 Tdv ard Oeoydvev ydpur, 
Suppl. 573 moXXodbs érAnv 61) xatépovs aXAovs rovovs, Dem. De 
Rhod. lib. p. 198 Kav kai ‘Pddov Kai adAXras Erépas modes “HA- 
Anvidas, Plato, Crat. 438d 4 ov ydp rov eri ovéuara ye érepa dAAa 
tovrwy, and Laws 875d 7, 894e5, and 933e6 (acc. to the MS. 
reading).—od 61) kal viv éedéotynxey rept TO eyopevov, “it is 
just as an instance of this that the subject under discussion now 
presents itself to us.” A partial analogy to this is presented by 
Arist. Metaph. ii. 99924 daopia . . . rept is 6 Adyos EhéoryKe 
vov; ep. also Arist. Pol. 1287a1. 1d Aeydpuevov then would be 
the position of women, and the whole sentence would mean, “ the 
position of women is a case in point.” (It must be admitted that 
this explanation is somewhat strained. If we could be bold enough 
to adopt Badham’s rather violent change (p. 20) of zépx to zeipa, 
all difficulty of interpretation would vanish: “and we have in 
this very thing a case in point, as the saying is.”—It would also 
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be perhaps too bold to imagine the existence of such a phrase as 
Tept TovTov epertnkev in the sense of “that is the matter in 
hand ”—edeornxev being impersonal.—Ast, Schn., and Wagner 
take edeornxe—here, and perhaps in the Aristotelian passage as 
well—to mean ‘7s at a standstill”; but, though erutnvar can 
certainly mean “to halt,” “to come to a stop,” it is doubtful 
whether the perf. was used in the sense of “to stand still”; 
besides, it is not clear that there 7s any halt in the discussion.— 
Td eyopuevoy, acc. to these interpreters, is oratio nostra. [F.H.D. 
agrees with Ast and Schneider. | 

el. drep eizov: ie. at 780 b 3.—Oavpactds is not admirably 
(Fic., Jowett and others), but “to the world’s astonishment,” 
‘‘ extraordinarily.” 

781 al. dvopoberntov peOcirar: the expression suggests that 
a charge of undue licence might be brought against the Spartan 
and Cretan women; and this seems to have been the case if we 
may trust Euripides (Androm. 595 ff.). Stallb. eps. Hoeckh, De Creta 
ins. iii, 124,—eis Td hos FxTaL: a poetical expression, used as 
at Prot. 320d, Theaet. 157d, Tim. 91d, Laws 869 ¢, Rep. 461 c¢ 
in the sense of “has come into being,” “has been created ”—qws 
being “life” as at Soph. Phil. 415 ws pyxér dvta Keivov év dae 
voet; whereas below, at c 6, as above at 722e, and at Parm. 128 e, 
Phaedr. 261 e, dos is used for “ publicity.” Here, however, as 
in some of the other instances where dos means life, the secondary 
sense of exposure to men’s gaze is suggested as well. 

a2. aAX 6: the MSS. and the early printed texts read aAAo, 
and some of them not only accepted the asyndeton, and slurred 
over the dAAws, but treated avOpdzwv as if it were avdpar. 
Steph. was the first to see the true reading, though he printed 
aXXo in his text: tovto in a4 is the antecedent to this 6.—xai 
dAAws here= “to begin with”; we may transl: “No; just that 
part of our human race which was, to begin with, clandestine and 
stealthy, as the result of its weakness—I mean the female sex— 
has most unwisely been suffered by the lawgiver to be free from 
law, because to bring it under law was hard.” 

a3. The comparatives stand for strengthened positives; for 
the paAdAov thus used see on 729e 7.—For émixAorwtepov thus 
applied ep. Hes. Op. 67 and 78 (ev & érides crn Peoor) Wevded 7? 
aipvrious te Adyous Kal erikAorov 7) G0s—of the first woman. 

a5. «ifavtos tov voyoberov: cp. Arist. Pol. ii. 1270 a 6 
tas 6€ yuvaikds dace pev ayew ercxetpyoat Tov AvKovpyov 7d 
Tovs vouous, os & avTeKpovov, drooThvat TaAtv.—bia dé TovTov 
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peOeipevov . . . 7) Ta vor, “and, owing to your neglect of this sex, 
you lost control of much which would have been in a far better 
condition, if it had come under the Law, than it is now.” 
The early texts, down to Ast, had wapappei, and this seems to 
have been Ficinus’s reading—unless indeed, like Stallb., he 
took wapéppe. to be from rapéppw; he also seems to have read 
npiv for vpiv. He translated : ‘‘hoc enim praetermisso multa nobis 
corrumpuntur.” L. & S. can hardly be right in giving rapéppe. 
vutv here the meaning “slipped from your memory”; it is rather 
“slipped from you,” “got out of your control,” but not as much 
as Schneider’s “ depravata sunt.” tptv—not 7)piv—is clearly right ; 
the Ath. does not conceive that any state could have taken in 
hand the regulation of the private life of women, which had not 
already dealt with that of men. 

a 7—b 4. 76 (in b 1) does not go directly with zepiopidpevov (as 
Stallb.) but with epi ras yvvaikas ; TO epi Tas yuvaixas, as above 
at 780 e 2, is a variety of 70 T@v yuvatk@y, and is a periphrasis 
for “the female sex.”—-The argument, rather fancifully thrown 
into a mathematical form, is this: “it might be thought that, as 
women are the half of the race, the effect of leaving them un- 
‘regulated by law would be half as much as the effect of leaving 
the whole race unregulated; but it is not so, because their 
tendencies to evil are greater than those of men—so much so that 
the result would be more than twice as much mischief as would 
have resulted from so leaving men alone ;—so that jpicv and 
durAdovov do not apply to the same quantity: the former is half the 
mischief which would be effected by the whole race, if unregulated ; 
the latter the double of the harm which either half would do if 
they had been equally bad.”—dkoopijtws repiopdpevov is “under 
a laissez-faire régime,” lit. “passed over on the principle of non- 
intervention.” (Ast would read axoopyrov, taking 7d 7. T. ¥. 
dKxoopytov to be “ pravitas muliebris,” and translating repuop. by “ st 
legibus non coerceretur.” Stallb. cites from Gramm. in Bekker, Anecd. 
i. p. 369 drdxrws as an explanation of axocpijtws—which not 
only confirms the adv. but shows that Ast has taken both dx. and 
mepiop. wrongly.—Stallb, who takes 7d mepiopdpevov as the 
subject of jyucd eorw, has to supply avré as the subject of 

Suapéper.) 
b4. éravadaPeiv, “ revise.” 
b6 ff. ovrws qualifies ovdayms eitvxas; he has told us. at 

780 (b 4 and) e 2 that the syssitia owed their existence to a happy 
chance, and a providential interposition. No such chance has 
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intervened to lead men to the kindred reform now advocated ; 
instead of that there is a likelihood that its proposer would be 
thought mad—at all events (y’) in states which have no syssitia 
for men. 

clf. cvocitia ... dedoypeva Kata roAW ecivat, “that sys- 
sitia are a recognized civic institution.”—vmdpyxeu is impersonal. 

c 2. mdGev, as at Gorg. 471d and Symp. 172 c, means “how 
is it possible that . . .?”—€pyw, “in real life, as we know it in 
Greece,” as contrasted with the theoretical considerations in which the 
political and social systems of the Laws are founded—referred to 
at d 3 f. in the words Adyou y’ evexa. 

c3. yuvaikas mporPidferGar tHv o. k. 7. avdAwow avepav 
Gewpeto Gar: an awkward sentence: “to force upon women their 
consumption of food and drink’s being publicly viewed.” The 
acc. c. inf. clause is a sort of secondary object to mpooPiafer Oar, 
like tatra in ov de? tatta mporPidferOar at Crat. 410a 7. 
(Stallb. translates yvvaixas mpooPidlerOar . . . avdAwow by 
“mulieres cogere ad... consumptionem,” supplying wore before 
pavepav Oewpeio Gar. Ast is said to have suggested—I cannot find 
where—that zovovpeévas has fallen out before GewpeiaGar. Badham 
would change yvvatkas to yuvatkor.) 

c 5. xaderuwrepov: adv., “more reluctantly.” 
c 6. deduxés: cp. Rep. 579b Karadedukds O€ Ev TH oiKia Ta 

ToAAa ws yvv7» . O by a common mistake has dedorxds, and 
this is the reading of the early printed texts, up to Ast, and of 
Ficinus, who translates timide. H. Steph. from a comparison of 
Rep. 579 b conjectured xatadeduxds.—aydpevov : conative; “when 
the attempt is made to drag her.’—Ast would reject the 0’ after 
this word ; H. Richards would change it to 67. 

c7. wacayv, like rdons at d 2, all kinds of —modAv kparjoe, 
“will be far too strong for.” 

dl. rovr’: ie. TO yévos, “this sex.”—0dmep which is Bekker’s 
correction of the MS. oizep, certainly makes better sense than either 
the vulgate 7j7ep or Stallb.’s otzep; it would refer to b8, At the 
same time, the vulgate 77ep, which Schn., Ziirr., and Herm. retain, 
is possible, and accounts better for the MS. ofep. Stallb.’s otzrep 
would mean “(in the other places) to which I referred”; but he 
had not definitely referred to any particular states which had no 
syssitian—ovde . . . Tov Adyov .. Tov opOdv pyGevra, “not even 
the mention of the correct view.” 

d 3. «i 61) doxe? x7rA.: a practical application of the principle 
enunciated above at 739. If the circumstances of the case render 
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the theoretically best impracticable, the philosopher is even willing 
to sacrifice theoretical completeness, and leave the subject alone. 
“If you wish our discussion of politics as a whole to attain its 
end, as far as theory goes, I am quite willing to give reasons for 
thinking my view good and fitting, provided you like to listen to 
them; if you don’t, I will drop the subject.”—-Fahse and Ast 
would, very plausibly, read areAy) for arvx7. Ast thinks that 
Ficinus read areA7 because he translates the word by manca. This 
does not follow; e.g. at Crat. 420c7 he translates atvyia by 
“ defectus quidam consequendi impos.” (atvx7s means unsuccessful as 
well as unfortunate. The Ath. means “if you have it at heart to 
make our talk a success.”—Adyou y évexa is contrasted with the 
epyw atc 2. (Stallb., Wagner, and Jowett take «i doxe? . . . rdv 

_ Adyov yevéer Oar to be “if it is your opinion that the discussion has 
been etc.”) 

d9. dvwhév robev exryerpeiv, “to be starting from a long way 
back.” emcyerpeiv is used absolutely, in the sense of proceed, take 
a particular line in an argument or investigation. 

e2. With ravry révtws, which occurs below at 801 a1, ep. 
pnsapy pndapos above at 778 al. 

e5. With Bk. ILI. begins the investigation of the true nature 
and correct form of the woA:teia, and so he refers to what comes 
at the beginning of that book as ta tpWta AexOevta, We are not 
bound to suppose that when these words were written the treatise 
actually began at Bk. III. 

e6. xXpdvos and yxpx are both such common words that they 
are likely to have been signified occasionally by their first two 
letters. This would account for the fact that A has ypdvov where 
L and O (though in an erasure) and the margin of A have the 
correct xp7. Schanz thinks the mistake due to a misreading of 
an original ype. 

782 a2. As oO raparay qualified e’Anyxev and €£e1, so ravTws 
qualifies both #v and eorau.—) pyKds tr. . . dv ein, “or else a 
space of time since its beginning—since it came into being— 
must have lasted an immeasurable age.” A very awkwardly con- 
structed sentence; it is doubtful if it is Greek. It looks like 
the “conflation” of two modes of expressing the same thing ; 
fortunately there is no doubt what it means—ie. that if the 
time of the world’s existence is not infinite, at all events it is 
unthinkably long. [F.H.D. would asterisk pyKxds te THs apyxns 
as spurious or hopelessly corrupt. | 

a5. erirndetpata means practices, courses, measures adapted to 
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influence character or habits; rafews and ata€ias are qualifying, 
adjectival genitives. We may perhaps render: “régimes of all 
kinds, some strict, some lax.” emityndetpara atagias is almost 
an oxymoron ; it seems to mean nothing more than “the principle 
of laissez-faire.” 

a6. kai Bpdcews was rejected by Ast, and Bp. was emended to 
aBpotntos by Orelli, and to auepiocews by Hermann. Wagner 
would change Ppwpyatwv to dwydrwov. Schanz follows Ast. 
Though it is difficult I prefer the MS. reading. I would put 
a comma after Bpwéaews and supply ravtoia eritndetpara with 
it, taking the words to mean “various fashions of feeding oneself.” 
The counterpart to this is a variety of taste in articles of food, and 
that is the variety next mentioned. I even think that the intro- 
duction of the second variety—by a dya—would be too abrupt 
without the preceding kat Bpwaews. We shall see presently why 
he brings in the bodily appetites. (Cp. on d 7 below.) 

bl. avrov is “of their previous selves,” ie. “of their natures.” 
b5. The tiva indicates that the Ath, does not insist on the 

historical truth of the myth of Triptolemus; someone, at all 
events, at some time introduced corn as a new food. 

b6. Many edd. have adopted Ald.’s unnecessary change of i) 
to pnde.—The article with ypdvw after 6 is peculiar; I think 
we ought to read zw for the MS. ro.—As at 780b 6 and e 1 (see 
Burnet’s notes), the margin, by pov, shows what the original scribe’s 
mistake for wav had been. 

cl. The argument is that the survival of human sacrifices 
proves the existence of cannibalism in the past. Further, the 
Orphic vegetarianism and the Orphic, sacrificial offerings, on the 
other hand, are indications of very opposite feelings as to methods 
of feeding, and tastes in food, thus establishing the appositeness of 
the zavtota, and ravtodara¢ at a6 and 7. 

c3. For dre ep. Porson’s note on ofo@ ére at Eur. Hec. 110. 
—Schanz’s erodApwv pev is clearly a better correction than 
Stallb.’s éroApov for the MS, eroApopev. The d€ after rédXavor 
corresponds to the pev after erdApwv ; there is an erasure over the 

; 

o of eroApopev in A.—The order is, as usual, chiastic; food, 
sacrifices : sacrifices, food. 

c5. ayva is, so to speak, in Pabeige -marks; as if ke had 
aid “in Orphic language, pure.” Cp. Horace, A.P. 392 victu 
foedo deterruit Orpheus; foedo being used, in the technical 
Orphic sense, for all animal food; not, as Orelli, “the food of 
beasts,” nor, as others “ cannibalism.” 
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C7. "Opdixol tives Aeydpevor Bio ey. jp. Tots TOT, “what is 

generally spoken of as the Orphic rule of life was followed by our 

race in those days.” The 7ov emphasizes the unity of human 

nature in all ages; the intimation is that modes of thought and 

taste which had once existed could quite possibly be recalled. 

8. éxdpevor, as the direct opposite of dreiyovro and dmexo- 
pevot, is “insisting on”—Schneider sectantes; they made it part 

of their religion to eat what was not animal. ji 

d2. a7: MSS. Bekker’s rejection of the a gives us on. the 

‘ whole a better sentence than either Steph.’s 4 y’ or Winckelmann’s 
dt? or Stalb.’s dtr. The dittography of the a is more likely to 
have happened than the corruption of y to 7.—There remains, 
however, rather a superfluity of conjunctions; the first Kaé 
merely emphasizes ofddpa.—xal odddpa Aeyopeva, “ what is very 
widely current.” 

a7. It is implied, though not said, that ta tovtous e€js—the 
next step in his train of thought—would explain why the 
preceding one had been taken. As at 781d9, the Ath. shows 
a consciousness that the order of his mental prccesses is somewhat 
obscure. It has been suggested above that the Spartan and 
Cretan institution of the syssitia points the way by which a 
complete regulation of the home and family life may be secured in 
the interests of the state. The Ath. next turns to consider the 
things in human nature which want regulating. These turn out 
to be the natural appetites, which, in certain aspects, may become, 
or be attended by, vooyjpara (783 a4). His solution is that all 
these appetites must be enlisted in the service of the community: 
otherwise there will be moral disease. 

@10. xpeias cal eri@vpias: a hendiadys, “ imperative desire ” ; 
i.e. desire whose satisfaction is a necessity of existence.—dvra Tots 
avOpwrois npTyppéva ek ... means that these three desires are 
the cardinal factors in human nature—the two first, in its indi- 
vidual, the last in its racial aspect. 

dill. As in 728c¢4 with 6 te rvxov kal pi) Tvyxdvwr, 80 
here the variety between dyopévois and dyOeiow seems to have 
no special significance, but to be due to a desire for variety in sound 
and rhythm. | 
e 2. hv reps dracay, like rept dravra tatra at e 5, stands for 

a simple genitive; here it depends on ¢pwra, there on éruOupias. 
e@3. euduror, like cvpdutov at 771b 7, is instinctive—peorov 

olorpov Kal dvnkovotias Tov A., like the tjBpa rreiory at a3 
below, suggests the lines along which the possessors of these cardinal 
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instincts may be Kkak@s aydmevor—in which case they become 
VOO}PATa.—oloTTpOV TE Kal avyKovoTias: a hendiadys again, 
frenzied rebellion.” 

e 5. dromrAnpovvta: this construction supposes that a Tuva is 
the subject to mpatrev. 

e 6. Avmrns: this is the way desire works—by pain which craves 
alleviation. dety might no doubt be dispensed with, but if is more 
like an author’s than a scribe’s pleonasm. I am much attracted 
by Apelt’s suggestion (p. 12) that det detv—coming as it does after 
a final s—is a scribe’s error for oretvderv.  cretdwv, he notices, is 
just so used at Timaeus 86 c 1, in a passage very like this.—oddas 
is the pleasures and desires which are thus half personified —an 
unusual use of the pronoun. 

78343. vBpe mreioTy Kaopevos, “a reckless, wanton flame 
of passion.” 

a4—-b1. & dy)... exipponv: (1) I think the object to be sup-— 
plied in thought with tpérovra—which, and not the rperovta of 
L, I assume to be the right reading—is not the voojpara, but the 
people who are liable to them—.e. the possessors of the appetites— 
the aitois of 782d 11, who were to be rightly guided. (2) Ritter 
glances at the possibility that, though the restraints are said to be 
three, the Ath. is really thinking of only two—ai.e. the terrors of the 
luw (cp. d 6 arevAjoovtTés Turvy vopors), and the sort of persuasion 
used in the rpooiuia which accompany the laws; but he is right, 
I think, in rejecting this idea, and regarding vojos here as force of 
habit. (3) I think it probable that oPevvivtwy is a seribe’s 
error, and that the Aldine and Vulgate ofevvivar is the correct 
reading. The scribe probably did not intend it (as Stallb. and 
Herm.) for a gen. abs, but for an imperative, forgetting the 
previous construction. (As to the possibility of such a gen. abs. 
cp. on 75546 above.) (Steph. may be right in reading tpérovtas, 
though the change of number is common in Plato in such cases, 
and the sing. is attested by the variant rperovta.) “In dealing 
with these three dangerous impulses, we must guide men’s eyes, 
beyond what is called delight, towards their true advantage, and 
must try, on the one hand, to restrain the dangerous tendencies 
by the three most potent influences of fear, habit, and philosophy ; 
and on the other, by calling in the aid of Music and Gymnastics, 
to quench their fire and allay the fury of their onset.” — The 
pevto. in a7 corresponds to the mev in a 5, thus adding, it 
seems to me, to the confirmation of the reading oPevvivar.— 
Ritter is right in saying that aywv/o.n is almost predicative ; no 
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special presiding gods are meant, but the gods generally, in 
their capacity of patrons of gymnastic contests. 

In the last few pages of this book we seem to have detached sug- 
gestions of lines of argument, which a final revision would have re- 
arranged and worked up into a consecutive exposition. The chief 
points in it are: (1) The danger of leaving human nature to itself ; 
(2) the great possibilities in the way of moulding human nature ; 
(3) the mistake of confounding acquired habits and prejudices with 
laws of nature. The passage from raidwv dé 6) in b 2 to kadds in 
d4 occurs in L, but was originally absent from A and O. It 
begins in much the same way as Bk. VII. begins; this fact, and 
the detachment of the passage, are further indications that this 
part of the treatise has not received its final ordering. 

b 2. Qdpev is used of the arrangement of topics in their imaginary 
legislation. 

' b5. We are bound, I think, to accept the reading jvika 
adpixopeOa, though, as the text stands, it appears inexplicable. I 
would suggest that the corruption lies in the MSS. eis 7d eumpoo Ger. 
This phrase is common, especially with mpoiévar—e.g. above, 755 b 4 
TpoioyTwv TOY vOpwy eis ToOvprpoo7Fev—and the neighbourhood of 
mpoiovtwy here may have influenced the scribe; but the phrase 
will not fit either repaivoito ay or qvika adixopeOa. I would 
substitute ws for eis, and take ws as the correlative of the oirw 
in b 3: “while the discussion advances on the same lines as 
it did when we came on the subject of the syssitia before, 
possibly our full tale of regulations will be made up.” The way 
the subject was reached above was through the question (779 d 5) 
“what has the legislator to say to men and women after they are 
married ?”—-1 would, with Burnet, accept Ritter’s arrangement of 
Tas TowatiTas .. . Katoydpueba as a parenthesis. (One Florentine 
MS. and most of the early texts read iva kal aduxopevor eis for Hvika 
ddixopeOa, and this reading is retained by Stallb. and Herm. 
Schneider reads dre for 6 Te, adixwpeOa for adixoueOa, and (like 
Ziirr.) retains the spurious eis before tds. Schanz abandons the 
passage as hopeless.) 

b8. The second great difficulty in this passage is the interpre- 
tation of ta te ewimporbev .. . eximpoobev TrouncopeOa. = exi- 
mpooGev roreio Par occurs above at 648d in the sense of obtendere. 
The te seems to point back to the te in 6 Te vouos at b 4. If so, 
aitoav may stand for vouwv, but more likely for tov ovocitiwv, 
and ta éximpooOev avtov are “the necessary steps leading up to 
them,” which are to be made into screens, or defences, set up in 
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front of them. “And the preliminaries to the syssitia, which are 
(equally) unregulated at present, we will reduce to order, and 
place before them as a screen or shelter.” The upshot of the 
passage then is this: ‘‘at the present stage of our inquiry we must 
be content to reserve the details of the regulation of private life, 
but I want you to remember what I said about the three cardinal 
impulses of human nature, for that is important.” 

c2. vuvdy): ie. at b 5 fi. 
d 2. All recent editors except Schneider accept Steph.’s insertion 

of dv before ta viv. (Schneider prefers to read & for Ta.) 
d4. We are here brought back to the point from which we 

digressed in 779 e. 
5. avtots: ie. tods vupdiovs, implied in 7a vupduxd. 
d9. arodexvicba, like drodpaiverOar at 780a1, is used for 

to produce. 
el. ravtes . . . tpd€ews, “all who take part in any kind of 

common work.” koivwvoi is the important word. As union 
increases efficiency beyond the proportion of mere numbers, so 
failure on the part of one of the united workers does more harm 
than if he were merely spoiling work of his own. 

e 3. 42 €xovTes vouv : ignorance, as well as carelessness, may cause 
failure. This furnishes one reason for the supervision practised 
by the committee of wise women—as to whom cp. Theaet. 149d 6. 

784.41. ds cthopea: here, as in the nvixa adixopeOa at 783b 5, 
many interpreters unaccountably translate the aor. ind. as if it were a 
subj. with av. It is possible that the past tense stands for “ whom 
you are to assume that we have chosen,” but more likely Ritter is 
right in seeing here an additional sign of the lack of revision. 
When writing these words the author thought he had spoken of 
these female officials before. On revision he would have discovered 
his error. 

a2. Tots dpxovow: who the magistrates are who are to 
determine the composition of this body of female officials we are 
left to guess; possibly a committee of the vouopvAaxes. (Stallb., 
after quoting Hermann’s (De vest. ii. p. 7) extraordinary statement 
that the custodes of the married pairs were some men and some 
women, apparently, in his next note, takes mpoordtrew apyovor 
to mean ‘‘add to the number of (male) officials.” But, as Ritter 
says, tpootatrev never has this meaning in Plato. 

a3. owdray: ie. at what intervals fresh elections were to take 
place. 

a4. expt Tpitov péepovs dpas: the proceedings at this daily 
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gathering are also left mostly to our imagination, Among other 
things we may conclude that twenty minutes was the minimum 
time of attendance. 

a7. oro (cp. Rep. 46146, and Laws 917d 8 tH pdorvys TUTTE 
cw rrAnyas vr6 KipuKos év TH ayopa KnptEavtos Gv evexa péedXer 
titer Gar): of the circwmstances accompanying the laying of the 
injunctions on the wedded pair. It is the same use which occurs 
as a term of music to denote the instrument which accompanies 
asong, — 

b2. dexéris: in the state of the Republic, where there were to 
be no husbands and wives, the time during which fathers and 
mothers were to produce children “for the state” was twenty 
years (Rep. 460 e). 

b 3. drav, ‘in cases where.” 
b 5. BovAcvopevors cis Ta mpdopopa Exatépors: for this use of 

eis for “as to,” or “in” ep. 775a7 Tw pev eis Xpypata peyioTo. 
Interpreters all follow Ficinus—whose transl. is prout commodum 
utrisque est disiungantur—in taking the ets clause with dvafevyvv- 
o0a:.—“ be divorced for their mutual benefit,” Jowett. But the 
following sentence supports the view that it goes with PovAevope- 
vovs. What the family conclave, with (if necessary) the help of 
the experts, had to decide was the terms of the separation, and in 
so doing to consider the interest of both parties. 

b7. At 929e ten vouodiAakes are called in to decide upon a 
divorce (for incompatibility of temper) along with ten of the female 
marriage officials. 

el. The MSS. have ofs dv emitpeywow oide tagwor: two 
violent assumptions have been made about this passage :—(1) that 
kai has dropped out before tad€wou, and (2) that eitperew here 
means to order, to command. Nearly every editor has followed 
Ald. in the former point. As to the second, Ast and L. & S. 
(who cite it erroneously) give Xen. An. vi. 5. 11 as a support for 
érutperew in the sense of iubeo. But erérpefev there means “ he 
gave it into their charge to . . .,”:‘‘he assigned to them the duty 
of ...” That is different from tatra eérétpeyev—with no 
persons mentioned—used for ‘“‘he gave these commands.” (Cod. 
Voss. and a corrector of A altered td€wou to ta€ovcr.) I believe 
that Burnet has restored the original reading by simply resolving 
oide into ot de. As he has kindly informed me, he takes tovrous 
épeverv with both clauses: with the first it means “to abide by 
their reference to these arbiters,” and with the second “and by 
their decision on the point referred to them”—the whole being 
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equivalent to the legal term eupeverv TH Svairy (e.g. Aristoph. Wasps, 
524); the disputants ie. are to acquzesce in the court, and act upon 
ats decision. (It will be seen that Burnet’s text would admit of 
the interpretation adopted by Winckelmann, who would read 
a ois ay eritpebwou oide TdEwou TovToLs Eupeverv, “to abide by 
the decision of those to whom these (ten vouodptAakes) intrust it.” 
But, as B. says, the original disputants are a much more appropriate 
subject to emitpe~wouw than the ten vouodtrAakes; besides, it 
complicates the proceeding unduly, if we are to suppose a second 
delegation.—H. Richards would cut the knot by reading ois av 
eriTagwowv olde TovTows éeupeverv—the assumption being that 
[kat]... ta€wou was a marginal variant.) 

c7. avaypadey corresponds to our “post,” as used of defaulters. 
d2. For ev of the tribunal cp. above 754e8.—Steph. first 

recognized that tovde goes with atios, though in his, as in the 
earlier texts, it is written tov de, and begins the next sentence.— 
Ficinus misinterpreted the next sentence in a curious manner, 
translating it ‘“‘ Nec nuptiis procreandisque liberis ulterius det 
operam : ac si id tentaverit” ete. 

d6. e€ddwv . .. Kat tywov: the “distinction” probably con- 
sisted in being attended by a train of servants. Stallb. notes that 
Theophr. Char. 25 represents the mean man as unwilling to buy a 
proper maid to attend his wife eis tas e€ddovus, and that Dem. Adv. 
Olymp. 1182 describes a éraipa as e£ddovs Aapmrpas éEvotcav.— 
A has (acc. to Schanz) yevéoe*xwyv, the third e« being in an 
erasure. Burnet says this is corrected from an original yevéova 
tov (which J. G. Schneider conjectured); L and O have yevéoewy 
with yeveOAiwv in the margin, From a comparison of Ale. I. 
121c¢7—ratTy TH pepe Bacirews yeveOdia raca Over Kat €op- 
tafe. 7 “Aocia—where one MS. has yevéova, B concludes, no doubt 
rightly, that yeveouw here is a mistake for yeveOAva. (Stallb. 
mentions this as a possible emendation, but rejects it.) It is not 
clear whether there was any difference between the emiteAewwoers 
and the yeve#Ava, Both appear to have been celebrated on the 
tenth day after the child’s birth. Cp. Aristoph. Av. 494 and 922. 
The former word, as Ast and Stallb. say, has a religious significance. 

785a1. The subject to ovy7j xeioOw is the regulations just 
recommended. 

a2. mpattécOu, “they should be put in force.” 
a5. Burnet retains the original apy7 of A, L and O, but differs 

from all other editors in putting a full stop after it. (Sehanz 

adopts the early correction to apx1)v, and inserts ws before (wis.) 
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(wns apx7 would thus stand as a literal quotation of the formal 
words used in the register—Burnet also retains the MS. zapa- 
yeypéhOw, which many edd. have followed Orelli in changing to 
the inf. 

a6, The acc. rdv dpvOudv remains a difficulty. It seems to be 
an acc. of inner object: “ let there be added a writing giving the 
number.” Perhaps we onght to accept Orelli’s emendation. 

b2. ydpov de dpov: see above on 721 b 1.—The addition of 
Tov paxpotatov xp. aq. is an indication that some variety in the 
enactment is conceivable. 

END OF VOL. I 

Printed by K. & RK. Cuark, Limirev, Edinburgh. 
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